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P r e f a c e  

The region of a star where the spectrum is formed is called the atmosphere. 
It consists of the photosphere (where most of the visual and infrared light comes 
from), the chromosphere (a somewhat hotter layer above the photosphere where, 
in cool stars, most of the ultraviolet light is produced), and sometimes a corona 
(the very hot outermost region). Stars with an "average" (effective) temperature 
in the photosphere of less than around 4000 K are called "cool". The low lumi- 
nosity cool stars include the M dwarfs, some white dwarfs, and the brown dwarfs. 
All these are stellar types that often can be as old as the universe, and they can 
provide us with important and detailed information about things as different 
as the conditions in the early universe, the unseen mass in the galaxies, and of 
course stellar structure and evolution itself. The high luminosity cool stars are 
called red giants. They are often larger than the Earth's orbit around the Sun, 
and a wind of gas and dust from their uppermost layers can be so strong that 
the mass of our Sun would be expelled in less than 100,000 years. These stars 
continuously enrich the interstellar medium with material from the nucleosyn- 
thesis deep in their interior. New stars and planets forming from the interstellar 
clouds are therefore built "of the ashes of the red giants". In fact about half of 
all the elements that surround us come from this process (2/3 of all the elements 
heavier than iron, and a few of the lighter and more abundant ones too; the rest 
of the elements come from supernovae). Nevertheless, there is no theory capable 
of explaining how the material is blown out of the red giant stars. Part of the 
wind-material can gather temporarily in shells around the stars. Dense shells of 
gas and dust around red giants are known as circumstellar envelopes. All these 
phenomena are collectively referred to in this book as the stellar environment. 
It has not yet been possible to construct a unified model for this part of a star. 

The gas in cool stars is dominated by small molecules (like CO, H20, HCN) 
which slowly grow into bigger molecules (like carbon chains and polyaromatic 
hydrocarbon rings) and grains (like silicon carbide and graphite dust) in the 
outflowing gas. A major obstacle to constructing a unified model for the stellar 
environment in cool stars has been the severe lack of data for the molecular 
physics and chemistry that prevail at the high temperatures and/or low pressures 
of the stellar environment. It is the aim of the present book to review the status 
and knowledge of the theory, observations, and experiments relating to both the 
astrophysical and the chemical aspects of this problem, and to stimulate work 
in the area where data and progress are most needed. One problem that any 
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scientist entering this field will immediately discover is that "the two sides" - 
the chemistry and the astrophysics- each speak their own language. It is this 
problem which in the first chapter of the book is described as "the two villages". 
Each chapter in the book has therefore been aimed at presenting both the basic 
concepts and the underlying theory, together with the most recent knowledge and 
progress. This aim is described in the first chapter as creating "a bridge between 
the villages" - i.e., the ability to pass knowledge from one of the communities 
to the other. 

I am thankful to all the authors for their patience with me when I returned 
their manuscripts for the n'th time claiming that we need more "stones on the 
bridge" in order to "make it easy to pass from one of the villages to the other" - 
i.e., in order to make the concepts from one of the disciplines understandable for 
scientists and students from the other discipline. It is my hope that the book will 
be used as such a bridge between molecular chemistry and stellar astrophysics. 

The idea of the book (and the IAU Colloquium 146 upon which it is based) 
arose from discussions between Georges Graner, Mike Seaton, Rainer Wehrse and 
myself during a fruitful meeting on atomic and molecular opacities in Venezuela 
in the summer of 1991. The project was well received by the host institutes in 
Copenhagen (the Niels Bohr Institute and Nordita), and the financial where- 
withal was secured by generous support from the International Astronomical 
Union (on recommendations by commissions 14, 29, and 36), the Danish Natu- 
ral Science Research Council, the Augustinus Foundation, the Carlsberg Foun- 
dation, and Knud Hcjgaard's Foundation. I gratefully acknowledge this sup- 
port, as well as the work done by the scientific organizing committee (consisting 
of Georges Graner, David L. Lambert, BjSrn O. Roos, Takashi Tsuji, Rainer 
Wehrse, and myself) and the local organizing committee (consisting of Ben Mot- 
telson, Bernard Pagel, Peter Thejll, and myself). Particular thanks are due to 
Peter Thejll without whose continuous effort the organization of the conference 
would have been impossible. 

Copenhagen, November 1993 Uffe Gr£e Jcrgensen 
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Stellar Photospheres and Molecules 
A View From The Bridge 

David L. Lambert 

Department of Astronomy, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 USA 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The allegory alluded to in the subtitle of my review came to mind in the early 
morning hours when I was battling insomnia after a successful observing run 
at our McDonald Observatory. Similar bouts with insomnia are more widely 
classified as "jetlag," a condition probably too familiar to many of the readers! 

Imagine two villages connected by a bridge spanning a deep, fast-flowing 
river. In my village on the south bank live the astronomers. Across the bridge 
live the chemical physicists and the physical chemists who are engaged in de- 
termining by all possible theoretical and experimental means the structure and 
spectra of molecules (and atoms). The astronomical community can be sorted 
into various clans of whom I consider here only the stellar spectroscopists and, 
in particular, the small subclan fascinated by quantitative spectroscopy who to 
pursue their trade must establish and maintain excellent communications with 
the village on the other side of the bridge. The necessity for contacts between the 
two villages has grown with the development of the tools of the stellar spectro- 
scopists' trade: e.g., the advances of telescopes and spectrographs with respect 
to coverage of the electromagnetic spectrum and sensitivity, and the theoretical 
developments in the construction of model stellar atmospheres and the compu- 
tation of synthetic stellar spectra. The recent decades of astronomical advances 
have been matched by exciting years in the village across the bridge: e.g., tun- 
able lasers have spawned a renaissance in molecular (and atomic) spectroscopy, 
and theoretical work on molecular structure and spectra has advanced with the 
awesome growth of computers. Yet, a curious paradox may be sketched. These 
welcome and remarkable developments in the two villages have made it more 
difficult to maintain effective communications across the bridge. How can I pos- 
sibly exploit fully the successes of MRD-CI calculations and appreciate their 
limitations? My counterparts across the bridge will echo my question: What ex- 
periments or quantum calculations might be usefully made in support of the 
astronomers' programs ATLAS, MARCS, SOSMARCS, and their relatives? 

This review is one attempt to sketch the needs of stellar spectroscopists for 
basic molecular data. If we are to deserve collaborations with chemists and physi- 
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cists, it is helpful if the astrophysical problems are of fundamental  importance.  
The "stellar environment" presents a rich array of such problems. The stellar 
spectrum is our observational tool for understanding the physical s tructure and 
chemical composition of the stellar atmosphere from the deepest photospheric 
layers to the outermost limits of the stellar wind. The data primarily but not 
exclusively relating to the chemical composition are then applied to questions in 
stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis. Information gathered star-by-star is then 
used to tackle questions such as "How do stars evolve? . . . .  How has the Galaxy 
evolved? . . . .  How, when, and where were the chemical elements synthesized?" 
These are fundamental questions. 

Here, I follow this introduction with a sketch of asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB) stars which are an especially interesting class of red giants whose en- 
vironments can only be analysed when full attention is given to the molecular 
component of the stars' spectra. After explaining the structure and significance 
of these stars, I give examples of the basic molecular data needed in the analysis 
of stellar spectra, and I draw in large measure on personal examples. This re- 
view is directed primarily at the villagers across the bridge. In the last chapter, I 
return to my allegory and offer a few (obvious) remarks on how communication 
across the bridge might be made more effective. 

2 AGB Stars: A Key Site of Nucleosynthesis 

2.1 E v i d e n c e  o f  N u c l e o s y n t h e s i s  

Supernovae of Type  II and Type Ia are widely recognized as major  sites of nu- 
cleosynthesis. Type II SN are the terminal phase for massive stars (M > 8M®). 
Type  Ia SN are commonly supposed to result when two white dwarfs coalesce 
to form an unstable compact object whose mass violates Chandrasekhar 's  limit 
for the maximum mass supportable by degenerate electrons. The AGB stars 
make major and distinctive contributions to stellar nucleosynthesis. In partic- 
ular, these stars contribute elements that  are not obviously synthesized by the 
SN: lithium, fluorine, and many heavy nuclides. AGB stars have initial masses 
in the range of about 1 to 8 M G ; stars less massive than about 1 M® have not 
yet exhausted their hydrogen supply, and stars more massive than 8 M O evolve 
to die as SN and do not attain the structure of an AGB star. 

The role of the AGB stars was demonstrated long before the structure of the 
stars was understood even in bare outline. Merrill (1952) provided this demon- 
stration with his discovery of absorption lines of Tc I in blue spectra of a class 
of red giants known as S stars. Technetium was the signal of internal nucleosyn- 
thesis because this element has no stable isotopes. All isotopes are short-lived in 
the astronomical sense: e.g., 99Tc, the longest lived at low temperatures,  has a 
half-life of about 200,000 yr., which is several orders of magnitude shorter than 
the time taken by the progenitors of typical S stars to exhaust their supply of 
hydrogen and evolve to become AGB stars. Relative to normal (M-type) stars 
of similar temperature,  spectra of S stars also show an enhancement of other 
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heavy elements such as Zr and La; the latter enhancements are readily revealed 
on low dispersion spectra from strengths of ZrO, LaO, and other bands. Merrill's 
observational evidence for the synthesis of heavy nuclides was paired a few years 
later with the theoretical idea that synthesis occurs through successive captures 
of neutrons using abundant iron-group nuclei as the seeds for this synthesis. 
This is termed the s-process, where s denotes "slow" which in turn implies that  
unstable neutron-rich nuclides will, in general,/%decay rather than experience 
another neutron capture. The operation of the s-process was described in the 
classic paper on nueleosynthesis by Burbidge et al. (1957). An excellent recent 
introduction is offered by K~ppeler et al. (1989). Key unanswered questions 
about the s-process in AGB stars remain: What is the neutron source? What  
is the neutron density at the s-process site? Do models of AGB stars reproduce 
the observed pattern of s-process enrichments in individual AGB stars and in 
the mixture of stellar ejecta represented by nnevolved stars of various ages and 
in the well-characterized solar system (carbonaceous chondrites)? What  mass 
range among the AGB stars are the leading contributors of s-process nuclides to 
the Galaxy? 

2.2 T h e  S t r u c t u r e  o f  A G B  Sta r s  

Stars do not become red giants until the initial H in their core is burnt  to 
helium. Exhaustion of H terminates the main sequence phase of a star's life: 
main sequence lifetimes are tgs  o¢ (M/M e)-3' where the solar lifetime is about 
10 Gyr. The remaining lifetime of a star is 10 percent or less of/MS. Unable 
to generate energy by nuclear fusion, the He core contracts and concomitantly 
the H-rich outer layers expand and cool; the star becomes a red giant. The He 
core ignites eventually and He is burnt to C via the 3a-process (34He --+12C + 
energy). The upper mass limit for AGB stars is set by the requirement that  the 
C-O core after He exhaustion be supported against gravitational collapse by the 
pressure of degenerate electrons. This mass limit is about 8 M o. 

Stars more massive than 8 M e ignite their C-O cores and proceed to a Type 
II SN. The lower mass limit for AGB stars of (presently) slightly less than 1 M e 
is set by the age of the Galaxy (tg~l -~ 10-16 Gyr.) and the long main sequence 
lifetimes of low mass stars; obviously, tMs(M) --- tg~l sets the lower mass limit 
for AGB stars. 

AGB stars are a study of sharp contrasts. The C-O core of about 1 M e has 
a radius approximately equal to that of the Earth; the mass density is about 106 
g c m  -3. The outer radius of the AGB star may exceed the radius of the Earth 's  
orbit around the Sun. Even with one to several solar masses the mean density 
of the H-rich envelope is very low. The H-rich envelope is almost completely 
convective. This has important  consequences for observers because, if mixing 
occurs between He-shell and the base of the envelope, convection will carry the 
products of nucleosynthesis into the spectroscopically accessible atmosphere. The 
Tc discovered by Merrill shows that such mixing can occur. 

AGB stars must live by nuclear energy. Two potential sources exist: the thin 
He-shell around the degenerate C-O core, and the H-rich layers just exterior to 
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the He-shell. As shown long ago by Schwarzschild & H~rm (1967), this double- 
shell source is unstable in the sense that  neither the H-burning layers nor the He- 
shell can burn uninterruptedly. Calculations show that  the two nuclear sources 
burn approximately out of phase. For the majori ty of the time, H burns at the 
base of the H-rich envelope. Helium, the ash of H-burning, is added to the He- 
shell. After an interval of 104-105 yr., compression and heating of the He-shell 
causes it to ignite. On ignition, the He-shell is almost fully convective for a brief 
interval (,-~ 102 yr.). Following this "thermal instability" or "thermal pulse," 
He is burnt  quiescently at the base of the thin (now radiative) shell. After a 
short period, He-burning can no longer be sustained, H-burning resumes, and 
the cycle of H-burning, the thermal instability, and He-burning is repeated. The 
cycle for intermediate mass AGB stars is illustrated in Fig. 1. The number of 
cycles experienced by an AGB star depends on several factors and is, in nature,  
likely to be severely determined by the mass loss rate, a factor ill-determined 
from observations and not yet predictable from theory. AGB evolution appears 
to terminate in a rapid and severe shedding of the H-rich envelope known as the 
' 'superwind." 

Quiescent H Convective He 
Bumlng Phase Shell Flash 

H ~ Ho, H, He, CNO, 
CNO -,-14 N, Fe 
Fe 

4He,14N,56Fe 

4He,12C,160, $ He--* C + 0 

Power Down Dredge Up Quiescent He 
Phase Phase Burning Phase 

: H, He, CNO, , , ;i!iiii!iiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiii:iiiiiiii!ii;iiiiii!i!!iii!~ 
Fe i i [!i~i::i::i~iii~i!i!iii::iiiii~iiiii~i!iiiiiiiiiiiii~i!i::i~i::ii 

: H, He, CNO, 
! Fe, s 

He-" C-* 0 , 
Ne-~ i g + n  ~ ~  
n+Fe --~ s He - -*  C+O He --~C+O 

Fe, s 

Fig. 1. Nucleosynthesis and dredge-up in an intermediate mass AGB star. This is a 
highly schematic representation that is not to scale in either the radial distance or 
mass coordinate, but instead emphasizes the ordering o[ dominant nuclear processes. 
The screened areas represent convective zones. The outer and H-rich convective zone 
extends all the way to the surface. Regions of nuclear burning are shown in bold type. 
(After Iben 1985.) 
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2.3 T h e  T h i r d  D r e d g e - U p  

The nuclear reactions comprising H-burning, He-burning, and accompanying 
reactions change the composition of the interior. These changes are observable 
only if the deep convective envelope can penetrate into the regions exposed to 
nuclear reactions. This penetration, if it occurs, leads to a phenomenon known as 
"the third dredge-up." Figure 2 depicts a successful dredge-up. (The first dredge- 
up occurs in all stars as they first become red giants or supergiants following the 
termination of the main sequence. The second dredge-up is predicted to occur 
in intermediate mass stars after exhausting of their He core as blue supergiants 
and on the return to the domain of the red giants). The S and other red giants 
are incontrovertible evidence that  the third dredge-up occurs in nature; the s- 
process, as I sketch below, accompanies He-burning. The theoretical evidence 
for the third dredge-up is mixed! 

@ 
V 

0.66 

0.64 

0.62 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii     i 

He Shel l  

13C'~ ~22Ne ! 
14th pulse 

I I .I 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii iiiiiii!Hiii    i 

!Ne 
He Shel l  

15th pulse 
0.60 .... I I I 

-300 1 O0 500 182200 182600 

t (years) 
Fig. 2. Mixing re~ons as a function of time and activation of neutron sources during 
two thermal pulses in a low mass AGB model. Fully convective zones are denoted by 
screened areas. The times at which the 13C and 22Ne neutron sources are activated 
are indicated by the vertical lines within the convective shells (after Hollowell &: Iben 
1989.) 

An opportuni ty for the third dredge-up exists during the brief interval when 
He burns quiescently. At this time the base of the convective envelope will de- 
scend into the top of the He-shell. For the observer, the critical issue is the depth 
of penetration into the He-shell. Freshly synthesized 12C with a little 160 and 
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the products of the s-process were distributed over the lower parts of the He-shell 
by the convection associated with the thermal pulse. If the convective envelope 
can penetrate into these parts, now quiescent and not convective, 12C and s- 
process products will be added to the envelope and so to the atmosphere. A 
successful third dredge-up is sketched in Figure 2. Repeated applications of the 
third dredge-up increase steadily the C-to-O ratio and the s-process enrichment 
of the atmosphere. The classical S stars such as those discovered by Merrill to 
contain Tc have a higher C/O ratio than less evolved red giants. When the C/O 
ratio exceeds unity, C-containing molecules (e.g., C2, CN, HCN) dominate the 
spectrum of these "carbon" stars. Spectra of the S stars and their less evolved 
counterparts, the M stars, are dominated in the optical region by bands of ox- 
ides (e.g., TiO, ZrO, LaO). The switch at C/O = 1 from oxides to C-containing 
molecules is engineered by the CO molecule. The He abundance of the envelope 
is increased even if the dredge-up does not penetrate the layers that experi- 
enced the thermal instability. In contrast to C and s-process elements, the He 
enrichment of the envelope is quite minor. The reason for this is that C and 
s-process elements in the He-shell are overabundant by a factor of about 1,000 
relative to their initial abundances in the envelope, but He is overabundant by 
the modest factor of 10 (by number of atoms). This is fortunate because the He 
abundance of the atmosphere is not directly measurable and, hence, it is reassur- 
ing to suppose the He abundance is not altered significantly by the third (or the 
preceding) dredge-up. Of course, the possibility exists that He-rich atmospheres 
may go undetected until almost all the H has been converted to He or removed! 

A successful third dredge-up of 12C and s-process elements was demonstrated 
theoretically for the more massive AGB stars by Iben (1975--see the comprehen- 
sive review papers Iben [1985, 1991]). In some quarters, these stars of about 3 to 
8 solar masses are called intermediate mass (IM) stars. The s-process is driven 
by the neutron source 22Ne (a, n) 25Mg which is ignited in the He-shell at tem- 

peratures T > 3 x 10SK. In the third dredge-up, the convective envelope skims off 
the top of the layers exposed to He-burning and the s-process. These products of 
nucleosynthesis are then mixed throughout the envelope including the surface. 
At the next thermal pulse, the remainder of the exposed layer in the He-shell 
is re-heated and re-exposed to neutrons; this re-exposure is characterized by an 
overlap factor often denoted by r. This sequence of re-exposures leads in a natu- 
ral way after a few pulses to the dredged-up material being characterized by an 
exponential distribution of exposures to neutrons (Ulrich 1973). Such a distribu- 
tion characterizes the solar/meteoritic abundances of s-process elements heavier 
than about Rb (the "main" s-process elements). In early calculations (Iben 1975) 
it was suggested that the 22Ne neutron source and the predicted overlap factors 
led to a solar-like distribution of s-process elements in the envelopes of these 
massive AGB stars. Furthermore, the numbers of these stars and the mass of 
their envelopes which are ejected before the stellar cores die as white dwarfs 
appeared in combination to suggest that these stars are the Galaxy's principal 
supplier of the "main" s-process elements (Truran & Iben 1977). Unfortunately, 
this conclusion is now in doubt, in part because the competition to the 22Ne 
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neutron source from ~2 Ne (a, 7) 26Mg was probably underestimated. This serves 
as a reminder that  quantitative stellar spectroscopists in pursuit of the sites of 
stellar nucleosynthesis look across the river to nuclear physicists as well. 

In the low mass (M < 3/140) AGB stars, the temperatures in the He-shell are 
too low during the thermal pulses for the 22Ne neutron source to be very effective. 
The principal source is most likely to be 13C(~,n)160. Questions remain as 
to how the necessary 13C supply is generated; protons from the base of the 
convective envelope are mixed or diffused into the top of the He-shell during 
the long interpulse period of H-burning. Then 12C(P, 7)13N(e-v)13C provides 
the 13C which is later ingested into the convective regions of the He-shell when 
He-burning resumes. Thanks to the paucity of protons, little 13C is converted by 
proton capture to 14N, as occurs in H-burning when protons are abundant. At 
present, the 13C abundance at He-burning is uncertain theoretically. As Figure 
2 implies, the 22Ne source may be ignited following the 13C source in low mass 
AGB stars, but the neutron flux from the ~2Ne source is relatively weak. Note 
that  a comparable uncertainty about the initial 22Ne concentration in the He- 
shell of an IM AGB star does not exist, because the 22Ne abundance is set by 
the initial abundance of C, N, and O (and e2Ne, a minor species) which by 
H-burning is converted to 14N, and prior to He-burning 14N is converted by 2 
e~-captures to 22Ne. 

The reader is invited to read some recent papers to see how the issue of 13C 
seeding of the He-shell is approached in theoretical calculations: e.g., Boothroyd 

Sackmann (1988), Hollowell ~: Iben (1989), Busso et al. (1992). To the observer 
there would seem to be two potentially observable consequences of the degree of 
13C seeding. One, a high seeding means a high neutron exposure at each pulse 
and relatively higher production ratio of the heavier to the lighter s-process 
elements (say La to St), as long as the overlap factor is unchanged. Second, the 
neutron density during s-processing is dependent on the rate at which 13C is 
ingested into the He-burning convective layers. A high 13C abundance tends to 
drive the s-process at a high neutron density. I discuss below the prospects for 
diagnosing the neutron density from analysis of the surface enrichments of key 
nuclides. 

2.4 H o t  B o t t o m  B u r n i n g  in Very  L u m i n o u s  A G B  Stars  

In the preceding look at nucleosynthesis in AGB stars, the focus was on the He- 
shell in which the 12C and the s-process elements are made and whose presence 
in the atmosphere of an AGB star is often demonstrable from low resolution 
qualitative spectroscopy. H-burning at the base of the- convective envelope also 
provides for nucleosynthesis. This contribution is potentially spectacular in two 
principal ways: an excess of C over 0 may be eliminated as 12C is converted to 
14N and a carbon star is reconverted to a now N-rich S star, and a reservoir of 
3He is converted to 7Li to create super Li-rich stars that are quite possibly a 
major source of Li in the Galaxy. 

H-burning at the base of the convective envelope is a central feature of AGB 
evolution except in the short intervals when the He-shell is ignited. Although 
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these episodes of H-burning convert some 12C to 14N and consume 3He, no 7Li 
is then or later injected into the convective envelope; the convective envelope 
does not penetrate the H-burning layer. The reason is very simple: the 7Li is 
destroyed by protons as fast as it is produced. Also, the conversion of 12C to 14N 
is constrained by the fact that the mass in the H-burning layer is finite. 

As an AGB star evolves to higher and higher luminosities, a structural change 
is predicted to occur. The H-burning layer and the convective envelope join so 
that products of nucleosynthesis in the H-burning layer are swept to the surface 
and fresh "raw materials" are converted into the layer for nuclear processing. 
This episode is referred to by various phrases: I shall label it "hot bottom burn- 
ing" or HBB--see Uus (1973) and Scalo et al. (1975) for an early description, 
and Bl~cker & SchSnberner (1991) and Sackmann ~ Boothroyd (1992) for more 
recent calculations of evolution and/or accompanying nucleosynthesis. 

The possibility that 7Li may be synthesized in red giants was recognised 
by Cameron ~z Fowler (1971), who proposed the "7Be-transport mechanism" in 
which 7Li is created via the reaction chain 3He(a, 7)7Be(e - ,  u)TLi, where the 
3He is a product of H-burning in the main sequence phase and the 7Li (and 7Be) 
is transported by convection to cooler layers to avoid destruction by protons; 
7Li destruction occurs very rapidly at the temperatures necessary to induce con- 
version of 3He to 7Be. The 3He was created by the pp-chain of H-burning. 3He 
production occurs very slowly because the initial reaction p(p, e+u)2H proceeds 
via the weak interaction; the nuclear reaction 2H(p, 7)3He is much faster. 3He is 
produced in significant quantities only in main sequence stars. Calculations show 
that, as the star evolves to become a red giant, the 3He produced avoids destruc- 
tion over a thick zone outside the H-burning core and later the H-burning shell. 
It is this reservoir of ZHe that is available to the HBB AGB star for processing to 
7Li. Since the reservoir is finite, the rise of the surface 7Li abundance of an HBB 
AGB star may be followed by a decline as the 7Li is destroyed on its return to 
the H-burning layer at the base of the convective envelope and replenishment is 
impossible owing to exhaustion of the 3He reservoir. I comment below on Li-rich 
AGB stars and the role of molecular spectra in the analysis of atomic (Li I) lines. 

3 S t r u c t u r e  a n d  S p e c t r a  o f  M o l e c u l e s  a n d  S t a r s  

3.1 W h y  S tudy  Molecules  in Stellar  Pho tosphe re s?  

To the easily intimidated, the association of atoms into molecules results in a 
spectrum of awful complexity. This complexity must be faced by the observer 
curious about AGB stars. Indeed, molecular spectra offer novel diagnostics of 
AGB behaviour not provided by the atomic lines. In this section, I shall note 
briefly the unique contributions of molecular spectra to the analysis of photo- 
spheric structure and composition and then turn to discussion of the data on 
molecular structure and data needed to effect the analyses of AGB stars. (I shall 
not discuss the chromospheres and circumstellar shells of AGB stars, see reviews 
by Olofsson, Hinkle, and by Sedlmayr, this volume, on that subject). Not unex- 
pectedly, my emphasis is on the roles of molecules in determining photospheric 
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chemical compositions in order to address questions concerning stellar evolution 
and nucleosynthesis. Applications of molecules to the observational definition of 
the physical properties of stellar photospheres are important but are not covered 
in detail. Molecular spectra provide information on the chemical composition and 
the physical structure of the photosphere. These two aspects are coupled, as is 
well shown by JOrgensen (this volume). I shall not discuss this coupling except 
to remark that the molecular line blanketing, which is dependent on chemical 
composition, is a principal determinant of the (theoretical) structure of an AGB 
star's photosphere. Specification of the blanketing calls for much of the molecular 
data needed in the analysis of photospheric spectra. 

Molecular spectra may be used to estimate the temperature and pressure of 
the photosphere. In practice, their use as barometers is rare. Here, one seeks to 
use molecules in an analogous way to the use of atomic and ionic spectra (say, 
Fe I and Fe II lines) with the Saha ionization equilibrium to derive the stellar 
surface gravity; for example, one might use the infrared OH rotation-vibration 
lines with the forbidden [O I] 6300 and 6363A lines and dissociation equilibrium 
to derive the surface gravity of an AGB star (the assumption of hydrostatic 
equilibrium links the gas pressure affecting the dissociation equilibrium to the 
surface gravity). In practice, this application of molecular spectra is very difficult 
for AGB stars because the necessary available atomic lines are few in number 
and often severely blended. Applications are possible for warmer red giants where 
molecular lines are less numerous. In AGB stars, one might envision applications 
of diatomic with triatomic molecules as barometers, say OH and H20 in O-rich 
stars or CN and HCN in C-rich stars. 

Spectroscopists have long used the measured equivalent widths of lines of an 
atom (or ion) to derive an excitation temperature (Text) for that species. If LTE 
is valid, this Text is obviously a weighted mean of the kinetic temperature over 
the layers contributing to the lines' formation. In recent years, comparison of 
the measured T~×¢ and predictions from model atmospheres has been used to 
derive a star's effective temperature (Taft). Space prohibits a thorough critique 
of the atomic lines as a stellar thermometer. While valuable and valid estimates 
of T~fr are provided for many types of stars, there are often severe limitations 
to this application of atomic lines. A majority of the limitations are rooted in 
fundamentals of atomic structure and spectra. 

Use of atomic or molecular lines as a thermometer providing Texc and, thence, 
Tefr requires that there be available an adequate collection of weak lines sampling 
a range in excitation potential, possessing accurately known gf-values, and drawn 
from levels whose populations show no significant departures from LTE. The 
latter constraint is cited because, with few exceptions, predictions of non-LTE 
populations for atoms in stellar atmospheres have not advanced beyond a level 
that I call "semi-quantitative" and do not permit the Texc(NLTE)-T~fr relation 
to be predicted. This is especially true for cool stars and those atomic species 
frequently adopted as thermometers (e.g., Fe I, Ti I). My list of qualitative 
conditions could be translated to quantitative conditions embracing the number 
of lines, the range in excitation potential, the accuracy of the g/-values, and the 
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precision of the stellar equivalent widths. 
My intent is not to explore the quantitative accuracy of Text estimates, but 

to point out that molecules offer inherent advantages over atoms. Molecules are 
more practical thermometers than atoms. In particular, the rotational structure 
of a given band of an electronic or rotation-vibration transition provides a set 
of lines whose relative f-values may often be fixed to satisfactory accuracy from 
a rotational line strength (HSnl-London factor) and a quantity describing the 
rotation-vibration interaction. The range in excitation potentials, which con- 
trols the sensitivity of the thermometer, may be extended by combining bands 
provided that their relative f-values are known. Preliminary theoretical studies 
indicate that the rate constants for rotational and vibrational excitation and 
de-excitation through H, He, H2, and e collisions dominate the statistical equi- 
librium of the ground and, possibly, the excited vibrational states of a molecule 
resident in the photosphere of a red giant (Thompson 1973; Hinkle ~z Lambert 
1975); i.e., the local excitation and kinetic temperatures are identical or almost 
SO. 

By contrast, atomic spectra are far less attractive thermometers. An atomic 
line list spanning an adequate range in excitation potential will necessarily in- 
volve different terms which are most probably connected by strong permitted 
radiative transitions and, hence, potentially subject to non-LTE effects. A satis- 
factory line list may also span a broader wavelength interval than the molecular 
alternative. In general, the available supply of accurate atomic f-values will be 
found wanting. Then, in the case of cool stars, the supply of atomic lines will 
be depleted because several to many potential lines will be masked by strong 
molecular absorption (the high density of molecular lines will also mean that a 
molecular thermometer may be compromised by the paucity of unblended weak 
molecular lines). 

As a final note on molecules and the atmospheric structure, I mention the 
use of molecules as probes of the photospheric velocity field--see, for example, 
the analyses by Tsuji (1988) of the CO 2.3#m rotation-vibration lines in the 
spectra of M giants showing the radial velocity to vary systematically with a 
line's excitation energy. These shifts and line asymmetries show that "a pack of 
low excitation CO lines should be originating in an extra molecular component, 
not yet expanding at large velocity, but well distinct from the photosphere" 
(Tsuji 1988). As Tsuji points out, this zone revealed by the CO lines may be 
the environment in which dust formation occurs and mass loss is initiated by 
radiation pressure on the grains. 

To date, the contributions of observed molecular lines to our understanding of 
the chemical composition exceed the insights obtained into the physical structure 
of AGB stars. I divide these prelusive remarks into two parts: isotopic ratios and 
elemental abundance ratios. 

Three concise statements suffice to show why molecular lines in stellar spectra 
are analysed for the isotopic abundance ratio of one or more of the molecule's 
constituent atoms: 

1. Often, the isotopic ratios address astrophysical questions of great import, 
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e.g., stellar nucleosynthesis of the chemical elements. 
2. Often, ratios of high accuracy are obtainable with limited knowledge of the 

atmospheric structure and a partial description of the basic molecular data, 
e.g., the 12C/13C ratio may be extracted from CN lines without a precise 
value for the molecule's dissociation energy whose persistent uncertainty 
afflicts all attempts to use the CN lines as monitors of either the C or the N 
elemental abundances. 

3. In general, the detectable molecules in stellar spectra provide isotopic ratios 
for those atoms for which the isotopic atomic wavelength shifts are too small 
to be resolved in stellar spectra. This fortunate circumstance arises because 
the nuclear masses have a direct influence on a molecule's rotation-vibration 
energy levels. 

A combination of isotopic with elemental abundance ratios is often essen- 
tial in addressing the key astrophysical questions. In quantitative analyses of 
warm/solar stars, molecular spectra may supplement the data on elemental 
abundance ratios provided by atomic spectra. In the cooler stars such as the 
inhabitants of the AGB, however, molecular spectra may be the primary or even 
the sole source of elemental abundance ratios. Certainly, for the CNO trio whose 
abundances reflect the presence of H- and He-burning products in the stellar at- 
mosphere, molecules are the key to the abundances. Note too that a simultaneous 
analysis of two or more indicators may be required for a single elemental abun- 
dance. Consider, for example, the C-rich AGB stars. Carbon monoxide and N2 
largely control the partial pressures of free C, N, and O and, hence, of molecules 
containing these elements. While the CO lines are a direct measure of the O 
abundance c(O), the 'C2 lines reflect the difference (e(C) - e(O)) 2 and, hence, 
the C abundance is set by the combination of CO and C2 lines. An obvious 
extension of this to CN shows that the N abundance requires a simultaneous 
fit to CO, Ce, and CN lines. A corollary is obvious: errors in the basic data  
(f-values and dissociation energies) for a molecule may affect the abundance of 
more than one element, and the effects may not be equal. For example, an error 
in the f-value of the C~ lines contributes the following errors: 

n log( (c) - 40) )  ~ 0.sn log f(c ) 

A log e(N) --~ A log f(C2) 

where the CN lines are the source of the N abundance and "all" of the N is 
supposed to be associated into N2 (i.e., p(N~) oc e(N) and p(N) 2 o¢ p(N2), hence 
e(N) o< p(CN) 2 where p denotes a partial pressure). 

The spectrmn of an AGB star may provide novel information for the molec- 
ular spectroscopist because the star's photosphere is a spectacular light source 
whose composition, column density, and combination of low pressure and mod- 
erate temperatures cannot be realized in the laboratory. As evidence, I cite our 
discovery of ZrS bands in 7,000-10,000/~ spectra of S stars (Lambert &: Clegg 
1980) ahead of laboratory detections of these bands. The necessity for laboratory 
work is well shown by the recent work on TiS using a King-type furnace (Jonsson 
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et al. 1992). The TiS bands from 1.05 to 1.35#m were shown to account quite 
well for bands previously attributed (Hinkle et al. 1989) to ZrS on the basis of 
wavelengths predicted by ab initio calculations (Langhoff ~ Bauschlicher 1988). 
Analysis of high resolution stellar spectra will now be needed to show if the stel- 
lar band are a mix of TiS and ZrS lines. Before this can be done, the predicted 
infrared bands of ZrS will have to be detected in the laboratory. 

3.2 Molecules as I r r i t an t s  and  St imulants  

Civil servants in the villages on either side of the bridge would assuredly sup- 
pose that the interests of the astronomers in one village and of the physicists 
and chemists across the river in the other village would be efficiently served 
if the astronomers compiled a list of their needs for basic molecular data, and 
if the physicists and chemists prepared a catalogue of available data with a 
supplement describing products that could be made on special request. Then, 
messengers would be detailed to meet at the mid-point of the bridge and to 
exchange the list and the catalogue. In my experience such an impersonal ex- 
change is rarely fruitful. Therefore, I decline to offer a list of current needs for 
basic molecular data. I elect to present a few examples from our recent pur- 
suit of AGB stars where molecular spectra either interfered with the primary 
atomic line in the investigation ("molecules as irritants") or the molecular lines 
were themselves the key to a fundamental question of stellar evolution and nu- 
cleosynthesis ("molecules as stimulants"). It will be clear that readily available 
molecular data are often inadequate for the purposes of the stellar analyses. 

L i t h ium Synthesis  by  HBB AGB Stars. Lithium production by very lu- 
minous AGB stars with an H-burnlng occurring at the base of the convective 
envelope may be a major contributor to the lithium budget of the GMaxy. Our 
recent observations of AGB stars in the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds 
showed, as predicted, that Li-production is confined to the most luminous AGB 
stars (Smith ~z Lambert 1989, 1990; Smith et al. 1993). This result could not be 
demonstrated from the well-known and brighter examples of super Li-rich AGB 
stars in our Galaxy because their distances and, hence, their luminosities are ill- 
determined. For the Magellanic Clouds, our nearest neighbours among galaxies, 
many independent and generally concordant methods have been applied to the 
measurement of their distances. As the distances of the AGB stars in the Clouds 
are known, reliable luminosities may be estimated. In order to assess the role of 
these AGB stars as lithium producers, we need to estimate the Li abundance of 
their photospheres from analysis of the Li ~ lines (molecules containing Li--e.g., 
LiH--are unlikely to be present in detectable quantities). 

Inspection of Fig. 3 shows the obvious presence of a bandhead of the TiO 
7(1-0)R1 band. The Li I 6707• resonance doublet is in a region crossed by 
TiO lines from, for example, the R2 and R3 branches of the 7(1-0) band. This 
interference from TiO lines must be taken into account. TiO lines are of such 
a high density in this spectral region that lines overlap to simulate a quasi- 
continuous opacity that depresses the apparent continuum level. A few stronger 
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TiO lines may also be blended with the Li I 6707]~ feature, and they too must 
be taken into account. Today, the standard tool for such an abundance analysis 
is the synthetic spectrum in which a comprehensive list of atomic and molecular 
lines is combined with a model photosphere and the predicted spectrum matched 
to the observed spectrum. 

An example of a fit of a synthetic spectrum to an observed spectrum is shown 
in Figure 4. The reader may find the details of this analysis in Plez et al. (1993). 
Here, I wish to draw attention to the depression of the local continuum: the 
relative flux near the Li I feature is approximately 0.4, where the continuum flux 
in the absence of lines is at 1.0. The 60% depression of the continuum is due to 
TiO lines which populate this region at a line density of several hundred lines 
per/~. 

Many of these lines have not been observed in laboratory spectra, but their 
wavelengths are predicted from molecular constants and their oscillator strengths 
estimated from a few available radiative lifetimes (see Schamps this volume). 
Indeed, except through selective laser excitation the individual lines will not 
be observable in laboratory spectra; they will overlap to form quasi-continuous 
emission or absorption just as their stellar counterparts do. This example shows 
clearly that stellar demands may outstrip the present capabilities of laboratory 
spectroscopy. And TiO is a molecule extensively investigated in the laboratory! 

Correct representation of the TiO blanket is acute for lithium because in 
many red giants, the 6707/~ feature is the sole evidence for lithium. In the case 
of iron and other abundant elements with rich atomic spectra, one may select 
the spectral region so that molecular line blanketing is minimized. Happily, the 
Li abundance of these Li-rich stars is sufficiently high that a subordinate line at 
8126/~ is seen in a region of weak blanketing; the local continuum is depressed by 
only 5 to 10% and not 60% as at 6700.~. Since the 8126/~ Li I line is weak, it is 
important to identify completely the few contributing TiO (and other) blending 
lines. The available laboratory spectroscopy appears adequate for this purpose 
(Fig. 5). 

R u b i d i u m  and Neu t ron  Densities in Thermal ly  Puls ing He Shells. 
As a second example of "molecules as irritants" I cite the case of the Rb I 
7800/~ resonance line and the use of the Rb abundance to measure the neutron 
density in the thermally pulsing He-shell that drives the s-process. Rubidium 
shares with its fellow alkali lithium the characteristic that it is of low abundance 
and the neutral atom has a low ionization potential. Such characteristics mean 
that generally only the strongest resonance lines are potentially detectable. For 
Rb r these lines are at 7800 and 7947]~. In spectra of O-rich AGB stars, the 
7947]t line is irretrievably blended. By thorough accounting of the molecular 
lines (mostly TiO) and a blending Si I line it is possible to extract the Rb 
abundances from the 7800/~ line. Our early work on Rb was done on Barium 
giants (Tomkin ~z Lambert 1983; Smith & Lambert 1984; Malaney & Lambert 
1988) which are considerably warmer than the AGB stars. Analyses of Barium 
giants are relevant to studies of AGB stars because these giants are created when 
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Fig .  3. Spectra of an AGB star HVl1223 and a supergiant N371/C12 in the sraall 
Magellanic Cloud. N371/C12 is a cool massive star with a temperature  and surface 
gravity similar to that  of  the AGB star. Note the general similarity of the spectra; the 
TiO (1-0)R1 band and the Ca ] line have qui te  s imi lar  s t r e n g t h  in the  two s ta rs .  
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Fig. 4. Observed (dots) and calculated (line) spectrum of the AGB star HV1963. Two 
TiO 1-0 R bandheads are clearly seen. Note the continuum in the absence of lines is 
at a relative flux of 1.0. 

an AGB star transfers large amounts of mass to a companion to convert it to 
the Barium star. The C-O core of the AGB star remains as a white dwarf in 
orbit around the Barium star. Since the Barium giant and its main sequence 
predecessor have warm photospheres, molecular contamination of the spectra is 
greatly reduced permitting analyses that are impossible for AGB stars. Recently, 
we have completed analyses of Rb in a sample of O-rich AGB stars. 

Why is Rb of especial interest? To answer this question we must examine 
the path taken by the s-process along the valley of nuclear stability. In the limit 
that  the neutron density N(n) driving the s-process tends to zero, the s-process 
takes a unique path; I ignore here the possibility that the temperature and elec- 
tron density may influence the path. The uniqueness results from the fact that  
the first n-rich unstable nuclide of an element decays rather than captures an 
additional neutron. At the neutron densities expected in the thermally pulsing 
He-shell, however, an additional neutron capture may occur before an unstable 
nuclide decays. This competition between neutron capture and (usually) fl-decay 
creates a potential branchpoint in the s-process path. For each branchpoint, there 
is a critical value of the neutron density N(n)c: if N(n) << N(n)c, the unstable 
nuclide at the branchpoint decays, but if N(n) >> N(n)~, the nuclide experiences 
a neutron capture. This difference between the low and high neutron density 
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Fig. 5. The observed (dots) and synthetic spectrum (line) of HV1963 near the Li I 
8126~ line. Synthetic spectra are shown for three Li abundances: the best fit 
and -t-0.5 dex from that fit. The observed feature at 8122J1, is due to terrestrial 
water vapor. 

paths affects the yields from the s-process of nuclides immediately following the 
branchpoint. Then, there is the prospect of measuring the photospheric abun- 
dances of the affected nuclides and, hence, inferring the neutron density that 
directed the s-process. Just two branches are available for use with AGB stars: 

1. the branch at unstable SSKr that determines the Rb abundance relative to 
its neighbours Sr and Y. 

2. the branch at unstable 9~Zr that controls synthesis of the stable isotope 96Zr. 

Here, I comment further on SSKr. The interested reader may find discussion of 
95Zr and of the detection of isotopic bandheads of ZrO in S stars in Smith (1988) 
and Lambert (1988). 

Operation of the SSKr branchpoint, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. , is com- 
plicated slightly by the fact that S~Kr has a short-lived state which reduces the 
effectiveness of the branch run by S5Kr with a long-lived ground state. A benefit 
resulting from the complication is that the influence of SSKr on the s-process 
path is sensitive to the duration of the neutron burst in the thermal pulse. The 
potential branch at 86Rb plays a minor role. Beer ~ Macklin (1989) provide ac- 
curate measurements of the 85Rb and STRb neutron capture cross-sections and 
discuss operation of the S~Kr branchpoint in AGB models. 

Exploitation of the branchpoint for AGB stars must rely on its effect on 
the Rb abundance. In the limit N(n) --~ 0, the s-process path is through S~Rb, 
S6Rb to S6Sr. In the high density limit, the path runs through S6Kr to STRb and 
SSSr. Thus, the elemental abundances of Rb relative to Sr or Y is sensitive to 
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neutron densities around N(n)~. Thanks to the fact that the neutron capture 
cross-sections of ShRb and SZRb (see Fig. 6) differ by a factor of about 20, the 
Rb/Sr and Rb/Y ratios vary by more than an order of magnitude between the 
low and high N(n) limits. 

10.7 Yl r """,~, 3h "~4yr 

18" Kr " 
35 "-J 3, 

85 Krgl, .] Kr 
67 3.7 

Fig. 6. Synthesis of Kr, Rb, and Sr isotopes during a thermal pulse (solid line) and in 
the interpulse phase (dashed lines) when the ShKr and 86Rb which are built up decay. 
The population P of the isomeric state in 85Kr is generated by neutron capture on 84 Kr 
(P = 0.49 -4- 0.06). The time scales for SrRb and 87Sr/~-deeay during the pulse are too 
long to be of any significance for the synthesis. The branching of S6Rb to 86Kr can be 
neglected too. (After Beer & Macklin 1989.) 

Our analyses of Rb in Barium giants and directly in O-rich AGB stars (Lam- 
bert & Smith 1993) have shown no case indicative of a high N(n). Beer L; Macklin 
(1989) predicted Rb/Sr ratios for the neutron pulses expected for intermediate 
mass AGB stars where 22Ne(a, n)25Mg is the neutron source. These pulses have 
a high N(n) (~ 3 × 109cm -3) and a rapid termination of s-process and a Rb/Sr 
ratio is predicted in excess of that  observed. Beer and Macklin show that  pulses 
with a peak N(n) ~ l0 s to 109 c m  - 3  and pulse lengths At ~10 yr. are required 
to fit the observations. Pulses of this kind have been engineered for low mass 
AGB models where 13C(a, n)160 is the leading neutron source. We identify the 
stars examined by us for Rb as low mass AGB stars and are continuing to search 
for intermediate mass AGB stars rich in Rb (principally STRb) and 96Zr. 
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M g H  Bands  and  Mg Isotopic Ratios.  In the chase for the Li and Rb abun- 
dances of AGB stars, the TiO molecule is an "irritant" (ZrO serves as a stimulant 
when it is used to derive the abundance of 96Zr). Here, I comment on the role 
the MgtI A2I I  - X 2 ~ +  green system plays in the identification of the neutron 
source driving the s-process in the He-shell's thermal pulse. To the observer, 
MgH in this example is a "stimulant." 

Two neutron sources are likely candidates: 22Ne(c~, n)~5Mg for T _ 3 × 10SK 
and 13C(a,n)160 for T ~ 1.5 × 10SK. The higher ignition temperature for 
22Ne(a, n) means that it runs the s-process in intermediate mass AGB stars. 
13C(a, n) is the primary source of neutrons in low mass AGB stars. The 22Ne 
source cannot easily run the s-process and elude the stellar spectroscopist be- 
cause it leads to a non-solar mix of the Mg isotopes in the He-shell and, after 
dredge-up of s-process products, in the photosphere of an IM-AGB (Truran &: 
Iben 1977; Scalo 1978; Malaney 1987); in a typical case, the photospheric ratios 
of 24Mg:25Mg:26Mg may be 1:4:4 for a factor of 10 enrichment of s-products at 
the surface instead of the star's initial ratios (presumed close to solar) of 8:1:1. 
The MgH lines provide an opportunity to measure the isotopic ratio. Operation 
of the 13C neutron source makes no significant alteration to the Mg isotopic 
ratio, and the additional amount of 160 synthesized in the He-shell is negligible 
relative to that from lie-burning through 12C(~, 7)160. 

Examination of MgH lines in about 15 Barium stars and severM MS and S 
stars (see Lambert 1991 for references) shows none with the 25Mg and 26Mg 
enrichments expected from the 22Ne source. The conclusion is that the exam- 
ined stars are low mass AGB stars. It will be of interest to search for MgH lines 
in spectra of the Magellanic Cloud's Li-rich AGB stars whose masses accord- 
ing to pulsational calculations are high enough for the 22Ne source to run the 
s-process. Perhaps the test should be applied to the immediate progenitors of 
these stars (i.e., AGB star not yet experiencing ItBB), because there is a pos- 
sibility that excess 25Mg and 26Mg in the convective envelope are removed by 
protons: 25Mg(p,7)26A1 and 26Mg(p,7)27A1. It appears, however, that signifi- 
cant Li-production (and preservation) occurs only for temperature in the hot 
bottom too cool to destroy 25Mg and 26Mg. Conversely, if 25Mg and 26Mg are 
destroyed in very hot bottomed envelopes, Li is not added to the envelope and 
the atmosphere in detectable amounts. 

C, N, O Abundances  and  Inf ra red  Spectroscopy.  Stellar spectroscopists 
were long confined to the spectral regions detectable with photographic plates. 
Exploration of nucleosynthesis occurring in AGB stars was severely compromised 
by the tack of access to infrared spectra. One may cite three principal reasons 
for exploring the infrared (here, 1.0 to 5#m): 

- The AGB stars are cool and, hence, emit most of their flux in the infrared. 
- The line density in infrared spectra may be lower than in visual spectra. 
- The infrared is essential to the determination of the C, N, and O elemental 

and isotopic abundances that monitor the mixing of H- and He-burning 
products into the atmosphere. 
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The third point deserves amplification in the message carried across the 
bridge from the astronomical village to the other side. To highlight the need 
for infrared spectroscopy, I shall compare the indicators of the C, N, and O 
abundances available for the G-K giants and the AGB stars. 

At the photospheric temperatures of G-K stars, molecules mark but do not 
deface the visual spectrum. C, N, and O abundances are obtainable from visual- 
to-near infrared (,k < 9000/~) spectra. Lines that have been used include the C2 
Swan system's Av = 0 and -1 bands, the CN Red system Av = 2 to 4 bands, 
and the [O I] 6300 and 6363A lines (see for example, Lambert & Ries 1981; 
Kjeergaard et al. 1982). Infrared lines could (and should) also be used: the CO 
rotation-vibration (or rovibrational for short) Av = 2 and 3 lines, the CN Red 
system's Av = 0 and -1 bands, and the OH rovibrational Av = 1 and 2 bands. 

In the case of the O-rich AGB stars, the C, N, and O indicators in the visual 
are lost in a wealth of molecular lines (the CN Red system is often detectable 
among the other lines). Fortunately, the infrared remains a source of C, N, and O 
indicators. In addition to the list cited above for G-K giants I would add the NH 
rovibrational lines. In the coolest stars, one should add the H20 rovibrational 
lines. 

For C-rich AGB stars, the infrared is similarly of paramount importance. 
The principal indicators are the CO rovibrational Av = 2 and 3 lines, the CN 
Red system Av = -2  and -3  lines, the C2 Phillips Av = -2  and Ballik-Ramsay 
Av = 0 lines, the CH and NH rovibrational Av = 1 lines and, in the cooler stars, 
the rovibrational lines of HCN and C2H2. 

Since the atmosphere of an AGB star is so extensive, the stellar spectra pro- 
vide a more complete representation of these various transitions than has been 
obtained in the laboratory. In addition, the absolute gf-values of the transitions 
are needed. Much new data have been supplied in recent years, principally from 
calculations. But, as the discussion of CN (Costes ~: Naulin this volume) see 
below too--indicates, some basic astrophysical needs remain unfulfilled. Labo- 
ratory infrared quantitative spectroscopy and quantum chemistry calculations of 
infrared transitions on astrophysically relevant molecules are to be encouraged. 

4 W h a t  D o e s  t h e  V i l l a g e  S t o r e  N e e d ?  

This review, written to intrigue the villagers in the physical-chemical community 
across the river, began with a description of the contributions of AGB stars to 
nucleosynthesis and then turned to portraits of selected problems in which stellar 
spectroscopists have drawn on molecular spectra in pursuit of answers. In these 
pursuits, the incompleteness of the available data on the molecules of interest 
may become apparent and, in some cases, may severely limit the precision of the 
answers provided to the astrophysical questions. In the final section, I comment 
on two topics that deserve continuing attention by the physical-chemical com- 
munity. The astrophysical village store needs to be supplied with the "products" 
that I describe now. 
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4.1 T h e  D i s s o c i a t i o n  E n e r g y  o f  CN 

A red giant's photospheric N abundance is a tracer of the photosphere's contam- 
ination with the product 's  of H-burning. Recall that  the CNO-cycle H-burning 
reactions turn H to He as they convert "all" initial C, N, and O nuclei into 
14N nuclei, i.e., H-burning creates N-rich material. Evidence of this material at 
the surface of red giants is predicted and observed following the first and sec- 
ond dredge-ups. A HBB AGB star necessarily achieves further N enrichment. A 
full characterization of the N enrichment demands accurate measurement of the 
photospheric N abundance. 

For all red giants except the very coolest, the CN molecule is effectively the 
sole indicator of the N abundance (of course, the N abundance cannot be ob- 
tained from CN alone but from combinations of CN with other C-containing 
molecules and even O indicators, as the C and O abundances are linked through 
CO molecule formation). The NH A - X 0-0 band near 3360J~ is unat tract ive 
as an N indicator because the red giants emit little flux in the ultraviolet and 
the spectrum is very crowded with lines. In the coolest red giants, the NH rovi- 
brational lines near 3~m may be exploited. In short, knowledge of a giant 's N 
abundance depends heavily on the reliability of the basic data  for CN. One item 
required is the molecule's dissociation energy D0(CN). Our village store needs 
a "new improved" product, as I shall now sketch. 

I consider the extreme case of the cool carbon stars where nitrogen atoms are 
almost fully associated in N2 molecules, and O is similarly associated into CO 
molecules. Then, the number density of CN molecules is related to the elemental 
C, N, and O abundances (here denoted by e) as follows: 

1 

 (CN) - 

where (ec - eo) has to be determined from C2 lines. This relation shows that  
log ¢N oc 2log n(CN). The dissociation energy enters into the breakdown of 
n(CN) between the N abundance and the temperature: 

n(CN) oc 10 D°°e 

where 0 =  5040/T and the temperature dependent partit ion functions are ig- 
nored. For cool carbon stars 0 _~ 2. Then, an uncertainty A D  O (in eV) con- 
tributes an abundance error A log (N ~ 4AD0 ° where, for example, A D  O ~ 0.25 
eV results in A log fiN "~ -4-1. 

Since the total conversion of solar C, N, and O to N changes the N abundance 
by about 1.2 dex, it is clear that an uncertainty of -4-1 dex severely limits our 
ability to detect even large additions of H-burnt material to a red giant 's pho- 
tosphere. The problem is alleviated for warmer red giants such as the K giants, 
which have experienced the first dredge-up because the N2 molecules are not a 
major sink of N and the temperatures are warmer. Nonetheless, the need for an 
accurate value of Do remains acute. The need can be met to some extent by the 
stellar spectroscopists' skill in devising differential methods of analysis whose 
results may be nearly independent of the adopted value of D0(CN). 
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To answer the question "What is the "best" value of D0(CN)?", a search of 
the literature would be made by the astrophysical villager. Fortunately, Huang 
et al. (1992) have listed published estimates of the heat of formation of CN 
(AH/(CN)).  obtained from 1962 to 1990 from a wide variety of experiments 
including analysis of solar CN absorption lines and ab inito quantum calculations. 
Note that  DoCN = ~Do(N2 ) 1  0 + L(C) - AHy(CN), where L(C) is the heat of 
sublimation of graphite and D0(N2) = 9.7604-0.005eV and L(C) = 7.3534-0.02eV 
are established values (see JANAF Tables, Chase et al. 1984) Inspection of Huang 
et al.'s list shows the experimental values range from D0(CN) = 7.66 + 0.05eV 
to 7.90 4- 0.08eV. Although the range is less than my example of 4-0.25eV, it 
nonetheless is greater than the errors assigned to these (and most other entries) 
in the list. 

Happily, the more recent entries do appear to be converging. Huang et al. 
(1992) estimate D0(CN) = 7.72+0.03eV from photodissociation of C2N2. Costes 
et al. (1990--see also Costes & Naulin this volume) obtained D0(CN) = 7.77 4- 
0.04eV from analysis of the energy of the CN molecules produced from C + NO 
reactions. 

The temptation to adopt D0(CN) = 7.75 4- 0.04eV is probably strong. How- 
ever, not only do some experiments suggest a lower value but ab initio calcu- 
lations empirically corrected from calculations on similar molecules with well 
determined dissociation energies also suggest lower values: D0(CN) = 7.53eV 
(Larsson et al. 1983, as quoted by Huang et al. 1992) and Do = 7.65 -4- 0.06eV 
(Bauschlicher et al. 1988). 

Recalling the case of the cool carbon stars (AlogeN ~ 4AD0°(eV)), one 
would like to get AD~ ~< 0.05eV so that the N abundance uncertainty from Do 
(CN) alone is less than 50%. The suggestion that the recent experiments have 
reached this precision is not supported by refined ab initio calculations. Are the 
experiments correct? Are the ab initio calculations less reliable than estimated? 
Can a spectroscopic method be devised to provide--finally-- an accurate value 
of D0(CN)? 

Analyses of stellar CN lines use the red (A - X) system to the almost total 
exclusion of the violet (B - X )  system. These analyses require both an estimate 
of D0(CN) and the f-values of the appropriate red system bands. As for Do (CN), 
estimates of the f-values have shown a dismayingly large scatter. Larsson (this 
volume) reviews the status of measurements and ab inilio predictions of the 
radiative lifetimes of the vibrational levels of the A2II  state. The "best" exper- 
imental lifetimes (v~,) including a laser-induced fluorescence experiment (Lu et 
al. 19.92) give vv,-values that are consistently shorter than the most recent ab 
initio predictions (e.g., Bauschlicher et al. 1988): the difference amounts to about 
30% at v ~ = 0 but a factor of 3 for v ~ = 7. This discrepancy too deserves con- 
tinued scrutiny by experimentalists and theoreticians. The variation of r~, with 
v ~ or equivalently the run of band f-values across the red system may be well 
determined from analysis of the solar CN absorption lines Sauval et al. (1994). 
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4.2 Excitation by H Atoms? 

The assumption of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) so simplifies the 
analysis of stellar spectra and the construction of model stellar atmospheres that  
there is an understandable reluctance to abandon it in favor of the less restrictive 
assumption of Steady State Statistical Equilibrium or non-LTE. Under LTE, all 
local properties (excluding the radiation field) assume the values attained in 
thermal equilibrium at the local kinetic temperature.  The power of LTE is that  
it reduces greatly the atomic and molecular data  needed to construct model 
stellar atmospheres and to employ those atmospheres in the analysis of stellar 
spectra. In particular, LTE restricts the kind of data needed to lists of classified 
lines, their gf-values, and the photoionization (photodetachment)  cross-sections 
for bound-free (and free-free) transitions contributing to the continuous opacity. 

Departures from LTE must exist. Then, the LTE assumption that  level pop- 
ulations may be calculated from the Boltzmann-Saha equation is dropped, and 
level populations are obtained from a series of rate equations that  in turn are 
coupled to equations of transfer. If N(i) is the population of state i, the rate 
equation for N(i) is 

dN(i) 
dt - 0 = - Z N(i)(Rij + Cij) + Z N(j)(Rji + Cji). 

i j 

The level is considered to be depopulated by radiative processes (rate con- 
stants Rij) and collisional processes (rate constants Cij). The level i is repopu- 
lated by radiative and collisional processes from other levels j. The set of levels 
includes various stages of ionization; for example, a non-LTE study of Fe I should 
consider radiative and collisional coupling of Fe I and Fe II levels and, hence, an 
adequate t reatment  will require a model Fe atom and a Fe + ion. In cool stars, 
certain atoms and molecules have to be treated together. 

It is obvious that  introduction of non-LTE calls for a greater range of atomic 
and molecular data. In particular, collisional excitation, ionization, and disso- 
ciation cross-sections are needed. Calculation of the radiation fields that  enter 
into the rates Rij will also call for more atomic and molecular data  than was 
necessary in LTE; for example, the ultraviolet radiation field is unimportant  to 
the calculation of a model atmosphere of a cool star because little flux is carried 
by the ultraviolet, but the ionization or excitation of an atom in non-LTE may 
be significantly affected by radiative rates involving the ultraviolet. 

In cool stars, hydrogen atoms outnumber, electrons by a wide margin with 
the ratio being roughly the abundance of the easily ionized metals. For the upper 
layers of the solar photosphere, n(H)/n(e) ,.~ 10 4 where electrons are contributed 
by Mg, Si, and Fe principally. Of course, the ratio n(H)/n(e) is even larger in 
metal-poor stars. One expects that all particles--electrons and H a toms--are  
describable by a single kinetic temperature. If, then, the fraction of particles 
with energies in excess of an excitation energy EUL -- E A - EL A is the same for 
electrons and hydrogen atoms, why is it that  excitation of A is generally assumed 
to occur through e on A collisions and not through collisions between A and the 
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far more numerous H atoms? It will strike the observant novice as curious that  
neglect of the H on A collisions is almost never justified. 

The rate constant for collisional excitation AL ~ Au is an integral of a 
velocity dependent cross-section a(v) over the Maxwellian velocity distribution; I 
write this rate constant as (a(v)v} .  Certainly, the H atoms' contribution relative 
to that  of the electrons is reduced by the ratio of the thermal velocities, i.e., 
(rn~/rnH)~ ~-- 1/43. There is also a general argument to suggest that  the cross- 
section for excitation by H atoms is likely to be less than that for excitation by 
electrons. 

The general argument was given by Massey (1949) and was discussed recently 
by Anderson (1981). A collision occurs with a characteristic time scale t ,,~ r / v ,  

where r is the effective range and v is the relative velocity. The transition in the 
perturbed atom corresponds to a frequency v ,,~ A E / h .  Classically and, also, 
quantum mechanically, the expectation is that the cross-sections for excitation 
and de-excitation will be small unless 1/ t  ,.~ v or t v  ~ 1. It is instructive to 

r A E  4r AE . 
t v -  v h - ~/rT - ( e l e c t r ° n s )  

_ 170r A E  (hydrogen atoms). 

In these formulae, the effective range is given in/~ units and the energy A E  

in eV. In the limit tv  --* O, the cross-section will decrease from a maximum near 
t v  ~< 1, but it will remain significantly large for small tv  values. On the other 
hand, the cross-section is expected to be very small for tv  >> 1. A typical optical 
transition has A E  ~ 3eV so that with T ~ 5000K and r -,- 1.~, tv ,-~ 1/6 for an 
electron collision and ~ 7 for a hydrogen atom collision. Then, the cross-section 
for an inelastic collision with an H atom is expected to be much smaller than for 
an inelastic collision with an electron. The effective range of the If-atom collision 
is possibly less than that of the e-atom collision. In an atom, fine-structure 
and some term-to-term transitions correspond to small A E .  In a molecule, the 
rotational and vibrational transitions correspond to small excitation energies: 
AEro t  ~ 0-0.05 eV and AEvib ~ 0.2-0.4 eV for typical molecules. When A E  

is much less than leV, the product tv  < 1 and excitation by hydrogen (also 
helium) atoms must be considered. 

The total  rate appearing in the equations of statistical equilibrium is the 
product of (o'v) and the density of projectiles: can the small (o-v} expected for 
optical transitions ( A E  >~ leV) from collisions with H atoms be offset by the 
large ratio n ( H ) / n ( e ) ?  

In a series of non-LTE calculations on LiI,  Fe I, and other atoms, ftolweger 
and colleagues have included the inelastic collisions with II atoms where the rate 
constants were taken from a generalization of a "modified classical Thomson for- 
mula" (Drawin 1968, 1969), which was expected to yield "an order of magnitude 
estimate of collisional excitation and ionization cross-sections." The Thomson 
formula alluded to is that for ionization of atoms by electrons. The reader inter- 
ested in the employed rate constants and the empirical evidence from analysis 

examine this limit: 
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of absorption lines in stars for the efficacy of collisions with H atoms is referred 
to Lambert  (1993). 

In view of the fact that  the rate constants for the H-atom collisions are based 
on a rudimentary estimate adapted from Thomson's (1912) classical estimate for 
collisional ionization by electrons, it is surely of interest to test the rudimentary 
estimate against experiments and quantum mechanical predictions. Such a test 
seems especially worthwhile when it is recalled that  Thomson's  estimate predicts 
cross-sections for collisional ionization by electrons that  are considerably larger 
than the real cross-sections near threshold (Seaton 1962). What  follows is a 
brief discussion of a theoretical estimate for excitation of the Li I 2s~S ~ 2p2p  

resonance (6707/~) transition and experimental measurements for excitation of 
the (Na D) transition. 

Theoretical estimates of excitation through H-atom collisions must consider 
the H-atom pair as forming a temporary molecule and, hence, a set of molecular 
potentials. The LiH molecule is a relatively simple molecule as far as contempo- 
rary quantum chemistry is concerned. As a stellar spectroscopist with no more 
than a superficial knowledge of quantum chemistry, I would suppose that  excita- 
tion rates by H-atom collisions can now be estimated with fair precision. Allen 
Dickinson (private communication) have estimated the rate constants for excita- 
tion of the Li I 2p level from the ground 2s level by H atoms. Allen & Dickinson's 
estimates are substantially smaller than expected from Drawin's formula. The 
quantum mechanical (= true?) rate is 100-200 times smaller at the temperatures  
of interest T -~ 2000-6000 K than the rates adopted by Steenbock and Holweger 
(1984). If the lower rate for 2s ---* 2p excitation proves typical of rates for other 
transitions, Steenbock & Holweger's calculations show that  H-atom collisions are 
not competitive with the electron-atom collisions in determining the departures 
from LTE in the excitation and ionization equilibrium of atoms. 

Although it seems clear that  additional quantum mechanical calculations are 
feasible for at least simple atoms, experimental confirmation of these results and 
particularly measurements on transitions not so readily amenable to theoretical 
attack would be of interest. One key problem is the production of a low-energy 
beam of H atoms. Since k T  ,,~ 0.2-0.6 eV for cool stellar atmospheres, the rate 
constants under stellar conditions are usually dominated by the cross-section 
within leV of the threshold for excitation or ionization. Unfortunately, "no re- 
liable hydrogen atom beam source for the 1-10 eV range is known" (Fleck et 
al. 1991). For energies above about 10eV, photodetachment of an H -  beam pro- 
vides a useful H-atom beam. Such a source was used to measure the emission 
cross-section for the Na ~ 3p ---* 3s transition for Na colliding with H atoms of 
energies from 15-1000 eV. The results shown in Figure 7 are not exactly equiva- 
lent to the 3s ~ 3p excitation cross-section because the collisions with H atoms 
can lead to population of higher Na I levels that populate the 3p level through 
cascades. Certainly, the emission cross-section is an upper limit to the desired 
excitation cross-section for 3s ---* 3p. 

The cross-section estimated from Drawin's expression (see Lambert  1993) is 
shown in Fig. 7. In the energy range of overlap with experiment, the Drawinian 
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Fig. 7. Collision cross-sections for excitation Na I 3s2S ---+ 3p2p as a function 
of the laboratory energy of the projectile (H or e - ) .  Experimental estimates 
(upper and lower error bounds) for excitation by H atoms are shown for EH "~ 
10-1000eV by the hatched area (Fleck et al. 1991). Theoretical estimates for 
excitation by H atoms include the Landau-Zener model (see line marked L-Z), 
and the Drawinian prediction (Lambert 1993). The experimental cross-section 
for electron excitation is shown by the curve labelled e - .  
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estimates are a factor of about 100 larger than the experimental results. The 
cross-section for electron excitation is also shown in Fig. 7. Near threshold, it 
is apparent that  the cross-section of H-atom excitation is likely to be 4 or more 
orders of magnitude smaller than t h a t  of electron excitation. In view of the 
lower thermal velocities of the H atoms, it appears that  the electrons will be 
greatly favoured in a comparison of the overall rates of excitation, i.e., n~(~rv}e 
v s .  

A realistic calculation of the cross-section requires access to accurate poten- 
tial energy curves for the Nail molecule. Fleck et al. (1991) examined computed 
1 ~ +  potential curves. The H -  + Na + ion pair potentiM introduces avoided 
crossings of potential energy curves. A collision pair can make a transition be- 
tween potential energy curves at an avoided crossing. Fleck et al. (1991) use the 
Landau-Zener (LZ) model to estimate the 3s - 3p emission cross-section and 
obtain a fair fit to the experimental results. Extrapolation of the LZ predic- 
tions to near threshold give ~r --~ 10 -21 cm 2. Fleck et al. (1991) report that  they 
also undertook quantum mechanical scattering calculations which gave a much 
larger cross-section near threshold ("The origin of this discrepancy is not yet 
understood.").  Since the rate constants at the low temperatures of the photo- 
spheres where H-atom collisions are of potential importance are determined by 
the near-threshold cross-sections, it is critical that the theory be accurate in this 
region. Fleck et al. (1991) conclude that "the curve crossing mechanism is the 
essential mechanism" and "reliable quantum mechanical scattering calculations 
are required for the energy region between the threshold and the range of the 
present experimental data." This combination of conclusions make it unlikely 
that  a general recipe can be found for the H-atom excitation (and ionization) 
cross-sections. It is to be hoped that  one or two atoms of astrophysical inter- 
est can now be examined in detail and the rate constants for H -a to m  collisions 
applied to a non-LTE study. 

The Massey criterion suggests that atoms seem likely to be effective in caus- 
ing excitation between rotational and vibrational levels of electronic states of 
molecules. H, I-I2, and He are the prospective contenders in the competit ion with 
electrons. There is laboratory data on H2 and He and a very limited amount  on H 
as the cause of inelastic collisions with molecules. But much of this data involves 
molecules of little or no interest to the stellar spectroscopist. 

5 I n f o r m a t i o n ,  L a n g u a g e s ,  a n d  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  

In this review, I have at tempted to set out why a particular group of cool s ta r s - -  
the AGB stars--are  today of burning interest to observers and theoreticians in 
the astronomical village on the south bank of the river. I hope my fellow villagers 
will excuse the omissions and generalities that I was forced to make. They exist 
for several reasons but primarily because I was trying to beguile the villagers 
on the north bank.' into working with us in solving the fundamental  questions 
presented by the stars: How and why do they evolve? and how are the chemical 
elements synthesized? 
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By sketching a few topics in the spectroscopy of AGB stars, I trust that  I have 
shown how "information" drawn from the northern village is needed by those 
in the southern village who wish to extract results ("information") about stellar 
evolution and nucleosynthesis from stellar spectra. There is a corresponding flow 
in the opposite direction; for example, the laboratory molecular spectroscopist 
may find previously unreported transitions in spectra of cool stars. 

The reasons for and benefits of exchange of information over the bridge are, 
I think, abundantly clear. In an era of instant communication, it would seem 
churlish to complain that not all is well. I shall complain! In order for the com- 
munication between the villages to be optimally effective, we and you should 
speak the same language. Often, we do not. Therefore, I will end this review by 
urging that  we should train our students to become acquainted with the topics 
studied across the river. Astronomy students (and their professors) should wel- 
come exposure to the state of the current art of quantum chemistry and to the 
beautiful variety of new techniques for experimental spectroscopy. I hope that 
we may meet on another occasion to enjoy "En udsigt fra Broen." 
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1 Introduct ion  

Molecular data bases (including very different numbers of molecular lines, and 
based on computations spanning a wide range in quality) have been used in 
the construction of models of the stellar atmospheric structure, and effects of 
various molecules on the stellar structure and evolution have been described in 
the literature. A systematic study showing which molecules are of importance 
in which types of stars is, nevertheless, still lacking, and the line lists used in 
various model computations necessarily reflect what was at hand at the time 
of computation rather than a systematic effort to solve the molecular opacity 
problem. A pioneering investigation was presented in two extensive papers by 
Tsuji (1964, 1973) where the foundation of the reaction scheme used in most 
models today was laid down. Later Tsuji (1986) has given a review of the existing 
work on molecules known in stars, and Johnson (1986) and Gustafsson (1989) 
have touched upon the same subject in reviews covering a broader range of stellar 
aspects. JCrgensen (1992) has recently summarized the existing molecular data 
(and discussed the methods used) available for model atmosphere construction. 

In the present review I attempt to present a systematic analysis of the effect 
of the most abundant molecules in cool stars, and to touch upon what can be 
the most important missing molecular data for further progress in the field. 
For this purpose, I have computed about 150 new model atmospheres where 
various molecules have been included in, or excluded from, the adopted opacity 
in a systematic way. The models are based on a recent version (Jcrgensen et 
al. 1992) of the Marcs code (Gustafsson et al. 1975) with molecular opacities 
(described further in section 4) from CO, CN, C2, TiO, HCN, C2H2, Cz, and 
H20 considered in the computations. The code, with the input data used, is 
particularly tuned for computations of giant stars (stars with low gravity), and 
the emphasis in the present review will therefore be on red giants, but dwarf 
models will be computed for comparison purposes and for evaluation of trends. 
Whereas most of the results for the giant stars presented in this review are as 
reliably as is possible today, the results for the dwarfs (log(g) = +4.5) are to be 
considered as more qualitative in nature. A thorough description of the dwarf 
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stars and opacity problems particular to these are described elsewhere in this 
book by Borysow, Liebert, Scholz & Wehrse, and by Tsuji. 

A stellar atmosphere is the outer, observable layer of a star - as opposed to 
the invisible stellar interior. The photosphere is the (lower) layer of the atmo- 
sphere where most of the visible (and infrared) part of the stellar spectrum is 
produced, and where the temperature decreases outward from the star. Often 
the atmosphere is used synonymously with the photosphere because only very 
few models exist for the layers above the photosphere. The effective tempera- 
ture, Tefr, is an "average" temperature of the photosphere, but there are both 
(deeper) layers in the photosphere with temperatures much higher than Tefr 
and (higher) layers in the photosphere with temperatures somewhat below Tefr. 
Also the surface gravity (g, here referred to in cgs units), the metallicity Z (the 
mass fraction of the elements heavier than helium) and the C/O ratio are of 
vital importance for the atmospheric structure. The basic stellar parameters in 
the models computed here consist of various combinations of Tefr = 4500, 3500, 
3100, 2800, 2500K; log(g) = -0.5, +0.5, +1.5, +4.5; C/O = 0.43, 0.86, 0.92, 
0.95, 0.98, 1.0, 1.01, 1.02, 1.05, 1.35, 2.0, and Z = Z® (i.e., the solar abundance 
except for carbon). 

2 S t e l l a r  E v o l u t i o n  i n t o  t h e  " M o l e c u l a r  R e g i m e "  

The majority of stars end their life in the red giant phase where the outer parts 
expand and cool, while the interior slowly transforms into a hot, compact object 
(a white dwarf) of material that will slowly cool and undergo no further nuclear 
processing. While the stars are red giants they will, for the first time in their life, 
mix nuclear processed material from the interior to the surface (see e.g., Iben & 
Renzini 1983 and Lambert this volume). The cooler and more luminous they get 
the more of this material will be blown into space (e.g., de Jager et al. 1988), 
and in this way the gas and dust clouds, that new stars and planets are created 
from, will slowly be more and more enriched with nuclear processed material 
from cool red giants. Today it is even possible to trace some of the material that 
our own solar system was created from back to various types of red giants (e.g., 
Anders & Zinner 1993). 

The Sun will become a red giant in about 7 billion years from now, and during 
about 200 million years the Sun will develop from a phase where it is 3500 K 
(and has 1000 times its present luminosity) to a final stage another 5 times 
more luminous and with Teff ~ 2500 K (J0rgensen 1991). It is in this interval 
of effective temperature that molecules dominate the structure of the stellar 
atmosphere, and I will here call it the "molecular regime" of stellar evolution. 
In stars warmer than 3500 K, the atomic lines become of increasing importance 
relative to the molecular lines, although a proper study has never been performed 
of where exactly the transition between the "atomic regime" and the "molecular 
regime" is (see Seaton this volume). There are also stars assumed to be cooler 
than 2500K, but we have no reliable models of them yet~ Dust may be an 
important opacity source in such stars (see Alexander &: Ferguson and Sedlmayr, 
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this volume). Stars tend to lose the bulk of their mass to the interstellar space 
while they are in the molecular regime - perhaps even triggered by the radiative 
pressure on the molecules (Jergensen & Johnson 1992). The Sun is expected to 
lose 50% of its present mass while 2500 K <Tefr< 3500 K. 

At far lower luminosities there is another important group of stars within the 
same temperature interval. They are the M dwarfs and the brown dwarfs. They 
spend basically all of their lifetime in the molecular regime. The brown dwarfs 
may be so numerous that they contribute significantly to the "missing" mass in 
the universe, and the group of M dwarfs house some of the oldest stars in exis- 
tence. Also the coolest white dwarfs - remnants of a higher mass generation of 
stars formed in the very early days of our Galaxy - are in this temperature inter- 
val (see Liebert this volume and Thejll this volume). Analysis of the spectrum of 
these more compact objects involve problems that are very different from those 
found in the red giants, but common for all the stars in the molecular regime is 
that the structure in the layers that we can observe is dominated by molecular 
opacities. Further progress in our understanding of their role in the evolution 
of the universe is therefore dependent on development in our knowledge of the 
molecules that dominate their atmospheric opacity. 

3 W h i c h  M o l e c u l e s  D o m i n a t e  t h e  S t e l l a r  O p a c i t y ?  

In stars of solar abundance hydrogen and helium accounts for 98% of the mass, 
but the only stable molecule formed from these atoms is H2. For all cool stars, 
H2 is the most abundant molecule throughout the atmosphere. If H2 was dipole 
active in its ground state, the study of molecular absorption in stars would be 
completed by the study of molecular hydrogen. Molecules made up of combina- 
tions of H, C, N, and O (in the Sun, CNO accounts for 86% of the atoms heavier 
than He), or even more rare elements, are much less abundant in the stellar 
atmosphere. However, they have so much stronger absorption coefficients that 
their resulting opacity in the visual and near infrared spectral region (where cool 
stars transmit their energy) is orders of magnitude bigger than that of H2. For 
example, in a red giant of 3500 K and solar elei:nental composition there are 1 
million H2 molecules for each TiO molecule, but still TiO dominates the opacity. 

The second most abundant molecule in nearly all cool stars is CO, because 
of its very high dissociation energy and because of the high cosmic abundance 
of carbon and oxygen. In the Sun, oxygen accounts for 55% of all the atoms 
heavier than helium, and carbon for 52% of the rest (Anders ~z Grevesse 1989). 
In contrast to the Earth's atmosphere, CO is much more abundant than CO2 in 
red giants, which is an effect of the extremely low pressure in their atmospheres. 
For the same reason molecules like NH3 and CH4, that are very abundant in 
planetary atmospheres, do not seem to form in red giants. For the less studied 
"high-pressure" stars like brown dwarfs and cool white dwarfs these molecules 
may be importaat (see Tsuji this volume). 

CO has its vibration-rotation spectrum in a region (1-5 pro) where cool stars 
emit a considerable fraction of their energy, but although its absorption coef- 
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ficient is much higher than that of He (i.e., the quadrupole transitions) in the 
same region, its absorption is still weak compared to other molecules made of 
It, C, N, O and heavier elements, and particularly its absorbtion is discrete (i.e., 
concentrated to relatively few but strong lines) so that the stellar flux can escape 
the star between the lines. This effect drastically decreases the importance of 
CO compared to what one might have guessed based on its high partial pressure 
and relatively high integrated absorption coefficient. Only in situations where 
there are no or only few other molecules, the effect of CO may be substantial. In 
the Sun, where the temperature throughout the atmosphere is high compared to 
the stars we discuss in this review, CO will be the only molecule of importance, 
and its effect is presumably to form clouds of cool gas in an otherwise warm 
solar atmosphere, just as it would cool and contract the entire atmosphere of a 
red giant if it was the only molecule to form in such stars, as we will see in the 
following sections. 

In a number of cool stars (but not all, as will be seen below) the group 
of the most abundant molecules after CO, consists of N2, CS, and OH. N2 is 
dipole inactive in its ground state, and can (just as H2) be excluded from the 
opacity computations (but must obviously be taken into account in the molecular 
equilibrium computations). CS has a discrete absorption structure, just as CO, 
and usually a partial pressure 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of CO. 
Its opacity has been included in recent model atmosphere computations by "the 
Indiana group" (Brown et al. 1989) based on a line list of 35000 lines compiled 
by Pifieiro et al. (1987), but it has never been included in the models computed 
with the Mares program or in the "Kurucz-models" (Kurucz 1979) based on the 
"Smithsonian data base" (Kurucz this volume). The effect of this molecule on the 
model structure has not been described in the literature, but it is an opacity that 
deserves much more attention. CS is also abundant in circumstellar envelopes 
and in the stellar wind (see Hinkle this volume and Olofsson this volume). OH 
is very abundant in certain oxygen-rich red giants, and it is often observed as a 
maser, too. It is an illustrative example of a very abundant molecule where big 
confusion about its role still exists. It has never been included in computations 
with the Mares code, it is listed with 330000 lines (although most in the UV 
where they will be without effect for cool stars) in the Smithsonian data base, 
and it has been included with less than 1% of this number of lines in the Indiana 
group computations. No study of its role for the atmospheric structure exists. 
Other molecules that may have exceptionally high partial pressures in some 
model atmospheres include SiO, H20, and NO. 

The molecules presumed to have the biggest effect on the model structure 
are generally those in the fourth most abundant group (after H2, CO, and 
N2/CS/OH) and their partial pressures are typically, say, 7 orders of magni- 
tude below that of H2 - a tiny, tiny fraction of the total gas pressure. Due to 
their rarity the balance between them is easily shifted, and therefore small errors 
in the adopted molecular absorption coefficient can result in big adjustments of 
the model structure, via adjustments in the molecular equilibrium. This is one 
of the reasons why high accuracy and completeness is required in the molecular 
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data. If the electronic transitions of CO (and/or It2) had been in the spectral 
region where cool stars emit the bulk of their energy, the situation would have 
been very much simpler (and of course also relatively dull). 

An extreme example of the effect of incompleteness in the molecular data can 
be examined by setting certain of the molecular absorption coefficients to zero 
(more realistic examples will be considered in a later section). Consider first a 
carbon star model with Ten = 3500 K and only continuum sources in the opacity. 
This model turns out to be completely unaffected by the possible inclusion of 
the opacity of polyatomic molecules (tICN, C2H2, and C3). A similar model 
including continuum sources, and now also the opacity of the diatomics CO, C2 
and CN, expands with 25% in size (and the gas pressures in the surface layers 
decrease with a factor of 30) if the opacitiy from the polyatomics is introduced. 
The large difference in the way the two models react to the inclusion of the 
opacity from the polyatomics, is due to the cooling effect of CO, C2, and CN, 
which gives rise to a much larger partial pressure of the polyatomic molecules 
in the model which considers also opacity from CO, C2, and CN. The lesson 
from this is clear: it is in principle not possible to say which molecules will 
dominate the opacity before all molecular opacities have already been included. 
The inclusion of additional opacity sources (or improved completeness in the line 
list of already included opacities) may change the atmospheric structure in such 
a way that other molecules suddenly become dominant. 

Also due to the small partial pressure of the "opacity-strong" molecules, 
small changes in the most abundant atoms can cause very big changes in the 
molecular equilibrium. The ratio that is most important for such changes is the 
C/O ratio (but also the Si/S ratio can effect the spectrum drastically), and it 
causes the distinction between K- or M-type (oxygen-rich) red giants, S-type 
stars, and carbon stars, where different molecules will dominate the opacity, and 
which will therefore be discussed individually below. 

During the late phases of stellar evolution carbon and s-process elements are 
created in the stellar interior and mixed into the visible layers. In the Sun (where 
no nuclear processed material has been mixed to the surface) C/O = 0.43, which 
is .therefore assumed to be the "starting condition" for "normal" stars. When 
enough carbon is mixed to the surface during the red giant phase, the ratio C/O 
approaches unity, and the chemical balance shifts drastically from oxygen bearing 
molecules to carbon bearing molecules, because either all the carbon or all the 
oxygen is bound in CO. The molecules that dominate the structure in oxygen 
and in carbon-rich stars are therefore completely different from one another. In 
high metallicity environments, like our own galaxy, oxygen-rich red giant stars 
are much more common than carbon stars, but in metal deficient environments 
the opposite is true (Richer & Westerlund 1983, Jergensen ~ Johnson 1992). 

A good feeling about which molecules should be expected to be found in 
stellar atmospheres can be obtained by looking at the dissociation energies of 
various molecules. Those with the highest dissociation energies will form first 
and thereby use up all of the available material of the least abundant atom in 
the molecule. Some of the diatomic molecules with highest dissociation energies 
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Table 1. Dissociation energy (from Tsuji (1964) except for CN from Costes et al. 
(1990) and TiO from Colket (1984)) of some important molecules, and the elemental 
abundance (in units of atoms per 106 Si atoms; from Anders ~ Grevesse (1989)) in the 
solar system (numbers in parenthesis are exponents of 10). 

molecule: CN HCN C2 C2H C2H2 C3 C3tt C4 Cs CH 
Do (eV): 7.77 4.94 6.12 5.72 4.95 7.74 4 .92 5.21 7.41 3.47 

molecule: MgH Call SiC SiC2 CH4 NH NH3 NO CO CO2 
D0(eV): 1.97 1.75 4.5 8.7 4.38 3.8 4 .52 6.50 11.09 5.45 

molecule: H20 OH SiO TiO TiO2 VO ZrO ScO YO LaO 
Do(eV): 5.10 4.40 8.1 7.95 6.7 6.4 7.8 6.9 9.0 8.15 

element: H C N O Mg Si Fe S 
abundance: 2.79(10) 1.01(7) 3.13(6) 2.38(7) 1.07(6) 1.00(6) 9.00(5) 5.15(5) 

element: Ca Ti V Sc Zr Y La 
abundance: 6.11(4) 2.4(3) 2.93(2) 3.42(1) 1.14(1) 4 .64 4.46(-1) 

are listed in Table 1. More complete lists can be found in Tsuji (1964, 1973), 
ttuber & Herzberg (1979), and in Chase et al. (1984; the JANAF tables). 

4 The  S C A N  data base of molecular lines 

The original computations with the Mares code (Gustafsson et al. 1975) in- 
cluded about 50000 (observed) lines from various diatomic hydrides, and were 
tuned particularly for computation of models in the range of Tefr approximately 
between 3700 K and 6000 K. In more recent computations of cool star models, 
these lines are no longer included, but in stead a more complete line list, which 
excludes some of the original hydrides, is used. This fact does not reflect a knowl- 
edge of, say, CH, MgH and NH being unimportant, but rather the recognition of 
the overwhelming importance of completeness in the line list of the molecules. 
Inclusion of a few lines for an additional molecule may give the false impression 
that this molecule is "considered". The most complete computations with the 
Mares code, as concerns the molecular opacities, are those of Jergensen et al. 
(1992) for the carbon-rich models, and those of Plez et al. (1992) and Jorgensen 
(1993) for the oxygen-rich stars. 

These models include the opacities of CO and C2 from Querci et al. (1974) 
and the opacities of CN, C3, C2H2, HCN, TiO and H20 from what we now call 
the SCAN data base. These opacities are produced and described by Jergensen 
et al. (1985) for HCN, by Jergensen et al. (1989) for C3, by Jergensen ~ Larsson 
(1990) for CN, by Jergensen (1993) for TiO, and by Jergensen & Jensen (1993) 
for H20. The TiO opacity represents an updating and extension of the original 
list by Krupp et al. (1978). The lists for CN, HCN, C3 and for H20 are based on 
full ab initio computations of the dipole moment and potential energy surfaces 
by use of the CASSCF theory (see Langhoff ~ Bauschlicher this volume and 
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Malmqvist this volume). The potential energy surface and the solution of the 
SchrSdinger equation for the H20 computations have been improved by use of 
the MORBID theory (see Jensen this volume), and a similar update for the HCN 
molecule is in progress. The opacity of C2H2 is constructed from observational 
data and some simplified assumptions about the unobserved combination bands 
based on experience with other molecules (unpublished work, but the method 
has been described in some detail by Jergensen 1990). A SCAN line list for 
CH will soon be available too (Jergensen & Larsson, in preparation), and work 
on Fell, SIC2, Call, and other small molecules is under consideration. In total 
the SCAN data base contain about 60 million lines (identification, frequency, 
excitation energy, and line strength) from 7 of the most important molecules in 
stellar atmospheres, and many more will hopefully be added in the future. 

One of the most important experiences we have got from our construction of 
the SCAN data base is that completeness of the line lists used in the opacity con- 
struction is of overwhelming importance. With the strongly increased computer 
capacity over the last, say 10 years, it is today affordable, for small molecules, 
to compute the complete set of lines between basically all eigenstates with ener- 
gies up to very close to the dissociation energy. Most data in use have a cut off 
at some arbitrary energy level, or (v,J)-level, chosen to make the computation 
and the data handling affordable in terms of computing time and required data 
storage space. For this reason it must be expected that there is quite a lot of 
work ahead in re-computing the data for a number of diatomic and other small 
molecules where some data already exist. 

In our computation of the "red" system of CN (Jergensen ~ Larsson 1990, 
see also Larsson this volume) we introduced, as a measure of the completeness 
of the line list, the ratio of the partition functions obtained by summation of 
all included eigenstates and by summation of all possible states, respectively. 
The method has been developed further in our work on H20 (Jergensen ~z 
Jensen 1993, Jorgensen et al. 1994). In our work on CN we found that 99.9% of 
the partition function was included in our computation for temperatures up to 
5 000 K. About 40% of the missing 0.1% of the population was due to exclusion 
of vibrational levels with v>30 (up to the dissociation energy corresponding to 
v ~ 60), and about 60% was due to the exclusion of transitions with lower levels 
in the third electronic state (the B level). Experiments with use of the SCAN- 
CN data, have shown 10 times higher opacity in the visual region compared to 
previous estimates of the CN "red" opacity. 

In our work on CN, all lines with J less than a high value, Jmax, was included 
on the tape, but for H20, where space demands a more careful evaluation, we 
computed the line intensity at a reasonably high temperature and included a 
line on the list only if its intensity was above a given pre-specified value. Ideally, 
lines with such high values of J should be included so that the energy of the level 
(v,Jma×) is (for each v) equal to the dissociation energy. In practical terms, it 
can be problematic to include the rotational levels up to the dissociation energy, 
because the molecular constants often are insufficiently known, and because it 
involves unreasonably many lines (of doubtful effect). Nevertheless, the inclusion 
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of high values in J is less critical than the inclusion of high values in v, because 
the integrated band intensity is often known, and one then just has to make 
sure that  the sum of all the intensities of all lines is equal to the integrated 
band intensity within a specified accuracy. This method was used by JCrgensen 
et al. (1985, 1989) in the computation of the absorption coefficient of HCN 
and C3, respectively. The vibrational transition moment was computed between 
all the vibrational eigenstates, without consideration of rotation but in a full 
quantum mechanical treatment. In our original use of the (simplified) vibrational 
transition moments for HCN (Eriksson et al. 1984), we estimated how much of 
the integrated band intensity was missing when computing to a given (affordable) 
value of Jmax and then distributed the rest as a continuum opacity, but with 
the increased computer capacity of today we simply compute each band by 
including sufficiently high values of J till a given fraction (e.g., 99.9%) of the 
band intensity is included. Typically such computations lead to about 10 million 
lines per molecule, which can reasonably be stored on tapes and handled on disks, 
but with a fast computer the line list can also be generated directly from the 
band list (for linear molecules) and stored in the form of an opacity sampling 
(OS) or an opacity distribution function (ODF) within a few CPU hours of 
computing. 
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Fig. 1. The geometrical size of an oxygen-rich model atmosphere of Te~ = 2800 K, 
log(g) = -0.5, C/O = 0.43 when various degrees of completeness in the opacity of the 
water molecule is considered. 
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For asymmetric top molecules, such as H20, having both J and K rotational 
quantum numbers, the total number of lines easily becomes billions. The han- 
dling of this big number of lines is both difficult in computing time and disk 
space, and is, fortunately, without much meaning. On the other hand the com- 
putation of line intensities from the vibrational intensities is much more time 
consuming for an asymmetric top molecule (like H20) than for a linear molecule 
(like HCN), and it is not affordable to re-compute the lines each time a new 
OS or ODF is desired (hundreds or thousands of CPU hours are needed on a 
medium size computer depending on the required accuracy). Therefore the ef- 
fect of still weaker lines on the stellar atmospheric structure has been explicitly 
studied for H20 by including only lines stronger than a given threshold limit, 
Slim, which was tested as both 10 -3 km/mol, 10 -4 km/mol, 10 -5 km/mol, etc 
to 10 -8 km/mol  (Jergensen et al. 1994). The value of Slim necessary for conver- 
gence in the model structure depends not only on the basic stellar parameters 
(a lower value of Slim is required for high gravity objects and/or lower values of 
T~fr), but also on the quality of the other opacities included. For a test model of 
T~fr = 2800 K without TiO, the difference in model temperature in the surface 
layer when Slim (for water) was 10 -6 and when it was 10 -8, was 20 K, whereas 
the difference was only 6 K for corresponding models with TiO included. The 
more complete the total set of opacities of the molecules is, the less important 
it is whether the opacity for one of the molecules is computed to the highest 
possible accuracy or not. The more recent opacities in the SCAN data base are 
accompanied by a completeness analysis which gives an impression of how big 
a fraction of the opacity is included. This is important not only for the model 
structure, but also for the continuum drawing in spectral analysis. 

5 O x y g e n - R i c h  G i a n t  a n d  D w a r f  S t a r s  

The oxygen-rich stars are the most common cool stars in the solar neighbour- 
hood, and therefore also the most well studied. Several of the bright stars we 
see with the naked eye on the night-sky are cool oxygen-rich red giants. The 
molecular opacity of these stars is dominated by H20, TiO, and CO. CO and 
TiO are important opacity sources throughout the "molecular regime", but H20 
is the dominant molecular opacity source for the cooler giants, whereas CN, in 
oxygen-rich stars, only affects the structure of the stars warmer than Tefr = 3500 
K. For example, the partial pressure of CN is 7 orders of magnitude below that  
of TiO, at rl~oss = 10 -2 in a T~fr = 2500 K model of solar abundance, whereas 
it is as abundant as TiO for a T~fr = 3500 K model. For a similar model of T~ff 
= 4500 K, CN is the most abundant molecule in all layers below rrtoss = 10 -4, 
but at those temperatures atomic lines and continuum sources may dominate 
the atmospheric opacity, and the relative contribution of molecules and atoms 
has not been thoroughly studied yet. The ratio between the partial pressures of 
CO and TiO is almost constant, P(CO)/P(TiO) ~ 104, throughout the atmo- 
sphere, as is also seen in Fig. 2. The ratio between the partial pressure of H20 
and that  of TiO (or CO), on the other hand, increases rapidly for models cooler 
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than Tefr ~ 3000 K. At T~fr = 3100 K and log(g) = -0.5, the partial pressure of 
H20 equals that of TiO in the surface (log rRoss = --5.5), but already for Teff = 
2800 K the partial pressure of H20 in the surface is nearly 4 orders of magnitude 
bigger than that of TiO. 

When compared to a model where only the continuum opacities are included, 
the effect of CO is mainly to cool the surface layers and to contract the whole 
atmosphere. The effect of TiO alone is to cool the surface layers (and to create 
a back-warming in the deeper layers) and the effect of H20 is mainly to expand 
the atmosphere. In combination the molecules may, however, react in a more 
complex manner, and TiO is usually considered a heating agent (for the surface 
layers too) because models with continuum sources, CO, CN, and H20 included 
in the opacity generally are cooler than models including also TiO. The effect 
of these molecules, individually and together, on the structure of a typical red 
giant is shown in Fig. 2. 

I I I I I I | I I I 

cont only 0 /11/ 
3500 cont+co x // / /  

cont+TiO + ~l/T ~ 
cont+H20 o / /~  /[ 

v 3000 cont+3 mol • ~ ~ /  

.__. 
I-- 2500 ~ ~  

2000 

I 1500 I I I 1 I .~=(~~ I I I 
- 2 . 5 - 2  -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

log Pg in dyn/crn 2 
Fig .  2. Effects of CO, TiO, and H20 on the model structure (temperature versus gas 
pressure) of a typical oxygen-rich giant (Teff = 3100 K, log(g) = - 0 . 5 ,  and C/O = 0.43). 
The tickmarks indicate increasing optical depths in steps of log r~o~ : 0.75 from the 
value log rl~o~ = - 5 . 5  in the surface layer. 

For the giants, the C/O ratio will increase after the helium shell flash phase 
when freshly produced 12C is mixed to the surface. This will gradually decrease 
the amount of available free oxygen, after the formation of CO, and will even- 
tually change the model structure and spectral appearance completely as C/O 
approaches and pass unity. At slight increases of C/O the effect on the model 
structure is nevertheless negligible. Even for C/O = 0.87 the gas pressure in the 
surface of a model with Tefr = 3100 K is decreased with less than 0.3 dex (caused 
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Fig.  3. The partial pressure of various molecules in the atmosphere of four oxygen-rich 
stars in the "molecular regime". The two left panels show typical giants (log(g) = - 0 . 5 )  
and the two panels to the right in the figure show typical M dwarfs(log(g) = +4.5) .  
The two uppermost panels are for Tef~ = 3500 K and the two lower-panels are for TefF 
= 2800 K. 

by the decreased formation of H20) and the surface temperature increased with 
only 15 K, compared to a corresponding model with C/O = 0.43. 

For stars of higher surface gravity (M dwarfs, cool white dwarfs, and brown 
dwarfs) CO, TiO, and H20 are still abundant, but the relative importance of 
water increases dramatically compared to the two other molecules. Effects of the 
molecular abundance in oxygen-rich models of different temperature and gravity 
are shown in Fig. 3. It is, for example, seen that at Tefr = 2800 K and log(g) = 
+4.5 (an M dwarf), the partial pressure of H20 equals the partial pressure of CO 
throughout the atmosphere. Even at Tcfr = 3500 K it equals that of CO from 
log~-Ross = - 3  to -1 .  CN and H- are of less importance in the high gravity 
objects than in the giants. As expected, the more complex molecules increase in 
importance for the high gravity objects. For example the partial pressure of TiO2 
is only 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below that of TiO in the log(g) = 4.5 models 
compared to up to 8 orders of magnitude below that of TiO in the warmer 
low gravity models. Also CaOH, Call, Fell, CO2, CH4, and collision induced 
absorption are candidates of being important opacity sources in the cool high 
gravity objects, and some of them are described in detail in other chapters of 
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this book. Their inclusion is still in a more exploratory phase than the opacity 
sources in the giant models, and seems to impose new challenges. Molecules 
that may still be missing in the opacity of our red giant models include SiO, 
CS, OH, MgH and other hydrides. Although at least some of these molecules 
have been included in models computed with other codes than the Mares code 
(see particularly Brown et al. 1989), their effect on the model structure has not 
explicitly been studied, and the degree of completeness of the existing line lists 
for these molecules has not been analyzed either. 

6 Carbon-Rich Giant Stars 

When enough carbon is mixed into the atmosphere of a red giant star that the 
number ratio C/O of carbon to oxygen exceeds unity, the star is a carbon star. 
Since CO is the most tightly bound of the molecules present in the atmosphere, 
all oxygen will be locked up in CO. TiO and H~O (that dominates the opacity in 
the oxygen-rich red giants) are therefore almost completely absent in the carbon 
stars. 

The carbon stars are more rich in the molecular variety than the oxygen-rich 
stars, due to the higher complexity of the carbon chemistry. At least 6 molecules 
are known to be vital for the structure of cool carbon stars (CO, CN, C2, C3, 
HCN, and C2H~), and it seems that even more than these 6 molecules are nec- 
essary for a good description of the photospheric opacity in the carbon stars. 
CH, CS, NH, C2H, C3H, SIC2, and other molecules are likely candidates for 
this "missing" opacity. Typically, the introduction of the opacity from molecules 
(diatomics or polyatomics) in cool carbon stars where otherwise only continuum 
sources were considered, gives rise to a cooling of the surface layers of about 
1000 K, as is seen in Fig. 4 where the effect of various molecules on the model 
structure of two representative carbon stars are shown. As is seen from the figure, 
the diatomic molecules give rise to a cooling and contraction (increase of the gas 
pressure for given optical depth) of the atmosphere. The polyatomie molecules, 
on the other hand, again expands the atmosphere compared to the structure 
where only diatomics are included, and the final effect of all the molecules to- 
gether is therefore to change drastically the temperature versus gas pressure 
structure, but to produce a less pronounced change in the gas pressure versus 
optical depth structure. In older models where no polyatomic molecules were 
included in the molecular opacity of the carbon stars, the temperature versus 
gas pressure structure (which is particularly relevant for the predicted spectrum, 
and therefore also for determination of the abundance, gravity, etc.) were actu- 
ally further from the right structure than models with no molecules included in 
the opacity at all, as is seen from Fig. 4, whereas the less sensitive temperature 
versus optical depth structure were predicted better in the models with diatomic 
molecules than in the models completely without molecular opacities. 

For the cooler carbon stars, polyatomic molecules dominate the opacity fairly 
deep into the atmosphere whereas diatomics have the highest partial pressure 
all the way to the surface in our warmer models. In a model with C/O = 1.05 
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Fig. 4. Effects of CO, CN, C3, HCN and C2H2 on the model structure of two typical 
carbon-rich red giants of Tear = 2800 K and log(g)'= -0.5, with C/O = 1.05 (upper 
panel) and 2.0 (lower panel), respectively. Tickmarks as in Fig. 2. The response from 
inclusion of C2 (not shown) is very similar to that of CN. 

and Tefr = 2500 K, HCN is the most abundant of the 6 molecules included in 
the opacity (apart from CO which has a very low absorption coefficient) from 
the surface and to the layer where raoss ~ 1. For a corresponding Te~" = 3500 K 
model, CN dominates the molecular pressure (apart from CO) throughout the 
atmosphere. For the warmer stars, CS has a partial pressure higher than any of 
the 5 (CO excluded) through a substantial part of the atmosphere (particularly 
for the carbon stars with C/O only slightly above l, and for low values of the 
gravity), but its opacity has not been included in the computations presented 
here (or in any other computations based on the Mares code). As for CO, the 
band systems of CS are not as rich as those of TiO, C2 and CN, but due to the 
high partial pressure, its effects certainly deserves further investigation. 

The increasing excess of carbon resulting from successive He-shell flashes, will 
leave more and more free carbon (after the formation of CO molecules) to form 
carbon-rich molecules. For this reason the C2 band strengths are traditionally 
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used as an index for the C/O ratio (this is the j in the Ci,j classification scheme 
of carbon stars; see, e.g., Yamashita 1972). For a model with Teff = 3100K 
the partial pressure of C2 at rRoss = 10 .2 is 100 times smaller than that of 
CN when C/O = 1.05, but it is less than a factor of 10 below CN for C/O = 
2.0. In the upper photosphere where the small polyatomic molecules form, the 
sensitivity to adjustments in the model structure is nevertheless even bigger, and 
our models show the abundance of Ca to be considerably more sensitive to the 
C/O ratio than the abundance of C2, but the bands due to Ca are predominantly 
in the less studied infrared spectral region, whereas the C~ bands are in the 
visual region accessible by use of CCDs and photographic plates. When C/O 
increases from C/O = 1.05 to C/O = 2.0 for a Ten = 3100 K model, the partial 
pressure of C3 increases with a factor of 100 more than the partial pressures of 
C2, as is readily seen in Fig. 7 (in the next section). Also C2H and C2H2 are 
strongly increasing functions of the C/O ratio, whereas NH, CN, and ItCN are 
remarkably unaffected by changes in the C/O ratio, and the partial pressure of 
CS even decreases slightly when C/O increases. Among the polyatomics, C3 has 
its main influence for Tefr ~ 3100K and for high C/O ratio and low gravity, 
whereas C2H~ increase in importance for lower temperatures and/or high C/O. 
For C/O close to unity, the partial pressure of C2H2 and C3 are both relatively 
low, and HCN is therefore the dominating polyatomie opacity source for the 
"carbon-poor" carbon stars. At C/O approaching 2 (which is a very high C/O 
ratio at least for carbon stars in the solar vicinity) the partial pressures of both 
C3 and C2H are considerably higher than those of HCN and C2H2. It imposes a 
serious problem for reliably modelling of the carbon-rich carbon stars that the 
monochromatic absorption coefficient of C2H is still unknown in a form useful 
for astrophysics (see Peyerimhoff this volume), and therefore considered to have 
zero opacity in all existing models. 

The general effect on the model structure when increasing the T~fr and keep- 
ing the other fundamental parameters constant, is to expand and heat the surface 
layers. The same trend appears when C/O is increased. 

Carbon stars with higher gravity (dC, CH, and Ba stars) than AGB red giant 
carbon stars can be understood as formed from mass transfer in binary systems. 
Exploratory models have been constructed for their atmospheres (Gass et al. 
1988 and Kipper 1992, see also Liebert this volume). Molecules like CH4, Call, 
Fell and/or others might be important opacity candidates in such stars. Figure 5 
gives an impression about which direction the changes will take if models of the 
higher gravity carbon stars are to be constructed. The higher the gravity the 
more likely will the formation of larger molecules be. For example the abundance 
of C2H2 relative to C2H or relative to HCN will be an increasing function of 
gravity, as is also easily seen in Fig. 5, and generally the effect of polyatomic 
molecules will increase relative to the diatomics when the gravity increases. It is 
also seen that the traditional measures of the carbon abundance, C2 (and C3), 
are dependent on gravity too, in the sense that their partial pressures relative to 
CN and CH, or I-ICN, is a decreasing function of gravity, which of course impose 
a problem to direct use of the two dimensional carbon star classification scheme 
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(Cij, with j based on the C2 band intensities, and with i based on the NaD 
atomic line intensities which are also gravity dependent) to the dwarf stars. 

7 S - T y p e  S t a r s  

Beside the oxygen-rich and the carbon-rich red giant stars, there are also the less 
common S-type stars. These are classified from having strong ZrO, VO, LaO, and 
YO spectral bands. The name S stars is historical from the time the stars were 
classified into the spectral groups A, B, C, D, ...., but it happens to be so, that 
the spectra of the S stars are also rich in s-process elements. Let N(X)/N6(Si) be 
the number of atoms X per 106 Si atoms. For solar composition the number of 
oxygen atoms per 106 Si atoms, after the CO formation, is [N(O)-N(C)]/N6(Si) 
= 1.37 107. Si is the most abundant atom that can form diatomic oxide with 
a dissociation energy higher than that of TiO. Since N(Ti)/N6(Si) is as low 
as 2400, there is 10 times more free oxygen atoms than Si and Ti atoms to 
form SiO and TiO. When C/O increases and more oxygen is bound into CO, 
[N(O)-N(C)]/N6(Si) decreases and approaches 1 for C/O = 0.96. At this value 
of C/O the amount of TiO is therefore no longer determined by the abundance of 
Ti, but by the amount of available free oxygen. The two dominant oxygen-rich 
molecular absorbers (TiO and H20) will therefore decrease in amount, which 
will cause the atmosphere to shrink, which will in turn cause the gas pressure to 
increase. Since both ZrO, LaO, and YO have higher dissociation energies than 
TiO, the partial pressure of these molecules will, to a start, increase. The result 
will be that the intensity of the bands of these molecules will increase strongly 
compared to the intensity of the TiO bands. When ZrO bands are visible the 
star is called an S star, and the point when the intensity of the ZrO and the TiO 
bands are equal is expected to correspond to C/O ~ 0.96 (Jaschek ~: Jaschek 
1990). It is generally assumed that there is an evolutionary sequence from the 
oxygen-rich to the S-type to the carbon-rich red giants, although details in this 
simple scenario have several times been criticized (e.g., Iben & Renzini 1983, 
Lundgren 1988). 

From the point of view of molecular opacities the S-type stars are an inter- 
esting challenge, because both TiO and H20 are disappearing gradually, and the 
carbon-rich molecules are not yet formed. This gives rise to a "molecular zoo" 
those members have not yet been fully identified, and many molecules may act 
together to define the opacity. To judge from the spectra, the elemental abun- 
dances, and the dissociation energies (see Table 1), ZrO, LaO, YO, VO, Fell, 
MgH, Call, ZrS, and SiS may all play a role for the atmospheric structure of S 
stars. Only few of these molecules have yet been studied in the sense that rea- 
sonably complete line lists exist. For the important opacities of ZrO, YO, and 
Fell, an extensive analysis has been performed as part of the Berkeley program 
(see Davis this volume), and a line list has been constructed for ZrO and YO, 
which shows the ZrO to be the most important heir (it has many lines in sev- 
eral electronic systems, and high f-values) of TiO when the abundance of TiO 
decreases. 
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We can presumably learn about a number of qualitative effects in the S-type 
star atmospheres from studying models based on only the molecular opacities 
included in the carbon-rich and oxygen-rich models (co ,  CN, C2, TiO, HCN, 
C3, C2H2, H20), although the effects for C/O close to 1, of course can only be 
taken as indicative. From such models the first surprise is maybe to discover 
how relatively insensitive the M-type atmosphere is to changes in the C/O ratio 
until C/O approaches very close to unity. When C/O change from 0.43 (the 
solar value) to 0.95 the gas pressure and temperature in the surface change with 
0.5 dex and 75 K, respectively, and the physical size of the atmosphere decreases 
with only 15% for a test-model with Tefr = 3100 K and log(g) = -0.5. This 
reflects that there is still more free oxygen after CO and SiO formation than 
there is elemental Ti (for solar elemental abundances). The effect is comparable 
to the effect of excluding (from the opacity in M-type giants) those of the weak 
lines of the H~O rotation-vibration system that makes up only 4% of the H20 
absorption coefficient (see Fig. i). Models based on an absorption coefficient 
of H20 with 4% uncertainty will consequently not be able to distinguish the 
physical properties of an M-type giant with C/O = 0.43 from an S-type giant 
with C/O = 0.95 (but the chemical properties are of course calculated better 
despite of this). 
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Fig. 6. The geometrical size of the atmosphere of red giant models of Tefr = 3100, 
log(g) = -0.5, and various C/O ratios ranging from C/O = 0.43 to C/O = 2.0 (as 
indicated with the legend). It is seen that when C/O increase beyond the Solar value, 
the atmosphere first shrinks because of the disappearance of TiO and H20, until the 
star is an S star with C/O ~ 1 (left panel), but then rapidly increases in size again 
when C/O > 1 (right panel) and carbon-rich molecules (CN, C2, HCN, C2H2, C3) 
form. 
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Fig. 7. The changes in the partial pressure of various molecules is large when C/O 
change from below to above l, particularly in the upper photosphere (left panel) and 
less pronounced in the lower part of the photosphere where the molecules that are 
traditionally used as spectroscopic indicators of the C/O ratio, are formed (right panel). 

When changing the C / O  ratio from 0.95 to 1.0 there occurs a dramat ic  
readjustment  of the model structure. For a Tef~ = 3100 K model~ the surface 
cools with 500 K, and the size of the atmosphere is reduced with nearly a factor 
of two, as is seen in Fig. 6. This effect may of course par t ly  be due to lacking 
knowledge of the opacities of the molecules that  show strong features in the 
spectrum, but qualitatively the effect is likely to be correct, because the strong 
contraction basically is due to the lack of polyatomic molecules in S-type stars 
- f rom an observational as well as from a theoretical point of view. There  is a 
dramatic  change in the  relative partial  pressure of the oxygen and the carbon 
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bearing molecules when C/O increases from 0.95 to 0.98, as is seen in Fig. 7. The 
number-ratio of H20 and HCN molecules changes with 11 orders of magnitude 
in a red giant model atmosphere with Teff = 3100 K and log(g) = -0.5 when 
C/O changes from 0.95 to 1.0. At C/O = 0.95 the partial pressure of It20 
in the surface layers is 5 orders of magnitude higher than that of HCN. At 
C/O = 0.98 it is only 1 order of magnitude above, and at C/O = 1.0 it is 6 
orders of magnitude below HCN. From C/O = 1.0 to C/O = 2.0 the partial 
pressure of HCN stays approximately constant, while those of the more carbon- 
rich molecules increase rapidly. For example the partial pressure of C3 increases 
with nearly 7 orders of magnitude. It is these enormous changes in the partial 
pressures of the polyatomic molecules that are responsible for the big changes in 
the surface gas pressure, and in the size, of the red giants with C/O ~ 1, and these 
effects are therefore relatively independent of the inclusion of the proper diatomic 
S-type opacities (ZrO, LaO, YO, Fell, and VO). The main changes in the partial 
pressures of the diatomic molecules included in our computations are a strong 
decrease in TiO when C/O approaches and pass unity, and a corresponding 
increase in the amount of CN and CH. The ratio between TiO and CN (or CH) 
changes with 7 orders of magnitude when C/O increases from 0.95 to 1.0 (and 
this change must be expected to increase when ZrO, VO, YO, and LaO are 
introduced into the opacities, because they use some of the oxygen otherwise 
available for TiO). 

8 S u m m a r y  

Molecules are particular important in the photosphere of stars in the effective 
temperature interval from about 3500 K to 2500 K (and below). This temperature 
regime include the cool red giants as well as the M dwarfs, brown dwarfs, and 
cool white dwarfs. I have described the SCAN data base of 60 million molecular 
lines from CN, TiO, CH, HCN, C2H2, C3, and H20, and analyzed the effect of 
the opacities constructed from these data (and data from CO and C2) on models 
of cool stellar atmospheres. 150 new models were computed by use of the Mares 
code and with the molecular input data varied in a systematic way in order to 
understand the effect of the individual molecules. Typical changes in the model 
structure of a cool red giant when molecules are included into the opacity is 
a cooling in the surface layer of about 1000 K. The diatomic molecules cause a 
contraction of the atmosphere, whereas a typical effect of polyatomic molecules is 
to expand the atmosphere considerably. Marked changes have occurred during 
recent years in the obtained model structure, and this will probably be the 
case for some more years when additional and better molecular data become 
available, and particularly for the S stars and the dwarfs, the models are still 
exploratory. The strong interaction between the molecules was stressed, and 
potential candidates for "missing" opacities were suggested. 
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Opacity Problems in Cool Low Mass Stars 
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D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In this contribution we want to discuss M star atmospheres and their dependence 
on molecular opacities. A star belongs to the spectral class M if its optical and 
infrared spectrum shows strong bands of TiO and numerous strong metal lines 
so that  for wavelengths < 4000 /~ there is "hard ly  any flux left" (Jaschek 
Jaschek 1987). M stars cover a very large range in luminosity: M dwarfs are the 
intrinsically faintest stars, whereas M giants and supergiants reach luminosities 
that  are among the highest known. General properties of these objects are given 
in Table 1 (after Schmidt-Kaler 1982). 

A good knowledge of M star spectra is of crucial importance for the under- 
standing of the properties of the Milky Way (and other galaxies as well) for the 
following reasons (see also Lambert, this volume, and Liebert, this volume): 

- M dwarfs have a space density of about 0.1 pc -3 and therefore constitute 
about 80 % of the total number of stars in the solar neighborhood. Although 
their individual masses are very low, their large number even let them dom- 
inate the mass distribution. 

- Since the luminosity of stars varies approximately with mass c( M -32, M 
dwarfs evolve very slowly. Therefore, M dwarfs of very different ages can 
be found and the abundances of metals in their atmospheres reflect in most 
cases (possible exceptions may be the carbon dwarfs, see Green et al. 1992, 
and Liebert, this volume) the abundance distribution of the Galaxy at the 
time of their birth. In other words: from the understanding of the M dwarfs 
we can get a full account of the chemical evolution of the Milky Way. 

- M giants return large amounts of heavy elements to the interstellar medium 
where the enriched gas is used for a subsequent generation of stars. 

- Due to their high lmninosity M giants often dominate the integrated (in- 
fra)red light of galaxies. 

Unfortunately, spectrum formation is extremely complicated in these stars 
so that  we are only now starting to obtain models that can be used for spectral 
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analysis. Up to very recently, understanding was also hampered by the fact 
that  reliable and reasonably high resolution spectra in the region of maximum 
flux were not available. The progress in infrared detector technology in the last 
years made it possible that .now even for extremely faint stars digital spectra 
with resolutions sufficient for detailed analysis are available (G. Rieke, private 
communication). Another jump is expected with the ISO satellite to be launched 
1995. 

In the next section we describe in some detail the temperature  and pres- 
sure stratifications in these stars and comment on the geometrical extension of 
the giants. Section 3 is devoted to a discussion of consequences of errors in the 
opacities, in particular we address the run-aways in giant atmospheres that  may 
occur when water vapor forms and we point to the fact that  the convection in 
the dwarfs extends from very shallow layers to the center so that  errors in the 
outermost parts propagate through all parts of the object. In Section 4 we re- 
view the present agreements and disagreements between synthetic and observed 
spectra. Based on this discussion, in Section 5 a list of most urgently needed 
molecular data for future improvements of M star models is presented. 

Table  1. Approximate physicM parameters of M stars (after Schmidt-Kaler 1982); 
note that the luminosities of dwarfs are lower by a factor ~ 2 after Kirkpatrick et al. 
(1993) 

luminosities/L® 
rad i i /Ro  

dwarfs giants/supergiants 

10-~--8 x 10 -~ 
2 x  10 - ~ - 6  x10 -1 

3 x 1 0 2 m 3 ×  105 
4 x l O ~ - - 2 x l O  ~ 

masses / MO 0.06--0.5 1--24 
eft. temperatures (K) 2600 --3800 2600--3800 
log gravity (cgs units) 4.6 ---4.9 -1 - -1  

2 S t r u c t u r e  o f  M s t a r  a t m o s p h e r e s  

In Fig. 1 we show the pressure distributions in some giants and in dwarfs as a 
function of the radial coordinate r: giant atmospheres are in many cases geomet- 
rically extended (both in relative and absolute terms) and their pressures are 
relatively high in spite of the low gravity; in fact, the pressures are comparable to 
those in the solar photosphere '(see Vernazza et al. 1981). This is a consequence 
of the fact that  the absorption coefficients are very small (e.g. H -  absorption is 
very weak due to  the lack of electrons) and therefore photons can traverse large 
column densities. In contrast, the atmospheres of dwarfs are extremely thin (typ- 
ically a few hundred kilometers compared to a radius of 1 to 4x 105 kilometers) 
so that  a comparison of different cases is hardly possible in this representation. 
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Fig .  1. Gas pressure distributions in M stars plotted as function of the normalized 
radial  coordinate. The thick vertical line indicates the pressures in dwarfs, the broken 
curve refers to a giant model with parameters: M=I  M®, L = 500 L@, R =  83 Rm, the 
full curve to a giant model with M=I  M@, L = 2000 L@, R = 166 R®. All models have 
solar composition. Note the compactness of the dwarf atmospheres compared to the 
large geometrical extension of giant models, in particular if they have high luminosity. 
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Fig .  2. Typical  gas pressure distributions in M dwarfs (after Allard 1990) plotted as 
a function of the optical depth at 1.2 ttm. The curves refer to models with effective 
temperatures  of 2000 ( - - ) ,  2500 ( - . - ) ,  2750 (...), 3000 (-.-.) and 3250 (- - -) K, solar 
metallicity, and log g = 5. 
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Table  2. Parameters of giant models (see Bessell et al. 1989). The models X350H and 
X350C represent two solutions of the structure equations with the same parameter set 
(see text). 

I model II luminosity/L@ 
zz3oo II 2 x 1 ¢  
Z300 2 X 10 3 

WW300 2 x 10 3 
X350C 104 
X350tt II 1°4 

mass/Mo radi.s/Ro I Teffl log g l chem. comp. 
166 3000 -0.00 3x solar 
166 3000 -0.00 solar 
166 3000 -0.00 0.1x solar 
273 3500 -0.44 solar 
273 3500 -0.44 solar 

4 - 1  , l ~ i , i , i , } , i , i 

r- ¢ ~ ,  .- 

0 ,~' 2 log Pg ~,'~" 

- 2  

[ J ' J /  t - 4 L  J -  , _ g  , , , , , , , 
-5 -4- -2 -1  0 1 

log optical depth (1.2t~) 

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the giant models ZZ300 (- - -), Z300 (-  - -), WW300 
(--) ,  X350C ( - .  -) and X350H ( - -  --) .  The model parameters are given in Table 1. 

Therefore, we give in Figs. 2 and 3 the run of the pressures as a function of the 
optical depth at  1.2# (which in most cases is similar to the Rosseland depth).  
From this representation it is obvious that  the gas pressures in the dwarfs are 2 
to 5 orders of magnitude higher than in the giants and therefore are comparable 
to those in cool white dwarfs. A reduction in the metallicity can further  dra- 
matically increase the pressures. This ensues f rom the fact that  molecules make 
up the opacity and that  their abundance depends usually quadratically on the 
metallicity. 

The corresponding tempera ture  distributions (Figs. 4 and 5) also show sig- 
nificant differences between dwarfs and giants: in the outer (optically thin) parts  
the dwarfs have to a very good approximation a constant t empera ture  whereas 
for the giants it drops o¢ 1 / v ~  as a consequence of the geometrical extensions 
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for the temperature distribution 

of the atmospheres (in principle, the same is true for dwarfs; however, here the 
density decrease is so rapid at practically constant r that this effect is not seen 
in the spectra). On the other hand, in the inner parts, the temperatures of giants 
rise very fast since all energy is transported by radiation, whereas for the dwarfs 
convection reduces the temperature gradient strongly. Therefore, for identical ef- 
fective temperature the giants' temperatures are lower in the outer atmospheric 
layers and much higher in the deeper layers than the temperatures for dwarfs. 

These pressures and temperatures imply that the photospheric extinction in 
M stars is essentially determined by molecular absorption (whereas in so-called 
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infrared stars significant amounts of dust seem to form inside the photosphere).  
Figs. 6 - l l  give the runs of the partial  pressures (normalized to the total  gas 
pressure) of some molecules that  play an impor tant  role for the ~tmospheric 
structure. 
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Fig. 6. Partial pressure of the CO molecule (normalized to the total gas pressure) as 
a function of the optical depth at 1.2 # in dwarf atmospheres (from Allard 1990). 
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for the giants of Fig. 3 
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for TiO 

3 Effects of incomplete and incorrect opacities 

3.1 F i r s t  o r d e r  e s t i m a t e s  o f  d irec t  a n d  i n d i r e c t  e f f ec t s  

Due to the low temperatures (and high pressures in dwarfs) in the atmospheres 
of M stars errors in the dissociation energies and/or  temperature fluctuations 
lead to serious changes in the equilibrium constants and therefore often in the 
particle concentrations. For example, uncertainties of 0.5 eV for a dissociation 
energy of 5 eV and of 50 K for a temperature of 1600 K imply a change in 
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 7 but for H20 

the equilibrium constant of a factor 20 (!) corresponding to an uncertainty in 
the density of a given species up to the same factor (see Costes &: Naulin, this 
volume, Eq. (2)). Note, however, that in a spectral analysis the molecular data 
are considered to be fixed laboratory quantities and the temperatures are to 
be adjusted to such values that the band strengths and therefore the molecular 
concentrations are fitted. 

The consequences of incorrect and/or incomplete opacities can easily be es- 
timated if we consider the radiative transfer equation (or radiative transport 
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equation) which reads in its conventional form for spherical media (Mihalas 
1978) 

sin 2 0 
cos 0 -~ -  + ~ -  0 cos~---0 - ( ~  + ~ ) ( S ~  - 5 )  (1) 

(r = radial coordinate, 0 = polar angle, Sx = source function = ratio Of emission 
to extinction). After discretization in space and angle it reduces to a linear system 
of algebraic equations that  can be written in matrix notation for wavelength A 

AxIA = Bx, (2) 

or 
Ix = A x - I B x  (3) 

where the intensity vector I~ contains as components the specific intensities for 
all depths and angles, A~ describes the spatial and angular couplings between 
the intensity components, and Bx gives the photon sources. A;~ and Ba depend 
linearly on the absorption and scattering coefficients per unit volume, ~ and 
a~, resp. Therefore an uncertainty or modification of t~x or crx implies that  

A~ ---. A~ + AA~ 
B~ ---, B~ + ABe. (4) 

As a consequence, the intensity vector is changed to first order by 

AI~ = AA~-IAB) ,  - A~- IAAxIx  (5) 

Equation (5) gives the direct effects that are maximal if the norm I[A;~I[ is mini- 
mal as is well known (see Unsgld 1958). They are relevant only at the considered 
wavelength. The indirect effects that concern the whole spectrum result from a 
change in the temperature distribution AT induced by the opacity changes. For 
a static configuration in radiative equilibrium they can be estimated from the 
requirement that the total flux has to be the same at all depths. If we write the 
flux vector 

F~ = gA)~-IB~ (6) 

(the matrix g contains the weights for the angle integration) the temperature 
modification due to the change in the opacity is 

rr (g  f0 oo [ _ A A - 1 0 0 ~  A -10AA~ 

- l o A x  -1 , A -10,~n~] dA)-lfoAF~,dA - A ~  0--T-A~ AA~I~ ± ~:~ 0---Tf-J (7) 
£ 

(o'~ indicates the Stefan-Boltzmann constant). The expression shows that for the 
indirect changes the temperature derivatives of A;~ and B~ as well as of AAx 
and ABx are of particular importance, i.e. that a species like H20 with a strong 
temperature dependence of its concentration has a much stronger effect on the 
stratification than a molecule that hardly varies with T. 

Since the dwarfs have convection zones that extend to very close to the 
surface the radiative temperature gradient Vr = (dln T/d ln P)r  plays a central 
role for the atmospheric structure. A similar calculation as above shows that  an 
additional opacity changes Vr not only directly but also via its first and second 
temperature derivative. 
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3.2 Opacity induced temperature a m b i g u i t i e s  in M giant 
atmospheres 

The considerations so far have been completely general. However, we will discuss 
now two effects that are particular to M stars as far as we know: 

If in giant atmospheres a molecule forms that  can absorb effectively at in- 
frared wavelengths carrying high fluxes (so that  it cools via a picket-fence type 
cooling mechanism due to a near-surface absorber; see e.g. Mihalas 1978) and 
that  has an increasing concentration with decreasing temperature,  there may be 
a positive feedback: the molecule starts to form, it cools the upper atmosphere 
somewhat, the monochromatic absorption of the molecule increases, the layers of 
relevant monochromatic optical depth move outward resulting in an even lower 
temperature  so that still more molecules form that  in turn cool even further 
etc. The process only stops when equilibrium is reached and no more absorbing 
particles are formed. In actual calculations the feedback can be initialized by the 
iteration to radiative equilibrium and can lead for one given parameter  set to two 
temperature  distributions that fulfil all structure equations. An example is given 
by the models X350H (without H20 cooling) and X350C (with H20 cooling) in 
Fig. 3 (see also the results of detailed numerical experiments by J0rgensen, this 
volume). 

3.3 The radiative layer and the structure of  M d w ar f s  

The second effect occurs in the M dwarfs and is a consequence of the fact that  
these stars are fully convective except for a tiny layer very close to the surface 
(mean optical depth often smaller than 0.01): errors in the opacity lead to errors 
in the radiative gradient ~7, and these in turn lead to errors in the optical depth, 
i.e. at the pressure and temperature,  where convection starts. This implies that  
the "wrong adiabate" is entered. Since the real temperature  gradient is very 
close to the adiabatic one for the high pressures of M dwarfs it means that  such 
an error is hardly damped out and therefore the whole stellar structure may be 
erroneous. Note also that  additional errors may be introduced by discretisation 
schemes for the radiative transfer equation (as e.g. the Feautrier scheme, see 
Mihalas 1978) that are of first order only close to the surface. 

4 Comparison of synthet ic  and observed M star spectra  

After the pioneering dwarf models of Mould (1976) progress has recently been 
made by the PhD theses of Kui (1991) and Allard (1990; see also Allard et al. 
1992) that  include both the relevant bands and proper radiative transfer. Allard 
also includes some metal line blanketing. For warmer objects quite satisfactory 
agreements with observations could be obtained (Leinert et al. 1990, Kirkpatrick 
et al. 1993) in most wavelength ranges; in particular, for G1 866 also a very 
good fit for the NaI D lines could be obtained. By selecting better  transition 
probabilities Allard (1994) was able to get in addition very good fits to infrared 
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spectra of very cool objects (except for wavelength regions where water vapor 
dominates) and therefore eliminates the problem of too flat flux gradients found 
by Kui. However, it should be pointed out that these comparisons were - with the 
exception of line profiles for G1 866 - all made for data of rather low resolution. 
When high resolution observations for dwarfs become available, new problems 
have to be expected. 

For giants, comparisons between synthetic and observed spectra also show 
satisfactory agreement at most effective temperatures over wide portions of the 
spectrum, but various significant discrepancies remain. A comprehensive review 
of recent achievements in interpreting red giant spectra is given by Jergensen 
1991. For the Mira variables among the late M type giants, spectrum synthesis 
is still in a pioneer stage (see Bessell & Scholz 1989; Scholz 1992) since the 
structure of the atmospheres is determined by the propagation of shock fronts. 

5 D a t a  n e e d e d  f o r  f u t u r e  i m p r o v e m e n t s  o f  s y n t h e t i c  M 

s t a r  s p e c t r a  

From the description given above it should be evident that still much work is 
needed for a full understanding of M star atmospheres. Regarding the opacities 
the main needs concern to TiO, H20, Fell, VO; 

- complete line lists (so that the sum rules are well fulfilled) and corresponding 
transition probabilities that are accurate to better than 10%; 

- accurate thermodynamical data, in particular partition functions; they should 
be in a form that the first and second temperature derivatives could be cal- 
culated accurately; 

- data on line broadening. 

In addition, it should be mentioned that for the modeling of very cool and 
luminous giants as Mira stars it is necessary to have highly accurate (A/AA 
3 x 105) relative line positions since the atmospheres of these objects are no 
longer in hydrostatic equilibrium but pulsate and therefore the correlation of 
line positions has a strong effect on the temperature distribution and the emit- 
ted spectrum (as can be seen from the cOI/c~A term in the transfer equation for 
the comoving frame, see Scholz 1992). Furthermore, all M dwarfs seem to possess 
coronae that radiate strongly in the X ray range (Th. Fleming, private commu- 
nication). Thus it can be expected that quite a high X ray flux impinges on the 
matter of the photosphere and changes significantly its thermodynamical state. 
In particular, the level populations are very far from their LTE values (see John- 
son, this volume). If we want to model this effect we need enormous amounts of 
photoionization, photoexcitation and collisional excitation cross-sections as well. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The term dwarf stars identifies objects of small radius in the Itertzsprung-Russell 
(H-R) Diagram, but encompasses more than one phase of stellar evolution. The 
M dwarfs (type dM) populate the main sequence at the low mass end; these are 
the coolest core hydrogen-burning stars. They belong generally to the Galactic 
disk, or Population I, have relatively small space motions with respect to the 
Sun, and have similar metallieities to the Sun (although perhaps only within 
a factor of several). In particular, this means that the abundance of oxygen is 
always greater than that of carbon. The M subdwarfs (sdM) are the Population 
II counterparts, showing low metallicities and high space motions. Because they 
have smaller radii, they define a main sequence at lower luminosity than the M 
dwarfs for a given temperature. Hence the term subdwarf. 

A third type of dwarf star is the white dwarf. This is an object which has 
ended its nuclear-burning life, and has contracted into an electron-degenerate 
configuration the size of the Earth, most likely with a core composed of the 
products of helium-burning - carbon and oxygen. Sometimes called degenerate 
dwarfs, these objects fall along a diagonal cooling track in an II-R Diagram. 
They range in temperature (luminosity) from higher than 100,000 K (above solar 
luminosity) to perhaps 4,000 K (< 10 -4 L®), depending on how long the object 
has been cooling at a constant radius. 

Likewise, there may be objects called brown dwarfs, too low in mass to ini- 
tiate hydrogen burning. They radiate first by the release of half the energy of 
gravitational contraction, may initiate limited cycles of nuclear-burning for a 
finite period, after which they enter a cooling track for hydrogen-rich configura- 
tions; they have roughly ten times the radii of carbon-oxygen degenerate dwarfs. 

Finally, in the last two decades, a fifth category has been recognized - the 
carbon dwarf. This is a low mass main sequence star whose carbon abundance 
exceeds the oxygen abundance. Normally, in the dM=sdM atmospheres the car- 
bon is locked up in CO and a few other molecules. In the dwarf carbon (dC) 
stars, it is the oxygen that is locked up in CO while the spectra reveal a rich 
chemistry of carbon-based molecules. 
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In the following sections, I will review the properties of the spectra and the 
analyses for each of these categories except for the white dwarfs (see Thejll this 
volume). 

2 M Dwarf  and Subdwarf  Stars 

There has been relatively little attention given to studying the spectra and atmo- 
spheres of the dM stars, less so even than for M giants. With relatively low tem- 
peratures and high pressures, these atmospheres are fertile ground for molecule 
formation. Given the modest amount of quantitative data  for molecules more 
complex than diatomic, one might fear that  our ability to match observations 
with synthetic spectra may be quite limited for this type of star. Indeed, up un- 
til recently, very few relevant model atmosphere calculations even existed, and 
researchers routinely estimated the temperatures of these stars by fitting col- 
ors (and/or  spectra) to blackbodies. As we shall see, the energy distributions of 
these stars are very unlike that of a blackbody. 
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Fig. I. Opacities calculated for various molecular and atomic constituents plotted 
against wave number for a 3000 K, log g -- 5, solar composition model from Allard 
(1990). Note the prominent role of H~O, TiO and H-.  
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Fortunately, in the last few years the situation has changed dramatically for 

the better. This is primarily due to two PhD dissertations - by Allard (1990) 
at the University of Heidelberg, and by Ruan (1991) at Mt. Stromlo Observa- 
tory and the Australian National University. Allard (1994) adds the exclamation 
point to some of the following comments concerning her dissertation and some 
subsequent work. Unfortunately, neither Allard's nor Ruan's dissertation have 
been published. 

The molecular (and atomic) opacities important  in M dwarf stars are well 
illustrated in Fig. 1, taken from Allard's (1990) thesis, for a model at 3,000 K, log 
g = 5, and solar composition. Two of the dominant opacity sources are the TiO 
molecule in the optical and H20 in the infrared. Dominant continuous opacity 
sources include H~ in the infrared and H-  in the optical. 

For low metallicity stars (the subdwarf M), the pressure-induced dipole opac- 
ities due (see Borysow this volume) due to H2-H2 and H2-He can dominate the 
infrared opacity, while H-  is strongest in the optical. Molecules involving heav- 
ier elements are almost completely restricted to hydrides - MgH, Call  being the 
strongest in the optical spectrum. 

What  can we say about the accuracy of these models and the fits of synthetic 
to observed spectra? Certainly, a number of improvements to the physics have 
been mMe in recent years. It appears that these models now can yield improved 
estimates of the effective temperature (Tefr) of low mass stars. 

Kirkpatrick et al. (1993a) made the first comprehensive at tempt  to fit a 
sequence of M dwarf spectroscopic standards, from early M spectral types at 
> 3500 K to as low as 2700 K. Two examples of these fits are shown as Fig. 
2. The overall energy distribution is fit rather well, though the quantitative fits 
to TiO and other band strengths are only fair, and become worse at shorter 
wavelengths. 

Since all of these near neighbors of the Sun have excellent trigonometric 
parallax measurements, the luminosities of the stars can be determined rather 
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accurately once the temperatures are estimated. The derived positions in a 
Hertzsprung-Russel] (log L vs. log Teff) diagram can then be compared to the 
predictions of stellar interiors models for main sequence stars of very low mass. 

When this comparison was made using Tefr values estimated by fitting black- 
bodies, the observed stars appeared usually to have smaller Tefr at a given lumi- 
nosity - or alternatively a larger radius - than predicted by the interiors models 
(see Burrows ~: Liebert 1993, Fig. 19). This implied either that  calculated at- 
mospheric fits were wrong, the interiors models were wrong, or that  many  low 
luminosity stellar objects in the solar neighborhood were in fact substellar mass 
"brown dwarfs." 

Using the Allard atmosphere models, however, Kirkpatrick et al. (1993a) find 
essentially a Tefr scale for the sequence of M dwarfs which is in fair agreement 
with the interior models - see Fig. 3. This implies that  the atmospheric and 
interiors models are consistent with each other and with the assumption that  the 
observed objects are hydrogen-burning stars (M dwarfs). However, the agreement 
was still poor for the lowest mass stars with Tefr < 3,000 K. 

Improvements made since this 1994 paper (see Allard 1994) include notably 
the addition of Fell bands near one micron in the spectrum and the t rea tment  of 
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the pressure-induced dipole opacities by Lenzuni et al. (1991). Now the synthetic 
spectrum fit to one of the lowest luminosity stars in the Kirkpatrick et al. (1993a) 
is much improved for Tett of 2,800 K; the fit has now been extended to include 
observations to 3.5 p by Jones et al. (1993) (see also review by Miller et al. in 
this volume). The complicated band spectrum of H20 remains the important 
piece which does not fit well. 

Can we now be confident of the atmospheric and stellar paramaters derivable 
for low mass stellar spectra? Such an attitude would be premature. The models 
predict far too much flux in the visual and bluer wavelengths, which must tell us 
that  there are still many opacity sources to be added to the models. A similar 
problem persists with attempts to fit subdwarf M stars with models having dras- 
tically reduced metallicities. The missing components undoubtedly are primarily 
molecular in nature, and for the subdwarfs A1H may be particularly important  
at blue wavelengths. But we are off to a good start, finally, with M dwarf stars. 

3 B r o w n  D w a r f  C a n d i d a t e s  

Not a single object has yet been discovered outside of our solar system (but 
not including evolved, binary systems) that can unambiguously be proclaimed 
a substellar object. However, this situation is arguably due to the fact that  
it is so difficult to prove that a given candidate is a brown dwarf, and does 
not necessarily mean that substellar objects do not exist. Indeed, numerous 
candidates exist, and more are being found at a rapid rate. A detailed review 
of the candidates and the methods of discovery is given in Burrows ~: Liebert 
(1993). 

Here I wish to discuss only two of the candidates - among the few for which 
more than a little spectrophotometric information exists. The first, GD165B, is 
a spatially-resolved companion to a white dwarf star and clearly has a much 
lower temperature than any visible object yet known (Becklin & Zuckerman 
1988). A poor-quality optical spectrum (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993b) appears to 
differ qualitatively from those of the least luminous known stars - see Fig. 4 
taken from that  paper, Davis (this volume) discuss the possibility that  a band 
system of VO, expected to grow stronger at cooler Ten, may explain the enhanced 
absorption near 8500/k found by Kirkpatrick et al. (1993b). 

The observations are not yet accurate enough for the Tefr of GD165B to be 
estimated, although the infrared colors suggest it is at least several hundreds of 
degrees cooler than vB10, for example. Still, the implied luminosity is nearly 10 -4 
Lo,  and is consistent with high opacity main sequence models near the stellar 
mass limit of 0.075-0.08 M G. GD165B could be a hydrogen-burning star, but 
then very likely it would be the lowest mass star known. A second brown dwarf 
candidate for which considerable (and very confusing!) information exists is G29- 
38B, another potential companion to a white dwarf discovered by the same 
group (Zuckerman & Becklin 1987). I say "potential companion" because what 
these authors found was that the white dwarf has a spatially-unresolved infrared 
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Fig. 4. Spectra of four of the coolest M dwarf stars known, the top of which, GD165B, 
is discussed in the text. Molecular band features are labelled for LHS2924 (from Kirk- 
patrick et M. 1993b). 

excess, which they initially suggested might be a brown dwarf companion having 
a Tefr of about  1,200 K and a considerable luminosity of 5 x 10-SL@, implying 
a radius not too different from that  expected for a brown dwarf. (Brown dwarfs 
f rom 0.001Mo to stars of 0.08M 0 basically should have a radius similar to tha t  
of Jupi ter  similar to that  of Jupiter  which is 0.1R®). These and subsequent 
authors have detected the excess out to wavelengths as long as ten microns, 
and the flux at these long wavelengths is far in excess of tha t  expected from 
the above Ten. Further a t tempts  to spatially resolve the infrared source f rom 
the white dwarf  have failed, and infrared spectra show no evidence for spectral  
features. Hence, it has been proposed that  the excess is due to some kind of 
dust shell around the white dwarf. However, it should be noted tha t  the white 
dwarf  has a cooling age of order 109 years, and may  show small ampli tude radial 
velocity variations consistent with having a companion of substellar mass. This 
complicated situation is reviewed more extensively by Zuckerman (1992), f rom 
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which more detailed references to the work on G29-38 may be found. 
Numerous brown dwarf candidates are apparently being found as members 

of young clusters, including some imbedded in giant molecular clouds and other 
regions of recent star-formation - see Zinnecker et al. (1993) and Burrows & 
Liebert (1993). 

I wish to promote the bias that the cup is best considered half full in the 
widening search for brown dwarfs. To be sure, the optimist must acknowledge 
that there have been several false claims, missteps, and some null results. But the 
biggest problem is how we can recognize a brown dwarf, if we find it, from an en- 
ergy distribution or spectrum. This may require the calculation of spectra and 
energy distributions for objects with Tefr of 1,000-2,000 K. Such atmospheres 
would have some properties intermediate between those of Jovian planets and 
low mass stars, as explored by Lunine et al. (1986) and by Tsuji (this volume). 
Needless to say, different molecular opacities will be important in trying to cal- 
culate an emergent spectrum in this intermediate temperature range. Substellar 
atmospheres m~y be a challenging new subject in the decades to come. 

4 D w a r f  C a r b o n  S t a r s  

The first carbon dwarf, listed in the Lowell Observatory proper motion catalogue 
as G77-61, was discovered by Dahn et al. (1977) amongst the few hundred nearby 
stars with trigonometric parallax measurements in the U.S. Naval Observatory 
program. For more than ten years, this 13th magnitude star remained unique 
among low mass dwarf stars in showing strong C2 and CH with weak CN, instead 
of the normal TiO features. This implied that most oxygen was tied up in CO 
molecules, instead of most of the carbon. At Mboz "~ +9, it has the luminosity 
of an early M or late K dwarf, a bit more than lO -2Lo ,  and Tefr near 4,000 K. 

Its existence posed a problem for stellar evolution: While G77-61 has halo- 
like space motions and apparently a very low abundance of heavy elements (Gass 
et al. 1988), Population II stars consistently show higher O/C ratios than stars 
of higher metallicity. Thus it is very unlikely that such a star could form out of 
material with C/O > 1. The normal explanation for luminous carbon stars is 
that these are asymptotic giant branch (AGB) objects with carbon-oxygen cores 
powered by both hydrogen- and helium-burning shell sources (see Lambert this 
volume). Due to mixing processes associated with thermal flashes of the helium- 
burning shell, some carbon from the stellar core gets dredged up into the outer 
envelope and stellar atmosphere, inverting the O/C ratio. 

However, it has been known for a long time that there are carbon stars too 
low in luminosity to be in such an advanced phase of evolution. The subgiant 
CH stars, and related types of stars, have generally turned out to be binary; this 
permits the explanation that a now-unseen companion transferred material to 
the now-visible star when in the carbon AGB phase. And, sure enough, G77-61 
turned out to be a 243-day spectroscopic binary; its likely white dwarf companion 
is too cool for detection, even with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) 
Observatory (Dearborn et al. 1986). 
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In the last few years, new discoveries have swelled the number of dwarf carbon 
stars to ten (cf. Green, Margon and MacConnell 1992; Warren et al. 1993). They 
all appear to be remarkably similar in Tefr and luminosity to G77-61. Most, 
though apparently not all of these, show the kinematics of halo or at least old 
disk stars, though none of the new discoveries have abundance analyses. It is not 
known whether all are binaries. 

In Fig. 5, I illustrate the spectra of the dwarf carbon stars with the lat- 
est discovery - called SBS 1517+5017 from the Russian Second Byurakan Sur- 
vey (Markarian & Stepanian 1983). This is one of two known cases where a 
white dwarf companion is actually visible (Liebert et al. 1994). The blue side of 
this composite optical spectrum (top tracing of the figure) is dominated by the 
broad hydrogen lines of the DA white dwarf, the hot component of the system. 
This component can be modelled accurately with an atmosphere having Tefr = 
31,300 K and log g= 7.84 and pure hydrogen component; the synthetic spectrum 
from this model (middle curve) can then be subtracted from the composite spec- 
trum, leaving the bottom tracing - the resultant spectrum of the dwarf carbon 
component of the binary, which dominates longward of 5000A. The Swan band- 
heads of C2 degrading to shorter wavelengths are clearly visible near 5100/~ and 
5600~. 

The atmospheric modelling of G77-61 by Gass et al. (1988) is the only at- 
tempt thus far to analyze a carbon dwarf; this study must be regarded as ex- 
ploratory. The formation of carbon-based molecules is greatly enhanced at these 
high pressures compared with the atmospheres of AGB carbon stars, so the opac- 
ity set in this study, must be inadequate. The amount of opacity in AGB carbon 
stars increases with decreasing wavelength, and there is a strong indication that 
the same is true for dwarfs. While the fits to the red part of the spectrum in 
the Gass et al. analysis are adequate, far too much flux is predicted at shorter 
wavelengths, which must be a direct consequence of the missing opacity. It is 
obvious that much work remains to be done in order to produce accurate models 
of this rare but interesting new type of dwarf star. 
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W h i t e  Dwarfs 

Peter  Thejll 

Niels Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 

1 W h i t e  d w a r f s  as t h e  e n d  p r o d u c t  o f  m o s t  s t e l l ar  

e v o l u t i o n  

It  is the intention of this review to explain what white dwarfs are and why it is 
interesting to study them, and why the H + molecule is of special interest. 

The evolution, from star t  to finish, of a star of mass less than about  2 solar 
masses (M®), can roughly be summarized as follows: 

- A cloud of gas contracts from the interstellar medium until hydrogen ignites 
at the center and a main sequence (MS) star forms. H is t ransformed to He 
and the MS phase continues until H is exhausted in the stellar core. 

- H continues burning in a shell outside the He core while the core contracts. 
He "ashes" are added to the core, and a red giant star is formed as the 
envelope expands. The star evolves up the Red Giant  Branch (RGB) (i.e. it 
becomes more and more luminous and the surface cools). 

- Towards the end of the RGB phase, mass-loss from the upper layers increases 
until helium to carbon burning in the core ignites suddenly under degenerate 
conditions - this is called the Helium Flash (HF). The HF terminates the 
RGB evolution, and therefore also the mass-loss and the growth of the stellar 
core. 

- The star readjusts its structure and the He-core burns steadily on the hor- 
izontal branch (HB) (a phase of nearly-constant luminosity) until fuel is 
exhausted in the He-core. 

- Then the C / O  core contracts anew and the expansion of the envelope, and 
the growth of the core, during He-shell burning, mimics RGB evolution but  
relatively little mass is added to the core this time. 

- The second ascent of the giant branch (the so-called Asymptot ic  Giant  
Branch, or AGB) continues with increased mass loss towards the end 

- Rapid detachment of a considerable fraction of the remaining envelope and 
the hot core takes place, sometimes observable as the Planetary Nebulae 
(PN) phase. 

- The PN is dispersed as the core contracts to a white dwarf  (WD). 
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- The WD cools for a long time, as internal kinetic energy and latent heat is 
released. 

For stars of mass above 2 M® the evolution is different and will not be 
touched on here. A good, thorough introduction to stellar evolution can be found 
in Collins (1989) Kippenbahn & Weigert (1991). 

White dwarfs represent the end-stage of evolution for 90% of all stars. The 
remaining 10~ evolve into neutron stars or black holes; they undergo rapid MS 
evolution followed by a supernova explosion. Because most stars end up as white 
dwarfs one can learn much about stellar evolution history by studying them - 
the origins of WD properties are to be sought in the preceding evolution stages, 
as well as in basic physics. 

The equation of state for degenerate mat ter  determines when the ignition 
of the degenerate helium core takes place: this event essentially sets the mass 
of white dwarfs - if the flash is delayed the core grows larger and if the flash 
is early a smaller He-core is formed (Jergensen ~z Thejll 1993). Also, mass-loss 
increases towards the end of the RGB ascent so that  the point of termination of 
the ascent sets upper limits to the eventual WD envelope mass. The mass-loss 
events that  follow during the AGB ascent and during the PN phase trim the 
envelope mass to its final WD value. The nature of the mass-loss mechanisms 
is not well understood, but empirical fits to observations of red giant star mass- 
loss (RGB stars and AGB stars) exist (Reimers 1977, and Niuewenhuijzen ~c de 
Jaeger 1990). 

Residual burning of the H-shell in the upper layers throughout  the evolution 
also deplete the amount of hydrogen left. Theory predicts that  something like 
10 -4 Mo of H will be left when the star finishes its AGB and PN phases. Thus, 
the total mass and detailed structure (envelope-mass, core mass, chemical com- 
position of the layers, etc.) of white dwarfs depend on the physics of degenerate 
electrons, nuclear forces (fusion), atomic physics (opacities) and thermodynamics 
(structure, and conditions for convection). 

After the PN has been dispersed the hot bare core of C /O  contracts until 
the electrons are degenerate yet again and no further contraction is possible. 
Cooling for the rest of the evolution of the Universe follows. This means that  
WD cooling can be used to measure the age of the star-forming regions of the 
Galaxy. Cooling is rapid at first (e.g. tables of D 'Antona & Mazzitelli 1990), 
with the temperature  reaching half its maximum value in just  one million years, 
but  as the object cools the rate of cooling slows down. In about 101° years it 
is expected that 3000K will be reached - in other words: it may be possible to 
find white dwarfs as old as the Galaxy itself. This method of measuring the age 
of the Galaxy (Wood 1992) is an important  alternative to the other methods 
such as globular cluster chronology. No important  nuclear reactions take place 
in white dwarfs once the degenerate state has been reached so the only source 
of energy for the flow of radiation is kinetic energy of the ions, and latent heat 
released in the crystallization of the ions that  occurs towards the end. The rate 
of WD cooling is governed by the transparency of the surface layers. The interior 
is isothermal and the rate at which radiation leaks through the photosphere is 
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set by the opacity. As the cooling rate slows down with lower Tell, the WDs 
spend most of their life while cool, i.e. where molecular opacities are important  
- tha t  is why it is worthwhile investing significant efforts in calculating the best 
possible molecular opacities for white dwarfs. 

2 W h i t e  d w a r f  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  

One important  characteristic of white dwarfs is that the majority have more 
or less the same mass - 30% of the DAs have masses between 0.5 and 0.55 
M®(Bergeron et al. 1992). As stars of masses from near 1 M® up to about 8 
M O all manage to become white dwarfs it is clear that  mass-loss is needed in 
the preceding stages - and mass 
too large nor too small. 

The radiation we can see from 
layer only about 500 m thick. By 
Tefr, log(g) and the composition 
an early stage of WD research it 

loss that is carefully tailored so as not to be 

white dwarfs comes from the photosphere - a 
analyzing spectra it is possible to determine 

- using line profiles and/or  photometry.  At 
became evident that WDs fall into 2 major  

groups: Those with H dominated photospheres (75% of the WDs), called DAs, 
and those dominated by He, called DBs, plus a few intermediary cases (DABs 
and DBAs) as well as stars contaminated by elements heavier than He (DQs: 
showing C and/or  C2 features, DZs: showing Ca and other "metal" features), 
and the DC that  have only very faint depressions in their continua. 

Explaining the origins of the abundance differences is a major goal of WD 
resem'& as a successful explanation may have important  bearing on earlier evo- 
lution stages: Because the gravitational field is so large, elements of different 
mass separate quickly, H floating on top of He etc. - this means that  a DB 
may not contain any H at all and that perhaps such a lack can be explained by 
events in earlier stages of evolution where layers of the envelope was shed on the 
RGB, AGB and in the PN phase. Other possible explanations for this problem 
are discussed and reviewed by Shipman (1988, 1992). 

As the WDs become cold it is observed that the relative abundance of DAs 
decreases - i.e. that  photospheric H is absent. This could mean that any H 
present in cooling DAs is mixed with underlying He in a process governed by 
the efficiency of convection in lie and the layer thickness of li left from the 
previous evolutionary stages - but unless the layer of H is thinner than about 
10-1°Mo, convective mixing cannot "mix away" the H. This is an important  
clue to the previous stages of stellar evolution: Mass loss before the WD stage is 
so tuned that  the condition for the maximum H-layer thickness is met in some 
cool DA WDs. 

Further clues to the internal structure of WDs can be had from observing 
oscillations of WDs. Astereoseismology interprets non-radial g-mode pulsations 
(Bradley 1993), seen on the stellar surface as brightness variations. Such analy- 
ses have the potential for revealing the stellar mass, the interior structure, the 
rotation of the star and the rate of cooling which is related to the composition 
of the core, and are thus important  tools for studying the interior of WDs. 
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DBs as well as DAs oscillate, as do the much hotter PG1159-class objects 
(Winget et al. 1985). The oscillations are driven by mechanisms in which the 
opacity of the gas is coupled to its ionization-state so that the opacity depends 
on the pressure and temperature and these in turn depend on the radiation field. 
In H rich envelopes the oscillations take place near 10,000K, while the instability 
strip lies somewhere between 20,000 to 25,000K in the He-rich DBs, and even 
higher for oxygen (the PG 1159's). Oscillations become feasible when a convection 
zone has properties suitable for sustaining the cycle of partial ionization in each 
of these elements. Therefore the physics of convection becomes linked to the 
study of oscillations. 

This coupling has been utilized in attempts to test current convection theo- 
ries, such as the mixing-length approach (Fontaine 1984). Such theories contain 
rather arbitrarily chosen parameters that in principle can be tuned by requiring 
them to have such values that the predicted temperatures of instability strips 
coincide with the observed temperatures. Here accurate knowledge of stellar pho- 
tosphere opacities enter the picture, because accurate temperatures can only be 
had from observations if the opacities that are used for calculating line profiles 
and continuum fluxes are accurate. One study of the accurate modelling of DB 
photospheres, and the impacts on mixing length theory calibrations, is that by 
Thejll et al. (1991). 

For the DAs one important source of opacity, until recently not well modelled, 
is the ultraviolet absorption of H2 and H +. In the DAs surrounding the DA 
instability strip this molecule shows strong absorption features near the Lyman- 
a line - so-called satellites of Lyman-a. At the relevant temperatures the flux 
in DAs drops very quickly on the blue side of Lyman-a anyway but the flux 
dominates the luminosity of the stars in the range from Lyman-a into the 2000- 
3000 /~ range. Figure 1 shows an example of such an object, observed with the 
International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite. 

If we understand cool white dwarf opacities well we have a better chance of 
calculating their cooling rate, and hence the age of the Galaxy by counting the 
space density of cool white dwarfs. This gives one of the strongest motivations 
for studying molecular opacities in white dwarfs. 

The presence of molecules in white dwarf photospheres is not always just 
determined by having the appropriate temperature range for the existence of 
the molecules in question. An example are the DQ WDs - these are helium 
rich cool white dwarfs (i.e. DBs) that have a convection zone in the envelope 
that reaches so deep into the stellar interior that the diffusion-distributed tail 
of the central carbon core is "dredged-up" to the photosphere and becomes 
visible at temperatures from 15,000K and clown (e.g. Thejll et al. 1990). At 
these temperatures carbon shows CI and CII lines as well as - at the lower 
temperatures - molecular C2 bands, such as the Swan bands, which also must 
be modelled under the extreme pressure conditions present in WDs. 

Magnetic fields are observed in some, mainly cool (Tefr < 10000K), white 
dwarfs and the effects on atomic as well as molecular absorption features must 
then be included in the analysis - see Bues & Karl (1994). Bues (1991) discusses 
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Fig .  1. Examples of ultraviolet spectra, observed by Sion et al. (1984) of a DA white 
dwarf showing H + absorption near 1400/~. The DA is Case 1 and the figure headers 
gives other names as well as the numbers of the two IUE spectra shown. The upper 
spectrum was taken using the large aperture of the IUE camera and the lower with 
the small, hence the differences in the size of the geocoronal emission feature in the 
center of the Lyman-a-line. The spectra have been smoothed for display purposes, and 
some of the non-photospheric features removed, such as cosmic ray hits. The spectra 
have not been otherwise corrected for instrument artifacts or interstellar reddening. It 
seems that  only the 1400/~ feature is clearly present. Other features, near 1600/~ and 
2000/~, due to H2 and higher systems have been identified by Allard 8z Koester (1992) 
in this object, but  very careful reductions of the data  are required to bring out these 
fainter features with certainty. 

the  W D  G99-37 which shows s t rong C2 and CtI  absorb t ion  fea tures  as well as 
CI lines. S t rong  molecular  fea tures  f rom other  species are rare  in W D s ,  and  the  
non-obse rvab i l i ty  of CN and CH features  are typ ica l ly  used to set upper  l imi ts  
to  e l emen t  abundances  (e.g. Zeidler-K.T.  et al. 1986). 

S t rong  fea tu res  f rom "metals"  such as Ca, Mg, Si and  Fe in DZ W D s  become  
more  and  more  a p p a r e n t  as the  s ta rs  cool, pe rhaps  because  of  accre t ion  on to  
cool s t a r s  f rom the  in te rs te l la r  m e d i u m  - as the  r ad ia t ion  pressure  decreases  
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accretion becomes possible. Zeidler-K.T. et al. (1986) shows spectra and analyses 
of typical DZ WDs. 

At low temperatures it is also possible to form collision induced systems 
like H2-H2 and H2-He that have continuum opacities (see Borysow this volume). 
Borysow & Frommhold (1989 and references therein) have studied such opacities 
and they are important for the modelling of cool white dwarfs where all the 
information about TeN, and log(g) may have to be gleaned from such things as 
the shape of the continuum - there being no, or only few, line-forming elements 
left in the atmosphere. 

3 T h e  H + m o l e c u l e  
2 

The opportunity to understand the interior of white dwarfs better gives the mo- 
tivation for studying any opacity that is important near one of the instability 
strips. For the case of the oscillating DBs one opacity-related problem was the 
inconsistency that existed between the UV-flux based TeN determinations and 
those based on analysis of optical line profiles of IIeI. This discrepancy has been 
cleared up (Thejll et al. 1991). For the cool DAs and the oscillating DAs (called 
"ZZ Ceti" stars) the focus is on the If2 and II + molecules and the special ab- 
sorption features present near the maximum-flux region of the spectra. Because 
these features are strong and are in the maximum-flux region they represent the 
largest source of opacity that, until recently, was not well understood. The rea- 
son uncertain opacities are of concern to interpreters of spectra is not just that 
regions of the spectrum may not be analyzable, but that strong features block 
the radiation and cause back-warming of the atmosphere so that the structure 
of the photosphere is changed and the form of the spectrum in other regions 
change and may become unanalyzable, in the worst cases. Being strong, the UV 
features of tt~, H +, and also tt +, therefore require understanding for satisfactory 
modelling of cool DAs and ZZ Ceti stars. 

These "quasi-molecules", formed during atom-atom or atom-ion collisions, 
give rise to line-like features, called satellites of the Lyman-a line, predicted the- 
oretically in the 1970's and observed first, outside laboratories, in the 1980's by 
the IUE satellite in DA WDs (Greenstein 1980). Stewart et al. (1973) calculated 
crossections of the satellites due to H +, using nearest-neighbour, quasi-static- 
approximations and this work was used to identify the features at 1400 _~ in IUE 
spectra by Nelan ~: Wegner (1985), Holm (1985) and Koester (1985), simulta- 
neously. At temperatures above 15000K the II + satellite at 1400 /~i is stronger 
than the feature at 1600 • due to H-H collisions. Sando & Wormhoudt (1973) 
calculated classically the expected absorption of the If2 feature. While both the 
Stewart et al. (1973) and the Sando ~ Wormhoudt (1973) work served well to 
identify the features they did not give satisfactory fits to real spectra. 

Allard et al. (1991) have lately modelled the many Lyman-a satellites in a 
comprehensive study of atom-atom and ion-atom interactions for binary, and 
higher, systems, and today this work (Allard ~6 Koester 1992) gives the best 
fits to observed DA spectra. The work rests on the use of square-well potentials 
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(Allard 1978), which permits analytical calculation of the correlation function, 
and an appropriate density expansion that allows for the inclusion of effects in 
the far wings, which are important for the broad Lyman-a line. 

Museth et al. (1994) have recently calculated full non-adiabatic quantum 
mechanical expressions for the erossection of H + avoiding some of the simplifi- 
cations of the work by Allard et al. (1991). 

4 Summary 

I have described how WDs fit in to the stellar evolution picture and what ques- 
tions they may help answer - e.g. the details of nucleosynthesis, mass-loss in the 
giant stages, and the age of the Galaxy. Notably astereoseismology of WDs can 
give information about internal structure to such a high degree of accuracy that 
understanding the "satellite" UV absorption features near Lyman-c~ becomes of 
great importance for bringing into agreement the photospheric analysis, and the 
things revealed by ZZ Ceti analysis. Recent advances in the modelling of H +, 
and other quasi-molecular absorbers, have the potentials for achieving this in 
the near future. 

For those seeking further insight into the state of the art in white dwarf 
resem'ch, the biennial proceedings of the WD workshops can be recommended: 
Wegner (1988), Vauclair & Sion (1990) and Barstow (1992). 

Acknowledgments. Research support from the Carlsberg Foundation is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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Astrophys ica l  Appl icat ions  of  A p p r o x i m a t e  
M e t h o d s  for Molecular  Opacit ies  
- from stars to substel lar brown dwarfs 

Takashi Tsuji 

Institute of Astronomy, The University of Tokyo, Mitaka, Tokyo, 181 Japan 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

For studies of radiative processes in stellar environment, knowledges on opacities 
are essential, and molecular line opacities play a dominant role in many cases 
where temperatures are roughly below 4,000K. Accurate treatments of molecular 
line opacities require high precision line data for millions (and up to billions?) of 
lines. Recent progress in theoretical as well as in experimantal molecular physics 
made it possible to realize such an approach, and dedicated efforts are being 
done to developing extensive databases for polyatomic (Jergensen in this vol- 
ume) as well as for diatomic (Kurucz in this volume) molecules. These accurate 
databases should be of fundamental importance in our understanding of astro- 
nomical observations that are progressing rapidly both in scope and in accuracy. 

Once the database includes so many lines, it can be regarded as a statistical 
sample, and actual use of such a database generally relies on statistical treat- 
ments such as the opacity distribution function (ODF) method or the opacity 
sampling (OS) method. Although these treatments are more or less approximate 
in nature, they are regarded to be reasonably accurate and used as the standard 
methods for line opacities. Then, by approximate methods for molecular opac- 
ities in this review, we restrict ourselves to such treatments as the band model 
methods in which detailed line-by-line databases are not referred to at all. In 
fact, it is known that simple analytical expressions for approximate molecular 
line opacities can be formulated with only a few spectroscopic constants includ- 
ing the band f-values (Sect.2). 

One major role of approximate opacities has been to explore new problems 
in which molecular opacities play a major role, yet accurate opacity data are not 
yet available. For example, when infrared observations in the 1960's revealed a 
wealth of molecular bands such as of tI~O and CO in cool stars for the first time, 
it was immediately recognized that the molecular opacities play a dominant role 
in determining the atmospheric structures of cool stars, by the use of simple 
straight mean (Tsuji 1967) or harmonic mean (Auman 1967a) opacities. Then, 
somewhat improved methods such as the regular band model (Tsuji 1969) or 
more sophisticated random band model (Alexander et al. 1989) have been intro- 
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duced. Apart from such exploratory purposes, approximate opacities are quite 
useful in practical applications so far as they are used with their limitations in 
mind. For example, the band model opacities may suffice for determining the 
thermal structure of stellar atmospheres for many practical purposes, while they 
may be not accurate enough for analyzing the stellar emergent spectra in general 
(Sect.3). 

Although accurate molecular opacities are being developed for some molecules 
of astrophysical interests, explorations of model atmospheres in which molecular 
opacities play a dominant role may still be pursued. One good example of such 
a new exploration may be the case of brown dwarfs. In fact, at the very high 
density and low temperature environment to be expected in the atmospheres of 
brown dwarfs, some new opacity problems will appear. For example, methane 
(CH4) opacity will play an important role but, as accurate opacity for CH4 is 
still not available, approximate opacity will play a major role in exploring brown 
dwarf atmospheres (Sect.4). 

Now, even if exploration of model atmospheres in the classical sense may come 
near the end by the brown dwarf atmospheres, this fact does not imply that ex- 
ploration of stellar atmospheres themselves have also finished. It is true that the 
classical model atmospheres may now come to near the completion by the use 
of accurate opacities, and it is no doubt that this is an important achievement 
by itself. At the same time, such accurate classical models revealed the limi- 
tation of the classical atmospheres themselves. Especially, recent observations 
revealed various dynamical and non-thermal phenomena in the atmospheres of 
cool stars. As the classical model atmosphere is essentially a static equilibrium 
model, it is beyond the scope of the classical models to handle these phenomena. 
Certainly, for better understanding of stellar atmospheres, it is needed to under- 
stand the dynamical structure through the sub-photospheric convective zone to 
the outer atmosphere in details. For analyses of radiative processes together with 
hydrodynamics in the atmospheres of cool stars, molecular opacities will play 
an important role. Here again, the simplicity of approximate molecular opacities 
should be very attractive, since it will give more room for other thinking in an 
exploratory stage (Sect.5). 

By the reasons outlined above, there may be sufficient reasons why we pay 
some attention to approximate methods for molecular opacities, even in the 
welcome circumstances at present when accurate molecular opacities are being 
developed. 

2 Basic  Formulation of Band Model  M e t h o d s  

2.1 Regular and Random Band Models 

The band model method for molecular opacities was originally introduced for 
treating atmospheric transmission in meteorology (e.g. Goody 1964). The pur- 
pose was to provide a relatively simple representation of the mean value of the 
spectral transmission for a spectral mesh including many spectral lines. Also, 
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the band model method has been applied for other purposes such as analyses 
of laboratory gas emissivities. Probably, the band model method is somewhat 
analogous to the classical theory of curve-of-growth familiar to astronomers: the 
band model method is to evaluate a growth of transmission (or emissivity) under 
the presence of multiple lines, while the curve-of-growth method is to analyze 
a growth of absorption for a single line. Since the radiative transfer problems 
in stellar atmospheres include much more complicated cases than just to obtain 
transmissions, the major techniques of the band model method cannot directly 
be applicable to astrophysical problems, just as the classical theory of curve-of- 
growth cannot to modern problems of spectral line formations. 

For astrophysical purpose, what is useful may be the basic idea of how to 
model the spectral absorption coefficients for a large number of lines. For this 
purpose, we consider two models: one is the regular model and the other is 
the random model. The regular band model consists of an array of lines of 
equal intensity spaced at equal intervals, and such a model is known as the 
Elsasser model. This model can be characterized by two parameters - the mean 
absorption coefficient (~) and the mean line separation (d) - for each spectral 
mesh of appropriate interval, once the spectral line shape is defined. The case 
of the Voigt profile has been formulated by Golden (1969) and the result is 
known as the Voigt-Analogue Elsasser Band Model (VAEBM) . It is straight 
forward to obtain the ODF for this model, since the same spectral shape of the 
same intensity repeats at the equal intervals. Roughly speaking, the ODF for 
this model is a Voigt profile itself truncated at the mid-point between the two 
adjanent lines, plus the contributions of line wings of nearby lines in the array. 

On the other hand, the random band model consists of randomly spaced lines 
of different intensities. For example, the probability P(S)dS that a line has an 
intensity between S and S + dS can be assumed as 

P(S) = exp(-S/So)/So, (1) 

where So is the mean line intensity. Also, if a sufficiently large number of lines 
are randomly placed in a spectral mesh, the probability that there is a gap of x 
is given by 

p(x )  = (2) 

where d is the mean line separation (Goody 1964). Recently, such a model has 
been applied to generate the ODF for H20 by Alexander et al. (1989). For this 
purpose, synthetic spectrum is generated, in which the line position of the next 
line can be determined by Eq.(2) using a random number generator and the 
strength of this line by Eq.(1) again using a random number generator. Then, 
the OS or the ODF method can be applied to this somewhat fictitious spectrum. 
This is an interesting attempt, but requires as much effort as to generate a more 
realistic spectrum based on a line-by-line database. It is to be noted, however, 
that this model is also characterized by two parameters - the mean absorption 
coefficient k and the mean line separation d (note that So =/¢d). 
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2.2 B a n d  M o d e l  P a r a m e t e r s  

R o t a t i o n - V i b r a t i o n  B a n d s  of  S imple  M o l e c u l e s  For linear (and spherical 
top) molecules, the rotational term value is given by 

Fv (J) = Bv J ( J  + 1), (3) 

with the rotation constant By. Then, line positions for the P- and R-branches 
are given by a single formula as 

s Jl  J i s  .~ 

w =~%%, + (B,  + B ~ ) m + ( B ,  - B , ) m  , (4) 

where w,%,, is the wavenumber of the band origin, m = - J  for the P-branch 
and m = J + 1 for the R-branch. This equation can be solved for m as 

' " ~ / (  ' R " ~ 2  ' " ' '1 
m = [ - ( B ~ + B ~ ) 4 -  B ~ + _ ~ ,  + 4 ( B v - B v ) ( a ~ - w ~ % , , ) ] / 2 ( B ~ - B ~ ) .  (5) 

The integrated line intensity for a single rotational line can be given by 

S v % , , ( m )  ~re 2 f~%,, w hc . . . .  
- ,,~ ~ ~ ~ - -  I m l F ( m ) e ~ p [ -  ~ { c o ~  v ' ,, ' ' + B,~ I m ( m  - 0 1 } ]  

(1 - e-hC~°/kT)/Qr(T)Q, (T), (6) 

where fv'v" is the vibrational f-value, F(m) is the Herman-Wallis factor, G~ is 
the term value of the lower vibrational level, Qr(T) and Qv(T) are the rota- 
tional and vibrational partition functions, respectively, and other notations have 
their usual meanings. Sv,v,, (m) can also be understood as S,,~,, (w) by means of 
Eq.(5). 

The line separation in the (v', v") band is given by 

~ - (B; + g ) +  2(B; - B;')m (7) d~,v,, ( m )  - d m  

By applying Eq.(5), this can also be written (for each of the P- and R-branches) 
a s  

d,%,,(w) = ~/4(B'~ - Bv)(W - ~2~%,,), (8) 

where ~2 , , ,  is the wavenumber of the (v', v") band head and is given by 

i t l  2 i H 
t2~%,, = wv%,, - (B~ + B~ ) /4(B~ - B,  ). (9) 

For the Q-branch (perpendicular band), the line position is given by 

w = %,~,, + (B'~ - B; ' )m(m + 1), (10) 

where m = J .  As for the P- and R- branches, the line separation is given by 

d,%,, (w) = ~/4(B'v - B~')[~ - wv%,, + (B'~ - B~')/4]. (11) 
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Fig. 1. The absorption cross-sections/¢(cm2/molecule) and the mean line separations 
d(cm-1), averaged over 10cm -1, for SiO and CO at T =3,000K. The results of the 
rigid rotator harmonic oscillator (RRHO) model are shown by the dotted lines. The 
full Doppler widths corresponding to Vmic=3km s-lare indicated by the dashed lines. 

Note that  9~'v" in Eq.(8) is replaced by wdv,, in Eq.(l l) ,  if we neglect a small 
term in Eq.( l l )  by utilizing the fact that (w - wdd ,  ) >> (B'v - B~')/4. 

Now, we follow the standard definitions of the band model parameters. First, 
the weak line parameter is defined by 

s) : V' [s,,~,,(~) 
(~ ,~, @v,(~) ]' (12) 

Then, we defined 

S 1/2 = ~ r S d d ' ( w )  1/2 
( 7 )  v~L @,,(~)]. (13) 

(1)~ $1/2 2/ S 
= ( 7 )  (-j), (14) 

which provides the effective mean line separation d(w). As 1~dr%,, is the number 
of lines of the (v', v") band in lcm -1, a more naive definition of d may be 

( )= dvv,(~) 

where the summation should be extended to all the bands that are contributing 
at w. The resulting (S/d) is nothing but the straight mean absorption coefficient 
and can be denoted as k(w). Second, the strong line parameter is defined by 
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Fig. 2. The absorption cross-sections k(cm2/molecule) of HCN for 28 band systems 
including the pure rotation band, at T =2,500K. The RRHO model is applied, except 
for the uz-band system for which about 1,000 bands are considered band-by-band. 

In this case, however, we must introduce a cutting criterion, since d may be 
unrealistically small if we consider very weak bands in the summation. 

If we introduce the rigid-rotator-harmonic-oscillator (RRHO) model, the 
straight mean absorption coefficient defined by Eq.(12) can be reduced to a 
simple analytical formula and it is no longer necessary to do summations band- 
by-band (e.g. Tsuji 1984). This model provides a large simplification especially 
in the case of polyatomic molecules, but the shape of the absorption coefficient 
as a function of wavenumber cannot be represented very well if the effects of 
non-rigidity and anharmonicity are important (see Fig.l). 

As examples of diatomic molecules, the band model parameters are shown 
in Fig.1 for CO and SiO. Also shown are the cases of the RRHO model, which 
appear to be a poor approximation to the detailed band-by-band approach es- 
pecially for overtone bands. Also, it is shown that the mean line separations 
are generally larger than the full Doppler widths for turbulent velocity of 3km 
s -1 . As an example of p olyatomic linear molecules, the straight mean absorption 
cross-sections for HCN are shown in Fig.2. The mean line separations are gener- 
ally smaller than the Doppler widths for appropriate turbulent velocity as shown 
in our previous analysis (Tsuji 1984), where only a limited number of band sys- 
tems were included. Here, we also included the pure rotation transitions, which 
are already important in the mid-infrared at high temperatures. 

Another molecule of potential importance at high density and low tempera- 
ture environment is CH4, since CO is no longer the most stable molecule, and 
most carbon atoms will be in CH4 at temperatures below 1,000K and at high den- 
sities, even in the oxygen-rich environment. As CH4 is a spherical top molecule, 
its line positions can be given by Eq.(4) for rotation-vibration transitions, and 
the formulation of the band model outlined above can also be applied to CH4. 
Only slight modification is necessary to accomodate the fact that  the statistical 
weight of a rotational level with the quantum number ] is (2J + 1) 2 rather than 
2J + 1 (Herzberg 1945). The resulting straight mean absorption cross-sections of 
CH4 are shown in Fig.3 together with those of H20 based on the experimental 
data  by Ludwig (1967). It is interesting to notice that  CH4 bands nicely cover 
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Fig. 3. The absorption cross-sections k(cm2/molecule) of CH4 at T =l,600K, including 
14 band systems by the RRHO model, and those of H20 (Ludwig 1967) for comparison. 

the regions that are least absorbed by H20. Thus, the infrared spectral region 
is completely opaque if these two species exist together and such a situation will 
actually be realized in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs (Sect.4). 

E lec t ronic  Bands  of  Dia tomic  Molecules More or less similar consideration 
can be applied to electronic bands of diatomic molecules. With an approximation 
that no distinction is made between the P-, Q-, and R-branches, the straight 
mean absorption cross-section has been given by Golden (1967) as 

71e 2 1 . h c  ~ ,, P ! '  

kv'"'(w) = ~ c  2L' ' ' '  IB'~ - B'~'IexP[--~ {a~ + B'~----" B,,(w - S%,,,,)}] 
,J h e  H _  _ 

g~ exp(--~--~T~ )(1 - e-hc~/kT) /Q, . (T)Q~(T)Q~(T) ,  (16) 

where Qe(T) is the electronic partition function, g:' and T:' are the statisti- 
cal weight and the term value of the lower electronic state, respectively. If the 
electronic dipole moment is independent of the internuclear distance, the band 
oscillator strength fv%,, can be given by 

f~%,, = fe wv'v" q~%,,, (17) 
WOO 

where woo is the wavenumber of the band origin of the (0,0) band, A is the 
electronic oscillator strength defined at woo, and q~%,, is the Franck-Condon 
factor. 

In consistency with Golden's formulation, we use Eq.(8) for the line sepa- 
ration throughout but, if the P-, Q-, and R-branches are present, actual line 
separation must be 3 times smaller than that given by Eq.(8). Further, the line 
separation may still be smaller due to the A-type doubling and due to the split- 
ting by the spin-orbital interaction. Thus, we finally have 

de,,,  (w) = ~/4(B'~ - B',')(w - t9~%,,)/3(2S + 1)(2 - 5A,O), (18) 
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where 2S +  1 is the spin multiplicity, A is the component of the electronic angular 
momentum along the internuclear axis, ~ is the Kronecker's delta function. The 
band model paremeters based on this model are shown in Fig.4 for the CN Red 
and Violet systems. 

A formulation free from some of the simplifications used in Eq.(16) is given 
by Zeidler-K.T. g¢ Koester (1982), who treated the P-, Q-, and R- branches 
separately. 

2.3 B a n d  M o d e l  Opac i t i e s  for  A s t r o p h y s i c a l  A p p l i c a t i o n s  

Now, we have the two parameters - the straight mean absorption cross-section 
ki(w) and the mean line separation di(w) - for each molecule that  is important  
as an opacity source. Then, we evaluate the absorption ceofficient per gram 
of stellar material by solving the chemical equilibrium for given temperature  
and gas pressure. We now apply Eqs.(12)-(14), which were applied to different 
bands of the same species in Sect.2.2, to different species that  give non-negligible 
contribution at a given spectral mesh [ note that  S01(a;) = k~(w)di(a;) for i- 
th species]. The results are the integrated mass absorption coefficient and the 
average mean line separation for the given spectral mesh, chemical composition, 
temperature,  and gas pressure. Then, the ODF can easily be estimated within 
the framework of the VAEBM, by which line broadenings due to turbulence and 
collision are considered at each step of integration of the model atmosphere. 
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In this way, once the two parameters- f~i(a~) and di(w) - for each molecule 
are prepared, an approximate ODF can easily be estimated for any chemical 
composition, temperature, gas pressure, and turbulent velocity during the con- 
struction of a model atmosphere, and it is not necessary to prepare large tables 
of opacities covering of all the parameter space. Such simplicity and flexibility 
are the most attractive features of the VAEBM even at the loss of accuracy as 
compared with the ODF based on a detailed line-by-line database. By the way, 
the ODF based on a line-by-line database is not necessarily very accurate when 
several different species are contributing in the same spectral mesh, since the line 
that gives the maximum absorption is not necessarily due to the same species at 
different depths in stellar atmosphere. As is well known, the ODF method can- 
not consider such an effect, and the OS method is more consistent in this regard. 
On the other hand, an efficient method for calculating composite ODF's from 
the ODF for each individual opacity source has been developed by Saxner &; 
Gustafsson (1984), and it is possible to change the chemical composition with- 
out recalculation of ODF's in the construction of model atmospheres. Such a 
flexibility is certainly an advantage of the ODF method over the OS method. 

3 A p p l i c a b i l i t y  a n d  L i m i t a t i o n  o f  A p p r o x i m a t e  O p a c i t i e s  

The band model opacities can further be simplified if the mean line separation 
is comparable to or smaller than the line width. In this case, the line absorption 
coefficient can be treated as a quasi-continuous absorption and is given by the 
straight mean it(w) itself. Line opacity based on this assumption is referrred to 
as the Just Overlapping Line Approximation (JOLA). It is in this most simple 
form that the molecular line opacities such as of H20, CO, and OH have first 
been introduced in stellar opacities (Tsuji 1966), although it has been recognized 
that such an approximation may not necessarily be valid for stellar environment 
in general. Neverthtess, such a simple opacity played an important role in the 
exploratory stage of constructing model atmospheres of cool stars (Sect.l). Also, 
harmonic mean was considered for H20 (Auman 1967b), but the reason for using 
the harmonic mean for atmospheric problems was not very clear. 

Further, the JOLA found some useful applications. For example, the cooling 
effect of CO in the atmospheres of cool stars has been examined in detail by this 
simple technique by Johnson (1973). A case where the JOLA may actually be 
valid can be found in the atmospheres of cool white dwarfs, since molecular lines 
are completely smeared out by the large pressure broadening at the high densities 
of white dwarf atmospheres. Thus, successful applications of the JOLA have 
been done to model the atmospheres of C2 white dwarfs (Grenfell 1974; Wehrse 
1975). Also, it is by the JOLA that the collision-induced absorption (CIA) of It2 
has first been introduced in the actual computation of stellar model atmospheres 
(Tsuji 1969). In fact, the JOLA is well justified in this case, since individual lines 
are highly broadened because of the short time of the intermolecular interaction 
inducing the dipole moment and hence completely smeared out. 

The next simple approximation - the regular band model- was introduced 
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Fig. 5. a) Model atmospheres of oxygen-rich giant stars based on the VAEBM (solid 
lines) and on the JOLA (dotted lines) are compared with those based on the OS method 
(Brown et al. 1989; dashed lines). Teff/log g are indicated for each model, and other 
input parameters are Vmic=lkm s-land the solar composition, b) Model atmospheres 
of carbon stars based on the VAEBM (solid lines) and on the JOLA (dotted lines) are 
compared with those base on the OS method (Jcrgensen et al. 1992; dashed lines). 
Te~/log g~ (C/O)-ratio are indicated for each model and vmic=2km s -1 throughout. 

first for modelling the atmospheres of M dwarfs (Tsuji 1969). Then, the VAEBM 
was applied to estimating the Rosseland mean opacities of the oxygen-rich mix- 
ture (Tsuji 1971), and to constructing model atmospheres of red giant and su- 
pergiant stars (Tsuji 1976; 1978). In this VAEBM approach, the band model 
parameters (~:i and di) of 9 molecules including H20, CO, OH, CN, CH, TiO, 
MgH, Call,  Sill (and H2 CIA as a quasi-continuum) were given for 72 spectral 
meshes between 0.3 and 30 #m (hereafter be referred to as VAEBM72). Here, the 
band model parameters for H20 were based on the experimental data  by Ludwig 
(1967). At the same time, more elaborate treatments such as the ODF method 
(e.g. Querci et al. 1974; Gustafsson et al. 1975) or the OS method (e.g. Johnson 
et al. 1980) have been preferred in general, and the band model opacities have 
not necessarily been used extensively. Recently, however, an interesting at tempt 
to apply the random band model to H20 opacity sampling has been given by 
Alexander et a1.(1989). 

Generally, the degree of success of the approximate opacities as applied to 
model atmospheres can be tested by comparing with the results based on more 
elaborate opacities (also see Carbon 1979; Jcrgensen 1993). Such a test, however, 
is by no means easy, since it is difficult to find model atmospheres with the same 
input physics and data except for the treatments of opacities. As an example, 
we compare in Fig.5a the models of red giant atmospheres by our VAEBM72 
with those by the OS method (Brown et al. 1989) based on the H~O opacity 
by Alexander et a1.(1989). Inspection of the results reveals that  the VAEBM 
provides model atmospheres that are very similar to those based on the OS 
method. Even the thermal structures of the model atmospheres based on the 
JOLA are not much different from those based on the VAEBM as shown in Fig.5a 
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or from those based on the OS opacities as shown by Alexander et a1.(1989). As 
another example, we compare in Fig.5b the model atmospheres of carbon stars 
based on the OS method (Jergensen et al. 1992) with those based on our new 
VAEBM opacities in which band model parameters of CO, CN, C2, HCN, and 
C2H2 are prepared for 194 spectral meshes between 0.2 and 45 pm (hereafter 
be referred to as VAEBM194). Here, the agreement in temperatures is generally 
within 100K and differential effects due to the gravity and the C/O ratio show 
reasonable agreement, between the two models based on the different opacities. 

A rationale for the result that the temperature structure can be relatively 
well determined by the approximate opacities can be found in the fact that the 
thermal structure of stellar atmosphere is decided by the constraint of radiative 
equilibrium- namely, 

// // t%B~,du = ~,J , ,du,  (19) 

where n.  is the absorption coefficient including line absorption, B. is the Planck 
function, and J~ is the mean intensity. That is, the radiative energy absorbed by 
a volume element (right hand side) must balance with the energy emitted (left 
hand side), at radiative equilibrium. Now, as 

/0 fi/  ~ B ~ , d u  ,~ B~ i t~,du, (20) 
i = 1  u i  

if the frequency interval Aui  is small enough so that the Planck function is nearly 
constant, the volume emissivity does not depend on whether n~ is given by the 
straight mean, by the band models, by the ODF, or by the detailed OS, so far 
as the integrated absorption coefficient is the same in each frequency interval. 
Although J ,  depends on the details of ~ ,  this effect is also largely tempered 
in the product n,J~ in the integrand of the right hand side of Eq.(19). Thus, 
the temperature that is determined by Eq.(19) may depend only weakly on the 
details of nv- In deeper photospheric layers, backwarming effect may be over- 
estimated by the JOLA which over-estimates the blocking of radiation by lines, 
but this is largely relaxed by the band model approach such as the VAEBM. 

Next problem is how well the approximate opacities can predict such quan- 
tities as emergent fluxes. It is interesting to know that even the JOLA predicts 
the emergent fluxes blanketed by H20 within 20% of those based on the OS 
method for cool giant stars (Alexander et al. 1989), and this may be because 
the line density of polyatomic molecules such as H20 is so large that the lines 
are actually overlapping. Such a favourable condition is generally not met for 
diatomie molecules (see Figs.1 & 4), and we examine the case of CO in the re- 
gion of the fundamental VR bands. First, for a model atmosphere of an M dwarf 
star (Tefr=2,400K, log g = 5.0, and Vmic=l.0km s-l),  emergent fluxes based on 
our VAEBM72, on the JOLA, and on the detailed OS method are shown by the 
solid, dotted, and dashed lines, respectively in Fig.6a, together with the con- 
tinuum flux by the thin solid line. The OS flux is evaluated with the sampling 
interval of 0.2cm -1 based on our 12C160 line database ( J < 150 and v < 15), 
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with (Te~/log g/vmic)=(2,4OOK/5.0/1.0km s-l). b) For a model atmosphere of carbon 
star with (Te~/log g/vmi¢)=(3,0OOK/O.O/3.0km s-l).  

and then averaged over interval of 30cm-1 each. It is evident that  the emergent 
flux based on our VAEBM72 agrees well with the accurate OS flux while that  
based on the JOLA shows unacceptably large deviation from the true flux. Sec- 
ond test is for a carbon star (Tefr=3,000K, log g = 0.0, and Vmi¢=3.0km s -1) 
with our VAEBM194, and the results are shown in Fig.6b. Here, the emergent 
flux based on the VAEBM194 does not agree so well with the accurate OS flux, 
although it provides a large improvement over that  based on the JOLA. The 
discrepancy between the flux based on the VAEBM194 and the OS flux is larger 
at the longer wavelength side of the CO band where d based on Eq.(14) is also 
smaller (see Fig.l).  This may indicate that the estimation of d based on Eq.(14) 
is not necessarily correct. On the other hand, d of the VAEBM72 was based on 
Eq.(15) with an appropriate cutting criterion (Tsuji 1976) and the result appears 
to be fine. Thus, how to estimate the mean line separation is crucial in the band 
model approach and this problem should be examined further. 

Finally, it is to be remembered that the JOLA has played some roles in explor- 
ing effects of sphericity in the model atmospheres of oxygen-rich (super)giants 
(e.g. Watanabe & Kodaira 1978; Schmid-Burgk et al. 1981) as well as of cool 
carbon stars (Scholz ~ Tsuji 1984). The major physical effects have mostly been 
confirmed by the recent works based on the OS method both for the oxygen-rich 
(Pletz et al. 1992) and carbon-rich (Jergensen et al. 1992) cases, although the 
sphericity effects appear to be larger in the models by the JOLA. It is true that  
the JOLA tends to over-estimate the effect of molecular opacities, while com- 
pleteness of the line list is crucial in the OS method. This is clearly shown for the 
case of H20,  for which such a completeness has finally been achieved (JOrgensen 
in this volume). The completeness can easily be realized in the JOLA only if the 
integrated intensities are correctly given, but this makes sense only if the JOLA 
is valid. This must anyhow be confirmed by a complete line database. 
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4 A n  E x p l o r a t o r y  M o d e l  A t m o s p h e r e  o f  B r o w n  D w a r f s  

The primary role of approximate opacities is to explore new problems, as it has 
been in the past. One current problem to be explored is the model atmosphere 
of brown dwarf, which is a substellar object whose existence has been predicted 
by several arguments but not confirmed yet by any direct observation, in spite 
of extensive searches (Liebert in this volume). For further searches to be suc- 
cessful, it should be indispensable to understand the physical properties of the 
atmospheres of brown dwarfs and to predict the observable properties such as 
infrared spectra more carefully. As compared with the atmosphere of M dwarfs 
(Scholz & Wehrse in this volume), a major difference is the predominance of CH4 
in the atmosphere of brown dwarfs as noted in Sect.2.2. Thus, we examine the 
effect of methane opacity on the atmospheric structure and infrared spectra of 
brown dwarfs by the use of the approximate CH4 opacity discussed in Sect.2.2. 

For this purpose, we extended our model atmosphere code of cool dwarf 
stars to be used for Teff below 2,000K (and to Tefr ~ 1,000K). This requires the 
opacities and chemical equilibria data down to T ~ 500K. We have added the 
CH4 opacity to our VAEBM72 including 9 molecules as mentioned in Sect.3. 
Here, however, we assume that CII4 lines are well smeared out by the high line 
density due to the transitions from numerous vibrational states and/or by the 
pressure broadening, and thus CH4 is included as a pseudo-continuous opacity. 
In fact, the JOLA may be applicable to polyatomic molecules with complicated 
spectra while it is not to diatomic molecules with simple spectra, as we have 
noted in Sect.3. Another important opacity source at high density environment 
of very low mass stars is the CIA of H2, which dominates the whole infrared 
region by quasi-continuous absorption (Borysow in this volume). Also, convective 
energy transport is highly efficient up to the very surface of the atmosphere 
in cool dwarf stars. However, as the temperature gradient in the convective 
zone approaches to the adiabatic gradient at the high density of cool dwarf 
atmospheres, the convergence in radiative-convective equilibria is easily attained. 

The predicted infrared spectra for model atmospheres of T~fr = 1,600K are 
shown in Fig.7. The heavy solid line and the dashed line are the blanketed spec- 
tra from model atmospheres with and without CH4, respectively. Clearly, the 
CH4 opacity produces a serious effect upon the infrared spectrum. Especially, 
the strong u3 band of methane at 3.3pm appears to be comparable with the 
vl and v3 bands of water vapour at 2.7#m. The CH4 opacity also modifies the 
atmospheric structure as to give an appreciable change of the H20 absorption. 
The thin solid line is the expected true continuum which can be observed if there 
are true windows in the spectrum and if they are resolved by very high resolu- 
tion spectroscopy. It is interesting to observe that the expected peaking of the 
continuum flux at 1.6/~m corresponding to the minimum of H- absorption does 
not appear, but broad depression centered at about 2.2#m appears instead. This 
depression is caused by the CIA of the H2 fundamental band, which is regarded 
as a continuous opacity rather than a line opacity in our models. Anyhow, this 
result clearly demonstrates the importance of the CIA at the high density and 
low temperature environment of brown dwarf atmospheres. Also, predicted spec- 
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Fig. 7. Predicted infrared spectrum of brown dwarf (Ten=l,600K) including CH4 (in 
addition to H20, CO, OH, TiO etc) as opacity source is shown by the heavy solid line, 
and predicted spectrum based on a model without CH4 by the dashed line for compar- 
ison. Clearly, a prominent spectroscopic signature of brown dwarf is the appearance of 
the CH4 us-band at 3.3#m. The continuous flux including H2 CIA is shown by the thin 
solid line, indicating that the CIA is a dominant opacity source as is evidenced by a 
dip at 2:2#m. The black body radiation of T -1,600K is shown by the dotted line. 

tra based on the model atmosphere shows large deviation from the blackbody 
radiation of T = 1,600K shown by the dotted line. Especially, there appear large 
excesses of flux at around l#m.  There is still a possibility that  these excesses are 
artifacts of neglecting some opacity sources in this region. At the same time, it is 
true that  the infrared region beyond 1.2#m is highly opaque in the brown dwarf 
atmospheres not only due to the combined effect of the H20 and CH4 opacities 
(see Fig.3) but also due to the quasi-continuous H2 CIA. 

The results outlined above may have some implications on the current searches 
for brown dwarfs. So far, many candidates for brown dwarfs have been proposed, 
but none was confirmed to be a true brown dwarf. Most of these candidates are 
bright brown dwarfs that  are still warm on the cooling tracks and they are dif- 
ficult to be distinguished from M dwarfs that occupy the same region on the 
HR diagram. Future increase of sensitivity in observations will finally make it 
possible to observe brown dwarfs below the main-sequence limiting luminosity 
in the region of L < 6.10-5L® and Tefr < 1,800K (Burrows et al. 1993). But 
here, accurate determination of the luminosity (or distance) is again difficult. 
On the other hand, our models revealed that CH4 can be observed only in the 
brown dwarfs with Tdr below 1,800K, and the CH4 3.3#m band can be the most 
reliable spectroscopic criterion in confirming brown dwarfs. Another interesting 
result is that  brown dwarfs are not necessarily very red but rather may show 
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large flax excesses around lpm. Also, brown dwarfs may not be bright at the 
L-band (,~0 ~ 3.5pro) of IR photometry because of the strong CH4 absorption, 
and brown dwarf searches by this band may not be effective. 

Our exploratory model atmosphere of brown dwarfs clearly shows the impor- 
tance of molecular opacities for predicting reliable spectroscopic and photometric 
properties of such very cool and dim objects, and many problems remain to be 
worked out. First, a more accurate line-by-line database for CH4 will be re- 
quired in the near future when the presence of such substellar objects will be 
confirmed. The latest version of the HITRAN database already includes 47,415 
lines of CH4 (Rothman et al. 1992) but, since these are mostly low excitation 
atmospheric lines, it would require another effort to include many highly excited 
lines of this complicated molecule. Second, opacity sources around 1pro are cru- 
cial for understanding the photometric properties of brown dwarfs, and more 
careful investigations are needed. Third, in view of the importance of CIA at 
high density,, improved opacites such as those by Borysow • Frommhold (1990) 
are most welcome and will hopefully be extended to other molecules such as N2. 
Fourth, grain formation and its effect on opacities may be important (Lunine et 
al. 1989). 

5 F u r t h e r  E x p l o r a t i o n s  o n  S t e l l a r  A t m o s p h e r e s  

Now, if the case of brown dwarf is the last exploration in model stellar atmo- 
spheres, has the role of approximate molecular opacities ended? This may to some 
extent be true if we confine our attention to the classical model atmospheres. 
In fact, the classical model atmospheres may have been well sophisticated by 
now. Then, one important role of the accurate classical model may be to use it 
as a reference by which deviations of real atmosphere from the classical model 
atmosphere can be examined. For example, it appeared difficult to reproduce the 
best empirical model of the Sun by theoretical modelling within the framework 
of the classical atmosphere even by the use of the accurate line opacities (Kurucz 
1979). Deviations of the order of 100K appear in deeper layers as well as in the 
very surface layers, and this may be due to the limitation of the classical model 
atmosphere itself. Such a detailed test of model atmospheres by the empirical 
model, however, may be difficult for stars other than the Sun. 

More recently, direct diagnoses of stellar atmospheres have been made possi- 
ble by the high resolution spectroscopy of line profiles (e.g. Dravins 1987; Gray 
1988). Further, molecular lines served to provid additional information on the 
solar atmosphere (Grevesse L; Sauval in this volume) and to extend the similar 
analysis to very cool stars (Tsuji 1991). All these observations revealed the pres- 
ence of somewhat ordered velocity fields in stellar atmospheres rather than the 
chaotic turbulent motion as assumed in the classical atmospheres. An attempt 
to model such a non-thermal velocity structure has been done recently by Nor& 
lund& Dravins (1990), who have solved detailed 3D time-dependent radiation 
hydrodynamics of granular convection in solar type stars. For extending such a 
modelling of the dynamical atmospheres to very cool stars, molecular opacities 
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should play a significant role, and approximate opacities such as by the band 
model method may be the best choice for such a purpose. In fact, it may be 
too complicating to introduce detailed line-by-line opacities based on a large 
database in such a computation which in itself is already highly complicated. 

Also, larger deviations from the classical model atmosphere will occur in the 
surface layer and outer atmosphere where various kinds of non-thermal and non- 
equilibrium processes should take place. Because of the low temperatures, this 
is also the plane where various molecules are formed, and molecules such as CO 
may play an important role in determining the atmospheric structure of cool 
stars because of their characteristic cooling function (Ayres 1981; Kneer 1983). 
The effect of CO on the dynamics of the solar atmosphere has actually been fol- 
lowed by time-dependent hydrodynamic codes first with a simple two-frequency 
opacity (Muchmore & Ulmschneider 1985), and then with more detailed ODF 
opacity for CO (Muchmore et al. 1988). These analyses revealed that even the 
simple two-frequency opacity gave the correct physics for most cases, and the 
ODF method may be preferred if high accuracy is required. In the atmospheres 
of cool stars, other molecules will play a similar role and the case of SiO in the 
outer atmospheres of cool giant stars has been discussed already (Muchmore 
et al. 1987). For extending a similar analysis to other molecules and to other 
stellar environments, approximate treatments for molecular opacities will again 
be attractive because of their simplicity and flexibility. Also, accuracy of the 
approximate opacities may be sufficient for these purposes, since the major con- 
tribution to the cooling function is represented by Eq.(20) which depends little 
on the treatments of opacities as noted in Sect.3. 

Further, new observations are still revealing unexpected new phenomena. 
An interesting case is the IRAS carbon stars that show silicate emission: the 
presence of the silicate emission implies the presence of an oxygen-rich environ- 
ment (C/O< 1) while a carbon star characterized by the carbon-rich chemistry 
(C/O>I)  must be there at the same time. One interesting possibility is to assume 
a presence of an accretion disk composed of the oxygen-rich material around a 
classical carbon star (Lloyd Evans 1990; Lambert et al. 1990). Also, the cool 
accretion disk will be an important ingredient in understanding the physical 
structures of a wide variety of objects through young stellar systems such as 
T Tau stars to evolved systems such as cataclysmic variables. For modelling 
such cool accretion disks, molecular opacities should be important and approx- 
imate methods for molecular opacities will find wide applications in such new 
explorations. 

As may be evident from the few examples noted above, explorations on stellar 
atmospheres continue and approximate approach for molecular opacities will 
remain to be an important tool in such endeavours. 

6 C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s  

Briefly summarizing, the band model such as the VAEBM provides a simple 
method to estimate the ODF based on a few spectroscopic constants, instead of 
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using a large database composed of millions of lines. As a result, molecular opac- 
ities can be expressed by simple analytical formulae which are very convenient 
in actual applications of various kind. Of course, accuracy of such approximate 
methods cannot be very high as compared with that of the methods directly 
based on a line-by-line database. However, there are many problems that  can be 
attacked with the accuracy to be realized by the approximate methods. Espe- 
cially, approximate molecular opacities played a major role in exploring model 
atmospheres of almost all the types of cool stars including brown dwarfs, and 
will play a similar role if we are to go beyond the classical atmospheres in our 
explorations of stellar atmospheres. 

At the same time, approximate opacities can also be used for some prac- 
tical purposes, but the limitations must be well recognized. For example, we 
found a temperature difference as large as 100K between the model atmospheres 
based on the VAEBM and those based on the OS opacities. This difference is 
probably significant from the viewpoint of constructing self-consistent model at- 
mospheres. However, if we remember the fact that a similar difference is also 
found between the best empirical model and theoretical one for the case of the 
Sun, it may anyhow be difficult to know the true temperatures in stellar at- 
mospheres with an accuracy better than 100K by the present classical model 
atmospheres. Thus, there can be a viewpoint that the model atmospheres based 
on the approximate opacities can well be used for practical purposes such as 
abundance determinations by the quantitative analysis of high resolution stel- 
lar spectra. On the other hand, it is more difficult for approximate opacities 
to predict accurate emergent flux which depends directly on the details of the 
absorption coefficients. Especially, it is too crude to apply the predicted fluxes 
based on the JOLA for diatomic molecules to a direct interpretation of observed 
stellar fluxes. The over-simplification of the JOLA can largely be relaxed by the 
band model approach, but still very high accuracy cannot be expected in general. 
For polyatomic molecules, however, it is interesting to clarify the conditions by 
which the line opacity can be regarded as a pseudo-continuum due to sufficient 
line overlappings. 

The present review necessarily focused attention to the approximate methods 
for molecular opacities, but this is not to suggest that the approximate molecu- 
lar opacities can in any way replace the accurate opacities. Rather, we hoped to 
show that  very simple and flexible methods may sometimes be useful, beside the 
accurate opacities. In fact, we should probably employ different approaches to in- 
vestigate such complex systems as stellar atmospheres and stellar environments, 
and it may be useful to have various methods for treating molecular opacities 
differing in elaboration and in accuracy. Since the recent progresses in molecular 
science and in computer technology finally made it possible to realize the accu- 
rate opacities on a line-by-line basis, we are now in such a favourable situation 
as to be able to apply these high accuracy opacities to the problems that  may 
truly require them. Under such a situation, it should still be most important  
to develope an accurate and complete line database for all the molecules of as- 
trophysical interests. Such a database will be important not only as the opacity 
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data  but also as the basic data for interpreting a wide range of observations from 
accurate photometry to very high resolution spectroscopy. Also, only by such a 
database, the accuracy of approximate methods can be examined. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

During the last two decades there has been a tremendous renewal of interest 
in the circumstellar environment of evolved stars. This renewal has been mainly 
driven by sensitive microwave observing techniques. Microwave spectroscopy has 
resulted in a number of fundamental discoveries in circumstellar shells, including 
the discovery of maser lines and complex circumstellar chemistry. Historically, 
interest in circumstellar shells originates from a desire to understand the mass- 
loss process. It has been known for at least 50 years that circumstellar gas is 
the origin of interstellar gas and dust. As such the circumstellar shell becomes 
the pathway through which elements created in the interior of the central star 
enrich galactic abundances. High resolution spatial and spectral techniques and 
an ever improving knowledge of stellar evolution has resulted in an increased 
but still incomplete understanding of the mass-loss process. 

There is sufficient space here only to review a small subtopic in this research 
area. This report is divided into four parts. First, the structure and dynamics 
of circumstellar shells will be briefly reviewed. Second, the same will be done 
for circumstellar chemistry. Third, the impact of infrared observations will be 
discussed in depth. Finally, the future of infrared spectroscopy will be discussed. 
The review will not concentrate on absorption coefficients for the molecules 
discussed. Jergensen (1992) presents an excellent review of this material. 

2 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  She l l s  

The evolved late-type stars are divided into two basic groups depending on 
whether the oxygen or carbon is the most abundant. The C/O ratio plays a 
critical role in the chemistry of the stellar atmosphere (Tsuji 1964, 1973; Scalo 
& Ross 1976). Stars with C<O are referred to as oxygen-rich or M-type while 
those with C>O are carbon-rich or C-type. Notably for chemistry the relative 

* Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. under 
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C/O abundance is of primary importance with the astrophysically important 
C/H and O/H abundances of secondary importance. 

The simplest model of the circumstellar shell starts with a central star with 
a relatively thin (compared to the stellar radius), gravitationally bound pho- 
tosphere. The photosphere terminates in a chromosphere or perhaps in a cool 
extension to the photosphere. This region is non-expanding and significant in 
size, extending several stellar radii above the photosphere, and terminates at 
the beginning of the expanding circumstellar envelope. This classical view and 
the evidence supporting it is discussed in reviews by Zuckerman (1980), Dupree 
(1986), and Goldberg (1987) among others. The great utility of simple models 
can be seen in their ability to model microwave line profiles and derive mass-loss 
rates assuming only that (1) the envelope is spherically symmetric, (2) the mass- 
loss rate and the terminal velocity are constant around the envelope, implying 
density proportional to r -2, and (3) local turbulent or thermal motions are much 
less than the terminal velocity (see Kastner 1992 and references therein). 

For circumstellar shells of cooler giant stars, which are the primary con- 
cern of this review, three principal features characterize the circumstellar shell 
(Glassgold & Ituggins 1987). (1) The terminal wind speeds are small compared 
to the stellar escape velocity and are typically on the order of 10 km s -1. (2) 
The circumstellar envelope is much larger than the stellar radius, l : ~ h e l l / R s t a r  ,~  

103 . The implied variation in physical conditions is enormous. (3) The mass-loss 
rates are large, typically in the range 10 -5 to 10 -7 M o yr -1. Since the stellar 
masses can be as small as 1-2 MO, the time scale for this stellar evolutionary 
stage is relatively short. It is generally accepted that the outflow in the expand- 
ing circumstellar envelope is driven by radiation pressure on dust (Jones et al. 
1981; Dominik et al. 1990). For carbon-rich dust, infrared spatial interferometry 
of prototypical sources has set the dust formation temperature at around 1300 K 
(Danchi et al. 1990). Oxygen-rich dust has a condensation temperature of about 
this value. 

While the simple model must be basically correct since it provides reasonable 
matches to many kinds of observations, there has been observational evidence 
for some time that the actual situation is more complex. Asymmetries in the 
circumstellar shell of the otherwise normal M supergiant a Ori are well docu- 
mented (e.g. Bernat & Lambert 1976; Mauron et al. 1984; Hebden et al. 1987). 
For a sample of M giants, Bernat et al. (1979) and Bernat (1981) found multi- 
ple velocity components in the profiles of infrared CO lines seen in absorption 
against the stellar photosphere. The velocity and excitation temperature of these 
components are derivable. For some stars velocity increased as excitation temper- 
ature decreased. This can be explained as radiation pressure changes on grains 
as different circumstellar gases freeze onto grains (Keady et al. 1988). However, 
for a few stars velocity and excitation temperature were not related. This can 
be explained by discrete or time varying mass-loss events (Jura 1986; Olofsson 
et al. 1993). The extreme case of p Cep (Bernat 1981) may require clumping 
in the circumstellar shell. VLBI maps of SiO masers (Moran et al. 1979) show 
that the SiO maser results from a large number of spots rather than the entire 
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circumstellar shell. Alcock ~z Ross (1986) have shown that the masers form in 
'dense cloudlets' and not in the spherically expanding circumstellar wind and 
suggest that the density enhanced clouds are formed by the ejection process 
from the photosphere. Ultimately, the circumstellar shell of a red giant becomes 
the expanding shell of a planetary nebula. Planetary nebulae are marked more 
by their deviation from spherical symmetry than their adherence to it. 

While far more mass is typically in the gas than the dust (i.e. Harvey et al. 
1991 estimate Mgas/Mdust',~600 in IRC+10216), the dust is an important consid- 
eration for the spectroscopist. The dust re-radiates absorbed radiation from the 
photosphere of the star into the infrared. A large class of objects exists where 
the dust has enough optical depth to obscure the photosphere. These objects 
are of special interest for spectroscopy of circumstellar lines. In normal stars the 
photosphere contributes a large number of lines to the spectrum throughout the 
infrared. In stars obscured by optically thick circumstellar dust only the circum- 
stellar lines are seen. The C/O ratio determines the composition of the dust as 
well as the gas, and the dust composition impacts the circumstellar structure. 
In the oxygen-rich case, the grains are oxides of refractory elements especially 
silicon, while in the carbon-rich case, the grains are largely carbon combined 
with refractory elements (Turner 1991). 

This review uses the terms column density and abundance frequently. The 
abundance is the number of molecules per unit volume relative to the number of 
hydrogen molecules per unit volume. The density decreases with radius as r-2; 
by referencing the abundance to a stable molecule this effect is removed. The 
column density is the total number of molecules per square centimeter along the 
line of sight to the star. Many classes of molecules do not exist throughout the 
circumstellar shell but exist only through a portion of the circumstellar radius. 
Thus for an observed molecule, dividing the observed column density by the 
column density of molecular hydrogen does not necessarily produce a physically 
meaningful abundance. While this is now well understood, incorrect abundances 
can be found in early papers. Perhaps more meaningful for molecules created in 
the circumstellar shell is the peak radial abundance which is the largest value of 
the abundance at any point along a radius from the central star. 

To determine the peak radial abundance of a molecule, line profiles must be 
synthesized using a model of the circumstellar shell that specifies the run of tem- 
perature, velocity, and density with radius. The determination of a peak radial 
abundance is possible because the physical conditions may be uniquely assigned 
by radius. The run of physical conditions with radius results in a distinctive line 
shape for each spectral line as well as a characteristic change of line strength 
with rotational energy. Modeling the line profile as well as the change of profile 
and equivalent width with rotational energy allows the modeler to determine the 
radial distribution of the molecule in the model. The circumstellar model can 
be determined semiempirically from lines of a molecule like CO, which has the 
stability to exist throughout the vast range of physical conditions from the cool 
star photosphere to the outer circumstellar radius (Keady et al. 1988). Since in- 
frared spectroscopy typically probes the inner circumstellar shell (10 < R < 1000 
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R,) and microwave spectroscopy probes outer regions (R > 1000 R,), abundances 
derived from different techniques may be somewhat different and there is always 
uncertainty as to whether this reflects measurement differences or eireumstellar 
chemistry (Keady & Hinkle 1988). 

3 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  M o l e c u l e s  a n d  C h e m i s t r y  

The chemistry of circumstellar envelopes is a topic of considerable current in- 
terest because of both theoretical and observational challenges. Several reviews 
appear in the recent literature (Omont 1985; Glassgold & Huggins 1987). The 
circumstellar envelope challenges the theorist because the chemistry is time- 
dependent as the material is carried away from the star through regions with 
widely differing physical conditions. The simplest chemical model is the 'freeze 
out' model. In this model thermal equilibrium applies close to the central star. 
As the density of the circumstellar gas decreases the temperature drops below 
some critical value at which the chemical reactions stop and the abundances are 
'frozen'. Freeze out models are presented by McCabe et al. (1979) and Lafont et 
al. (1982). In general these models work well for simple CNO molecules but fail 
for refractory compounds, chain molecules, and radicals. A more refined model 
includes chemical reactions in the circumstellar shell driven by photodissociation 
and photoionization. These processes are driven by interstellar ultraviolet, chro- 
mospheric ultraviolet (in unobscured circumstellar envelopes), and cosmic rays. 
Ions produced through photoionization, for instance C2tt +, can lead to rapid 
reactions which build large molecules (Nejad et al. 1984; Glassgold et al. 1986). 
This model is in agreement with spatially resolved microwave images of eircum- 
stellar shells which show that complex molecules exist in the outer envelope but 
not near the star (e.g. Bieging & Tafalla 1993). Models are just appearing which 
include reactions that take place in or on grains (Brown et al. 1988). Glassgold 
& Huggins (1987) note that shocks in pulsating stars could also drive chemical 
processes. 

A current list of molecules detected using microwave and infrared techniques 
can be found in Olofsson (1992). Much of the observational work on the chemistry 
in circumstellar envelopes has been done on the carbon-rich envelope around the 
bright, obscured carbon star IRC+10216. Interestingly IRC+10216 is such a rich 
source and such a bright object that a number of the molecules detected are seen 
only in this source. Detailed chemical models exist for IRC+10216 (e.g. Glassgold 
et al. 1986; Nejad & Millar 1987; Howe & Millar 1990). The models include 
the photodissociation and photoionization of a large number of molecules of 
photospheric origin. The photodissociation and photoionization chemistry of the 
most common molecules, H2, CO, HCN, C2H~, is quite complex. Of particular 
interest is the photoionization of C2H2 which leads to the formation of complex 
molecules including carbon chains bearing hydrocarbons. Frenklach & Feigelson 
(1989) have shown that acetylene chemistry can produce benzene and ultimately 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Work on the chemistry of oxygen-rich circumstellar shells is less developed 
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than for carbon-rich circumstellar shells. This stems from two causes. First, there 
is no highly obscured, bright star that would be an oxygen-rich analogy to the 
carbon-rich star IRC+10216. Second, in oxygen-rich circumstellar shells carbon 
is mainly associated into CO and the chemistry has not been considered as inter- 
esting. Recently there has been increased interest in oxygen-rich circumstellar 
shells as a result of the discovery of post-AGB, pre-planetary nebula objects 
in the form of molecule-rich bipolar nebulae (e.g. OH231.8+4.2 [Morris et al. 
1987]). 

Mamon et al. (1987) present a model for photochemistry and molecular ions 
in oxygen-rich circumstellar envelopes. This paper is restricted to photochains 
associated with CO, H20, and N2. It was shown that the molecular ions H30 +, 
HCO + and H3 + all play an important role in the photochemistry. In particular, 
the polar ions H30 + and HCO + are predicted to have a large peak abundance. 
Omont et al. (1993) present observations and discussion of sulfur compounds in 
oxygen-rich cireumstellar envelopes. References to the gas phase chemistry are 
given by Omont et al. (1993). 

4 T h e  I n f r a r e d  s p e c t r u m  

Microwave spectroscopy has been shown to be tremendously successful at de- 
tecting molecules in circumstellar and interstellar environments. Infrared spec- 
troscopy is a complementary technique. The infrared spectrum contains stretch 
and bending vibration transitions for molecules made up from combinations of 
the astrophysically important CNO group atoms with themselves and hydrogen. 
Figure 1 adapted from Allamandola (1984) summarizes the spectral locations of 
the most important transitions. In addition, the infrared has permitted rotation- 
vibration transitions of symmetric molecules which have no permitted pure ro- 
tation transitions in the microwave. Historically, a critical role for the infrared 
has been in establishing the abundances of symmetric molecules like H2, C2H2, 
and CH4. While these symmetric molecules also have permitted electronic tran- 
sitions, the flux from cool sources is so low in the ultraviolet where most of these 
transitions occur that they will be mainly unobservable. (A few electronic tran- 
sitions occur in the infrared, see Bernath 1992.) In addition, opacity caused by 
interstellar and circumstellar dust is large in the blue but at a minimum in the 
2 #m infrared. In circumstellar shells, the infrared may be used to probe regions 
of the circumstellar shell closer to the star than can be seen in the microwave. 
Of the molecules previously detected in the microwave most have transitions in 
parts of the infrared not blocked by telluric absorption. Many of these transi- 
tions have large transition moments but have not been exploited because the 
relatively small column densities and/or low fluxes of the sources have exceeded 
the capabilities of existing infrared detectors. 

4.1 Carbon-Rich  Circumste l lar  Shells 

If C<O, the CO molecule bonds all the available carbon atoms. However, if 
C>O, extra carbon atoms remain to combine with hydrogen, nitrogen and other 
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Fig. 1. Spectral locations of HCNO group molecular stretch and bend transitions in 
the infrared. In a gas, these transitions consist of a number of rotation-vibration lines. 
Figure from Allamandola 1984 as adapted by Genzel 1992 

carbon atoms, as well as less abundant elements. As can be seen from Figure 1 
the rotation-vibration spectra of these molecules are observable in the 3-12 #m 
infrared. 

The most abundant  circumstellar molecule is H2, the principal constituent 
of circumstellar shells. Typically H2 is 103 times more abundant than any other 
molecule. However, the homonuclear H2 molecule has only a weak quadrupole 
spectrum. Oscillator strengths are 106 times smaller than the oscillator strengths 
of typical diatomic molecules. The factor of 106 more than compensates for the 
large abundance of H2, so sources which have exceeding strong spectral lines from 
typical diatomic molecules need not have detectable H2 lines. Weak circumstellar 
absorption lines from the 1-0 S(0) and S(1) (i.e. v "=0 , J "=0  --* v ' = l , J ' = 2  and 
v"=O,J"=l ---+ v '=l ,J"=3) lines have been detected in the 2 #m spectra of Mira 
variables (Hinkle et al. 1994a) and the 1-0 S(1) line has been detected in the 
spectrum of IRC+10216 (Hinkle et al. 1994b). Keady & Ridgway (1993) provide 
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models indicating that this line is formed in the inner, slowly expanding part of 
the eircumstellar shell. 

CO is ubiquitous to circumstellar and interstellar environments and as op- 
posed to H2 is easily detectable spectroscopically. CO rotation-vibration lines 
of circumstellar origin can be observed in ~he 4.6 tim spectra of typical M-type 
and C-type stars (Bernat 1981). The obscured carbon-star IRC+10216 presents 
the best modeled example. The CO spectrum was explored in detail by Keady 
et al. (1988) who used the CO line profile to develop a semiempirical model 
atmosphere. The infrared provides information on sections of the circumstellar 
shell much closer to the star than can be observed in microwave CO. In the in- 
frared, the individual CO rotation-vibration lines are seen in absorption against 
a continuum formed by thermal emission from the dust. Emission resulting from 
resonant scattering in the CO lines can be seen in the profiles of the CO A v = l  
low excitation lines as well as in off source spectra (Sahai ~z Wannier 1985). CO 
line profiles in IRC+10216 clearly show multiple velocity components. These 
components appear to result from discrete changes in the radiation pressure on 
grains and have been attributed to the freezing of circumstellar gases on grain 
mantles. The IRC+10216 low excitation CO fundamental lines are optically thick 
and 12C160, 13C160, 12C170, and 12CLSO are all easily detected. 

The next most abundant molecule in carbon-rich circumstellar shells is gen- 
erally acetylene. C2H~ has a rich spectrum, with lines detected in IRC+10216 
from 2.5 through 12 #m. With such a wide wavelength range, C2H2 is a useful 
probe of circumstellar structure, as discussed by Keady ~ Ridgway (1993). From 
the point of view of opacities the most remarkable feature of acetylene is the 3 
tim band. This band results from the C2H2 and HCN C-H stretch (Ridgway et 
al. 1978). In IRC+10216 the strongest lines in this band are optically thick and 
the line spacing is dense. Sufficient lines are present that other much less abun- 
dant molecules could contribute to the band but would be undetectable. The 
13C12CH2 isotopic lines are easily detected, in spite of the fact that IRC+10216 
has a 12C/13C ratio of ,-~40 (Wannier ~ Sahai 1987; Keady et al. 1988). In 
IRC+10216 Keady & Hinkle (1988) find evidence that the C2H2 abundance 
decreases by a factor of 5 between 100 and 1000 R.. This suggests that the 
acetylene abundance is reduced through interactions with grain surfaces. 

HCN has approximately the same abundance as C~H2 in the eircumstellar 
shell of IRC+10216. Wiedemann et al. (1991) find an inner shell abundance of 
4x10 -5 for HCN and a column density of 7x10 is cm -2 while Keady & Hinkle 
(1988) measured an inner shell abundance of 5x10 -5 for C2H2 with a column 
density of 2x10 is cm -2. As is the case for H2, CO and C2H2, the circumstellar 
HCN line profiles in IRC+10216 show multiple velocity components. Since these 
result from accelerations known from the CO to occur fairly close to the central 
star, they are the infrared spectral signature of a molecule of photospheric origin. 
The photospheric origin of HCN is not surprising, since HCN has been known 
for some time to be an important opacity contributor to the upper photosphere 
of unobscured, cool carbon stars (J~rgensen 1990). 

The remaining molecules detected in the infrared all have peak radial abun- 
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dances an order of magnitude, or more, smaller than the above major con- 
tributors. These will be divided into classes according to their circumstellar 
chenaistry. Figure 2 taken from Keady & Ridgway (1993) illustrates the relative 
molecular abundances in the prototypical carbon rich circumstellar shell around 
IRC+10216. The first group are molecules of photospheric origin. These include 
SiO and CS. In IRC+10216, Keady and Ridgway (1993) report that CS shows 
evidence of decreasing column density with radius in the range observed by the 
infrared. In addition, the infrared CS abundance is an order of magnitude larger 
than the microwave CS abundance. Since the CS abundance appears to change 
from 10 to 1000 R,, an interval where photolysis is not important, the deple- 
tion must be due to absorption on the grain surfaces (Keady & Ridgway 1993). 
On the other hand, infrared and microwave abundances of SiO in IRC+10216 
are fairly well matched implying a constant abundance out to the radius where 
photolysis occurs. 
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Fig. 2. Radial abundances in IRC+10216 for molecules detected in infrared spectra. 
The source of abundances are labeled for outer shell molecules with abundances deter- 
mined from both infrared (IR) and millimeter wave (ram) observations. All abundances 
at R<100 R, are infrared. From Keady and Ridgway 1993 

Ammonia (NHa), silane (Sill4), and methane (CH4), form a class of molecules 
created in the mid-circumstellar shell through grain-surface chemistry. The geo- 
metric similarity of the three molecules is notable. Infrared line profiles for these 
three molecules, unlike profiles for CO or C2H2 lines, do not have a contribution 
from the circumstellar gas at velocities close to the star. Detailed modeling by 
Keady & Ridgway (1993) shows that the lines from each molecule can be best 
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fit by radial abundances that have a cut off at an inner radius relatively close 
to the star compared to the usual case for molecules detected in the microwave. 
In the case of NH3 this radius is -~20 R,, for Sill4 N40 R,, and for CH4 -,~100 
R,. Keady &: Ridgway (1993) note that the production of these gases in the 
circumstellar shell occurs near radii where the gas is accelerated. They point to 
a link between grain surface chemical changes and changing photon pressure on 
the grains. Photolysis clearly does not play a role in forming these molecules 
since the circumstellar shell is well shielded from UV where they are formed. 

The above evidence points to an origin of these molecules on the grain surface. 
Detections of these molecules and the knowledge that they were formed in the 
mid-circumstellar shell have been known for some time ( CH4: Clegg et al. 1982; 
NH3: Betz et al. 1979; SiH4:Goldhaber & Betz 1984). However, progress in this 
area has been motivated by dense interstellar clouds. To match interstellar NH3 
abundances Brown et al. (1988) and others proposed that CH4 and NH3 form by 
hydrogenation of C and N on grain mantles. Presumably a similar mechanism 
applies to Sill4. Lacy et al. (1991) found observational evidence that CH4 is made 
in molecular cloud grain mantles. Charnley & Miller proposed a mechanism for 
H20 also to be formed on grain mantles but this hypothesis is probably not 
testable due to the already high water abundance in oxygen-rich environments. 

A possibly related molecule is ethylene (C2H4). Goldhaber et al. (1987) report 
that ethylene has an average rotation temperature of 100 K and a column density 
of 4×1015 cm -2. However, the rotational levels of ethylene did not seem to be 
distributed in LTE as is the case for the above three molecules. The data were 
not of high S/N and additional infrared observations of ethylene would be of 
interest. 

C~H and CN are two photolysis molecules that have been detected in the 
infrared spectrum of IRC+10216. Both molecules have rotational temperatures 
on the order of 10 K and column densities near 3x1015. The CN result is in 
good agreement with CN microwave measurements and with formation from 
photolysis of HCN (Wiedemann et al. 1991). C2H infrared and microwave results 
are again in agreement (Keady ~ Hinkle 1988). The parent molecule for C2H is 
C2H2. 

The naked carbon chain molecules (C3 and C5) detected in the infrared (Hin- 
kle et al. 1988; Bernath et al. 1989) have an unknown origin. The line profiles of 
both of these molecules clearly indicate that they are formed in the circumstellar 
shell. Both C3 and C5 have a respectably large abundance (~10 -6 for C3 and 
-~10 -7 for C5). The column density of C~ is lxl014 cm -2. No parent molecule 
with sufficient abundance has been identified. The excitation temperatures of 
both molecules are ,~40 K. The most likely suggestion at this time is that these 
molecules result from photolysis of the carbonaceous grains. This is a distinct 
process from the grain surface chemistry discussed above. 

We have searched for a number of other naked carbon chains up to C~0. The 
odd numbered chains may be less reactive than the even chains and hence more 
easily detectable (Kroto et al. 1987). However, at this time the detection of odd 
numbered chains has mainly to do with the infrared spectra. C4 has its strongest 
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infrared transition at 1549 cm-1 where it is blocked from observation by telluric 
water vapor. The odd numbered chains C3, C~, C7, C9 occur in atmospheric 
windows. An upper limit of <2x1013 cm -2 has been set for the C7 column 
density (Hinkle & Bernath 1992). 

The fullerenes, which are larger members of the naked carbon chain fam- 
ily deserve a special note. These molecules turn out to be difficult to detect 
spectroscopically. The C60 molecule has a high symmetry which results in only 
four vibration modes being infrared active. These are the four modes reported by 
Kratschmer et al. (1990): 528, 577, 1183, and 1429 cm -1. Of these four only 1183 
cm -1 is reasonably placed in the spectrum to observe astronomically. Frum et 
al. (1991) found that the 1183 cm -1 band in the solid phase was at 1169.1 cm -1 
in the gas phase. The rotational structure of this transition is so closely spaced 
as to be unresolvable. In addition, there is no sharp, distinctive Q-branch which 
makes detection of the 1169 cm -1 band difficult. While we could not detect this 
band in IRC÷10216, this could be due to hydrogenation in this source and it 
might be of interest to try observing a yet more carbon-rich source. 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the family of ring molecules of 
which benzene is the simplist, are the suspected carriers of a nnmber of widely ob- 
served infrared emission features. A primary source of PAHs may be mass-losing 
carbons stars (Latter 1991). Detailed chemical reaction networks developed by 
Frenklach ~: Feigelson (1989) indicate that PAH can be produced from acetylene 
with yields in excess of 1%. The above mentioned depletion of acetylene with in- 
creasing radius in the circumstellar shell of IRC+10216 could reflect this process 
(Latter 1991). At a 1% yield, the PAH column density in IRC+10216 would be 
on the order of 1016. Latter (1991) has suggested that PAHs may be taken up 
by grains shortly after the PAH molecule is created, only to be released later in 
the interstellar medium. Even if the PAHs remain in the gas phase they will be 
nearly impossible to detect in a circumstellar shell. As is well known, the PAHs 
include a large number of different molecules (see L~ger et al. 1987). Microwave 
spectroscopy is impossible because the rotational spectra are extremely complex 
to the confusion limit and individual molecules in the group are not necessar- 
ily very abundant.  The CH stretch frequency depends on the bonding and on 
the side groups attached, resulting in a PAH CH stretch at 3050 cm -1 while 
the acetylene CH stretch is at 3300 cm -1. However, the prognosis for detection 
by high resolution techniques (i.e. line resolved spectroscopy) in the infrared is 
the same as in the microwave for basically the same reasons. In the interstellar 
medium relatively low concentrations of PAHs can be seen excited by ultraviolet 
radiation. In circumstellar shells this excitation mechanism is not active due to 
UV shielding. 

In sources that become sufficiently cold before photoionizati0n and photodis- 
sociation commence, carbon compounds form ices. CO has a sublimation tem- 
perature of 15-20 K under astrophysical conditions (Tielens et al. 1991). When 
CO goes into the solid state rotation is no longer allowed, thus the R and P 
branches disappear. However, a pure vibration transition, the Q branch which 
is not permitted in the gas phase, is allowed in the solid phase. The Q branch 
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appears in the spectrum at about the location of the band origin. Non-polar 
compounds all have sublimation temperatures below that of polar compounds. 
Thus the common carbon-rich ices have sublimation temperatures considerably 
below that of water ice (on the order of 10-20 K rather than 100 K) (Tielens 
et al. 1991). Chemical studies must include the abundant molecules N2 and 02 
both of which form ices (Tielens et al. 1991). Unfortunately these molecules are 
undetectable since in the solid phase neither molecule is infrared active and in 
the gas phase both have only very weak infrared quadrupole spectra. 

4.2 Oxygen-Rich  Circumste l la r  Shells 

As indicated by circumstellar chemistry models, the more interesting objects for 
the infrared spectroscopist are the carbon-rich circumstellar shells. The oxygen- 
rich circumstellar shells are dominated by the spectrum of H20. Water has a rich, 
complex gas-phase spectrum. As early as the 1960's work by Kuiper (1963) and 
Johnson et al. (1968) showed that the photospheric spectrum of cool M-giants 
was dominated by water bands in the 1-2.5 #m region. Chemical equilibria cal- 
culations show that for C<O water is a dominant constituent at temperatures 
less than about 3000 K (Jergensen this volume). Only for effective temperatures 
below about 1800 K at relatively high gravities do other polyatomic molecules 
(CH4) start to compete with H20 (Tsuji this volume). Hinkle & Barnes (1979) 
noted that in oxygen-rich Mira variables water lines could be seen originating 
in the upper photosphere as well as in a ,-,1000 K region. The --,1000 K region 
appears to be the inner circumstellar shell (Hinkle et al. 1994). Unfortunately, 
water has such a complex spectrum that it is difficult to analyze on a line by 
line basis. In spite of significant efforts by several groups (see for example Camy- 
Peyret et al. 1977) literally thousands of unidentified water lines remain in the 
infrared spectra of astronomical sources. Mozurkewich et al. (1987) discovered 
a rich circumstellar water spectrum in the RV Tau star R Set. In the case of 
R Set the star is not obscured but the photosphere is too hot for water lines. 
While the above references are to 2/ lm region spectra, water contributes lines 
throughout the infrared into the sub-millimeter and millimeter wavelength re- 
gions. Strong bands are obvious in M-giant photospheric spectra in the 3-4/zm 
region (Ridgway et al. 1984) and are the dominant feature of 10 #m sunspot 
spectra (Wallace & Livingston 1993). Microwave water masers originating from 
oxygen-rich circumstellar shells are well known. 

The ubiquitous CO molecule also contributes spectral features in oxygen-rich 
circumstellar shells. Circumstellar CO fundamental lines are obvious in the 4.6 
#m spectra of M stars and 2.3/~m first overtone lines can have a circumstellar 
contribution. Weak circumstellar H2 lines may be observed in the 2 /lm region 
in M-type giants (Hinkle et al. 1994). Circumstellar SiO is observable in the 4 
and 10/2m region (Geballe et al. 1979; Tsuji et al. 1994). 

Finally, absorption bands caused by ices and silicate grains are major contrib- 
utors to infrared spectra of oxygen-rich objects. A detailed discussion of these 
topics is beyond the scope of the present review, and the reader is referred to e.g. 
Allamandola 1984; Allamandola & Sandford 1988; Tielens &: Allamandola 1987. 
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See also the reviews by Alexander ~: Ferguson and by Sedlmayr in this volume. 
Linked with the above discussion of gas phase H20, water ice has long been 
known to be the origin of the 3.08 #m continuous absorption band seen toward 
very obscured late-type stars and in spectra of embedded sources in dense clouds 
(Gillett & Forrest 1973). Recent work by Smith et al. (1988) indicates that  this 
band results from water frozen in an amorphous layer onto silicate grains. This 
is an interesting and very well documented case of freeze out of a gas phase 
constituent of the circumstellar shell onto a grain mantle. 

5 T h e  F u t u r e  o f  I n f r a r e d  S p e c t r o s c o p y  

Until recently infrared detectors were available only in single pixel format and 
were plagued with very high inherent noise levels. Recording narrow spectral el- 
ements of an astronomical source one by one with such a detector was virtually 
impossible. Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS), which was used for most of 
the observations reported here, features a natural multiplexing strategy which 
encodes many spectral elements on a single detector. As long as detector noise 
dominates, FTS offers a gain over a single channel device on order of the number 
of spectral resolution elements. More or less by chance, FTS also offers a number 
of wonderful instrumental features: no slit; continuously adjustable and unlim- 
ited spectral resolution; well understood instrumental line profile; very large 
spectral coverage; very high throughput; no scattered light; accurately known, 
internally calibrated frequency scale without a dispersion relation; noise domi- 
nated wavelength precision; inherently photometric spectra. Unfortunately FTS, 
as implemented for high resolution spectroscopy, has the severe limitation that  
it lacks the sensitivity to reach 'faint' sources. 

Infrared arrays with dimension of 256x256 pixels are now widely available in 
a number of materials (InSb, HgCdTe, PtSi). While infinite increase in size is 
not possible, arrays a factor of 2-4 larger are likely. These arrays offer a large 
number of pixels with each pixel having very low noise. The array detectors 
are integrating detectors, rather than continuous readout as were the single 
element detectors of the past. Assuming high quality devices of both types (noise 
equivalent power [NEP; see e.g. Wolfe and Zissis 1989] for the single element 
detector of 10 - i s  w a t t / V ~ z  and readout noise for the integrating detector of 30 
e- with negligible dark current), then the signal to noise (S/N) and integration 
time in seconds (t) are related by: 

loglo(relative S/N [integrating/analog]) = 0.51ogl0(t) + 0.5 (1) 

(Ridgway & Hinkle 1992). 
From equation 1, we conclude that a grating spectrometer with an infrared 

array will be on the order of 100x more sensitive than an FTS. Generally, a 
spectrograph that takes advantage of infrared arrays is cryogenic. Infrared ar- 
rays become background limited in warm spectrographs at wavelengths longer 
than about 1.8 #m. Several cryogenic spectrographs have now been built to 
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use infrared arrays (CSHELL at IRTF and CGS4 at UKIRT). These spectro- 
graphs offer two pixel resolution of about 20000, with 40000 at the limiting 
end of their performance. At NOAO, we have been working on a resolution 
70,000-100,000 spectrograph intended for use on the 2.1 and 4 meter telescopes. 
This spectrograph will have obvious applications in eircumstellar and interstellar 
spectroscopy. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Red giant stars on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), AGB-stars, lose copious 
amounts of mat ter  in a slow stellar wind (Olofsson 1993). Mass loss rates in excess 
of 10 -4 M® yr -1 have been measured. The primary observational consequence 
of this mass loss is the formation of an expanding envelope of gas and dust, a 
eircumstellar envelope (CSE), that surrounds the star. This is a truly extended 
atmosphere that  continues thousands of stellar radii away from the star. At the 
highest mass loss rates (which probably occur at the end of the AGB evolution) 
the CSE becomes so opaque that the photosphere is hidden and essentially all 
information about the object stems from the eircumstellar emission. At some 
point on the AGB a star may change from being O-rich (i.e., the abundance 
of O is higher than that  of C) to becoming C-rich (i.e., a carbon star where 
the abundance of C is higher than that of O) as a result of nuclear-processed 
material being dredged up to the surface. The chemical composition of the CSE 
will follow that  of the central star, although with some time delay so that  there 
may be some rare cases of O-rich CSEs around carbon stars. The mass loss 
decreases and changes its nature as the star leaves the AGB and starts its post- 
AGB evolution. Eventually the star becomes hot enough to ionize the inner part 
of the AGB-CSE and a planetary nebula (PN) is formed. The ultimate fate of 
the star is a long life as a slowly cooling white dwarf. The CSE will gradually 
disperse and its metal-enriched matter  will mix with the interstellar medium, 
and thereby it contributes to the chemical evolution of a galaxy. The intense 
mass loss makes it possible for stars as massive as 8 Mo, i.e., the bulk of all stars 
in a galaxy, to follow this evolutionary sequence. Similar CSEs are also found 
around supergiants. 

The AGB-CSEs form relatively well defined astrophysical laboratories. They 
appear to have an over-all spherical geometry. The gas expansion velocity is 
roughly constant throughout the envelope and it is typically of the order 10 to 
15kms  -1. The gas density falls as r -2, where r is the radius, if the mass loss 
rate and expansion velocity are constant with time and radius, respectively, i.e., 
the number density spans quite a range within a CSE. The kinetic temperature  
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is determined mainly by adiabatic cooling as a consequence of the expansion and 
heating due to gas-grain collisions as the dust grains stream through the gas, 
but there is also an additional cooling contributed by line radiation and there 
are other possible heating sources (see e.g., Truong-Bach et al. 1990). The inner 
region of a CSE may have temperatures as high as 1000 K, while the external 
teneous parts may be as cool as 10 K or less. The molecules are exposed to 
radiation from two sources. First, radiation from the central star which has 
characteristics, depending on the evolutionary stage, that  fall somewhere in the 
range from a luminous (104 Lo) , cool (2500 K) red giant to a much less luminous 
(< 102 Lo) , but hot (> 30000 K) star on its way to becoming a white dwarf. 
Second, the interstellar radiation field which is relatively isotropie, but there 
may be local anisotropies. 

2 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l e s  d e t e c t e d  a t  r a d i o  w a v e l e n g t h s  

The first circumstellar molecule to be detected at radio wavelengths was OH in 
1968, i.e., 25 years ago (Wilson & Barrett 1968). Initially the progress was slow, 
but in 1971 Solomon et al. (1971) detected CO from an infrared bright object, 
IRC+10216. This is probably the most nearby carbon star, and it happens to 
have a very high mass loss rate, of the order a few 10 -5 M® yr -1 (Troung-Bach 
et al. 1992). It was quickly realized that a CSE around an evolved star, in 
particular a C-rich one, can be extremely rich in different molecular species. 
The reason being that  the circumstellar dust effectively shields the molecules 
that  are formed both in the stellar atmosphere and in the CSE itself, and in 
the C-rich case the carbon excess leads to an efficient organic chemistry. At this 
epoch 45 circumstellar molecules have been detected at radio wavelengths, of 
these 38 in the envelope of IRC+10216, Table 1. Indeed, some of them (16) are 
only detected in IRC+10216, and most of them (31) in fewer than five sources. 
The fact that  so few sources completely dominate the picture means that  most 
of what will be dicussed below is based on meagre statistics. 

Among the most interesting of these circumstellar molecules are the long 
carbon-chain ones, the cyanopolyynes ttCnN (n = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11), the related hy- 
drocarbons C ,H  (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and H2Cn (n = 3, 4), as well as I-IC2N. Also 
nitrogen-carbon chains CnN (n = 1, 3), silicon-carbon chains C,~Si (n = 1, 4), 
and sulphur-carbon chains C~S (n = 1, 2, 3) are present. Simple ring molecules, 
like the triangular molecules SiC2 and cyclic-C3H2, have been detected, but 
branched molecules are notably absent. On the more spectacular side we have 
the detections of the refractory species NaC1, A1C1, AIF, and KC1 (Cernicharo 
& Gu@lin 1987; Lucas & Gu~lin 1990), and most recently the identification of 
three lines towards IRC+10216 as due to MgNC (Kawaguchi et al. 1993). The 
O-rich CSEs are apparently less rich in molecules. Here H20 and OH dominate, 
but also sulphur-bearing species, in particular SO, SO2, and H2S, are frequently 
found (Sahai &; Wannier 1992; Omont et al. 1993). 
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Table  1. Circumstellar molecules detected at radio wavelengths 

Molecule No. of objects Molecule No. of objects 
A1C1 1 
A1F 1 
CO ~420 
CN 17 
CP 1 
CS 21 
KC1 1 
NaC1 1 
OH >1500 
SiC 2 
SiN 1 
SiO ~50 (th), ~200 (maser 
SiS 6 
SO 9 
C2H 4 
C2S 4 
HCN ~110 
HCO + 7 
H20 ~400 
H2S 20 
HNC 10 
MgNC 1 
NH + 1 

OCS 1 
SiC2 4 
SOs 17 
~-C3H 2 
C3N 5 
C3S 1 
HC2N 1 
It2CO 2 
NH3 4 
C4H 5 

C4Si 1 

c-C3H2 7 
HC3N 7 
H2 C3 1 

CsH 1 
CH3CN 3 
H2C4 1 
C6H 1 
HCsN 4 
HC7N 2 
HCgN 1 
HCllN 1 

3 The nature of the circumstellar molecular radio line 
emiss ion 

In order to derive reliable molecular abundances from the line emission one 
requires "well behaved" emission, i.e., one tries to avoid emission from transi- 
tions that  are anomalously excited. The extreme example of the lat ter  is maser 
emission, i.e., amplified line radiation due to a transition with a population 
inversion, which unfortunately is not an uncommon phenomenon in the circum- 
stellar medium (Elitzur 1992). We will not give an exhaustive discussion of this 
problem, but rather in brief, state our current knowledge. 

There is strong maser emission from the =Ha/2, J = 3/2 A-doubling tran- 
sitions of OH (Cohen 1989), from several rotational transitions and one vibra- 
tionally excited rotational line o f H 2 0  (Menten & Melnick 1989, 1991; Cernicharo 
et al. 1990; Menten et al. 1990; Lewis & Engels 1991), from several vibrationally 
excited rotational lines of SiO and also the rare isotope variants 2~SiO and 3°SiO 
(Cernicharo & Bujarrabal 1992; Cernicharo e ta l .  1993), and at least two vibra- 
tionally excited rotational transitions of I tCN (Guilloteau et al. 1987; Lucas & 
Cernicharo 1989). This means that  in the case of OH and H20,  where no non- 
masing lines have been detected, there exists no observational estimate of their 
circumstellar abundances. Weak maser emission from vibrationally excited t o -  
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rational lines are found towards IRC+10216 for CS (Turner 1987a), SiS (Turner 
1987b), and HCN (Lucas & Cernicharo 1989). Strong maser emission is usu- 
ally easy to identify because of the complex line profile and/or the strong time 
variability. 

Maser emission from ground-state transition lines is more of a problem since 
these are normally the ones used for estimating abundances. Fortunately, in 
most cases this maser emission contributes to only a minor fraction of the total 
line intensity. Weak maser emission has been found in the HCN(J=I-0)  line 
towards tenuous, C-rich CSEs (Izumiura, 1990; Olofsson et al. 1993b), and the 
same applies to the tt13CN(J=l-0) line although here the statistics is poor 
(Izumiura et al. 1987; Nyman et al. 1993). The frequently observed SiO(J=2- 
1) line only occasionally shows evidence for weak maser features (Nyman & 
Olofsson 1985), while the less frequently observed SiO(J=l-0)  line appears to be 
more affected by maser emission (Jewell et al. 1991). Surprisingly, strong maser 
emission has been found for 29SIO and 3°SiO in the J= l -0 ,  2-1, and 5-4 lines 
(Alcolea & Bujarrabal 1992). The CS(J=2-1) line shows evidence for a maser 
feature in one case (Nyman et al. 1993). The SiS(J=1-0) line of IRC+10216 
shows relatively strong maser components (Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1984), and the 
SiS(J=5-4) line has a remarkable behaviour towards the same object that may 
indicate contributions from maser emission (CarlstrSm et al. 1990). 

That is, maser emission is a surprisingly common phenomenon, and even 
though its contribution to the total line intensity may be small, it does show 
that we can in general expect an excitation that is far from LTE. 

4 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l a r  a b u n d a n c e s :  t h e o r y  

4.1 Abundance  fo rmula  

In principle, a fairly detailed modelling is required, which in some cases includes a 
complex non-local radiative transfer analysis (see e.g., Truong-Bach & Nguyen- 
Q-Rieu 1989), to obtain the abundance of a circumstellar molecule. However, 
for most molecules in Table 1 this is a too cumbersome approach, e.g., radiative 
transition rates and collisional cross sections are missing, and a simpler method 
is usually adopted. The model is based on the assumption that a spherical CSE 
of gas, expanding at a constant velocity, Ve, is formed by a constant stellar mass 
loss rate M. The molecules are thermally excited at a temperature Tex inside 
a shell of inner radius ri and outer radius re. Molecules outside this shell do 
not contribute to the emission. The response of the telescope is assumed to 
be described by a Gaussian defined by the FWHM of the beam, B. Reasonably 
reliable estimates of molecular abundances are only obtained using optically thin 
lines, and in this limit (and in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime) the abundance of the 
molecule X with respect to H2, fx, is obtained using (see e.g., Olofsson et al. 
19935) 

fx ~ 1.7 x 10-2sI veBD Q(Tex)u~l e E~/kT~'~ (1) 
MHa guaul f:xi¢ e --41n2x~ d x  
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where I is the line intensity integrated over velocity in units of K km S - 1 ,  V e 

is given in kms -1, B in arc seconds, D is the distance to the source in pc, 
A)/I-I2 is the mass loss rate of molecular hydrogen [the assumption that the ma- 
jor constituent of hydrogen in CSEs is molecular hydrogen is usually justified, 
Glassgold & Huggins (1983)] given in M o yr -1, Q is the partition function, uuz 
is the frequency in GHz, g= is the degeneracy of the upper level, A~z is the 
Einstein A-coefficient for the transition, El is the energy of the lower level, and 
x = r / B D  and xi,e = ri,e/BD. Usually the emitting region is smaller than the 
beam and we may simplify further to get 

fx  2.5 X 10 -15 I veB2D2 Q(Tex)U21 eE~/kTex = (2)  
J~H2 guAul re - -  ri 

where ri and re are given in cm. Essentially all reported circumstellar molecular 
abundances are based on Eq.(2) or variants thereof, see Sect. 4.3. 

The molecular abundance estimate, obtained using Eq.(1) or Eq.(2), is criti- 
cally dependent on such uncertain quantities as Tex, D, MH:, ri, and re, and we 
proceed now to discuss these. 

4.2 The  source size 

The size of the emitting region, i.e., ri and re, is crucial in the calculation of 
the molecular abundance. Unfortunately, it has been measured only for a few 
sources and for a very limited number of molecular species. Additionally, the size 
is dependent on the particular transition in question. In principle, the only data 
with reasonable statistics are those on SiO (Lucas et al. 1992; Sahai & Bieging 
1993), and OH (Bowers et al. 1980, 1983). For a number of species, e.g., SiS, 
HCN, HNC, HC3N, C2H, C4H, C3N, and SIC2, there exist high-quality maps for 
only a single object, IRC+10216 (Bieging et al. 1984; Bieging & Nguyen-Q-Rieu 
1988, 1989; Gensheimer et al. 1992; Takano et al. 1992; Bieging & Tafalla 1993; 
Dayal & Bieging 1993). Thus, in most cases the size of the emitting region has 
to be estimated in a different way. 

The initial circumstellar abundance of a parent species is determined by the 
upper stellar atmosphere chemistry, fx(R.) .  The abundance remains at this 
value until some point in the envelope where the interstellar UV photon density 
becomes high enough to dissociate the molecules. The location of this point is 
determined by the effectiveness of the dust shielding and whether the molecule is 
self-shielding, i.e., whether it is photodissociated in lines, or through continuous 
absorption. The abundance as a function of radius is determined by (Huggins & 
Glassgold 1982) 

dfx _ dr G°'x exp ( Ve d(Nx, rd) ) r (3) 

where G0,x is the unshMded photodissociation rate for a given interstellar UV 
field, and the shielding distance d(Nx, rd) is dependent on the outward dust 
optical depth rd, and , if self-shielding dominates, the outward column density 
Nx of the molecule in question (for some self-shielding molecules there is an 
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additional shielding due to line absorption from other molecules, e.g., H2 helps 
shielding CO). The shielding distance for pure dust absorption is given by (see 
e.g., Olofsson et al. 1993b) 

dx = 1.4 3(Qabs/a)x  lYId 
4pd 47rVd (4) 

where Oabs is the dust absorption efficiency, a is the size of a dust grain and Pd 
its density, ]~/d is the dust mass loss rate, and Vd the dust expansion velocity 
(the factor 1.4 approximately takes into account the three-dimensionality of the 
problem). By far, the largest molecular envelopes are found for the self-shielding 
species CO (Maroon et al. 1988) and H2 (Glassgold & ttuggins 1983). The result 
for CO can be approximated by ( )00 

~/ ( 1 5 k m s - l ~ ° ' 4  ~ f c o ' ~ ° 5  
Ro(co)=1017 10-6 yr-1 V / \ 1 0 -3 /  cm. (5) 

For comparison, a mass loss rate of 10 -~ MG yr -1 leads to Re(CO) ~ 4x 1017cm 
while Re(ttCN) ~ 1016 cm (Olofsson et al. 1993b). For parent species we have 
ri *(~ re and re < Re (re is the outer radius of the brightness distribution in 
the simple model discussed in Sect. 4.1). The exact value of re depends on the 
molecule and the mass loss rate, i.e., whether the emitting region is photodisso- 
eiation limited or brightness limited. In the former case one usually chooses re 
as the e-folding radius, i.e., such that fx(re) = f x ( R . ) / e .  Typical examples of 
parent species are CO, SiO, HCN (in C-rich objects), and H2S. 

The abundance of a photodissociation product is initially very low, but it 
increases at the radius where the parent species Xp becomes photodissociated. 
A peak is reached since eventually the photodissociation product also becomes 
photodissociated, i.e., these molceules are distributed in a shell. The abundance 
as a function of radius is given by (Huggins & Glassgold 1982) 

_ _  ( _ dfx _ G0,x exp d(Nx ,  Vd) + exp -- -- (6) 
dr ve r Ve r 

In the event that the brightness distribution is photodissociation limited one 
usually chooses ri and re as the inner and outer radii where the abundance has 
dropped to fX,peak/¢. Typical examples of photodissociation products are CN, 
C~H, and C3N. 

This model for circumstellar photodissociation has a number of weaknesses. 
The three dimensional geometry of the problem is often treated in a relatively 
crude way (Jura & Morris 1981). Only dust absorption is taken into account, 
and even so the absorbing properties, as well as the actual amount, of the dust 
particles are poorly known. The effectiveness of the self-shielding is dependent on 
the kinematics of the molecules in the external parts of the CSE. The interstellar 
UV radiation field is highly uncertain and may vary from place to place, and in 
certain locations it may even be anisotropic (van Dishoeck 1988, and references 
therein). In general, while the photodissociation coefficients are well determined 
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for some species like H2, CO, H20, and OH, they are poorly known for many 
molecules (see e.g., van Dishoeck 1988). We have also ignored the possibility that 
the photodissociation product of theparent species rapidly reacts chemically 
with another species. However, the major error source may be the actual density 
distribution of the molecules in the CSE. In a highly clumped medium, for which 
there is growing evidence (Olofsson et al. 1992; Bieging & Tafalla, 1993), the 
molecules may survive to a much bigger distance from the star than given by 
the above model, which is based on the assumption of a homogeneous density 
distribution (Bergman et al. 1993). 

Finally, there are molecules whose existence depends on a circumstellar chem- 
istry initiated by the photodissociation processes (see e.g., Millar 1988). Their 
radial distributions are more difficult to predict since they depend on a com- 
plicated mixture of chemical reactions. For instance, the ionization of acetylene 
leads to a complex ion-molecule chemistry in C-rich CSEs (Nejad & Millar 1987; 
Howe ~: Millar 1990; Glassgold et al. 1992). Neutral-neutral reactions may be 
responsible for the production of some carbon-chain molecules (Howe & Mil- 
lar 1990). Likewise, the photodissociation of H20 in O-rich CSEs produces OH 
which rapidly reacts to form other species like SO and SOs (Scalo & Slavsky 
1980). Another interesting example concerns the production of C-bearing species 
in O-rich CSEs (Nejad L: Millar 1988; Nercessian et al. 1989). In the latter cases 
the chemistry is of the neutral-neutral type and it becomes critically dependent 
on the existence of activation energy barriers and therefore becomes particularly 
uncertain. The actual choice of ri and re therefore depends on relatively complex 
models. It is probably true that the majority of the molecules in Table 1 is due 
to a circumstellar chemistry. For some species we have the additional problem 
that grain surface reactions may be of importance. Typical examples of this kind 
are CH4 (Clegg et al. 1982) and Sill4 (Betz 1987). 

In summary, the dependence of the estimated molecular abundance on ri 
and re will lead to substantial uncertainties. In future, the situation is likely 
to improve considerably as more and more source sizes are actually measured 
observationally. 

4.3 The  exci ta t ion  t e m p e r a t u r e  

The discussion in Sect. 3 implies that a relatively complex non-LTE excitation 
analysis is required to obtain the excitation temperature and the correct parti- 
tion function. However, at present it seems that such a detailed analysis for each 
molecular species is not warranted considering all other uncertainties in the cir- 
cumstellar model, and in many cases it is not even possible. A similar treatment 
of all data based on the simplifying assumption of a uniform excitation temper- 
ature still seems appropriate. The excitation temperature Tex can be estimated 
in the following way by observing two or more optically thin lines from the same 
species. Equation (1) may be rewritten in the form 

l n \ . ~  + l n  1.8× Nx - kTex (7) 
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where ~7 = f2:° e-41n2x2 dx and J?x is the beam-averaged column density defined 
by 

8~rmHveB D (8) 

and it is given in cm -2, and I is given in K k m s  -1, and t'ul in GHz. For two 
arbitrary lines this results in 

Tex Et2 - E~I , /gu2Aul2Ii"~ - ( 9 )  

It is assumed that  the emitting regions of the two lines are the same (this is a 
questionable assumption in many cases, since one expects a line from high-lying 
energy levels to emanate from a smaller area than a line from low-lying energy 
levels). Furthermore, they must be unresolved by the telescope beam. We have 
also used the fact that the beam size is inversely proportional to the frequency 
(i.e., both lines are observed with the same telescope). A statistically more re- 
liable value for the excitation temperature is obtained by combining data  from 
many transitions in a rotation temperature diagram where ln((I/rl)v2u~/g~A,~z) is 
plotted versus Et/k (see e.g., Cernicharo et al. 1987b). A fit of a straight line to 
the data in such a diagram, y = a+/~Ez/k, leads to an estimate of the excitation 
temperature  

1 
T~x = --~ (10) 

and also of the beam averaged column density 

Nx = 1.8 × 101° Q(T~×)e ~ (11), 

which is an alternative way of expressing the molecular abundance. In fact, this 
gives a statistically more reliable abundance estimate than that  obtained from 
Eq.(1) or Eq.(2) which is based on a single line. 

However, in most cases a reasonable value for Te× is simply assumed, and 
in the worst case this is a pure guess. This is particularly unfortunate since the 
dependence of fx  on Tex is quite strong, roughly Tex exp(Et/kT~x) for linear 

rotors and T3x/2 exp(Ez/kTex) for symmetric and asymmetric top molecules. 

4.4 T h e  ma ss  loss r a t e  a n d  t h e  d i s t a n c e  

The mass loss rate is often highly uncertain (van der Veen & Olofsson 1990; 
Olofsson 1993). It is not unrealistic to expect an uncertainty that  approaches 
an order of magnitude in many cases. This quanti ty enters into the calculation 
of the abundance not only through 5}/H~ but also via the size of the emitting 
region since the photodissociation radius, the chemistry, and the excitation are 
all dependent on it. The combined effect is that the mass loss rate of the star 
is probably the major error source in the abundance estimate. In fact, it can be 
concluded from studies of circumstellar HCN and CS (Olofsson et al. 1993b), 
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and SO and SO~ (Sahai &: Wannier 1992), that the mass loss rates of the stars 
in their samples are probably significantly higher than the accepted values. 

The distances to the stars of interest here, are notoriously uncertain, but 
often the mass loss rate estimate has a dependence on distance which is close to 
D 2 and this significantly decreases the dependence of fx  on distance. 

4.5 A n o t e  on  the  c o l u m n  d e n s i t y  

Interstellar molecular abundances are frequently given in terms of column den- 
sities, i.e., the number of molecules within a column of given cross section. Oc- 
casionally, this is also done in the circumstellar case, but the relation between 
column density and abundance is not straightforward. If tl~e mass loss rate, 
and the gas expansion velocity and the molecular abundance are assumed to be 
constant with time and radius, respectively, then the molecular density varies as 

2 1  
nx(r) = nxoR o ~-5 (12) 

where nxo is the number density of species X at the arbitrary radius Ro, and 
nxoR2o is related to the abundance fx  via 

nxoR2o - fX/I~/H2 
87rmnve " (13) 

The column density Nx towards the star is given by 

1 i) 1 
Nx = nxoR2o Ri Re ~" nx°R~° R--i (14) 

where Ri and Re are the inner and outer radii of the molecular distribution (note 
that  Ri and Re are not necessarily the same as ri and re). The column density 
and the abundance are consequently related through 

N x  _ f×f1   i 
8~rmHve Ri (15) 

i.e., via the observationally ill-defined quantity Ri. Infrared absorption line mea- 
surements naturally lead to Nx, while the radio observations are dependent on 
the number of molecules within the beam, and hence are better defined by the 
abundance fx  or the beam averaged column density -Nx, defined in Eq.(8). It 
is apparent from this discussion that a comparison between radio and infrared 
data  is not straightforward, nor is the comparison between radio data taken with 
different beam sizes. 
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5 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l a r  a b u n d a n c e s :  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  

e s t i m a t e s  

We have in Table 2 summarised a number of molecular abundances in the CSEs 
of AGB-stars. Practically all data have been obtained using the method outlined 
in Sect. 4, but it should be borne in mind that the data set is relatively heteroge- 
neous, and in many cases the entry applies to a single CSE, that of IRC+10216. 
The majority of the data comes from Cernieharo et al. (1987a,b), Lindqvist et 
al. (1988, 1992), Sahai ~ Wannier (1992), Nyman et al. (1993), Olofsson et al. 
(1993b), and Omont et al. (1993). The values given should be used with great 
care. If one is interested in the study of a number of molecules it is advisable 
to go back to the original data sets. It is notable that, in general, the circum- 
stellar abundance of a molecule is much higher, often by two orders of magni- 
tude, than its interstellar abundance (Cernicharo et al. 1987b). For essentially 
all species, except CO, the abundance is drastically different in C-rich and O- 
rich CSEs. In C-rich CSEs the linear carbon-chain molecules dominate, and the 
abundance decreases only weakly with increasing size of the molecule. However, 
only slight modifications like the substitution of CH3 for II lower the abundances 
substantially, e.g., [CH3CN]/[HCN] ~ 4 × 10 -4 (the interstellar ratio is ~ 10-1), 
and other more hydrogen-saturated species like CH2CIICN, CH3CII2CN, and 
CH3C2H have not been detected. The abundances of the refractory molecules 
are low, possibly due to depletion on grains. 

The cireumstellar molecular abundances in the envelopes of post-AGB ob- 
jects may differ substantially from those given in Table 2. This will be discussed 
further in Sect. 8. 

6 A c c u r a c y  o f  e s t i m a t e d  c i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l a r  

a b u n d a n c e s  

A key question in this connection is the accuracy of the reported molecular abun- 
dances. This problem is probably best illuminated by a practical example taken 
from a study by Olofsson et al. (1990, 1993b). Their sample of carbon stars con- 
tains a sub-sample of 30 bright carbon stars whose photospheric characteristics, 
in particular, the CNO abundances and the effective temperatures, have been 
reasonably well determined (Lambert et al., 1986). The photospheric IICN, CN, 
and CS abundances were estimated using the appropriate CNO abundances (a 
solar abundance of S was assumed) and effective temperatures in static LTE 
model atmospheres. The abundances at log raoss = -4  were adopted. The large 
spread in carbon excess [(C/O-1) ranges from <0.01 to 0.8] leads to a relatively 
large spread in the photospheric abundances (e.g., 6 × 10 -6 < fHCN < 5 × 10 -5 
and 10 -s < fcs < 3 × 10-5), which is an advantage in a study of this type. 

These stars were observed in radio lines of CO, HCN, CN, and CS. The 
CO data provided the mass loss rates, i.e., the molecular hydrogen mass loss 
rate assuming that the photospheric and circumstellar CO abundance (relative 
to H2) are equal (Olofsson et al. 1993a). The HCN, CN, and CS circmnstellar 
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Table  2. Molecular abundances in AGB-CSEs 

M o l e c u l e  10  -9 10  .8 10 "7 10  "6 10  .5 10  "4 1 0  "3 

CN I 1 I I I I I 
CO 

CP 
CS 

NaC1 
SiC 
SiN 
SiO 

SiS 

SO 
c ~  
C2S 
HCN 

HCO + 
H2S 

HNC 
MgNC 
SiC2 
SO2 
1-C3 H 
C3N 
C3S 
HC2N 
NH3 
C4H 
C4Si 
c-C3H 2 
HC3 N 
H2C3 
CsH 
CH3CN 
H2C4 
C6U 
HC5N 
HC7 N 
HCgN 
HCI1N 

I I I I i I I 
! 

t ~ I I ,, I I I 

i I I i I 
I I I I I 

I I I ,I I 
I 

I I I I 
I I I ,, 

- +  I I 

I I I 

1 I I 

I I I I I 
I 

I I I I I 

J I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I 1 I I I I I 
I 

I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I 

O / C  a P / C  b 
O C? 
C C 
O P 
C P 
C C? 
O C? 
C P 
C P 
C C? 
C C? 
O P 
C P 
O C? 
C P 
0 C? 
C C 
C C? 
0 C 
C P 
C C? 
O P 
C P 
C C 
C C? 
C C 
O C? 
C C? 
C C 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 
C C 
C C? 
C C? 
C C 
C C? 
C C 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 
C C? 

a O-rich or C-rich CSE 
b Photospheric or circumstellar origin. ? indicates that no observations exist that conclusively 

show that the molecule is formed in the CSE. 
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abundances were estimated using the model outlined in Sect. 4. It is reasonable 
to assume that  the photospheric and circumstellar abundances of HCN should 
agree, since there is no known efficient mechanism for producing HCN in the 
envelope. The same should apply to CS. Olofsson et al. (1993b) also found a 
hint of a correlation between the two HCN abundances (after eliminating five 
somewhat peculiar stars: two 13C-rich stars, Y CVn and RY Dra, and three stars 
whose CSEs may have detached, R Scl, U Cam, and V Hya), but the estimated 
circumstellar HCN abundances are almost an order of magnitude higher than 
the corresponding photospheric ones. Olofsson et al. argue that  this is due to 
uncertainties in the circumstellar model, partly based on the fact that  the cir- 
cumstellar CS abundance is also higher than the photospheric one by about  the 
same amount  (here the statistics is much worse), but one cannot completely ex- 
clude that  there is a circumstellar chemistry that  affects the abundance in the 
relatively tenuous and hot CSEs in this sample, and that  the photospheric abun- 
dances are underestimated (in particular that  of N). Hence, it seems that  even 
in this relatively well defined problem the estimated cireumstellar abundances 
are off by at least a factor of five. 

On the other hand, the results for R Scl and V Hya (and to some extent those 
for U Cam, Y CVn, and RY Dra) differ so markedly from the expected, that  
there is every reason to believe that  these stars are different from the majori ty 
of the stars in the sample, in some way. However, this difference may not be one 
of elemental composition, but rather a difference in the structure of the CSEs 
and hence the excitation of the molecules. 

It appears that abundance ratios are more reliable than individual abun- 
dances. In the case of CN Olofsson et al. (1993b) found circumstellar abun- 
dances that  are about three orders of magnitude higher than the photospheric 
ones. This is likely to be much larger than the estimated uncertainties, and hence 
CN cannot be a parent molecule. Indeed, the estimated CN/HCN circumstellar 
abundance ratio is about 0.6, which is roughly the expected ratio if CN is formed 
from photodissociation of HCN. 

Another study of interest in this connection is the one by Nyman et al. (1993). 
They observed the same molecular species in two carbon stars, IRC+10216 and 
IRAS15194-5115, with similar characteristics, including relatively high mass 
loss rates of the order a few 10 -5 M O yr -1 . The major difference is that  the latter 
source is about five times more distant. Using the model described in Sect. 4, 
they conclude that  for the 13 species observed, the abundances in the two sources 
agree within a factor of four. A reliable result is also that  the 12C/13C-ratio is at 
least five times lower in IRAS15194-5115 than in IRC+10216, where the best 
data  suggest a value in the range 40-50 (see Sect. 7.2). This puts some faith to 
the model, at least as long as the comparison is made within a homogeneous 
data  set. Furthermore, it shows that IRC+10216 is not a unique object; it just  
happens to be very nearby. 

Finally, an illuminating comparison is offered by two recent studies of SO and 
SO2 (Sahai & Wannier, 1992; Omont et al., 1993). For some stars the estimated 
abundances disagree by a factor of ten between the two studies, and for some 
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stars Sahai & Wannier obtain values that differ by a factor of ten depending on 
the assumptions made. 

7 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l a r  l i ne  e m i s s i o n :  a m e a s u r e  o f  

e l e m e n t a l  c o m p o s i t i o n ?  

The elemental composition of red giants with very thin CSEs is preferrably esti- 
mated using visual and near-IR high-resolution spectra combined with detailed 
stellar atmosphere models (see e.g., Lambert et al. 1986; Gustafsson 1989; Smith 
& Lambert 1990; Lazaro et al. 1991). However, this procedure runs into difficul- 
ties as the opacity, and consequently the dust emission, of the CSE increases, 
and it becomes useless when the mass loss rate is so high that the star is com- 
pletely obscured. Thus, the elemental composition of the most extreme objects 
can only be inferred from circumstellar emission, and preferably line emission. 
However, this is not an easy task since, according to the discussion above, it is 
difficult to reliably estimate circumstellar molecular abundances. Furthermore, 
elemental abundances are obtained from these only if the circumstellar chemistry 
is known. Finally, the circumstellar gas-phase elemental composition may differ 
appreciably from the stellar atmosphere elemental composition due to selective 
depletion on grains. 

7.1 The C / O - r a t i o  

The simplest, and to some extent the most basic, problem would be to distinguish 
between O-rich and C-rich objects. It is preferable if this can be done using 
simple line intensity ratios rather than abundance estimates of an individual 
species. It seems that SiO and HCN are the best candidates for this problem 
if one also takes into account the strength of the lines. In O-rich CSEs we 
expect SiO to be abundant while little HCN should be present since most of 
the carbon is tied up in CO. In C-rich CSEs we expect the opposite behaviour: 
HCN is abundant while little SiO is present since most of the oxygen is tied up 
in CO. Both species are presumably radiatively excited except at the highest 
mass loss rates, and so they should respond in the same manner to different 
excitation conditions (one potential problem here is that HCN in O-rich objects 
is of circumstellar origin). Thus, we expect the IHCN/Isio line intensity ratio 
to be a strong discriminator between O-rich and C-rich CSEs. Bujarrabal et 
al. (1993a) and Olofsson et al. (1993c) have recently studied samples of O-rich 
and C-rich red giants. Olofsson et al. found IscN,J=l-o/Isio,v=O,J=2-1-ratios in 
the range 0.05-0.3 and 3-10 for the 19 O-rich objects and the 6 C-rich objects, 
respectively, where both lines were detected. The results of Bujarrabal et al. 
agree with this. Thus, the discrimination between the two types of objects is 
clear and unambiguous. 

Next in line stands the question whether a more detailed determination of 
the C/O-ratio can be made. This is a considerably more difficult problem. The 
effects of trends in the C/O-ratio are likely to be much smaller than those due 
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to whether C is larger than O or vice versa. This is because the stability of the 
CO molecule, and hence its ability to store C and O, has such a profound effect 
on the chemistry. 

In view of this we may ask whether the scatter in the IHcN/Isio-ratio within 
the O-rich and C-rich samples discussed above carries any additional informa- 
tion related to the C and O abundances. This question cannot as yet be answered. 
Only marginal detections of SiO in two carbon stars that belong to the sample 
of Lambert et al. (1986) have been made (Bujarrabal et al. 19935) and there- 
fore no comparison between the /rHCN/Isi O and C/O ratios can be made. For 
the O-rich stars Olofsson et al. (1993c) found that sources with high F25/F12 
and F6o/F25 #m flux ratios have only high, in a relative sense, IncN/Isio-ratios. 
This is interesting since the stars with 2.51ogF6o/F~5 > -1.8 fall in a region of 
the far-IR two-colour diagram of van der Veen & Habing (1988) that is mainly 
occupied by carbon stars. On the other hand, the trend of increasing IHCN/Isio 
with increasing F25/Fl~ #m flux ratio may indicate that it is the mass loss rate 
that plays the major role. In this connection it is worth noting that Bujarra- 
bal et al. (1993a) found that the S-type stars have line intensity ratios that fall 
equidistant between those of O-rich and C-rich sources. 

Olofsson et al. (1993b) in their study of HCN in bright carbon stars, also had 
in mind the possibility of actually determining the C/O-ratio from circumstellar 
HCN and CO data. The main problem here, apart from the previously discussed 
difficulty of estimating the ttCN abundance, is that the CO lines are usually quite 
optically thick and hence should be relatively insensitive to the CO abundance. 
However, models suggest that the mass loss rate scales linearly with the CO 
line intensity and it is almost inversely proportional to the CO abundance. If 
such a relation is used in (2) when estimating the HCN abundance one obtains 
directly an estimate of the circumstellar HCN/CO abundance ratio. Of course, 
this estimate is likely to have an associated appreciable uncertainty. Indeed, for 
the moment it is much larger than acceptable if the aim is to determine the C/O- 
ratio. It is also important to realize that even if the uncertainty in fHcN/fco 
can be mastered, the problem remains that the relation between fHCN/fCo and 
C/O is unique only for low values of C/O (for solar abundances of N and O 
this critical value is 0.12). For high values of C/O the fHcN/fco-ratio becomes 
essentially a measure of the N-abundance, and it has in fact been used for this 
purpose (Jura, 1991). 

Unfortunately, one has to conclude that there is still a long way to go before 
circumstellar data can be used to obtain detailed information about the elemen- 
tal composition. However, the reward seems high enough to pursue this research 
with continued large efforts. 

7.2 Iso tope  rat ios  

Another side of the elemental composition concerns the isotopic ratios of various 
elements. Here the observational data, i.e., line intensities of the same chemical 
species but with different isotopic substitutes (isotopomers), are usually more 
easily converted into astrophysically interesting quantities, the reason being that 
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one expects the corresponding lines from the isotopomers to respond in the 
same way to the physical conditions. In most cases one simply lets line intensity 
ratios obtained for the isotopomers reflect also the isotope ratios, i.e., n x / m x  = 
I(nXA)/I(mXA). Minor corrections for the small differences in beam size and 
transition probability between the two isotopomers are usually introduced. This 
method is probably fairly reliable provided (i) that the observed lines from the 
two isotopomers correspond to the same transition, (ii) that great care is taken 
in selecting optically thin lines, and (iii) that there is no difference in the spatial 
distribution and in the excitation of the two isotopomers. To this we shall add 
that  since the lines are weak there is an increased possibility of blending with 
other lines, or even misidentifications. 

In general, the rare isotope lines from CSEs are very weak, and hence the 
statistics is poor, and, in fact, even worse than in the case of molecular abun- 
dances. Only in IRC+10216 does there exist an isotope-ratio setup that is worth 
discussing. The results for this source obtained by Wannier & Sahai (1987), 
Cernicharo & Gu~lin (1987), Kahane et al. (1988, 1992), and Wannier et al. 
(1992) are summarized in Table 3. The uncertainties are of the order +25% or 
less. Major deviations from the terrestrial values are found for N (15N is highly 
underabundant)  and O (1so is underabundant and 170 is overabundant, and 
so 170/lsO is ~8 times higher than the terrestrial value). Data for 15N have 
been obtained in five more C-rich CSEs (Wannier et al. 1992), and for 170 and 
1so in four C-rich CSEs (Kahane et al. 1992), but the majority of these sources 
are post-AGB objects. The results are in line with, but not identical to, those 
for IRC+10216. These data show the potential, but also the problem that the 
weakness of the lines severely limits the number of sources that can be studied. 

Table 3. Isotope ratios in IRC+10216 

Isotope ratio Ratio IRC/Solar Species used 

12C/lZC 47 0.5 13CS, C34S 
14N/15N 5300 20 H13CN, HC15N 
160/170 840 0.3 13CO, C170 
160/180 1300 3 13CO, ClSO 
2Ssi/29Si 19 1 2Ssis, 29SIS, 2Ssic2, 29SIC2 
2Ssi/3°Si 29 1 2SSiS, z°SiS, 2SSiC2, 3°SiC~ 
32 S/33 S 100 1 Si 32 S, Si 33 S 
32S/34 S 20 1 Si 32 S, Si 34 S 
35C1/37C1 2 1 Na35C1, Na37C1, A135C1, A137C1 

In principle, one could expect that the statistics for the 12C/13C-ratio would 
be relatively good since there is a fair number of detections of 12CO and 13CO in 
the same objects, and there is some confidence that the modelling of the optically 
thick 12CO emission is mastered. However, there are two additional problems. 
Isotope selective photodissociation and fractionation is particularly problematic 
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in the case of CO, and the two isotopomers are expected to have different spatial 
distributions. Furthermore, it is expected that 12CO and 13CO are differently 
excited. Taken together this results in large uncertainties in the estimates of the 
12c/1aC-ratio from CO data (Knapp & Chang 1985; Sopka et al. 1989). 

8 C i r c u m s t e l l a r  m o l e c u l a r  l ine  e m i s s i o n :  a m e a s u r e  o f  
s t e l l a r  e v o l u t i o n ?  

In this section we will discuss to what extent there are differences in the appear- 
ance of different molecular species as a function of evolutionary stage. Ultimately, 
it would perhaps be possible to use the appearance and disappearance of vari- 
ous molecular lines to devise a molecular line chronology of stellar evolution on 
and beyond the AGB. In this we include also the possibility that lines from the 
same species but with different excitation requirements may contain important 
information. Since these types of studies are still in their infancies, we will here 
restrict ourselves to discuss whether there are differences between the "thermal" 
circumstellar molecular line emission from AGB-stars, post-AGB objects, and 
planetary nebulae (PNe). Lewis (1989, 1990) has made a similar, but much more 
detailed, study for the strong maser lines. 

It should not come as a surprise that the molecular abundances in the CSE 
around a post-AGB object may differ substantially from those in an AGB-CSE. 
The reason is twofold. First, the mass loss decreases drastically as the star leaves 
the AGB, and consequently the CSE detaches from the star. This leads to a 
rapidly decreasing opacity of the envelope, roughly given by 

Av ~ 20 10_6---Moyr_ 1 mag (16) 

where Av is the visual extinction (the relation NH2 = 102lAy cm -2 mag -1 which 
seems appropriate for interstellar clouds have been used, Bohlin et al. 1978), and 
t is the time elapsed since the mass loss terminated. Thus, photodissociation 
rapidly sets in. Second, eventually the photodissociation increases substantially 
due to the increasing UV flux from the now much hotter central star. The effect 
is that the molecular abundances change rapidly as the star leaves the AGB. In 
general, the abundances decrease, but also new chemical reactions are initiated 
and the behaviour becomes quite complex. To this we shall add changes in the 
excitation conditions, which will also have an effect on the molecular line pattern. 
There is also the possibility that some change in elemental composition may be 
associated with the termination of the AGB phase. 

There is observational evidence that the effects discussed above do lead to 
changes in the molecular line emission appearance. A nice example is provided 
by the observations by Bujarrabal et al. (1988) of three C-rich objects in differ- 
ent evolutionary stages, IRC+10216 (AGB-object), CRL2688 (post AGB-object, 
probably less evolved than CRL618), and CRL618 (post AGB-object, a good 
pre-PN candidate), (see their Fig. 1). IRC+10216 has been detected in at least 
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38 molecular species at radio wavelengths. CRL2688 and CRL618 are still de- 
tectable in a fair number of molecular species, 18 and 14, respectively, and this 
despite the fact that  they are at least a factor of four more distant. Bujarrabal 
et al. conclude that  the molecular abundances in the CSEs of the two latter 
sources are lower than those in the CSE of II~C÷10216, but not drastically so. 
This is somewhat surprising, but it may indicate that the circumstellar medium 
is clumped and that  therefore the photodissociation is less effective. However, in 
the young C-rich PN NGC7027, in which the CO lines are still very strong, the 
number of detections has decreased to five, and the most prominent line, except 
for those of CO, is one of IICO + (see e.g., Deguchi et al. 1990). Another (proba- 
bly C-rich) young PN is IRAS21282+5050, it shows detectable CO and HCO + 
but no HCN. This is drastically different to the results for IRC÷10216 where 
the HCN line is very strong, while the ttCO+ line is just marginally detected 
(Lucas &: Gu~lin 1990). Observations of the more evolved (probably C-rich) PNe 
NGC2346 (Bachiller et al. 1989) and NGC6072 and IC4406 (Cox et al. 1992) fur- 
ther amplify the situation. IICO + is remarkably strong and it appears that  ttCN, 
and in particular CN, regain strength as the object becomes more evolved. We 
have tried to summarize these findings in Table 4. Listed are the line intensity 
ratios Ix,j=l-o/Ico,3=l-o, except for CN and C2H where the N = I - 0  transition 
has been used, of lines observed with the same telescope. This normalization 
with respect to the CO line is not meant to reflect changes in abundance with 
respect to CO (the CO line is normally too optically thick for this), but merely 
to show the large changes in line intensity for other species than CO, which is 
known to be easily excited and difficult to destroy. Information on other line 
intensity ratios is easily extracted from the presented data. Some of the more 
interesting trends are presented in Fig. 1. 

Table 4. Line intensity ratios, Ix,l-o/Ico,l-o, for objects in different evolutionary 
stages 

Source HCN HNC HCO + CN C2H Evolutionary stage 
IRC+10216 0.71 0 . 0 8 7  0.0015 0.89 0.16 AGB 
CRL2688 0.66 0 .054  <0.0075 0 . 3 9  0 .094  early post-AGB 
CRL618 0.18 0.17 0.13 0.0]9 post-AGB 
NGC7027 0.13 0.30 0.04 <0.01 young PN 
21282+5050 <0.005 0.014 young PN 
NGC2346 0.08 0.08 0.064 PN 
NGC6072 0.22 0.049 0.18 0.71 <0.013 PN 
IC4406 0.20 0.042 0.16 0.38 <0.015 PN 

The trends are much larger than the uncertainties, and it seems inescapable 
that  most of them are due to photodissociation beyond the AGB and the initi- 
ation of a post-AGB circumstellar chemistry (Howe et al. 1992). These results 
indicate that the molecular line signature of the CSE can be of help in establish- 
ing the evolutionary stage of an object. One may also be impressed by the ability 
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Fig. 1. Line intensity ratios as a function of the evolutionary stage. Open symbols are 
upper limits. See text for details 

of the molecules to survive in even the harshest environments. The results for 
NGC6072 and IC4406 are astonishingly similar in view of this, and it is probable 
that  there is substantial clumping in the circumstellar medium. 

In many post-AGB objects there is evidence for the presence of a higher- 
velocity wind (Ve ~ 50 to 200 kms  -1) that may have a bipolar s tructure rather 
than a spherical outflow (Olofsson 1993). It would be of great interest to compare 
the abundances in this wind and the AGB-CSEs. An example of this is provided 
by the observations of CRL2688 by Jaminet et al. (1992). They claim that  the 
l~C/13C-ratio is four times lower in the fast wind than in the AGB-CSE. If 
true, this would indicate a change in this isotopic ratio on a time scale of a few 
hundred years or less. Also the HCN/CO abundance ratio appears lower in the 
fast wind. 

9 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The CSEs of stars on the AGB and beyond show a remarkably rich variety of 
different molecular species. However, only about a third of them have been de- 
tected in more than five sources. The relatively simple geometry and kinematics 
of the CSEs make it possible to use rather uncomplicated methods for estimat- 
ing molecular abundances that are accurate to within a factor of about five or 
slightly worse in some cases. The methods have not yet reached the level of 
sophistication that  allows the circumstellar data  to be used to obtain detailed 
information about the the elemental composition. However, the results on iso- 
tope ratios are already of high quality. It is clear that  different molecular species 
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behave differently as the object evolves, and there is good hope that one may 
eventually be able to use this as a kind of molecular line chronology for stellar 
evolution on and beyond the AGB. 

There remains much to be done in the improvement of the circumstellar mod- 
els used. In particular, a detailed non-LTE, non-local radiative transfer analysis 
is required, but for the majority of the molecules the spectroscopic data and the 
collisional cross sections are lacking. Another important quantity for which the 
uncertainty must be considerably lowered is the mass loss rate. Also, the actual 
distribution of matter  in a CSE, e.g., to what extent is the material clumped, 
may have a profound effect on the resulting abundance estimates. 
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1 Introduct ion  

The aim of this review is to discuss our knowledge on molecules in the circum- 
stellar environment of evolved stars. In particular the presence and the behaviour 
of various kinds of molecules with several or many carbon atoms, in relation to 
C-rich dust, is considered. 
Such objects include mainly: (i) circumstellar shells of AGB carbon stars, either 
visible (such as Y CVn) or infrared (such as IRC+10216 (CW Leo)); (ii) plan- 
etary nebulae (PNe, e.g. NGC 7027); (iii) pre-planetary nebulae (PPNe, also 
called post-AGB stars, such as CRL 2688 or the Red Rectangle), probably in an 
intermediate evolution stage between the two former classes. I will not discuss 
more peculiar classes, such as R CrB stars and novae, for which very little is 
known about the presence of such molecular species. 

Polyyne species are known from millimetre observations in AGB envelopes 
and PPNe, mostly in IRC+10216 (see Olofsson this volume). They are mainly 
cyanopolyynes (HCnN) with n = 3, 4, ... 11, and Cn and CnH linear radicals, 
plus a few other cases (C4H~, C5, CaN) (see Table 1). Observational results are 
discussed in Section 2: abundances, spatial distributions, etc.. Such information 
allows us to infer the basic features of their chemistry (Section 3). 

In nearly all cases where their spatial distribution is known, the latter infers 
that they are formed mainly by photo-chemistry in the outer layers of the enve- 
lope, i.e. by chains of reactions induced by interstellar UV radiation. They thus 
have no direct relation with dust and their formation is surprising. 

Polycyclic aromatic molecules (generally called PAHs) have been convinc- 
ingly proposed as the carriers of the infrared bands observed in various interstel- 
lar and circumstellar environments. Aromatic species are presently not detected 
in AGB stars (see ttinkle this volume). On the other hand, PAIIs are quite 
abundant in PNe and some PPNe (Section 4). They could thus be related to 
the evolution and processing of dust at the onset of the PN stage. Transition 
objects, PPNe, are therefore essential to elucidate this evolution. Their infrared 
spectroscopy, including dedicated studies, is discussed in Section 5. Together 
with the likely identification of PAIl related species in the gas or in the dust, 
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there remain several unidentified features. Indeed, there is no final conclusion 
whether PAHs are already present in the gas of AGB envelopes or they are gener- 
ated at the onset of the PN stage. Because of lack of space, and also of evidence, 
I will not discuss the conjecture that C60 or its derivates could be present in 
such objects. 

Table 1. Observed abundances in IRC+10216 (molecules denoted with a 
been detected in the infrared). MgNC has also recently been detected. 

x(i)/tt2 IRC+10216 

C2H~ 
lO -~ IICN 

* have only 

CN 
10 -8 NH3 C~ 

C2H 
SiS C~H 

CS HC3N 
C2HI C2Si CaN 

10 -z Ctt; Si0 HC~N C] 

HNC HCzN C~H 
C.~H2 

CzS CjtI 
10 -s CP SiN C3S HCllN CsH 

SiH~SiC C~tt2 
CH3CN 

C1Al 

FA1 

tI2S HC2N 
10 -9 (HCO +) CINa 

C4Si C1K 

2 Observations of polyynes in circumstellar envelopes 

2.1 D e t e c t e d  molecules  and  abundances  in I R C + 1 0 2 1 6  (Table  1) 

Cyanopolyynes (HC2,~CN) were the first carbon chains detected in space. Many 
were first detected in IRC-t-10216. IJCaN, HCsN, HCTN, ttC9N and HCllN are 
now known. Their abundances do not decrease very rapidly with n. Typically 
the ratio 

HC~,~CN / HC~,~+~CN ... 3 

However, they are more difficult to detect for large n. Their very small rota- 
tion constant B makes many rotational levels populated with the typical rotation 
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temperatures --~ 10-25 K and brings detectable lines into the centimetre range. 
The line intensities rapidly decrease despite the increase of the electric dipole 
momentum. They also have low vibrational levels allowing the detection of ro- 
tational lines of ~'6 and ~7 states of HC3N. 

Pure hydrocarbon chains, HC2,~H, have not been detected. They have no per- 
manent electric dipole momentum, and hence no radio spectrum. However, there 
is an infrared limit for the abundance of HC4H (see Hinkle this volume). Note 
that millimetre lines of its isomer H2C4 have been detected. 

C2,~H radicals , with n=2,3 (C4H, C6H) are quite abundant. They have several 
electronic levels of comparable low energy. C4H (and C2H) have a 2Z ground 
state with a low 2i/s tate .  The situation is reversed for the higher members such 
as C6H which have a 2/ /ground state (Pauzat et al. 1989). This made difficult 
the identification of C6H in IRC+10216 (Guglin et al. 1987). These radicals 
have large electric dipole momenta. Rotation transitions of vibrationally excited 
C4H are easily detected in IRC+10216 where it is exceptionally abundant and 
extended. This could be related to the likely enhancement of the line strengths 
of vibration transitions by vibronic coupling. 

C3H and CsH are also detected with the expected 2Ii ground state, but with 
much lower abundances (Table 1). 

Pure carbon chains, Cn , can be observed only by their infrared transitions (see 
Hinkle this volume). C3 and C5 have been detected with fairly large abundances 
in IRC+10216. 

Several chain radicals with hereto-atoms have been found in IRC+10216: C3N 
has a relatively large abundance, but the higher members C2~+1N are not de- 
tected, probably because of the smallness of their electric dipole momentum 
(Pauzat et al. 1991). C3S (and C2S) and C4Si are also found with low abun- 
dances. 

2.2 Spatial Distribution in IRC+10216  

The determination of the position in the envelope of the observed molecules is 
essential to analyze the chemical processes. To do this clearly requires the tele- 
scope beam to be smaller than the extension of the molecular envelope. The 
exceptionally close proximity of IRC+10216 for a source with a large mass-loss 
rate (see Olofsson this volume) yields very large angular diameters (20-60"). Ac- 
cordingly, its envelope is resolved with the small beams of large millimetre single 
dishes. For instance the beam of the IRAM 30m telescope is 12" at 1.3mm. 
Several studies of the extensions of various molecules have been carried out 
with single dishes. Indeed, the shape of the profile observed in the center of the 
source provides by itself a useful information on the extension of the molecule 
(see Olofsson). However, the large millimetre interferometers are unravelled to 
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give complete details on the molecular distributions. The spatial distribution of 
most important molecules is now well studied in IRC+ 10216 (see Olofsson this 
volume). The most important contribution has been first provided by Bieging, 
Nguyen-Q-Rieu and collaborators with the Hat Creek interferometer since sev- 
eral years (Bieging & Nguyen-Q-Rieu 1988, Nguyen-Q-Rieu & Bieging 1990, 
Dayal ~z Bieging 1993, Bieging & Taffala 1993). The IRAM interferometer is 
now the most sensitive instrument and is making systematic studies of many 
molecular lines (see e.g. Gu~lin 1993). 

All polyyne species studied (IIC3N, HCsN, C4H, CaN) display quite char- 
acteristic structures of hollow shells (slightly clumpy, Fig. 1). It is quite likely 
that this is also true for all the other polyynes whose weaker lines have profiles 
characteristic of a large extension, but are not yet completely studied with in- 
terferometer mapping. It is thus proved that most detected polyyne molecules 
are synthesized in the outer shells of the envelope permeated by the interstellar 
UV and are not generated in the dense regions close to the star (see Section 3). 
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Fig. 1. Interferometer maps of 3ram lines of HC3N and C3N in IRC+10216 by Bieging 
& Taffala (1993) 

2.3 Po lyynes  in Envelopes  of  Other  Stars 

The information is much more meagre on molecules in stars other than IRC+10216 
since all millimetre molecular lines are at least 10 times weaker (see Olofsson 
this volume). IIowever, the strongest lines (C4H, CaN, HCsN and especially 
IICaN) are easily detected in 10-20 C-rich envelopes with large mass-loss rates 
(a few 10 .6 - a few 10-SM®/yr) comparable to that of IRC+10216. The most 
studied sources are CIT 6 (RW LMi), IRAS (15194-5115) (Nyman et al. 1993), 
AFGL 3068, IRC+40540 (LP And), IRC+10401 (Cernicharo et al. 1994), etc... 
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There are no striking differences in the abundances compared to IRC+10216. 
In particular the ratio of the line intensities I tCjN/HCN is remarkably constant 
(Bujarrabal et al. 1994). However, in sources with large excesses of HCN, such 
as IRC+10401, the abundances of HC3N, HCsN and C4H are also probably an 
order of magnitude larger than in IRC+10216. On the other hand the abun- 
dances of HCjN and especially the ratio HCjN/HCN are quite small in C-rich 
envelopes with low mass-loss rates such as Y CVn. HCjN has never been de- 
tected in O-rich stars (Bujarrabal et al. 1994). 
In C-rich pre-planetary nebulae the abundance of HC3N (and of C4H, HCsN) 
is also generally comparable to that of IRC+10216, although somewhat smaller 
(Henkel et al. 1994, Lucas et al. 1994). The latter authors have performed a 
detailed study of many lines in AFGL2688 (CRL2688, the Egg Nebula) ; HCjN, 
but not C4H, displays modest high velocity wings. HC3N has been mapped with 
the Hat Creek inteferometer (Nguyen-Q-Rieu & Bieging 1990), but not with 
enough sensitivity to derive detailed information about its spatial distribution. 
However, cyanopolyynes display important pecularities in this source as well as 
in the molecular envelope of the extremely young planetary nebula AFGL 618. 
AFGL 2688 is the prototype of bipolar nebulae. The VLA map of HCTN at 1.4era 
by Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1986 (Fig. 2) shows that its emission is relatively strong 
and extremely extended (r~20-30") compared to the size of the emission of the 
other molecules such as HCN or NH3 (r<10"). This extension is at maximum 
in the direction of the axis of the nebula and of its bipolar flow, but it is also 
important in the perpendicular direction. Jura &; Kroto (1990) have proposed 
that HCTN, as well as other long chains, are generated in grain-grain collisions 
of grains accelerated by the radiation pressure of visible radiation. A millimetre 
map of HC5N made using the IRAM interferometer (Lucas et al. 1994) does not 
display such a large extension. However, this could only reflect the difficulty of 
exciting millimetre lines far from the star. The modest extension of this HCsN 
emission is again mostly axial, but with also a non axial feature at an interme- 
diate velocity. 
AFGL 618 (CRL 618) is indeed a nascent planetary nebula, with a very small 
and expanding ionized region inside a massive molecular envelope. The millime- 
tre HCjN lines are quite prominent and have a very large rotation temperature. 
Even the rotation lines of vibrationaly excited HCaN are quite strong. 
On the other hand, HC3N has never been detected in any other, more regular, 
planetary nebula, even the very young one NGC 7027, despite active searches 
(Cox et al. 1994). 

3 C h e m i s t r y  o f  P o l y y n e s  in  I R C + 1 0 2 1 6  

The spatial distribution of polyynes in IRC+10216 clearly points to generation 
by photochemistry. Indeed, the understanding of their formation was proba- 
blur the main challenge of circumstellar chemistry and the results already ob- 
tained are a major achievement. The general features of circumstellar chemistry 
are now well established (see e.g. reviews by Glassgold & Huggins 1988, Millar 
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Fig. 2. VLA interferometer map of 1.4cm lines of HC7N (outer contours) and NH3 
(inner contours) by Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. (1986) (from Jura ~z I(roto 1990) 

1988, Omont 1990). Thermodynamical chemical equilibrium is achieved only in 
the deep inner layers , dense and warm, close to the photosphere. Most stable 
molecules, such as H~, CO, N~, C2II2, IICN, CS, SiS, SiO, are generated there. 
However, calculations of equilibrium abundances (see e.g. Tejero & Cernicharo 
1991) derive a relatively small abundance for IICaN and much smaller ones for 
other polyynes. 
The chemistry is certainly complex and poorly understood in the intermediate 
layers where dust and the circumstellar wind are generated. Small carbon chains 
appear as possible initial steps in the nucleation of C-rich dust. However, given 
the observed shell distribution of polyynes, their abundance must remain quite 
small at the end of dust formation. Photochemistry dominates the chemistry 
in the outer layers which are not shielded against the penetration of the inter- 
stellar UV radiation. The latter first destroys the stable molecules, such as CO, 
C2tt2, ttCN, etc, transported by the expansion from the inner layers. Thus, the 
photodestruction products, radicals such as C2H and CN, atoms and ions such 
as C2H + and C +, can react with abundant species to build up more and more 
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complex polyyne chains. 
Detailed modelling of such photochemistry has been developed by Glassgold 
and collaborators, and Millar and collaborators. The input parameters are the 
envelope parameters (mass-loss rate, expansion velocity, temperature, etc), the 
initial abundances of stable molecules such as CO, C2H2, HCN coming from 
the inner shells, the UV intensity and the reaction and photodestruction rates. 
One has to model the transfer of the UV radiation coming from the interstellar 
medium and progressively attenuated by dust in the outer layers of the enve- 
lope. A part of the photodissociation rates can be reasonably well estimated; CO 
needs a special elaborate treatment (Mamon et al. 1988). Ilowever, most of the 
photodestruction rates of unstable species can only be roughly guessed. Ion re- 
action rates are reasonably well known for small species. A typical proposed 
reaction is (Glassgold et al. 1986, 1987) 

C 2 H  + + H C N  --+ H 2 C 3 N  + ÷ H (1) 

and then Il2CsN + could yield IICsN by dissociative recombination. However, 
it is now recognised that such ion reactions are not efficient enough to account 
for the large amount of observed polyynes. Radical reactions are more effective 
given the large reaction rates at low temperature (Nejad & Millar 1987, 1988). 
For instance, possible reactions are 

C N  -+- C2H2 --+ H C 3 N  d- H (2) 

C 3 N  + C2H2 ---+ H C s N  + H (3) 

If early models still had difficulties in accounting for the long chains, the last 
model of Cherchneff et al. (1993), Cherchneff ~ Glassgold (1993) gives satisfac- 
tory results for the first cyanopolyynes, C4H, etc, with the large reaction rates 
now admitted for polar molecules at very low temperature. 

In conclusion, although many uncertainties remain (in particular in the de- 
tailed rates) there is very good agreement between the observed abundances and 
their distribution. The results of theoretical chemical modelling demonstrates 
that most, if not all, polyynes observed in IRC+10216 are synthesized by photo- 
chemistry in the outer layers from small molecules such as C2ii2, IICN, etc. The 
situation is likely to be the same in similar AGB envelopes. It is indeed slightly 
paradoxal that the observed polyynes have no direct relation with C-rich dust, 
while they have been proposed as logical intermediates in dust nucleation, as 
well as natural products of grain-grain collisions (Jura ~ Kroto 1990). 

4 Polycycl ic  Aromatic  Molecules  and Circumstel lar 
Envelop es 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAils) are also a quite natural and stable 
form of small carbon clusters in the hydrogen rich environment of the interstel- 
lar and circumstellar media, probably playing an important role in the nucleation 
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of circumstellar grains (see Sedlmayr this volume). Complex mixtures of such 
PAils have been convincingly proposed as the carriers of the set of character- 
istic infrared bands at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3/tm observed (Fig. 3) in various 
interstellar and circumstellar sources exposed to UV radiation (see e.g. L~ger & 
Puget 1984, Allamandola et al. 1985, Puget & L4ger 1989 and references therein). 

The molecular envelopes of young planetary nebulae, such as NGC 7027, and 
of pre-planetary nebulae with early type stars, such as the Red Rectangle (HD 
44179), are major sources of PAHs. 
The "canonical model" of PAH IR emission induced by UV radiation (see re- 
ferences above), explains the very large observed vibrational temperature, prac- 
tically independent of the UV intensity: free-flying PAHs, with 20-100 atoms, 
are small enough systems to be heated to 500-1000 K by a single UV photon. 
The main arguments which have lead to this interpretation are their very large 
stabifity, the high specificity of some bands (6.2 #m) characteristic of aromatic 
compounds and the properties of the observed vibration temperature not achiev- 
able in conventional grains. However, several problems remain concerning their 
stability in astrophysical conditions, as well as their degree of ionization and of 
de-hydrogenation and the related spectral characteristics. 

In circumstellar envelopes, PAH emission is quite strong in PNe and warm 
PPNe, but they are not observed in AGB stars. This raises interesting questions 
about their generation and their excitation. Many details are known on PAIl 
emission in the strongest sources such as NGC 7027 and the Red Rectangle. 
NGC 7027 is a PN with a very hot star emitting very strong UV radiation. A 
dense expanding ionized central region coexists with a massive outer molecu- 
la~ envelope partially permeated by the UV radiation (Cox et al. 1994). The 
PAils probably reside mostly at the interface between the ionized and molecular 
gas. PAIl fluorescence is clearly induced by the strong UV radiation. It is quite 
possible that the PAHs are generated at the onset of the PN stage by some mech- 
anism such as destruction and processing of dust in such a violent environment. 
However, any detailed evidence is still lacking, and they could as well have been 
present at early stages and be just revealed by the strong UV shining. 

The situation has some similarities in the Red Rectangle (HD 44179) but 
with important pecularities. This is a PPN with a warm star (Ao), but not hot 
enough to ionize the circumstellar gas. There is some indication of a circumstellar 
disk, which could explain that the CO millimeter lines are very narrow and also 
very weak because of its likely photodissociation. Radiation pressure on dust in 
such a disk could also be at the origin of the strange photospheric abundances 
with a strong underabundance of iron and other refractory elements. This nebula 
has a very strong and peculiar red fluorescence with a molecular band structure 
reminiscent of unidentified visible diffuse interstellar bands, and possibly asso- 
ciated with PAils. 
There is presently no evidence for either the presence or absence of PAils in or- 
dinary AGB circurnstellar envelopes. The lack of UV and even visible radiation 
would explain the absence of infrared bands even in the presence of PAHs. It 
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would be very difficult to see them in absorption, as well as to detect their radio 
rotational lines. Since they are likely intermediates in the formation of C-rich 
dust in the inner shells, they could well survive in sufficient amount .(a few per- 
cents of the total carbon) in the whole envelope. However, a simple model of 
dust formation (Cherchneff et al. 1993) leads to quite small amounts of PAHs in 
the outer envelope. 

An alternative, not unlikely possibility would be that they are formed, or just 
desorbed, from C-rich grains at the onset of the PPN-PN stage. The properties 
of dust would then rapidly evolve and a natural question is: are there spectral 
features related to such transitory stages of dust in PPNe ? A related question 
is: are there spectral features in C-rich envelopes related to PAHs either free, 
or incorporated in dust (i.e. any evidence of hydrogenated amorphous carbon 
(tIAC) which is a mixture of polycyclic carbon clusters partially hydrogenated) ? 

5 I n f r a r e d  S p e c t r o s c o p y  o f  C - r i c h  C i r c u m s t e l l a r  D u s t  

5.1 S p e c t r a  o f  O r d i n a r y  A G B  Enve lopes  

They are relatively featureless because the main constituent of dust is solid car- 
bon which has no prominent spectral feature. However, there are several strong 
and characteristic features: 

- In the near infrared there is a strong absorption band of the gas at 3.4 #m 
due mainly to C2II2 and IICN, as well as a few other weaker features at longer 
wavelengths in some cases. 

- The middle infrared is very well documented by "Low Resolution Spectra" 
(LRS) of the IRAS satellite between 7.5 and 23 #m which contain several hun- 
dred spectra of C-rich envelopes. Most of them display a strong characteristic 
band at 11.4 #m attributed to solid SiC. 
In addition, there is quite often a less obvious feature at the lower LRS limit, 
which could be either an emission at 8.5/~m or absorption at 7.5 #m (gas 
bands ?) (see e.g. Omont et al. 1993) and references therein). 
- In the far infrared, there is astrong and broad feature at about 30/tm, when the 
mass-loss is large enough (_> a fewl0-6Mo/yr)  (Forrest et al. 1981). Although 
it has been attributed to solid MgS (Goebel & Moseley 1985), its origin is still 
discussed. A similar feature is also often present in PNe and PPNe (Section 5.3). 

5.2 I n f r a r e d  S p e c t r o s c o p y  of  cold C - r i c h  P P N e  

We have already discussed the case of "warm" PPNe such as the Red Rectangle 
(Section 4). In typical "cold" PPNe, such as the Egg Nebula (AFGL 2688), there 
is 11o warm dust because the expanding envelope is completely detached from 
the star with a nearly empty central cavity around the star. Accordingly, the IR 
spectrum has its maximum in the far infrared, beyond 20 #m (Fig. 4). As seen 
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in this figure, the IRAS LRS spectra are mainly of two types: a good part of 
them, including AFGL 2688 and other thick envelopes, are nearly featureless. 
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Fig. 4. IRAS Low Resolution Spectra (1986) of C-rich pre-planetary nebulae with and 
without an emission feature at 21 ttm. 

On the other hand, the LRS spectra of other sources display two strong fea- 
tures: a broad band at 21 #m and a plateau between 12 and 15 # m  (Kwok et 
al. 1989). They have a relatively thin envelope so that  they emit comparable 
amounts of energy in the visible and the far infrared. Airborne spectroscopy 
of the 5-8 #m range (Buss et al. 1990) shows several features reminiscent of 
those at t r ibuted to PAHs, but somewhat different and weaker when compared 
to strong classical PAH sources (Fig. 5). In addition, the 3.3 # m  "PAH" fea- 
ture has also been detected in some sources, as well as other features at about 
3.4 #m. All these characteristics have lead Buss et al. to propose that  they are 
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emitted by some carbonaceous compound containing hydrogenated amorphous 
carbon (HAC). It should be noted that similar, although weaker, features are 
also present in AFGL 2688. 
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Fig. 5. 5-23 #m spectrum of two C-rich pre-planetary nebulae displaying the 21 #m 
emission feature, compared to the spectrum of the PAH source NGC 7027 (from Buss 
et al. 1990). 

The origin of 21 #m band is not yet entirely clear. It seems likely, as suggested 
by Buss et al. (1990), that it is associated with some kind of carbonaceous 
compound. Such materials frequently emit at 11-15 #m, so that there is no 
difficulty to explain the companion feature observed in this range. However, 
no compound is presently known with such a strong emission at 21 # m  and the 
other observed spectral characteristics (see e.g. Omont et al. 1994 and references 
therein). Many of the PAHs, such as naphtalene, have strong bands in the 19- 
23 pm range, but they have also other bands which are not observed. It would 
obviously be quite interesting to identify the carrier of the 21 p m  band. It should 
be a transient species, characteristic of dust processing in these PPNe, since the 
feature is not observed in their AGB progenitors, neither in the following PNe 
stages. Omont et al. (1994) have recently extended the spectroscopy of these 
C-rich PPNe  up to 50 pm by airborne KAO observations. There is no other 
relatively narrow feature such as the one at 21 pro. 
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However, most sources display a very broad excess of emission between 25 
and 45 #m (Fig. 6). The intensity of this emission is quite variable following the 
source and apparently does not correlate with the strength of the 21 #m band. 
This 30 #m emission appears similar to the One observed in AGB carbon stars 
with large mass-loss (Forrest et al. 1981) as well as in some young planetary 
nebulae (Moseley & Silverberg 1986, Glaccum 1989). Both of the latter cases 
have been at tr ibuted to MgS by Goebel & Moseley (1985). However, the re- 
markable strength of the emission in sources such as IRAS 22272 and the PN 
IC 418 casts some doubt on this. Further laboratory data  on MgS are required 
to check this. Other possible explanations should also be explored, such as the 
emission of metals (Fe, Mg...) attached to aromatic compounds (Chaudret  et al. 
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1991, Kroto & Jura  1992). 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  B a c k g r o u n d  

Atoms and ions dominate the opacity of most astrophysical plasmas at tem- 
peratures above about 5000 K. In the range between 5000 K and about 1500 K, 
molecular processes are important contributors to the opacity. Depending upon 
the composition and pressure, grains may begin to condense at temperatures be- 
low about 1500 K. For the conditions of interest here, the grains which form are 
generally small (radius _< 0.25 #m) compared to the wavelength of light near the 
peak of the Planck curve. Because their absorption and scattering cross section 
is so large compared to atoms or molecules, grains dominate the mean opacity 
whenever they are present and must, therefore, be taken into account whenever 
such temperatures are encountered. Our calculations indicate that failure to do 
so can lead to errors as large as five orders of magnitude in the mean opacity. 

Spherically extended model atmospheres with Teff = 2500 K which are either 
oxygen-rich (Scholz & Tsuji 1984) or carbon-rich (JCrgensen et al. 1992) reach 
grain condensation conditions in their outer layers. These atmospheres are also 
affected by a variety of temporal phenomena, such as pulsations, shock waves, 
and winds, which significantly affect the condensation of grains (Fix, 1969; Sedl- 
mayr, this volume). Since these temporal processes occur more quickly than grain 
condensation can reach equilibrium, the size and quantity of grains present at 
any given moment depends upon the past history of the atmosphere. However, 
the computation of the time-dependent condensation of grains is not always prac- 
tical. As a first approximation, there is some utility to a general tabulation of 
opacities which neglects these temporal constraints and assumes that the grains 
are in complete thermal equilibrium with their surroundings. This assumption 
will form the framework for this review. 

Frequency-averaged absorption coefficients are often used to reduce the radia- 
tive transfer problem to a single set of wavelength-independent equations. The 
Rosseland mean absorption coefficient is widely used because its use reduces the 
radiative transfer equation to a particularly convenient form. However, the as- 
sumption used in the derivation of the Rosseland mean that the radiation field 
is isotropic and Planckian breaks down if the optical depth of the medium is 
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small. Under such conditions the Planek mean absorption coefficient , defined as 

ap - f a~, B~, du 
f B ,  du ' (1) 

may be a more appropriate average over wavelength (see Sect. 7). 
Several investigators contributed to early progress in computing grain opac- 

ity. Gaustad (1963) computed the opacity of small grains of ice, magnesium 
silicate, and iron, including a simple treatment of the condensation and evapo- 
ration of grains, in order to study the formation of stars. Knaeke (1968) computed 
the absorption and scattering of 0.2 gm particles of quartz and vitreous silica 
in response to suggestions that  silicates might be constituents of the interstel- 
lar medium. Kellman & Gaustad (1969) computed the Rosseland and Planek 
mean absorption coefficient for ice, vitreous silica, and graphite for use in star 
formation calculations. 

Larger, more general tabulations of the opacity including the effects of small 
particles were produced by Cameron & Pines (1973) and Alexander (1975). Both 
of these computations employed a simple equilibrium calculation for grains, in- 
eluded the opacity effects of both molecules and grains, and covered a wide range 
of temperatures. Alexander et al. (1983) and Pollack et al. (1985) produced even 
more extensive results which included detailed treatment of grain equilibrium, 
consideration of a wider range of grain and molecular absorbers, and the effects 
of the grain size distribution. 

In order to compute the opacity due to small particles, one must be able to 
answer four sets of questions: 

1. Under what conditions do the grains condense? What  is their chemical com- 
position? At a given temperature and pressure, how much of each species 
condenses? 

2. What  is the distribution of the sizes of the grains that  form? 
3. How do the grains absorb and scatter light? 
4. What  are the optical properties of the grains? 

Each of these topics will be considered in turn before general results are 
discussed. 

2 G r a i n  E q u i l i b r i u m  

The equilibrium abundance of molecules in the gas phase is governed by the law 
of mass action. For example, if one considers the reaction 

A(g) + B(g) ,~- C(g) , (2) 

then the law of mass action is a relation among the number densities of the 
species: 

r~c - K ( T ) ,  (3)  
TtAnB 
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where the equilibrium constant, K(T), is a function of temperature only. 
When grains may be present the application of the law of mass action is 

modified in the following way. Consider the equilibrium of corundum, relative to 
the monatomic gas phase, 

A1203(c) ~ 2Al(g) + 30(g) 

The equilibrium constant for this reaction is given by 

(4) 

Keq = e ( - A G ° / k T )  , (5) 

where AGo is the Gibbs free energy of the reaction. Corundum is condensed if 

K¢ 2 > (6)  -~ /1Aln O _ 

In fact, just enough corundum condenses to produce an equality in Eq. (6). 
If only a single substance condensed from the gas phase, the application of 

the above principles would be relatively simple. In reality, many species must 
be tested to determine if they are condensed and, if more than one species 
is condensed, then the abundance of all the condensates must be determined 
simultaneously. 

Grossman (1972) presented the results of such calculations as curves showing 
the percentage of an element which is condensed as a function of temperature. 
As discussed by Alexander et al. (1983), these percentages can be subtracted 
from the elemental abundances and the material remaining in the gas phase can 
be treated with the normal equations of molecular equilibrium. Updated results 
(Sharp & ttuebner 1990) which include data for several chemical compositions 
and several pressures were used for this study. 

3 G r a i n  S ize  D i s t r i b u t i o n  

Particles in an astrophysical environment will be present in a variety of different 
sizes. This distribution of sizes should be explicitly considered when computing 
the grain opacity, because the extinction efficiency of a grain depends upon 
its size. Mathis et al. (1977) determined that grains in the interstellar medium 
obeyed a power law distribution of sizes given by 

= ka , (7)  

where n(e) is the relative number of grains per unit volume of size a. Their 
analysis indicated that most interstellar particles occur in the size range from 
0.01 #m < a < 0.25 pro, except for iron grains, which they found to be six times 
smaller. 

Seab& Snow (1989) found that this power law distribution was consistent 
with observations of ultraviolet extinction around red supergiants, although they 
found a minimum grain size of 0.08#m. Le Sergeant d'Hendecourt & Lamy 
(1980) found a similar power law distribution for grain sizes, with an exponent 
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of -3.85, for small interplanetary dust particles from a study of microcraters on 
lunar rocks. 

Dominik et al. (1989) found that the size distribution in theoretical models 
of the dust driven winds around cool carbon stars is represented by a power law 
with an exponent of -5 .  While the grains in their model cover the same range 
of sizes as found by Mathis et al. (1977), the steeper size distribution in their 
model increases the total extinction due to grains by almost a factor of two. 

4 Absorption and Scattering of Light by Small Particles 

The monochromatic opacity due to absorption by grains is given by: 

rry'~.Qab~n(a)a 2 
° (8 )  Kab s = 

P 

where n(a) is the number of grains of size a per cubic centimeter, p is the total 
density of matter, and Q a b s  is the efficiency factor for absorption. Note that if 
Qabs is equal to one, then the opacity is just equal to the geometric cross section 
of a grain (~ra ~) times the number of grains of that size, summed over the size 
distribution of the grains. The density appearing in Eq. (8) converts what would 
otherwise be a volume absorption coefficient with units of cm -1 into a mass 
absorption coefficient with units of cm2g -1. A similar definition applies to the 
opacity due to scattering from grains. 

Mie theory provides an exact description of the interaction of small spheri- 
cal particles with electromagnetic radiation (see Bohren & Huffman 1983). The 
exact treatment of scattering and absorption by small particles is only possi- 
ble for a few other simple shapes. There is evidence, however, that particles in 
the interplanetary medium (Giese et al. 1978; Greenberg 1980), in the comae of 
comets (Greenberg & Hage 1990), and in micrometeorites collected in the atmo- 
sphere (Brownlee et al. 1976) may deviate significantly from spherical shape. It 
is, therefore, desirable to investigate the effects of shape on grain opacity. 

Hage & Greenberg (1990) approximated non-spherical particles as aggregates 
of cubical subparticles in a larger cubic lattice. They found that very porous 
grains can produce significantly greater extinction compared to solid particles of 
the same total size. 

Rouleau & Martin (1991) analyzed laboratory extinction measurements of 
amorphous carbon particles utilizing a model of aggregated particles represented 
by fractal clusters of subparticles. They found significant enhancement of the ex- 
tinction in the infrared for these fractal clusters compared to spherical particles. 
They also found that a model based upon a continuous distribution of ellipsoids 
(CDE), to be discussed below, is a good representation of the extinction prop- 
erties determined from their much more complex calculations of fraetal clusters. 

Huffman (1988) also emphasized the importance of shape effects in analyz- 
ing laboratory observations of extinction for a variety of different materials. He 
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showed that the CDE approximation produces a much better fit to laboratory 
observations than does a model based upon isolated spheres. 

Because of the general applicability of the CDE approach and its computa- 
tional simplicity, it has been adopted here. In order to develop the CDE approx- 
imation, we must first present the fundamental results of Rayleigh scattering 
theory. Approximate results for particles of arbitrary shape which are small 
compared to the wavelength of light can be obtained from Rayleigh scattering 
theory (see Van de Hulst 1957: 

Q abs -'- 4 x Im[a] 

and (9) 
8 

X 4 

where x = 2~r a/)~ and a is the complex polarizability per unit volume of the 
grain material, subject to the conditions 

x K K 1  

and 

x Iml << 1 ,  

(10) 

where m = n + i k  is the complex index of refraction of the grain material. 
['or spheres the polarizability is given by 

( e -  1) 
= + 2) ' (11) 

where ~ = m 2 is the complex dielectric function of the grain material. For an 
ellipsoid (of volume V) with incident electric field parallel to a principal axis, 
the polarizability is 

e - 1  
a = V I + L ( e _ I )  ' (12) 

where L is a geometricM factor dependent solely on the shape of the ellipsoid. 
The CDE model assumes that the particles are ellipsoids, with all possible 

shapes represented with equal probability. This distribution of shapes includes 
long needles, thin plates, spheres, and all other possible ellipsoidal shapes. The 
CDE model also assumes that these ellipsoids are oriented randomly. The result 
of this double averaging over both shape and orientation is that the polarizability 
is given in the simple form (Bohren & Hnffman 1983): 

i 2~ 
<<a>>-- 3 c ~ l n e - 2  . (13) 

Values of the polarizability obtained from Eq. (13) can then be used directly 
in the Rayleigh scattering formulae given above in Eq. (9) to find the scattering 
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and absorption efficiencies for the continuous distribution of randomly oriented 
ellipsoids. For large x, where Rayleigh scattering approaches infinity because 
Eq. (10) is not satisfied, the CDE approximation is replaced by a standard Mie 
calculation for spheres. 

5 O p t i c a l  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  M a t e r i a l s  o f  I n t e r e s t  

The condensation equilibrium calculations described previously show that the 
principal high temperature (T>  600K) condensates will include a variety of 
magnesium and iron silicates, iron, carbon, and silicon carbide, depending upon 
the chemical composition. Specifically, silicates condense when the carbon to 
oxygen ratio (C/O) is less than one and, under conditions of extremely high 
density, even when C/O > 1. Carbon and silicon carbide only condense when 
C/O > 1, while iron condenses at any value of C/O. At lower temperatures, 
other materials begin to condense and the presence of composite grains needs to 
be considered. 

A great variety of laboratory investigations of these materials have appeared 
in the literature in recent years, guffman (1988, 1989) emphasized the difficulties 
in selecting appropriate laboratory values for use in astrophysical calculations. 
For example, he demonstrated that optical properties derived from bulk samples 
may differ significantly from those derived from observations of small particles. 
Shape effects of the particles produced in the laboratory may also significantly 
affect the results, if not accounted for in the analysis. Among the factors to be 
considered in selecting a particular set of optical properties are: 

1. Were the grains produced in the laboratory in the same range of sizes and 
shapes as will be found in the astrophysical context of interest? 

2. Is the chemical composition and crystal structure of the grains produced in 
the laboratory appropriate for the astrophysical context of interest? 

3. Do the laboratory measurements include the full wavelength range of inter- 
est? 

4. Does there exist a careful analysis of the laboratory data which presents 
results in a convenient form (e.g., index of refraction or dielectric function) 
for use in computing extinction efficiencies using the formulae of the previous 
section? 

Studies of silicates include those of Day (1979), Dorschner et al. (1988), 
Draine & Lee (1984), Pollack et al. (1973), and Mooney & Knacke (1985). The 
optical properties deduced by Draine & Lee (1984) for an "astrophysical silicate" 
have been adopted for this study because of their completeness and relevance to 
the astrophysical situations of interest here. Ossenkopf et al. (1992) have also 
synthesized the optical properties of a dirty "astrophysical silicate" utilizing both 
astronomical observations and laboratory studies. 

For iron, laboratory investigations by Leksina & Penkina (1967), Johnson ~: 
Christy (1974), Gorban et al. (1975), and Tanabe et al. (1983) exist. Unfortu- 
nately, none of these studies meet all the selection criteria defined above. For 
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example, both Leksina & Penkina (1967) and Gorban et al. (1975) investigated 
the optical properties of bulk iron. Johnson & Christy (1974) and Tanabe et al. 
(1983) fail to cover the entire wavelength range of interest. The data of Gorban 
et al. (1975) has been adopted for this study because of the relative completeness 
of their spectral coverage. The dangers of extrapolating iron data to wavelengths 
not included in a particular data set are discussed by Ferguson (1992). Obtain- 
ing better data for the optical properties of small iron grains should be a high 
priority for the astronomical community. 

Carbon grains present a particularly difficult problem because they can take 
so many different physical structures, with sometimes significantly different op- 
tical properties. For high temperature grains, the question is whether the grains 
form as amorphous carbon or in the crystal structure of graphite. Rouleau &c 
Martin (1991) and Mathis (1988) summarize the existing evidence which sup- 
ports the conclusion that carbon grains in the stellar environment will occur in 
the form of amorphous carbon. 

Huffman (1988) emphasized the importance of particle clustering on inter- 
preting laboratory measurements. Among the more complete studies of small 
particles are those of Koike et al. (1980), Bussoletti et al. (1987), Edoh (1983), 
and Tanabe et al. (1983). Draine &c Lee (1984) synthesized a variety of labo- 
ratory studies of graphite over a wide range of wavelengths. Rouleau ~; Martin 
(1991) carefully analyzed the data of Bussoletti et al. (1987) to obtain optical 
constants for amorphous carbon in the wavelength range of interest here. The 
results of Rouleau g~ Martin (1991) for the BE1 sample of Bussoletti et al. (t987) 
were used in the study reported here. 

The optical properties of alpha-SiC have been studied by Phillip & Taft 
(1960), Stephens (1980), Friedmann et al. (1981), and Borghesi et al. (1985). 
The thorough synthesis and analysis of laboratory data of P~gouri~ (1988) has 
been utilized in this study. 

6 R e s u l t s  

6.1 Shape  Effects 

The effect of grain shape, as shown by differences between extinction computed 
for spherical grains and with the CDE approximation, affect grains of different 
compositions in radically different ways. Figure 1 shows these effects for the four 
grain species considered here. In each case the extinction cross section for the 
grain species under consideration is defined as 

Cext : Q e x t T r a  2 , (14) 

where Qext : Qabs -4- Qsca. 
Shape effects are generally unimportant for silicate grains, compared to the 

other grain species, although the extinction in the CDE approximation is fifty 
percent greater than the Mie result for wavelengths longer than 10#m. The 
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Fig. 1. Cross section for extinction per unit volume computed with Mie theory (solid 
curves), spherical Rayleigh particles (dashed curves), and the CDE approximation (dot- 
ted curves) for grains in the middle of the Mathis et al. (1977) size distribution. 

CDE result for amorphous carbon shows a steady enhancement throughout the 
infrared of up to a factor of five, compared to spherical grains. 

Because of the differing geometrical cross sections of grains presented to the 
incoming radiation field by CDE grains, sharp spectral features become more 
diffused in this approximation. This effect is most pronounced in the 10#m 
feature of silicon carbide. This effect has been noted by Bohren & Huffman 
(1983) and, as they note, usually produces a better fit with laboratory data. 

Shape effects are most pronounced for metallic grains. Figure 1 shows that 
the CDE result for iron grains is as much as three orders of magnitude greater 
than the Mie result. Computationally, the effect is caused by the' presence of 
a logarithm in the computation of the polarizability in Eq. (13). When the 
imaginary part of the index of refraction becomes large, this term also becomes 
very large. It cannot be argued that the large index of refraction causes a break 
down in the Rayleigh approximation used in the CDE calculation, because the 
extinction of spheres computed with the Rayleigh approximation is actually less 
than the Mie result. Remember also that iron grains are smaller than the other 
grains considered here. 
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Bohren & Huffman (1983) find a similar effect for aluminum, which they 
show is necessary to explain laboratory extinction observations. Greenberg 
Hong (1975) also find that the absorption efficiency of iron needles can be up to 
ten times greater than the absorption efficiency of spheres. 

As a cautionary note, it should be remembered that  the optical properties 
of iron used here are derived from observations of bulk samples. If the index of 
refraction of small iron particles turns out to be significantly smaller than ob- 
served for bulk iron, the extinction enhancement found for the CDE result would 
also be greatly reduced. This reservation once again points out the importance 
of obtaining more appropriate optical constants for iron. 

5 
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Fig. 2, Monochromatic absorption coefficients of grains for an oxygen-rich composition 
at T = 1000 K and p = 10 -16 gm cm -3. The Planck function B~, which is the weighting 
function for the Planck mean opacity, is shown for comparison. 

6.2 R e s u l t s  for C / O  < 1 

The total opacity of grains, as a function of wavenumber (defined as l /A), for 
the solar composition (Anders ~ Grevesse, 1989) is shown in Fig. 2 for a rep- 
resentative value of temperature and density. Because of the CDE enhancement 
of the iron cross section, iron grains dominate the opacity at all wavelengths 
compared to silicate grains. Indeed, since iron condenses at slightly higher tem- 
peratures than silicates, iron dominates the opacity whenever grains are present 
at all temperatures and densities. This result is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows 
the Planck mean opacity at three temperatures as a function of density. 
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Fig. 3. The Planck mean absorption coefficient as a function of the density for three 
temperatures for an oxygen-rich composition. Vertical curves indicate that the species 
appears or disappears at that density. 

6.3 R e s u l t s  for  C/O ~. 1 

Similar results are obtained for a carbon-rich mixture (C/O = 1.05). Figures 4 
and 5 show that iron dominates the opacity for this composi t ion as well, as 
would be expected because its condensation is not strongly affected by changes 
in the C/O ratio. The fact that silicates are present at all may  seem somewhat  
surprising. Silicates condense under these conditions, despite the unfavourable 
C/O ratio, because enough carbon condenses to drive the C/O ratio of  the gas 
phase below one. 

Unlike the case for oxygen-rich composit ions,  iron does not dominate  the 
Planck mean opacity under all conditions. Since carbon grains can form at lower 
densities than iron grains, the opacity at low densities is dominated by the 
opacity of  carbon grains. 
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Fig. 4. Monochromatic absorption coefficient of grains for a carbon-rich composition at 
T = 1000 K and p = 10 -1° gmcm -3. The Planck function By is shown for comparison. 

7 Discuss ion and Conclusion 

The treatment of grain opacity discussed here, including the accurate treatment 
of condensation equilibrium, the use of a realistic distribution of grain sizes, the 
consideration of shape effects through the use of the CDE approximation, and 
the use of the most reliable optical constants available for the major condensing 
species, allows for the most reliable possible computation of the opacity at low 
temperatures. The inclusion of accurate molecular opacities, treated with the 
opacity sampling technique, and atomic line and continuum absorbers allows ac- 
curate opacities to be computed in the temperature range from 600 K to 12,000 K 
for a wide range of densities and chemical compositions. Tables of Rosseland or 
Planck mean opacities are available from the first author for a wide range of 
situations via the Internet at the address DRA @ TWSUVM.UC.TWSU.EDU. 

Many factors enter into the decision of whether to use the Rosseland or the 
Planck mean opacity in a given situation. Clearly, model building is greatly 
simplified when the Rosseland mean is utilized. Nevertheless, it is important 
to keep in mind the nature of the average opacity one is using. Because the 
Rosseland mean opacity is a harmonic mean, it most strongly weights those 
wavelengths with small opacity. The linear Planck mean, on the other hand, 
more strongly weights those wavelengths with the greatest opacity. Because of 
the nature of the assumptions made in the derivation of the Rosseland mean, one 
would expect it to lead to a good approximation of the radiative transfer when 
the optical depth of the medium under consideration is quite large. However, 
if the optical depth of the medium is small, then the radiative transfer will 
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Fig. 5. The Planck mean absorption coefficient as a function of the density for three 
temperatures for a carbon-rich composition. 

become more sensitive to the wavelengths where the opacity is highest. Hence, 
the Planck mean may lead to a more accurate treatment of the radiation field 
under those conditions than the traditional diffusion approximation (see Collins, 
1989; Mihalas 1979)• 

Figure 6 illustrates when these considerations will be important. By compar- 
ing the ratio of the Rosseland to the Planck mean opacity, we can determine 
when the radiative transfer of an optically thin medium will be affected by the 
choice of the mean to be used. At low temperatures, where grains dominate the 
opacity, the two means produce virtually identical results. This result should be 
expected because the opacity of grains is a relatively flat and smooth function 
of wavelength. Similarly at high temperatures, where continuum absorption of 
H and H -  dominates, the two means approach each other• However, at interme- 
diate temperatures, where molecular line sources dominate the opacity, the two 
means can be orders of magnitude apart. It is in this temperature regime where 
these considerations will become most important. 
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Fig. 6. The ratio of the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient to the Planck mean 
absorption coefficient. A reference line is shown for a ratio of one. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Cosmic dust is an ubiquiteous component of the interstellar medium, the pres- 
ence of which has severe bearings both upon the observations and upon the phys- 
ical description and realistic modelling of astronomical objects, in most dusty 
objects, the grain component is intimately interwoven with the gas component 
and the radiation field, and, hence strongly affects the thermodynamical, the 
hydrodynamical and the chemical structure of the object. Therefore any consis- 
tent description of the astrophysical dust complex has to rely upon a treatment 
where these aspects are properly taken into account. In general this complex 
comprises the following problems: 

- Formation of small stable molecular clusters out of the gaseous phase 
- Growth of these clusters to macroscopic specimens (primary condensates: 

grains, plates, etc.) 
- Destruction of grains (e.g. thermal evaporation, sputtering, shattering), and 
- Physical and chemical processing of already existing grains (e.g. coagulation, 

chemical and thermal transformation, etc....). 

In this contribution, the basic concepts for treating astrophysical grain conden- 
sation are surveyed by discussing the potentials, limitations and shortcomings 
of the various approaches. As it is especially dedicated to the question of the 
molecule-solid-transition, particular emphasis is given to the aforementioned first 
and second problem, by which a physical two-step process is suggested, involv- 
ing the gas phase formation of small stable clusters and their subsequent growth 
to macroscopic specimens, which according to their specific shape result in 3- 
dimensional solid grains, two-dimensional (flat or curved) plates or even in fractal 
like structures. We confine our scope to the investigation and physical descrip- 
tion of primary grain condensation, i.e. the formation of the first eondensates 
emerging in astrophysical environments. As in the context of grain formation, the 
other problems - grain destruction and grain processing - are of secondary na- 
ture, in a sense that they concern already existing dust particles, we refrain from 
a discussion of these important subjects (e.g. Greenberg 1989; Jenkins 1989). 
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2 The astronomical objects of dust formation 

In order to give some frame for the dust forming objects and the range of system 
parameters which determine the general conditions of astrophysical dust forma- 
tion (see Gehrz 1989), Fig. 1 displays the total average mass loss rate of various 
astronomical objects in the disk of our galaxy showing dust formation. 
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Fig. 1. Total galactic mass loss (solar masses per year) of various classes of stellar 
objects: TP-AGB: tip-AGB objects, SN: supernovae, A-RGB: asymptotic red giant 
branch, WR-stars, R, YSG: red and yellow supergiants, E-AGB: early AGB objects, 
MS: main sequence stars. The indicated numbers are collected from the literature 
and are inferred from a rather inhomogeneous material (Weinzierl 1991). Despite these 
inherent uncertainties, they provide a confidential order of magnitude and a clear trend 
which is expressed at the percentage of their relative contribution to the total mass 
lOSS. 

Inspection of Fig. 1 clearly shows that nearly 90 % of the total  stellar mass 
loss originates from cool high luminosity stars, i,e. red giants and supergiants, 
in particular from AGB objects, which provide by far the largest contribution 
to the stellar mass injection rate into the interstellar medium. The winds of TP-  
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AGB-s t a r s  show a large fraction of  condensates, with average values of  the mass 
loss rat io 

~/~dust ~ 6.3 M - s ta r s  
/1}/gas = 10-3 • [ 4.5 C - s ta r s  

2.0 S -  s ta r s  

for the different spectral  types (e.g. Knapp 1985; J u r a  1986). 
Beside these main  sources of galactic dust product ion also supernovae  and 

novae outflows, B[e]-stars and even some WR-s ta r s  exhibit  circumstellar dust  
format ion.  As these phenomena,  however, are episodic or of  minor impor tance  
in our  context  (ef. Fig. 1) we focus the further  discussion on the problem of  
grain format ion  in the expanding circumstellar shells of cool late giants  and sn- 
pergiants  (in this context  see the excellent review on the mass loss mechanisms 
in evolved stars of  Lafon & Berruyer 1991). 
This  restr ict ion is also mot iva ted  by model  calculations including dust conden- 
sa t ion applied to various dusty systems. 

Tab le  1. The condensation timescale for different astrophysical situations, n<H> total 
density of hydrogen in the gas, ttyp typical hydrodynamical timescale in the system, 
tcond condensation timescales for SiO, Fe and C. 

O b j e c t  T e m p e r a t u r e  log n<H> log ttyp log tcond Is] 
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11 ~ 13 ~ '14 13 -- 14 

explosive ejection o] matter 

Novae from 10000down < 8 - 1 0 [  6 - 7  ~ 6 - 8  7 - 8  7 - 8  

Supernovae from l0000 down 7 - 9  I 7 - 8  , , ~ 7 - 9  8 - 1 0  8 - 1 0  

massive winds of giant stars 

Cool winds from 2000 down 7 - 10 ~ 8 ~ 7 - 9 ~ 8 ~ 8 

Hot winds from 20000 down 6 - 8 6 ~ 8 - 10 ~ 9 - 10 .~ 9 

Table 1 displays the typical  sys tem parameters  and timescales which for each 
object  determine the possibility and the efficiency of  grain formation.  For sig- 
nificant condensat ion of a species to take place, its characterist ic  condensat ion 
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time t¢ond has to be shorter than the time-period ttyp for which favourable con- 
ditions for grain formation hold during the evolution of the considered object. 
From this table one concludes that only winds of cool stars, and novae and su- 
pernovae fulfil the condition tcond < ttyp necessary for effective condensation of 
species like {SiO, MgO, Fe, . . .  } and { carbon compounds }, which are expected 
to play a key role in primary grain formation in oxygen rich and carbon rich 
environments, respectively (see Sect. 4.2). 

3 A s t r o p h y s i c a l  d u s t  c o n d e n s a t i o n  

3.1 Embedd ing  of  the  dust  fo rmat ion  problem in physics  and  
chemis t ry  

Like any process of physical structure formation, also the problem of cosmic dust 
formation is closely related to various physical and chemical processes which 
either determine the physical and chemical initial and boundary conditions for 
the considered molecule-grain transition or are influenced by the local and global 
feed back of the grain formation process to the overall system. For this reason 
any reliable description of astrophysical grain formation basically has to refer to 
the couplings sketched in Fig. 2, from which the necessary methodical ingredients 
and the induced physical effects can be inferred. 
In a general situation, many of these aspects are still unsufficiently explored or 
even unknown. Thus, a real improvement of this unsatisfactory situation requires 
extensive future work, in particular 

- specific laboratory experiments, 
- detailed theoretical calculations, and 
- suitably designed astrophysical observations. 

Regarding these aspects, at several places important work is going on which 
supports the hope that significant progress in the reliable description of as- 
trophysical dust formation and the consistent quantitative modelling of dust 
forming objects will be on line in the near future. 

3.2 The  wind scenario 

The basic situation of primary grain condensation can be best illustrated for a 
stellar outflow, where initially hot matter expands and subsequently cools and 
dilutes along its way outwards. Hence, both the gas temperature and the matter 
density show a monotonic decrease which causes the plasma to recombine and at 
increasing distance diatomic, polyatomic and finally complex molecules to form. 
At some distance, where the temperature is well below 1500 K certain atoms 
and molecules combine to stable clusters which by further addition of similar or 
different species grow to homogeneous or heterogeneous macroscopic specimens. 

Fig. 3 shows a schematic sketch of this basic situation encountered in the 
flows of cool giants and supergiants, novae and supernovae. Though, Fig. 3 refers 
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C l u s t e r  P h y s i c s  
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-critical phenomena 
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Fig.  2. Basic couplings of the cosmic dust complex to various physical and chemical 
disciplines which in principle have to be considered in a reliable description of dust 
nucleation and growth and for the consistent modelling of a dust forming object. 

to the case of  s ta t ionary  outflows (e.g. s ta t ionary stellar winds, novae and su- 
pernovae expansions) similar scenarios hold for non-s ta t ionary  expansions (e.g. 
circumstel lar  shells of  Miras and LPVs).  As cluster format ion and grain g rowth  
are local phenomena,  the efficiency of  which is controlled by the local thermo-  
dynamica l  and chemical conditions, dust condensation in these objects  depends 
s t rongly e.g. upon  their specific shock s t ructure  and the related t ime scales (see 
Fleischer et al. 1992). 
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Fig.  3. Schematical radial course of temperature and density of an expanding stellar 
wind (cool stationary stellar winds, novae and supernovae) showing the evolution of a 
complex chemistry, and dust nucleation and growth. The nucleation regime is confined 
to a rather narrow zone with temperature between 1300 K . . .  700 K having a relatively 
sharp inner edge. The growth regime extends from the nucleation regime outwards to 
a distance where either the condensable material will be totally consumed by grain 
growth or where it becomes too diluted for having still significant collision rates. 
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3.3 The selfconsistent wind model 
The basic ingredients and couplings for the selfconsistent modelling of a dust 
forming stellar wind are depicted in Fig. 4. 

I 
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Fig. 4. Basic couplings for the selfconsistent description of dust forming stellar wind. 

The upper part comprises the usual stellar atmosphere problem, whereas the 
lower part represents the dust formation complex, consisting of (i) a chemical 
subsystem which determines the dust forming species and their consumption 
due to condensation, and two complexes describing (ii) the formation of stable 
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clusters out of the gas phase, and (iii) the subsequent growth of these clusters 
to macroscopic particles. Besides the specific physical nature of the primary 
dust components and their size distribution function, this box also includes the 
calculation of realistic transport-coefficients which provide the coupling to the 
hydrodynamical  and the thermodynamical structure of the shell. 

In this way both for momentum and energy, control circuits are induced which 
explain why in case of stationary winds, the dust forming shell remains stable 
(see Fig. 5 in Goeres & Sedlmayr 1992), in contrast to non-monotonic situations, 
like Miras and LPVs or RCrB stars where dust induced instabilities develop. It 
is just this strong interaction between the evolving dust complex and the shell 
structure which introduces a pronounced nonlinear behaviour and which makes 
the selfconsistent modelling of most dust forming systems so difficult. 

+ 

® +I 

+ 

+ ? 

Fig. 5. Stabilising control circuits for momentum and energy induced by dust conden- 
sation in a stellar wind. Quantities with index g(d) refer to the gas (dust)-component, 
respectively. The negative sign of the product of the influences (symbolised by the ar- 
rows) in a closed loop guarantee dynamical and thermal stability of the system. The 
side chain of the energy circuit indicated by ? depends strongly on the actual form of 
~g. Thus, its influence upon T~ can be positive or negative. However, this fact does not 
alter the above general conclusion. 

4 T h e  r o l e  o f  c h e m i s t r y  

4.1 T h e  p r i m a r y  e o n d e n s a t e s  

Basically grain formation can be conceived as a chain of chemical reactions which 
result finally in macroscopic products. This is at least true for the first phase 
of the molecule-grain transition where suitable molecules combine to form small 
clusters which by additional chemical reactions grow to their critical size (see 
Sect. 5.2). 
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In order to find out which molecules are important for this initial step of 
cluster condensation, usually three heuristic criteria are applied to the system 
considered (e.g. Gail & Sedlmayr 1986; 1987): 

i) The clustering molecules have to be abundant species in the gas phase 
This criterion is motivated by the observational fact that circumstellar dust 
shells show large optical depths caused by appropriate dust components. 
Then the observed large mass loss ratios (cf. Sect. 2) can only be explained 
if a large fraction of the heavy elements take part in the condensation process. 

it) The clustering molecules must not be blocked by high bond energies 
As a chemical process cluster formation involves reactive species. Thus all 
molecules having a bond energy larger than the reaction energy required for 
cluster formation behave inert and can be excluded. This concerns especially 
CO and N2 which due to their exceptionally high bond energies are blocked 
for the condensation process. 

iii) The resulting clusters have to allow for high temperature condensates 
This criterion is motivated by the observations from which a temperature 
range from 1300 K to 700 K for the dust formation zone is deduced. 

Applying these criteria to a dust forming shell having a reliable chemical com- 
position (e.g. M-stars or C-stars) only a very small number of species remains 
as possible primary condensates (see Sect. 4.2). 

4.2 The  CO-molecule  

Most important in this context is the role of the CO-molecule. Due to its ex- 
ceptionally high bond energy (Ebond "~ 11.09eV) it can only be dissociated by 
rather energetic photons. Thus in the absence of dissociating UV-fields for an 
element compositions eo > cc (co < ec) (ex denotes the abundance of element 
X) nearly all carbon (oxygen) is consumed by CO formation with the consequence 
that in the case of M-stars (C-stars) practically no additional carbon (oxygen) 
compounds can be formed. This fact does not only determine the possible type 
of chemistry developing in such shells but also again reduces the number of pos- 
sible primary condensating species, the most important of which are (e.g. Gall 
& Sedlmayr 1986; 1987): 

- SiO, MgO, MgS, Fe 
- C2H2, C2H,... MgS, SiC, Fe 

for oxygen-rich compositions (M-stars) 
for carbon rich compositions (C-stars) 

This clear picture is considerably modified if UV photons capable to dissociate 
CO are present. In this case in both carbon and oxygen rich environments always 
significant amounts of C atoms, C + ions and oxides are found, which give 
rise to a complex carbon-oxygen chemistry (see Beck et al. 1992). Such cases, 
however, have not been sufficiently studied in the context of circumstellar grain 
condensation. 
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4.3 The  s ta te  of  equi l ibr ium 

The last remark about the role of the CO molecule raises the question of the 
appropriate level of description for the chemistry. If the shell chemistry is dom- 
inated by kinetic reactions detailed balancing holds and consequently the as- 
sumption of chemical equilibrium (CE) is justified. Hence CE is a reasonable 
assumption for all situations where UV-photons can be neglected and where the 
expansion velocities are sufficiently low that the local expansion time scale t~p 
is large compared to the reaction rates involved. This is true for the innermost 
regions of the shells of chromosphere free C- and M-stars inside the sonic point. 
Outside the sonic point the increasing supersonic velocity field causes a signifi- 
cant decrease of t~p which requires expansion effects to be taken into account 
in the chemical reaction network, causing pronounced non-equilibrium effects, 
which in the extreme case of free expansion result in a frozen chemistry. If chro- 
mospheres are present in any case photoreactions dominate. In these situations 
the entire shell departs from chemical equilibrium and the full dynamical reac- 
tion network has to be solved to obtain reliable molecular concentrations (Beck 
et al. 1992; Goeres et al. 1988). 

5 C o s m i c  g r a i n  f o r m a t i o n  

From a microscopic point of view grain formation out of the gaseous phase can be 
conceived as a network of chemical reactions which under favourable conditions 
leads to molecules of increasing complexity which finally grow to macroscopic 
specimens. 

Such a fundamental microscopic description of grain formation is currently 
far from being tractable, not only due to the huge reaction network required to 
produce grains up to size of 1 pro, but also because of the lack of most relevant 
input data (see for instance the set of kinetic equations in Donn et al. 1981). 

However, detailed inspection of the thermodynamic functions and of the 
properties of the small clusters involved shows, that under the usual conditions 
of astrophysical grain formation a well defined condensation barrier exists given 
by a corresponding critical cluster size. This condensation barrier allows the 
molecule-solid phase transition roughly to be considered as a two-step process: 

1. the formation of critical clusters 
2. the growth of these clusters to macroscopic grains. 

5.1 The critical cluster  

When molecules of a condensating species in a supersaturated situation combine 
to small clusters by subsequent molecule addition finally a first thermodynami- 
cally stable configuration is achieved (see Feder et al. 1966). This first marginally 
stable product is called the critical cluster. Along the coordinate axis N in cluster 
space (N is the number of monomers, i.e. the number of the basic constituents 
of the particle) the critical cluster is defined as that cluster of size N, for which 
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the enthalpie of formation AsGON has its maximum value for given temperature 
and density. Hence, by definition all clusters being smaller than N, are thermally 
unstable and thus preferentially will evaporate and all clusters being larger than 
N, are thermally stable and thus preferentially will grow. In this way, the criti- 
cal cluster naturally devides the cluster space into two disjunct regions N < N, 
and N > N,, respectively, separated by a nucleation barrier, usually referred 
to as the nucleation regime, and the growth regime, respectively. The physical 
description of each requires different assumptions and theoretical techniques. 

In astrophysical problems the critical clusters for the condensates to be ex- 
pected are rather small, with N being typically 5 ... 20 at temperature where 
efficient nucleation takes place. Then, N, gives also the order of magnitude for 
the number of chemical reactions required for a cluster to surmount the nucle- 
ation barrier. 
For the conditions encountered in the innermost regions of the stellar out- 
flows, the chemical reaction timescales usually are very small compared to the 
timescales governing the hydrodynamical and thermodynamical evolution of the 
medium. Thus, the formation of critical clusters in stellar outflows usually can 
be considered as a stationary process (Gall & Sedlmayr 1988; Rossi ~z Benevides- 
Soares 1988). This statement even holds for Miras and LPVs where avalanche 
nucleation occurs in the postshock region, where the chemical reaction timescales 
are small compared to the oscillation period (Gauger et al. 1990; Fleischer et al. 
1992). 

As by definition every critical cluster has the tendency to grow, its local 
growth rate aT, determines the number of grains emerging in a given environ- 
ment. Thus, it is a central aim of all condensation theories to find out the critical 
clusters for a given thermodynamical situation and to give a quantitative expres- 
sion for their growth rates. 

In case of thermal equilibrium the partial pressure PN of homogeneous clus- 
ters of size N is simply given by the law of mass action 

Afa~. 
PN -- pNI exP{ -~T } 

with Pl being the partial pressure of the monomers in the gaseous phase (in units 
of standard pressure), T the gas temperature, and k the Boltzmann constant. 
Under the conditions prevailing in circumstellar environments the actual value 
PN is dominated by the exponential function, which at N = N, has a pronounced 
minimum. For this reason, the critical cluster can be seen as a narrow bottle neck 
which the basically unstable small clusters have to surmont along their way of 
formation, in order to arrive at the growth regime. It is just these properties - 
marginal stability and minimum number densily - which give the critical cluster 
a key role in all theories describing dust formation. 

5.2 The nuc lea t ion  regime 

No generally applicable physical treatment of the nucleation process in astro- 
physical environments is yet available. Thus, depending on the actual situation 
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and on the specific nature of the clusters to be expected, methodically different 
descriptions have been suggested for an approximate modelling of the nucleation 
regime. 

e~ t ~  

diffusion in size space 

homomolecular 
b • 

. . . .  homogeneous ( 
/ nucleation heteromolecular 

classical / 
•   romo o . 

~ nucleation ionic • • 

cluster b.~ 

formation "~ 

chemical reaction network 

chemical pathway 
P @ most efficient reaction pathway 

critical cluster 

chain of chemical reactions 

Fig. 6. Basically alternative descriptions of the nucleation regime. 

Fig. 6 displays the main lines according to which the various approaches applied 
today in this regime can be classified with regard to the adopted physical mech- 
anism: 

5.2.1 The chemical network approach 
Straightforward, one could aim to construct a chemical reaction network which 
finally results in the critical clusters. This way, however, faces the principal dif- 
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ficulties 

- that  it is not really known to which minimum size this network has to be 
extended along the evolution of specimens of increasing complexity in order 
to give a realistic quantitative description and how to confine it to such a 
size that  it is still numerically treatable, and 

- that  many necessary input quantities (e.g. cross sections, reaction rates, etc..) 
are not available. 

Therefore, at this time, the chemical network formulation is only applicable to 
situations where the way of cluster formation is well defined and is limited to a set 
of reactions, where the input quantities are known from laboratory experiments 
or from theory. For example, such a network has been worked out by Frenklach &: 
Feigelson (1992), and more extended in the very important thesis of Cherchneff 
(see Cherchneff et al. 1991; 1992; Cherchneff ~ Barker 1992), who describes the 
first steps of the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (PAHs) 
in the outflows of C-stars up to aromatic molecules containing five rings. But 
even in this narrow molecular domain such a large variety of possible reactions 
and products evolves, that one is finally forced to introduce lumping, a procedure 
where the reaction network is artificially reduced by fusing approximately similar 
reaction channels. Since immediately before effective nucleation starts the critical 
cluster is very large, truncated reaction networks in any case result in much too 
large nucleation rates. Thus the required selfregutation of the nucleation zone 
in its specific thermodynamic situation cannot be simulated within those rate 
networks. 

An additional inherent difficulty of this method is, that due to the fast in- 
crease of the number of reaction channels with increasing complexity of the 
evolving aggregates, no obvious criterion is provided by the network of how to 
select the most efficient pathways leading to the critical cluster. 

These basic difficulties of the chemical network approach strongly motivate 
alternative methods for the quantitative description of the nucleation regime, 
which avoid the above principle short-comings. These procedures, however, are 
rather schematic or highly specialized and can be classified as being to some 
extent asymptotic descriptions of the real problem. 

5.2.2 The chemical pathway 
The basic idea of this procedure is to reduce the immense variety of the different 
kinetically possible constructive reactions contained in the full network to the 
most efficient one which requires the minimum travel time in N-space for a small 
molecule to develop deeply into the growth regime and which thus essentially 
determines the grain formation rate. 

Of course such a procedure requires 

i) that  the mechanism of cluster formation basically occurs along few chemi- 
cally well defined channels, and 
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ii) that sufficient information is known about the reaction rates and branchings 
at every reaction step involved. 

Then by detailed discussion of each reaction step, it is possible to select 
the most efficient pathway, i.e. that chain of cluster formation having maximum 
probability for bridging the molecule-cluster-region. If this pathway leads far 
enough into the domain of thermally stable clusters, there always exists a re- 
action step having minimum probability. This bottle neck, which controls the 
efficiency of the grain production is called the critical reaction with respect to 
the selected chemical pathway. Comparing this definition with the properties of 
the critical cluster introduced in Sect. 5.1 one confers that the critical reaction 
just defines the critical cluster N, and its growth rate J ,  along the pathway 
under consideration (see Gail ~z Sedlmayr, 1987; 1988; Goeres 1993). 

In any case, the selection of a chemical pathway is a rather elaborate task 
which requires considerable physical and chemical insight into the actual nu- 
cleation mechanism. Therefore such a procedure is limited to specific problems, 
like PAH formation in C-star shells or the formation of polyaromatic carbon 
molecules (PACs) in RCrB-atmospheres (e.g. Goeres & Sedlmayr 1992). In these 
problems one is guided by laboratory chemistry and the wealth of data provided 
by pyrolysis experiments. 

In this way carbon nucleation in C-star shells is described by a chemical 
pathway starting at acetylene (which is the most abundant condensable species) 
and leading via a series of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of increasing com- 
plexity to flat and curved two-dimensional macroscopic structures (e.g. Keller 
Sedlmayr 1983; Keller 1987; Gall & Sedlmayr 1987; Goeres 1993) which exhibit 
the characteristic emission features attributed to carbonaceous grains (L~ger ~: 
Puget 1984; Allamandola et al. 1987) 

An interesting application of this method is the formation of fullerenes in the 
Kr~tschmer-Fostiropoulos-Huffman experiment (Kr£tschmer et al. 1990), where 
according to our suggestion the nucleation pathway starts from the C10-ring as 
monomer, leading by addition of monomers finally to closed C60- and C70- cages 
(Goeres ~: Sedlmayr 199l). 

5. 2. 3 Classical nucleation theory 
Classical nucleation theory describes the formation of critical clusters, like droplet 
formation in a supersaturated vapour, by means of thermodynamic quantities 
considering the clusters in the nucleation regime as macroscopic particles. The 
properties of these clusters are described either by extrapolation of the corre- 
sponding bulk phase quantities, even into the domain of very small clusters, by 
interpolation between the bulk phase and the corresponding molecular values, 
or by ab initio calculations for the actual equilibrium structure of the emerging 
small clusters from which their thermodynamic properties are derived (KShler 
1993). This latter procedure, however, is rather elaborate and hence is practi- 
cally limited to chemically homogeneous clusters, where the internal interaction 
potentials are sufficiently well known (e.g. MgO-clnster formation). 

In principle, classical nucleation is conceived as an evolution along the N-axis 
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in cluster space described by a master equation for the cluster size distribution 
function (see Yamamoto & Nishida 1977; Gall & Sedlmayr 1988) from which by 
arguments similar to those presented in Sects. 5.1. and 5.2.2. (- first reaction 
with a negligible inverse rate -) the critical reaction step and hence the critical 
cluster and its growth rate can be deduced. 

In real astrophysical situations several basically different mechanisms of clus- 
ter nucleation have to be distinguished with regard to the kind of the primary 
condensating species and to the chemical composition of the emerging clusters: 

5. 2. 3.1 IIomomolecular homogeneous nu cleation 
This mechanism describes the formation of chemically homogeneous clusters by 
direct condensation of molecules of one kind (monomers). Adopting classical nu- 
cleation theory and chemical equilibrium, this most simple approach, hitherto 
has been applied to the formation of 

- pure SiO-, MgO, MgS- and Fe-elusters in the outflows of M-giants and 
supergiants, and 

- amorphous CN- clusters in the outflows of C-stars 

(e.g. Gail & Sedlmayr 1986; 1987; 1988; Sedlmayr 1989) 

5. 2.3. 2 Heteromolecular homogeneous condensation 
This method describes the formation of homogeneous clusters by reactions with 
various kinds of molecules. For example the formation of pure amorphous car- 
bon clusters from various contributing carbon compounds like C1, C2, ..... , C2H, 
C2H2,...., etc. Such a process can be easily treated with slight modifications in 
the frame of classical nucleation theory even in case of non-equilibrium con- 
ditions, (see Gail & Sedlmayr 1988; Gauger et al. 1990). Another important 
application is e.g. the formation of silicates (MgSiO3-, (Mg,Fe)SiO4 -grains) in 
M-giant outflows. This formation mechanism is complicated by the fact that 
under circumstellar conditions only basic constituents, like MgO, SiO, Si20, Fe, 
FeO, etc., are present in the gas phase, but the corresponding nominal molecules 
(like MgSiO3, Mg2SiO4, etc.) do not exist. 

In the usual treatment of these situations thermal equilibrium between the 
various components in the gas phase and the individual constituents in the con- 
sidered solid clusters is adopted, in this way calculating equilibrium abundances 
for the stable condensates as function of temperature and the partial pressures 
of the ambient c0ndensating species. This method has been especially applied 
by the Japanese group in an impressive series of publications, e.g. Kozasa & 
Hasegawa (1987); Kozasa et al. (1989a,b). 

Despite the widespread use of classical homogeneous nucleation theory in as- 
trophysical dust formation problems (e.g. Salpeter 1977; Draine & Salpeter 1977; 
Draine 1979; Gaff & Sedlmayr 1987; Kozasa et al. 1989 a,b), there exist some 
intrinsic shortcomings (see Sedlmayr 1989) which contemporary modifications 
aim to eliminate: 

- The thermodynamical functions required in the small cluster domain, should 
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no more be adopted as smooth functions extrapolated from the macroscopic 
domain, but will be provided by laboratory measurements or ab initio cal- 
culations (KShler 1993). 

- Being basically a phase transition, grain formation requires conditions far 
from thermal equilibrium. In the last years, generalisations of classical nu- 
cleation theory have been developed, which straightforward allow to treat 
situations far from thermal and chemical equilibrium (Gail & Sedlmayr 1988; 
Gauger et al. 1990; Dominik et al. 1993). 

5. 2.3. 3 Heterogeneous nucleation 
In the frame of classical nucleation theory heterogeneous nucleation describes 
the formation of clusters by chemical reactions with already existing nucleation 
seeds, resulting in critical clusters of a new chemical composition. In principle 
heterogeneous nucleation can be described by the chemical network or by the 
chemical pathway approach, respectively, with all difficulties and shortcomings 
inherent in these methods already mentioned in Sects. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Their 
application to PAH-formation in C-star shells is in fact an important example 
for heterogeneous nucleation. 
Heterogeneous cluster formation is also expected in environments contaminated 
by UV-photons, where ions and charged clusters might play a major role in the 
condensation process. Then especially ion-neutral reactions could be important 
in the cluster formation process. However, until now, in the context of astro- 
physics, no reliable description of ionic cluster nucleation exists. In contrast to 
this unsatisfactory situation regarding the nucleation regime, powerful methods 
for treating heterogeneous grain growth have been developed. (see Castleman 
1979; Draine 1979; and recently Dominik et al. 1993). 
Heterogeneous grains are also widely discussed in the context of interstellar grain 
processing (see for instance the review of Tielens &: Allamandola 1987 and refer- 
ences therein). This subject, however, is outside the scope of this contribution. 

5.3 The g r o w t h  regime 

By definition (cf. Sect. 5.1), in a supersaturated environment every cluster larger 
than N, has the tendency to grow at given temperature and density. In all cases 
of astrophysical interest, growth of critical and supercritical clusters is a thermo- 
dynamical process, which in principle can be described by the time evolution of 
the local grain size distribution function f(t, N) according to the corresponding 
master equation (e.g. Gall ~: Sedlmayr 1988; Dominik et al. 1989; 1993). In this 
regime, the relevant growth timescales, at least for sufficiently large particles, 
are comparable or larger than the timescales governing the hydrodynamical evo- 
lution of the system. Therefore, grain growth usually has to be treated as a time 
dependent problem, in contrast to cluster nucleation which in most cases is a 
stationary process. 

In many astrophysical problems, it is not necessary to have the full infor- 
mation provided by the local size distribution function, but it suffices to use 
appropriately defined moments 
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Nu 

K, = E N+f(t,lV), 
N=N, 

j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  

which directly enter into the model calculations (see Gail ~ Sedlmayr 1988). 
Nr and N= are suitably chosen lower and upper limits of summation; d is the 
dimension of the considered grain with d = 2 for two-dimensional, d = 3 for 
three-dimensional particles, respectively. 

Depending on t he  local chemistry and the thermodynamical conditions a 
large variety of resulting grain structures will evolve. Fig. 7 gives a sketch of 
the different types of grains which are expected to evolve in various realistic 

situations. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic sketch of different growth mechanisms and of the expected structures 
of the evolving grains. X + and Y+ denote suitable ions contributing to the growth of 
charged grains. 
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5. 3.1 Growth of chemically homogeneous grains 
Homogeneous grain growth has been studied extensively both for C- and M- 
stars, where the formation of pure carbon grains and of SiO-, MgO-, MgS- and 
Fe-grains are discussed (Gail & Sedlmayr 1986; 1987; 1988). 

As the applied methods only consider molecule addition controlled by a suit- 
ably defined growth timescale no answer can be given to the question concern- 
ing the real mineralogical structures of the resulting grains. To decide whether 
monocryslalline, polycrystalIine or amorphous grains are produced by this con- 
densation process four different timescales have to be compared: 

- the mean capture time tc for a condensating molecule to be adsorbed at the 
cluster surface, 

- the hopping time th of this admolecule at the surface, 
- the time tn required for the admolecule to find a suitable lattice site to be 

built in, and 
- the characteristic evaporation time t~v of the admolecule. 

According to the relations between these timescales different crystalline struc- 
tures of the evolving grains have to be expected (Gail & Sedlmayr 1984): 

a) tc < t~v : This is the basic necessary condition for grain growth to take place. 
It defines the growth regime (see Sect. 5.1). 

b) tn = n2th < t~: The admolecule, after a random walk with n 2 steps, always 
arrives at the energetically most favourable lattice site to be built in. In this 
case monocrystalline grains are expected to form. 

c) t~ _> tc and th < t~: In this case grain addition occurs too fast for allowing 
growth via equilibrium configurations. However, due to the second inequality 
still short range order resulting in polycrystalline specimens is possible. 

d) th > t~: The addition of condensating molecules to the grain occurs so fast, 
that  even no short range order can develop. In this case amorphous grains 
have to be expected. 

Along a typical wind trajectory of a cool giant, we therefore expect an evolu- 
tion via the situations a) --+ b) ---+ c) --+ d), finally resulting in grains, consisting 
of a monocrystalline core, a polycrystalline shell and eventually an amorphous 
mantle (see Gail & Sedlmayr 1984; Williams 1989) 

5. 3. 2 Growth of heterogeneous grains 
Heterogeneous grain growth can easily be treated by a straight forward extension 
of the methods of 5.3.1 including additional condensating species (e.g. Kozasa 

Hasegawa 1987; Tielens 1989; Sharp & Huebner 1990; Dominik et al. 1993). 
Different situations have to be distinguished with regard to the evolving grain 
structures: 

a) Stoichiometric compositions 
These descriptions assume that  grains of a well defined stoichiometric com- 
position are formed in a given chemical environment. The necessary coll- 
dition for this process to occur is that  the gas phase partial pressures of 
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the individual grain constituents are larger than their corresponding vapour 
pressure. Thus, by definition of suitably defined supersaturation ratios equi- 
librium grain structures are calculated from a given chemistry (e.g. Kozasa 
& Hasegawa 1987; Sharp ~ Huebner 1990). A generalisation of these meth- 
ods which allows to treat also non-equilibrium growth is given by Dominik 
et al. (1993). 

b) Heterogeneous compositions (dirty particles) 
Evolution of dirty particles simply can be treated by the method of Dominik 
et al. (1993) if chemically different condensating species are present hav- 
ing a supersaturation ratio larger than unity with regard to the considered 
clusters. Then, these molecules are considered to be deposited at the grain 
surface, which in this way (according to their individual constructive collision 
rates), form a chemically heterogeneous particle having a non-stoichiometric 
composition. 

c) Core-mantle grains 
The general condition for a species to condense is that its local partial pres- 
sure is larger than its corresponding vapour pressure in the solid. This con- 
dition is a very sensitive function of the local temperature and the chemical 
composition. Thus, the monotonic course of these quantities in a stellar wind 
defines a time order with respect to the condensation of certain species in 
a mass element moving outwards. As different regions in the shell usually 
correspond to different chemical conditions, - i.e. different abundances of 
the condensating species - grain growth in a stellar wind proceeds along a 
sequence of changing chemical environments, thus leading quite naturally to 
an onion-shell like grain structure (see Dominik et al. 1993). 

d) Charged grains 
In environments where ionising UV-photons are present a considerable frac- 
tion of the molecules and atoms become ionised thus producing free electrons. 
Calculations of the charge of clusters present in such situations show, that 
due to their large electron affinity macroscopic specimens usually become 
highly negatively charged, easily achieving values of the order < Z >_~ 100e, 
where e denotes the electron unit (Gail & Sedlmayr 1975; Augustin 1990). 
This gives rise to an effective Coulomb-coupling between clusters and ions 
which should cause a considerable increase of the rate of constructive col- 
lisions contributing to grain growth. As this process may involve a large 
variety of positive ions having very different chemical nature heterogeneous 
grains with compositions much apart from those formed by neutral growth 
are expected to evolve. Until now, however, no quantitative description of 
this basically important growth mechanisna is available, and the question 
about the chemical composition and the mineralogical structure of these 
grains is still open. 

5.3.3 Chemical growth 
This growth mechanism basically can be conceived as a straightforward continu- 
ation of the chemical pathway (see Sect. 5.2.2) into the growth domain. It is best 
illustrated by the example of PAH-formatiou in the expanding wind of a C-star. 
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In this case the growth of the critical clusters simply proceeds via a two-step 
process basically defined 

- by formation of a radical site (marked by a dot) by hydrogen abstraction 
according to the reaction 

AN + H --~ A~ + H2 

and 
- by addition of an acetylene molecule due to the reaction 

A~ + C2H2 ~ AN -- CH = C o - H, 

where AN denotes a polyaromatic molecule consisting of N (hexagonal and pen- 
tagonal) rings. By further addition of C2H~ and quasi spontaneous ring closure 
or by a rearrangement process an aromatic molecule with size AN+I results. 
By repetition of this process large two-dimensional fiat or curved polyaromatic 
structures are generated (see Keller 1987; Gail & Sedlmayr 1987; Goeres 1993). 
For large PAHs this growth process can by described by suitably defined mo- 
ment equations (see Gail & Sedhnayr 1987), the solution of which yields the total 
amount of the condensed material and the mean size of the resulting particles, 
from which by functional derivation also the corresponding grain size distribu- 
tion function follows (Dominik et al. 1989, see Sect. 5.4). 

5. 3.4 Grain coagulation 
In the context of stellar winds until now grain coagulation has not been taken 
into account. A first investigation of this process (Kriiger 1992) applying the 
moment method proposed by Pruppacher ~ Klett (1978) suggests, that due to 
the large grain-grain collision timescales coagulation processes should be rather 
ineffective in stellar wind situations.and, thus, have only a minor effect upon 
the emerging size distribution function. Despite this result, which has been ob- 
tained by rather severe mathematical simplifications, in particular regarding the 
adopted initial size distribution functions, coagulation deserves further studies. 
This concerns especially the formation of graphitic (layered) grains from large 
PAHs, where the adhesive forces seem to become relevant for specimens having 
more than hundred C-atoms. 

5. 3. 5 Fraclal structures 
Fractal structures are likely to evolve by grain-grain collisions and thus should 
be of minor importance in circumstellar shells (eft Sect. 5.3.4). However, as the 
question of PAH-coagulation, in particular if curved structures are involved, is 
still open, the formation of fractal like geometrical shapes deserves further in- 
vestigation. Under the conditions prevailing in the interstellar medium, Wright 
(1989) has demonstrated that fractal grain structures are likely to evolve and 
could be important in particular for the interpretation of the far-infrared and 
the sub-mm emissivity (A > 100tim) of the cold components of the interstel- 
lar medium, which would provide a critical test on the existence of fractal dust 
grains in interstellar space. 
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5.4 T h e  g ra in  size s p e c t r u m  

As the growth regime generally can be described thermodynamically by means of 
suitably defined moment equations (Gall & Sedlmayr 1988; Gauger et al. 1990; 
Dominik et al. 1993) the actual grain size spectrum in a dust forming stellar 
wind can be directly calculated by a functional derivative of the equation for the 
0-th moment of the grain size distribution function, which describes the time 
evolution of the grain number density (Dominik et al. 1989; 1993). From these 
calculations one infers that, in case of dust-driven winds, selfconsistent solutions 
always result in a power law like size distribution function 

f ( a )  ~ a - ~  

for the large particle wing of the final grain component, with a being the particle 
size and /~ the spectral index, which for the large variety of calculated models 
ranges between 4 and 5. Such a power law, however, only shows up, if dust 
driven winds, i.e. selfconsistent solutions of the system sketched in Fig. 4 are 
considered. (see Dominik et al. 1989). In situations where the stellar outflow 
is not primarily dust induced, but generated by some different process, like 
mechanical energy input, etc..., asymmetric Gaussian like grain size distribution 
functions are produced (Dominik et al. 1993). This should be the case for objects 
situated in the HR-diagram below the critical line for the possibility of dust 
driven winds (see Dominik et al. 1990). 

In recent years considerable progress has been achieved for obtaining reliable 
size distribution functions for specific primary condensates. Nevertheless, much 
work remains to be done, in particular regarding the various processes of hetero- 
geneous grain growth, the resulting grain sizes and grain geometries, which are 
most important ingredients for the calculation of reliable optical properties of 
the emerging grain components (see Alexander ~ Ferguson this volume). 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

Though considerable progress has been achieved in the last decade regarding 
cosmic dust condensation a number of important open questions still remain, 
e.g.: 

- What  is the true geometrical shape of the grains ? In all calculations adopting 
classical nucleation theory spherical grains are assumed to evolve. 

- What  is the true mineralogical structure of the emerging grains, in particular 
in case of heterogeneous growth ? 

- What  are the optical constants of these particles ? 
- What  is the nucleation mechanism in a partially ionised chemistry and what 

are the critical clusters to be formed ? 
- What  grain size distribution functions evolve in non-monotonic situations, 

like Miras and LPVs ? 
- etc .... 
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Much work addressing these questions is currently under way. Hence one can 
be confident, that within the near future the complex physical and chemical 
problem of astrophysical grain formation, which provides the key for a reliable 
understanding of many astrophysical objects, can be treated in a quantitatively 
more adequate manner for the various situations encountered. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Opacity influences the transfer of radiation and is thus of decisive importance for 
(a) the interpretation of astronomical observations, (b) determining the thermal 
structure, (c) critically influencing molecular, atomic and thermonuclear pro- 
cesses and (d) affecting the overall dynamic evolution during the star formation 
process. Questions pertaining to the onset of instability of gas clouds, their sub- 
sequent fragmentation into smaller clumps, the formation of multiple systems, 
the initial mass function (IMF), the upper and lower mass limits, star formation 
efficiency and the fate of material not collected into stars cannot be considered 
without intimate knowledge of the opacity in this environment. 

It is important to note that, when present, dust dominates the opacity by 
several orders of magnitude in comparison to molecular or atomic contributions 
(see e.g. Yorke 1985). Dust is absent in the star/protostar and its immediate 
vicinity, where the radiation field is too intense, i.e. where the equilibrium grain 
temperature exceeds the sublimation temperature or chemical sputtering takes 
place. This and a multitude of other processes (to be discussed in section 2) alter 
the mixture of grain types, sizes and shapes which can exist at different parts 
within the protostellar envelope. 

We introduce in this context the concept of XNLTE. Whereas in Local Ther- 
modynamic Equilibrium (LTE) the opacity can be unambiguously determined 
by local conditions, say the chemical composition Zi and two state variables, 
density p and temperature T, there is a spatial interconnectivity associated with 
NLTE. In addition to local conditions the opacity depends on the radiation field. 
Usually it suffices to specify the 0 th moment Jv of the radiation intensity at all 
frequencies u. In the case of XNLTE (eXtreme Non-Local Thermodynamic Equi- 
librium) there is also a temporal interconnectivity. The opacity depends not only 
on the global state of the medium but on its overall evolutionary history. This 
is particularly true for dust opacities in the stellar/protostellar environment. 

* This work was supported by the DFG (German research Foundation). Numerical 
calculations were conducted on the CRAY Y-MPs at the HLRZ (Jiilich) and at the 
LRZ (Munich) computing centers. 
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LTE: n~ = x~(p, T, Zi)  
NLTE: nv = xv(p, T, Zi; Jr') 
XNLTE: n, = x,,(p, T, Zi ; J~,, ; history) 

1.1 B a s i c  t y p e s  o f  d u s t  m i x t u r e s  

We shall distinguish between four basic types of interstellar dust mixtures and 
include for completion a fifth type, interplanetary dust (see Figure 1). 

T 
I 
M 
E 

eireurnstellar dust ] 

[ interstellar dust  [ 

Imoleoular cloud dust] 

I I 
[ interplanetary dus t [  

Fig. 1. Evolutionary sequence from circumstellar to interplanetary dust 

C i rcumste l l a r  dust .  Dust forms in the outer regions of cool stars (see e.g. 
Sedlmayr this volume), in novae and in supernovae (see e.g. Evans 1990, Kozasa 
el al. 1991). The composition and size distribution which forms and evolves in 
this environment depends on the chemical abundances, the density, temperature 
and velocity structure and thus can be expected to vary from object to object. 

Diffuse in ters te l la r  dust .  In the general interstellar medium (nil < 10 cm -3) 
grains from various sources have intermixed. Because of frequent reprocessing 
due to the passage of shocks, adsorption 1 of gaseous species, the effect of the dif- 
fuse interstellar UV field, cosmic rays and having spent several previous periods 
of time in the molecular cloud phase, the dust has developed into a homoge- 
neous sample. Its overall optical properties appear to be constant within the 
Galaxy and similar to that observed in the interstellar medium of other galax- 
ies. A "classical" model for the size distribution assumes a power law number 
density of spherical dust grains n(a) oc a - 3 S d a  for grain radii in the range 
50/~ < a < 0.25#m (MRN distribution, Mathis et al. 1977). Current grain mod- 
els include a fraction of very small grains (VSG) with a radius of about 10/~. 

x adsorption -- process of taking up molecules and atoms onto the surface of a solid 
or liquid and binding them by van tier Waals forces, ionic or chemical bonds 
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Molecular  cloud dust .  Due to the comparatively high densities in molecular 
clouds (nil2 > 103 cm -3) the adsorption of gaseous species proceeds at a faster 
rate, grain surface chemistry becomes more important than in the diffuse in- 
terstellar state and the grains develop dirty "icy" mantels. Theoretically, one 
can expect a mixture of H20, CH3OH, CO and some other simple molecules 
(see e.g. Whittet 1993). The exact composition is very uncertain and, since it 
reflects the physical conditions and history of the grain's environment, should 
vary from cloud to cloud. Embedded in the icy coatings one can expect to find 
impurities such as amorphous carbon particles (see e.g. Preibisch et al. 1993). 
Effects of grain coagulation will modify the size distribution and lead to larger 
composite and fluffy grains (Ossenkopf 1993). Depending on particle composi- 
tion van-der-Waals bonds or H-bridges determine the sticking coefficient. High 
relative velocities between colliding grains, say Vrel > 104 cm s -1, may also oc- 
cur and will generally be destructive, so that the overall problem of grain growth 
cannot be expected to be straight-forward. 

P ro tos te l l a r  dust .  In the protostellar environment densities nil2 > 108 cm -3 
occur in the disks formed around the central hydrostatic object (which we here 
designate "protostar"). Processes as described above for molecular clouds are 
prevalent but at a much higher rate. We shall elaborate on this in the following 
sections. 

I n t e r p l a n e t a r y  dust .  Interplanetary dust is the result of the extensive pre- 
processing taking place in the protostellar environment. Adsorption, accretion, 
coagulation and gravitational agglomeration, in addition to further chemical 
evolution and thermal annealing (repeated heating and cooling), occurs to the 
extent that macroscopic particles are formed. These processes, combined with 
the effects of destructive collisions and the destruction of the outer icy layers of 
comets, lead to the characteristic types of interplanetary dust observed in our 
Solar System. Since a detailed discussion of interplanetary dust is beyond the 
scope of the present work, we will not consider it further here and instead refer 
the interested reader to recent reviews (see e.g. Mukai 1990, Levasseur-Regourd 
and Hasegawa 1991). 

1.2 Dust  Models  

When developing a new dust model the following steps are generally followed: 

1. Assume (or attempt to calculate ab initio) chemical composition, shape and 
size of each grain type. 

2. Use "measured" dielectric properties. This is not necessarily trivial, because 
the dielectric properties are in general not known for all materials and for all 
wavelengths of astrophysical interest. Also, the interpretation of laboratory 
measurements is often model dependent. 
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3. Calculate the optical properties of each grain type using e.g. 
- Mie theory (spheres), theories for rotationally symmetric particles (spher- 

oids, finite cylinders) 
- interaction of light with small particles (lattice vibrations, surface modes, 

luminescence, ...) 
- new methods for irregular, anisotropic fluffy, fractal grains (discrete 

dipole approximation, effective medium theories combined with T-matrix 
method or scattering matrix method) 

4. Construct appropriate mean values. Again, this is not always trivial. For 
instance, can one use the mean properties of a mixture of grains of differing 
sizes? Or should each size be treated as a separate component (see Figure 2)? 
Is one allowed to average over different compositions? Generally speaking, 
each averaging assumption should be carefully tested with respect to its 
extent of validity. 

5. Work with the model. And compare to observations. 

The common features of all current dust models (see Table 1) are (1) they 
contain some form of silicate and carbonaceous material and (2) they all claim 
to be able to fit the observed extinction and polarization observations. The first 
item can be interpreted as a general concensus that  indeed carbon and silicates 
are important constituents of the dust, whereas the second item is indicative 
of the non-uniqueness of the model predictions. The basic differences in the 
models are the assumed size and shape distributions, the possible existence of 
organic mantles in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM) and the origin of certain 
characteristic features, such as the near IR emission features and the 220nm 
ultraviolet absorption bump. We summarize the basic characteristics of some 
current grain models in Table 1 (updated and adapted from Mathis 1990). 

Problems with current dust models are: the lack of good optical constants 
of the individual components over a broad wavelength region, our poor under- 
standing of the influence of grain shape and porosity, our lack of detailed un- 
derstanding of the observed polarization, and, of course, the non-uniqueness of 
the models. To a certain extent, these shortcomings can be overlooked, i.e. when 
one is only interested in the global effects of opacity on the spectral appearance. 
Often, however, the details of the dust model critically influence the evolution. 

2 E v o l u t i o n  o f  P r o t o s t e l l a r  O b j e c t s  

We are accustomed to viewing the formation and early evolution of stars as a 
four step process (see e.g. Shu et al. 1987): 
a.) Formation of dense molecular cores and cloud fragments which presumably 

are supported by magnetic fields. 
b.) After the onset of gravitational instability a fragment with non-zero angular 

momentum collapses and forms a central hydrostatic core (M ~ 10 -3 M®, 
i.e. the protostar) surrounded by a disk. Both protostar and disk grow in 
mass as they accrete matter from the molecular cloud fragment. 
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Tab le  1. Characteristics of some current grain models 

Brief title of theory Composition of grains Size distr, of Carrier of Refs. 
(and authors) grains bump 

Core/mantle Silicate cores/organic "Flat" b Small 1,2 
(Greenberg) refractory mantles; also graphite c 

small silicates, graphite 

Core-mantle + iron Similar as Greenberg, with "Flat "b Small 3 
(Chlewicki, Laureijs) small metallic iron particles, graphite c 

PAIIs 

Draine-Lee (or MRN) Bare silicate, graphite a -3'5 Graphite 4,5 

Duley/Jones/Willlams Silicate cores, hydrogenated a -3'5 OH-ions 6 
amor. C clusters, small sill- near Si 
cates 

Composite grains Silicates, amor. C, small a -3'5 Small 7 
(Mathis, Whiffen) graphite in the same grains graphite ~ 

(with free small graphite, 
possibly silicates) 

Fractals (Wright) Grains with fractal - - 8 
dimensions (from growth) 

Sorrell Porous silicates, small amor. Discrete Small 9 
carbon and silicates; small sizes graphite c 
graphitic particles; different 
fractions for the diffuse ISM 
and molecular clouds 

IRAS-compatible dust Amorphous silicate and carbon Discrete Small 10 
(Rowan-Robinson) grains; Small graphite and sizes graphite ~ 

silicate grains 

VSG model Silicate-core mantle grains, a-35;  3D 11 
(D6sert et al.) 3D VSG, 2D VSG VSG VSG 

PAH model Silicate and carbon grains, a-35;  Small 12 
(Siebenmorgen and small graphite particles, PAHs graphite ~ 
Kriigel) PAHs 

Notes: 
References: 1: Hong and Greenberg (1980); 2: Chlewicki and Greenberg (1990); 

3: Chlewicki and Laureijs (1988); 4: Mathis et  al. (1977); 5: Draine and Lee (1984); 
6: Duley and Williams (1988), Duley et  al. (1989); 7: Mathis and Whiffen (1989); 
8: Wright (1987); 9: Sorrell (1992); 10: Rowan-Robinson (1992); 11: D$sert et  al. 
(1990); 12: Siebenmorgen and Kriigel (1992) 
b "Flat" is really an exponential-type distribution. 
c "Sma l l "  graphite means that the radii of all graphite particles are << 0.22 #m, or 
< 0.005 #m. Below this size, the extinction properties do not change with size. 
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c.) The hydrostatic core continues to grow in size primarily due to accretion 
from the disk as angular momentum in the disk is transported outwards. 
This phase is associated with molecular outflows (presumably driven by disk 
accretion) and sometimes with optical jets. 

d.) The disk is dissipated, the outflow dies out and the result is a pre-main 
sequence object (M 2 3 M®) or hydrogen-burning star (M > 10 M®; e.g. 
Yorke 1985), possibly surrounded by a planetary system. 

Phases (a), (c) and (d) are often observed, but there is no clear-cut candidate 
for an object in phase (b), i.e. a protostar highly embedded in a dusty envelope 
which is not associated with an outflow. 

As material falls into the central regions dust grains can be destroyed due 
to a variety of effects (direct sublimation, photon or particle sputtering, passage 
of grains through a shock front, etc.), which causes a dramatic decrease of the 
opacity. This is due to the extremely large differences between the dust and 
gas opacity for temperatures in the range from 1000 to 2000 K. This effect can 
cause a number of instabilities in the accretion process. In spherically symmet- 
ric numerical calculations by Yorke and Kriigel (1977) oscillations occurred in 
the protostellar envelope for cases Mdoud = 50 M G and 100 M® with periods 
p ~ (rs.b/GM)3 112, where rs.b is the radius of destruction of a major dust com- 
ponent. 

Yorke (1988) derived approximate formulae for the destruction radii of re- 
fractory particles (Ts=b ~ 1800 K): 

[ QefrL ]112 
r~t ~ 2.5 x 1013 cm [ 1--d~o j 

and for the destruction of volatile (icy) coatings (Tsub ..~ 100 K): 

[ QeffL ]1/2 
rv  ,.~ 3.4 x 1016 cm [ 10 3 L® J 

where L is the luminosity of the central source and Qefr is the effective absorp- 
tion cross section of a spherical dust particle normalized by the geometric cross 
section. When the dust "sees" the optical photons from the central source di- 
rectly then Qefr ~ 1. For the volatile component Qe~T can vary between Qefr ~ 1 
(optically thin ease) and Qefr ~ 10 -3 (optically thick). Note that these approx- 
imate formulae do not include the effect of the temperature fluctuations to be 
expected in very small grains (see Figure 2). 

An analytical study by Wuchterl (1990) predicts the generation of local hy- 
drodynamic instabilities for protostars of all masses if opacity gradients with 
temperature and/or density occur. However, it is not clear if the conditions 
derived by Wuchterl are not only necessary but also sufficient for large scale 
instabilities to develop. Recently, Balluch (1991) found in his hydrodynamical 
calculations of low mass protostars large scale instabilities to occur simulta- 
neously, but with unspecified causal connections, with dust disappearance. In 
contrast to the Yorke and Kriigel (1977) high mass protostellar models, Balluch 
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allowed dust to reappear spontaneously with the same tabulated optical proper- 
ties when permitted by local conditions. Numerically, the instability that causes 
the oscillations is most likely the result of the sudden and large changes of the 
Rosseland mean opacities used. This may be even a purely numerical effect if 
the opacity is part of the grid equation. 

In the paper by Balluch (1991) no physical treatment of the dust destruc- 
tion and production is given. Extremely large negative opacity gradients ap- 
pear abruptly as soon as one exceeds the largest temperature at which the dust 
opacity is tabulated. The question remains how the opacity behaves in the de- 
struction/production zone and how steep the gradient is. What is the rble of 
non-equilibrium molecular chemistry and its contribution to the opacity in the 
dust-free zone? How do large scale oscillations affect the dust evolution? Lenzuni 
et al. (1993) made an attempt of a more realistic modelling of the dust destruc- 
tion in protostellar cores and derived temperature dependent Rosseland mean 
opacities for this case. Dust production was not considered. Obviously, this is an 
XNLTE problem, which can only be solved by detailed numerical modelling. 

The problem is further complicated by the coagulation and fragmentation of 
dusty grains in the immediate vicinity of protostars and young main sequence 
stars. At the relatively high densities of protostellar disks dust grains can coag- 
ulate if relative velocities are smaller than 102 cm s -1. At much higher relative 
velocities the collisions would lead to a fragmentation of the grains. Both pro- 
cesses can change the grain distribution and therefore the dust opacities. The 
coagulation process leads to more open and fluffy structures which introduces 
a porousity parameter in addition to the size parameter for the description of 
the dust density distribution. The formation of fluffy "dirty-ice" grains results 
in increased far-infrared and submillimeter dust opacities (e.g. Preibisch et al. 
1993). Specific estimates for the value of the opacity depend on the adopted 
grain model, especially on the silicate-to-carbon ratio and the abundance of 
grains with large refractive indices (Blum 1993). 

As an example of the density, temperature and velocity structure to be ex- 
pected from a collapsing 1 M o molecular clump during phase (b) accretion, the 
results of numerical calculations by Yorke et al. (1993) are displayed in Figure 3. 
Dusty material falls at almost free fall velocities until it encounters the accretion 
shock front (bunching of density contour lines) which surrounds the equilibrium 
disk. After passing through the shock front where further dust processing (ad- 
sorption, fragmentation and coagulation) can be expected, the material settles 
onto the disk several scale heights above the equator. One density scale height 
Hp corresponds to crossing two contour lines at a constant radial distance r from 
the axis. When Hp << r, one speaks of a "thin disk". For the disk displayed in 
Figure 3 Hp ~ 0.1 r. 

The temperature in the equilibrium disk depends only weakly on the height 
z from the equator and is thus basically a function of radial distance only. This 
means that such disks will not be unstable to convection in the z-direction. Only 
when the energy generated by viscous processes in the disk is much greater that 
the energy absorbed from the central source, can the disk become convectively 
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unstable. At first dust can be expected to sediment toward the equator, its drift 
velocity depends on the ratio of dust surface area to mass. Coagulation will be 
prevalent and the opacity in the disk and the dust's scale height will be modified. 
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Fig. 3. Structure of temperature (dashed-dotted contour lines), density (solid contour 
lines) and velocity (arrows; linear scale in upper left of frame) of a protostellar disk 
during phase (b) at time t = 86 000 yr. The outermost density (temperature) contours 
(in cgs units) begin at log p = -19.4 (log T = 1.3) and adjacent contour levels are 
separated by Alog p = 0.2 (AlogT = 0.05). 

The further evolution depends on the interplay of several poorly understood 
physical processes. Variations of opacity as a function of z can induce convec- 
tion, which will increase the outward transport of angular momentum within the 
disk (and the inward mass flux). Other processes may be principally responsi- 
ble for angular momentum transport  (magnetic fields, turbulence, gravitational 
torques). The accretion of material via the disk onto the central source is accom- 
panied by mass outflow along the axis. Random turbulent velocities will further 
enhance coagulation (Morrill 1985) and at the same time increase the dust 's 
scale height. Untangling this XNLTE problem is necessary for understanding 
the formation of planets in general and our Solar System in particular. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Molecules play a unique role in solar spectroscopy in allowing to derive, with 
high accuracy, the temperature structure of the photospheric layers from where 
the solar spectrum in the near ultraviolet, visible and infrared emerges. They 
also allow to observe the heterogeneous structure of the outer layers as well as 
the subtle convective motions in the layers just above the solar convection zone. 
Molecules play also a unique role in defining the solar chemical composition, at 
least as far as the very important elements like carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are 
concerned. They also offer the unique opportunity to derive meaningful isotopic 
ratios for C and O. Although we shall not deal with sunspots in the present 
review, it has to be recalled that molecules are the only tracers to derive the 
solar abundances of C1 and F from the rotation-vibration lines of HC1 and HF 
present in the infrared sunspot spectra (Hall & Noyes 1972; Hall & Noyes 1969). 

On the other hand, the Sun itself offers a unique opportunity to produce 
molecular transitions, in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), at rather high 
temperatures (T ,~ 5000 K), higher in any case than in the laboratory, often in 
non LTE (see review by Johnson in this volume). Therefore, new lines and new 
transitions of higher excitation appear in the solar spectrum allowing to use 
the Sun as a "permanent laboratory source" in order to refine the molecular 
constants. Furthermore, the solar photosphere, where we believe the physical 
conditions and physical processes are better known than in any other stars, 
offers a unique possiblity to test basic molecular data like dissociation energies 
and transition probabilities. 

2 M o l e c u l e s  and the  Solar S p e c t r u m  

It is well known that the solar photospheric spectrum, from the near ultraviolet 
to the infrared, emerges from a very thin layer of about 1/1000 of the solar radius 
(700.000 kin) just above the solar convection zone. In this region, the photon 
mean free path becomes rapidly very large whereas it was very small below it. 
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Solar spec t ra  of  very high resolution and high signal over noise rat io now 
cover the range from the ultraviolet to the infrared where the most  i m p o r t a n t  
molecular  t ransi t ions are found. Let us ment ion the most  impor t an t  of  these 
solar atlases : Kurucz (1991) and Moore et al. (1982) for references concerning 
solar atlases, Delbouille et al. (1973; 3000 to 10000/~), Delbou{lle et al. (1981; 1 
# m  to 5 #m),  Kurucz et al. (1984; 296 # m  to 1.3 #m),  Blatherwick et al. (1983; 
IR),  Goldman  et al. (1987, 1992; IR), Farmer & Norton (1989; 2 # m  to 16 #m),  
Livingston & Wallace (1991; 1.1 to 5.4 #m),  Wallace et al. (1993; 7350 to 11230 
A), Brekke (1993; 1190 to 1730/~). The  solar atlas of Farmer  & Nor ton  (1989) 
is the first infrared solar spec t rum obtained from above the ear th  a tmosphere  
by the A T M O S  FTS experiment  which flew on board the Spacelab 3 Mission in 
May 1985. It  allows to see, for the first time, the true solar spec t rum from 2 to 
16 #m,  in a region which is heavily per turbed by tellurie absorption.  

Tab le  1. Molecular lines present in the ultraviolet and visible parts of the photospheric 
spectrum 

Molecule 

H2 
H2 
CO 
SiO 
OK 
Nit 
Cil 
Cil  
Cil 
CN 

Sill + 
Sill 

CH + 
C~ 

MgH 
CN 

Electronic 
transition 

BIE+ _ X ' E +  

CIH~ - X12+ 

Spectral 
region (nm) 

120.9 - 158.1 
120.9 - 125.4 

Number 
of bands 

17 
2 

Number 
of lines 

77 
2 

A1/ /_  XI~ 
A1/ /_  X I ~  

A2Z+ _ X2//  
AS/I _ XaE - 
C2~+ _ X2//  
B2E - _ X2//  
A2A ,_ X~// 

B2E+ _ X2Z+ 
A~/ /_  X ~ +  
A2A _ X2//  

A1H_ X1E+ 
d a l I o  - aa//~ 
A2/ /_  X2£ ' 

ASII_  X2G'+ 

136.0 - 167.0 
224.0 - 278.0 
281.0 - 337.8 
328.0 - 348.7 
309.1 - 321.5 
362.7 - 411.9 
413.3- 494.1 
358.3 - 477.6 
399.2- 448.9 
410.0 - 419.1 
422.3 - 445.7 
466.4 - 563.5 
495.6 - 521.0 
550.0 -2500.0 

3 
3 
7 
2 
2 
3 
4 
9 
2 
1 
1 

8 
1 

32 

70 
70 

457 
265 
92 
142 
486 
785 
50 

148 
14 
555 
114 

> 4000 

References 

(1) 
(2) 
(1) 
(3) 

(3) (4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(4) 
(4) 

(4) (8-10) 

(1) Sandlin et al. (1986), (2) Bartoe et al. (1979), (3) Moore et al. (1982), (4) Moore 
et al. (1966), (5) Grevesse & Sauval (1970), (6) Sauval (1969), (7) Grevesse & Sauval 
(1971b), (8) Swensson et aJ. (1970), (9) Sneden & Lambert (1982), (10) Sanval et al. 
(1993). 

In the solar spect rum,  one finds transit ions due to diatomic molecules only, 
made  of  the mos t  abundan t  species like H, C, N and O together  with fainter  lines 
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due to MgH, Sill, Sill +, CH +. Among the transitions, we find the electronic 
transitions of CO, H2 and SiO in the UV, the electronic transitions of OH, CH, 
Nit, C2, and CN and in the infrared, rotation-vibration transitions of CO, CH, 
OH, NH and pure rotation transitions of OH and NH. We have to mention 
here a difficult case of molecular identification: many lines belonging to the 
blue and green bands of Fell were tentatively identified in the disk spectrum, 
essentially based on a statistical test of the wavelength coincidences (Carroll et 
al. 1976). Later Wing et al. (1977) and WShl et al. (1983) showed that there 
was no evidence for other Fell bands in the infrared photospheric spectrum 
(these IR bands are well present in sunspot spectra). Their conclusion is that 
the blue and green Fell bands are very probably absent in the photospheric 
spectrum (see Lambert, 1988, for a review of the Fell identification). Table 1 
summarizes the different molecular transitions identified in the ultraviolet and 
visible parts of the solar photospheric spectrum (see Grevesse & Sauval, 1991, 
for a similar table relative to the infrared part of the solar spectrum). Detailed 
tables of identifications, covering atomic as well as molecular lines, may be found 
in Moore et al. (1966; 2935 to 8770 A; 1982; 2095 to 3069 A), Swensson et al. 
(1970; 7498 to 12016 /~), Blatherwick et al. (1983; IR), Goldman et al. (1987; 
IR), Geller (1992, 2 to 16/~m). 

3 C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  t h e  M o l e c u l a r  D e n s i t i e s  

Chemical equilibrium is assumed between the different atomic and molecular 
species. In the solar photosphere where rather few diatomic molecules are formed, 
the system of equations relating atomic and molecular species is rather simple. 
Let us write it for H, C, N and O which produce by far the most abundant 
diatomic molecules. We shall express it, as usual, in terms of the partial pressures 
of the different species : 

PH = PH -b PH+ -4- PH-  + 2pH2 d- PCH -4- PNH ~- POH -Jr- . . .  

P c  = Pc  + Pc+ + 2pc~ + P c o  + PCN + PCH -t- ... 

PN = PN + PN+ -4- 2pN2 + PNH -~ PCN + ... 

Po  = Po + Po+ + 2po~ + P c o  -[-POH q-.. . ,  

(1) 

where Px is the total pressure of species X and Px is the partial pressure 
of the sames species under the form indicated (neutral, ionized, molecular). The 
corresponding number densities, computed from P = N kT, will be represented 
by Nx and nx respectively. 

Other terms and other equations are added in order to include very minor 
species which are not or hardly seen in the solar spectrum. 

The P x + / P x  are computed by the Saha law and the partial molecular pres- 
sures obey the Guldberg-Waage law : 

P A P._.__~X 
P A X -  K A X  (2) 
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where KAX, the so-called equilibrium constant, at temperature T, is given by 

3/2(kT)5/2QAQx exp(-Do/kT)  (3) K , x  = \--p-] 

The Q's are the partition functions for the atoms and the molecule; m is the 
reduced mass and Do is the dissociation energy of molecule AX. 

If we express Do in eV, it is convenient to replace exp ( -Do/kT)  by 10 -D°° 
where (9 = 5040/T. From (2) and (3), we derive easily the number density of 
molecule A X  : 

( h~ ~ ~12 QAX 
nAX = nAnx \2-----~-mm] (kT)-3/2 QAQx 10D°° (4) 

As in the solar photosphere T ,- 5000K, (9 --~ 1, we see that an uncertainty 
of 0.10 eV on the dissociation energy makes the molecular abundance uncertain 
by 0.10 dcx i.e. 25~! This problem of the accuracy needed for the dissociation 
energies is a very serious one. The example of the quite common CN molecule 
can perhaps best illustrate the point. For long years, the dissociation energy has 
been very uncertain with values from 7.2 to 7.9 eV. Even today, there is still a 
difference of about 0.12 dex (30 % uncertainty on the CN density) between the 
best experimental value, 7.77 eV, and the best theoretical result, 7.65 eV (see 
review by Costes & Naulin in this volume and Sect. 8.1). 

Another important result is readily derived from relation (4) concerning the 
temperature dependence of the molecular abundances. Let us take CO as the 
best example, with its high dissociation energy, Do = 11.09 eV. If  we decrease 
the lemperature by 1 ~ i.e. 50 K around 5000 K, the number of CO molecules 
will increase by 30 N.t CO is actually the most sensitive temperature indicator 
(see Sect. 4). 

If we know all the equilibrium constants i.e. all the molecular and atomic 
partition functions and the dissociation energies, the system of equations (1) 
can easily be solved by an iterative procedure and we thus easily obtain the 
molecular abundances versus depth in the solar photosphere for a given set of 
elemental abundances and a given model atmosphere. 

Computations of the molecular partition functions and equilibrium constants 
have been carried out by many authors. Table 2 gives an overview of the most 
recent investigations on this subject. Detailed discussions on the methods used 
to calculate exact molecular partition functions have been published, especially 
for CO and H2, by Bohn & Woff (1984), Sauval & Tatum (1984; see also Tatum 
1988), Chase et al. (1985, JANAF Tables) and Irwin (1987). Most of these de- 
terminations lead to polynomial fits as a function of the temperature (or of the 
reciprocal temperature). 

When computing the line opacity of a real molecular line, we need to use 
the density of molecules in a given excited level. This is computed from the 
Boltzmann law and this value is inversely proportional to the molecular partition 
function QAX. When combining this with (4), it is immediately seen, at least for 
minor species, that the density of a molecule in an excited level is independent of 
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Table 2. Partition functions and equilibrium constants for molecules of astrophysical 
interest 

References Q K Total number of molecules (AB + ABC..) 

(1) 
(2) 
(S) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6)(*) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

K 
Q 

Q K  
Q 
K 

Q K  
Q 

Q K  
Q 

282 (182 + lOO) 
20 ( 19 + 1) 

> 250 (100 + 150) 
66 ( 33 + 33) 
53 ( 26 + 27) 
soo (300 + o) 
58 ( 26 + 27) 

> 500 (200 + 300) 
162 (0 + 162) 

(*) Note that there is a small error in the tabulated coefficients of log K relative to 
18 of the positive molecular ions, AB +, for which I(A) < I(B). The atomic partition 
functions which were adopted in K (AB+), Q (A) and Q (B+), are incorrect and they 
have to be replaced by Q (A +) and Q (B) as mentioned in the text. 

(1) Tsuji (1973), (2) Scalo & Ross (1976), (3) Gurvich et al. (1978-1981), (4) Irwin 
(1981), (5) Rossi ~z Maciel (1983), (6) Sauval & Tatum (1984), (7) Rossi et al. (1985), 
(8) Chase et al. (1985, JANAF Tables), (9) Irwin (1988) 

the molecular partition function. This is true only if the dissociation constants 
have been evaluated with the same molecular partit ion functions! 

4 M o l e c u l e s  a n d  t h e  T e m p e r a t u r e  S t r u c t u r e  

Empirical models of the solar photosphere are generally built from observations 
of the absolute solar continuous intensity versus wavelength, from center to limb 
variation of this intensity and from atomic line profiles. The best photospheric 
model of Holweger ~: Miiller (1974) is built in that  way; atomic spectral lines 
allow to extend the model to higher layers because continuum observations of 
high quality only cover the visible and near infrared and therefore only allow 
to test the temperature structure in rather deep layers. The model of Holweger 
& M/iller (1974) is in good agreement with the most recent Harvard-Oslo solar 
model of Maltby et al. (1986). 

We showed how rotation-vibration and pure rotation lines of OH can be 
used to test the temperature structure in the solar photosphere (Grevesse et 
al. 1984; Sauval et al. 1984). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 of Grevesse et al. 
(1984), where we show the resulting solar abundance of oxygen derived from 
rotation-vibration and pure rotation lines of different excitation energies. Using 
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the Holweger-M/iller model leads to the same abundance for all the lines whereas, 
using the Vernazza et al. (1976) model, an earlier version of the Harvard-Oslo 
model, leads to a very strong dependence of the derived abundance on the ex- 
citation energy. This can only be explained by slight temperature differences 
between the two models. 

We showed in Sect 3. that CO is the most sensitive temperature indicator in 
the solar photosphere. It is definitely more sensitive than Fe I lines which have 
been used by different authors (in the photosphere, about 95 % of the Fe is in 
the form of Fe II and 5 % as Fe I). 

CO lines have another advantage. With the ATMOS solar spectra from space 
(Farmer & Norton 1989) we entirely see all the rotation-vibration lines of the 
fundamental (Av = 1) and first-overtone (Av = 2) bands. We can follow the two 
sequences up to high v-values and J-values without interruption. This is quite a 
progress as compared with what can be seen from ground-based spectra. Thus, 
we have now at our disposal a very large number of CO lines, from strong to faint 
lines, which can be measured with very high accuracy (blends are quite rare in 
these spectral regions). The strongest of these CO lines are formed very high in 
the solar photosphere, at about the same geometrical depth as the Ca II II and K 
lines which indicate the chromospheric temperature rise. The faintest CO lines 
are formed rather deep. Therefore, CO lines are a unique thermometer which 
allows to scan layers from above the so-called region of minimum temperature 
between the photosphere and the chromosphere down to rather deep layers. 

We recently reported (Grevesse ~ Sauval 1991) how the numerous CO lines 
in the infrared solar spectrum can be used to refine the photospheric temperature 
up to very high photospheric layers. Our new empirical model (see Fig. 3 in the 
hereabove mentioned paper) confirms the role of CO in the upper photospheric 
layers. 

5 L i n e  S h i f t s ,  A s y m m e t r i e s  a n d  C o n v e c t i o n  

Observations of absolute line shifts and asymmetries in the solar line profiles 
are generally interpreted as the result of the presence of convective motions 
above the theoretical upper limit of the solar convection zone (see e.g. de Jager 
1959). More recently Dravins et al. (1981, 1986) and Nadeau (1988) used a large 
number of Fe I and Fe II lines to make a comprehensive analysis of these shifts 
and asymmetries. 

In a simple qualitative model of the convective motions, hot matter is mov- 
ing upwards whereas cool matter moves downwards. In such a model, one sees 
easily when combining the line profiles shifted to the blue (hot matter, higher 
intensity) and to the red (cool matter, lower intensity), that the resulting line 
profile becomes asymmetric, each point of the line profile being shifted, relative 
to its laboratory position, by a different amount. 

The numerous CO lines observed in the ATMOS solar spectrum have many 
advantages when used to study these effects. They are the most sensitive indi- 
cators of temperature differences. They are formed in a much wider range of 
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depths than the Fe lines previously used. They allow to see what happens to 
the convective motions when going to extremely high photospheric layers. They 
do not suffer from hyperfine structure broadening. The isotopic effects are much 
larger than the line widths. The probability of an unknown blend slightly per- 
turbing the line profile decreases also tremendously as one goes from the visible 
to the infrared. Finally, the wavenumbers of the CO lines are known with a 
higher accuracy than the Fe lines in the visible. 

We recently showed (Grevesse & Sauval 1991; Blomme et al. 1993) how the 
shifts and asymmetries in the CO lines can be used to refine our knowledge of 
the convective motions over a very wide range of depths. 

6 S o l a r  A b u n d a n c e s  o f  C ,  N a n d  O 

Carbon, nitrogen and oxygen have partially escaped from the meteorites. The so- 
lar spectrum is thus the only source of reliable solar system abundances of these 
important elements. The needs for an accurate knowledge of the solar abun- 
dances of these elements have been summarized by Lambert (1978) and Sauval 
et al. (1984). The most important motivation for refining our knowledge of these 
values is certainly the fact that they contribute to about 70 % to the metallicity 
(in the astronomical literature, the metallicity is the sum of the abundances, by 
mass, of all the elements except for hydrogen and helium). The detailed values 
of the C, N and O abundances are of crucial importance for the opacity calcu- 
lations for stellar interiors (OPAL : Iglesias et al. 1992; OPACITY PROJECT : 
Seaton et al. 1992) as well as for stellar envelopes (Kurucz 1992). 

C, N and O have quite a large number of indicators in the solar photospheric 
spectrum. Lambert (1978) was the first to show the importance of using all the 
indicators of the abundances of these elements, atoms as well as molecules. 

In different papers (Sauval et al. 1984; Grevesse et al. 1984; Grevesse et al. 
1990, 1991; Geller et al. 1991; Grevesse &5 Sauval 1991; Grevesse et al. 1992; 
Grevesse et al. 1993) we report the detailed results of new analyses. During 
these works, it became clear that permitted atomic lines of C I, N I and O I are 
probably not the best abundance indicators because of blending problems, prob- 
lems with the transition probabilities (although much progress has recently been 
made : Bi@mont et al. 1991; Hibbert et al. 1991; Hibbert et al. 1993) and possi- 
ble departures from LTE in O I (Kiselman 1991; Grevesse &5 Noels 1993). It also 
became clear that the best abundance indicators are the molecular transitions, 
i.e. C2 (Swan, Phillips), CH (A-X), CH rotation-vibration, NH and OH rotation- 
vibration and pure rotation. Among these molecular indicators, the best ones 
are without any doubt the infrared transitions which are less perturbed than the 
transitions at shorter wavelengths and which can now be measured with high 
accuracy on the ATMOS solar infrared spectra from space (Farmer & Norton 
1989). 

Our analyses have shown that the results from the different indicators agree 
remarkably. The results have been slightly revised recently (Grevesse et al. 1993) 
in order to take into account slight changes in the model atmosphere due to a 
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reduction in the solar abundance of iron which is a substantial electron donor. 
The values we recommend are Ac = 8.55, AN = 7.97, Ao = 8.87, where Ax 
means log Nx/NH, in the usual scale where log NH = 12, with an uncertainty 
of about 0.05 dex. 

It is well known that  isotopic effects on atomic lines are extremely small as 
compared to the thermal widths of the lines in the solar spectrum. The only iso- 
topes for which one has reliable abundance data are 12C/13C and 160/180/170. 
These ratios are derived from the rotation-vibration lines of CO (Av = 1). 

In the ATMOS spectra, quite a large number of 13C160 lines are available; 
lines of 12CLSO are easily measurable and, for the first time in the solar photo- 
spheric spectrum, we have identified and measured a few lines of 12C170. The 
solar isotopic ratios derived from these new measurements agree, within the er- 
ror bars, with the telluric values (Anders ~ Grevesse 1989; 12/13 = 89, 16/18 
= 499, 16/17 = 2625). They also agree with values for 13C and lSO obtained by 
Harris et al. (1987) from CO fundamental bands observed from a balloon. 

7 T h e  S u n  a s  a " L a b o r a t o r y  S o u r c e "  f o r  P r o d u c i n g  

M o l e c u l a r  S p e c t r a  

The advantages of the Sun as a permanent source for producing molecular spec- 
tra has been recalled in the introduction. Molecules can survive in the solar 
atmosphere, under LTE, at rather high temperatures (,-~ 5000 K) whereas they 
are often destroyed in the laboratory, even at lower temperatures but in non 
LTE. The Sun thus provides a fairly complete coverage, especially in rotational 
excitation, reaching higher values than in the laboratory. 

We have shown in different papers (M~len et al. 1989; Farrenq et al. 1991; 
Grevesse & Sauval 1992; Sauval et al. 1992; Grevesse et al. 1991; Geller et al. 
1991) that  infrared solar spectra from space make it possible to see a large 
number of new high excitation lines and transitions never seen in the laboratory, 
and we have shown how these new data have been used to derive improved 
molecular constants for the ground states of CH and CO. 

8 T e s t i n g  M o l e c u l a r  D a t a  u s i n g  S o l a r  S p e c t r o s c o p y  

Let us recall (Sect. 3) that the uncertainties in the line absorption coefficient of 
a molecular line essentially depends on the uncertainties of two molecular quan- 
tities, the line oscillator strength, f~j,  and the dissociation energy, Do, as well as 
on the uncertainties in the number densities of the relevant atoms, NA and Nx, 
in the photospheric layers. As the atomic abundances can be derived, in most 
of the cases, using other indicators, it is possible to derive, from a comparison 
of observed and synthetic line profiles, the "solar value" of a missing molecular 
parameter if the other is known or a relation between the two parameters if they 
are both uncertain. 

This however, builds on the assumption that the physical processes and phys- 
ical conditions in the solar photosphere are well known. We discussed the physical 
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conditions in Sect. 4. A very large number of observations and theoretical studies 
have accumulated with the years. They all converge to convince solar spectro- 
scopists that  the LTE hypothesis works pretty well in most of the cases (see e.g. 
Hinkle ~ Lambert,  1975). We are even tempted to say that  the Sun is never "at 
fault". 

We have shown (Grevesse et al. 1991), in the course of our analysis of the solar 
carbon abundance derived from many different indicators, how the dissociation 
energy of C2 has been tested and how the transition probabilities of the C2 Swan 
(0-0) band and the C2 Phillips (0-0) and (1-0) bands have been selected among 
different available values. Similar tests have been made on NH (Grevesse et al. 
1990; Geller et al. 1991) and on OH (Sauval et al. 1984; Grevesse et al. 1984). 
These solar tests of molecular data  are summarized in Grevesse &: Sauval (1992). 

8.1 CN red system 

In collaboration with R. Blomme, we have made a new analysis of a large number 
of lines of this system in the solar photospheric spectrum. Other recent studies 
of these lines have been made by Sneden & Lambert  (1982); see also Lamber t  
et al (1986), Sinha ~ Tripathi (1986). We have been extremely careful in the 
selection of the lines. This selection was based on the total half-widths of the 
lines. We also compared the solar spectrum with a predicted CN spectrum based 
on Kotlar et al (1980) for the constants and on Jergensen ~ Larsson (1990) for 
the intensities. With these two criteria we have been able to reject most of the 
blended CN lines. The molecular data  concerning this system are still uncertain 
to some extent. Recent experimental values of the dissociation energy cluster 
around 7.75 eV (Eres et al 1984; Wannenmacher et al. 1990; Costes et al. 1990; 
Huang et al. 1992) with rather small uncertainties (0.02 to 0.05 eV) whereas 
theoretical values are generally much lower (7.65 eV : Bauschlicher et al. 1988; 
7.41 eV : Knowles et al. 1988; 7.52 eV : Larsson et al. 1983; but  8.05 eV : Rao et al. 
1982). For the band oscillator strength (0-0 band), we have also a disagreement 
between theoretical values, which cluster around 2.35 10 -3 (Bauschlicher et al. 
1988; Knowles et al. 1988; Lavendy et al. 1984; Cartwright ~z Hay 1982; but  3.25 
10 -3 : Larsson et al. 1983), and recent experimental values (2.9 10 -3 : Lu et 
al. 1992; 1.94 10 -3 : Davis et al. 1986; 3.1 10 -3 : Taherian ~z Slanger 1984; 3.6 
10 -3 : Jackson et al. 1982; Conley et al. 1980). We predicted the solar strengths 
of a large number of lines of the 0-0 band using the abundances of C and N 
derived by using other indicators of these abundances (Sect. 6). In order for the 
predicted equivalent widths to agree with the observed ones, we varied the two 
"free" parameters, f00 and Do, which intervene as a product, f00 10n°°.  With 
a high value of f00 = 3.25 10 -3, we derive Do = 7.85 eV. With a low f00 = 
2.35 10 -3 we need a much higher Do = 8.0 eV. In the course of this analysis, we 
also noted that the fit between predicted and observed solar strengths becomes 
difficult as J" increases. This might possibly be caused by some interaction factor 
which was omitted in the theoretical calculations. As the Sun is so succesfull in 
testing molecular data for other molecules, why should it fail for CN ? We feel 
it is urgent to do more work on the f00 as well as on the Do of CN. 
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8.2 Trans i t i ons  w i t h  v e r y  f a i n t  lines: Si l l ,  S i l l  + a n d  C H  +. 

The electronic transitions from the ground states of Sill (A2A - X2// ) ,  Sill + 
(A 1 / / _  X 1 ~ + )  and CH+(A 1 i / _  X 1 ~ + )  have been identified in the solar 
spectrum but the lines are very faint and heavily blended. Therefore quantitative 
results have rather large uncertainties. 

Sill - The solar f-value, for the 0-0 band is slightly smaller, 3-4 10 -3 (re- 
vised value based on earlier solar measurements by Sauval 1969) and 4.5 10 -3 
(Lambert & Mallia 1970), than the most recent laboratory value, f00 = 5 10 -3 
(Carlson et al. 1978). 

Sill + - The revised value based on earlier solar measurements (Grevesse 
Sauval 1970, 1971a), f00 = 1.3 10 -3 agrees very well with the most recent 

laboratory value, f00 = 1.4 10 -3 (Hishikawa & Karawajczyk, 1993). 

CH + - When we derived the solar f00-valne (Grevesse & Sauval 1971b), fo0 = 
1.2 10 -3 , it was much smaller than the first experimental value of Smith (1971), 
f00 = 6.8 10 -2. This has been the origin of a pacific fight between Smith and our- 
selves. In the meantime, new laboratory measurements and computations have 
been published which converge to f00 between 5.45 10 -3 (Larsson ~ Siegbahn 
1983; theory) and 5.6 10 -3 (Mahan & O'Keefe 1981; experiment). 

Based on synthetic spectra, we have also slightly revised our solar value to 
f00 = (2-4) 10 -3, which is in better agreement with other determinations, show- 
ing, once more, that  the Sun was right! 

9 C o n c l u s i o n s  

We have shown the very important and unique role played by diatomie molecules 
in solar spectroscopy. They are the best indicators of the solar abundances of 
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. They are also, and especially CO, the most sensi- 
tive thermometers which make it possible to scan a wide range of layers in order 
to derive the temperature in these layers. They allow us to study the heteroge- 
neous structure of the photosphere over a much wider range of optical depth, 
than previously possible, reaching, for the first time (through the strong CO 
lines of the Av = 1 sequence), very high layers. 

The Sun produces molecular transitions at temperatures higher than in the 
laboratory. The newly observed solar lines are used to refine the molecular con- 
stants of some ground states (CO, CH). Finally, and although it is not the 
ultimate goal of solar spectroscopy, solar analyses help to test basic molecular 
data  like dissociation energies and transition probabilities. 
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1 T h e  N a t u r e  o f  Collision-induced Absorption 

Pressure-induced absorption arises in complexes of two or more inert atoms or 
molecules, due to dipole moments induced during the collisional interaction. 
The term "pressure-induced" still prevails in the astrophysical literature, yet 
"collision-induced" absorption (CIA), or "interaction-induced" absorption seems 
more appropriate and is commonly used elsewhere. Ordinary absorption pro- 
cesses in the infrared arise from individual, polar molecules interacting with 
electromagnetic radiation. As a consequence, the intensity of the allowed lines 
increases linearly with density. CIA, on the other hand, is most striking in gases 
composed of nonpolar, infrared-inactive molecules. Induced spectral lines are 
observed at rovibrational frequencies which are dipole-forbidden in single (i.e. 
non-interacting) molecules. Dipole transitions may, however, be induced in the in- 
teracting pair. The new symmetry of the electronic cloud of a collisional complex 
may be very different from those of the isolated molecules and thus commonly al- 
lows for a transient dipole, which then interacts with radiation. Collision-induced 
absorption increases quadratically in the low density limit, thus reflecting the 
two-body origin of the basic absorption process. At higher gas densities, ternary 
interactions become significant and cubic and higher-order contributions to the 
observable absorption are then commonly seen. 

A few characteristic features of CIA will be discussed next. Interaction- 
induced lines are generally very broad, an immediate consequence of the fact 
that induced dipoles last only for a short time, roughly the mean time of a col- 
lision, t¢, which depends on temperature and reduced mass of the interacting 
pair. For hydrogen at room temperature, the approximate (effective) time of the 
duration of a collision inducing a dipole amounts to roughly 5 • 10 -14 s, which 
leads to a spectral width, A~, ~ 1/t~, of approximately 600 cm -1. At higher 
temperatures, naturally, the widths will be even larger (at 3000 K, tc ~ 10-14s, 
and Ay ~ 3000 cm-1). In general, CIA spectral widths follow approximately a 
Au o( T1/2 dependence (T being the temperature). 

Two mechanisms are mainly responsible for the induction of a dipole in 
molecular encounters. Electronic overlap induction exists in atomic and molec- 
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ular pairs at short distances. It is a purely quantum effect caused by the Pauli 
principle: due to the overlap of the electronic clouds, some states become inacces- 
sible to electrons. As a result, the redistribution of the electronic charge occurs 
and a transient dipole is being induced in a pair at close distances (roughly 
smaller than 3 •). The other mechanism is a multipolar induction which, to 
a large extent, is a classical process characteristic of the molecular gases. The 
electric fields surrounding any molecule may be represented by a superposition 
of multipolar fields. For example, the lowest, non-vanishing multipole moment 
of H2 is the quadrupole, or that of CH4 is the octopole. A eollisional partner  in 
the electric multipolar field of one molecule is polarized and thus interacts with 
radiation. Multipolar induction is the dominant induction mechanism for most 
common molecules, except the ones having small polarizabilities. Classical mul- 
tipole induction provides a rather accurate approximation of the actual induced 
dipole function at large intermolecular distances (those larger than 3/~ or so). 

Based on these simple facts, one is able to explain the structure of the CIA 
spectra of molecular pairs. Figure 1 shows a typical spectrum of H2 pairs at 
room temperature.  The spectral intensities marked on the y - a x i s  are those 
corresponding to one amagat 1 of H2. For a given number density of a gas, one 
needs to multiply the plotted absorption spectrum by the number of amagats 
squared. The frequencies are given in cm -1 units. Broad induced absorption 
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Fig. 1. Rotranslational collision-induced absorption spectrum of tI2-H2 at 300 K (solid 
line). Dashed line denotes the spectral contribution due to the quadrupolar induction. 
S(J) denote lines due to separate rotational transitions, J --* J + 2 for populated 
rotational states J = 0, 1, 2, 3. 

1 1 amagat corresponds very nearly to the number density of gas under normal con- 
ditions, and is equal to 2.687-1019 c m  -3 .  
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lines appear at the rotational transition frequencies of the hydrogen molecule, 
mainly with J ---+ J + 2 transitions (S lines). 

To illustrate this, let us first imagine that a dipole is induced during a col- 
lision between two (different) atoms. At large separations, the dipole will be 
initially zero. With decreasing interatomic distance, the dipole will increase as 
the electronic clofids begin to overlap. The dipole strength will reach a maximum 
near the point of the closest approach. After that, it will fall off to zero again as 
the separation increases. On the whole, the strength of the induced dipole will 
be significant only during the "collision". The Fourier transform of the autocor- 
relation function of this dipole function/*(t) will give rise to a broad spectral 
density profile, which is centered at zero frequency, commonly called a purely 
"translational" spectrum. 

Next, let us briefly consider the case of two interacting molecules. The dipole 
now largely arises from multipole induction. If for the moment we focus on 
H2-X collisions (X may be a helium atom or another hydrogen molecule, or 
indeed any other nonpolar species), the quadrupolar field of a rotating hydro- 
gen molecule will introduce an additional modulation of the time-dependent 
induced dipole function, t~(t), which will result in the appearance of a similar, 
broad "translational" spectral profile, only shifted from zero frequency to the 
rotational transition frequencies of the FI2 molecule (S(J) lines, Fig. 1). This 
simplified model does, in fact, describe the rotranslational (RT) CIA spectra 
quite well. What must be understood, is that it is a hydrogen molecule which 
undergoes rotational transitions corresponding to the S(J) lines. The presence 
of the eollisional (interacting) partner is essential for the appearance of these ro- 
tational lines, which otherwise are dipole-forbidden in a single H2 molecule. The 
simultaneous change of the orbital and rotational angular momenta taking place 
during the collision, make the rotational transitions temporarily "allowed". Each 
rotational transition in hydrogen molecule, is accompanied by an absorption (or 
emission) between the translational states of a eollisional pair. It results in the 
the "translational" broadening of the S(J) profiles. 

If we also consider the possibility of vibration of a hydrogen molecule, the 
vibrational transition frequency introduces additional oscillations of the induced 
dipole, causing a diffuse line to appear also at the rovibrational transition fre- 
quency of the hydrogen molecule (rovibrational CIA spectra). In this case, all 
three degrees of freedom participate in the absorption process, translation, ro- 
tation and vibration. After the collision, the hydrogen molecule is found in a 
higher rotation-vibration state. Summarizing, we will expect CIA spectra to 
cover the entire infrared region, from the "purely translational" (centered at 
zero frequency), to the rotranslational (Fig. 1) and the rovibrational and even 
the overtone bands. The latter ones will appear around v ---+ v' transitions, 
with v, v' = 0,1,2,3. . .  At low temperatures only the ground vibrational level 
is populated, so v = 0, and the transitions to v '= l  (the fundamental band) 
and v I = 2, 3 , . . .  (the first and higher overtones) are observed. In principle, at 
elevated temperatures, a non-zero population of higher v states will give rise to 
the absorption "hot bands" which, however, have not yet been observed in the 
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laboratory. 
We are concerned with hydrogen and helium, the maj or components of stellar 

atmospheres. To complete the picture, in Fig. 2 we show the RT spectrum of H2- 
He pairs at the temperature of 300 K. Even though quadrupolar induction clearly 
takes place (just as in pure H2 gas), the spectral profile looks quite different. The 
dashed line marks the quadrupolar term. However, another spectral component, 
absent in Fig. 1, is shown here (dotted line): the so-called "isotropic overlap". 
This term, which is independent of the molecular orientations, is zero for the 
H2-H2 RT spectra, due to symmetries inconsistent with a dipole moment. This 
essential difference between the H2-H2 and H~-He spectra persists also more or 
less in the rovibrational spectra. We will refer to this difference when we consider 
the various CIA models proposed in the past. 
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Fig. 2. Rotranslational collision-induced absorption spectrum of H2-He at 300 K (solid 
line). The dashed line marks the spectral contribution due to quadrupolar induction 
and the dotted line marks the contribution due to isotropic overlap induction. 

Collision-induced spectra are an intrinsic property of dense matter. In fluids 
that  are not too dense, the induced spectra may be represented in the form of 
a series in powers of the gas density, ~)n. For nonpolar gases, the binary spectra, 
i.e., the coefficient of the 02 term, will be the first non vanishing term. At low 
densities this absorption will hardly be measurable, yet with increasing density 
it may become quite striking and the three-, four-, etc., body contributions may 
also be discernible. For hydrogen and helium, predominantly binary spectra are 
observed at densities below 10 amagats, except at a few frequencies where the in- 
tercollisional process affects the profiles. The characteristic "intercollisional dip" 
has been observed in the rovibrational CIA spectra, and has been explained by 
van Kranendonk (1968) as a many-body process, which is due to the destructive 
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interference of the radiation process occurring during collisions. This interference 
effect is due to the negative correlations existing between the dipole moments 
induced in consecutive collisions. The main "dip" appears at the Q(J) branch 
(A(J) = O, A(v) ~ 0), but weaker intercollisional dips have also been measured 
at the S(J) (A(J)  = 2) lines. The dip, unlike the CIA spectra, broadens lin- 
early with the increasing density of the gas and its intensity does not follow the 
p2 dependence. An excellent review paper, covering all the details of this phe- 
nomenon, which is not part of the binary CIA discussed here, has been written 
by Lewis (1985). 

As mentioned above, the basic CIA induction process is "weak". Induced 
dipole strengths are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than those of typ- 
ical molecules like H20 or HC1. Since the intensity is proportional to the dipole 
moment squared, CIA may typically be rather negligible in the presence of al- 
lowed dipole absorption unless the gas density is high and/or the metallicity 
(i.e. abundance of elements heavier than helium) is low. In cool, dense stellar at- 
mospheres of low-rnetallicity stars, composed basically of hydrogen and helium, 
CIA may dominate the opacity at low (i.e. infrared) frequencies, owing to the 
absence of dipole moments which are not interaction-induced. 

Finally, we mention another important property of CIA spectra. Unlike the 
well known pressure- broadened line profiles, where the spectral width increases 
with increasing density, CIA profiles are generally independent of density unless 
gas densities are very high. That means that a variation of density amounts to 
a simple rescaling of the profiles, by a factor proportional to density squared. 
The shape depends on the temperature of the gas and the reduced mass of the 
collisional partners, i.e. on factors which determine the time scale of molecular 
encounters. Of course, it also depends on the intermolecular potential and the 
induced dipole function. 

For more details concerning collision-induced absorption, the reader is re- 
ferred to the review papers by Borysow et al. (1987, 1991), Borysow & Fromm- 
hold (1985), and various other contributions to the same conference proceedings 
(i.e., Birnbaum et al. 1984) or related proceeedings edited by Szudy (1989) and 
Frommhold tc Keto (1990). The first monograph on the subject (Frommhold 
1993) is due to appear this year. 

2 S t e l l a r  A p p l i c a t i o n s  

It is well-known that collision-induced absorption plays a significant role in the 
atmospheres of cool stars, such as white dwarfs, brown dwarfs, M dwarfs and 
the hypothetical Population III stars. In general, CIA will be important in all 
cool, zero-metallicity stellar environments. The term "cool" is meant to imply 
low densities of free electrons, i.e. largely neutral environments where molecules 
exist. Below, we will give a brief historical review of how CIA became recognized 
as a significant source of opacity in the various stellar atmospheres. 

The importance of pressure-induced absorption for the opacity of the cool 
stars has been first studied by Linsky (1969), following Trafton's (1964) pioneer- 
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ing study on planetary atmospheres. He pointed out that sources of continuous 
opacity may influence the radiation field more strongly than the molecular bands, 
because most radiative energy ('fflux") escapes between the individual lines, i.e. 
where the absorption is weakest. Linsky's focus has been on late-type stars, with 
temperatures lower than 4000 K and rather high densities, between 10 -3 and 
10 amagats (pressures from 0.01 to 100 atmospheres). He demonstrated that at 
temperatures below 2500 K practically all hydrogen exists in the molecular form, 
H2. Therefore, molecular hydrogen plays an important role in the atmospheric 
(infrared) opacity. He provided the first models of CIA spectra of H2-H2 and 
H2-He at temperatures ranging from 600 to 4000 K. At that time, no accurate 
computations of CIA existed; good experimental results at such temperatures 
are even now unavailable for H2-H2 and H2-He systems. The models have been 
based on Trafton's (1966) early quantum mechanical computations for H2-H2 
pairs at temperatures below 600 K. Linsky's model was based on semiempirical 
extrapolation procedures. The associated uncertainty of these results could only 
recently be determined in quantitative terms, when exact quantum calculations 
became available. Similar work for H2-He has been even more uncertain: the 
spectral profiles were assumed to be identical to those of pure H2 pairs, and the 
intensity was rescaled by some empirical factor. Figure 3 compares the quantum 
mechanical models of the RT CIA computed for the H2-H2 and H2-He systems 
at the temperature of 3000 K. The figure demonstrates the significant difference 
between the shapes of the two spectra at 3000 K, yet the difference is signifi- 
cant at all temperatures (compare also Figs. 1 and 2). Despite its shortcomings, 
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Fig. 3. Rotranslational collision-induced absorption spectra of H2-H2 and H2-He at 
3000 K. Computations based on models by Borysow et al. (1988) and Borysow (1993). 
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Linsky's work unmistakably pointed out the significance of collision-induced ab- 
sorption for stellar atmospheres. Linsky concluded that at temperatures as low 
as 2500 K, CIA is the primary source of the continuous opacity. Linsky's model 
profiles of high temperature CIA have been used for two decades by scientists 
modelling the cool, hydrogen-rich atmospheres. They enabled astronomers to get 
an independent confirmation of the importance of CIA in various stellar environ- 
ments and presented a real motivation toward the development of more realistic 
models. Advanced, new computations, and their comparison with Linsky's data 
will be discussed in Sec. 4. 

At about the same time, Tsuji (1969) considered molecular opacities in cool 
stellar atmospheres, including various sources of continuous opacity. He esti- 
mated the rovibrational CIA spectrum of hydrogen pairs at 3000 K in the fun- 
damental band of H~ using a simple, semiempirical procedure. Nonetheless, he 
has reached independently the same conclusion that CIA is an important source 
of opacity at high pressures, and that model atmospheres developed without 
accounting for it are likely to result in unreliable effective temperatures. 

In the following decade collision-induced absorption in stellar atmospheres 
attracted more attention. Shipman (1977), working on the atmospheres of cool 
white dwarfs, has computed the first model atmosphere which, except for absorp- 
tion sources accounted for before, also included Linsky's models. He considered 
pure hydrogen atmospheres at temperatures between 4000 and 8000 K. His pri- 
mary goal was to determine the role H2 molecules play in these atmospheres. He 
found that at a temperature of 4000 K CIA contributes essentially all the opac- 
ity at such wavelengths where the flux is emitted! At 5000 K CIA provided only 
10% of the total opacity, on account of the larger abundance of electrons and 
ions, giving rise to the relatively much stronger opacities. These findings have 
significant implications: depending on whether CIA is included or not, different 
conclusions may be reached regarding the temperatures, radii and masses of cool 
stars. Mould ~: Liebert (1978) in their paper on the atmospheric composition 
of cool white dwarfs have included CIA due to H2-H2 and H2-tte pairs, using 
again Linsky's data. They computed new atmospheric models at temperatures 
between 4000 and 7000 K. The overall importance of CIA is not explicitly stated , 
but the question regarding the reliability of Linsky's predictions was raised. The 
fact that no experimental data existed to test these estimates has been a serious 
drawback of any analysis making use of these results. 

Population III stars are hypothetical first-generation, zero-metallicity stars, 
assumed to have formed in the early stages of the Galaxy formation. The stars 
are assumed to have condensed out of primordial matter and are therefore mainly 
composed of hydrogen and helium. At temperatures from 1000 to 7000 K, CIA 
may constitute the major source of opacity in such stars. Palla (1985) pointed 
out, for the first time, that the more conventional opacity sources, e.g., Rayleigh 
scattering by H, He and H2, e- scattering, bound-free and free-free absorption by 
H, H- ,  and H +, are insufficient. When CIA was finally included for the compu- 
tations of the Rosseland mean opacities, the magnitude of the error of omitting 
CIA of H2-H2, tt2-He was striking (Palla 1985). Whereas at high temperatures, 
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typically above 3500 K, CIA plays a minor role and other opacity sources dom- 
inate, CIA accounts for all the opacity at the lower temperatures. To be more 
specific, at the lowest temperature considered (1500 K) the difference between 
the Rosseland mean, computed with and without accounting for CIA, amounted 
to more than one order of magnitude at a density of 10 -6 amagats, more than 
three orders of magnitude at p = 10 -3 amagats, and up to five orders of mag- 
nitude at the highest densities considered (p -- 0.1 amagats). In Palla's work, 
atmospheres composed of hydrogen (71%) and helium (28%) were considered 
and Linsky's (1969) data were again input. One year later, Stahler et al. (1986) 
confirmed Palla's findings. The conclusion was now made even stronger: at all 
densities between 10 -s and 0.1 amagats, and temperatures below 2000 K, CIA 
has been found to be the dominant process of all continuous opacity sources 
accounted for, such as electron scattering, Rayleigh molecular scattering, I t-  
absorption and CIA. At higher temperatures, up to 3000 K, CIA remains the 
dominant process at the higher densities. In other words, the source of opacity 
due to collision induced absorption cannot be neglected. Surprisingly enough, it 
has been demonstrated that, in the absence of other sources of opacity, CIA may 
still dominate the atmospheric absorption at densities as low as 10 -s  amagats 
(it needs to be recalled that ~(~) c~ p~!). 

A few years later, Lenzuni et al. (1991) presented a detailed analysis of zero- 
metallicity stars. They considered the temperatures between 1000 and 7000 K 
and densities from 10 -s to 103 amagats. The Rosseland mean, and the monochro- 
matic opacities have been computed, which included collision-induced absorption 
of H2-H2 and H2-tte pairs. For the first time models based on quantum mechan- 
ical computations were used in the analysis (for H2-H2 in the fundamental band: 
Borysow Lz Frommhold 1990, and for all rovibrational bands of H~-He: Borysow 
et al. 1989, Borysow & Frommhold 1989). The remainder of the hydrogen bands 
has been taken either from Linsky, or modeled independently by the authors. 
We mention that in the case of the RT hydrogen band an incorrect extrapola- 
tion of a low temperature model has been used for H2-H2 spectra. Despite these 
shortcomings, the authors demonstrated in an impressive way how CIA depends 
upon both temperature and density. For a fixed temperature at high enough 
density, CIA may become the major opacity source. At fixed density and low 
enough temperatures, more or less the same effect is achieved. CIA manifests 
itself mainly at frequencies below 15,000 cm-1. Additionally, it has been pointed 
out that accurate data concerning the first and possibly the second overtone may 
be of the utmost importance in the Rosseland mean opacity because, when CIA 
is dominant, the monochromatic opacity goes through a pronounced minimum 
at the frequencies corresponding to these overtone bands. Since the Rosseland 
opacity depends on the inverse of the total opacity, the frequencies at which 
the minima occur will enter the calcUlations with the greatest weights. The im- 
portance of reliable CIA data in the studies of the protostars seems therefore 
crucial, especially at the higher frequencies (v = 0 -~ v I = 2, 3) for which model 
calculations still do not exist. As suggested by Lenzuni L~ Saumon (1992) if the 
inclusion of more accurate CIA predictions of the higher overtones will result 
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in a larger opacity, it may profoundly affect the currently established minimum 
mass of H burning in the Population III stars. 

Finally, Lenzuni & Saumon (1992) pointed out the likely irrlportance of the 
many-body effects which are significant at high enough densities. Rough models 
of these effects have been included and they seem to be important at densi- 
ties larger than 200 amagats. It needs to be pointed out that whereas spectral 
moments (integrated intensities) can be estimated for three-body spectra (see, 
for example, Moraldi ~z Fromrnhold 1989), there is no method yet developed 
to model spectral densities accounting for the many-body effects, not even for 
the lowest, 3-body effects in CIA. First attempts in modelling the three body 
spectral contributions were, however, quite promising (see, for example, Chap. 
3, in Frommhold 1993), and efforts in this direction continue. 

In general, CIA models should be important also in the modelling of the 
atmospheres of the low mass zero-metallicity stars, M dwarfs (Allard 1994) and 
the brown dwarfs (Burrows et al. 1993) with H2-rich atmospheres. Ongoing re- 
search (see, for example, Saumon et al. 1994) indicates an increasing interest in 
collision.-induced opacities in the studies of such stellar atmospheres. With more 
evidence continuously delivered, most likely a greater interest in new CIA spec- 
tral contributions will emerge. With it, the need for more calculations, presently 
not available, is certain to ensue. Even at present, it looks unlikely that the im- 
portance of CIA of H-H2, H+-H2, He+-H2, He++-H2 is necessarily negligible 
for stars with weakly ionized atmospheres (Yorke 1993). 

3 Quantum Mechanical Computations 

Hydrogen and helium are very light. Even at elevated temperatures, the thermal 
de Broglie wavelength is still fairly large so that a decidedly quantum mechanical 
behavior results. For example, at temperatures as high as 7000 K a wavelength 
is comparable to that of argon at room temperature, i.e. a few tenths of an 
.Angstrom. As long as the de Broglie wavelength is comparable to the typical 
intermolecular distances, quantum mechanics, rather than classical theory, has to 
be used. Moreover, characteristically for all "quantum" systems, only a relatively 
small number of partial waves (translational orbital angular momentum) needs to 
be accounted for in the quantum computations involving H2-X pairs. According 
to the correspondence principle, only the presence of the large quantum numbers 
indicate a rather "classical" behavior of the system. 

As mentioned above, the "binary" spectra, i.e. those due to pairs of molecules 
(atoms) constitute the major contribution to CIA, at least at low densities (p _< 
10 amagats). The theory for computing quantum mechanical CIA for pairs of 
molecules is well developed (Birnbaum et al. 1984, Frommhold ~ Meyer 1987). 
The theory is based on the assumption of an isotropic potential. It assumes that 
for the treatment of molecular dynamics, one can neglect the molecular orien- 
tations. Such an approximation simplifies the computations in a fundamental 
way: rotational and translational motions are decoupled. In that case, the spec- 
tra amount to a simple convolution of a well known spectral density function 
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of free rotors with the translational profile. It is the latter one where all the 
computational effort goes: it involves evaluating the induced dipole transition 
matrix elements between various translational states. For isotropic intermolecu- 
lar potentials, this requires solving the radial Schr6dinger equation, which is by 
far less complicated than solving a close-coupled set of equations which results 
when the anisotropy of the system is fully accounted for. The isotropic interac- 
tion assumption is quite satisfactory for systems including H2, certainly at low 
temperatures and if highly vibrational excitation is not involved. 

Additionally, induced dipole moments are now available for H2-H2 and H2-He 
pairs. Whereas for heavy, highly polarizable molecules the multipolar induction 
approximation gives generally quite agreeable results, it is not sufficient when 
one deals with H2 and He. State of the art, ab initio quantum computations 
(Meyer et al. 1989a and Borysow et al. 1990) are fortunately available, which 
make the computational task reliable. 

These highly sophisticated induced dipole surfaces, when combined with the 
best models of the interaction potential, have been employed in the computa- 
tions of the rotranslational and rovibrational (v = 0 --+ v' = 0, 1, 2) CIA spec- 
tra of pure hydrogen and hydrogen-helium mixtures. In each case, remarkable 
agreement with the measured data (which exist at temperatures below room 
temperature) has been found, confirming the soundness of both input data and 
the applied theory. The reader is referred to Meyer & Frommhold (1989), Meyer 
et al. (1989b), Borysow et al. (1990) or Meyer et al. (1989a) where such compar- 
isons are presented in full detail. In fact, the success of the method has initiated a 
long lasting project, which has provided numerous computer models for the plan- 
etary scientists involved in atmospheric studies (Borysow & Frommhold 1991). 
The case of the high temperatures is somewhat more challenging. Whereas at 
low temperatures the data can be confirmed by existing measurements, the same 
cannot be said about the computations for temperatures of 1000 K and higher. 
At high temperatures, the input data have to be carefully selected since induced 
dipole functions at shorter range are significant which are not yet thoroughly 
tested by measurements. The same caution must be used when an intermolec- 
ular potential is used at temperatures much higher than those of experiments. 
It is in fact the largest source of uncertainty for the theoretical estimates of the 
high-temperature behavior of the CIA spectra. The numerical accuracy of quan- 
tum line shape computations can be kept within the 1% uncertainty range or 
so. Under the circumstances, however, it would appear that such computations 
offer unsurpassed reliability relative to the earlier models if cautiously extended 
to stellar temperatures. For example, with a given set of input data, the theory 
provides a temperature dependence of the spectra, which cannot be obtained 
from any one of the semi-empirical extrapolations proposed heretofore. 

4 Spectral Models for Stellar Atmospheres 

It is desirable that quantum mechanical results are available to the community 
of interested scientists, over a wide range of temperatures and frequencies. For 
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the modelling of atmospheres, one would like to have a quick access to accurate 
predictions. For that purpose, we have presented our numerical quantum profiles 
in the form of spectral "model lineshapes'. The exact computational results 
have been fitted to carefully selected analytical model profiles as functions of 
temperature and frequency, making sure that the accuracy of the original data 
is not lost (see, for example, Borysow & Frommhold 1991, Moraldi et al. 1988 
or Borysow et al. 1987). 

These analytical profiles are extensively tested and match the quantum me- 
chanical profiles within a few percent over the entire molecular band of concern 
(see, for example, Borysow et al. 1989). FORTRAN programs exist (see BF 2-4, 
Table 1) which utilize these simple lineshapes to generate reliable CIA data over 
a huge range of temperatures and frequencies. These are readily available from 
the author by e-mail (aborysow@phy.mtu.edu). 

Table 1 presents a list of all available high temperature CIA data, new and 
old. Linsky's (1969) work is denoted JL; RP stands for the ab initio model by 
Patch (1971). BF denotes models based on quantum mechanical computations: 
BE1: Borysow et al. (1988), BF2: Borysow et al. (1989), BF3: Borysow & Fromm- 
hold (1989) and BF4: Borysow & Frommhold (1990). Bullets ,, indicate hydrogen 
bands at which reliable input data exist, making the quantum computations of 
the future CIA models possible at temperatures up to 7000 K. 

Table 1. Existing CIA models for stellar applications. 

Band H2-H~ 
0--~ 0 JL(600-3000 K) 
RT CIA • / 7000 K 
0- -+1  

RV CIA 

0-- - .2  
RV CIA 
"hot bands" 

: JL(600-3000 K) 
BF 4 (600-5000 K) 
RP (300-7000 K) 
! JL(600-3000 K) 
I. / 7000 K 

n2-He 
BF 1 (40-3000 K) 
• / 7000 K 
BF 2 (20-7000 K) 

BF 3 (20-7000 K) 

BF 3 (20-7000 K) 
various bands 
V ....+ V I 

v, v' = {0,1,2,3} 

The new ab initio computations permit for the first time the most reliable 
comparison with Linsky's often used semi-empirical models. As mentioned above, 
most crucial for the accuracy of the quantum computations is the induced dipole 
and the intermoleeular potential functions input. For H~ the assumption of the 
isotropic interaction is suitable, at least as far as our experience with CIA at 
low temperatures shows. These essential dipole and potential functions have 
been examined in a great detail. The theoretical computations agree with all 
experimental data which exist at temperatures up to 300 K. Up to date, no 
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laboratory measurements exist at higher temperatures and greater uncertainty 
results, for example, due to the choice of the potential model. Nonetheless, it 
seems that the most recent models must be more reliable than the empirical 
extrapolation used heretofore. 

To present just a few examples, let us focus on selected hydrogen bands. 
Starting with H2-H2 pairs and the rotranslational band: a preliminary study 
by Borysow (1993) shows that whereas Linsky's predictions agree quite well 
with the quantum computations at 600 K, they overestimate the value of the 
absorption coefficient compared to the quantum results at 1000 K by approx. 
10%, and underestimate them at 3000 K (~40%). The shape of these spectra 
agrees reasonably well with state-of-the-art quantum calculations. 

In the fundamental band the disagreement is even larger. Figure 4 shows the 
RV CIA spectra of H2 pairs at 3000 K. The peak intensity is now off by a factor 
of two at 1000 K and a factor of four at 3000 K. Moreover, the spectrM shape 
differs somewhat. For comparison, the results of ab initio computations made by 
Patch (1971) are also plotted. They do not agree with the current model either. 
A cautionary note is due at this point. An advanced model has been proposed 
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Fig. 4. Rovibrational collision-induced absorption spectrum of H2-H2 at 3000 K in the 
fundamental hydrogen band. The solid line represents the current model, reproduced 
from Borysow & Frommhold (1990); the dash-dotted line represents for comparison 
Linsky's (1969) results; the dashed line corresponds to the early calculations by Patch 
(1971). 
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(Borysow et al. 1985), which enables one to reproduce the RT C1A spectra of 
hydrogen pairs at temperatures below 300 K. This model was never intended to 
be used at higher temperatures. If one does extend it to stellar temperatures (as, 
for example, has been done by Lenzuni et al. 1991), the resulting errors amount 
to as much as a factor of three at temperature of 3000 K (Borysow 1993), with 
the current estimates being smaller. 

Let us turn next to the discussion of H2-He models. For the rotranslational 
band, Linsky assumed that the spectral shapes of H~-H2 and H2-He are the 
same. He has rescaled the intensity of the pure hydrogen spectra accounting 
for the smaller polarizability of helium. This assumption is too crude as the 
comparisons in Figs. 1 and 2, and in also Fig. 3 show. 

The RV CIA spectra of H2-He have been computed by Linsky for the fun- 
damental band only. They can be compared with the quantum model (Borysow 
et al. 1989). We will not show the spectra here. It is enough to mention that 
the maximum intensity of the two models differs by roughly a factor of four at 
3000 K and a factor of two at 1000 K, with the earlier model predicting too small 
intensity. Additionally, Linsky's spectra appear as if they were shifted towards 
the lower frequencies. 

5 S u m m a r y  

In the last two decades it has been demonstrated that collision induced absorp- 
tion may contribute significantly to the opacity of cool stellar atmospheres, pre- 
dominantly composed of hydrogen and helium. It is now certain that CIA may 
actually be a dominant source of opacity at low enough temperatures and/or 
high enough densities. Additionally, it has been pointed out that in such cases 
the accuracy of CIA intensities used in the atmospheric models may be critical 
in determining various stellar parameters like, for example, the effective tem- 
perature. It is clear that all future model atmospheres of the cool stars like 
white dwarfs, M dwarfs, brown dwarfs, the protostars, and in general, the zero- 
metallicity, low mass stars, must account for CIA infrared bands of H2-H2 and 
H2-He. Fortunately, reliable and readily available quantum mechanical models 
exist which can be utilized in the current analyses. Future work should concen- 
trate on modelling of the higher overtones of H2-H2 absorption, and of the three 
body spectral contribution to the CIA at high temperatures. 
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Continuous Molecular Opacities and 
Photodissociation 

Ewine F. van Dishoeck 

Leiden Observatory, P.O. Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands 

1 Introduct ion  

It is well known that molecules have much more complex electronic spectra 
than atoms due to their rotational and vibrational motions. Most molecular 
spectra observed in the laboratory and included in model atmospheres involve 
transitions between two bound electronic states. However, in contrast to atoms, 
molecules can also have bound-free transitions into states that  are repulsive in 
at least one nuclear coordinate, even below the first ionization potential. These 
transitions not only lead to dissociation of the molecule, but also provide a 
source of continuous opacity which is usually not taken into account in model 
atmospheres. Moreover, photodissociation plays an important  role in the non-  
LTE chemistry of stellar atmospheres and circumstellar envelopes (see Olofsson 
this volume). In this chapter, a brief overview of our current knowledge of cross 
sections for continuous absorption and photodissociation is given. 

2 Absorpt ion  Processes  

The processes of bound-bound and bound-free absorption are illustrated in 
Fig. 1 for a diatomic molecule. In the first case, a discrete spectrum consisting 
of sharp lines occurs corresponding to transitions into the various vibrat ion- 
rotation levels of the excited electronic state. In the second case, a broad contin- 
uous spectrum arises. The peak of this cross section occurs close to the vertical 
excitation energy and its width is determined by the steepness of the repulsive 
potential: the steeper the potential, the broader the cross section. The shape 
reflects that  of the ground-state vibrational wave function; the case illustrated 
in Fig. 1 refers to a molecule initially in its lowest v" = 0 vibrational level. Cross 
sections for absorption out of higher vibrational levels v" > 0 would show a 
nodal structure. 

Continuous absorption starts at energies just above the lowest dissociation 
energy of the molecule, but usually peaks at much higher energies. An extreme 
case is formed by the H + ion: its dissociation energy is -,~5 eV, but its first contin- 
uous absorption channel only occurs around -,~18 eV. For simple hydrides such as 
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INTEI~UCLEAR DISTANCE PHOTON ENERGY" 

Fig. 1. Potential energy curves illustrating the processes of bound-bound and 
bound-free absorption for a diatomic molecule. 

CH, OH, NHI CH2 and H20, the dissociation energy to ground-state products 
is typically 4-5 eV, so that  continuous absorption can occur at A <3000/~. For 
heavy diatomic and polyatomie molecules containing only first-row atoms (e.g. 
C2, CO, CN), the dissociation energy is usually much larger, ranging from 6.2 
eV (C2) to 11.1 eV (CO). Continuous absorption for these molecules starts at 
wavelengths <2000/~ (C2) to <1100 /~ (CO) and is much less important.  For 
heavy molecules involving second row atoms such as SiC, however, the dissocia- 
tion energy is only --~4 eV, so that continuous absorption for these species is also 
likely to be significant. 

3 Photodissoc ia t ion  Processes  

Virtually all of the continuous absorptions shown in Fig. 1 lead to dissociation 
of the molecule, since spontaneous emission back to the electronic ground state 
is a comparatively slow process. This process of direct photodissociation is the 
most efficient way for molecular dissociation to occur, but indirect processes can 
play a significant role as well. These processes are summarized in Fig: 2, and 
are initiated by discrete absorptions into bound excited states. More detailed 
reviews of the photodissociation of astrophysical molecules have been given by 
van Dishoeck (1988) and Kirby ~: van Dishoeck (1988). 

In the process of predissocialion, the excited bound state interacts non- 
radiatively with a nearby repulsive electronic state, resulting in eventual dis- 
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Fig. 2. Potential energy curves illustrating the processes of photodissociation for a di- 
atomic molecule. Top: direct photodissociation; middle: predissociation; bottom: spon- 
taneous radiative dissociation. The corresponding photodissociation cross sections as 
functions of energy are shown as well. 

sociation of the molecule. The strength of the interaction depends on the type of 
coupling (e.g. spin-orbit)  and on the energy level involved, but the correspond- 
ing predissociation rates are typically comparable to or larger than the rates 
for spontaneous emission. The effective photodissociation cross section consists 
in this case of a series of discrete peaks. The strength of each peak reflects the 
product  of the oscillator strength of the initial absorption and the dissociation ef- 
ficiency of the level involved. The width is controlled by the sum of the radiative 
and predissociation rates and is typically of order 1 cm-1 if the predissociation 
is rapid. 

If  the excited bound states are not predissociated, spontaneous radiative dis- 
sociation can still be effective through emission of photons into the cont inuum 
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of a lower-lying repulsive state or the vibrational continuum of the ground elec- 
tronic state. The efficiency of the process is in this case determined by the 
competition with spontaneous emission into lower-lying bound states. The pho- 
todissociation cross section again consists of a series of discrete peaks, but the 
peaks are not broadened and have small widths (<0.01 cm -1) determined by 
the total radiative lifetime. 

Because a molecule has many excited electronic states, in general all of these 
processes will occur. However, usually only one of them dominates the pho- 
todissociation of a molecule under astronomical circumstances. For example, 
the photodissociation of simple hydrides like CH, CH +, Nit, OH, H20 and CH2 
proceeds mostly through the direct process. On the other hand, the photodis- 
sociation of CO is controlled by predissociation processes, whereas that of If2 
occurs by spontaneous radiative dissociation. Whether the photodissociation is 
dominated by continuous or line processes has important consequences for the 
radiative transfer through, for example, a circumstellar shell, because in the lat- 
ter case the lines can become optically thick if the abundance of the molecule is 
sufficiently high. 

The photodissociation rate kpd (in s -1) of a molecule by continuous absorp- 
tion is given by 

kcont / pd =  (a)i(a)da s -1,  

where q is the cross section for photodissociation in cm 2 and I is the mean 
intensity of the radiation in photons cm -2 s -1/~-1 as a function of wavelength 
A in ~. For the indirect processes of predissociation and spontaneous radiative 
dissociation, the rate of dissociation by absorption into a specific level of a bound 
upper state u from lower level t is 

k~ine _ 7re: A ~ f u ~ x ~ I ( A ~ , z )  s -1  pd m e  2 

where f ~  is the oscillator strength, ~ is the dissociation efficiency of the upper 
level which lies between 0 and 1, and x~ is the fractional population in level g. 
The total rate is obtained by summing all the continuous and discrete processes. 

In circumstellar envelopes, the radiation responsible for dissociating the mo- 
lecules is provided mostly by the interstellar radiation field, which extends from 
the Lyman limit at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths (912/~) to infrared wave- 
lengths. In the atmospheres of late-type stars, many fewer ultraviolet photons 
are found. A recent discussion of the interstellar radiation field has been given by 
van Dishoeck (1993). Reviews of interstellar photodissociation rates have been 
presented by van Dishoeck (1988) and Roberge et al. (1991). 

4 E x p e r i m e n t a l  D a t a  

Laboratory measurements of absorption cross sections have been obtained over 
a broad wavelength range for most chemically stable species, including H20, 
NH3, Cil4 and C2H2 (see Lee 1984 for a summary). Most of these experiments 
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have been performed at rather low spectral resolution in which individual lines 
of transitions to bound excited states are not resolved. Although the continuous 
cross sections due to absorption into repulsive excited states are quite accurate 
in such measurements, the cross sections for discrete absorptions are very uncer- 
tain. Moreover, most experiments do not measure the fluorescence efficiency for 
such discrete transitions, so that it is often difficult to obtain information on the 
probability r}~ for predissociation processes. Very high spectral resolution exper- 
iments at low pressures are essential to obtain reliable data for these discrete 
absorptions. Note that even for chemically stable molecules, little information is 
available on cross sections at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths below 1200 ~, CO 
being the major exception (see below). Although some beautiful experiments 
have been performed using far-ultraviolet lasers, these are usually limited to 
only a few specific wavelengths. Experimental data on the photodissociation of 
reactive molecules such as the radicals CH, Oil, Ctt2, and C2H, are still virtu- 
ally non-existent. Reviews on cross section measurements have been give.n e.g. 
by Hudson (1971), Okabe (1978), Ashfold et al. (1979), Lee (1984) and Huebner 
et al. (1992). 

One important circumstellar molecule for which significant experimental pro- 
gress has been made in the last 6 years is CO. CO is an enormously stable 
molecule with a dissociation energy of 11.09 eV corresponding to a threshold 
of 1118/~. The detailed laboratory spectra of Letzelter et al. (1987) established 
that no continuous absorption occurs longward of 912/~, but that the CO pho- 
todissociation is dominated by line absorptions in about 30 bands, most of which 
are strongly predissociated. Subsequent experiments by Stark et al. (1991, 1993), 
Eidelsberg & Rostas (1990), Eidelsberg et al. (1991), Smith et al. (1991), Levelt 
et al. (1992), Eikema et al. (1993) and Drabbels et al. (1993) have extended 
this work to other isotopes and much higher spectral resolution. Although some 
uncertainties still persist in the oscillator strengths and predissociation rates of 
individual lines (Kirby ~: Cooper 1989; Stark et al. 1992; Chan ¢t al. 1993), 
these are not expected to change much the overall photodissociation rate. The 
depth dependence of the CO photodissociation rate in circumstellar envelopes 
is affected not only by self-shielding, but also by shielding by H and H2 because 
they absorb in the same wavelength region. 12CO, in turn, can shield the less 
abundant 13CO and CISO species. Thus, a complete numerical simulation of the 
entire spectrum of 12CO, 13CO, ClSO, ti2 and tI is required to compute correctly 
the attenuation at each depth into the envelope (van Dishoeck ~: Black 1988; 
Viala et al. 1988; Mamon et al. 1988). 

5 T h e o r e t i c a l  C a l c u l a t i o n s  

The procedure for obtaining absorption and photodissociation cross sections 
from theory has been outlined by Kirby & van Dishoeck (1988) for diatomic 
species and by Schinke (1993) for polyatomic molecules. The first step is to 
obtain potential energy curves or surfaces of the ground and excited electronic 
states using ab initio quantum chemical methods (see Langhoff &: Bauschlicher 
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and Peyerimhoff, this volume). Such calculations can also provide the transition 
dipole moments connecting the excited states with the ground state. The  second 
step is to solve the dynamical equations for the nuclear motions on these potential  
surfaces. This problem can be formulated either in a t ime-independent  or a t ime-  
dependent manner. The former method is easy to apply to one-dimensional 
dissociation involving diatomic molecules, but becomes more cumbersome for 
multi-dimensional systems. Therefore, the t ime-dependent  method is usually 
adopted to study the photodissociation of polyatomic molecules. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental and theoretical cross sections of H20 in 
the A 1B1 - X 1A1 absorption band. The experimental data (full line) are from van 
Hemert (1980, unpublished results); the theoretical results (dashed line) from Kroes 
(1992, unpublished results) (see also Engel et al. 1992). 

Theory  can provide accurate results for small molecules (including radicals) 
in which the number of electrons is of order 30 or less. In practice, reliable re- 
sults are limited to the lowest five electronic states per molecular symmetry.  
For such states, the uncertainty in  the transition energies is typically 0.1-0.2 
eV and the uncertainty in the transition dipole moments is 10% or less. The  
subsequent dynamics are in principle exact and are usually converged to bet ter  
than 1%, although strong interactions between states can complicate the cal- 
culations. Overall, the cross sections have typical uncertainties less than 30% in 
absolute value and less than 0.2 eV in position. 

As an example of the accuracy of the calculations, Fig. 3 shows a comparison 
between experiment and a fully 3-dimensional theoretical study of the absorption 
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of It~O into its first excited electronic state. The theoretical cross sections were 
obtained using ab initio potential energy surfaces a n d  a computed transition 
dipole moment,  and contained no adjustable parameters except for a shift of 
-0 .06  eV in position. The agreement with experiment is remarkable, both in 
magnitude and shape of the cross section. 

6 E x a m p l e s  
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Fig. 4. Potential energy curves (left) and photodissociation cross sections at 5000 K 
(right) for the OH molecule (from: van Dishoeck & Dalgarno 1983; Kurucz et al. 1987). 

The absorption and photodissociation processes of the OH radical have been 
studied in detail by van Dishoeck & Dalgarno (1983, 1984). In addition to the 
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well-known discrete absorption in the A2S+-X2H transition at -,~3000 •, sev- 
eral continuous absorption channels have been found in the 1000-1900/~ range. 
The cross sections presented in Fig. 4 were obtained assuming that  the popula- 
tion distribution over the lower vibrational levels is characterized by a temper- 
ature of 5000 K (Kurucz et al. 1987). Over the wavelength range 1000-3000/~, 
the integrated cross section for discrete transitions, f (rline(A)dA ~ 1 × 10 -15 cm 2 
/~, is smaller than that for continuous absorption, f Crcont(A)dA ~ 2 x 10 -15 cm 2 
k. 
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Fig .  5. Potential  energy curves (left) and photodissociation cross sections at 5000 K 
(right) for the CH molecule (from: van Dishoeck 1987; Kurucz et al: 1987). 

A similar study has been performed for CH by van Dishoeck (1987), which 
is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this case, the integrated absorption in discrete lines, 
f o'line()~)d)~ ~ 3.6 × 10 -15 cm 2 /~, is comparable to the integrated continuous 
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absorption, f ffcont()~)d~ ~ 3.5 x 10 -15 cm 2 ~, over the wavelength range 1000- 
5000 A. 
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Fig.  6. Solar ultraviolet continuum flux (in erg cm -2 s -1 sr -1 nm -1) computed with 
and without inclusion of OH and CH continuous absorption. 

The effect of the CH and OH opacities on the solar continuum has been 
investigated by Kurucz et al. (1987) using Allen's (1978) LTE solar model in 
Kurucz's spectrum synthesis program (Kurucz & Avrett 1981) without including 
line absorptions. The result is presented in Fig. 6. Below 1500 ~, the continuum 
of the Sun is formed mostly in the chromosphere where the contribution of OH 
and CH is negligible. However, between 1700 and 2500 ~, OH and CH affect the 
continuum ultraviolet flux by tens of percent. When line opacity is included in 
the models, the relative effect will be smaller, but it remains relatively important 
in regions between the lines. 

6 . 2  N H  a n d  CH~ 

The potential energy curves and cross sections for the NH molecule have been 
computed by Kirby & Goldfield (1991). As for OH and Ctt, several continu- 
ous dissociation channels are found, although they start at quite high energies, 
A <1700 .~. 
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Fig. 7. Photodissociation cross sections for absorption into the first excited triplet state 
of CHe obtained with a fully 3-dimensional dynamical calculation (full line) and with 
a 2-dimensional calculation keeping the angle fixed at  a e q = 1 3 4  ° (dashed line) (from: 
Kroes et al. 1993). 

The photodissociation processes of the CH2 molecule have recently been in- 
vestigated in a series of papers by Bei rda  et al. (1992) and Kroes et al. (1993). 
Fully 3-dimensional potential energy surfaces and transition dipole moment  
functions have been obtained for the lowest ten states of triplet symmetry  of 
the molecule. The subsequent dynamics for dissociation in the first absorption 
band have been solved in 2-  and 3-dimensions, with good agreement between the 
two cases. If this result would apply more generally, substantial computational 
savings could be obtained. The cross sections are presented in Fig. 7. 

7 C o n c l u s i o n s  

It has been shown that continuous molecular opacity due to bound-free absorp- 
tions above the dissociation energy may have a non-negligible effect on stellar 
atmosphere continua. For many simple molecules of astrophysical relevance, the 
integrated cross sections for continuous absorption are comparable to those for 
discrete absorptions. The continuous absorptions also lead to photodissociation 
of the molecules, a process which plays an important  role in the non-LTE chem- 
istry in stellar atmospheres and circumstellar envelopes. 
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Effects of Non-Local Thermodynamic 
Equilibrium (NLTE) on Molecular Opacities 

Hotlis R. Johnson 

Astronomy Department SW 319, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, U.S.A. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  B a s i c  C o n c e p t s  

Molecules increase in importance in stellar atmospheres as the temperature falls 
along the spectral sequence for all luminosity classes. Among their many roles 
molecular features provide the basis for spectral classification (temperature and 
chemical composition) in M, S, and C stars; they constitute important opacity 
sources across the spectrum from the ultraviolet to the infrared; they influence 
the energy budget and hence the kinetic temperature in the outer photospheric 
layers; they may contribute significantly to the radiative levitation of the at- 
mosphere; they form masers; they may cause or facilitate mass loss; and they 
are indicative of physical conditions and processes from the photosphere to the 
outer circumstellar envelope. 

Most of the known molecular opacity is produced by only a few molecules 
- H2 +, H2-, pressure-induced Il~ opacity, and opacities of CH, Nit, MgH, Sill, 
CO, SiO, CN, CS, and SiS, of which CN is usually the most imp ortant. In normal 
oxygen-rich stars there are also TiO, VO, H20, and OH, and in carbon-rich stars 
there are also C2, HCN, C2H~, and C3. Finally, there are such hitherto neglected 
molecules as ZrO, Fell, C2H, A1OH, and perhaps several more. Despite the 
importance of molecular opacities, little attention has been given to the effects 
of NLTE, as is clear from recent reviews (see Tsuji 1986). 

Competition between the processes of molecular formation and destruction 
determines the number density of each molecular species and each energy level. 
If these processes occur at any but their equilibrium rates, they will lead to over- 
population or underpopulation of either molecular states or the density of the 
molecules themselves. In chromospheres, shocks, winds, molecular-cluster and 
dust-formation regions, and maser-formation regions, we expect major depar- 
tures from LTE. However, our focus here is on the photosphere. 

In strict thermodynamic equilibrium (TE) each process is exactly balanced by 
its inverse process at every velocity and frequency, and the distribution functions 
of equilibrium statistical mechanics hold. Such an ideal regime is approached 
deep inside a star. However, TE is not expected to hold exactly in the presence 
of temperature gradients or anisotropies in the radiation field, both of which 
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must occur in stellar atmospheres. Although strict TE cannot be expected to 
hold, astrophysicists have long employed a slightly relaxed form of TE - local 
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In this, one still expects (a) particle ve- 
locities are Maxwellian because of the short mean free path and high elastic 
collision frequency; (b) electrons are distributed among atomic and molecular 
states according to the Boltzmann law; (c) atoms are distributed among stages 
of ionization according to the Saha law; and (d) molecular dissociative equilib- 
rium (sometimes called chemical equilibrium) holds, but (e) the radiation field 
might not be planckian because of the long mean free path of the photons and 
the necessary anisotropy of the radiation field near the stellar surface. 

In fact, the specific intensity of radiation, I,,  is described by 

dI. 
#-'d~r = ~" - ;gv I. , (1) 

where I, is the specific intensity [erg cm -2 s -1 Hz -1 sr -1, for example], r is an 
outwardly directed distance, X, is the linear extinction coefficient [cm-1], ~, is 
the volume emission coefficient [erg cm-3s - 1st-1 Hz-1], and # = cos0, where 0 is 
the angle between the normal to the infinitesmal surface and the direction of the 
pencil of radiation. If we define the optical depth, d r , = - X ,  dr, and the source 
function, S,, = ~v/X,, we obtain the familiar form (see also Scholz & Wehrse 
this volume) of the equation of radiative transfer 

d/. 
= I .  - s . .  ( 2 )  

In TE, I,  = B,(T), the Plan& function. However, in a stellar atmosphere, 
this is not generally true. The assumption that all the other distribution func- 
tions (a) - (d)  above are nevertheless valid leads to the condition of "local" ther- 
modynamic equilibrium (LTE), and this is a "standard" assumption in classical 
stellar atmospheres. The reader will surely notice the inconsistency of the LTE 
idea that the radiation field might depart from its LTE value without influencing 
the distributions of electrons, molecules or atoms. This logical inconsistency is a 
small price to pay, however, for the convenience of using the Boltzmann and Saha 
equations to calculate number densities. The question is not: Is LTE valid? Of 
course it is not strictly valid in stellar atmospheres because of the inconsistency 
noted. The question is: How bad are the LTE results? 

A broad view of NLTE, including all departures from the idealized situation 
described above, is illustrated in Fig. 1. which shows a stylized representation of 
the formation and destruction of a diatomic molecule AB from its constituent 
neutral atoms A and B, the populations of each of which might be influenced by 
interactions with other molecules or other stages of ionization. Molecules might 
also be formed by any of several other processes, such as exchange reactions. 

NLTE effects can enter in many places, as shown in Fig. 2. Populations of 
levels, and hence source functions and optical depths, depend on the competing 
rates of production and destruction. If there is a steady state, often called sta- 
tistical equilibrium, then, for the number density of the particles corresponding 
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to any state j (which could be an atomic or molecular energy level), d n j / d t  = 
(production rate of nj) - (destruction rate of nj)  = 0. Tha t  is, the sum of all 
processes leading to the creation of a particle in state j is equal to the sum of all 
processes taking particles out of state j (see Mihalas 1978; Anderson 1989). 

A II B II 

A I  + B I  AB 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the formation of a diatomic molecule AB from 
neutral atoms A and B. 

Each process involves a forward and a reverse rate or process. Considering 
only states i and j, if P stands for the rate of any process, we can describe the 
steady-state equilibrium between i and j by 

= pj , (3) 

where ni is the number density of particles of species i, and Pij is the rate per 
particle of any process transferring particles from one state i to another state 
j. Normally, many states will be connected to the j ' th  state, and there will be 
many terms in the equation. The ratio of the number densities of j and i in the 
simple case where no other interactions occur is given by 

nj Pij 
~-T = ~-~ji. (4) 

In TE the rates Pij and Pji will balance in such a way that  their ratio is just  the 
relevant equilibrium distribution function. More generally, for an energy level j 
in a system of N levels, 

njZiPji + njPjK = ~iniPij + nKPKj; j = 1,2.. .N, (5) 

where K represents the continuum or the dissociated state. 
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NLTE 1 :i I  a'e:t Xc',at' l 
LSv, v j 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the points (formation and destruction rates, excita- 
tion mechanism, spectral lines, and the pool of constituent atoms) at which departures 
from LTE (NLTE) in the rates might occur for the simple situation shown in Fig. 1. 
Any NLTE effect might influence the populations of the molecular energy levels and 
the opacity. 

In general, each transition can be made radiatively or collisionally, so that  

P~ = R,~ + c~, (6) 

where R and C are the radiative and collisional rates. Since the colliding particles 
have a maxwellian velocity distribution, we can compute the collisional rate, C, 
as an integral over velocity and cross section 

Cq --- C~j(Q, n, T),  (7) 

where Q represents a cross section. In steady-state equilibrium, all the rele- 
vant cross sections must be known, and astrophysicists depend on quantum 
chemists and laboratory spectroscopists for these values. Note that the density 
and temperature of the colliding species (usually electrons, H or He atoms, or 
H2 molecules) are local quantities which furthermore are in equilibrium, so that  
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if one computes 
n___j = C# 
ni Qi'  (8) 

the result will be the TE value. 
For the radiative rates one has 

ni~ = Rij(f, I~), (9) 

where f is an oscillator strength or absorption cross section and, as repeatedly 
stressed at throughtout this book, these must be accurately known. If Iu = 
B~(T), the ratio of nj /ni  would again be the TE value. However, in general this 
is not true, for I, (r,) given by Eq. (2). 

Molecular lines are often assumed to be formed by pure absorption, in which 
case the source function becomes the Planck function 

g ( -~ )  = re(T).  (10) 

Even under these circumstances, however, Iv is not Planckian! A more general 
approximation to the line source function is the frequency-independent form 

2hu 3 1 
S~= e2 -,ei 1' (11) 

n j g i  

where j is the upper and i the lower state and g is the statistical weight. 
Substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (12) leads to a form which is a linear combi- 

nation of pure absorption and complete redistribution (pure non-coherent scat- 
tering): 

S~ = eBb(T) + (1 - e)], (12) 

where 

~0 °° ] = J~¢~dv, (13) 

J, = WB, (Tr ) ,  (14) 

where W is a dilution factor (the fractional solid angle filled by incoming radia- 
tion at the point of interest) and Tr is the radiation temperature. Thus J .  might 
differ from B~(T) either because of the dilution of the radiation field near the sur- 
face (W < 1) or because the (wavelength-dependentt) "radiation temperature" 
(Wr) departs from the local electron temperature (T). 

The complexity of the true (NLTE) situation is now apparent. The number 
densities of the relevant atomic and molecular states and species depend upon the 
radiative and collisional rates, and the radiative rates depend on the radiation 
field (Eq. 9). The radiation field (Iv) depends upon the source functions and 

¢~ is the normalized absorption coefficient, and ¢ is related to the fraction of 
photons re-emitted thermally. 

To obtain a physical feel for the radiation field, one might imagine that Iv or 
its angle average, J~, can be parameterized as 
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optical depths (Eq. 2), which depend upon the number densities of relevant 
states (Eqs. 1 and 11). Often the coupling between the radiation field and the 
energy levels is very strong, and special mathematical techniques are needed to 
solve the system of equations. 

As is clear from the previous (Eqs. 5, 9, and 14), departures from LTE in 
level populations will occur if (a) radiative rates exceed collisional rates and 
(b) the radiation field is non-planckian (I~ # B~ (T)). Stated differently, level 
populations will be driven to their LTE values if collisional rates (which occur 
at their equilibrium values) dominate radiative rates or if radiative rates pro- 
ceed at their equilibrium value (the intensity is the Planck function). Deep in 
the photosphere particle densities are high (,,~1015-10 is cm-3), and collisional 
rates are high. Furthermore, optical depths are large, and the radiation field 
approaches a planckian radiation field. Under these conditions, we expect LTE 
to be an excellent approximation. In the outer photosphere particle densities 
are lower (1011-1014 cm-3), and electron densities are far lower, and departures 
from a plankian radiation field arise both from the existence of the surface (r = 
0) with its consequent anisotropy in the radiation field and from the frequency 
dependence of the absorption coefficients and therefore of the surface flux. Ef- 
fects of NLTE are to be expected. In chromospheres, coronae, winds, and CSE's, 
NLTE effects dominate, and the full coupled radiative-transfer and steady-state 
equations (or even non-static equations) must be employed. 

Two diametrically opposite philosophical approaches to NLTE in stellar pho- 
tospheres have therefore arisen. One position, the one almost always taken in 
calculations of molecular opacities, is that the assumption of LTE with its at- 
tendant simplicity should be made until clearly discrepant results force us to the 
tedious NLTE calculations. The other position is to begin NLTE calculations at 
the outset. There is hardly any middle ground. 

For which molecular levels and transitions are NLTE effects likely to be im- 
portant? Molecular energy states are classified as rotational, vibrational, and 
electronic. Electronic levels and transitions involve energies of a few (2-6)  eV, 
whereas the average kinetic energy per particle is of the order of 0.3 eV. Further- 
more, the agents of electronic collisions in molecules, as in atoms, are electrons, 
the density of which decreases rapidly toward lower temperatures as abundant 
elements (I-I, C, N, O) become neutral. These transitions are therefore quite sus- 
ceptible to NLTE effects (Thompson 1973; Mount et al. 1975; Hinkle & Lambert 
1975; Anderson 1989; Ayres & Wiedemann 1989). Fortunately, many electronic 
molecular transitions fall in the violet and ultraviolet spectral regions where, due 
to the low stellar flux, their effects on the overall opacity and therefore on the 
atmospheric structure is minor. By contrast, rovibrational transitions have ener- 
gies of the order of 0.5 eV, and rotational transitions have energies of the order 
of 0.05 eV. Since these are close to the average energy per particle in cool stel- 
lar atmospheres, many particles are available for collisions. Furthermore, these 
latter collisions are more geometric than coulombic and are mediated by neutral 
particles, especially neutral hydrogen atoms, which are relatively abundant even 
in the low-density atmospheres of red-giant stars. 
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Direct measurements from spacecraft show that both the absolute stellar 
ultraviolet flux and the fractional ultraviolet flux in molecule-rich giants are 
weaker than in warmer stars but still quite significant (Steiman-Cameron et al. 
1985; Schrijver 1987; Judge 1989). In fact, radiation temperatures (Tr) at vio- 
let and ultraviolet wavelengths may easily exceed the electron temperature in 
the outer photosphere and temperature-minimum region, especially if chromo- 
spheric photons are also included (Luttermoser 1993). For example, the color 
(radiation) temperature in a Ori never falls below 2950 K at any wavelength, 
and it rises sharply at wavelengths shortward of 300 nm to values of 3,000-4,000 
K (Carpenter et al. 1993). By contrast, the temperature minimum must have 
an electron temperature near 2400 K. The ultraviolet radiation field is relatively 
much stronger in cool dwarfs. It is this relatively strong ultraviolet radiation field 
that causes the overionization and overexcitation in both molecules and atoms 
found in the outer photosphere in several studies (see individual molecules). 

We now summerize research on a few specific molecules. 

2 H~ 

Because it is the most abundant element, the equilibrium of hydrogen is funda- 
mental to all hydrogen-containing molecules and their opacities. Although it has 
no bands of significance except through pressure-induced opacity (Borysow this 
volume), the molecule H2 has an important indirect influence on the opacity 
through its influence on the abundance of H-, whose opacity is important or 
dominant in all molecule-producing atmospheres except H-deficient objects. 

A pioneering study of the actual (NLTE) equilibrium for both H2 and H- was 
reported in a classic paper by Lambert ~z Pagel (1968), who'set up and solved 
a small network of equations governing the equilibrium of H-.  From considera- 
tions of several mechanisms of formation and destruction, they found the most 
important destruction mechanisms for H- in stars of spectral type F0-K0 to be 
photodetachment (H- + h~, ~ H + e) and associative detachment by neutral 
hydrogen atoms (H': + H -~ H~ + e). Rates then available led to their conclusion 
that "NLTE effects are probably absent." Because of its indirect influence on the 
H- abundance, the formation of H2, for which 3-body recombinations (3 H -~ 
H2 + H) seemed to dominate, was also examined. Relative to the reservoir of 
neutral hydrogen the number density of H2 was also found to be in TE. A larger 
network of equations governing the equilibrium of H-,  H, H +, H2, and H2 + in a 
form suitable for calculation by computers was set up, but not solved, by Lites 
&: Mihalas (1984). Most modern calculations of H- and H2 have cited this early 
research and have either assumed H- to be in LTE relative to H (Vernazza et al. 
1981) or have calculated it to be so from a simplified set of equations (Anderson 
1989). In both these latter calculations H2 Was assumed to be in TE relative to 
H I and it was analytically eliminated from the H- network of equations. 

As a check on the abundance of H2, and therefore on dissociative equilibrium 
calculations, observations of the infrared quadrupole transitions of H2 are of 
paramount importance, and a fair sample of these are newly available (Hinkle et 
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al. 1993), including observations of about 30 M, S, and C stars of all variability 
classes and of the mira variable star xCyg throughout its cycle. A few H2 lines, 
especially the 1-0 S(0) and S(1) lines, were seen in most stars (the strongest 
lines being in S-type miras), and their strengths were roughly in agreement with 
the expectations of dissociative (chemical) equilibrium calculations. The great 
strengths of the stronger observed lines requires their formation over a large 
range of the stellar atmosphere, and, in extreme cases, up to 0.1 M® is contained 
in the atmosphere. Part of the line was found to originate in near-photospheric 
circumstellar material slightly shifted in velocity relative to the photosphere. It 
had earlier been suggested that if H2 is produced by three-body recombination, 
the recombination would be so slow in the low densities in mira atmospheres 
that H would remain neutral (not associated) between shocks (Bowen 1988). 
However, these observations disclose that, after the passage of a pulsationally 
driven shock through the atmosphere, the H~ lines reappear almost as quickly 
as do CO and TiO lines, forcing the conclusion that recombination proceeds 
more rapidly than expected, which in turn demands higher densities of H I or 
consideration of processes other than three-body recombination. An increase in 
the rate of association of H into H2 would tend to drive the number density of 
H2 closer to its LTE value. However, in such a complex system as shocks in the 
pulsating atmosphere of a mira variable star, a completely self-consistent NLTE 
solution is required, and that is still in the future. 

3 C H  

An early (perhaps the earliest) calculation of NLTE in CH (Hinkle ~: Lambert 
1975), noted that the three observed electronic transitions of CH: A2z~-X2H, 
B 2 Z - - X 2 / / ,  and C2S+-X2/ /have  very low electronic oscillator strengths, so 
that their contribution to the opacity in the Sun is small, while the stronger 
transitions lie so far to the ultraviolet (137.0 nm) that their contribution to the 
opacity is negligible. That conclusion is strengthened as one goes toward lower 
temperatures. 

A detailed calculation of the CH (A-X), CH (B-X), and CH (C-X) systems 
in the solar atmosphere by the methods outlined in Section 8 was made by An- 
derson (1989). Interesting departures from LTE were found in all three systems 
in the outer solar photosphere in the sense that higher-lying levels were over- 
populated relative to lower-lying levels. The departures begin sharply above log 
m = 2.0 in this radiative-equilibrium model, where m is mass eolmnn density 
(g cm-2), just outside the temperature-minimum region in the real solar atmo- 
sphere. The physical reasons for the over excitation are related to the relatively 
strong ultraviolet radiation field as sketched in the last part of the Introduction. 

A recent comparison of values for the carbon abundances in the solar atmo- 
sphere (Grevesse et al. 1991) shows that an LTE abundance analysis of the CH 
(A-X) electronic system yields the same value for the carbon abundance as do 
the rotation-vibration bands in the ground state, and that value agrees closely 
with the mean value of other abundance indicators. This agreement is impor- 
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tant, for it demonstrates that any NLTE effects are confined to the outermost 
layers where they may slightly affect the line cores but probably do not affect 
the opacity (which for CH in the sun is of minor importance anyway). 

4 C N  

Bands of the red system of CN (A2H-X2Z +) are conspicuous in the red/near- 
IR spectral region (0.7-1.5 #m) and provide important opacity in cool stars of 
all chemical composition, but we know of no evidence from either observation or 
theory for departures from the predictions of LTE in these lines. 

Calculations of NLTE for the violet system of CN (B2~+-X2Z +) have been 
carried out for the Sun (Mount &: Linsky 1975) and for Arcturus (Mount et al. 
1975). Because of the obvious computational difficulties of such a complex sys- 
tem, the analysis was carried out only for rotational transitions from vibrational 
states v '=0  to v~=0, which form the bandhead at 388.3 nm. This amounted to 32 
overlapping doublets corresponding to the P1 and P2 divisions of the P branch; 
the weaker Q branch was ignored. All rotational transitions in both the upper 
and lower electronic states were assumed to be in LTE. The equivalent-two- 
level-atom formulation of the source function was adopted, the line absorption 
coefficient was taken to be doppler, and complete redistribution was assumed 
in the photon redistribution function. For the Sun, significant NLTE effects, as 
much as a factor of 2.0 in the ratio SI/B,(T), were found for all four atmospheric 
models tested, including some with inhomogeneities. It was concluded that this 
factor could cause an increase of 0.2 dex in the abundance of carbon. However, 
these workers obtained an abundance of C lower by 0.2-0.3 dex than the value of 
8.60 commonly accepted (Grevesse et al. 1991), and this unexplained difference 
has cast an uncertainty over their results. 

Because of the low density in the atmosphere of the red giant Arcturus, 
values of ~ were so low that most of the band head was formed by (pure non- 
coherent) scattering. Possible errors in the abundance of C and N resulting from 
the neglect of NLTE are again approximately 0.2 dex, which is of the same order 
as errors introduced by uncertainties in the absolute calibration of the spectra, 
the molecular oscillator strengths, and the turbulence. The authors warn against 
an extrapolation of these results to other molecules and other stars (Mount et 
al. 1975). 

5 C O  

Exactly twenty years ago there appeared two calculations that set the stage 
for much of  the later interesting work on CO: the tentative suggestion that 
CO might be an important coolant in stellar atmospheres of intermediate and 
low temperatures (Johnson 1973) and the pioneering calculations of NLTE in 
CO (Thompson 1973). Both of these intertwined effects have been treated in 
much more detail since then. Early calculations showed a very large cooling 
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effect; subsequent calculations show a smaller but still important effect (Ayres 
Weidemann 1989; Mauas et al. 1990; Wiedemann & Ayres 1991; Plez et al. 

1992). CO is important to the energy budget in the outer layers where its strong 
lines are formed because most other lines have become optically thin. However, 
we concentrate on the NLTE aspects here, leaving the tantalizing questions of 
CO cooling and possible consequent bifurcation to another occasion. 

Research on CO has been partly driven by observations of the strikingly deep 
cores of the strongest lines, which are still not fully explained (see Tsuji 1988, 
1991; Judge 1989). Simply stated, certain CO lines in the fundamental band are 
so strong their cores must be formed in the same part of the atmosphere as the 
Ca II H and K lines or even the Mg I I h  and k lines. Both of these latter sets 
of lines show emission features reflecting the chromospheric temperature rise. 
Theory suggests these CO lines are formed by pure absorption (LTE), and, if so, 
they must also develop emission cores (Carbon et al. 1976; Ayres & Wiedemann 
1989; Wiedemann ~z Ayres 1991). Rowever, no emission features are observed 
in spectra of any star (tteasley et al. 1978; Tsuji 1988), including such diverse 
objects as Sun, Arcturus, and TX Psc (a carbon star). How to understand this 
conflict? Either CO must be subject to departures from LTE so that the radiation 
temperatures in its line cores do not correspond to electron temperatures in the 
stars, or the chromospheres must be inhomogeneous, with cool regions (where 
CO is formed) and warmer regions (where the resonance lines of Ca II and Mg 
iI are formed). In fact, this latter point of view has been expressed by several 
authors, but the matter appears to be far from settled. 

Pioneering work (Thompson 1973) based upon available cross sections showed 
that (a) rotational equilibrium must hold throughout the atmospheres of almost 
all stars, (b) vibrational equilibrium might break down in the the low-density 
atmospheres of the coolest giants, and (c) ionization and chemical equilibria 
ought to be in LTE. A later comprehensive overview of line formation in several 
molecules (ttinkle & Lambert 1975) again considered rotational, vibrational, 
and electronic transitions and attempted to distinguish observationally between 
lines formed by pure absorption and scattering (favoring the latter), disclosed the 
uncertainties of the cross sections used earlier, and emphasized the importance 
of collisions with neutral hydrogen for ground-state rovibrational transitions. 

A calculation of NLTE in CO in Arcturus through the solution of the equa- 
tions of radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium (Carbon ct al. 1976) illus- 
trated how sensitively the results depended upon the poorly known cross sections 
for H-CO collisions. They delineated the regimes of temperature and pressure in 
which departures from LTE might be expected in rovibrational transitions, and 
found that LTE would hold (for the "best" cross sections) throughout the atmo- 
sphere except perhaps the outermost layers. In addition, these authors pointed 
out that the CO results could not be reconciled with a chromospheric model and 
pointed toward an inhomogeneous outer atmosphere. 

To address the problem of NLTE in CO directly, Ayres & Wiedemann (1989) 
undertook a careful NLTE calculation of the rotation-vibration lines in the Sun. 
A NLTE calculation for a molecule is a formidable problem. Consider a molecule 
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of 10 vibrational levels, each with 121 rotational levels. Imagine well over 1,000 
radiative transitions to be accounted for. That is the molecular model adopted. 
Fortunately, because the collisions are dominated by neutral hydrogen (for which 
reliable cross sections were then known), the value of the fractional absorption 
parameter, c, essentially the rate of collisional to radiative de-excitation, is fairly 
large, of the order of 0.01 to 0.10. The solution of the radiative transfer equation 
can therefore be found by straightforward lambda iteration, and the solution 
thermalizes at relatively shallow depths. They found that the deep cores seen 
in strong infrared CO lines in Sun and Arcturus could not be explained by 
NLTE. This interesting result, that LTE holds for infrared CO lines, must not 
be confused with the fact of fluorescence, a selective NLTE effect, seen in some 
ultraviolet CO lines (Ayres 1986). 

The NLTE research on the rotation-vibration transitions and levels within the 
ground electronic state (X1Z +) in CO was later extended to F-K stars (Wiede- 
mann ~: Ayres 1991) based on standard radiative- equilibrium, LTE models 
(Gustafsson et al. 1975; Bell et al. 1976), where again only slight departures from 
LTE were found in atmospheres for stars with log (surface gravity) > 1.5, which 
includes all dwarfs and most giants. Model makers had previously employed the 
LTE assumption, and it has been used in all later work on CO opacities (Plez et 
al. 1992), line formation (Jergensen ~ Johnson 1992), and cooling calculations 
(Mauas et al. 1990). 

As part of a novel calculation of a self-consistent model for the solar photo- 
sphere under the constraints of hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium but without 
the LTE constraint (Anderson 1989), calculations were carried out for several 
molecules, including the CO fourth positive system (A-X). Interesting departures 
from LTE were found in the sense that in the outer solar atmosphere (outside the 
temperature minimum in a real red-giant atmosphere) all levels were overexcited; 
that is,.. all levels were overpopulated relative to LTE. The cooling effects of CO 
were confirmed (Anderson 1989), but the effects are much more complex than 
previously treated because of the heating and cooling effects of strong atomic 
lines. Questions of bifurcation are outside our considerations here. 

6 TiO 

Following tt20, TiO is the dominant molecular opacity in oxygen-rich atmo- 
spheres, and the red and infrared spectral regions are blanketed by millions 
of lines of several systems: a (C3A--X3A), /3 (cl~--alZ~), 7' (B3H-X3'~) ,  7 
(A3~b-X3A), 6 ( b l H - a l A ) ,  ¢ ( b l H - d l Z ) ,  c (E3H-XaA).  Some TiO opac- 
ities have been employed by all constructors of cool-star atmospheres (Brown 
et al. 1989; Bessell et al. 1989; Plez et al. 1992; Jergensen 1993). As far as we 
know, no NLTE analysis has been carried out for TiO in any star. Comments 
regarding possible NLTE effects on TiO are made in Section 8. 
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7 Polyatomic  Molecules  

Even though polyatomic molecules provide very important opacities - H20 in 
oxygen rich stars and HCN, C2IJ2, and C3 in carbon stars- we know of no 
research on NLTE in these molecules. We note that more complex molecules 
have more pathways for any given transition i ~-~ j, which increases opportuni- 
ties for thermalization (LTE). Furthermore, all the important spectral bands of 
the molecules (except perhaps the A-X transition of Ca) are due to transitions 
within the electronic ground state (infrared rovibrational transitions), and are 
therefore less affected by NLTE as described in Section 1. For the near future, we 
expect all calculations of dissociative equilibrium among polyatomic molecules 
to continue to use LTE. Formation and destruction of PAHs (polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons), polyynes, fullerenes, and other complex molecules are discussed 
by Omont (this volume). 

8 NLTE in the Pool  of Atoms 

While scientists have worried about possible departures from LTE in stellar at- 
mospheres, because almost all calculations to date have used this marvelously 
simplifying assumption, effects of NLTE in photospheres where molecules exist 
have not been easy to find. In this section we are concerned whether ionization 
equilibrium exists among molecule-forming atoms since such departures would 
change the pool of neutral atoms from which molecules might form. A few ex- 
amples must suffice. 

Most diatomic molecules are composed of H, C, N, and O, which share the 
trait of sufficiently high ionization energy (11.3-14.5 eV) that they are almost 
entirely neutral in all stars cooler than the Sun. Even though NLTE effects 
(overionization) are present (Ayres ~ Weidemann 1989; Anderson 1989; Lutter- 
moser L~ Johnson 1992; Luttermoser 1993) and the number of ions is therefore 
greatly increased over LTE calculations, the enormously greater number of neu- 
tral atoms is not significantly diminished. Thus, the number density of molecules 
composed of these abundant atoms is not affected by NLTE. 

A pioneering calculation of ionization equilibria in cool giant stars was carried 
out by Auman & Woodrow (1975) for the elements Na, A1, K, and Ca in several 
model photospheres for,red-giant stars ranging from 2,000 to 4,000 K in effective 
temperature. Each element was represented by a model atom with 9 energy 
levels. Atmospheric models based on LTE were used as starting values, ultraviolet 
radiation fields were calculated from the models, and the radiative-transfer and 
steady-state equations were solved self-consistently. These results were used to 
obtain new models, and the process was iterated to convergence to create NLTE 
model atmospheres. In the outer atmospheric layers overionization was found 
for all elements considered, and this overionization increased with decreasing 
temperature and gravity up to a factor of about l0 for Tefr = 3500 K, for example. 

A dependence of the (LTE) abundance of Fe I and Ti I on the excitation 
potential as well as the equivalent width of spectral lines in the star Pollux (K0 
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III) has been put forward as evidence of departures from LTE in the photosphere 
(Ruland et al. 1980). A similar effect in Ti I and Zr I was noticed in a study of 
33 G and K giants by Brown et al. (1983), who found that the Zr abundance 
was 0.4 dex lower, relative to Ti, than in the Sun when weak Zr I and Ti I lines 
were used for the abundance determination. However, these "abundance" effects 
disappeared when lines of Ti II and Zr II were employed, indicating that NLTE 
effects were responsible. These authors warn other researchers to use only the 
most abundant species of an element for abundance determinations. 

A landmark study of complex atoms in stars was the pioneering research on 
line formation of Fe in the solar atmosphere (Athay &: Lites 1972), who carried 
out a solution of the coupled steady-state and radiative transfer equations for a 
model atom of 15 terms and 13 radiative bound-bound transitions. This work 
was later extended to similar stars (Lites ~ Cowley 1974) with somewhat simpler 
(Fe I ÷ Pe II atoms (12 atomic levels and 5 radiative bound-bound transitions). 

Theoretical calculations for more complex model atoms (69 spectroscopic 
terms and 67 transitions) of Fe I and Fe II (Steenbok 1985) in the Sun and in 
Pollux have largely explained theoretically the results obtained by Ruland et 
al. (1980), thus putting the research on NLTE in complex atoms on a rather 
more solid footing. This same work was later elaborated further with an even 
more complex atom (Solanki ~ Steenbok 1988), but even this model atom was 
a rather crude approximation to the real iron atoms. 

A novel calculation of a theoretical solar atmospheric model based upon ra- 
diative and hydrostatic equilibrium but without the LTE assumption has been 
made (Anderson 1989). In this calculation, the equations of statistical equilib- 
rium (similar to Eq. 5) and radiative transfer (Eq. 2) were solved self-consistently 
for those atoms and molecules which account for most of the line blanketing: 
model neutral atoms of H, He, C, Na, Mg, A1, Si, Ca, and Fe and model molecules 
for CH, CN, CO, and SiO. 

This is a numerically difficult and computationally expensive undertaking, 
and several simplifications were necessary. In particular, the "multifrequency/- 
multigray" approximation was employed for the opacity, which effectively reduces 
a complex atom or molecule to a set of representative multiplets for which more- 
or-less exact solutions can be obtained, and from which extrapolations to the 
complete solution can be made. Molecular dissociative equilibrium was treated 
in LTE. Although the abundance of their ions was increased relative to LTE, 
molecule-forming atoms remained the dominant stage of ionization, and molec- 
ular formation was therefore treated self-consistently in LTE. 

In the outer photospheric layers the temperature in a NLTE model falls far 
below the temperature of an LTE model atmosphere. Molecular lines, treated by 
the complete-redistribution (CRD) formulation (Eqs. 11 and 12), departed from 
the predictions of pure absorption, and this resulted in interesting effects on 
(low-frequency) cooling and (high-frequency) heating. Again it was found that 
molecular energy levels are overexcited, sometimes by a large factor, in the outer 
atmosphere (above log m = 2.0). 

More recently, Takeda (1991) has noted the deficiencies in the atomic models 
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of iron adopted by previous investigators because of the limited number of levels 
and transitions considered and has solved self-consistently the radiative-transfer 
and steady-state equations for a model Fe I atom of sufficiently many levels and 
lines to include the effects of huge numbers (hundreds) of highly excited states 
and weak lines. These were, of course, treated by a statistical procedure, in which 
an actual multiplet or term is represented by a single fictitious level with an 
appropriate transition probability/statistical weight in a manner similar to that 
of Anderson (1989). The model atmosphere was chosen to represent Arcturus 
(K2 III). Because the photon re-emission mechanism could not be known for 
all lines, calculations on opacities in the ultraviolet were made for both pure 
absorption and for pure coherent scattering. Although the NLTE factors differ 
by a small factor (~ 1-3) depending on the inclusion or exclusion of scattering, 
the results differ by an order of magnitude if line-blanketing is included (as it 
should be) in the ultraviolet. In other words, the extent of Fe I overionization is 
mostly fixed by the treatment of ultraviolet fluxes and therefore line opacities. 
The results show a considerable overionization of Fe I in the outer atmosphere, 
above log r(500 nm) = -3.0 (log column mass density ~ 1.0). Cores of strong 
and intermediate lines are formed above this region, and these results suggest a 
possibly significant overionization of Fe I. 

If this result for Fe can be extrapolated to Ti, it might prove very interesting 
for the formation of TiO lines. Similarly, a NLTE calculation for Mg would test 
NLTE effects on Mgtt. 

9 Conclusions and Discussion 

Although NLTE effects in molecular opacities might arise in several contexts, 
the problems of calculating these are complex and poorly studied. We make the 
following comments. 

1. Rotational levels, which have energy differences of 0.00-0.05 eV and whose 
lines fall in the red and infrared region, are in LTE because of the high collisional 
rate (due to neutral hydrogen) relative to the modest radiative rates. 

2. Vibrational levels, with energy differences of 0.1-0.5 eV, are also likely to 
be in LTE for the reasons given above although departures may occur in some 
molecules in the outermost layers of cool supergiants or miras. These transitions 
are responsible for much of the opacity in cool stars. 

3. Molecular electronic transitiofis, like atomic transitions, require energies 
of several eV. Collisions in these transitions depend on electrons, which are rela- 
tively rare in these cool objects, where abundant elements are generally neutral. 
Significant departures in populations of energy states may result, although no 
NLTE effects have been found observationally. Bands from electronic transitions 
in many molecules fall in the violet and ultraviolet spectral regions where their 
opacities are not significant (but note such exceptions as CN) for the thermal 
structure (though they are significant for violet and ultraviolet spectral synthe- 
sis) even in the Sun. They rapidly become less important in cooler stars. 
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4. We speculate that the most significant effect of NLTE on molecular opaci- 
ties will arise from overionization of neutral atoms, which might reduce the pool 
from which molecules can be made. This effect will not occur for molecules com- 
posed of the abundant elements H, C, N, and O because their large (11-15 eV) 
ionization energies assure they will be predominantly neutral throughout cool- 
star atmospheres. We suggest NLTE effects might arise in such an important 
opacity as TiO if Ti I (Xio~ = 6.8 eV) is actually overionized when it would have 
been neutral in LTE. Although not a significant opacity source, MgH, which is 
valuable for pressure and gravity determinations, might be affected in the same 
way if Mg I (Xio,~ = 7.6 eV) is overionized. 

5. LTE will continue to be employed for the foreseeable future in most cal- 
culations of molecular opacities, model atmospheres, and elemental and isotopic 
abundances. Research in the outer photosphere, chromosphere, and CSE will 
require NLTE. The exact region of overlap is a subject of current research. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

For a simple dissociation equilibrium 

AB ~ A + B (1) 

the equilibrium constant Kp at tempera ture  T can be writ ten in terms of part ial  
pressures p or densities n in the form given by Equation 6 of T a t u m  (1966) 

Kp (T)  - PAPB _ k T  nAn__ B _ ( 2 ? r m k T ~  QAQB 
nAB h2 ,] k T - - - ~  e -D~/kT (2) 

where m is the reduced mass of AB, k the Bol tzmann constant,  h the Planck 
constant,  QA, QB, QAB the internal parti t ion functions of the species, and Do 
1 the dissociation energy of AB. This equation derives f rom a more general 
expression of Kp (T) for a chemical reaction that  is demonstra ted in all physical- 
chemistry textbooks treating statistical thermodynamics  (see for example Atkins 
1990). Par t i t ion functions are weighted Boltzmann factors 

Q :  (3) 

1 The dissociation energy Do invoked throughout the paper refers to the energy dif- 
ference between the zero point energies (ZPE) of the products of dissociation and 
the molecule. This is the microscopic (molecular) definition of the dissociation en- 
ergy which is measured spectroscopically. The macroscopic (molar) definition uses 
the notations D o or D~, with the subscript referring to the temperature T = 0 K 
and the superscript to the standard state. Indeed, dissociation energies determined 
thermochemically are calculated from standard enthalpies of formation at 0 K (see 
Equation 6 and others in the text, where we have dropped the superscript for clarity). 
The two definitions give identical values. They differ from the dissociation energy 
labelled De as often found in theoretical work which, for a diatomic molecule, is the 
energy difference between the separated ground-state atoms and the minimum of its 
potential energy curve. 
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with cn corresponding to the energy of the eigenstates of degeneracy gn- Provided 
all the eigenvalues are known, Q values can be calculated exactly. Derivations 
and calculations of the partition functions can be found in textbooks or in re- 
views relating to astrophysics. The monographs of Tatum (1966) and Sauval ~: 
Ta tum (1984) which include calculations of partition functions and equilibrium 
constants for 300 diatomic molecules of astrophysical interest are particularly 
relevant. Approximations such as the so-called high temperature approximation 
for the rotational partition function and the Morse potential for the vibrational 
partition function have been used to yield simple analytical expressions that  
only depend on the temperature. Nevertheless, comparison with the extensive 
calculations obtained by direct summation over calculated eigenstates reveals no 
striking difference. For example, the CN partition function computed between 
1000 and 8500 K in that manner by Jergensen ~z Larsson (1990) differs at most 
by 4 % from the values of Sauval ~ Tatum (1984). 

While the knowledge of accurate molecular partition functions is essential 
to compute equilibrium constants, this requirement is not strictly necessary for 
abundance analyses of atomic species derived from molecular opacities. Indeed, 
the absorption coefficient, t%j, of a molecular line in a medium in thermody- 
namic equilibrium at temperature T relative to a particular quantum state vJ 
of energy cvz is 

t%j o~ nAB(v,j) fv j  nAB(2J + l)e-C~j/kT = QAB AJ (4) 

where f . j  is the line oscillator strength. It follows that the molecular partition 
function cancels out when combining Equation (2) and (4): 

(21rmkT~ -~ (2J + 1)e -~ : /kT  e +D°/kT f , :  . (5) nA nB 

'%J QAQB \ J 
However, when the product nAnB is extracted from a calculated equilibrium 

constant, care should be taken to use the same partition functions that were 
entered in the calculation of the equilibrium constant. Sauval ~ Tatum (1984) 
have stressed the importance of giving a set of both equilibrium constants and 
partition functions to avoid inconsistent comparisons. 

The dissociation energy always remains a critical factor in the calculation of 
equilibrium constants or in the evaluation of abundances from molecular opac- 
ities. Consider again the example of CN: an uncertainty of 0.3 eV in the disso- 
ciation energy results in a variation of the equilibrium constant by a factor of 2 
for the solar photosphere, and even more for cooler objects, when turning from 
the lower to the upper bound (Do -- 7.6 to 7.9 eV, as found in many references). 

2 Current Status of the Knowledge of Dissociation 
Energies 

It is not self evident that any value of a dissociation energy quoted with low 
error limits should be taken for granted, even when it is found in a review or a 
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database considered as being authoritative on the subject. Compilations, once 
they have been recognized, have the tendency to last too many years before 
they are finally considered as obsolete. Quoted values can disagree, and when 
establishing comparisons, it is not at all clear that the best value should be in 
the more recently published review. 
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Fig. 1. Potential energy curves of some low-lying states of NO: X21Ir, a4]/i, A2Z +, 
B 2Hr and C 2Hr. 

The example of the NO molecule can be taken to illustrate briefly the lat- 
ter point. Following the last complete revision of the JANAF tables (Chase et 
al. 1985), the quoted standard enthalpies of formation of NO, N and O at 0 
K are respectively AfH0 (NO) = 0.9305 4- 0.0018eV per molecule (89.775 ± 
0.17kJ mole-l), AfHo (N) = 4.8797 ± 0.0010 eV (470.82 ± 0.10kJ mole -1) and 
AfH0 (O) = 2.5578 ± 0.0010eV (246.79 -1- 0.10 kJ mole-1). Since 

D0(NO) =AfH0(N) +AfH0(O) -AfH0(NO)  (6) 

the Do (NO) value can be deduced to be 6.5071 4- 0.0038 eV, which is not consis- 
tent with the value given in the compilation of constants of diatomic molecules 
provided by Huber &: Herzberg (1979): Do (NO) = 6.4968 ± 010012 eV. Yet, the 
value selected by Huber ~ Herzberg is based on papers by Callear &: Pilling 
(1970) and Dingle et al. (1975) that could have been considered in the 1985 
JANAF tables. Indeed, these authors established that only a very few rotational 
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levels of the C2Hr Rydberg state, predissociated by the interaction with the 
a4Hi state, lie below the dissociation limit (Fig. 1). Direct spectroscopic evi- 
dence had been found by Dingle et al. by inverse predissociation in the two body 
recombination reaction of N and O atoms. This process populates C2IIr rovibra- 
tional levels situated above the dissociation limit. Consequently, observation of 
the C2Hr ---, A2Z + infrared bands reveals a break-off in the rotational structure 
(sudden drop in intensity) for levels below the dissociation limit, which yields 
precisely the dissociation energy, confirmed in subsequent papers. 

Another current source of difficulty is to establish the complete path of the 
determination, as a value of a dissociation energy given in a paper is in general 
dependent on previous determinations of dissociation energies or standard en- 
thalpies of formation at 0 K of other molecules. For example Do (C2-It) can be 
deduced as follows: 

D0(C2H-H) = AfH0(C2H) ± AfH0(H) - AfH0(C2H2) (7) 

Do (C2-H) = AfH0 (C2) 4- z~fH0(H) - z~fH0 (C2It) 

Do (C2) = 2AfH0 (C) - AfH0 (C2) • 

Hence, eliminating AfH0 (C2tt) and AfHo (C2) yields: 

(8) 

(9) 

• Do (C2-H) = 2AfHo ( C ) -  Do (C2) + 2AfHo(H) - A f H o  (C2H2) - D o  (C2H-tt) 
(i0) 

The result is that the certainty of Do (C2-H) calculated concomitently from 
the measurement of Do (C2H-H) = 5.69 + 0.03 eV (131.3 4- 0.7kcalmole -z) by 
Ervin et al. (1991), also depends on the certainty of four other values. Ervin et 
al. have retained three JANAF values: AfHo (C) = 7.371 4- 0.005eV (711.19 4- 
0.46 kJ mole-z), Af/~/0(It ) = 2.23906 4- 0.00006 eV(216.035 4- 0.006 kJ mole-~), 
Do(C2) = 6.11 4- 0.11eV (140.95 4- 2.5kcalmole-1), with enlarged uncer- 
tainty for the latter value, and discarded the fourth: AfH0 (C2H2) = 2.443 4- 
0.008eV(235.755 4- 0.79kJmole-1), replaced by 2.371 4- 0.007eV (54.68 4- 0.17 
kcalmole -1) from Pedley et al. (1986), which results in Do (C2-H) = 5.04 4- 
0.11eV (116.3 4- 2.6kcalmole-1). Following the same scheme but using their 
own measurement of D0(C2): 6.30 4- 0.02eV (145.2 4- 0.Skealmole-1), Ur- 
dahl et al. (1991) have taken the four other values from Ervin et al. to deduce 
Do (C2-H) = 4.86 ± 0.04eV (112.0 4- 0.8 kcalmole-1). 

Dissociation energy values can be classified according to the methods of 
their determination. The best known values are those obtained directly by spec- 
troscopy for molecules showing a predissociative behaviour, such as NO as dis- 
cussed above, or a convergence limit in a progression of bands in the absorption 
spectrum, such as the one found in the Schumann-Runge ( B 3 ~ j  ~ X a ~  -) 
transition of 02: this has set a value of D0(O2) = 5.1156 4- 0.0019 eV (41260 4- 
15cm -1) (Brix & Herzberg 1954). A high level of accuracy is found for these 
experiments and the absolute uncertainty can be as low as 0.1 meV. These disso- 
ciation energies can be considered as reference values, which constitute the frame 
of the complex body of enthalpies of formation at 0 K. Fortunately, a reasonable 
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number of dissociation energies enter in this category, which includes the dissoci- 
ation energies of the diatomic permanent gases and also a few diatomic radicals 
such as OH. Such methods have not been successful with strongly bonded radi- 
cals because they require tunable vacuum-ultraviolet (vuv, below 200 nm) light 
so far only provided by conventional light sources. For such light sources, the 
density of species required is too high to be provided by the methods available 
for generation of radicals in the laboratory. Nonetheless, the availability of new 
pulsed laser sources, truly tunable over wide wavelength ranges in the vuv, will 
certainly set up for more determinations of this type in the near future. 

Beside the values determined by the spectroscopic methods mentioned above, 
the accuracy of the others should always appear questionable. In the following it 
is not our intention to review all the field but rather to indicate trends of what 
we believe the best and most promising methods could be. 

3 Determinations of Dissociation Energies by Ab Initio 
Methods 

Ab initio methods have considerably improved in recent years, although they 
have not yet reached the accuracy of the best experimental determinations. The 
results of the Gaussian-2 theory deserve to our opinion special attention. In 
the first paper of the series devoted to this theory, Curtiss et al. (1991) have 
given an impressive list of 133 calculated total atomisation energies, i.e. the 
rupture of all chemical bonds (ZD0), including 67 diatomics and 33 triatomics 
and the rest being molecules with 4 to 8 atoms. The average value of the absolute 
deviation compared to the experimental values taken for a very large majority 
from JANAF (1985) or from nuber & Herzberg (1979) is found not to exceed 
0.05eV for a selected set of 53 molecules. The disagreement exceeds 0.2eV for 
only 15 molecules, but most of the experimental values concerned can only be 
considered as roughly known dissociation energies or preliminary estimations 
not supported by convincing determinations. In fact, the major failure of the 
theory pointed out by the authors themselves, has been encountered for SO2 with 
(~D0) theory  = 10.79 eV (248.9 kcal mole- 1) compared to (~D0)exp. = 11.013 -t- 

0.007 eV (1062.61 4- 0.66 kJ mole- 1) as derived from JANAF tables. 
Variations in the Gaussian-2 theory have also been presented with calcula- 

tions performed at higher or lower levels of treatment of the correlation energy 
(Curtiss et M. 1992, 1993). No great changes in accuracy have been pointed out 
in these studies which reveal the validity of the assumptions made in the initial 
treatment and the versatility of the method to treat small and large systems as 
well. 

The Gaussian-2 method thus appears of good reliability. It can furnish a use- 
ful basis when a dissociation energy is unknown, and in case of gross disagreement 
with the experimental value, a situation which holds for MgO: (D0)exp. = 3.53 eV 
(cited as "quite uncertain" by Huber &; Herzberg) and  (D0)theory = 2.57eV 

(59.2 kcal mole- 1), the theoretical value should be preferred. 
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4 D e t e r m i n a t i o n s  o f  D i s s o c i a t i o n  E n e r g i e s  f r o m  P r o d u c t  

I n t e r n a l  E n e r g y  R e l e a s e  o f  C h e m i c a l  R e a c t i o n s  

4.1 M e t h o d  

The method is based on the observation of nascent products from gas phase reac- 
tions produced under well defined conditions. It uses an atom-exchange reaction 
of type 

A+BC--+AB+C . (11) 

The energetics of each independent reactive event are determined by applying 
the energy conservation law (Fig. 2) 

] E 'o  o ] 

A + BC 

ZPE 

ZPE 

AB + C 
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of tile potential energy along the reaction path, for 
an exoergic process. 

~tot = ~tr "[- gi (A)  Jr- Q ( B e )  - Ago -~ E~r + E l ( A B )  Jr- g~ (V)  (12) 

where gtot is the total energy available to the reaction products. The left side 
of Equation (12) refers to reactants: etr is their relative translational energy (or 
kinetic energy of relative motion in the centre-of-mass frame) and the ei s stand 
for their internal energies. The right side of Equation (12) refers to the products 
of the reaction with e{r defining their relative translational energy (also known 
as recoil energy) and the e~ their respective internal energies. The sum 

gcoll ~- {:tr Jr Q (A) --[- ~i (BC) (13) 
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is also defined as the collision energy. The reaction energy 

Aco = Do (BC) - Do (AB) (14) 

is the difference between ZPE of products and reactants and obviously corre- 
sponds to the difference of the dissociation energies of BC and AB bonds. 

In a typical experiment, one observes the energy release into the AB product 
to determine the highest energy level of AB populated by the reaction. This 
determination can be achieved by detecting chemiluminescence if the reaction 
directly produces AB in an excited radiative state. The spontaneous emission is 
then dispersed through a monochromator, giving information on the population 
densities of the upper electronic state of the transition observed. However, more 
detailed information can be obtained using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF): 
in that case, the absorption spectrum of AB is explored while scanning laser 
wavelength; furthermore, an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved 
by collecting all (i.e. not dispersed) fluorescence photons emitted, at right angles 
of the laser beam. The latter method yields population densities in the lower 
electronic state of the transition probed. 

Once the highest value of the AB internal energy has been found, it can be 
equated to the total energy Etot with the assumptions that these AB fragments 
of highest internal energy have recoiled from companion C fragments produced 
(i) without internal energy and (ii) with a relative translational energy that can 
be neglected (i.e. setting el(C) and 4r to zero in Equation (12)). These two 
assumptions, the validity of which is discussed and illustrated later on, allow 
the reaction energy to be evaluated from the knowledge of the collision energy. 
Do (AB) can thus also be calculated provided Do (BC) is accurately known. 

The collision energy spread 5Coon plays an essential role in the determination 
of a sharp population limit. The simplest operating conditions, achieved when 
performing the experiment in a cell at low pressure, are those that yield the 
largest collision energy spread. Better definition of the collision energy is achieved 
either in a beam-gas experiment where a beam of A atoms, generally with a 
Maxwell distribution of velocities, is scattered by AB molecules in a low pressure 
cell, or in a crossed molecular beam experiment. Finally, the best that can be 
done is to use crossed, supersonic molecular beams because these beams have 
high velocity resolution and give highly efficient cooling of the internal degrees 
of freedom (q = 0). Thus, the collision energy is well defined and almost equal 
to the reactant relative translational energy calculated from measured reactant 
velocities VA and vBc: 

= ( v l  + v g c  - 2vA Bc cos (15) 

Here, # stands for the reactant reduced mass, and a for crossing angle of the 
two molecular beam axes: It is important to operate with collimated beams in 
order to keep the dispersion in translational energy arising from collisions with 
velocity vectors at angles around the mean value a as low as possible. 
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4.2 Appl ica t ion  of  the  M e t h o d  in a Crossed  B e a m  E x p e r i m e n t  

The instrument used for these experiments combines techniques of pulsed, crossed 
supersonic molecular beams, LIF detection and atom generation by laser vapor- 
ization. The experimental conditions obtained with this instrument (Costes et 
al. 1987 and 1989) are particularly relevant for an accurate determination of 
dissociation energies by the method examined in the following. 

D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of the  exci ta t ion limit. The excitation limit is determined 
by analysing the experimental spectra. This is achieved by generating synthetic 
spectra including the spectroscopy of the transition of interest (for instance, 
B2Z + ~ X 2 ~  + for A10 produced by the reaction A1 + O2), transition proba- 
bilities, apparatus function and rovibrational population distributions. The fol- 
lowing distribution function, derived from the information-theoretic approach 
to the analysis of state-to-state reaction dynamics (Bernstein 1982) has been 
introduced to model the rotational populations: 

P(v, J) = P°(v, J) e -z '  ¢(J) (16) 

The first term represents the prior expectation and the exponential term 
the deviance to the prior defining the reduced surprisal parameter,/~r; the ¢(J)  
function reads F(J) 

¢(J) = (17) 
(:tot - W (c) - G(v) 

where G(v) and F(J) stand for vibrational and rotational energies of the di- 
atomic fragment, AB, for corresponding vibrational and rotational quantum 
numbers v and d. 

Taking a statistical distribution as the prior expectation yields: 

P°(v, J) ~x (2J + 1) {(:tot - (:I (C) - G(v) - F(J)} 1/2 . (18) 

In the fitting procedure, the surprisal parameter, fir, the energy available 
to the products; (:tot, and the respective weights of the vibrational levels are 
adjusted to give a close match to the experimental spectra. 

When the distribution is close to statistical (i.e. fir --+ 0), the rotational 
population sharply falls off in the vicinity of the excitation limit, which thus 
allows for a clear observation of this limit. In this very favourable case, the 
rotational distribution function is only slightly affected by the fir value. The 
spectrum can thus be fitted with a single parameter (apart from the vibrational 
populations): the energy available to products, ( : to t .  

This case is exemplified by the LIF spectra of A10 (from A1 + 02 reaction), 
as shown in Fig. 3. Only the part of the spectra in the region of the excitation 
limit is displayed. Synthetic spectra computed with extreme values of e t o t  ---- 

0.213 to 0.243 eV are also displayed.Among the different features, the (1-0)P(53) 
line appears to be clearly underestimated at ( : t o t  = 0.213eV (Fig. 3-b), and 
overestimated at ( - to t  = 0.243eV (Fig. 3-c). The best fit is obtained when a ( : t o t  

value of 0.228eV is introduced into the calculation. 
In this example, it is noteworthy that a variation of 4- 15 meV significantly 

alters the spectrum appearance, thus emphasizing the sensitivity of the method. 
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Fig. 3. Part of the LIF spectrum of A10(B2Z + ~ X2~U+,Av = 1) from the A1 
+ O: --~ A10 + O reaction at err = 0.083eV: (a) experimental, (b) calculated for 
etot = 0.213 eV and (c) calculated for etot = 0.243 eV; rotational line labelling refers to 
the N quantum number (total angular momentum apart from spin), with J = N 4- ½ 
for a doublet state. 

D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  r e a c t a n t  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  e n e r g y .  The  reactant  rela- 
tive translational energy is determined, using Equation (15), by measuring the 
reactant  beam velocities. The dispersion results from several uncertainties: the 
error on the velocity measurement  of both beams, which does not exceed 5 % 
in the worst case, the velocity spread around the mean values, which ranges 
between 10 and 20 % full-width at half-maximum, and the effect of collisions at 
angles different from the mean value a = 90 o. 

D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  r e a c t a n t  a n d  c o m p a n i o n - f r a g m e n t  i n t e r n a l  e n e r -  
gies .  Reactants  are cooled down within the supersonic expansion. Consequently, 
only the lowest levels of the ground-state manifold of the BC molecule are signif- 
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icantly populated, with residual internal energy not exceeding a few meV. The 
situation for the atom beam is less favourable, because the cooling processes have 
to start  from the very high energy imparted to the atoms in the laser-generated 
plasma. In particular, if the ground state is a multiplet, all spin-orbit components 
can be significantly populated: in the case of aluminium atoms, for instance, both 
spin-orbit levels of the ground state, 2P1/2 and 2P3/2(e = 14meV), are almost 
equally populated. This is taken into account in the fitting procedure. In the case 
of carbon atoms, where the respective weights of individual spin-orbit compo- 
nents cannot be measured by LIF, because the absorption lines lie too far in the 
vuv, the spin-orbit energy is introduced by broadening the uncertainty domain 
by the value of the energy of the highest excited component (¢ (3P2) = 5.4 meV). 

The companion fragment can be produced in any internal state. Unfortu- 
nately, it is out of reach to determine its internal energy distributions for each 
internal state of the first outcome. The following cases have been considered: 

(i) 3-atom case: the companion fragment (second outcome) is an atom; a 
statistical distribution over spin-orbit terms is assumed; the rotational distri- 
bution function of the diatomic product (first outcome) is then computed as a 
linear combination of individual distribution functions calculated with an inter- 
nal energy and a statistical weight corresponding to each spin-orbit energy of 
the outcoming atom; the procedure is repeated for each spin-orbit component of 
the incoming atom; 

(ii) 4-atom case: the second outcome now is a diatom as in the example 
reported here (Si + N20 -+ SiN + NO). Without measurement of the recoil 
energy, it becomes generally not possible to fit the experimental spectra with 
a single distribution function. However, this restriction no longer holds when 
the data  can be fitted to a completely statistical distribution, as found for the 
endoergic Si + N20 reaction at collision energies close to the reaction threshold. 
Such a statistical distribution is computed by direct summation over the number 
of states of the second diatom outcome that can be populated by the reaction 
at a given total energy, for each state of the first outcome, assuming all states 
equiprobable. 

4.3 Resu l t s :  D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  D i s soc i a t ion  Ene rg i e s  o f  A10,  CN  a n d  
S i N  

D 0 ( AI O) .  The dissociation energy of AlO has been derived from the crossed- 
beam study (Costes et al. 1987) of the reaction: 

AI(2PJ) + O2(X~Z'~ -) ~ A10(X2Z '+) + O(3Pj) . (19) 

As illustrated above, the excitation limit, and hence the reaction energy 
Aeo = 0.145 + 0.030eV is derived from the analysis of LIF spectra of the A10 
product.  This combined with the 02 dissociation energy D0(O2) = 5.1156 4- 
0.002eV gives the A10 dissociation energy D0(A10)= 5.26 ± 0.03 eV. 

This reaction was first studied by Dagdigian et al. (1975) in a beam-gas ar- 
rangement using an effusive A1 source. They deduced a value of the A10 dissocia- 
tion energy D0(A10)= 5.27 ± 0.04 eV. This result was confirmed by Pasternack 
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Dagdigian (1977), again in a beam-gas study but with a velocity selected, 
effusive A1 source: D0(A10)= 5.27 ± 0.02eV. 

Our result is in excellent agreement since the value of the A10 dissociation 
energy is found within the uncertainty range of these two previous studies (note 
that the JANAF value is based - among others - on the determination of Paster- 
nack & Dagdigian 1977). 

D0(CN).  The dissociation energy of CN has been derived from the crossed- 
beam study (Costes et al. 1990) of the reaction: 

C(3pj) -1- NO(X2//r) --+ CN(X2~ +) -t- O(3pj) • (20) 

The same method as for A10 was used. The exoergicity of the reaction, 
Ae0 = --1.27 ± 0.05eV is deduced from the determination of the excitation 
limit of the CN product. Introducing the value of the NO dissociation energy 
(6.4968 eV) recommended in the compilation of tIuber & Herzberg (1979) yields 
D0(CN) = 7.77 4- 0.05 eV. 

A first group of experimental determinations of D0(CN) in the last twenty 
years has used spectroscopic measurements on CN(B2Z + ~ X2Z +) violet 
transitions for laboratory sources: Arnold & Nicholls (1973): 7.89 4- 0.13eV, 
Engleman and Rouse (1975): 7.66 4-0.05eV, Colket (1984): 7.92 + 0.07eV, or 
(A2Hi *-~ X2Z +) red transitions in the solar spectrum: Sinha ~; Tripathi (1986): 
7.71 4- 0.05 eV. All these determinations which are based on the use of Equation 
(5) with three parameters to work with (the source temperature, the band oscil- 
lator strength of the transition analysed and the CN dissociation energy) cannot 
be considered as very accurate. Only the shock-tube experiments of Arnold and 
Nicholls, performed at three very different temperatures, could yield both the 
band oscillator strength and the dissociation energy. Furthermore, the uncertain- 
ties quoted reflect more a deviation from an assumed fit, except the one given 
by Arnold and Nicholls, than a value including possible systematic errors. 

A second group of determinations has used the laser photofragmentation 
of the cyanogen molecule, (NC-CN) ~ CN + CN. This type of experiment 
directly yields D0(NC-CN): 5.83 ± 0.04 eV (47000 ± 300 cm-1, Eres et al. 1984), 
5.84 ± 0.04eV (47100 ± 300cm -1, Wannemnacher et al. 1990), 5.84 ± 0.02eV 
(Huang et al. 1992). It also yields indirectly AfH0 (CN) 

2AfH0 (CN) = D0(NC - CN) + AfH0(NC - CN) (21) 

and Do (CN) 

D0 (CN) = Afg0 (C) + Afg0 (N) - AfH0 (CN) (22) 

Afg0 (N) = ½ D0(N2) is a reference value, already cited, and AfYo (C) = 
711.19 ± 0.46 kJ mole -1 can reasonably be considered likewise. Thus, the con- 
fidence on the value of Do (CN) obtained: 7.75 ± 0.04eV, 7.74 ± 0.04eV and 
7.74 ± 0.03eV depends mostly on the confidence on the third standard en- 
thalpy of formation at 0 K: AfH0(NC - CN) = 307.219 ± 1.8kJ mole -1 following 
JANAF. 
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There has been also a number of theoretical determinations. Only the more 
recent studies will be considered here. Bauschlicher et al. (1988) used the mul- 
tireference configuration interaction (MRCI) method, with an extended basis set 
of atomic orbitals: the pure calculation yielded D0(CN) = 7.53 eV, which was 
rescaled to D0(CN) = 7.65eV, by comparison with the experimental D0(N2) 
value and the computed one using the same basis set. Bauschicher et al. esti- 
mated the accuracy of their determination to be within 0.06 eV. The result of the 
Gaussian-2 theory (Curtiss et al. (1991): D0(CN) = 7.63 eV (176.0kcalmole-1)) 
falls into this interval. We have taken great care in our own work to check for 
all possible systematic errors. Our Do value of 7.77 4- 0.05eV could only suffer 
from two of these: (i) an error on D0(NO) and (ii) the failm'e of the C + NO 
reaction to populate the CN(X2Z +) manifold up to the total energy available to 
reaction products, which could only be checked by measuring the recoil energy 
distribution. The former appears very unlikely and if the latter was occuring, 
it would lead to a lower limit of D0(CN), increasing the difference with the ab 
initio results. Finally, it should be noted that the Do values derived from the 
photodissociation of (NC - CN) can also be influenced by these two types Of 
possible systematic errors. 

D0(SiN) .  The dissociation energy of SiN has been derived from the determi- 
nation of the excitation limit of SiN produced in a crossed-beam experiment 
(Naulin et al. 1993) by the reaction: 

Si(3Pj) + N20(X1Z +) --~ CN(X2Z +) + NO(X2Hr) . (23) 

An experimental value of 0.25 + 0.13 eV has been found for the reaction 
energy, which can be expressed as: 

A¢0 = D0(N-NO) - D0(SiN) . (24) 

The N-NO dissociation energy can be derived from dissociation energies of 
the diatomics N2, 02 and NO, already cited as reference values, and standard 
formation enthalpy of N20 at OK (85.48 4- 0.4kJ mole -1 following JANAF): 

D0(N-NO) = D0(N2) + 100(O2) - D0(NO) - AfH0(N20) = 4.93 4- 0.01 eV 
2 

(25) 
Introducing the obtained values for D0(N-NO) and AE0 in Equation (24) 

yields: D0(SiN) = 4.68 4- 0.14eV. This experimental value is substantially 
different from the imprecise JANAF value D0(SiN) = 5.64 4- 0.65eV (130 4- 
15 kcalmole-1) but is in good agreement with the theoretical determination of 
Curtiss et al. (1991): D0(SiN) = 4.58eV (105.6kcalmole-1). It is again im- 
portant to note that if the reaction fails to populate the highest energetically 
accessible levels of SiN, the present determination would be an underestimate. 
Since the theoretical D0(SiN) value already lies close to the lower limit of the 
experimental determination, a higher experimental value would significantly de- 
part from the theoretical prediction. Given the accuracy and consistency of the 
Gaussian-2 method for a huge nmnber of species, such a discrepancy for SiN 
seems unlikely. 
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5 Determinations of Dissociation Energies from Product  
Energy Release of Laser-Photofragmentation Reactions 

For a photodissociation reaction induced by the absorption of n laser-light pho- 
tons of energy hu: 

ABC + nhu ~ AB + C . (26) 

The total energy shared by the photofragments is written, similarly to Equa- 
tion (12): 

Ctot = nhu ÷ (~i (ABC) - Do (AB - C) = 6~r ÷ (~f (AB) ÷ ef (C) (27) 

Different experiments can be used. The main difference between these and the 
method described in section 4 is that even a rather simple experiment performed 
with two pulsed lasers, by photolyzing the molecule in a cell at low pressure and 
probing the nascent AB photofragments, can furnish fairly accurate results. This 
is because the spread in relative translational energy, which is always difficult 
to fight in reactive scattering experiments, is now replaced by the bandwidth of 
the photolyzing laser. In the worst case, an excimer laser delivers the high flux 
of necessary photons at most useful lines of 193 nm, 248 nm and 308 nm with a 
bandwidth of 150 cm -]'. Double dye laser outputs which furnish the opportunity 
to scan through the absorption spectrum can be emitted in less than 1 cm-1 at 
wavelengths approaching 200 nm. Furthermore, if cooling of the internal energy 
of the sample is achieved by using a molecular beam, the total energy can be 
incomparably well defined. 

As in section 4, the validity of the measurement is dependent on the same 
kind of assumptions if only c~(AB), but not C~r, is probed. However, a high 
flux of photoproducts along with a perfect timing of the experiment allow for 
using more powerful techniques like photofragment translational spectroscopy 
(PTS). The photofragment, after leaving the photolysing zone in the molecular 
beam and travelling without suffering collisions through a time-of-flight (TOF) 
tube, is then detected by mass spectrometry or by laser techniques such as 
resonance-enhanced-multiphoton ionisation (REMPI). The vibrational and even 
the rotational structure can be apparent in the TOF spectrum, and the threshold 
in the translational energy spectrum reveals the value of ¢tot and thus D0(AB- 
C). 

These PTS techniques have been for example used in the photodissociation of 
SO2 by Effenhauser et al. (1990) who have detected the SO and S photofragments 
from reactions 

SO2 + (2hu at 248 or 308 nm) ~ SO + O (28) 

and 
so2  + (2h .  at 24S or 30S nm) ~ S + O~ . (29) 

All observed kinetic thresholds of the various pathways leading to the dif- 
ferent electronic states energetically accessible were compatible with D0(SO- 
O) = 5.628eV (543kJmole - t )  and Ae0 = 5.897eV (569kJmole - t )  for the 
SO2 --~ S + 02 reaction. Using D0(O2) = 5.1156 =t= 0.0019eV it can also be 
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deduced that the total atomisation energy is ZD0 = 11.013 eV and that D0(SO) 
= 5.385eV. Using the JANAF values for AfH0(S) = 274.73 4- 0.25kJmole -1, 
AfH0(SO2) = -294.299 4- 0.21 kJ mole- 1 AfHo(SO) = 5.03 4- 1.3 kJ mole- 1 and 

1 D0(O2) (mentioned above) yields the following values: D0(SO-O) AfH0(O) = 
= 5.660 + 0.017eV (546.12 4- 1.61kJmole-1), slightly overestimated, ZD0 = 
11.013 4- 0.007 eV (1062.61 4- 0.66 kJ mole-1), in perfect agreement, and D0(SO) 
= 5.353 4- 0.015 eV (516.49 + 1.65 kJ mole- 1), subsequently slightly underesti- 
mated by the same amount as found in D0(SO-O). 

Sophisticated laser techniques including production of vuv radiation at the 
Lyman-alpha wavelength, 121.6 nm, and coupled with tt atom PTS experi- 
ments have been recently used in the laser photodissoeiation of HCN by Morley 
et al. (1992). The ttCN dissociation energy obtained, D0(H-CN) = 5.423 4- 
0.019 eV (43740 4- 150 cm-1) reduces the uncertainty compared to the JANAF 
value 5.30 4- 0.19eV (517.3 4- 18.4kJmole - t )  based on AfH0(H) = 216.035 4- 
0.006 kJ mole- 1, AfH0(CN) = 436.8 + 10 kJ mole- 1 and AfH0(HCN) - 135.53 4- 
8.4 k J mole- 1 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

Abundance analyses of atomic species derived from molecular opacities are more 
sensitive to the values of dissociation energies than to partition functions that are 
introduced into the calculations. Some of the worse cases, such as the dissociation 
energy of CN, now appear to be resolved. Most dissociation energies will be 
determined with high accuracy in the near future, by the extensive use of laser- 
based methods employing tunable vuv light. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Let I.(r, O) be the intensity of radiation of frequency ~., at a distance r from the 
centre of a star and in a direction making an angle 0 to the outward normal. In 
a plane-parallel approximation the equation of radiative transfer is 

cos(O)@ = - ~ . I .  + j ,  (1) 

where ~. is the opacity and j .  the emissivity. The net outward flux of radiant 
energy is /+1 

F.(,.) = ~.(~, o) cos(0) a cos(0) (2) 
1 

and the flux integrated over all frequencies is 

/7 F(r) = F.(r) d..  (3) 

The source function is S~ = j~/g~ and the optical depth is 

Z T. (r) = ~v dr. (4) 

In thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T, S~ = B~(T) where 

B~(T) = (2h~a/~2)/[exp(h~/kT)- 1]. (5) 

The relation S. = B.(T) can often be used even when one does not have full 
thermodynamic equilibrium; such situations are referred to as LTE (local the> 
modynamic equilibrium - -  see Johnson, this volume). 

The expression for the opacity is 

~" = E N(i)(r~(i) (6) 
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where N(i) is the number-density of a species of type i and cr,(i) is a cross 
section for absorption or scattering of radiation. In all opacity work there are 
two main physical problems to be tackled: obtain the number-densities N(i) and 
the cross-sections a , ( i )  used in Eq. (6). 

For the astronomy work there are three cases to be considered: 

1. N L T E ,  non-LTE. For the case of non-LTE one must take acount of all 
relevant radiative and collisional processes in order to calculate N(i). The 
source-function S.  depends on I~, and hence on the solution of the equa- 
tion of radiative transfer. NLTE effects are important  for many problems 
concerned with the atmospheres of hot stars. 

2. LTE .  This is an adequate approximation for many stars. The level popula- 
tions N(i) are calculated using thermodynamic formulae. One may require 
large amounts of atomic and molecular data for radiative processes, but  sim- 
ilar data  for colhsional processes are not required. The opacity ~ depends 
only on chemical composition and on the local variables of temperature  T 
and mass-density p. 

3. L a r g e  o p t i c a l  d e p t h s ,  v, >> 1. For these cases LTE can be assumed. 
The transfer equation can be solved in the diffusion approximation (see, for 
example, Mihalas 1978) giving for the monochromatic radiative flux 

F~ = 41r 1 dB,  (7) 
3 ~v dr 

The net flux is 

F _ 
47r 1 dB dT 

where B(T) = f Bu(T) dr, and 
defined by 

1 dB 

~R dT 

In the present review I will be mainly 
mean opacities. They are of crucial 
the stars. They are also important  for work on stellar atmospheres, since the 
lower boundary conditions for an atmosphere are usually taken to be such as to 
match results obtained using the diffusion approximation. 

3 sR dT dr (8) 

where t~R is the Rosseland mean opacity 

_[°~ 1 dB,  du. (9) 
J0 a ,  dT 

concerned with the calculation of Rosseland 
importance for all work on the interiors of 

2 E q u a t i o n s  o f  S t a t e  - -  E O S  

Leaving aside the NLTE case, the calculation of level populations N(i) is a 
problem of thermodynamics. For the molecular work that  may be a mat ter  of 
considerable intricacy but does not (so far as I am aware) present any great 
difficulties of principle. Such difficulties do arise when one considers the higher 
temperatures of stellar interiors. Let N(j) be the number density for a given 
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chemical element in ionisation stage j and let N(i, j) be the number in level i, 
X(j) = ~ i  S(i,  j). The familiar Boltzmann equation is 

U(i, j) = N(j)g(i, j) exp[-E(i ,  j)/kT]/Q(j) (10) 

where 9(i, j) is the statistical weight, E(i, j) the excitation energy of the level 
and Q(j) the partition function, 

Q(J) = Z g(i, j) exp[-E(i ,  j)/kT]. (11) 
i 

The sum in Eq. (11) is divergent! Consider the case of the hydrogen atom and put 
i = n, the prindpal quantum number. As n increases the energies E(n) tend to a 
constant value (the ionisation limit) but g(n) = 2n 2 so that the integral diverges 
like n 2. The origin of this difficulty is, of course, that the highly excited states 
have very large radii, eventually becoming larger than the mean inter-particle 
separations in the plasma. In order to overcome the difficulty it is necessary to 
consider how the atomic states are modified by interactions with the plasma 
environment. It is not my purpose here to enter into further details about how 
that  can be done: two references to recent work are Rogers (1991) and Hmnmer 
~: Mihalas (1988). 

In principle, of course, the same difficulties do arise in the molecular work 
but they are of little practical importance since at lower temperatures the expo- 
nential factor in Eq. (11) becomes very small long before the divergence of the 
partition function starts to be a problem. 

3 R e c e n t  a t o m i c  o p a c i t y  c a l c u l a t i o n s  

For the calculation of atomic opacities one considers transitions of the follow- 
ing types: fi'ee-free (inverse bremsstrahlung); bound-free (photo-ionisation and 
photo-detachment); bound-bound (spectrum lines); and scattering (mainly by 
free electrons, also Rayleigh scattering at lower temperatures). 

For many years astronomers have used Rosseland mean opacities from the 
Los Alamos Opacity Library, which I will refer to as I_AOL (for references see 
Hiibner (1985) and Weiss et al. (1990)). More recent calculations have been made 
by two independent teams: OPAl. (Rogers & Iglesias (1992), and Iglesias et al. 
(1992) - -  OPAl. is the name of their computer code): and OP (Seaton et al. 
(1993) - -  the Opacity Project). 

OPAl. and OP use very different approaches to the EOS problems. OP uses 
the "chemical picture" in which atoms (and atomic ions) are assumed to exist 
but to be perturbed by the plasma environment. The OP work is restricted to 
stellar envelopes, that is to say to regions in which one need not take account 
of plasma perturbations in the calculation of the cross sections cri(u ). OPAL 
uses the "physical picture" and includes allowance for plasma perturbations in 
calculating the cross sections. OPAl. go to deeper layers than those considered 
by OP. 
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The two projects also have different approaches to the calculation of atomic 
radiative data. OPAl_ uses parametric model potentials with parameters adjusted 
to give good agreement for energy levels of free atoms. All cross-section data  are 
calculated on-fine as required and are not archived (that allows for the possibility 
of the cross sections being dependent on plasma conditions). The OP work, on 
the other hand, is based on very extensive ab initio calculations for free atoms. 
Quite a large team has been involved (see Berrington et al. (1987) and Seaton 
et al. (1992)). Most of the work is done using elaborate R-matr ix methods. 
Some supplementary calculations for large number of iron lines are also made 
using configuration-interaction codes. OP atomic data are archived in a database 
system TOPbase  (see Cunto L: Mendoza (1992), and Cunto et al. (1993)). 

Agreement between OPAl and OP results is generally satisfactory. For tem- 
peratures in the region of T - 2 x 105 the new opacities are larger than those 
from kAOk by factors as large as 3 or more. That  has important  consequences for 
theories of stellar pulsations. The enhancements are due to much more detailed 
treatments of atomic physics, in OPAk and OP compared with I_AOk. Such de- 
tailed treatments are important  for all of the "metals" (all elements other than 
H and He), and are particularly important  for ions of iron. For T ~-- 2 x 105 the 
main ionisation stages for iron are Fe XV to Fe IX with ground-configurations 3s 2 
to 3s23p 6, Those ions have large number of spectral terms belonging to configu- 
rations of the type 3s~3pY3d z. Transitions between such terms, and excitations 
from them, give very large numbers of spectrum lines - -  even more when fine- 
s tructure splittings are taken into account. Molecular spectroscopists who think 
that  their spectra are complicated because there are many lines should take a 
look at the complexity of the iron spectra in the vicinity of 2 x 105 K, as shown 
on Figure 22a of Rogers & Iglesias (1992) or Figure 10 of Seaton et al. (1993). 

4 F i t t i n g  a n d  s m o o t h i n g  

The Rosseland mean opacity nn depends on temperature T, density p and chem- 
ical composition. Work on stellar structures requires, for each specified compo- 
sition, a knowledge of nit(T, p) and of the first two derivative, 

~nit ~nit 
0T p and - ~ P  T" 

Higher derivatives may also be required. The calculations of nR(T, p) are made 
with intervals in T and p such that quadratic or cubic interpolations can be 
used. There is, however, one practical difficulty which arises. 

In order to resolve all structures in the monochromatic opacities n~ it would 
be necessary to use 106 or even 107 frequency points in evaluating the Rosseland 
integral, which would be prohibitively expensive. In practice the calculations are 
made with some 10 4 frequency points. The technique is that  of opacity sampling, 
which is also used in much of the molecular work. It has been checked that  the 
use of sampling does not lead to errors larger than two or three per cent in nit 
which is not in itself of much importance, since for other reasons nit will not 
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be accurate to better than a few per cent. The practical difficulty is that the 
errors can change in a more-or-less random fashion as one passes from one (T, p) 
grid-point to the next, and can therefore lead to quite large errors in calculated 
derivatives, which take on an unpleasant "wiggly" appearance. 

I have recently shown that the problem can be overcome using a modest 
amount of smoothing (Seaton (1993)). I use indices i and j for grid-points in 
T and p and in the vicinity of a grid-point (i, j) I consider the 25 neighbouring 
points (i + n , j  + m), n = -2  to +2 and m = -2  to +2; and make a least- 
squares fit to a hi-cubic involving 16 coefficients. The value of ~R at the point 
(i, j)  is then replaced by the value obtained from the fit. It is found that the 
differences between the original and the smoothed data are no larger than the 
errors which can be expected to arise from the use of opacity sampling; and 
using the smoothed data the calulated derivatives have a much more reasonable 
and pleasing appearance. 

5 A c c e s s  t o  a t o m i c  o p a c i t y  d a t a  

5.1 OPAl_ opacit ies 

OPAl_ opacity tables are available from the Lawrence Liverrnore National Labo- 
ratory via f t p  dplasma. l ln l .gov,  user a n o n y m o u s  and cd /pub/opac i ty .  

5.2 TOPbase  

The OP atomic data database, TOPbase, is installed at the Centre des Don4es 
Astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). Using f t p  130.79. 128.5 with anonymous 
login and cd /pub/topbase one can obtain the TOPb~se User Manual userIaan, rex 
as a ISTEX file. To access the database itself one uses t e l n e t  130.79.128.5, 
-account : topbase, and -password : Seaton+ 

5 . 3 0 P  opacit ies 

OP opacity data for any required chemical mixture, and the fitting-and-smoothing 
codes (OPAl_FIT and OPFff), can be obtained on sending e-MAIL messages to 
one of the following:- 

Dr. A.E. Lynas-Gray, Astrophysics, Keble Road, Oxford, OXl 3RH, UK. 
Telephone: +44-865-73363. 
Electronic mail (INTERNET): aelg@oxds02.astro.ox.ac.uk 
Dr. Anil K. Pradhan, Department of Astronomy, 174 W. 18th St., 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210-1106, USA. 
Telephone: +614-292-5850. 
Electronic mail (INTERNET): pradhan@seaton.mps.ohio-state.edu 
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6 The marriage of atomic opacities with molecular 
opacities 

Throughout most of a stellar interior the radiative opacity is determined almost 
entirely by atomic processes, the temperatures being too high for molecules to 
exist with appreciable abundances. That is no longer true for the outer layers of 
cooler stars. Those who calculate Rosseland mean opacities are constantly faced 
with the complaint that their tables do not go to sufficiently low temperatures. 
That position can be rectified only when molecular contributions are included. 

Those who calculate molecular opacities have given particular attention to 
the outer layers of cool stars, that is to say regions in which the opacity is largely 
dominated by molecular contributions. For the calculations of Rosseland mean 
opacities there is an urgent need to bridge the gap between regions in which 
molecular contributions are dominant and those in which the atomic contribu- 
tions are dominant. It is required to calculate monochromatic opacities, n,,  with 
inclusion of all contributions, before evaluation of the Rosseland integral Eq. (9). 
I hope that the present book will provide a stimulus for such work to be done. 

Acknowledgements. I thank Carlos Iglesias and Forrest Rogers for permission to 
give details concerning f t p  access to their opacity data. 
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1 Introduction 

Molecules in stellar atmospheres play key roles, not only as promoters of our 
understanding of stars, but also as actors affecting the structures of the atmo- 
spheres. In particular cool star atmospheres are affected by molecular opacities, 
and during recent years it has become clear that also weak molecular lines are 
of crucial structural importance. Extensive molecular data are thus needed in 
order to correctly model the structure of a stellar atmosphere and the trans- 
port of radiation through it. The basis for how such molecular data are acquired 
constitutes the theme of the present article. As will follow below, results from 
different subfields of molecular physics are needed in order to obtain a com- 
plete picture of the absorption of radiation by molecules. This article will only 
consider allowed molecular electronic transitions, i.e. dipole transitions between 
different electronic states; however, the presentation and the formulae may easily 
be modified to be valid for transitions between levels within a single electronic 
state. 

2 Basic Concepts a n d  F o r m u l a e  

Molecules are more complicated entities than atoms, and it could be useful to 
start  this section with an introduction of the concept of a single rotational line 
in a molecular spectrum (Whiting et al. 1980). A rotational line is produced 
by the sum of all allowed transitions between degenerate magnetic substates, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

For some molecular electronic states there is a small splitting called A- 
doubling, originating from the interaction between the rotation of the nuclei 
and the electrons angular momentum, which can be difficult to resolve even by 
high resolution spectroscopy. Thus in some cases a rotational line has been de- 
fined as including both components of a A-doublet (Tatum 1967 and Schadee 
1971). If one adopts the definition illustrated in Fig. 1, however, it follows that  a 
A-doublet is composed of two rotational lines (Whiting & Nicholls 1974). Figure 
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Rotational Line 
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. _ . _ -  

J":l e 2J"+1 

Fig. 1. A single molecular rotational line. The energy levels J'=2 and J"----1 belong 
to two different electronic states. The upper electronic state is affected by A-doubling, 
which means that for each value of J there is one level of e-type symmetry and one 
of f-type symmetry (see text). A single molecular rotational absorption line originates 
from a transition that terminats in one of the A-doublets (J(e) = 2 ~ J(e) = 1). A 
rotational level of the upper or lower electronic state, J(e/f), is degenerate in the mag- 
netic substates only. This is the origin of the 2J + 1 degeneracy factor for a rotational 
level. The various line components of which a rotational line is composed can only be 
observed in the presence of a magnetic field (Zeeman effect). 

2 further illustrates the point. It shows the energy level structures for 2/1 and 
2Z+ states and the first rotational line in each of the twelve different branches 
of a 2/I _ 2Z+ transition. The A-doubling occurs in the 2 / / s t a t e  and the levels 
are labelled according to their total parity, -4- and their e / f  symmetry. The 
4- and e l f  labels are two different bookkeeping devices for the same physical 
property, the e / f  labels being more convenient to use in connection with optical 
spectroscopy since they label a set of levels that  usually can be described with 
a single energy level expression. 

The absorption coefficient K~ describes the attenuation of a beam of photons 
of frequency v due to molecular absorption according to the expression 

I, = [Oe-K~a~ (1) 

where I ° and I~ are the intensities before and after transmission through a 
column of length Ax of the molecular gas. For a transition n ~-- m the integrated 
absorption coefficient can be expressed as 

J I4-udu = 7ce---~2NmAm (2) 
WteC 

where Nm is the number density in the lower state m of the molecule and 
fn,~ is the absorption oscillator strength (dimensionless). The labels n and 
rn need to be specified if more useful formulas are to be developed. Let the 
upper state be specified by n=IA', S', ~', v', J', (e/f)'} and the lower state by 
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Fig .  2. Energy level diagram for a 211 2 ~+  transition. The lowest rotat ional  line of 
each of the twelve different branches is shown. The N quantum number is the total  
angular momentum of the molecule apart  from the electron spin. Each filled circle 
in the upper state levels represents a transition from a single rotat ional  level. (from 
JCrgensen Sz Larsson 1990). 
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m=lA", S", Z",  v", J", (e/f)"), where A is the electronic state labelling (when 
the projection of the electrons angular momentum on the internuclear axis is 
A=0,1 or 2 this implies ~ , / 7  or A states, respectively), S is the total  electron 
spin, ~ is the specification of the spin multiplet t, v is the vibrational quan- 
tum number, J is the rotational quantum number and (e/ f)  is the symmetry 
labelling. 

The line absorption oscillator strength f(A,S,~,~,J,(~II),,--A,,S,,2,,~,,J,,(e/]),,), 
or, for short, f~(j,,,,,j,,, is related to the line strength Sa,j,, (in atomic units of 
e 2 a~) through 

8rr2mecao ~J *J ,, 
fv'J',v"J" -- 3h v~,j,,~,,j,, 2 J "  + 1 (3) 

where t%,j, v,,j,, denotes the energy difference between the upper and lower state 
expressed in wave numbers (cm-1).  In keeping with the tradition in molecular 
spectroscopy, the upper state is written first in the expression for the absorption 
oscillator strength although the lower state is the initial state in the absorption 
process. In order to avoid confusion an arrow +-- has been included in the full 
expression for f to indicate the direction of the transition. The definition of 
the line strength, Sj , j , , ,  for a molecular transition was proposed by Whiting 
et al. (1980) and corresponds to Condon and Shortley's definition of the line 
strength for an atomic line (Condon & Shortely 1935). It should be noted that  
Sj,j,, is a shortened notation for S(A,S,~7%,j,(e/f),~.+A.S,,~7,%.j,,(e/f),, ). The line 
strength is symmetric with respect to the direction of the transition, hence the 
two-dfi'ectional arrow. The twelve rotational lines shown in Fig. 2, the first in 
each of the different branches in a 2/7 2 Z+ transition, each has a separate 
value of Sj,j,, and fv,J,,v,,J,,. 

It is in general a good approximation to separate the total wavefunction 
of a molecule into an electronic, a vibrational and a rotational part  (the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation). If this separation is carried through the line strengt 
can be expressed as 

= 1(*'5, ,, (4) 

Here Re(r) denotes the electronic transition moment (in atomic units of eao), 
8j,g,, is the HSnl-London factor (dimensionless), and Ivy,) and Ivy,,) are the 
vibrational Wavefunetions for the upper and lower states; the index J is used to 
indicate that  the vibrational wavefunctions are obtained from the effective po- 
tential energy curve of the rotating system. Hence vibration-rotation interaction 
is taken into account. The concepts introduced in Eq. (4) will be discussed in 
more detail in the next section. 

The transition rate per particle (transition probability) Av,j,,~,,j,, (s -1)  for 
a spontaneous radiative transition (A'S '~ 'v 'g ' (e/ f ) ' )  ---+ (A"S"Z"v"g"(e / f ) " )  
is related to the electronic transition moment and HSnbLondon factor through 

647r4e2 a2 p.3 I ( vS ,  
Av,j,,v,,j,, - ~ " 'J"v"J" ( 2 J ' +  1) (5) 

1 This should not be confused with a 57 state, which implies that A=0; in Fig. 2 the 
2/73/2 state is obtained for 57-----1/2 and 2/7112 for 57 = -1/2 .  
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Relations between various variables describing the radiative properties of di- 
atomic molecules can be found in the paper by (Larsson 1983). 

It should finally be noted that it is very common to use the concept of band 
absorption oscillator strength and to discuss transition probabilities in terms of 
an electronic-vibrational transition (A'v') -+ (A"v"). In these cases fv,v,, and 
A,,~,, are obtained as an averaged sum (Larsson 1983). 

3 Calculations of absorption oscillator strength 

From an astrophysicists point of view the oscillator strength is often the de- 
sired radiative property to be used for describing absorption of radiation by 
molecules. In fact, it is even more appropriate to say that it is the g f-value, 
i.e. the absorption oscillator strength multiplied by the degeneracy factor for 
the lower state. For the line absorption oscillator strength this factor is always 
(2J" + 1), while if the band absorption oscillator strength is used, the dege- 
nary factor depends on the electronic transition (Larsson 1983). In the line data 
tape for the CN molecule, which will be described below, the g f-value is always 
(2J" + 1)L,j,,v,,j,,. 

The separation of the molecular wavefunction into three parts, as expressed 
in Eq. (4), makes it natural to divide the discussion of how to calculate g f-values 
into three parts. In the first part we will discuss how to obtain the electronic tran- 
sition moment, in the second part how to calculate vibrational wavefunctions, 
and in the third part how to obtain IIhnl-London factors. 

The definition of the electronic transition moment for a molecular transition 
is intimately connected to the exact way the electronic and rotational parts of 
the total wavefunction are separated. We need not go into the details here; it 
suffices to note that, according to the recommendations by Whiting et al. (1980), 
the electronic transition moment for a parallel transition (A I = A") should be 
expressed as 

t~e = ( A ' S ' Z ' p # z [ A " S " Z " )  (6) 

and for a perpendicular transition (A' = A" + 1) 

1 
Re = (A'S '5 ' I -~(#~ i ittu)lA"S"Z") (7) 

where #, and ~2(# x 4- ipy) are different components of the electronic transition 
moment operator. These expressions are valid for spin-allowed transitions, which 
implies that S' = S". 

Prior to the development of modern ab initio quantum chemistry methods, 
the electronic transition moment could only be obtained by means of rather haz- 
ardous inversions of experimental data obtained from intensity measurements or 
measurements of fluorescence lifetimes. Nowadays, with the level of accuracy 
that can be obtained with computer based state-of-the-art quantum chemistry 
methods (see Langhoff & Bauschlicher, Mahnqvist, and Peyerimhoff, this vol- 
ume), the fastest and most accurate way to obtain Re(r) is to calculate it from ab 
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initio molecular electronic wavefunctions. The procedure is to calculate the elec- 
tronic wavefunctions for the upper (]A'S'Z')) and lower (IA"S"Z")) electronic 
states for a number of different values of the internuclear separation. For a di- 
atomic molecule it is in general sufficient to carry out these calculations at 10-20 
different internuclear distances. The energy values obtained in such calculations 
constitute a set of data which, by interpolation, provide approximate potential  
curves for the two states. The electronic wavefunctions can then be used to eval- 
uate the matr ix elements given in Eqs. (6) and (7), and the electronic transition 
moment  function, R, ( r )  is obtained by interpolation between the 10-20 internu- 
clear distances used in the calculation. It should finally be pointed out that  if ab 
initio calculated electronic transition moments are used one should make sure 
that  they are defined in accordance with Eqs. (6) and (7) (for a brief discussion 
of this issue, see Whiting et al. (1980) and Larsson (1983)). 

Once the electronic transition moment function has been obtained, the ques- 
tion is how to assess its accuracy. The method of choice is to compute the 
radiative lifetime of the upper state and compare these results with available 
experimental results. This is readily done by summation of Av,j,,v,,j,, in Eq. (5) 
over all lower states v"J". Ideally, experimental results obtained with different 
techniques agree, and the comparison of the theoretical results with experiment 
provides a direct assessment of the theoretical method. For some molecules this 
is the case, as for example Ctt (Larsson & Siegbahn 1983). In other cases, if 
carefully designed, ab initio calculations can even be used to assess different ex- 
pernnental  techniques (Bauschlicher & Langhoff 1987). Unfortunately there are 
also molecules for which there seems to be a never ending confusion both on the 
experimentM and theoretical side. As we shall see below, CN (A 2 H -X 2 £ :  +) is 
one of these molecules. 

When the electronic transition moment function, Re(r),  has been obtained, 
the next step is to calculate the matrix elements (v), IR~(r)lvy,,}, as follows from 
Eqs. (3) and (4). The vibrational wavefunctions Iva} are obtained as solutions 
to the Schrgdinger equation describing the oscillatory motion of the two nuclei 
in a potential  Vo(r) for the non-rotating molecule (if one should be a purist, it 
is the wavefunctions for Iv),=A,} and Ivy,,=a,, ) which are obtained). Provided 
that  potential  curves are available for the two electronic states, the calculation 
of wavefunctions Iv j} is straightforward and demands orders of magnitude less 
computer time as compared to ab inito calculations of the electronic wavefunc- 
tions. There are several methods that can be used to obtain potential curves. 
We have already mentioned that ab initio calculation is one such method, and 
in fact the only available route if there are no experimental data  to resort to. 
However, if results from high resolution molecular spectroscopy are available, it 
is better  to use these data together with an inversion procedure to obtain the 
potential  curve. The Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) procedure is the most widely 
used method among molecular spectroscopists for deriving Vo(r). The method 
uses energy levels and molecular constants derived from molecular spectroscopy 
and, via a semiclassical quantization condition, generates pairs of turning points 
which define a potential curve (Lefebvre-Brion & Field 1986). There  are also 
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slightly modified versions of the RKR procedure, for example the Klein-Dunham 
method (Jarmain 1971), identical to RKR except for very light molecules. It is 
rare that  experimental data allows the construction of an RKR potential all the 
way to the dissociation limit. In practise one has to make an extrapolation of the 
potential outside the range of internuclear distances covered by the RKR turn- 
ing points. One way to do this is to extend the curve with a Morse potential, 
another way is to make an extension with an ab initio potential. 

When the potential energy curves have been constructed, the vibrational 
wavefunctions IVY,} and lye,,) are calculated by numerical integration of the 
Schrhdinger equation. Normally the computer programme used to obtain the 
potential Vo(r) (RKR or Klein-Dunham methods) also provides the necessary 
routines to obtain Iv j ) .  The potential V0(r) does not include the rotational mo- 
tion of the nuclei (hence the index 0 in V0(r)). When a molecule rotates, an 
interaction between the vibrational and rotational motion is induced. This inter- 
action can be accounted for in calculations of line absorption oscillator strengths 
by adding a term (h/87r~pr2)J(J + 1) to Vo(r) ~. In the calculation of the line 
data  tape for the CN molecule (Jergensen & Larsson 1990), the J(J + 1)-term 
was always added to Vo(r) and the calculation of vibrational wavefunctions was 
carried out separately for each value of J. The computer programme TRAPRB 
(Jarmain 1971, Jarmain ~: McCallum 1971) was used to obtain the [vg) wave- 
functions. 

The calculation of the matrix elements (v'j,]Re(r)[vy,,} is performed using 
the molecule-fixed components of the electronic transition moment operator (see 
Eqs. (6) and (7)), i.e. a coordinate system attached to the rotating molecule. Ob- 
servations of molecular line intensities, however, are performed in a laboratory- 
fixed coordinate system. Hence a transformation of coordinate system is needed, 
and it is this transformation which introduces the Hhnl-London factors (Hougen 
1970), or rotational line intensity factors as they are also called. The Hhnl- 
London factors enter the expression for the line strength according to Eq.(4). 
Originally the Hhnl-London factors were calculated analytically (Kovacs 1969) 
and involved approximations to make the calculations tractable. More recently 
computer codes have been developed which calculate the Hhnl-London factors 
numerically by means of suitable transformations (Whiting 1972, Whiting 1973, 
Whiting ~ Nicholls 1974). The theory for Hhnl-London factors has also been 
formulated in a comprehensive way by Veseth (1986) using group theory. 

If the Hhnl-London factors are summed over all transitions from the group of 
(2-6O,A,,)(2S"+ 1)levels 3 with a specific J "  value to the (2-6O,A,)(2S'+ 1) levels 
with J '  = J "  and J '  = J "  4- 1, one obtains (2-60,A,60,A,)(2S" + 1)(2J" + 1) 
(Whiting & Nicholls 1974). If, for example, the IISnl-London factor for each 
branch in the 2H - 2~+ transition in Fig.2 is summed for a specific value of J "  
one obtains 

~-~'S -~ ~-~(]~1) -~- S(QI) -~ S(~D1) -~- s(Q/~12) -~- S(PQ12) + S(°_P12) 
2 

/~ is the reduced mass of the molecule and should not be confused with the notation 
for the transition moment operator in Eqs. (6) and (7). 

3 6o,A'; is a Kmnecker delta, i.e. /io,A,,=l for A"=0 and 6O.A,,=0 for A" ~ 0. 
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+S(R2) + S(Q2) + S(P2) + s(S R21) + S(RQ2~) + s(QP21) 
.-- (2 - 60,A,60,A,,)(2S" + 1)(2J" + 1) --- 4(2J" + 1) (s) 

The sum rule is symmetrical in J~ and J "  which means that  the " notation on J 
is redundant. This completes the calculation of fv,J,,,,,J,, according to Eqs. (3) 
and (4). 

4 M o l e c u l a r  a b s o r p t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  

It follows from Eq. (2) that, in order to calculate the absorption coefficient for 
a molecular transition, one needs, in addition to the oscillator strength, also the 
number density in the lower state (N,~ in Eq. (2)). In a molecule the population in 
an electronic state is distributed over a large number of rotational and vibrational 
levels (m = IA", S", ~", v", J", (e/f)")). The number of particles, Arm, in a 
specified level E,~ = EA,,S, , , .~, , ,v , , j , , , (e/ f) , ,  is related to the total number of 
particles in all levels, N, according to the relation 

= ( 2 J " +  (9) 
N Qint 

where k is the Bolzmann constant, T is the temperature, ( 2 J " +  1) is the degen- 
eracy factor of the initial level, e -Em]kT  is the Boltzmann factor of the initial 
level, and Qi,~ is the internal partition function. Qi~t is defined as the sum of 
the weighted Boltzmann factors of all discrete energy levels and can be expressed 
as (Tatum 1967) 

Qi,~t = Q~zQvibQrot (10) 

Here the partition function has been separated, just as the line strength in Eq. 
(4), into one electronic partition function, Qel, one vibrational partition func- 
tion, Qv~b, and one rotational partition function, Qrot. The reader is referred to 
(Tatum 1967) for a detailed treatment of how to develop partition functions. 

In order to calculate Q~,~, one should sum over all states in a molecule (elec- 
tronic, vibrational and rotational). This is impracticable and in practice one has 
to make some approximations. In particular it is not necessary, or even desir- 
able, to extend the summation over all electronic states. Recipes for calculating 
partition functions have been published by Tatum (1966) and Sauval & Tatum 
(1984). In order to assess how complete a calculation of an absorption coefficient 
over an extended wavelength region is, it is valuable to compare how large part 
of the partition function that is recovered. This can be done by summation over 
all energy levels included in the calculation of the absorption coefficient and 
by comparison with the partition function calculated according to the method 
described by Sauval &: Tatum (1984) (see also Jergensen ~ Larsson 1990). 
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In order to be useful for astrophysical applications, molecular absorption coeffi- 
cients must be calculated for a large number of lines including very weak ones. 
Such calculations are performed on the basis of line lists containing g f-values for 
molecular lines. Molecular line lists have been developed by several groups based 
on essentially the methods outlined in the earlier sections. However, the applica- 
bility of a line list depends of course critically on the accuracy and completeness 
of the the underlying molecular data, and to what extent various approximations 
have been used to simplify the calculation of g f-values. It is not the intention 
of the present article to review and assess the various line data lists that are 
available for molecular astrophysics. The extensive work by Kurucz has been 
reviewed recently (Kurucz 1991) and is also described in another chapter of this 
book. Line lists for vibrational transitions within the ground electronic states 
of SiO, CO, CS and SiS have been developed by Tipping & Chackerian (1981), 
Chackerian & Tipping (1983) and Pineiro et al. (1987a, 1987b). Electronic tran- 
sitions in CN, C2 and CO have been treated by Querci et al. (1974). The reader 
is referred to (J0rgensen 1992) for a more complete review of the subject. 

The line data list developed (named SCAN-CN) for the CN "red" system 
by JOrgensen and the present author (Jergensen & Larsson 1990) has already 
been mentioned in the earlier sections. The SCAN-CN data base was developed 
exactly as outlined in Section 3. It contains 1.1 x 106 lines for each isotope com- 
bination 12C14N, 12C15N, 13C14N and 13C15N. It carries, for each rotational line 
of the A2H-X2S + transition, the vibrational quantum number of the A2H and 
X2S + states, the rotational quantum number of the X2S + state (more specifi- 
cally J '+0.5) ,  the type of branch (see Fig. 2), the direction of the transition 4, the 
g f-value ( = ( 2 J " +  1)fv,j,,v,,j,,), the vacuum line wavenumber (in cm -1) and the 
excitation energy (in cm -1) above X2Z + ( v " =  0, J = 0.5, Fa). Some comments 
should be made regarding the line wavenumbers. The wavenumber of a partic- 
ular rotational line was obtained by subtracting the energy of the lower level, 
EA,,,S,,z,,,v,,,J,,,(,//),,, from the energy of the upper level, Ea,,s,~7,,v,,y,,(e[/),. 
The energy levels were calculated by applying analytical expressions describing 
the energy level structure of the A2/7 and X2Z + states. This is nowadays not 
the optimal way to calculate energy levels in molecules and not the optimal use 
of molecular parameters derived from spectroscopy (see Lefebvre-Brion & Field 
1986), but it served the practical purpose of generating a large number of lines in 
a computationally simple way. When SCAN-CN is used for opacity calculations, 
the accuracy of individual line positions is of limited concern. Owing to the iden- 
tification system in the data base it can also conveniently be used to generate 
synthetic spectra. The deviation between calculated and measured line position 
was checked for the (6,0) and (0,0) bands (Jcrgensen & Larsson 1990) and was 
found to be typically 0.2 cm -1 and 0.07 cna -1, respectively. No systematic check 

4 For a low lying state like A2// there is always the possibility for a transition 
XS~ + o-ASH, where the arrow ~ is used to indicate that the ASH state is the 
lower state in the absorption process. 
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against all measured lines were performed and there may be lines which deviate 
more than 0.2 cm -1. If SCAN-CN is used for the purpose of spectral analysis 
one should be aware of these limitations and exercise the necessary caution. 

We will end this section with a brief discussion of the radiative properties 
of the A 2 / / - X 2 ~  w+ transition of CN. This discussion will serve to illustrate 
the difficulties one sometimes have to face in order to assess the accuracy of 
molecular data, be it experimental or theoretical. When the first planning of the 
SCAN-CN line list began, it seemed like the radiative properties of the CN "red" 
system was fully understood. Lifetime measurements of the six lowest vibrational 
levels of the A 2 / / s t a t e  (Taherian & Slanger 1984) were in very good agreement 
with results from ab initio calculations (Larsson et al. 1983). However, more 
recent ab initio calculations using a slightly different approach gave lifetimes 
about  30% longer (Bauschlicher et al. 1988, Knowles et al. 1988). In terms of 
computational efforts these calculations are the most extensive so far for the 
CN "red" system. Furthermore, measurements of oscillator strengths for the 
A 2 / / - X 2 Z  + transition (Davis et al. 1986) supported the more recent ab initio 
work. At this point it seemed like there was sufficient evidence for a modification 
of the g f-values in the SCAN-CN tape, and in (Jergensen & Larsson 1990) it 
is in fact suggested that the g f-values should be multiplied by a factor 0.734 
in order to agree with the electronic transition moment  function calculated by 
Bausehlicher et al. (1988) and Knowles et al. (1988). But the situation has once 
again changed. Lu et al. (1992) have measured radiative lifetimes by means of the 
laser induced fluorescence technique and found lifetimes even shorter than those 
predicted by Larsson et al. (1983). Thus it seems like the the CN "red" system 
is bound to remain an enigma for yet some time to come; after the experimental  
efforts by Lu et al. (1992) it is once again time for theoretical work in order to 
shed some new light on the problem. 

6 F i n a l  r e m a r k s  

It has been the intention of this review to provide a guidance for astrophysicists 
in need of data for modelling the absorption of radiation by molecules in the 
stellar environment. Much of the material can be found elsewhere, however, one 
would need to turn to several different sources in order to find it. At a first 
glance it would seem like a diatomic molecule, at least compared to a complex 
stellar environment, would constitute a rather simple system. However, diatomic 
molecules present many chances for errors, and they are very demanding systems 
for both experimentalists and theorists. This, among other things, is what makes 
them fascinating systems for studies in their own right. 
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Computation of Opacities for Diatomic 
Molecules 

Robert L. Kurucz 

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, 
USA 

1 A t o m i c  a n d  M o l e c u l a r  Data 

In this section I briefly describe my efforts to improve the atomic and molecular 
line data. This work is described in more detail in Kurucz (1992a). In subsequent 
sections I briefly describe three methods for computing opacity and the models 
and spectra that result from using them. 

My model calculations in the 1970s used the distribution-function line opacity 
computed by Kurucz (1979a,b) from the line data of Kurucz & Peytremann 
(1975). We had computed gf values for 1.7 million atomic lines for sequences up 
through nickel using scaled-Thomas-Fermi-Dirac wavefunctions and eigenvectors 
determined from least squares Slater parameter fits to the observed energy levels. 
We also collected all published data on gf values and included them in the line 
list whenever they appeared to be more reliable than the computed data (that 
work is ongoing, but I am running behind). 

After the Kurucz-Peytremann calculations were published, I started work on 
line lists for diatomic molecules beginning with H2, CO, and SiO. Next, Lucio 
Rossi of the Istituto Astrofisica Spaziale in Frascati, John Dragon of Los Alamos, 
and I computed line lists for electronic transitions of CH, NH, OH, MgH, Sill, 
CN, C2, and TiO. In addition to lines between known levels, these lists include 
lines whose wavelengths are predicted and are not good enough for detailed 
spectrum comparisons but are quite adequate for statistical opacities. All these 
data are listed in Table 1. 

In 1983 I recomputed the opacities using the additional atomic and molecular 
data described above which totalled 17,000,000 lines. These opacities were used 
to produce improved empirical solar models (Avrett et al. 1984), but were found 
to still not have enough lines. In detailed ultraviolet spectrum calculations, half 
the intermediate strength and weak lines were missing. This discrepancy was 
caused by missing iron group atomic lines that go to excited configurations that 
had not yet been observed in the laboratory and so had not been included in 
the Kurucz-Peytremann calculations. 

I was granted a large amount of computer time at the San Diego Supercom- 
puter Center to carry out new calculations. I included as many configurations for 
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T a b l e  1. M o l e c u l a r  Line  Lists  

FILE NUMBER WAVELENGTH (NM) 

OF LINES FIRST LAST 

H2 28486 84.4941 
HYDRIDES 331268 203.6264 
COAX 396004 111.3365 
COIR 118920 963.5078 
SIOAX 760378 177.3128 
SIOEX 947015 143.0468 

CNAX12 484709 292.5406 
CNAX13 503631 295.1871 
CNAX15 289887 341.5994 
CNBX 323818 201.9947 

184.4573 
3245.1715 
460.6524 
9998.8853 
546.2833 
462.4214 

99912.800 
99924.784 
99776.188 
715.7552 

C O M M E N T  

Lyman and Werner 
CH,NH,OH,MgH, SiH all isotopes 
CO 4th Pos all isotopes 
CO vib-rot all isotopes 
SiO A-X all isotopes 
SiO E-X all isotopes 

12C14N Red 
13C14N Red 
12C15N Red 

CN Violet all isotopes 

TIOAX6 325116 528.5640 1875.4212 46Ti160 '~ 

TIOAX7 327496 528.7059 1771.6149 47Ti16 O "~ 

TIOAX8 647203 490.4263 2146.0045 48Ti160 ")/ 

TIOAX9 332113 528.9757 1864.4024 49Ti160  "/ 

TIOAX0 334222 529.1046 1860.9887 50Ti160 ")/ 

TIOBX6 343598 246.6118 1232.9218 46Ti16 O ~ l  

TIOBX7 345990 246.3570 1209.4093 47Ti16 O ~ t  

TIOBX8 861488 235.9828 1362.8784 48Ti16 O ,,/t 

TIOBX9 350530 246.7795 1187.2650 49Ti160 ~ 

TIOBX0 352802 247.3491 1186.9649 50Ti16 O ,,ft 

TIOCX6 232718 350.0947 1562.0368 46Ti160 O~ 
TIOCX7 234318 350.047t 1554.5985 47Ti160 O~ 
TIOCX8 503950 257.0800 1316.1735 48Ti160 O~ 
TIOCX9 237430 350.0113 1540.7715 49Ti160  OL 
TIOCX0 238827 349.9744 1534.3348 50Ti160 O~ 
TIOEX6 241398 630.6768 2002.6215 46Ti160 (? 
TIOEX7 242954 631.0335 1997.7022 47Ti160  
TIOEX8 510074 549.4411 2273.1493 48Ti160 (~ 
TIOEX9 245978 631.7067 1988.4477 49Ti160  E 
TIOEXO 247466 632.0252 1984.0965 50Ti160 E- 

TIOBA 310376 541.4458 2250.2486 TiO (~ all isotopes 
TIOCA 223850 446.7588 1669.0456 TiO /~ all isotopes 
TIOFA 153496 432.0083 816.6252 TiO f-a all isotopes 
TIOBD 158000 593.4372 2662.9648 TiO ¢ all isotopes 
TIOED 102107 332.9690 562.5112 TiO e-d all isotopes 

C2AX 406236 271.8071 9999.6289 C 2 Phillips all isotopes 

C2BA12 462803 389.6061 99957.754 12C12C Ballik- Rams ay 
C2BA13 387809 511.6587 99980.746 12C 13C Ballik-Rumsuy 
C2BA33 313319 527.1495 80319.395 13C13C Ballik- Ramsay 
C2DA12 329771 344.9621 2541.6874 12C12C Swan 
C2DA13 253014 374.0201 991.5625 12C13C Swan 
C2DA33 217545 376.2757 959.4157 13C13C Swan 
C2EA12 487232 176.0052 862.4585 12C12C Fox- Herzberg 
C2EA13 332214 177.3769 560.9010 12C13C Fox- Herzberg 
C2EA33 260883 178.6938 543.2282 13C13C Fox- Herzberg 
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each ion as I could fit into a Cray. Harnilitonian parameters were determined by 
combining least squares fits for levels that have been observed with computed 
Hartree-Fock integrals (scaled) for higher configurations. All configuration inter- 
actions were included. My computer programs have evolved from Cowan's (1968) 
programs. Transition integrals were computed with scaled-Thomas-Fermi-Dirac 
wavefunctions and the whole transition array was produced for each ion. Ra- 
diative, Stark, and van der Waals damping constants and Land~ g values are 
automatically produced for each line. The first nine ions of Ca through Ni pro- 
duced 42,000,000 lines. Most of those lines have uncertain wavelengths because 
they go to predicted rather than measured levels. I have produced a single tape 
edition of these data for distribution that has all the lines with reliable wave- 
lengths between laboratory determined energy levels. 

I hope to spend the next year improving the line data. I will extend the atomic 
calculation to elements lighter and heavier than the iron group which I have 
already computed. I will recompute the energy levels and line lists whenever new 
laboratory analyses become available and I will make the predictions available 
to laboratory spectroscopists. Several of the iron group calculations have already 
been revised. Because computers are now more powerful, more configurations can 
be treated. This should account for more of the missing infrared lines because 
they are usually transitions between highly excited levels. I will also try to include 
as much hyperfine and isotopic splitting data as possible (Kurucz 1993b). 

Returning to the diatomic molecules, the line lists in Table 1 are in need of 
revision. All the transitions are electronic except for the CO vibration-rotation 
bands. Most of the isotopic positions are unreliable. Most of the calculations 
were done more than 15 years ago. I plan to include all the improvements in the 
laboratory analyses since that time and I plan to add all the significant vibration- 
rotation bands and many ultraviolet electronic bands. The newer analyses are 
based on FTS spectra and produce dramatic improvements in energy levels and 
line positions. However, they still do not go to high enough V and J. Farrenq et 
al. (1990) have actually been able to use the solar spectrum itself to analyse CO 
to high J (see also Grevesse & Sauval this volume). 

The procedure I use for generating line lists is straightforward and produces 
all the lines up to a specified cut-off lower energy level. I start with all the known 
energy levels. I set up a model rotational Hamiltonian and then I do a least 
squares fit to determine the rotational constants. Once the fit has converged, I 
use the Hamiltonian to generate all possible eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The 
eigenvalues are replaced by the observed energies where they are known. I com- 
pute the RKR potential and then all the vibrational wavefunctions. I then inte- 
grate over measured or computed transition moments taken from the literature 
to get the transition integrals. The transition integrals are divided into transition 
arrays in the adopted basis and are transformed to observed coupling using the 
eigenvectors. Given enough computer time, I can readily generate thousands of 
energy levels and millions of lines. Since the known energy levels are used when 
available, the line wavelengths are correct for lines between known energy lev- 
els, regardless of perturbations. Lines to predicted levels are as accurate as the 
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least squares fitting procedure. Radiative damping constants are automatically 
produced for each line. 

Line lists for the triatomie molecules are needed for work on cool M stars. I 
hope to obtain them from Jergensen & Jensen (1993) and other groups. 

All the atomic and molecular data will be published on CD-ROMs. These 
will include both a replacement for Kurucz-Peytremann (1975) and all lines with 
good wavelengths for molecules listed in Table 1 for use in spectrum synthesis 
calculations. Highly compressed versions of the atomic and diatomic data have 
already been published for use in opacity calculations as indicated in Table 2. 
This allows anyone to compute opacities or opacity-sampled model atmospheres 
for arbitrary abundances. For each major atomic or molecular calculation I ex- 
pect to publish a CD-ROM on which I will provide tables of all laboratory mea- 
surements, together with my computed energy levels, eigenvector compositions, 
damping constants, Land~ g values, lifetimes, branching ratios, and gf values. 
These should be of value to both laboratory and astronomical spectroscopists. 

2 The Distribution Function Opacity Program 

The opacities are calculated with a version of my spectrum synthesis computer 
program that has been under development since 1965 and has been described by 
Kurucz ~ Avrett (1981). The algorithms for computing the total line opacity are 
extremely fast because maximum use is made of temperature and wavelength 
factorization and pretabulation. Up to a million point spectrum can be computed 
in one run. There is no limit to the number of spectrum lines that can be treated. 

The spectrum calculations require a pre-existing model atmosphere. For com- 
puting opacities it is just a table of temperatures and pressures. Quantities that 
need be computed only once for the model atmosphere are pretabulated, i.e., 
number densities, partition functions, and doppler widths. The equation of state 
and continuum opacities are computed with a version of the model atmosphere 
program ATLAS (Kurucz 1970). Solar abundances are taken from Anders & 
Grevesse (1989). Photoionization continua are put in at their exact positions, 
each with its own cross-section and with the series of lines that merge into each 
continuum included so that there are no discontinuities in the spectrum. 

Hydrogen line profiles are computed using a routine from Peterson (1979) 
that approximates the Vidal et al. (1973) profiles, works to high n, and in- 
cludes Doppler broadening, resonance broadening, van der Waals broadening, 
and fine-structure splitting. Autoionization lines have Shore-parameter Fano 
profiles. Other lines have Voigt profiles that are computed accurately for any 
value of the damping parameter a which includes radiative, Stark, and van der 
Waals broadening. For small a, table lookup is used for speed. Line wings are 
truncated when they are weaker than 0.001 times the continuum. Lines weaker 
than 0.001 times the continuum are not considered. 

The opacity spectrum is computed only for zero microturbulent velocity. 
Other velocities are obtained by convolution. The spectrum is computed at 
3,500,000 points uniformly spaced in A~/~ (proportional to Doppler velocity) 
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from 8.97666 nm to 10000 am. The spectral resolution of 500,000, or 0.6 km/s,  is 
enough to resolve line cores. The distribution function for a wavelength interval 
is determined by statistically analyzing the total line opacity spectrum in that 
interval. The intervals vary from 1 nm in the ultraviolet to 10 nm in the far 
infrared. 

In late 1988 I used the line data described above to compute new solar 
abundance opacity tables for use in my modelling. The  calculations involved 
58,000,000 lines, 3,500,000 wavelength points, 56 temperatures from 2000K to 
200,000K, 21 log pressures from - 2  to 48,  and 5 microturbulent velocities 0, 
1, 2, 4, and 8 km/s,  and took a large amount of computer time. The opacity 
was tabulated twice, as 12-step distribution functions for 328 "big" intervals for 
speed, and for 1212 "little" intervals for resolution. 

Since the beginning of 1990 I have been able to take tremendous advantage 
of the new Cray YMP at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. I computed 
opacities ranging from 0.00001 solar to 10 times solar, enough to compute model 
atmospheres ranging from the oldest Population II stars to high abundance Am 
and Ap stars. The exact abundances are [41.0], [40.5], [40.3], [40.2], [40.1], 
[+0.0], [-0.1], [-0.2], [-0.3], [-0.5], [-1.0], [-1.5], [-2.0], [-2.5], [-3.0], [-3.5], [-4.0], 
[-4.51, and [-5.0] where Ix.x] stands for log difference from solar abundance of 
metals. I have just  completed opacities with +0.4 dex enhanced a-process ele- 
ments (O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ti) for abundances [40.5], [40.0], [-0.5], [-1.0], 
[-1.5], [-2.0], [-2.5], [-3.0], [-3.5], [-4.0], [-4.5], and [-5.0]. These opacities are dis- 
tr ibuted on CD-ROMs as listed in Table 2 or on VAX backup tapes. 

Rosseland mean opacities have been computed for each abundance for use in 
interiors and envelope calculations. 

3 N e w  G r i d s  o f  M o d e l s  

I rewrote my model atmosphere program to use the new line opacities, additional 
continuous opacities, and an approximate treatment of convective overshooting. 
The revised version is called ATLAS9. The opacity calculation was checked by 
computing a realistic model for the Sun. See Kurucz (1992b) for details and 
figures. 

Thus far, I have computed a grid of more than 7000 models for [+1.0], [+0.5], 
[40.3], [40.2], [40.1], [40.0], [-0.1], [-0.2], [-0.3], [-0.5], [-1.0], [-1.5], [-2.0], [- 
2.5], [-3.0], [-3.5], [-4.0], [-4.5], and [-5.0] for 2 km/s  microturbulent velocity. 
The effective temperature range is 3500K to 50,000K, i.e. from K stars to O 
stars. Note that since triatomic molecules are not included in the opacity, the 
models cannot be used for M stars. Gravities range from log g = 5 down to 0 
or the radiation pressure limit in steps of 0.5. Models cooler than 9000K are 
convective with 1/H = 1.25. For each model the flux was computed at 1221 
wavelengths in the range 0.01 to 160 pro, enough to treat ionization in H II 
regions and to calibrate the infrared. The temperature range of this grid should 
allow photometric calibrations consistent for both cool and hot stars. 
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For each model in the grid I have computed the fluxes, photometry in several 
systems, Balmer line profiles, and limb-darkening. The models, fluxes, colors, and 
Balmer line profiles are available on Kurucz CD-ROM No.13 or on VAX backup 
tapes. Earlier versions of these tapes had errors that have been corrected. The 
limb-darkening requires a separate tape for each abundance. The CD version is 
in preparation. 

The microturbulent velocity is an important parameter that must be con- 
sidered. Opacity and model structure vary with Vturb. If there is diffusion, Vturb 
must be small. In giants it can be large. In pulsating stars, such as Cepheids and 
RR Lyraes, it varies with phase. I am presently extending the grid calculations 
to other microturbulent velocities. 

I am also computing grids of models using the new s-enhanced opacities, 
working inward both from the high abundance bulge stars and from the ex- 
tremely low abundance halo stars. 

4 O p a c i t y  S a m p l i n g  a n d  A T L A S 1 2  

In Am and Ap stars, or, perhaps, in all A stars, and in cool evolved giants 
the atmospheric abundances are not scaled-solar. Scaled-solar grids can produce 
only an approximate representation of the atmosphere. The cost of computing 
opacities is so high that it is not practical to pretabulate opacities for individual 
stars, although it might be possible for subclasses. The alternative is to use 
opacity sampling to compute individual models for each star. 

I have developed a new version of my model atmosphere program, called 
ATLAS12, that samples from my whole line list to compute opacity. It essentially 
combines my spectrum synthesis program SYNTttE (Kurucz ~: Avrett 1981) 
with my model atmosphere program ATLAS (Kurucz 1970). It recognizes more 
than 1000 species, each in up to 10 isotopic forms, including all ions of the 
elements up through Zn and the first 5 ions of heavier elements. The elemental 
abundances are treated as variable with depth. 

At present ATLAS12 has 6 input files containing 58,000,000 lines: 
NLTELINES: H, He, C, Mg, A1, Si, Ca, etc., the file used by SYNTItE, species 

that can be treated in non-LTE by Avrett ~ Loeser (1992); 
LOWLINES: first 5 stages of ionization of all elements not in NLTELINES; 
HILINES: ion stages 6 and higher of elements up through Zn; 
DIATOMICS: H, C, N, O, Mg, Si, etc combinations; 
TIOLINES: TiO now, VO, ZrO, etc, in the future; 
TRIATOMICS: empty now, H20, etc., in the future. 

For each line the wavelength, identification, lower energy level, gf value, and 
the radiative, Stark, and van der Waals damping constants are packed into 16 
bytes. At each wavelength point in a frequency integration, the Voigt profiles 
of all the significant nearby lines are computed and summed. The lines in file 
NLTELINES can be treated with more complicated profile functions. These files 
are available on Kurucz CD=ROMs Nos. 1 and 15. ATLAS12 is still not working 
reliably at this writing. I hope to distribute it in the fall of 1993. It has been 
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used to make models with 25000 sampled frequencies for Vega (Kuruez 1993; 
Castelli & Kurucz 1993), which is an easy case. 

It will be possible to use ATLAS12 to compute Rosseland opacities for arbi- 
t rary abundances for use in envelope and interior calculations. 

5 Complete Spectrum Synthesis 

It is now possible simply to compute the whole spectrum using all 58 million lines 
without resorting to sampling or statistical approximations. Such a calculation 
takes a few days on a very fast workstation. Figure 1, on the six pages following 
Table 2, shows a sample calculation for Arcturus using an improved version 
of the model atmosphere from Peterson et al. (1993) that  was computed with 
ATLAS9. The spectrum calculation shown in the top panel of Fig. l a , l e , l e  was 
repeated 11 times with subsets of the line list. The resolution was 500,000 with 
1,864,857 points between 200 and 10000 nm. A full dispersion plot tha t  displays 
the resolution requires a case of paper. It is now also possible to compute models 
by integrating over the whole spectrum for each iteration, but even I am daunted 
by this prospect, for the moment. 
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Available 
No.01 
No.02 
No.03 
No.04 
No.05 
No.06 
No.07 
No.08 
No.09 
No.10 
No.ll 
No.12 
No.13 
No.14 
No.15 

Table 2. Kurucz CD-ROMs 

from the author (Kurucz@cfa.harvard.edu) 
Atomic data for opacity calculations. 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: [+0.0],[+0.5],[+1.0]. 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: 

[-0.5],[- 1.0],[- 1.5]. 
D 0],[-2.5],[-a.0]. 
[+0.1],[+0.2],[+0.3]. 
[-0.1],[-0.2],[-0.a]. 
[-3.5],[-4.0], [-4.5]. 
[-5.0],[+0.0,noHe],[-0.5,noHe]. 
[+0.5a],[+0.0a],[-0.5a] +.4 alpha. 
[-1.0a],[-1.5a],[-2.0a] +.4 alpha. 
D.ha],[-a.0a],[-a.ha] +.4 alpha. 

Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: [-4.0a],[-4.5a],[-5.0a] +.4 alpha. 
ATLAS9 Stellar Atmosphere Programs and 2 km/s Grid. 
Opacities for Stellar Atmospheres: Abundance Sampler. 
Diatomic molecular data for opacity calculations. 

In preparation: 
Replacement for Kurucz-Peytremann atomic line list for all elements. 
Molecular line list with all the old data (Table I). 
ATLAS12 opacity sampling model atmosphere program and 
SYNTHE spectrum synthesis programs. 
Model Atmosphere Grids: [+0.0] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Model Atmosphere Grids: [-0.5a],[+0.0a],[+0.5a] 2 km/s for bulge stars. 
Model Atmosphere Grids: Limbdarkening for 2 km/s Grid (No.13). 

Coming: 
All new atomic and molecular calculations as they are made. 
Improved atomic data for opacity calculations. 
Improved molecular data for opacity calculations. 
Model Atmosphere Grids: [-1.0a],[-1.ha],[-2.0a] 2 km/s. 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 
Model Atmosphere 

Grids: 
Grids: 
Grids: 
Grids: 
Grids: 
Grids: 
Grids: 

[-2.5a],[-3:0a],[-3.5a] 2 km/s. 
[-4.0a],[-4.5a],[-5.0a] 2 km/s. 
[-0.5] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
[-1.0] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
[-1.5] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
[-2.0] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
[+0.5] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 

Grids: [+0.0a] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Grids: [-0.5a] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Grids: [-1.0a] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Grids: [-1.5a] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Grids: [-2.0a] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
Grids: [+0.ha] for 0,1,2,4,8 km/s Vturb. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Molecular bands have been used as a diagnostic of spectral type since the 1860's. 
TiO was first identified as the dominant feature in optical spectra of cool giants 
in 1904 (Fowler 1904). Many diatomic molecules have now been included (e.g. 
J0rgensen & Larsson 1990) in detailed calculations of stellar opacity and atten- 
tion is starting to focus on the incorporation of accurate data for triatomics. 
Triatomic molecules have a much greater density of states than diatomics; bend- 
ing vibrational bands - generally lower in frequency than bond-stretching modes 
- may contribute considerably to "filling in" spectral gaps. 

From the point of view of quantum chemistry, molecules can access regions 
which would be described classically as "chaotic" at the temperatures (usually a 
few thousand degrees) available in cool stellar atmospheres. Molecular transitions 
associated with such behaviour are to be found, in particular, in the infrared. 
Astronomically the study of this spectral region has recently benefitted from high 
resolution, sensitive spectrometers which are now available on many telescopes. 
Thus there is mutual advantage both for chemical physicists and for astronomers 
in the sharing of observational and theoretical data for cool star atmospheres. 

The dominant red and infrared luminosity of the underlying stellar popula- 
tions of galaxies is from M giants. The dominant population in terms of number 
density is from M dwarfs. These M stars emit the bulk of their radiation in the 
red and infrared where molecules provide the dominant source of opacity in the 
stellar atmosphere. Detailed understanding of the evolution of M stars is com- 
promised by the inability to construct model atmospheres without quantitative 
data for triatomic molecules. Two triatomic molecules are of the utmost impor- 
tance in stellar atmospheres. For cool O-rich M stars, particularly the M dwarfs, 
the water molecule is the dominant source of opacity in the infrared (Alexander 
et al. 1989). For C-rich red giant stars, HCN plays an important role (3Orgensen 
et al. 1985). Accurate potential energy surfaces are available for both molecules. 

For water, we have tested four electronic ground-state potential enel;gy sur- 
faces which have been produced in recent years (Carter ~: Handy 1987, Halonen 
&5 Carrington 1988, Jensen 1989 and Kauppi ~ Halonen 1990). In this paper 
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we present only calculations using the Jensen (1989) potential, which was found 
to be in significantly better agreement with experimental data than the other 
surfaces, for both vibrational band origins and rotational term values (Fernley 
et al. 1992. Transition strengths are obtained from an accurate dipole surface 
computed by Wattson & Rothman (1993). For HCN we have used a recent po- 
tential developed for the whole HCN/HNC system (Gadzy & Bowman 1991), 
which puts the barrier to isomerisation at around 17000cm -1. Band intensities, 
using a dipole surface valid only for the HCN end of the molecule (Sebald 1991), 
are presented. 

For temperatures applicable to cool star atmospheres (up to 5000K) we con- 
sider it will be necessary to compute all levels up to 30000cm -1 above the ground 
state. Calculating all transition frequencies and line strengths up to 14000 to 
15000cm -1 (wavelengths longer than 0.7t~m) will cover the near to far infrared 
spectral region for which these triatomics are likely to be the main source of 
opacity. In this paper, however, we report only prelimimary calculations cover- 
ing a much more restricted spectral range. 

2 R o - v i b r a t i o n a l  l i n e  p o s i t i o n s  a n d  i n t e n s i t i e s  

Spectroscopists often use techniques based on perturbation expansions to cal- 
culate vibrational levels close to the ground state (e.g. Flaud et al. 1983). This 
involves fitting measured levels using a perturbational Ilamiltonian. The param- 
eters obtained from the fit are then used to predict higher, unobserved, levels. 
Rotational levels belonging to each vibrational manifold may similarly be com- 
puted for moderate angular momentum, J, levels. Such techniques, however, 
become inappropriate when the vibrational modes involve large amplitude mo- 
tions and when the angular momentum is such that centrifugal distortion plays 
a major role. 

Additionally, perturbational approaches are based on an idealised model 
in which rotational and vibrational motions are uncoupled to first order. Ro- 
vibrational coupling is then added through coriolis contributions, again consid- 
ered to be perturbations of the ideal rigid-rotor, harmonic oscillator system. 
The distribution of line intensities is similarly approximated by assuming there 
is an intrinsic vibrational band intensity, which is then distributed across the 
rotational structure using Hgnl-London factors (IIerzberg 1991). 

Present techniques of solving the radiative transfer equation in model at- 
mosphere computations make use of a statistical treatment of the computed 
monochromatic absorption coefficient, as in for example the Opacity Distribu- 
tion Functions (Jcrgensen & Larsson 1990). It might be argued that very accu- 
rate calculations of molecular data, requiring large amounts of super-computer 
processing time, are not worthwhile for computing ODFs and that the approach 
outlined above is sufficient. For many molecules which have large anharmonicity 
coefficients and centrifugal distortion constants, however, perturbational expan- 
sions of the energy levels become divergent at higher ro-vibrational energies and 
line frequencies calculated from such Hanfiltonians may be out by tens or even 
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hundreds of cm -1. The water molecule, in particular, is often taken as the classic 
example for which the perturbation expansion of its rotational motion diverges. 
For the ground state, the rigid rotor approximation computes the J=20,  K~=20, 
level to be some 2000cm -1 too high; addition of the first correction, the cen- 
trifugal distortion, makes the level --~3000cm -1 too low; the next term in the 
series causes an error of approximately +4000cm -1 (Polyansky 1993). ODFs are 
known to be sensitive to changes in the monochromatic absorption coefficient at 
well below this level. 

These effects will also cause the distribution of intensity between individual 
lines using HSnl-London factors to be a poor representation of the actual system. 
Additionally, effects such as "intensity stealing" can cause whole "dark bands" 
to become intense; the magnitude of this effect may not be uniform across the 
entire band, but  may depend on individual rotational states. Thus a combina- 
tion of poor line positions and inappropriately distributed intensity may cause 
the computed wavelength dependence of the opacity to be very inaccurate. A 
fortiori, any model atmosphere which predicts synthetic spectra for stars needs 
to have accurate molecular data as input if significant conclusions about physical 
conditions within stellar atmospheres are to be drawn. 

In the last decade, a number of groups (e.g. Tennyson 1986, Spirko & Jensen 
1985, Carter & Handy 1986) have developed techniques for calculating triatomic 
energy levels based on variational techniques. In particular, Sutcliffe & Ten- 
nyson (1986) have produced a to-vibrational Hamiltonian which is exact within 
the constraints of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (which decouples elec-  
t r o n i c  from n u c l e a r  motion in a molecule) and the limitations of the electronic 
potential  energy surface available. 

The Sutcliffe-Tennyson kinetic energy operator directly relates the cartesian 
positions of the nuclei of a triatomic molecule to a set of internal co-ordinates 
comprising two radial co-ordinates and the included angle. Rotat ion of the 
molecule-fixed internal co-ordinates in the laboratory frame is carried by the 
usual Wigner rotational matrices. This operator makes n o  a priori assumptions 
about to-vibrational separation or equilibrium geometry. In addition, the opera- 
tor includes parameters which relate the radial co-ordinates to the bonds of the 
molecule in a flexible way, leading to computational advantages, especially for 
the accurate calculation of high ro-vibrational energy levels. Other features of 
the method are described elsewhere (Tennyson et al. 1993). 

Ro-vibrational wavefunction~ may be calculated by two essentially separate 
techniques. An approach using model basis functions (Finite Basis Representa- 
tion or FBR) as building blocks has been developed into a suite of "user-friendly" 
programs, the latest version of which is described in Tennyson et al. (1993). 
This suite, known as TRIATOM, contains modules to calculate to-vibrational 
transition frequencies and linestrengths from dipole moment  surfaces as well as 
synthetic spectra. 

A second, more recent, approach has been pioneered by Light and coworkers 
(see e.g. Bacic & Light 1989). Known as the Discrete Variable Representation 
(DVR), this technique calculates wavefunctions on a grid in co-ordinate space (as 
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opposed to the FBR method, which can be considered to calculate wavefunctions 
on a grid in f u n c t i o n  space). The DVR method is very efficient at building 
up wavefunctions for high-lying levels. Henderson et al. (1990a,b) have used 
this method to calculate all the bound vibrational states of H + (dissociation 
energy ,-~ 36000cm-1). A program suite using the DVR technique is also now 
available (Henderson et al. 1993), and additional developments, required to take 
full account of molecular symmetry, are currently nearing completion. 

3 W a t e r  

3.1 R o - v i b r a t i o n a l  ca lcu la t ions  

At equilibrium, the water molecule has C2v symmetry, with an angle of about 
105 ° between the two O-H bonds. However, the molecule can access linear ge- 
ometries at energies around 12000cm -~ above the minimum, well below the 
maximum energy level we consider necessary for cool star opacities. Figure 1 
shows a contour plot of the wavefunction of the 162nd vibrational level of water 
(calculated using the Jensen potential (1989); E = 25941cm-1). The x-axis is 
the inter-bond angle, 0, (in radians) and the y-axis the sum of the two bonds. 
In this representation, 18 nodes may be counted in the 0-co-ordinate, indicating 
that  there are 18 quanta of bend in this level. The wavefunction has apprecia- 
ble amplitude for ahnost all values of 0 from 270 to 180 °, showing the large 
displacements of the bond angle from equilibrium. 

We have carried out rigorous testing of the four recent potential energy sur- 
faces mentioned above (Fernley et al. 1992) using the Sutcliffe-Tennyson Hamil- 
tonian. All of them perform reasonably well when compared with experimen- 
tal data  for vibrational levels lying below or just above the energy region at 
which linear geometries become accessible. The surface due to Jensen (1989) 
gives a 6.4cm -1 standard deviation from experiment for the band origins up 
to -,~ 21100cm -1 and a 0.14cm -1 standard deviation from experiment for the 
rotational term values up to J=2 for the first ten bands. 

We have used this potential in an FBR calculation of a limited number of 
rovibrational energy levels and wavefunctions: for J=0 to 14, we computed ( J+ l )  
× 25 levels for the states with even parity, and 20 less for those of odd parity; for 
3=15 to 20, 375 even and 355 odd states were produced. This gave a coverage 
of just over l l000cm -1 for each J-parity block above the lowest energy in the 
block; at J--20 the lowest level is -~ 4400cm -1 above the J=0 zero point energy. 

The present calculations were carried out using Radau co-ordinates (Ten- 
nyson et al. 1993) for the radial co-ordinates. This method has been shown 
to produce very accurate and efficient results for rotationally excited states 
of H2S and its isotopomers (Miller et al. 1990). Our calculations represent 
the radial co-ordinate stretching basis functions by Morse-like oscillators, ~5(r), 
(Sutcliffe ~ Tennyson 1986), up to a total of 17 functions for each radial co- 
ordinate, and the bending co-ordinate basis functions by associated Legendre 
functions, P~(cos0), with ~ < 40. The rotational motion of the molecule is rep- 
resented by Wigner rotation matrices, D~t,k(a/37). The energy of each ¢( r l )  x 
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Fig. 1. Contour plot of wavefunction for vibrational level 162 

2.5 B.O 

¢~(r2) x P°(cosO)xD°M,O(a~7) product  basis function was calculated, and the 
lowest 800 taken to define the intermediate basis functions, O(r l )  x cP(r~) x 
P~(cos0)XDJM,k(a~/7). Of these, a total  of ( J + l )  x650 or 9500 for J>__ 15, or- 
dered on the basis of energy, were used in the final ro-vibrational calculation. 

Comparison of the 25 lowest J = 0  vibrational energy levels with the highly 
converged DVR calculation of Fernley et al. (1992) showed that  the band origins 
were all converged to within 0.05cm -1. The rotational levels were also converged 
to within 0.05cm -1 for the ground state and fundamentals  rising to a m a x i m u m  
of between 5-15cm -1 for some of the higher lying states. As convergence does 
not worsen uniformly with level number,  many  higher lying states are bet ter  
converged than the s ta ted limit. 

Ro-vibrational transition moments  were calculated using the dipole momen t  
surface of Wattson & Rothman (1993). In table 1, we present a comparison 
between calculated ro-vibrational transition frequencies and relative intensity 
for transitions involving J=0  and 1 and those listed in the HITRAN (Rothman  
1992) database for 19 low-lying levels. Lines are listed relative to the [ J= l ,  
Ka = 0, K~ = 1 ~ J = l ,  Ka = 1, K~ = 0] (101-110 in Table 1) transit ion 
of the u2 bending fundamental ,  which has a calculated intensity of 2.60 × 10 -19 
cm/molecule in good agreement with the measured value of 2.47 x 10 -19 cm/mol .  
For these transitions, the agreement with experiment is reasonable. The one 
serious disagreement is with the u3 - u~ difference band, which our calculation 
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Tab le  1. H~O: observed and calculated frequencies and relative intensities 

Band Transition 
000-000 110-101 

111-000 
010-010 110-101 

111-000 
020-020 110-101 

111-000 
010-000 101-110 

111-000 
020-010 101-110 

111-000 
030-020 101-110 

111-000 
020-000 101-110 

111-000 
030-010 101-110 

111-000 
030-000 101-110 

111-000 
040-000 101-110 

111-000 
100-000 101-110 

111-000 
200-000 101-110 

111-000 
001-000 111-110 

101-000 
002-000  101-110 

111-000 
101-000 111-110 

101-000 
100-010 101-110 

111-000 
001-010 111-110 

101-000 
110-010 101-110 

111-000 
011-010 111-110 

101-000 

a 

wobs lobs 
18.58 .213(O) 
37.14 .204(O) 
21.95 .122(-3) 
40.22 .980(-4) 
26.48 .583(-7) 
44.46 .467(-7) 

1576.19 .100(+1) 
1634.97 .235(O) 
1534.93 .822(-3) 
1601.35 .232(-3) 
1488.67 .462(-6) 
1565.84 .140(-6) 
3133.07 .591(-2) 
3196.09 .150(-2) 
3051.07 .660(-5) 
3122.72 .172(-5) 
4648.21 .143(-4) 
4717.47 .453(-5) 
6155.39 .294(-6) 
6194.79 .813(-7) 
3638.08 .303(-1) 
3693.29 .623(-2) 
7182.15 .433(-2) 
7236.75 .106(-2) 
3749.33 .656(O) 
3779.49 .171(0) 
7425.44 .317(-3) 
7479.66 .112(-3) 
7242.44 .555(-1) 
7273.13 .152(-1) 
2039.95 .140(-4) 
2098.55 .400(-5) 
2151.19 .228(-4) 
2184.75 .660(-5) 
3617.89 .115(-4) 
3679.41 .238(-5) 
3729.26 .275(-3) 
3760.13 .733(-4) 

Odaal 

18.53 
37.09 
21.91 
40.18 
26.40 
44.39 

1575.83 
1634.52 
1535.81 
1602.10 
1489.29 
1566.23 
3133.54 
3196.44 
3051.50 
3123.94 
4649.23 
4718.28 
6115.64 
6194.61 
3637.63 
3892.78 
7183.51 
7238.09 
3749.43 
3779.57 
7426.05 
7479.7O 
7243.71 
7274.24 
2039.90 
2098.43 
2151.70 
2185.23 
3617.73 
3679.22 
3730.63 
3761.41 

.200(o) 

.191(o) 

.129(-3) 

.103(-3) 

.101(-6) 

.687(-7) 
.100(+1) 
.226(O) 
.977(-3) 
.219(-3) 
.858(-6) 
.189(-6) 
.61o(-2) 
.150(-2) 
.759(-5) 
.190(-5) 
.346(-4) 
977(-5) 
.114(-6) 
.300(-7) 
.323(-1) 
.597(-2) 
.514(-2) 
.110(-2) 
.51o(o) 
.149(O) 
.384(-3) 
.144(-3) 
.258(-1) 
.76o(-2) 
.118(-4) 
.319(-5) 
.152(-7) 
.757(-8) 
.1!2(-4) 
.189(-5) 
.276(-3) 
.820(-4) 

Powers of ten in brackets. 
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predicts to be four orders of magnitude weaker than is observed. 
One limitation of the present calculations is that we were not able to use the 

properly symmetrised wavefunctions necessary to account automatically for spin 
statistics. For the construction of low temperature spectra, it is clear that  this 
is a serious problem; agreement with experiment can only be achieved by hand- 
labelling ortho and para levels. At temperatures above about 500K, however, the 
most important  ortho and para transitions (nearly) coincide and spin statistics 
may be ignored to a good approximation. 

3.2 C o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  M - d w a r f  s p e c t r a  

X 

m 

',H H20 vo  K K Ca Na C a C a  CO CO 

|~' 1.2' 1'4 1t6 ' 1'8 ~ 212 2 ;'a" 

Wavelength in microns 

Fig. 2. Comparison of spectrum of VB10 (upper trace) with calculation (lower boxed 
trace) 

The infrared spectra of cool dwarf stars are dominated by strong water absorp- 
tion features. Jones et al. (1993a) have data on a number of M-dwarfs which 
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show that it should be possible to derive an independent check on the temper- 
atures derived from model atmosphere codes (e.g. Allard et al. 1993) by fitting 
the spectra of these water absorptions to accurate molecular data. The present 
calculation is too limited, particularly in terms of the maximum J cutoff, to be 
able to do this with certainty. But it is possible to test both the ability of the 
calculated spectrum to reproduce the overall features of the stellar spectrum and 
to see how sensitive this is to variations in the temperature. 

In Fig. 2, we present the spectrum of the M-dwarf VB10 from 1 to 2.5pm. 
Allard et al. (1993) found that the best fit to the observed spectrum was ob- 
tained by use of a model atmosphere with an effective temperature of 2800. The 
spectrum shown was produced by combining spectra obtained on June 20, 1991 
and May 5, 1992 using the cooled grating spectrometer CGS4 on the United 
Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (Jones et al. 1993@ The spectral range displayed 
shows two strong absorption features, centred on 1.4 and 1.9pm (as well as the 
commencement of another at 2.411m). In the insert box we show the absorption 
spectrum (assuming an optically thin gas) calculated for a temperature of 3000K, 
with individual lines computed as a Gaussian profile of full-width half-maximum 
of about half the CGS4 instrument function to show up the calculated spectral 
detail. No attempt to model the continuum present in VB10 has been made. 

The calculated spectrum shows clearly the main features of that of VB10; 
in particular, the sharp band head at 1.34#m is well reproduced. Analysis of 
the calculated spectrum shows that the 1.4pm absorption is due, mainly, to the 
ul + ua combination band, with weaker contributions from 2ul, 2u3, 2u2 + ul 
and 2u2 + u3, as well as several hot-band transitions. The longer wavelength 
absorption feature results mainly from the u2 + ul and u2 + u3 combination 
bands, again with a large number of hot-band lines. 
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Fig, 3. Temperature sensitivity of calculated u2 + ul/u3 spectral region: T=3000K full 
line; T=i000K broken line 
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In Fig. 3, the calculated absorption spectra in the v2 + el/v3 region for 3000K 
and 2000K are shown. Both show the R and P branch peaks. The spectra show 
sensitivity to temperature: the 2000K (dotted line) spectrum shows a sharper 
R branch peak, and the maximum in the P branch is at shorter wavelengths 
(corresponding to lower values of 3); the 3000K spectrum (full line) shows con- 
siderably more intensity in the wings, particularly in the P branch, with the 
maximum shifted to longer wavelengths (higher 3 values). 

GL406 21ST AND 23RD 

o 
o 

0 • 

0 ~.  
~ E ..o 

x 

o 

v 

0.2 
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i 1 

3.1 3.2 

Wavelength  in m i c r o n s  

Fig. 4. Comparison of spectrum of GL406 for April 21, 1993 (top trace) and April 23, 
1993 (middle trace) with calculation (bottom trace) 

More recently, Jones et al. (1993b) have obtained spectra in the 2.85 to 3.4 
micron region, corresponding to the P branch of the v3 and the (,-- 20x weaker) 
~'1 bands, for a number of M-dwarf stars. One part of these observations taken on 
21st April 1993 for the M dwarfGL406 is shown in Fig. 4. Although this spectrum 
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was taken by observing through atmospheric water vapour at 250K the effect 
of atmospheric transmission is corrected by dividing the observed spectrum by 
an appropriate standard star very close in airmass to the target object. The 
observations were repeated on a subsequent night to check the cancellation of 
atmospheric features and the reproducibility was found to be excellent. Below 
these two traces we plot the spectrum calculated at 3000K; once more the general 
agreement with the stellar spectrum is very good. 

3.3 F u t u r e  work  

The calculations presented here for water may be used for astrophysical purposes 
with four main restrictions: 

1) The limited range of energies covered means that total opacity will be under- 
estimated. This effect will become increasingly important at shorter wavelengths 
and for higher temperatures; 

2) The convergence of the energy levels, which becomes generally - though not 
uniformly - worse with higher vibrational and rotational states, means that  
opacity is not distributed accurately throughout the band. However, the present 
calculation will be a considerable improvement on any assuming the rigid rotor 
approximation (for the same v,J states). Moreover, transition frequencies which 
depend on the difference between energy levels, as opposed to the individual 
energies themselves, are less affected by the problem of convergence since there 
is a certain amount of cancellation of errors ; 

3) The absence of spin statistics means that both the to-vibrational partition 
function and the detailed intensity distribution will be incorrect. Dependent 
on the resolution required, this problem will probably only be important for 
temperatures below 500K, as has been shown to be the case for H3 + (Sidhu et al. 
1992). Systematic tests to determine how low in temperature one can reliably 
go are in progress; 

4) The Jensen potential, while very good, is not perfect in its prediction of vibra- 
tional band origins and rotational term values (Fernley et al. 1992). Similarly, 
the Wattson dipole surface has some short-comings (see Table 1). 

None of these problems is insuperable, given time - human and computer - 
and ingenuity. In collaboration with several co-workers, we have a program to 
remedy the current defects: 

1) A new set of calculations is planned to cover band origins up to 30000cm -1 
and angular momentum states up to 55, at which value of J the lowest energy 
level is estimated to be approximately 30000cm -1 above the zero point  energy; 

2) The present calculation has been carried out using an FBR and has been 
designed to fit into 10 megawords of memory. Convergence problems may be 
almost totally overcome (to within lcm -1) by switching to the DVR, probably 
without the need to use more memory; 

3) New program developments not only mean that spin statistics can be explicitly 
included in the calculation but that computational efficiency can be enhanced 
by a pr ior i  excluding spin-forbidden transitions; 
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4) There is already a program underway to modify the Jensen potential; prelim- 
inary results show a significant improvement in both band origins and rotational 
term values (Paulse ~ Tennyson 1993). Other work is underway to improve the 
dipole surface. 

4 T h e  H C N / H N C  s y s t e m  

4.1 D V R  calculat ions for J - -  0 

Until recently, ro-vibrational calculations of the HCN/HNC system have made 
use of an empirically fitted potential energy surface due to Murrell et al. (1982) 
(MCH) (Bacic ~ co-workers 1986, 1987, 1990). The MCH surface, however, con- 
siderably underestimates the barrier to isomerisation (Ei~om = 12168cm -1) and 
Gazdy & Bowman (1991) fitted a new surface, based on the 1982 potential, which 
incorporated the ab initio saddle point (Ei~om :-'~ 16500cm-1). The production 
of the final surface, which they labelled MCH-M3, also involved scaling the C- 
H and C-N stretching terms. The agreement between calculated and observed 
vibrational band origins was considerably improved by the MCH-M3 potential, 
especially for levels above 10000cm -1. Although a new ab initio surface is now 
available (Bentley et al. 1992), MCIt-M3 is still the global potentiM which gives 
the best representation of existing experimental vibrational data. 
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of RH-CN Vel:SUS COS(0) for vibrational levels 58 (E = 9585cm -1 ) 
and 78 (E-----10630em -1) 
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To our knowledge, no global dipole surface for the HCN/HNC system has 
been published. A recent ab inilio dipole, expressed in terms of the bending 
co-ordinate and the C-H and C-N stretches, and valid for H-C-N angles up to 
90 °, has been produced by Sebald (1991). For hand origins below 15000cm -1, 
this surface gives a fair representation of the measured band intensities when 
coupled with the corresponding potential energy surface. 

0.00 

-10.00 

 ;20o 
-30.00 I ,111illiti 

50C0.00 10000.OiO 15000.00 20000.00 
E(cm- ) 

Fig. 6. Logl0 /,2 versus transition energy for HCN 

We have carried out preliminary calculations of the lowest 500 J=0 vibra- 
tional levels using the MCIt-M3 potential, which extend up to 20000cm -1 above 
the minimum. The calculation, perfomed in scattering co-ordinates (Tennyson 
1993) was done using a DVR in which intermediate two-dimensional rl ,  r~ grid- 
points, with energies below 25000cm -1, were used to generate a final basis-grid 
of 2000 rl ,  r2, 0 points to be diagonalised (Henderson et al. 1993). By comparing 
this calculation with one that used only 1500 final grid-points, convergence at 
the top of the energy range was estimated to be between 5 and 10cm -1. We 
have also calculated J=0 band dipoles using the Sebald dipole for the HCN 
transitions. 

Details of this work and our results will be published in full elsewhere (Seidel 
et al. 1993). It is clear that - as in the case of water - very large amplitude 
motions will be important in calculating levels necessary to model stellar atmo- 
spheres. Figure 5 shows contour plots for wavefunctions for two energy levels 
around 10000cm -1 above the zero point energy. Level 58 shows seven quanta of 
u2 for the HCN conformer; level 78 is assigned to the IINC conformer, with four 
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quanta of v2 and one of N-H stretch. Although both states are well below the 
saddle point, large amplitude bending is apparent. 

In Fig. 6, we show the band strengths, in terms of g~, for the HCN conformer 
up to 18000cm -1. As expected, band strength declines with increasing frequency. 
At higher energies there is a bath of very low intensity bands, with several more 
intense transitions, a feature noted by Le Sueur et al. (1993) for H +. It is clear 
that the combination of increasing density of states at high energies and the 
existence of several "intense" transitions means that HCN/HNC ro-vibrational 
opacity will extend right through the 0.5 to l#m region. 

4.2 Fu tu re  calculat ions 

We intend to carry out a similar project to that outlined for the water molecule. 
Calculations are already underway to extend the Sebald dipole to the I,INC con- 
former of the system (Botschwina 1993), and the ab initio surface will then need 
to be checked against experimental data (see Lehmann ~ Romanini this volume). 
Using the MCH-M3 surface, our calculations will automatically produce levels 
for HNC mixed in with those for ttCN. For energies sufficiently high above the 
barrier to isomerisation this is clearly a correct procedure; however, HNC tran- 
sitions have apparently not been identified in cool star atmospheres (J0rgensen 
1993) and it may be necessary to implement some form of separation between 
the two conformers at lower energies. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The development of powerful techniques for the computation of large number 
of ro-vibrational transitions has fortuitously coincided with the advent of high- 
resolution, sensitive infrared astronomical spectrometers. Our preliminary calcu- 
lations for H20 transitions up to J=20 provide a satisfactory fit to the observed 
features in M dwarfs both at low resolution from 1.3 to 2.5 microns and at higher 
resolution from 2.85 to 3.05 microns. For molecules of fundamental astronomi- 
cal and chemical interest, such as water and HCN/HNC, it is both feasible and 
worthwhile to undertake major computational projects to produce the necessary 
molecular data. 
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Computational Approaches to Determining 
Accurate Band Strengths 

Stephen R. Langhoff and Charles W. Bauschlicher, Jr. 

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

With the advent of high-speed computing and improved algorithms, computa- 
tional chemistry techniques have become competitive with the best experimental 
techniques for determining line strengths for rovibrational and electronic transi- 
tions in molecular systems (Bauschlicher & Langhoff 1991). This is particularly 
the case at high temperatures where the molecules are highly rotationally ex- 
cited. While it is difficult to measure line strengths at stellar temperatures, the 
theoretical values can be very reliable if a globally accurate transition moment 
function (TMF) is used in conjunction with high-quality experimental or theo- 
retical potentials. 

In this review we demonstrate the current state-of-the-art in theoretically 
determining accurate transition probabilities for a variety of astrophysically in- 
teresting molecules. The quality of the results is shown to be strongly dependent 
on the system studied. For example, transition probabilities for first-row di- 
atomic systems rival the best experiments in accuracy, whereas calculations for 
transition metal systems are much more difficult. 

To illustrate a molecular transition where very accurate benchmark studies 
have been performed (Bauschlicher & Langhoff 1987), we first consider the ultra- 
violet (A2S+-X2II) band system of the hydroxyl radical (OH). Besides being 
of interest in a variety of astrophysical sources, this band system has been used 
extensively for combustion diagnostics. To deduce the temperature in a flame or 
to determine the opacity in the stellar environment, accurate line strengths are 
required. The lifetimes in OH vary markedly with rotation owing to the rapid 
decrease in the transition moment with internuclear distance (r), the high de- 
gree of centrifugal distortion, and predissociation of higher rotational levels of 
v=0-2 from a crossing on the outer limb of the A2~ + state by the repulsive 4Z-  
state. The experimental lifetimes for the lowest ro-vibrational level vary signifi- 
cantly. To determine which of these experimental values is best, very extensive 
and carefully benchmarked calculations are required. We demonstrate that 5% 
accuracy can be achieved in the calculated line strengths by carrying out full 
configuration-interaction (FCI) calculations to benchmark the electron corre]a- 
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tion methods in conjunction with a systematic saturation of the one-particle 
basis. 

We next consider the calculation of the line strengths for the ro-vibrational 
bands in the X I ~  + ground state of SiO (Langhoff & Bauschlicher 1993). The 
Av----1 and 2 sequences have been observed in absorption in the infrared spectra 
of c0ol stars (Cohen et al. 1992; Rinsland ~ Wing 1982; Ridgway et al. 1984). 
The line strengths that are in current use are based on the electric dipole mo- 
ment function (EDMF) of Tipping g¢ Chackerian (1981), which is in the form 
of a Padg approximant, chosen to reproduce the accurate experimental dipole 
moments for v=0 - 3, to have the proper united and separated atom limits, 
and to have the correct long-range dependence on internuclear separation. We 
study the convergence of the EDMF with improvements in the calculations. Line 
strengths based on our most accurate ab initio EDMF are larger than Tipping 

Chackerian by a factor of about 1.2 and 2.0 for the fundamentals and first 
overtone transitions, respectively. 

We illustrate calculations on transition metal systems by discussing the spec- 
troscopy of ZrO. Since the absorption bands of ZrO have been used to classify 
S stars (Johnson 1982; Littleton & Davis 1985), it is important to have accu- 
rate electronic transition probabilities for the important band systems of this 
molecule. Theoretical calculations (Langhoff ~: Bauschlicher 1990a) have char- 
acterized both the singlet and triplet band systems of this molecule up to an 
energy of about 30 000 cm -1. The theoretical radiative lifetimes are in reason- 
able accord with the experimental lifetimes that are available for three states. 
In addition, recent absorption experiments give line strengths that are also in 
good accord with theory. Thus, overall the band systems of this molecule are 
relatively well known, although some uncertainties remain. For example, theory 
predicts a strong E I ~  - A I A  transition in the 16 000-17 000 cm -1 region, but 
this transition has not been observed in the laboratory or in stellar spectra. Pos- 
sibly this transition is obscurred by the 7 bands of ZrO or the upper state lies too 
high to be significantly populated. Analogous calculations for TiO have proven 
to be very challenging. We conclude this review by discussing the complexity of 
studying first transition row metal systems such as Fell and TiO. 

2 M e t h o d s  

The ultimate goal of quantum chemistry is to solve the electronic SchrSdinger 
equation, which would give the exact nonrelativistic electronic wave function 
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. However, the exact solution of this 
integral differential equation is not achievable for more than two electrons. Thus 
most theoretical approaches (excluding methods such as Monte Carlo (Diedrich 
& Anderson 1992) and density functional (Parr & Yang 1989)) formulate the 
solution as a double basis set expansion. The first expansion (or so-called one- 
particle basis) determines the molecular orbitals as a linear combination of atom 
centered functions usually taken to be Gaussian functions. The best single Slater 
determinant (antisymmeterized product of molecular orbitals) gives the so-called 
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self-consistent-field (SCF) approximation. This ignores the instantaneous corre- 
lation of the electrons. The second expansion accounts for the electron correlation 
by formulating the wave function as a linear combination of determinants with 
one or more electrons promoted from occupied orbitals into virtual orbitals (sin- 
gle, double, triple excitations etc.). This expansion is generally referred to as 
the n-particle expansion and these various approaches of including electron cor- 
relation are often referred to as configuration-interaction (CI) methods (see, for 
example, Shavitt 1977; Saunders ~¢ van Lenthe 1983). An alternative approach 
is to start from an exponential ansatz, which leads to the singles and doubles 
coupled cluster (CCSD) approach (see for example Bartlett 1981). 

If all excitations (up to n-tuple excitations for n electrons) are included in the 
wave function, we have the special case of a full configuration-interaction (FCI) 
calculation. This gives the exact result for the one-particle basis set employed and 
is an unambiguous standard with which to compare approximate electron corre- 
lation approaches that truncate the configuration expansion. Since the size of the 
expansion increases factorially with the number of electrons correlated, it is com- 
putationally intensive to carry out FCI calculations in a high-quality one-particle 
basis set if more than about six electrons are correlated. However, improvements 
in algorithms (Siegbahn 1984; Knowles ~ Handy 1984) and high-speed comput- 
ers have allowed a rather complete set of benchmark calculations (Bauschlicher 
et al. 1990a) to be performed. The goal is to find a truncated electron corre- 
lation procedure that reproduces the FCI result in a realistic one-particle basis 
set (one tha t  obtains a significant fraction of the correlation energy) and then 
carry out a systematic study of the property as a function of improvements in 
the one-particle basis set at the truncated correlation level. The property should 
approach the exact non-relativistic result as the one-particle basis approaches 
completeness if there is not an unexpected strong coupling between the one- and 
n-particle expansions. We demonstrate this approach for the electronic transition 
moment of the ultraviolet system of OH in the next section. 

To compute accurate spectroscopic constants and transition probabilities it 
is necessary to describe the ground and excited states for a range of internuclear 
distances that encompass the Franck-Condon region. Configuration-interaction 
methods based on a single reference (SCF wave function) are not adequate for 
this purpose. To describe the multireference character and near degeneracy ef- 
fects in the wave functions it is necessary to begin with a multiconfigurational 
SCF or MCSCF description, where the molecular orbitals are optimized simul- 
taneously with the CI coefficients in the MCSCF wave function. One particular 
choice of an MCSCF wave function that is widely used is the so-called complete- 
active-space SCF (CASSCF) wave function (Roos 1987), where an FCI calcu- 
lation is performed within some specified active space (subset of orbitals that 
describe the important correlation effects). The active space is designated by the 
number of orbitals in each of the symmetries. For example, an active space of 
(3221) denotes the number of orbitals in the al, bl, b2, and a2 C2v symmetries 
in which the calculations for a heteronuclear diatomic molecule are carried out. 
Since it is computationally much easier to use one set of orthonormal molec- 
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ular orbitals, the energy optimization is generally carried out for the average 
energy of all states treated in the subsequent CI calculations. The active space 
must be large enough to provide an accurate description of each of the states 
over the relevant range of internuclear distances. A CASSCF calculation where 
the average energy of several states is optimized is generally referred to as a 
state-averaged or SA-CASSCF treatment. A CI calculation based on a CASSCF 
zeroth-order wave function (i.e. single and double excitations from all configura- 
tions in the CASSCF wave function) is generally referred to as a multireference 
configuration-interaction (MRCI) treatment to distinguish it from one based on 
the SCF wave function (generally referred to as a singles and doubles CI or SDCI 
calculation). 

Unfortunately the length of the MRCI expansion grows very rapidly with the 
size of the active space in the CASSCF calculation. Several procedures have been 
used to reduce the size of this expansion. One procedure is to not include all 
excitations in the wave function, but to discard the less important configurations 
based on their contribution to the energy using second-order perturbation theory 
(Shavitt 1977; Buenker & Peyerimhoff 1974). A second approach is to generate 
single and double excitations not from the full CASSCF wave function, but from 
a subset of important configurations (based on their coefficients in the CASSCF 
wave function). For example, the notation SA-CASSCF/MRCI(0.05) denotes 
that a state-averaged CASSCF calculation is performed followed by an MRCI 
calculation where the zeroth-order reference contains configurations that have a 
coefficient larger than 0.05 (for any state at any relevant internuclear distance) 
in the CASSCF wave function. Finally, a relatively new procedure called the 
internally-contracted MRCI (Werner & Knowles 1988) or IC-MRCI has been 
introduced as an efficient means of greatly reducing the number of variational 
parameters. Here the ratio of the coefficients in the final CI wave function are 
constrained to be those in the zeroth-order wave function. This method closely 
reproduces the fully variational MRCI calculation when the zeroth-order wave 
function is adequate. This approach can greatly extend the size of configuration 
spaces (and thus CASSCF active spaces) that can be employed. 

There are electron correlation methods that attempt to incorporate the ef- 
fects of higher than double excitations into the wave function. A simple empir- 
ical approach is to use the so-called Davidson correction (Langhoff ~z David- 
son 1974; Blomberg & Siegbahn 1983) (denoted +Q). However, there are other 
single-reference based methods, such as the coupled-electron pair approxima- 
tion (CEPA) (Ahlrichs 1979) and coupled-pair functional (CPF) (Ahlriehs et 
al. 1985) methods, that incorporate the effect of higher excitations in a more 
rigorous manner. The accuracy of the CCSD method can also be greatly en- 
hanced by incorporating a perturbationM estimate of connected triple excita- 
tions (Raghavachari et al. 1989), denoted CCSD(T). A multireference variation 
of CPF is the averaged coupled-pair functional (ACPF) (Gdanitz ~z Ahlriehs 
1988) method. Our experience (Bauschlicher et al. 1990b) is that this method 
provides superior properties such as dipole moments compared with the analo- 
gous MRCI method. A further discussion of these methods is outside the scope 
of this review. 
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We close the discussion of methods by describing the one-particle basis sets 
currently employed. The FCI benchmark studies (Bauschlicher et al. 1990a) 
showed that CASSCF/MRCI calculations accounted for most of the electron 
correlation. Thus the principal limitation of theoretical calculations could often 
be ascribed to incompleteness in the one-particle basis set. Recently, considerable 
progress has been made in improving the quality of these bases. For example, the 
atomic natural orbital (ANO) basis sets developed by AhnlSf ~ Taylor (1987) 
and the correlation-consistent basis sets developed by Dunning and co-workers 
(Woon & Dunning 1993 and references therein) have contraction coefficients 
determined at the correlated level. We discuss basis sets here only to the extent 
to define the notation and to indicate what is required for high accuracy. For 
example, an oxygen atom basis set containing four s and two p functions, [4s 2p], 
would be considered to be of double-zeta quality, since it contains two functions 
for each of the oxygen ls, 2s, and 2p orbitals. Basis sets of triple-zeta or larger 
are required for quantitative accuracy. In addition, polarization functions (in 
this case d, f and higher angular momentum functions) are required to reach 
basis set convergence. In general, basis sets saturated up through g functions 
are necessary for very accurate calculations on first-row atoms. For second-row 
and transition metal atoms the basis set requirements become even more severe. 
More details of the actual basis sets employed are given in the following sections. 

3 The Ultraviolet System of OH 

In this section we describe our work (Bauschlicher ~z Langhoff 1987) on the 
A2Z + - X 2 I I  electronic transition moment function (TMF) of OH that included 
FCI benchmark calculations. While it is not feasible to place meaningful rigorous 
error bounds on calculated properties, an estimate of the accuracy can be ob- 
tained by studying the convergence of the property with respect to a systematic 
expansion of the one- and n-particle spaces. The utility of this procedure is en- 
hanced if FCI calculations can be performed in a meaningful one-particle basis. 
Thus our approach is to find a truncated correlation method that reproduces 
the FCI in a relatively small (but realistic) one-particle basis, and then carry 
out this truncated CI in a nearly complete one-particle basis. 

For OH the FCI benchmark calculations were carried out in a [4s3p2d] con- 
tracted set for oxygen and a [2slp] contracted set for hydrogen described in more 
detail in the original reference. The subsequent MRCI calculations used to gen- 
erate the TMF utilized a [6s 5p 4d 2f  lg] basis for oxygen and a [4s 3p 2d] basis 
for hydrogen. The oxygen basis set provides an accurate description of both O 
and O- character in the wave function. These basis sets were contracted using 
the ANO approach and should give results close to the basis set limit. Calcu- 
lations were carried out with several extensions to this basis set to ensure that 
the TMF was converged with respect to adding additional functions. 

In Table I we compare the FCI A2,~ + - X2H transition moment with those 
obtained from a variety of both single-reference and multireference-based corre- 
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Table  1. Study of the A - X transition moment of OH with level of correlation 
treatment at r=1.80 a0 in the [4s3p2d/2slp] Gaussian basis set 

Calculation moment 
FCI 5-electron 0.100959 
FCI 7-electron 0.119530 

SCF 0.173121 
SDCI 0.125307 
MCPF 0.121417 

(222) CASSCF 0.161812 
(222) CASSCF ~ 0.169252 
(222) MRCI(O.O) 0.122965 
(222) MRCI(0.05) 0.123246 

(322) MRCI(0.0) 0.122522 

(3221) CASSCF 0.123482 
(3221) MRCI(0.0) 0.119841 
(3221) MRCI(0.01) 0.120024 
(3221) MRCI(0.02) 0.122090 

Separate CASSCF calculations are performed for the two states and a non-orthogonal 
transition moment is evaluated. 

lation methods that  truncate the n-particle space. All values were obtained at 
r= l . 80  ao using the [4s3p2d/2slp] Gaussian basis. Since oxygen 2s correlation 
increases the transition moment by 20% at the FCI level, all calculations were 
carried out correlating all but the oxygen ls  electrons. 

We first consider the methods based on a single reference t reatment  given in 
the upper portion of Table I. The SCF moment is significantly too large, but the 
magnitude decreases substantially with the addition of electron correlation. The 
discrepancy with the FCI result is nearly an order of magnitude less at the SDCI 
level than at the SCF level. Furthermore, the error at the modified CPF (MCPF) 
(Chong & Langhoff 1986) level is a factor of three less than at the SDCI level, 
giving a lifetime only 3% shorter than at the FCI level. It is expected, however, 
that  this approach will become less satisfactory as the molecule is displaced 
further from its equilibrium value. 

The A - X transition moment is also significantly too large at the (222) 
CASSCF level. Note that the moment is only slightly different if instead of the 
SA-CASSCF procedure, which employs a common set of orthogonal orbitals, we 
carry out separate (222) CASSCF calculations for each state and compute the 
moment  using a non-orthogonal transition moment method. Hence, the differ- 
ences with the FCI are not principally due to using a common set of averaged 
orbitals. Significant improvements are also observed as the level of correlation 
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is increased for the multireference-based approaches. The (222) MRCI moment 
is about 3% larger than the FCI, whether reference configurations are selected 
using a threshold of 0.05 or all CASSCF configurations are included. The addi- 
tion of the 5~ orbital to the CASSCF and MRCI active space has virtually no 
effect on the computed transition moment, as was the case for the X2II dipole 
moment of OH (Langhoff et al. 1987). However, the addition of the 16 orbital to 
the active space results in a CASSCF transition moment that is superior to the 
SDCI, and virtually identical to the (222) MRCI results. The addition of more 
extensive correlation to the (3221) CASSCF wave function yields a transition 
moment in excellent agreement with the FCI value. This (3221) MRCI calcula- 
tion is sensitive to the reference selection threshold, with 0.01 reproducing the 
unselected results, but a threshold of 0.02 giving a TM more similar to the (222) 
MRCI result, because most of the references involving the 16 orbital have co- 
efficients less than 0.02. Since the (3221) MRCI(0.01) transition moment is in 
excellent agreement with the FCI result, a very accurate transition moment is 
expected at this level of correlation treatment in the limit of a complete one- 
particle Gaussian basis. The moment should be globally accurate, because the 
(3221) CASSCF calculation is sufficiently flexible to provide a uniform treatment 
at all r values. 

In our theoretical study of the A - X transition moment we carried out the 
(3221) CASSCF/MRCI(0.01) calculation using the very complete basis sets for 
oxygen and hydrogen described above. Basis set saturation studies indicated that 
this basis was near the basis set limit. Using either the theoretical or RKR poten- 
tials in the vibrational analysis produced ratios of Einstein coefficients that were 
in reasonable accord with the limited experimental data. Experimental lifetime 
measurements for the v=0, N=I  level vary from about 6254-25 ns for experi- 
ments based on the Hanle effect (German et al. 1970) to 760:]=20 ns measured by 
Brzozowski et al. (1978) using the high-frequency deflection technique. The life- 
times measured by laser excitation fluorescence range from 721-t-5 ns measured 
by McDermid & Laudenslager (1982) to 686=k14 ns and 693=t=10 ns determined 
by Dimpfi ~ Kinsey (1979) and German (1976), respectively. Our best estimate 
for the lifetime of the v~=0 N~=I level of the A2Z + state of OH is 685=k20 ns. 
This value is in excellent agreement with the LEF experiments of German (1976) 
and of Dimpfl & Kinsey (1979). This would imply that lifetimes deduced by Mc- 
Dermid ~ Laudenslager (1982) using LEF techniques are somewhat too long 
and those based on the Hanle effect too short. In addition, the lifetimes based 
on the high-frequency deflection technique appear to be too long at least for 
N ~ <5. Since the r-centroid of the transition increases with N ~ and the tran- 
sition moment decreases with r, the vibrationally averaged moment decreases 
(lifetime increases) monotonically with increasing r (and increasing N'). Thus 
we have suggested that there is systematic error in the high-frequency deflection 
lifetimes for small N ~, such as collisional quenching, which would preferentially 
increase the population of the lower N ~ levels giving an apparent increase in the 
lifetimes. 

In our opinion the best transition probabilities for an opacity calculation 
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would be obtained using the ab inilio transition moment function in Bauschlicher 
& Langhoff (1987). The transition probabilities could be computed using RKR 
potentials, which are now known with sufficient accuracy to eliminate any sub- 
stantial error from this source. Naturally, some estimate of the effect of predisso- 
ciation is required for those levels affected by the crossing of the 4~-  and other 
states on the outer limb of the AzZ + state. It is our understanding that these 
calculations have been carried out to high rotational quantum numbers (Crosley 
1993). These data should be accurate to 5% or better for states that have only 
a radiative component to the lifetime. 

4 T h e  e l e c t r i c  d i p o l e  m o m e n t  f u n c t i o n  o f  S i O  

We next consider the calculation of the line strengths for the to-vibrational bands 
in the X I ~  + ground state of SiO. Here it is not possible to carry out FCI cal- 
culations, so we estimate the accuracy of the resulting EDMF by studying how 
it converges with improvements in the theoretical calculation. We employ large 
contracted Gaussian basis sets: [8s 7p 4d 2f lg] and [7s 6p 4d 2f  lg] for silicon 
and oxygen, respectively, to study valence correlation. The silicon basis was con- 
tracted very flexibly in both the valence and inner-shell regions. Further details 
of the basis sets are given in the original reference (Langhoff & Bauschlicher 
1993). 

While it is possible to obtain near convergence of the EDMF with respect to 
improvements in the one-particle basis, it is much more difficult to demonstrate 
convergence with respect to the n-particle treatment. Calculations showed that 
a (433) CASSCF active space is required for an adequate zeroth-order descrip- 
tion of the wave function when the oxygen 2s electrons are not correlated in 
the CASSCF. To obtain an equivalent description when the oxygen 2s electrons 
are correlated requires a (633) active space. Larger active spaces did not give 
significantly different results and the IC-MRCI calculations based on (633) and 
larger active spaces are exceedingly computationally intensive. The dipole mo- 
ments are evaluated as expectation values, but the results are not significantly 
different when formulated as an energy derivative using the finite-field method. 
The effects of inner-shell (Si 2s and 2p) correlation are not included in the fi- 
nal calculations, but have a relatively small (0.01 Debye) contribution to the 
permanent moment. Finally, relativistic effects are found to have only a very 
small effect on the dipole moment (Kell5 & Sadlej 1993). Thus IC-MRCI and 
IC-ACPF calculations based on the (433) and (633) active spaces should provide 
globally accurate EDMFs for SiO. 

In Table 2 we show the variation in the calculated dipole moments for v=0-3  
and Einstein coefficients for the fundamental and first two overtones with the 
level of correlation treatment. At the CASSCF level the effect of including 
the oxygen 2s electrons in the active space is to increase the dipole moment 
by about 0.21-0.22 Debye. At the IC-MRCI level the difference decreases to 
about 0.07-0.08 Debye and at the IC-ACPF level the difference is only about 
0.03-0.04 Debye. The convergence with level of theory is more rapid for the 
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Table 2. Theoretical dipole moments (Debye), Einstein coefficients (sec -1), and dipole 
derivatives (a.u./a0) as a function of the level of correlation treatment. 

(433) CAS (633) CAS (433) MRCI (633) MRCI (433) ACPF ~ Expt b 

v=0 2.9998 3.2165 3.0541 3.1293 3.0436(3.0983) 3.0982 
v=l  3.0210 3.2379 3.0746 3.1500 3.0639(3.1184) 3.1178 
v=2 3.0420 3.2590 3.0951 3.1706 3.0836(3.1380) 3.1372 
v=3 3.0628 3.2798 3.1153 3.1911 3.1028(3.1572) 3.1574 
Alo 7.25 7.77 6.92 6.97 6.73(6.68) 
A2o 0.281 0.329 0.273 0.270 0.264(0.266) 
A30 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005(0.004) 
(d#/dr)~ 0.635 0.657 0.621 0.623 0.613(0.610) 

a The values in parentheses 
by -0.010 a0 and increased 
b Raymonda et al. 1970. 

correspond to a dipole moment 
in magnitude by 0.0391 Debye. 

that has been shifted in r 

(433)-based t reatment  and the (433) IC-ACPF results are expected to be su- 
perior, especially since the calculation can be carried out without reference se- 
lection. By shifting the (433) IC-ACPF EDMF globally by -0 .010 a0 in r and 
0.0391 Debye in magnitude, we are able to reproduce the experimental dipole 
moments (Raymonda et al. 1970) for v=O - 3 to within 0.0008 Debye. The shift 
in r, which is equal to the error in our re at this level of theory, can be partially 
rationalized in terms of the neglect of Si inner-shell correlation. The  shift in 
magnitude is due primarily to neglect of oxygen 2s correlation. It is clear that  
an extensive t reatment  of electron correlation is required to compute the dipole 
moment  to an accuracy of better than a few hundreths of a Debye. 

The  (433) IC-ACPF and (633) selected reference IC-MRCI EDMFs are com- 
pared with the Pad~ approximant EDMF of Tipping and Chackerian (TC) in 
Fig. 1, upon which the currently accepted line strengths are based. The true 
EDMF is expected to lie between the two theoretical ones, but  closer to the 
(433) IC-ACPF EDMF. The present line strengths are about a factor of 1.2 
larger than TC for the fundamentals and about a factor of two larger than TC 
for the overtones. The present line strengths should be accurate to at least 10%. 

To aid in spectroscopic and astronomical studies we have generated line 
strengths in the form of gf values. These are the oscillator strengths ( f )  multi- 
plied by the Hbnl-London factors ( J / (2Y+I )  for the F branch and ( J + l ) / ( 2 J + l )  
for the R branch where J is the lower state rotational quantum number).  The 
values are based on our "shifted" (433) IC-ACPF EDMF, which reproduces the 
experimental dipole moments for v-O - 3. The gf values were generated for all 
P and R branch lines for which J <250, v <15 and Av <4. These data  are 
on a file that  is available upon request. We recommend using these values in 
conjunction with an SiO dissociation energy of about D0---8.26 eV (Hildenbrand 
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Fig. 1. Three electric dipole moment functions (EDMFs) for the X1S + state of SiO. 
The solid and dashed lines denote the (433) IC-ACPF and (633) IC-MRCI EDMFs of 
the present work. The EDMF denoted by the dotted line is from the work of Tipping 
and Chackerian (1981). 

Murad 1974) to assess the abundance of this molecule in stellar atmospheres. 

5 Spectroscopy of ZrO 

Since the absorption bands of ZrO have been used to classify S stars (Johnson 
1982; Littleton & Davis 1985), it is important to have accurate electronic transi- 
tion probabilities for the band systems. Although the ground state is X 1 ~+ ,  the 
a3A state is low-lying (Hammer & Davis 1980), so that transitions in both the 
singlet and triplet manifolds must be considered. Thus we have carried out cal- 
culations (Langhoff ~: Bauschlicher 1990a) to determine the singlet and triplet 
potentials in the Franck:Condon region up to an energy of about 30 000 cm -1. 
Since calculations for transition metal systems are more difficult than for first- 
and second-row molecules, some compromises were necessary to be able to treat  a 
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large number of states over a large range of internuclear distances. Nevertheless, 
the theoretical results are generally in very good agreement with the available 
experimental data. 

For brevity, the calculations are described only briefly here (see Langhoff 
Bausehlicher 1990a for details). The inner shell of Zr atom is described using 
the relativistic effective core potential (RECP) of Hay & Wadt (1985), which 
incorporates the mass-velocity and Darwin relativistic effects. The outermost 
core orbitals (corresponding to 4s24p G) are included in the valence shell together 
with the 4d and 5s electrons. This RECP is used in conjunction with a flexible 
valence basis for Zr consisting of [5s 4p 4d 3f] contracted Gaussian functions. For 
oxygen atom we used a [5s 5p 2d lf] ANO basis that accurately describes both O 
and O- character in the wave function. The molecular orbitals were determined 
using the SA-CASSCF approach, averaging separately for the lowest six singlet 
and triplet states. The six electrons in the Zr 4d and 5s and oxygen 2p~- orbitals 
were included in the CASSCF treatment, which was carried out using a (3331) 
active space. More extensive electron correlation was included using an MRCI 
approach. The effect of higher excitations was estimated using a multireference 
analog of the Davidson correction (denoted +Q). This correction significantly 
improves the X1Z + - a3A energy separation. 

The Einstein coefficients and radiative lifetimes (Vv,) were determined nu- 
merically (using finite difference techniques) based on spline representations of 
the theoretical potentials and TMFs. The experimental T~ values were used to 
position the states when available (otherwise the theoretical values were used). 
In all cases the MRCI potentials encompass a sufficiently large range of r values 
to ensure that this formalism gives a reliable estimate of the lifetime for the 
lowest few vibrational levels. 

The MP~CI potentials for the X1Z +, A1A, BIII, C1~ +, DIF, and EZq ~ 
states and for the a3A, b3H, c3Z - ,  d3qS, e3II, and f3A states are shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. We have adopted the spectroscopic designations based 
on the ordering of the states shown in these two figures. 

The spectroscopic constants (r~, we, T~) at the MRCI and MRCI+Q levels 
are in good agreement with experiment. For example, the MRCI+Q Te values 
are within 900 cm -1 of experiment for all of the singlet and triplet states that 
have been characterized experimentally (Huber ~ Herzberg 1979; Hammer et 
al. 1981; Simard et al. 1988; Hammer ~ Davis 1980; Phillips et al. 1979) The 
MI~CI+Q re values are uniformly about 0.03 a0 too long, probably as a result of 
neglecting Zr inner-shell (4s 4p) correlation. The calculated moments plotted in 
Langhoff ~ Bauschlicher (1990a) for the strong transitions such as B1FI-XI~ + , 
e3II--a3A, and d3q)-a3A are probably accurate to about 10%. Our calculations 
indicate that the as yet unobserved E I ~ - A  1A transition is quite strong, which 
could provide a means of characterizing the EI~  state. 

In Table 3 we have tabulated the theoretical Franck-Condon factor (q00), the 
transition moment squared (r~), and the Einstein coefficient (A00) for the 0 - 0 
band of the strong singlet and triplet band systems. Included for comparison 
are the transition moment squared values deduced from a laboratory absorption 
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Fig. 2. The MRCI potential curves for the singlet states of ZrO 

spectrum by Littleton et al. (1993). These values are determined as ratios to 
the/~ system, and given absolute magnitude by requiring them to be consistent 
with the lifetime measurement (Hammer & Davis 1979) for the v=O, J=77 level 
of the e3/1 state. These "experimental" values agree with the theoretical values 
to within the combined uncertainty of the calculations and measurements. This 
lends considerable credence to the accuracy of the theoretical values for the other 
band systems. The E l @ -  A 1 A transition has not been characterized experimen- 
tally. This band system should probably be included in opacity models, because it 
should be promhlant in emission at transition energies of ~16 000--17 000 cm-1, 
if the E I¢  state, which lies ,~22 000 cm -1 above the ground state, is populated 
at stellar temperatures. 

Radiative lifetimes based on the MRCI transition probabilities are given in 
Table 4. Although these lifetimes include all radiative channels, there is gener- 
ally a dominant channel, which is noted in the last column of the table. Ex- 
perimental values for the e3II, B1H, and C1X '+ states are included in Table 4 
for comparison. The theoretical values are based on rotationless potentials, but 
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Fig. 3. The MRCI potential curves for the triplet states of ZrO 

have a very weak dependence on J. For example, increasing J from 0 to 77 
for the eaH state increases the lifetime from 24.4 to 25.1 ns. The calculated 
value is about  25% less than the experimental value obtained by Hammer and 
Davis (1979) using the technique of resonant fluorescence decay. This difference 
is about  the expected accuracy of the theoretical calculations. The  discrepancy 
for the B1H state lifetime is a little larger. However, our value is very stable 
to refinements in the theoretical treatment.  The agreement is excellent between 
theory and experiment for the C 1 ~  + state lifetime. Thus overall the agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental lifetimes is excellent. The  d3~ and 
E I ~  states are also predicted to have relatively short lifetimes. We recommend 
using the theoretical values in Table 4 until more reliable experimental  values 
become available. 

The isovalent TiO molecule is a very important  opacity source in many stars. 
Thus  analogous calculations for this system would be worthwhile. Preliminary 
calculations (Langhoff unpublished) indicate, however, that  the characterization 
of the states is more difficult due to the large number of low-lying excited states 
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Table  3. Transition probabilities for selected ZrO band systems 

Band system qoo r~(e2ao2) ~ 

MRCI MRCI Expt. 

b a h  - a3 A 0.981 0.370 
d3~ ) - a3 A ( 7 )  0 . 9 7 3  2 .702  3.5-4-0.6 b 

e3H - a3 A(fl) 0.949 3.552 3.84-0.2 c 
f3A -- a3 A(a) 0.672 1.443 .. .  

B I I I -  X 1 Z  + 0.796 1.724 2 .14 -0 .4  b 

B I I I -  A1A 0.946 1.519 .. .  
C1Z :+ - X a Z  + 0.763 0.567 .. .  
E I ~ -  A 1A 0.986 2.635 ... 
E1~5 - C t/~ 0.989 2.250 ... 

Aoo(s - l )  

MRCI 

9.27(+5) 
2.15(+7) 
3.98(+7) 
2.51(+7) 

1.28(+7) 
2.65(+6) 
5.70(+6) 
3.16(+7) 
6.76(+5) 

The value of the transition moment squared for the (0 - 0) band. 
b Values from a laboratory absorption spectrum, Littleton et al. (1993). 
c Littleton and Davis (1985). 

and numerous avoided crossings. This makes it difficult to obtain both an accu- 
rate and precise description of the electronic states over a wide range of internu- 
clear distances using the SA-CASSCF approach. Previous calculations (Langhoff 
& Bauschlicher 1990b) on the Fell molecule also underscored the limitations of 
the SA-CASSCF method to provide an adequate zeroth-order description, pri- 
marily due to the large difference in correlation energy between atomic states 
with different numbers  of d electrons. These problems are much more severe in 
the first transition row, because of the larger correlation energies and smaller ra- 
dial extents of the orbitals. Nevertheless, it would be very interesting to perform 
high-level theoretical calculations for TiO to compare with the available experi- 
mental  da ta  and to ensure that  all impor tant  band systems have been included 
in the opacity models. 

6 Conc lus ions  

We have discussed three applications of computational chemistry to the deter- 
mination of accurate transition probabilities in diatomic molecules. For first-row 
molecules such as OH, the theoretical values rival the best experimental  values 
in accuracy. An advantage of theory is that  globally correct transition moment  
functions can be obtained using MRCI techniques. Thus if theory agrees with 
observed line strengths at relatively low temperatures,  it is capable of providing 
results of nearly equal accuracy for lines where there is a high degree of vibra- 
tional and/or  rotational excitation. For transition-metal systems such as ZrO, it 
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Table  4. Radiative lifetimes for the low-lying states of ZrO 

State Lifetime(v'=0) Dominant transition 
Theory Expt. 

b3 II 1.07 ~s b3 II - a 3 A 
d3~ 45.9 ns d3~ - a 3A 
e3H 24.4 ns 32.5-t-2 ns a eaH - a3A 
f3A 28.3 ns f3A -- a3A 

B 1//  56.4 ns 83 ns b B 1 / / -  X 1E + 
C 1Z + 136 ns 126-$-9 b ns C 1 ~+ - X 1 ~+ 
E I ~  30.8 ns Elq 5 -  A 1A 

The experimental value for v'=0, J'=77 from Hammer & Davis (1979). The theoret- 
ical value for J '=77 is 25.1 ns. 

The experimental values for v'=0, from Sin/ard et al. (1988). 

is more difficult to obtain reliable line strengths, but  in many  cases the corre- 
sponding experiments are difficult or impossible. Thus  theory may  still provide 
the best method of obtaining opacity data. Clearly these ab initio methods  can 
be applied to tr iatomic and larger systems (see, for example, JCrgensen & Jensen 
(1993) or JCrgensen this volume on the opacity of water vapor).  Although it is 
much more difficult to solve the nuclear problem for t r iatomic molecules and the 
number  of accessible levels increases rapidly with energy, it is clear tha t  theo- 
retical methods will play an impor tant  role in determining the opaci ty of these 
molecules as well. 
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12, 53115 Bonn, Germany 

1 Introduction 

Quantum chemical methods have become a powerful tool for investigating the 
electronic structure of small molecules in ground and excited states. This is 
particularly true for species which are not easily accessible by experiment, ei- 
ther because they are short-lived, for example, or unstable under laboratory 
conditions or difficult to detect since their signals are hidden by other, prevail- 
ing molecules. In this sense theoretical methods are of special importance for 
molecules in atmospheric, stellar and interstellar environments. 

The present contribution will focus on the use of ab initio computations to 
determine the absorption of light by molecules and will exemplify some aspects 
on the spectra of CH +, C2H and their deuterated species. 

2 General considerations on the ab initio calculation of 
radiative transitions in molecules 

Calculations for molecules are generally based on the Born-Oppenheimer ap- 
proximation, i.e. the separability of nuclear and electronic motion is assumed 
and the coupling terms between the two types of motion are neglected. The to- 
tal wavefunction is then a product of an electronic part ¢~(r, Q) and a function 
x(Q) describing the nuclear motion; the latter depends on the nuclear coordi- 
nates Q, the former on the electronic coordinates r and is evaluated at a fixed 
nuclear arrangement, i.e. it depends only parametrically on the nuclear position 
Q. Neglect of the coupling terms O¢~/bQ and 02¢~/0Q 2 (which arise from the 
nuclear kinetic energy operator) is justified if the electronic wavefunction does 
not change significantly with the nuclear coordinates; if ¢~ changes considerably 
along a nuclear coordinate the validity of the Born Oppenheimer approximation 
is questionable. 

In order to obtain the potential energy surface U(Q) one has to solve the 
electronic SchrSdinger equation 

H~¢o = E~¢~ (1) 
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for a number of nuclear positions Q and then obtain U(Q) = E~(Q) + VNN 
point by point, where VNN is the nuclear repulsion energy. In order to obtain 
vibrational levels, it is necessary to solve the nuclear Schr6dinger equation 

(TN "[- U)Xv ~" EX.. (2) 

where TN is the vibrational kinetic energy operator and are )C~, the vibrational 
wavefunctions. More details of potential energy calculations on ground and ex- 
cited states can be found elsewhere (Bruna & Peyerimhoff 1987). 

Y, \,','----" / 

(~)e" 

5 
Fig. 1. Typical examples for potential curve interactions: dotted lines refer to diabatic 
states of the same symmetry, their adiabatic counterparts show avoided crossings. 

A typical example of potential energy surfaces is presented in Fig. 1. If tran- 
sitions occur between two separate curves, the oscillator strength as a measure 
of the absorption strength is simply evaluated as 

2 2 
A,,o,.,, . ,  = -~f < ¢~,,x.,, l.l¢~,x~, > I AE~,,~,.,,., 

2 
=- 31 < x.,,IR~,¢,,(Q)Ix., > [ .~E~,,~,.,,., (3) 

In this formula quantities with double and single prime refer to the ground and 
the electronically excited state, respectively. The quantities ee and Xv are ob- 
tained from Eqs. 1 and 2; ~ is the dipole operator and integration is over r and 
Q . The quantity R~,~,, is the electronic transition moment. The relations be- 
tween oscillator strength, lifetime and other quantities measuring the absorption 
strength are well documented (tterzberg 1950, Peyerimhoff 1992, Larsson this 
volume). 
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Frequently Eq. 3 is simplified by taking the average of R~,~,,, assuming it is 
independent of the nuclear coordinate (Franck-Condon principle) 

2 
f~"~'~,",,' - =  ~lR¢,~,,i21 < x~,,]x~, > 12 (4) 

Hence, very often only the electronic part R~,~,, and the vibrational overlap 
< X~,"IX~,' > are considered when discussing absorption strengths. 

Numerous calculations of absorption strengths according to Eq. 4 are in the 
quantum chemistry literature. Generally, errors are of the order of 10 % or less 
if suitable treatment is chosen to obtain the electronic wavefunctions. In many 
instances computed values are the only ones available when measurements of 
absolute absorption strength have yet to be carried out. 

A more extended treatment is required if potential surface interaction occurs, 
a situation which becomes increasingly important for higher excited states and 
polyatomic molecules with several degrees of freedom. Frequent coupling mecha- 
nisms are the coupling due to the nuclear kinetic energy operator ("breakdown" 
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximations, as mentioned above) which gener- 
ally couples states of the same symmetry and the spin-orbit and Renner-Teller 
interactions coupling states of different symmetry. Furthermore, the zero-field 
splitting of the spin multiplets of a single state may become as large as the 
energy separation between different states in molecules containing heavy atoms 
(large spin-orbit effects) and must also be taken into account for the compu- 
tation of the absorption strength. In such cases the simple quantity of Eq. 4 
serves as a guideline for the magnitude of the absorbing power but may deviate 
considerably from reality. 

A typical example for the interaction of many potential surfaces of the same 
symmetry is given in Fig. 2 which shows the bending curves for excited states 
in HCO. Two valence states (denoted by V), one with its minimum at linear 
geometry and the other preferring a bent HCO molecule with an angle around 
900 , couple with the series of Rydberg states of ns, np~r and np~r symmetry, all 
of which prefer the linear HCO arrangement; their bending curves run fairly par- 
allel to the Rydberg state limit, i.e. the HCO + ion. The perturbed states (solid 
curves in Fig. 2) show a complicated pattern for the bending potential curves 
with various shoulders, barriers and wells which can be rationalized based on 
the dotted unperturbed (diabatic) curves. Note that only the Rydberg states up 
to n = 4 are considered in the figure and that the nd series has not explicitly 
been taken into account. The first excited state, for example, is characterized 
as a valence state in the region between 1800 and 160 °, has Rydberg character 
for bending angles between 1600 and 100 ° and regains more compact valence 
character for smaller bond angles. The intensity of a transition from the ground 
state to this first excited state thus changes drastically with the angular coor- 
dinate (the intensity is generally weak for Rydberg-like transitions and stronger 
for suitably allowed valence-like transitions); a very irregular spectrum in the 
entire wavelength region is the consequence of such interactions. Such couplings 
occur not only in the bending but also in the stretching coordinate as discussed 
by Lorenzen-Schmidt et al. (1993) and Perid ~z Peyerimhoff (1993a,b). 
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Fig. 2. Calculated potential curves for the excited states of HCO as a function of the 
bending angle (180 ° = linear). The dominant molecular orbital in a given state is 
indicated. Dotted lines refer to the diabatie representation (same character) of states. 

Such "non-adiabatic" interactions are Often also the cause for non-radiative 
deactivation. In rare gas hydrides such as Artt and HelI, for example, interactions 
between the repulsive inner part of the potential curves as indicated in Fig. 1 
lead to much faster deactivation of the excited states to the ground state than 
do the radiative transitions (Hemert et al. 1986, Hemert & Peyerimhoff 1991); 
this mechanism explains why the search for the corresponding emission spectrum 
was unsuccessful. 

A representative example for the coupling due to spin-orbit interaction is the 
interaction of the X1Z + and a3H states in MgO which is isovalent to the C2 
molecule. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The strength of the vi- 
bronic coupling depends on: (a) the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling between 
1S+ and 3H, (b) on the form of the unperturbed vibrational wavefunctions in 
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the interaction of the XlZ + and a3H states in 
MgO. 

the 1Z+ and 3H potential wells, in particular their possible spatial overlap and 
(c) on the relative energy of the vibrational levels in the two potential wells. 

Fig. 4 shows the computed vibronic functions. The 3II(v = O, 1) and Xl~+(v = 
3,4) are essentially unperturbed (Thiimmel et al. 1989). The 3II(v = 2) func- 
tion already shows admixture of the 1Z+(v = 5) function in the area of the 
inner turning point; 3H(v = 3) and 1Z+(v = 6) are in near energetic resonance 
and hence the two vibronically mixed functions have very different character 
as compared to their unperturbed counterpart. For higher vibrational levels the 
degree of mixing becomes small again. Absorbtion characteristics for "infrared" 
transitions (within the 1Z+ and the 3H vibrational states) or "electronic" transi- 
tions (between 1Z+ and 3/i) are thus markedly changed as soon as the strongly 
perturbed levels are involved. Ab initio treatments can fairly easily compute 
the necessary spinorbit matrix element, the unperturbed vibrational functions 
and the actual coupling. However, their accuracy is generally not high enough to 
determine the relative location of the interacting levels to within a few wavenum- 
bets so that information about the relative location of potential surfaces to this 
accuracy has to come from other sources (spectroscopy). 

Vibronic coupling is not very effective if the overlap between the unperturbed 
vibrational wavefunctions of the two coupling states is small, even if near en- 
ergy resonance of levels and strong coupling is present. This has been shown by 
Gemein & Peyerimhoff (1991) for the X l z  + and a3// and a'a~U + states in CO; 
the ground state vibrational levels which could possibly mix possess quantum 
numbers v > 30 and therefore have so many "wiggles" that the overlap integral 
with the 3H or 3Z+ wavefunetions having small vibrational quantum numbers 
is very small. This observation that vibronic coupling is not very efficient if the 
difference in the vibrational quantum numbers of the unperturbed states is very 
large can be considered as a general rule. 
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Finally, an example for the importance of zero-field splitting can be found in 
the work of Marian (1990) on NiH, which is also briefly discussed by Peyerimhoff 
(1992). The Nitt ground state 2A is followed by 25+ and 2ii states. Spin-orbit 
interaction (L+S) mixes components of 2A and 2//, as well as of 2 / / and  2 ~ +  
so that the correct potential curves are 2A5/2, ~A3/2, 2//3/2, 2[i 1/2 and 2~+/2. 
The vibronic functions then also have character of the different electronic states. 
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Fig. 4. -continued. Calculated vibronic wavefunctions in the X 1 S+  - aSH interaction 
zone of MgO. For labelling of states see Fig. 3. The dotted lines refer to the unperturbed 
vibrational functions. 

3 T h e  s p e c t r u m  of C H  + 

The occurrence of the CH + ion in mass spectroscopy is well known since its 
detection (Hogness ~ Kvalness 1928) 65 years ago; this ion is furthermore as- 
sumed to be an important  partner in chemical reactions. The  first spectroscopic 
indication for its existence came in 1961 from tterzberg (1961) and since then 
various efforts to characterize this ion spectroscopically have failed to be success- 
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ful. Only very recently (RSsslein et al. 1992) were the infrared transitions of the 
v3 band seen. The best characterization of this molecule comes from various ab 
initio calculations (Bartholomae et al. 1981, Reuter ~ Peyerimhoff 1992). The 
bending potential curves for the two lowest states are seen in Fig. 5 as taken 
from our own work (Reuter ~ Peyerimhoff 1992). 

E/c ' / - /  

 oooo- . . . . .  1 - - -_ :_4"  
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O ~  i J 
iso ~2o 90 < HCH/dec 

Fig. 5. Calculated potential curves for CH + and vibrational levels: full lines K = 0, 
dashed lines K = 1 quantum numbers. 

The lowest CH + state is a 2H and is split by the Rennet-Teller effect into the 
X~A1 state in which the molecule is slightly bent (around 140 °) and the A2B1 
state which prefers the linear geometry. The barrier to linearity is predicted to be 
of the order of 1000-1100 cm -1 (Bartholomae et al. 1981, Reuter ~: Peyerimhoff 
1992). 

In principle the three steps for a purely ab initio treatment of the spectrum 
are (a) to compute the potential energy surface of the Rennet-Teller coupled pair 
according to Eq. 1, (b) to generate the vibrational wavefunctions (considering 
large-amplitude motion) for the three modes on the two "unperturbed" surfaces 
and to add rotational functions for motion about the z-axis (linear axis) when 
solving Eq. 2, and (c) to couple the functions describing nuclear motion on the 
two surfaces to produce the vibronic functions in a similar manner as shown 
pictorially for the diatomic molecule MgO in Figs.3 and 4. Since we found very 
little coupling between the symmetric stretching and bending modes in CH + we 
have explicitly treated only the large-amplitude bending motion in the effective 
one-dimeusional potential which includes the optimized CH distance at each 
point (for further discussion see Reuter & Peyerimhoff 1992). Details of the 
vibronic mixing will again depend substantially on the relative energetic location 
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of the unperturbed levels• The calculated intensity distribution (i.e. the square 
of the vibronic transition moment  which is the quanti ty in Eq. 3 without the 
factor 2/3 and the energy) for transitions from the lowest ground state level 
v2 - 0, K 0 to v~ = n, K = 1 is plotted in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Calculated intensity distribution (square of vibronic transition moment) from 
v" =0, K --- to v ~ = n, K -- 1 levels in CH2 + . Levels which have dominant lower-state 
character are denoted by a minus, those with dominant upper state 2B1 character by 
a plus sign. 

For low quantuinnumbers the typical "infrared" intensity pat tern  is seen, 
i.e. high intensity for the Av = 1 transition, rapidly decreasing for the Av = 2, 3 
transitions. The first intensity borrowing is seen for the combination v ~ = 0 of 
the upper and v ' = 4  of the lower state (levels of essentially upper state character  
are denoted by a plus, those with dominant lower state character by a minus) 
so tha t  formally the v"=  0 to v " =  4 becomes a much stronger absorber while 
v" = 0 to v ~ = 0 is weaker than expected. Similar calculations have been carried 
out for the other isotopomers CHD +, CD +, as well as for transitions f rom v " =  0, 
K = 1 to v' = n, K = 0 (Reuter&: Peyerimhoff 1992). 

Furthermore,  this vibronic coupling is apparent  in other properties; predic- 
tions have been made for the spin-orbit splitting of the vibronic levels (Reuter  
&; Peyerimhoff 1992) and the vibronically averaged hyperfine coupling constants 
(Engels &= Peri4 1992)• All these results can be used as guidelines to interpret  
and understand the overall structure of the CH + spectrum; numerically accurate 
details require higher accuracy in the A E  values of the two states than are nor- 
mally achieved by the computations• Therefore an experiment  f rom which this 
difference could be determined to wavenumber accuracy would be very helpful 
for calibration of the potential surfaces which would then allow the accurate 
prediction of many  properties of the CH + spectrum. 
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Fig. 7. Calculated spin-orbit splitting of the vibronic levels of H~O +. The crosses are 
experimental data. Solid lines connect the vibronic levels of dominant X2A1 character, 
dashed lines those of dominant A2B2 character. 

A comparison with the tt~O + spectrum, treated in an equivalent manner 
(Reuter et al. 1991), shows convincingly good correspondence between the mea- 
sured and the theoretically predicted results. Fig. 7 compares the measured and 
calculated spin-orbit splitting of the various vibronic levels. As a result of the 
computational analysis the suggestion made earlier (Weis et al. 1989), namely 
that  the first observed upper state vibronie level should be assigned to v~ = 1 
rather than to v~ = 0, is strongly supported. Thus we are confident that  the num- 
bering of the ~A1 vibronic levels in earlier analyses (Jungen et al. 1980) should 
be corrected by one unit. The calculated barrier to linearity is then 8235 cm -1 
(Reuter et al. 1991) or 7948 cm -1 (Weis et al. 1989) and not 1000 wavenumbers 
higher (9187 cm -1) as assumed in empirical fits (Jungen et al. 1980). 

4 T h e  s p e c t r u m  o f  C 2 H  

The spectrum of C2H is even more complicated than that of CH + because (a) 
it results from a three-state problem and (b) the CC-stretching motion and the 
bending motion are strongly coupled. An extended ab initio study was performed 
by Perid et al. (1992). 

C2H has two low-energy states: 2Z+ and ~H. At small internuclear CC sep- 
arations (1.2.~) the 2Z+ state lies below the ~H, around 1.3.~ the two states 
are almost isoenergetic and at larger separations (> 1.4A) the 2H state is the 
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lowest energy state. In addition, the Renner-Teller effect is operative so that the 
21/ state splits into the two components 2A' and 2A" upon bending. The 2A' 
component interacts (analogously to the situation in Fig. 2) with the 2£,+ state 
which also takes on 2A' symmetry upon bending. As a net result the vibronic 
wavefunctions possess character from the 2S+ state and from the two Renner- 
Teller components derived from the 2H state (in analogy to the situation in 
CH +) with variable mixing coefficients. As expected, the absorption spectrum 
is very complex. Based on ab initio calculations (Peri6 et al. 1992) all lines ob- 
served to date in 12,13C and 1,2H could be assigned. Many more are predicted 
so that the experimental search is facilitated. In particular a few "puzzles" have 
been solved. Examples are: 

(a) In several experiments the energy difference between the (011) vibronie level 
(T = 2091 cm -1) and the (001) level (T = 1841 cm -1) was found to be 
250 cm -1. This is significantly different from the v2 fundamental energy of 
372 cm -1. These findings are ahuost exactly reproduced by the calculations 
which show an energy difference of 262 cm -1 (T = 2142 em -1 and T = 
1880 cm -1) and show that the cause for the unexpected (001) and (011) 
difference is not an unusually large anharmonicity but a level shift due to 
vibronic mixing of the X2S + and A2H states. 

(b) The lowest K = 1 vibronic state shows a measured spin-orbit splitting of 
-0.34684 cm -1, unexpected for a 2S state. The computed value for the 
vibronically coupled 2S 2 H level of -0.35 cm -1 agrees excellently with 
the measurements. 

(e) The measured ratio of the splittings of the lines in the ESR spectra of C2H 
and C2D attributed to the hyperfine structure of the hydrogen isotope is 6.33 
which differs significantly fl'om the expected value of 6.51. The calculations 
predict a value of 6.32 and offer a simple explanation: since the ground state 
vibronie levels in C2D lie somewhat lower than in C2H they have a somewhat 
smaller percentage of the electronic 2//character (2H is the higher state in 
this case). Since the computed values for the isotropic hyperfine coupling 
constant at linear geometry are about 45 MHz for the S state and about -43 
MHz for the H state, the actual percentage of S - H mixing in the vibronic 
level is important and the calculations show that vibronically averaged value 
for the isotropic hfcc should be slightly larger in C2D than in C2H. 

5 S u m m a r y  

The present contribution has shown in a few representative examples that mod- 
ern ab initio calculations are far enough advanced to not only yield potential en- 
ergy surfaces but also to predict many other quantities of spectroscopic interest 
with quite high accuracy. Results of this quality require that the electronic wave- 
functions be of high accuracy by using at least doublezeta atomic orbital basis 
sets (see also Langhoff &: Bauschlicher this volume) with additional polarization- 
type functions; furthermore, a considerable amount of electron correlation must 
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he accounted for in the theoretical treatment employed. For all examples the mul- 
tireference configuration-interaction method (MRD-CI) was chosen (Buenker et 
al. 1978, Buenker ~: Peyerimhoff 1983). Among the properties discussed (other 
than energies) the hyperfine coupling seems to be the most sensitive to the CI 
expansion length, while spin-orbit coupling or electronic transition probabilities 
seem to show less dependence on the rather large tail (several 100000 compared 
to first few 10000 configurations) of the CI expansion. 
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The R A S S C F ,  RASSI ,  and C A S P T 2  M e t h o d s  
Used  on Small  Molecules  of  Astrophys ica l  
Interest  
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

To a quantum chemist with no particular background in astrophysics or as- 
tronomy, a brief glance at journals and textbooks in these fields shows at least 
three areas where computational quantum chemistry has had a valuable impact: 
Interstellar cloud chemistry; stellar atmosphere modelling; and chemistry in ex- 
treme conditions, such as at the surface of a neutron star. The first two uses are 
particularly suitable, since standard methods are directly applicable. 

For such problems, good calculations of potential energy as well as expecta- 
tion values and matrix elements of dipole and other operators appears to be in 
demand. Many electronic states may be involved, at least a broad range of prob- 
lems involve fairly small molecules, often radicals, and conformation regions far 
from equilibrium. Such problems are addressed by three methods originated in 
our laboratory, and known by the acronyms RASSCF (Restricted Active Space 
Self-Consistent Field, Malmqvist et al. 1990), RASSI (RAS State Interaction) 
and CASPT2 (Complete Active Space Perturbation Theory to Second Order- 
Complete Active Space Perturbation Theory to Second Order, Andersson et al. 
1990; Andersson et al. 1992). 

The first method is an extension of the well-known CASSCF (Complete Ac- 
tive Space SCF) method (Roos et al. 1980; Roos 1980). The RASSI is a versatile 
analysis method, (an extension of CASSI; Malmqvist & Roos 1989), whereby 
separately optimized RASSCF wave functions can be used as basis functions, 
for computing transition moments, defining diabatic states, etc. Finally, the 
CASPT2 method uses a CASSCF wave function as a multiconfignrational ze- 
roth order wave function, and corrects for dynamic correlation to second order in 
energy. In contrast to most conventional perturbation techniques, it works well 
for arbitrary spin and symmetry, for excited states, etc., without any particular 
demands on the electronic structure of the root function. 

A rough sketch of computational quantum chemistry methods will be given, 
and against this background the methods will be briefly described with demon- 
stration applications. 
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1.1 The  Basic Prob lem:  The Adiabat ic  Electronic  S t r u c t u r e  

Quantum chemical problems are concerned with some aspect of the solution of 
the SchrSdinger equation applied to a system of nuclei and electrons. The elec- 
trodynamic field is imposed only as an external field. Approximate relativistic 
effects, and nuclear size effects, are incorporated by modifying the interactions. 
Any more sophisticated effects are added as corrections computed by perturba- 
tion theory. The time-dependent SchrSdinger equation, with nuclear and elec- 
tronic coordinates Q and q, resp., reads 

i°k~(q, Q, t) =/:/kh(q, Q, t) } 
+ T. + + + (1) 

where the second line simply sums the contributions fl'om kinetic energy of nuclei 
and electrons, the interaction among nuclei, among the electrons, and between 
nuclei and electrons, respectively. Those terms may include relativistic correc- 
tions, and are believed to account for the physics of this finite system to a pre- 
cision well in excess of that needed for all chemical and almost all spectroscopic 
applications. 

Practical solution of this equation preceeds in two steps. The hamiltonian 
is split i n t o / : / =  5b,~ + H~. All terms (including nuclear-nuclear repulsion) that 
commute with the nuclear position operators have been included in the elec- 
tronic hamiltonian He(Q), which is thus an operator on electronic wave func- 
tions as function of the nuclear positions. Expanding/:/e(Q) in a complete set 
of electronic basis functions, which depend on the nuclear coordinates, the full 
Schrgdinger equation takes a form that involves only nuclei. 

A complete basis is never available. However, a practical and almost always 
sufficient basis is provided by the few lowest eigenfunctions of/:/~(Q) ; this is 
called the adiabatic basis, and the SchrSdinger equation becomes 

.0  1 0 2 1 A (9 
2M aQ2XK + VK(Q)XK--'M E(~K] OQ XL 

L 
02 

2 M  L 

where inK(q, q )  and x ~ ( q ,  t) are the electronic and nuclear wave functions. The 
potential energy functions for the nuclear motion are just the energy eigenvalues 
of/:/e (q) .  

So far, the treatment is formally exact. If the two matrix elements involving 
derivatives with respect to nuclear coordinates are neglected, we obtain the Born- 
Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. When this is not valid, the equation can in 
practice still be solved using a few selected adiabatic wave functions as basis. 

Disregarding exceptional cases where non-BO effects must be included al- 
ready from the beginning, we see that the problem has a very nice modularity: 
We first solve the electronic problem for relevant eigenstates. The result provides 
input for a number of other methods, which perform e.g. reactive scattering or 
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to-vibrational analysis. Such calculations have their own broad range of method- 
ology and is also a part of the quantum chemistry repertoir. However, we will 
keep within the scope of electronic eigenstates. 

The basic requirement of quantum chemistry methods is then the ability 
to obtain, for any conformation of nuclei, the adiabatic electronic energy, and 
electronic matrix elements of various fairly simple operators, of any of the 
lower electronic eigenstates. The required differential accuracy depends on the 
problem, but is typically a few kJ/kmol in potential energy functions. Much 
higher accuracy can be demanded in spectroscopic applications, but may still 
be reached when errors cancel, or when matrix elements for small perturbations 
are wanted. Spectroscopy usually requires matrix elements of a broader range of 
operators. From a quantum chemist's viewpoint, the basic problems are similar. 

The general applicability, with a well-balanced description of different elec- 
tronic structures, is a tall order. One cannot expect any single method to solve 
all problems. As a consequence, a large number of methods are used to obtain 
electronic energies. In the following, a brief overview is offered, on the under- 
standing that it is not complete, and in some cases not well-informed as regards 
latest research status. 

2 Q u a n t u m  C h e m i s t r y  M e t h o d s  in  G e n e r a l  

Those methods which compute electronic eigenstate energies and properties can 
be subdivided into density functional and wave function methods, and the latter 
into configuration based methods (single- vs. multi-configurational) and explic- 
itly correlated ('r12"-) methods. This subdivision is ordered by an increasingly 
detailed description of the system, and thus an increasing accuracy but also a 
rapidly increasing computation cost. 

Density functional theory expresses the minimum electronic energy for any 
specified electronic charge density function in the form of a so-called energy func- 
tional. The exact functional is not known in any practically useful formulation, 
and its existence is just used as a justification for a variety of pragmatic approx- 
imations. Recent improvements have made such methods useful for molecules, 
and since they are cheap and scale very favourably with molecular size, they 
may well be the only practical alternative for marly problems. A number of use- 
ful references can be found, e.g., in Clementi et al. 1991. A drawback is the lack 
of any systematic way to improve the result by larger calculations, and of a good 
indicator of the reliability of any specific result. 

Response and transition properties can also be computed by a range of other 
methods, which will only be mentioned in passing: In general, they use wave 
functions calculated by a specific wave function method, and use some of the 
theoretical and computational machinery of that method to obtain transition 
strengths and energies, ionization potentials etc. The accuracy in transition prop- 
erties can surpass that obtained from simple matrix elements over the separately 
computed state functions. 
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The end result of methods described below is in general a set of potential 
energies and various electronic matrix elements, which are then expressed as 
parametrized functions of internal coordinates. 

2.1 Wave  Funct ion  M e t h o d s  

Excepting density functional methods, we compute an approximation to the wave 
function. This is defined in terms of a large number of parameters, whose meaning 
are defined by some wave function model. The parameter values are optimized 
by requiring key properties of the exact wave function to be exactly represented 
in the model: usually the stationarity criterion for an energy eigenstate. The 
model should be able to reproduce the most important features of the exact wave 
function. A list of such features, in approximate order of diminishing importance, 
could be: 

1. A major part (overlapping by about 0.985 n, if n is the number of electrons, 
with the exact wave function) requires a few (typically 1-100) so-called de- 
terminant functions, if those are properly chosen. At specific conformations, 
non-radicals may need only 1 (SCF). Dissociation or reaction paths require 
more. The entire chemistry, i.e. the set of all reaction and dissociation paths, 
for even a small number of atoms is rarely done, but may require thousands of 
determinants. A couple of hundred are needed to dissociate the Cr2 molecule. 
When more than one configuration is important, one speaks of static corre- 
lation, or near-degeneracy effects. Other correlation effects are then called 
dynamic correlation. 

2. When an electron is close to a nucleus, the wave function has an electron- 
nuclear cusp. 

3. When it is far away from the rest of the molecule, the wave function goes 
asymptotically to describe the ground state of the kation, properly symmetry 
coupled to an orbital with exponential tail describing the remote electron. 

4. The major effect of varying the position of one electron is to polarize the 
remaining electron system. This effect may be called dynamic polarization, 
or intramolecular dispersion. It affects most strongly the immediate vicinity 
of the electron, but is fairly long-range. It affects quite strongly also the 
core electrons, and the sigma skeleton of conjugated molecules, which are 
traditionally though of as rather inactive. 

5. Apart from this polarization, there is also an inter-electron cusp. This is of 
small importance to the energy, but affects some two-electron properties. 

In addition, it is usually quite important that dissociation gives asymptoti- 
cally a properly spin- and symmetry-coupled sum of products, with factors that 
are energy eigenstates of the respective fragments (Size consistency). 

There are of course methods designed to solve one-, two-, or three-electron 
problems, which use specialized forms for the wave function. Excepting these, 
the universal ansatz is an expansion in Slater Determinant Functions (SDs) or 
Configuration State Functions (CSFs). The SDs are antisymmetrized products 
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of one-electron functions; the CSFs are linear combinations of SDs which have 
desired total spin and spatial symmetry. The expansion coefficients can be ex- 
plicitly used as variation parameters, or implicitly defined as in Coupled Cluster 
or perturbation theory. 

On top of this expansion, correlation factors which depend explicitly on the 
intereleetron distances can be used to introduce the interelectronie cusp, which 
improves the convergence rate of CSF or perturbation expansions, and which is 
crucial to sampling methods such as Quantum Monte Carlo. The latter type of 
methods are able to generate millions of electron positions statistically drawn 
from an ensemble that accurately represents the ground state wave function, and 
form a Monte-Carlo estimate of the energy. However, mainstream methods rely 
only on CSF expansions, where local features are very poorly represented, but 
where energies and most properties are obtained by integrals which are not very 
sensitive to these defects. 

2.2 C o n f i g u r a t i o n  E x p a n s i o n  M e t h o d s :  Orb i t a l  G e n e r a t i o n  

All methods considered here rely on a one-electron basis set, which must be 
able to reproduce the cusp and tail of items 2 and 3 above. This would seem 
to favor STO basis sets, with exponential functions similar to hydrogenic wave 
functions. However, contracted GTO bases, which are sums of gaussian functions 
instead, can easily fulfill these requirements in the £2 sense, and are much easier 
to handle. For accurate pointwise evaluation of wave function (QMC) or density 
there is some justification for other bases in molecular problems, and then a 
better approach is to use some modifying factor times a standard gaussian basis 
set. The selected basis set, the "AO basis", is used to express molecular orbitals, 
or MO's. Modern basis sets are usually general contractions of the ANO type 
(Atomic Natural Orbitals, AlmlSf & Taylor 1987). 

Determination of suitable MO coefficients is done by SCF or MCSCF. One 
or more Slater Determinant functions (SD), or Configuration State Functions 
(CSF) are formed from the MOs. For any given such function, those MOs which 
are used to define it are called occupied, the other are unoccupied. The MO 
coefficients, describing the orbitals, are used as variational parameters. If more 
than one SD or CSF is used, there are in addition CI (Configuration Interaction) 
coefficients to express the wave function. The MO and CI coefficients are var- 
ied to find a stationary energy expectation value. The usual orbital generation 
methods are: 

1. U H F  ( " U n r e s t r i c t e d "  HF) .  The spin-orbitals are restricted to have either 
spin up or down (a or/)). 

2. R H F  ( R e s t r i c t e d  HF) :  All orbitals come in pairs, with a and/?  spin but 
the same spatial dependence. They do not have to be occupied in pairs: 

3. H i g h - S p i n  R H F :  All singly occupied orbitals have a spin. 
4. O S H F  (Open-She l l  HF) :  A spin- and symmetry-coupled CSF is being 

optimized. This is rarely done nowadays, except in the High-Spin special 
case, where the CSF is a single SD. 
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5. MCSCF ( M u l t i - C o n f i g u r a t i o n a l  Se l f -Cons i s ten t  Field) :  A wave func- 
tion composed of several or many CSFs is optimized. 

In a basis set approach, the orbital generator produces not only the set of 
occupied orbitals, but a complete set within the basis. Those which are doubly 
occupied in all configurations are inactive orbitals. Those that  are never used 
are virtual, or secondary, orbitals. Those with varying occupancy in MCSCF, or 
open shells, are active orbitals. 

2.3 Correlation by CSF Expansion 

The SCF and MCSCF techniques give energies and properties which are often 
useful in their own right. In particular, for few-electron systems the MCSCF can 
include enough configurations to account not only for static correlation, but for 
intramolecular dispersion and some close-range dynamic correlation as well. The 
advantage is then that the orbitals are optimized together with the correlation 
treatment.  To afford large-scale MCSCF for more than a few electrons, one 
must select the CSFs used as economically as possible. However, this is not easy 
when the selection is to be valid for several or many conformations and states. 
Moreover, such general MCSCF is plagued with existence of multiple solutions 
to the stationarity conditions. The most popular form of MCSCF is therefore 
the CASSCF (Complete Active Space) method, where all the CSFs possible 
with a given active space are included. Their number increases as a polynomial 
with the number of active orbitals, with leading degree equal to the number of 
active electrons. This dependence sets a sharp limit to the possibility of including 
dynamic correlation by merely increasing the active space. The CASSCF is thus 
followed by a calculation of remaining correlation energy by CI-like or non- 
CI-like methods. With the former, I mean the well-known SDCI (Singles and 
Doubles CI) with single- or multi-configuration reference (MR-SDCI, or MRCI 
for short), and to methods which technically are simple modifications to SDCI: 
CPF and MCPF ([Modified] Coupled Pair Functional) in the single-configuration 
case, ACPF (Average CPF) in the multi-configuration case (Ahlrichs et al. 1985; 
Chong & Langhoff 1986; Gdanitz ~z Ahlrichs 1988). 

With these methods, wave functions are obtained in the CSF space generated 
by substituting at most two orbitals in the reference configuration(s). The SDCI 
is not size-consistent, so the modifications are preferred if many electrons are 
correlated. With the above methods, properties are easily obtained. Transition 
matrix elements are easily obtained only by the SDCI method, and assuming a 
common orbital basis for the states. 

With non-CI-like methods, there is a large difference between the single- 
and multi-configuration treatments. In the single-configuration case, there is a 
wide range of different methods, with programs available and useful also for 
non-specialists. This is especially true for RHF-based methods for non-radicals 
(which could, technically speking, also be considered as CI-like). High-spin open 
shell cases can be treated as UHF, with some annoying loss of efficiency, while 
OSHF references are on their way but not yet firmly established. The most 
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important methods are MP2 (Second-order M011er-Plesset), MBPT4 (Fourth- 
order Many-Body Perturbation Theory), and CC (Coupled Cluster). The latter 
usually includes single and double excitations in its parameter space (CCSD), 
but unless the number of orbitals is large, triples can be included approximately 
or exactly (CCSD(T), CCSDT) to yield very accurate results, whenever a single 
closed-shell reference is adequate. A good application example with important 
references is the article by Watts et al. 1991. By contrast, the MP2 is a very 
popular method for larger molecules, since it is fairly cheap and can be used 
without storing the electron repulsion integrals. 

With a multi-configuration reference space, the only successful general scheme 
so far is to use a single reference function composed of many configurations, of 
the CASSCF type, as the root function of a perturbation expansion. 

3 T h e  R A S S C F ,  R A S S I ,  a n d  C A S P T 2  M e t h o d s  

3.1 R A S S C F  

The major drawback of CASSCF is the steep increase in the number of CSFs 
with the number of active orbitals, except when very few electrons are correlated. 
With twelve active electrons, there is a limit at around twelve or thirteen active 
orbitals, which give 226 512 and 736 164 singlet CSFs, respectively. There are 
many examples where such an active space is not sufficient for obtaining good 
CASSCF energies and properties, and quite a few examples where not even the 
CASSCF orbitals are good enough to be used in subsequent MRCI or similar 
methods. This happens when the dynamic correlation, lacking in the CASSCF, 
is important for determining the shape of the orbitals. A typical example is neg- 
ative ions, where lack of dynamic correlation gives too diffuse orbitals, or when 
dynamic correlation alters the balance between competing electronic structures 
with large and different dipole moments. General MCSCF is not an attractive 
scheme, since it is difficult to preselect the important configurations, and to avoid 
multiple minima. 

The name Restricted Active Space was given by Olsen (Olsen et al. 1988) 
to a scheme where the active orbitals are subdivided into RAS-1, RAS-2, and 
RAS-3 orbitals. All CSFs are included, which have at most a specified number 
of electrons in the RAS-3 space, and at most a specified number of electrons 
taken out from the RAS-1 space. In RAS-2 orbitals, any occupation is allowed. 
The restrictions on RAS-1 and RAS-3 can cut down the number of CSFs quite 
drastically, thus allowing a larger active space, and are based entirely on an 
orbital selection which is easier and more natural than a general CSF selection. 

The RAS expansion space is closed under deexcitation, which is a technically 
important property. It ensures that any matrix elements expressed by spin-free 
second quantization formulae can, after minor rearrangement, be expressed by 
means of vector transformations within the expansion space. This makes it effi- 
cient to regard the application of a linear operator as a programming primitive. 
Our RASSCF code first used the Split-Graph GUGA method for operations on 
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the CSF expansion (Malmqvist et al. 1990). In a later version such operations 
are performed by temporarily reexpanding in SDs and, after the operations, 
transform back to CSFs. 

Leaving out any technicalities, the program is simple: Given a set of starting 
orbitals, the CI equations are solved for the state of interest. For this given CI 
expansion, the orbitals are refined so that the energy is stationary. If this scheme 
is repeated as it stands, convergence may suffer from neglect of the coupling 
between the CI- and the orbital-optimization steps. However, this coupling is 
introduced in all subsequent iterations by a correction, which is refined at each 
iteration. A number of variants are possible, such as a weighted optimization of 
several states simultaneously. The end result is orbitals, wave functions, density 
matrices, properties and matrix elements for the RASSCF states. 

3.2 R A S S I  

Since its CSF space is closed under deexcitation, a RASSCP wave function 
can also be reexpressed in any new orbital set, provided that the transforma- 
tion matrix is triangular (or even block-triangular with the subdivision into 
inactive,RAS-1, etc. orbital@ The CI expansion coefficients are easily and ef- 
ficiently recomputed to express identically the same wave function in the new 
orbital set. The new orbitals will no longer be orthonormal. The RASSI program 
puts this to use by accepting as input two different RASSCF wave functions, 
each with different orbitals, and proceeds by performing such non-orthogonal 
orbital transformations that the resulting two new orbital sets {cA} and {¢B} 
are biorthonormal: 

(cAleB) = 6pq, Vp, q. (3) 

The point is that with such orbitals, any matrix element can be computed by 
standard methods: If an operator is expressed by a second quantization formula 
with integrals over the mixed new basis, the expression for its matrix element 
between states A and B is identical to the form it would take in an common 
orthonormal basis. 

The RASSI program is extensively used just to compute standard one-electron 
matrix elements of e.g. the dipole operator, for oscillator strengths (See the de- 
scription of its precursor, CASSI, in Mahnqvist & Roos 1989). With state-specific 
orbitals, such matrix elements cannot be obtained from dynamic correlation 
post-RASSCF programs, and the RASSCF values computed by RASSI is then 
our only source of oscillator strengths. When the states have the same symme- 
try, the RASSCF states may well be non-orthogonal and interacting. However, 
the RASSI program can simply solve the Schr6dinger eigenvalue problem in the 
basis of any provided RASSCF wave functions, thus yielding oscillator strenghts 
for orthogonal and non-interacting RASSI states instead. The difference may be 
quite important, when two RASSCF states have different permanent dipole mo- 
ment: The transition dipole, if evaluated for the RASSCF states, is contaminated 
by the product of the overlap with the difference in dipole moment. 

The RASSI program is also very helpful in a variety of situations: Even if 
the RASSCF is simpler than general MCSCF, it is sometimes difficult to select 
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orbital subspaces properly. Two putative different solutions may actually be 
misrepresentations of the same physical state, if the optimization has resulted 
in correlation of either of two bonds for instance, when the subdivision of the 
active space prevent them from being treated democratically. Occasionally, there 
are even problems with spontaneous symmetry breaking. This type of problems 
may be resolved by simply giving all the available RASSCF states as input to 
RASSI and solve the SchrSdinger equation in the space they span. The result 
will in general be a number of reliable RASSI states, and their natural orbitals 
will be excellent start orbitals for new state-specific calculations, while their 
natural occupancies will indicate how to pick the new active orbitals. The original 
RASSCF wave functions will be reexpressed in the orthonormal, non-interacting 
RASSI states, which indicates in which way the states have perturbed each other. 

3.3 C A S P T 2  

When RASSCF does not give sufficient dynamic correlation, the preferred ad- 
ditional procedure is MRCI, if it can be afforded. If more than a few electrons 
are correlated, it must be corrected for size consistency or replaced by its cousin 
ACPF. However, it is necessary that the reference selection of CSFs is large 
enough. It must contain a large fraction of the wave function, and a similar frac- 
tion for all states and conformations. It must be realized that  when going from 
CASSCF or RASSCF to MRCI, we are not just adding a large number of im- 
portant configurations, but also deleting by selection, and perhaps more severe: 
One part, with a weight of e.g. around 85%, of the CASSCF wave function, is 
now improved by dynamic correlation; 15% is not. These two parts may differ 
considerably in ionizity, dipole moment etc, and are not treated in a balanced 
way, which will affect the result. In fact, whenever possible, the best procedure 
is to use several references, and extrapolate the results, as function of a selection 
threshold. For more than a few atoms, or when large references are necessary, 
MFLCI may be too expensive. The CASPT2 method was developed to account 
for extra-CAS dynamic correlation, when a satisfactory MRCI treatment is too 
expensive (Andersson et al. 1990; Andersson et al. 1992). However, it is not an 
approximation to MRCI, but a (size-consistent) perturbative approximation to 
Full CI, and uses the complete CASSCF wave function as reference. 

The CASPT2 program solves the traditional first-order Rayleigh-Schr6dinger 
perturbation equations with a M011er-Plesset splitting of the Hamiltonian: 

/ : /=  it(0) +/7/(1) 
(/7/(0) _ E(0))~,(1) _/:/(1)kp(0 ) 

_ Z ( o )  - c o n s t . ) Q  
^ ^ 

IF" ~pq Fpq Epq 

(4) 

where (~ is a projector onto the interacting space of ~(0), which is a CASSCF 
wave function. The Fock-like matrix Fpq is defined such that  it gives the usual 
Fock matrix for a closed-shell reference function, and fulfills Koopmans'  theorem 
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for ionization energy and electron affinity in an average sense for the active 
orbitals. The equation is solved by expanding in the interacting space: 

~//(1) ~--- ~ CpqrsJ~pqr,~ (0) (5) 
pqrs 

and the correlation energy is obtained to second order as 

E(2) : --(k~(1)l/2/(0)k~(1)) (6) 

In these equations, /)vqr8 is an excitation operator, which effects a spin- 
coupled excitation of two electrons from orbitals q and s to orbitals p and r. 
For a CASSCF reference, the meaningful excitations are those where q and s 
are inactive or active, p and r are active or secondary, but all four indices are 
not active. Of the eight different cases, the most expensive terms arise from the 
semi-internal excitations, where three of the orbital indices pqrs refer to active 
orbitals. To solve the resulting equations requires then essentially the three- 
body density matrix elements for active orbitals, which are reasonably easy to 
compute but gives equation matrices of the size n 3 x n 3. This causes a calculation 
bottleneck for more than about n = 12 active orbitals. The calculation then 
scales as fast as n 9 in the present algorithm, which is the main reason why 
the method has not yet been worthwhile to append to RASSCF rather than 
CASSCF. 

It should be noted that the present implementation is completely independent 
of the number of CSFs, apart from the initial, rapid evaluation of the density 
matr ix  elements. It has been used with equal ease for single configuration root 
functions as with CASSCF wave functions with a hundred thousand configura- 
tions. The interacting space can easily comprise billions of CSFs; the number of 
variational parameters still scale quite modestly, and is slightly larger than with 
a similar closed-shell MP-2 calculation. 

4 D e m o n s t r a t i o n  E x a m p l e s  

4.1 R A S S C F  

E t h e n e  V s t a t e .  The first singlet 7r~-* state of ethene, the so-called V state, 
is an example where a meaningful orbital optimization must include dynamic 
correlation. The state is dominated by two valence-bond structures, each with 
one positive and one negative methylene ion. It has been much studied as a 
prototype example of high ionicity states. Unless enough dynamic correlation 
is included, the orbitals will be too diffuse. Table 1 illustrates the very rapid 
growth of the number of CSFs in an ill-advised at tempt to obtain good orbitals 
by CASSCF (In the original study, another approach was taken, of course: MRCI 
with iterated natural orbitals). 

By contrast,  in the last line is a RASSCF calculation with 29 active orbitals, 
requiring a very modest number of CSFs. The total energy is much lower, of 
course, but this is a dangerous quality measure in this case. The fourth column 
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Table  I. RASSCF demonstration example: Ethene 

Calculation # CSFs Energy (z ~) CPU 
(a.u.) (a.u.) (s) 

CAS (10o, 2~r) 28 848 -77.8993 22.8 15 
CAS (10o, 37r) 92 406 -77.9239 23.4 60 
CAS (10~r, 4r) 268 800 -77.9341 23.0 227 
CAS (10(r, 5~r) 716523 -77.9433 21.9 878 

RAS (5,2,22) 4 704 -78.0484 20.8 68 

is the expectation value of ~ z ~ .  Its true value is believed to be around 15 a.u., 
and the excess is primarily due to the Tr* orbital which is forced to be too diffuse. 
All calculations correlate the 12 valence electrons. The basis set is of ANO type, 
with 6s, 5p, 3d and 2f functions on carbons, 3s and 2p functions on hydrogens. 
The CPU time is for an IBM 3090-17S computer.  

T h e  r a d i a t i v e  l i f e t i m e  o f  S H  + A a l I .  Here, the potential  and transit ion 
dipole functions of the ground X 1 Z  + and the A3II  states have been computed 
by RASSCF (Gonz£1ez-Luque et al. 1992). The spectroscopic constants derived 
for the two states are presented in Tabs. 2 and 3, compared to experiment  (Rostas 
et al. 1984). 

Table  2. The SH + X ~ Z -  state. 

Normal Deuterated 
Quantity RAS Exp RAS Exp 

Re 1.367 /~ 1.364 1.367 - 
De 3.46 eV 3.70 3.46 - 
Do 3.30 eV 3.54 3.35 3.59 
w~ 2540 cm -1 2548 1 8 2 4  1830 
w~x~ 51.7 cm -1 49.3 26.8 25.4 
B~ 9.24 cm -1 9.28 4.76 4.79 
c~ 0.30 cm -1 0.28 0.11 0.11 

The end results for the life time is 1.074-0.13 tts and 1.14=t=0.13 #s, in excellent 
agreement with one experiment but in disagreement (but within error bars) 
with another. For details, we refer to the original article which also quotes other 
similar examples. 
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Table  3. The SH + A3I I  state. 

Normal Deuterated 
Quantity RAS Exp RAS Exp 

Re 1.502 ~ 1.501 1.502 - 
De 1.64 eV 1.78 1.64 - 
Do 1.53 eV 1.68 1.56 1.71 
we 1660 cm -1 1672 1194 1201 
w~x~ 49.1 cm -1 47.6 26.6 24.5 
Be 7.65 cm -1 7.66 3.95 3.95 
ere 0.40 cm -1 0.36 0.15 0.13 

Te 30 595 cm -1 30 345 - 30 356 

4.2 R A S S I  

The routine use of the RASSI program is for calculation of transition moments  
and similar quantities, such as the life times reported above. However, the pro- 
gram is very useful in a number of less standard contexts. In a recent s tudy of 
O +, a strong symmetry-breaking tendency (giving 02 + O + even in symmetr ic  
conformations) was handled by simply using the two symmetry-broken solutions 
as quasi-diabatic states and computing the hamiltonian coupling elements by 
RASSI. Rather  than reproducing the relevant figures here, we refer the inter- 
ested reader to the original article (Lindh & Barnes 1993). 

4.3 C A S P T 2  

Apart  from the two benzene examples presented below, there is a rapidly ac- 
cumulat ing body of experience showing that  CASPT2 may be one of the most 
powerful methods to emerge for many years. The interested reader should see 
also e.g. Roos ~ Andersson 1993 or Roos et al. 1993. 

B e n z e n e  p i l o t  s t u d y .  The valence electronic spectrum of benzene has been 
used for a very long time as a test of ab initio methods. Only recently has 
reliable results been obtained with an overall accuracy of bet ter  than 1 eV. 
The key problem is the large variation in ionicity among the valence states, 
with a resulting variation in the dynamic correlation, primarily in the form of 
intramolecular  dispersion interaction between the zr electrons and the c~ skeleton. 
The following pilot s tudy demonstrates the problem (Andersson & Roos 1993). 
A common misrepresentation is to regard these excited states as primarily single 
excitations, with an open-shell Hartree-Fock structure. However, in reality, the 
s tructure varies strongly, with the 1E2 a state as a rather extreme case. In Tab. 4, 
note that  the multi-excited character of the wave functions would be much more 
pronounced if e.g. ground state Hartree-Fock orbitals were used. The figures 
here apply to state-specific optimized CASSCF orbitals. In the second part  of 
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Table  4. Pilot study: Singlet excited valence states of benzene. 

Weight of excitations from leading conf. 
Exc. type 1A19 1B2~, 1Blu llElu 21E1,, 1E29 

Singly 80% 92% 87% - 48% 
Doubly 15% 3% 5% - 42% 
Triply 2% - 2% - 3% 

Excitation energies, eV. 
Method 1A19 1B2~ 1Blu l lElu 21E1u 1E29 

CAS(6) 5.0 7.9 9.3 - 8.1 
+PT2 4.6 5.9 6.5 - 7.7 
CAS(12) 4.9 7.4 8.8 7.7 8.1 
+PT2 4.7 6.1 7.1 7.7 7.8 
Exp 4.9 6.2 6.9 7.6 7.8 

Dynamic correlation contributions, eV. 
Corr. type 1A19"lB2~, 1B1~, llElu 21E1~ 1E2g 

~r~ 12.6 12.7 12.8 12.8 - 1 2 . 7  
~Tr 7.7 8.0 8.8 9.6 - 8.0 
~rzr 0.9 1.0 1.8 1.8 - 1.0 

the table, it is seen how CASPT2 is able to correct for most of the occasionally 
large errors in the CASSCF energies. Only the six 7r-electrons are active. Two 
active spaces are used: The first comprises the valence 7r orbitals, while the 
second is twice as large. Note the small improvement  to the 1B1= and 11E1~ 
states with the larger active space, and how CASPT2 acts to correct them. Note 
also how, with the larger space, we begin to see Rydberg intruders (The 21E1= 
state).  In the last part  of the table, the dynamic correlation energies have been 
broken up into different contributions. The second line can be interpreted as 
the contributions from the instantaneous response of the sigma electrons to the 
charge of the ~r electrons; naturally, the effect is larger (by up to 2 eV!) for the 
states with predominantly ionic structures. 

B e n z e n e  a p p l i c a t i o n  e x a m p l e .  We finally offer a recent application example: 
Table 5 presents some of the results of a recently conducted s tudy of singlet and 
triplet excited states of benzene up to about  7.9 eV (64000 cm -1)  (Lorentzon 
et al. 1993). The basis set was basically our standard basis set of ANO type 
(Widmark  et al. 1990), but augmented with a specially prepared one-center ba- 
sis to represent the Rydberg orbitals correctly. As can be seen in the tables, the 
accuracy in vertical excitation energies is generally about  0.1 eV. 

Acknowledgements. I wish to thank the organizers of this conference for the 
kind invitation. To me, it seems that  this kind of inter-disciplinary symposia  is 
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Table 5. CASPT2 singlet excitation energies for Benzene. 

State ECAS (z 2) EpT2 Exp. 
(eV) (a.u.) (eV) (eV) 

Valence 17rTr* 
11 B2u 4.83 30.1 4.82 4.90 vert 
l lBlu 7.33 31.9 6.28 6.20 vert 
11E1~ 8.45 3 5 . 1  7.09 6.94 vert 
21E2g 7.96 29.8 7.86 7.86 vert 

Rydberg 17r~r* 
21E1~ 6.48 79.1 7.17 7.41 
21Alg 7.19 88.3 7.76 7.81? 
llE2g 7.11 88.3 7.77 7.81 
11A2a 7.10 8 8 . 2  7.82 7.81 

Rydberg l~ra* 
11Elg 6.56 46.2 6.34 6.334 
11A2~ 6.68 44.7 6.85 6.932 
llEzu 6 . 81  45.1 6.95 6.953 
11A1~ 6.77 45.4 6.99 - 
11B29 7.30 64.9 7.54 7.460? 
11Big 7.30 65.2 7.54 7.460? 
21Elg 7.34 63.5 7.54 7.535 
31Elg 7.39 52.4 7.54 - 

a fruitful idea. The RASSCF, RASSI and CASPT2 methods reported in this 
contribution results from work within a joint study contract with IBM Sweden, 
and supported by the National Research Council of Sweden. They are part of 
the MOLCAS program package described by Andersson et al. 1991. 
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The  M O R B I D  M e t h o d  

Per Jensen* 

FB 9-Theoretische Chemie, Bergische Universit£t-Gesamthochschule Wuppertal, 
D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The present communication is concerned with the problem of calculating the 
rotation-vibration energies and the absorption intensities of a triatomic molecule 
from the effective nuclear potential energy function and the dipole moment sur- 
faces within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (Born & Oppenheimer 1927). 
There are at least two astrophysical applications of such calculations: 

- Detailed spectra of triatomic molecules can be computed under the condi- 
tions prevailing in stellar atmospheres and compared with observed spectra. 

- Such spectra can also be used for constructing a wavenumber-dependent ab- 
sorption coefficient which can be employed for opacity calculations as out- 
lined, for example, by JOrgensen ~ Jensen (1993). 

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (Born ~z Oppenheimer 1927), the 
rovibronic energies of a molecule are calculated in two steps: 

- In the first step, .the nuclei are held fixed in space, and the SchrSdinger 
problem for the electrons (which interact with the "clamped" nuclei and 
with each other through Coulomb forces) is solved for many different nuclear 
geometries. The energy eigenvalue obtained in this calculation, taken as a 
function of the nuclear coordinates (which we denote as Rn here), is the 
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy function V(R,~). 

- The second step is the solution of the SchrSdinger equation for the nuclear 
motion, 

[T,~ + V(R~)] ¢~(R,~) = E,~¢n(R,~) (1) 

where T,~ is the operator representing the kinetic energy of the nuclei, ~b,~ (Rn) 
is a nuclear wavefunction, and E~¢ is the corresponding energy eigenvalue. 

* Guest professor 1992-93. On leave from Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut, Justus- 
Liebig-Universit~t Giessen, Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, D-35392 Giessen, Germany. 
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One may think of the motion of the nuclei as a superposition of translation 
(uniform motion of all nuclei along straight lines through space), vibration (mo- 
tion of the nuclei relative to each other), and rotation. It can be shown that 
the nuclear kinetic energy operator :F,~ can be separated into the sum of two 
commuting operators 

~]~n = ~]~Trans "1- rRot-Vib, (2) 

where TTr~ns describes the kinetic energy resulting from translation and 2Faot-Vib 
that resulting from rotation and vibration. In theoretical studies aimed at de- 
scribing "spectroscopic" phenomena (i.e., the interaction between molecules and 
radiation) for isolated molecules in a field-free space we can ignore the effects 
of translation since radiation will not induce transitions between translational 
states. We are then left with the Schrgdinger equation for rotation and vibration 

[ rRot-Vib "l- V(Rvib)] eRot-Vib(RRot, aVib) : ERot-VibeRot-Vib(aRot, Rvib). 
(3) 

In Eq. (3), we have indicated that the rotation-vibration wavefunction eRot-Vib 
depends on rotational coordinates RRot and vibrational coordinates Rvib, whereas 
the potential energy function V depends on the vibrational coordinates only. 

We discuss here the solution of Eq. (3). In theoretical spectroscopy, the tra- 
ditional approach to obtaining the rotation-vibration energies E'Rot_Vi b and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions eRot-Vib involves perturbation theory: The molec- 
ular vibration is modelled by a set of independent harmonic oscillators, and the 
molecular rotation is modelled as that of a rigid molecule. The deviation between 
the real molecule and this idealized model is treated as a perturbation. 

In recent years it has become apparent that in many cases, the perturbation 
treatment of molecular rotation and vibration leads to considerable inaccuracies 
in the calculated energies, and a number of more accurate methods for solving Eq. 
(3) have been developed for small (mostly triatomic) molecules. In the present 
communication we shall describe one such method for triatomic molecules, the 
MORBID (Morse Oscillator Rigid Bender Internal Dynamics) approach (Jensen 
1988a, 1988b, 1992). The computer programs developed on the basis of the 
MORBID model can be used for three different types of calculations: 

- If the nuclear potential energy function V(R~) for one isolated electronic 
state is known, the rotation-vibration energies belonging to this electronic 
state can be calculated. 

- The parameters in an analytical representation for V(R~) (see below) can 
be refined in a least squares fitting to experimentally observed rotation- 
vibration energy spacings. 

- If V(R,~) and the dipole moment components are known as functions of the 
nuclear coordinates, absorption spectra (i.e., transition wavenumbers and 
intensities) can be calculated. 

We give examples of such calculations below. 
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2 The MORBID Approach 

We give here a very sketchy outline of the ideas behind the MORBID approach. 
The reader is referred to Jensen (1988a, 1988b, 1992) for details. 

2.1 C o o r d i n a t e s  

In order to describe a quantum mechanical system such as a triatomic molecule, 
we must initially choose a set of coordinates defining its instantaneous configu- 
ration. In the MORBID approach, we follow the work of Hougen et al. (1970) 
in that  we base the coordinate definitions on a socalled reference configuration 
(Fig. 1) which follows the rotation and the bending motion. The reference con- 
figuration is chosen as having fixed internuclear distances r~2 [the equilibrium 
distance between the "outer" nucleus j =1 or 3 (Fig. 1) and the center nucleus 
2], but with a variable bond angle ct. The coordinate p = 7r - a is chosen to 
describe the large amplitude motion, and the stretching motions are described 
as displacements from the reference geometry through the coordinates 

= - (4) 

j = 1 or 3, defined as the displacement of the instantaneous internuclear distance 
rye from its equilibrium value r]2. We attach a molecule fixed axis system xyz  
to the reference configuration (Fig. 1) and describe the rotation of the molecule 
through usual Euler angles 0, ¢, and )C (see, for example, Papou~ek & Aliev 
(1982)) which give the instantaneous orientation of the xyz  axis system relative 
to a laboratory fixed axis system X Y Z .  

2.2 T h e  p o t e n t i a l  ene rgy  o p e r a t o r  

We choose the potential energy function for a triatomic molecule to be given by 
the analytical function 

j j<_k 

+ F,-km(fi)y -y y m + (5 )  
j<k<m j<k<rn<n 

where all of the indices j ,  k, m, and n assume the values 1 or 3. In Eq. (5), fi is 
the supplement of the instantaneous value of the bond angle (which is almost, 
but not quite, equal to the vibrational coordinate p discussed above), and 

yj = 1 - e x p ( - a j  Arj2) ,  (6) 

where the Arj2 are defined in Eq. (4) and the aj are molecular parameters. The 
Fjkm... expansion coefficients of Eq. (5) are functions of ft. The function V0(~) 
is the pure bending potential energy function, i.e. the potential energy for the 
molecule bending with its bond lengths fixed at their equilibrium values. 
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Fig. 1. The numbering of the nuclei and the molecule fixed coordinate system used in 
the MORBID approach. The molecule fixed x axis is perpendicular to the plane of the 
molecule. The open circles are the positions of the nuclei in the reference configuration 
(which has the bond angle supplement p) and the filled circles are the instantaneous 
positions of the nuclei (with bond angle supplement ~). 

The ~-dependent functions entering into Eq. (5) are defined as general cosine 
expansions: 

4 

Fj(fi) = E f(~>(cos p ~ -  cosfi) i, 
i----1 

N 

F~...(~) ~(0~ .~}~) (cosp~-cos = J J ~ . . .  + E . . .  fi)i (7) 
i = 1  

where p~ is the equilibrium value of/5 and the f~!.. are expansion coefficients. 
The function Fjk(~) has N = 3, Fjkz(¢) has N = 2, and Fjk,m(fi) has N = 
1. Symmetry relations exist between the potential energy parameters for the 
symmetrical ABA molecule to ensure that V is totally symmetric under the 
interchange of At12 and Ar32. For Vo(fi), we use two different parameterizations, 

8 

v0(~) = ~ I;~>(cosp~ - cos,~)', (s) 
i----2 

o r  
8 

V0(fi) = E f~i)(1- cos/5)'. (9) 
i = 1  
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The parameterization given by Eq. (8) has Pe as an independent parameter and 
is appropriate for bent molecules, i.e. molecules with p~ ~ 0. Equation (9) has 

f~l) as an independent parameter, whereas Pe is determined as a function of the 

f~i) quantities. This parameterization is appropriate for both linear and bent 
molecules. 

For a potential energy function with a single minimum, the analytical ex- 
pression given by Eqs. (5-9) has a physically reasonable asymptotic behaviour 
at all coordinate boundaries: at/5 = 0 and t5 -- lr it has zero slope for all values 
of r12 and rz2, at large bond length values it approaches a constant for any value 
of 15, and at short bond lengths it approaches a very large (although not infinite) 
value. 

2.3 The  kinet ic  energy ope ra to r  

Using the rules of quantum mechanics, we can derive a kinetic energy operator 
TMORBID expressed in terms of the coordinates given in Sect. 2.1. This operator 
is obtained as 

1 
TMORBID = ~ E (J6 -- PS)J-tS~(Ari2, AT32, D) (J'-y - p-~) 

5~'y=x,y,z~p 

1 
+ ^ (r) ul(, rl , (lo) 

j,k=l,3 

where o~, (5 = x, y, z, are the components of the total angular momentum along 
the molecule fixed axes, J'p = -iliO/Op, # ~  (5, 7 = x, y, z, p) are the elements of 
the 4 x 4 "inverse inertial" matrix ~ defined by Eqs. (45-50) of Jensen (1988a), 
Pj = ~iSO/OArj2 is the momentum conjugate to Arj2, the vibrational angular 
momentum ~ is given by 

1 
= ~ r j ~ j k X k  +etk ' - ' j k r j j ,  (11) 

j,k=l,3 

the X~ 6) being Coriolis coupling coefficients, and the GS~ ) matrix elements are 
defined by Eq. (40) of Jensen (1988a). The U~ and U0 functions are pseudopo- 
tential terms defined in Eqs. (42-44) of Jensen (1988a). The dependence of U0 
on the stretching coordinates Ar12 and Ar32 has been neglected; this possibly 
explains why sometimes splittings due to Fermi resonances are calculated to be 
too small by the MORBID program [see Bunker et al. (1990) and Barclay et al. 
(1993)]. 

n(~) and )C~ e) entering into Eq. (10) all depend on the The functions p~.~, .ojk, 
coordinates At12, Ar32, and p, and we expand them as polynomials in yl and 
ya with p-dependent coefficients, e.g. 

j j<k 

+ F_, (12) 
j<k<m j<k<m<n 
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where t~jk...(P) is a 4 x 4 matrix with elements p 7 = x, y, z, p. 
The expansion of the it-tensor elements are truncated after the quartic terms, 
the expansions of the ;g~) functions are truncated after the cubic terms, and 

the expansions of the G ~  ) matrix elements are truncated after the quadratic 

terms. In this way, we obtain TMORBID as an expansion to fourth order in the 
vibrational operators yj and Pk. 

2.4 The  calculat ion of  the  ro ta t ion-v ib ra t ion  energies  

The MORBID Hamiltonian is now given as 

/~[MORBID ---- [FMORBID + V(Ar12, At32, p) (13) 

where TMORBID is given by Eq. (10) (with the coordinate-dependent functions 
expressed as the series expansions described above) and the potential function V 
from Eq. (5) has been transformed so that instead of depending on At12, At32, 
and the instantaneous value of the bond angle supplement b [see Sect. 2.2], it 
now depends on Arm2, Ara2, and the coordinate p. The transformation is carried 
out using basic geometrical identities as shown in Eqs. (34-36) of Jensen (1988a). 

We obtain the solutions of the eigenvalue problem 

A 

HMORBID eMORBID(Z~F12, At32, fl, 0, ¢, X) 
: EMORBID ~)MORBID(A~rl2, Z~r32, fl, 0, ¢, X) (14) 

by "taking the molecule apart". That is, we consider three simplified molecules, 
each of which only carries out part of the molecular motion. 

S t re tching.  We initially consider a molecule which carries out stretching of its 
bond lengths rj2 with the bond angle fixed at the equilibrium value a~ and the 
rotation frozen. This molecule has the Hamiltonian 

1] 
Hstretch ~-" 2 ~ + IPl2 + 2 ma + - -  ~32 -- - -  cosp~P1Pa rn2 m2 
+ Es  )y,y  + E (0) (0) 

j <_k j <k<rn j <k<:rn<n 

(15) 

[see Eq. (58) of Jensen (1988a)], where mj is the mass of nucleus j. We obtain 
the eigenfunctions [Nvib/'Syrn/ of this IIamiltonian [and the corresponding eigen- 
values, which are our zero order stretching energies] by setting up the matrix 
of i~¢Stretc h in a basis of symmetrized Morse oscillator functions as described in 
Sect. V of Jensen (1988a). The eigenfunctions are labeled by the index Nvib 
which characterizes the zeroth order stretching state, and by Fsym which is the 
irreducible representation spanned by the function INvib/rSym/in the appropriate 
molecular symmetry group. 
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Bend ing  and  K - T y p e  Rota t ion .  We then consider a molecule which carries 
out bending motion and rotation around the molecule-fixed z axis (Fig. 1) with 
its bond lengths fixed at the equilibrium values r~2 and r~2. The molecule fixed z- 
axis becomes the molecular axis when the molecule is in a linear configuration. It 
is necessary to consider these two types of motion together since, for a triatomic 
molecule with a linear equilibrium configuration, the rotation around the z-axis 
is only made possible through the bending motion. This simplified molecule has 
the Hamiltonian 

_1,(0)(o~ HBend ~-- 1 ~p~l~Op)(p)~ p + 2 r-zz , r ,  z 

._~ ~2#~0p)(p)g(p)_~_ ~(#(0))--1/4[~,,~0)][~, (/1(0))1/4] ~1_ Vo(p) ,  (16) 

[see Eq. (63) of Jensen (1988a)] where #(0) is the determinant of the matrix ~0 
from Eq. (12), and the function g(p) is given by Eq. (43) of Jensen (1988a). We 
obtain the eigenfunctions Iv2, K) for this Hamiltonian through Numerov-Cooley 
numerical integration (Cooley 1961) as described in Sect. V of Jensen (1988a). 
The index v2 is the bending quantum number for a bent triatomic molecule, and 
K is the rotational quantum number describing the rotation around the z-axis. 

End-ove r -end  Rota t ion .  Finally, we consider a drastically simplified molecule 
which carries out rotation around the molecule fixed x- and y-axes. We assume 
this molecule to be a rigid symmetric top, so that its rotational eigenfunctions 
are the symmetrized symmetric top eigenfunctions I J, K, M, v) defined in Eq. 
(7.1) of Jensen (1983). 

The  Comple t e  Molecule.  We use the products INvibFSym) IV2, K) l J, K, M, T) 
as basis functions for constructing a matrix representation of the rovibrational 
Hanfiltonian /~MORBID for the "complete" molecule. We may label the eigen- 
functions ¢MORBID of this Hamiltonian through an index s together with the 
good quantum numbers J, M, and Fr,, where M5 is the projection of the total 
angular momentum on the space-fixed Z-axis and F~ is the symmetry of the 
wavefunction, and we approximate such a function as 

eMORBID --~ 18; J, M, Fry) 

--- E c~;fi£~&{2,K[NvibI~sym)lv2, K)[J,K,M, T). 
Nvlb ,/'Sym,v2,K 

(17) 

By diagonalizing the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian, we can determine 
its eigenvalues (which, in the approximation adopted here, are the rotation- 

(s'J M r ~) vibration energies) and the expansion coefficients Cyvib,rs,m,~,K . . . .  defining the 
rotation-vibration wavefunction in Eq. (17). 
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2.5 Intensity calculations 

With the rotation-vibration wavefunctions given by Eq. (17) we can calcu- 
late the intensities of absorption transitions between rotation-vibration states. 
If we consider molecules in thermal equilibrium at an absolute temperature 
T, the integrated absorption coefficient for a transition from an initial state 
Isi; Ji, Mi, Fry(i)) to a final s t a t e  ] s f ;  Jf, My, !Pry(i)) is given by (Smith et al. 
1985) 

I ( f  *-- i) = 87r3 NAg'~wif exp(-Ei/kT)[1 - 3hcQ exp(-hc~if /kT)]s( f  ~- i) (18) 

where NA is Avogadro's number, g~  is the nuclear spin statistical weight, wif is 
the wavenumber of the transition (in cm-1), Ei is the energy of the initial state, 
k is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's constant, c is the vacuum velocity of 
light and the partition function Q is given by 

Q = y~ g~ exp(-E~/kT).  (19) 
t0 

In Eq. (19), Ew is the energy and g~ the total degeneracy of the state w and 
the summation extends over all such states of the molecule. The line strength 
S( f  +- i) of an electric dipole transition is defined as 

S ( f ~ i ) =  ~ Z ](sf;J1'M]'Frv(/)l#AlSi;Ji'Mi'F~v(i))l 2 (20) 
A=X,Y,Z  M~,M 1 

where #A is the component of the electronically averaged molecular dipole mo- 
ment operator along the A axis (A = X, Y, or Z) of the space fixed coordinate 
system and Mi and M] are the rotational M quantum numbers (quantizing the 
Z component of the total angular momentum) of the initial and final states, 
respectively. 

As described by Jensen (1988c), the MORBID program can calculate the 
linestrengths given by Eq. (20) on the basis of the wavefunctions from Eq. (17) 
and the electronically averaged dipole moment surfaces of the molecule. The 
dipole moment functions are chosen as follows: A pq axis system is defined for 
the triatornic molecule. This axis system has its origin at the nuclear center of 
mass and the p and q axes are in the plane defined by the three nuclei. For an 
unsymmetrical ABC molecule, the p axis is parallel to the bond between nucleus 
2 and nucleus 3 and points so that  the p coordinate of nucleus 1 is negative. The q 
axis is perpendicular to the p axis and points so that  the q coordinate of nucleus 
1 is positive. For a symmetical ABA molecule, the q axis is the bisector of the 
ang l e / (ABA)  and points so that  the two A nuclei have positive q-coordinates. 
The p axis is perpendicular to the q axis and points so that  the p coordinate of 
nucleus 3 is positive. The dipole moment component along the p axis, ~(P), is 
expanded as: 

 (p)(nr12, nr32, = + 
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j<k j<_k<m 

j<k<m<n 

where all of the indices j ,  k, m, and n assume the values 1 or 3 and 

(21) 

N 

- = ( c o s  - cos )'. ( 2 2 )  #j k... (P) . P~ 
i=O 

The function #~P)(b) has N = 8, #JP)(fi) has N = 4, p~P)(tS) has N = 3, #J~)(/3) 

has N = 2, and # ? k ) .  (/5) has N = 1. 

The dipole moment component along the q axis, p(q), is represented by 

~(q)(ZJrl2, z~r32, p) : sin t5 [#~q)(/~) + ~ #Jq)(~)Arj2 
J 

j<<_k j<k<rn 

+ ( 2 3 )  
j<k<m<n 

Again, all of the indices j ,  k, m, and n assume the values 1 or 3. The equations 
for the (q) - #j km...(P) functions are obtained when p is replaced by q in Eq. (22). 

The values of the parameters p!i)k, and ~j~...,~(i) in Eqs. (21-23) are obtained 
by fitting the analytical expressions~through ab initio dipole moment values. As 
explained by Jensen (1988c) 

- The dipole moment components along the molecule fixed y and z axes, py 
and #~, can be obtained by rotating the components/3(p) and/~(q). 

- The functions t9 and #z can be transformed into polynomials in the quan- 
tities yk = 1 - exp(--akArk2) [with expansion coefficients depending on the 
bending coordinate p]. 

- The matrix elements of these expansions between vibrational basis functions 
can be straightforwardly calculated using Morse oscillator matrix elements 
from ~pirko et al. (1985). 

- On the basis of the vibrational matrix elements of/Jy and #~ and the expan- 
C(S ;J,M,F~) sion coefficients Nvlb,rSym,v2,K from Eq. (17), the line strength S ( f  ~-- i) for 

an individual rotation-vibration transition can be obtained from Eq. (55) of 
Jensen (1988c). 

When the linestrengths S ( f  ~- i) have been obtained, the integrated ab- 
sorption coeffients I ( f  *-- i) can be calculated from Eq. (18) if the absorbing 
molecules are in thermal equilibrium. For non-equilibrium situations the calcu- 
lation of I ( f  +-- i) requires detailed knowledge about the population distribution 
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of the molecules under study. In order to allow direct comparison with experi- 
mental results it might be necessary to compute peak absorption coefficients for 
the rotation-vibration transitions. Such calculations require further knowledge 
about the line shape function (i.e., about the broadening effects present in the 
experiment). An example of a calculation of this type is given by Jensen et al. 
(1992). 

3 Appl icat ions  

We give here a brief survey of results from MORBID calculations. 

3.1 H20 

Calculat ions  f rom ab initio data.  Two calculations of the rotation-vibration 
energies of the water molecule have been carried out (Jensen 1988b,1988d) on 
the basis of ab initio potential energy surfaces from Kraemer et al. (1982) and 
Bartlett et al. (1987), respectively. 

F i t t e d  po ten t ia l  energy  surfaces. The parameters of Eqs. (5-9) have been 
optimized (Jensen 1989a) through a least squares fitting to an extensive set 
of rotation-vibration energy spacings for H2160 and its isotopic species. These 
input data consisted of 550 experimental energy separations involving rotation- 
vibration energy levels with J < 2 in 103 vibrational states [with energies up 
to 19 000 cm -1 above the (0,0,~ state] belonging to the six isotopic molecules 
H2160, D2160, HD160, H2170, tt21sO, and T2160. In the fitting 19 parameters 
were varied, and the standard deviation was 0.63 cm -1. In a careful compari- 
son between four potential energy surfaces for water available in the literature 
(Jensen 1989a; Carter & Handy 1987; Halonen ~ Carrington 1988; Kauppi & 
Halonen 1990) Fernley et al. (1991) found the MORBID potential (Jensen 1989a) 
to be the most accurate surface currently available for the water molecule. This 
potential has also been used for calculations of water energies by Wattson ~z 
Rothman (1992) and by Choi & Light (1992). On the basis of the MORBID po- 
tential energy surface and dipole moment surfaces calculated ab initio, Jergensen 
and Jensen (1993) have recently carried out an extensive calculation of the vi- 
brational transition moments for water, which they intend to use as input for an 
accurate calculation of the absorption coefficient as a function of wavenumber. 
A new refined potential for H20 based on experimental data involving J < 10 
is presently being fitted with the MORBID program (Jensen ~ Tyuterev 1993). 

3.2 CH~ 

Calculat ions  f rom ab initio data.  Ab initio calculations of the rotation- 
vibration energies in the vibrational ground state .X3B1 of the methylene radical 
CH2 have been carried out by Jensen (1988a) (who used a potential energy sur- 
face calculated by McLean et al. (1987)) and by Comeau et al. (1989), who also 
did calculations for the first excited electronic state (5"1A1). 
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F i t t ed  po ten t ia l  energy surfaces. Jensen & Bunker (1988) have fitted the 
potential energy surfaces for the X3B1 and ~1A1 electronic states of CH2. For 
the )~3B1 state, they used all extant rotation-vibration data as input for the 
fitting, whereas only the J = 0 data for the ~1A1 state were fitted. On the basis 
of the fitted potential energy surfaces, the stretching fundamental energies of 
.~3B 1 12CH2 were predicted at E(~I) = 2992 cm -1 and E(u3) = 3213 cm -1. By 
combining the results of the MORBID fittings with experimental data for the 

and ~ states Jensen & Bunker (1988) obtained the energy splitting between 
the vibrational ground states of these two electronic states as To (~1A1) = 3147 
cm -1 (8.998 kcal/mol) and the splitting between the equilibrium energies of the 
two states as Te (~1A1) = 3223 cm -1 (9.215 kcal/mol) for 12CH~. 

3.3 C 3 

Calculat ions f rom ab initio data.  The rotation-vibration energy spectrum 
of C3 in the electronic ground state have been calculated by Jensen & Kraemer 
(1988a) on the basis of an ab initio potential energy surface by Kraemer et al. 
(1984). Recently, more extensive ab initio calculations have been carried out by 
Jensen et al. (1992). These authors also considered the intensities of the allowed 
u2 and ua fundamental bands of 12C3 and showed that their theoretical transition 
moments were in keeping with recent experimental observations (Schmuttemnaer 
et al. 1990). 

F i t t ed  po ten t ia l  energy surfaces. Jensen (1989b) fitted a very limited set 
of rovibrational data for 12C3 and obtained a potential energy function with a 
small barrier to linearity (16.5 cm-1). This agreed well with the ab initio results 
by Kraemer et al. (1984) and apparently supported suggestions by Matsumura et 
al. (1988) who argued on experimental grounds that C3 might be slightly bent. 
A recent fit to a more extended data set by Jensen et al. (1992), however, yields 
a potential energy surface with a linear equilibrium geometry, in agreement with 
the ab initio calculation by these authors. 

3.4 H~Se 

Jensen &: Kozin (1993) have fitted a potential energy surface for the electronic 
ground state of hydrogen selenide H2Se. On the basis of this potential energy 
function, the rovibrational energy structure in the vibrational ground state 
(Jensen &; Kozin 1993) and in the fundamental vibrational states (Kozin ~z 
Jensen 1993) has been calculated. In all the vibrational states studied, it was 
found that four-fold energy clusters (i.e., four-member groups of nearly degen- 
erate energies) form at high rotational excitation. This effect has been experi- 
mentally verified for the vibrational ground state of H2S°Se (Kozin et al. 1992a, 
1992b, 1993). 
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3.5 O t h e r  molecu les  

Other molecules for which MORBID calculations have been carried out include 
NH + (Jensen et al. 1987; Barclay et al. 1993), HOC + (Jensen &; Kraemer 1988a), 
CCN + and CNC + (Jensen &; Kraemer 1988b), LiOH (Bunker et al. 1989), NH2 
(Jensen et al. 1990), H2F + (Bunker et al. 1990), HNC + (Kraemer et al. 1992), 
Si;C (Barone et al. 1992), HO2 (Bunker et al. 1992), and HNSi (Chong et al. 
1993). 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In modeling the opacity of astronomical objects, such as stellar atmospheres, the 
most important  transitions are those with absorbance 1 = a L  ,-~ 1, where a is 
the absorption coefficient of the atmosphere and L is the pathlength that  light 
travels in leaving the atmosphere. Transitions with much smaller absorbance are 
not important ,  while those with much larger absorbance are effectively opaque. 
The relevant absorption lengths L are typically orders of magnitude larger than 
can be realized in the laboratory, and thus obtaining the needed laboratory data  
is a significant experimental challenge. This volume contains several examples 
of the power of modern ab initio methods to predict spectra of simple triatomic 
molecules, such as H20,  but it is still necessary to at least calibrate the pre- 
dictions against laboratory bands of similar oscillator strength. The theoretical 
t reatment  of molecules with four or more atoms lags far behind the theoretical 
t reatment  of triatomics and present experimental capabilities. 

The absorption coefficient c~ can be decomposed into a product  

o~ = N0~2(A) (1) 

where No is the number density (in atoms or molecules per cm 3) and c~2(A) is 
the absorption cross section. At pressures low enough to ignore pressure broad- 
ening, e2 (A) is a function of only the species responsible for the absorption and 
the temperature,  and is proportional to the molecular transition dipole moment  
squared. The absorbance of a transition can be small either because of a small 
number density or a small cross section. Low number density is typically caused 
by either an unstable or refractory material, or because the molecule in question 
contains elements of low abundance. Modern chemical physics offers many meth- 
ods for dealing with these problems, such as electric discharge (see Lovas et al. 
1992, for example) or laser oblation sources (Powers et al. 1982) to produce radi- 
cals or small clusters. Sensitive indirect spectroscopic detection methods, such as 

1 The absorbauce is defined as in T where T is the transmission of the atmosphere at a 
particular wavelength A. The absorption coefficient is the absorbance per unit length. 
The extinction is defined as log10 T and thus is proportional to the absorbance. 
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laser induced fluorescence 2 or resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization a allow 
spectroscopic detection of as little as 10 = molecules/cma/quantum state in fa- 
vorable cases (Fairbanks et al. 1975). While it is hard to combine these methods 
with high temperatures, because of thermal radiation and ionization, they are 
important spectroscopic methods that provide a wide range of data important 
in astrophysics. 

Much harder to overcome is limitation imposed by intrinsically weak tran- 
sitions. The most important of these are high overtone vibrational transitions. 
The standard harmonic oscillator approximation predicts that l!ght can only 
change vibrational modes by 4-1 quanta, and this leads to intense absorption in 
the IR for all but homonuclear diatomic molecules. Molecules are not, in fact, 
harmonic oscillators, and real molecules have overtone transitions that change 
the excitation of vibrational modes by 2, 3, or more quanta, as well as combina- 
tion bands where two or more modes are simultaneously excited. For hydrogen 
containing molecules, transitions to levels with between 5 and 8 quanta of the 
X-It stretching excitation fall in the visible and have been known for many years. 
See the text by tterzberg (1945) for a compilation of the early work. These tran- 
sitions, however, have cross sections only 10-5-10 -s  as large as the allowed IR 
fundamentals (Burberry et al. 1979). Such weak transitions are important in the 
calculation of the opacity of both oxygen-rich and carbon-rich stars, since the 
long column density of species such as I-I~O, ttCN, and C2H2 give even these 
weak overtone transitions appreciable absorbance. The many weak lines fill in 
the spectral windows between the strong lines, and in this way effectively block 
the stellar light flux. 

In this chapter, we will attempt to briefly review the methods that have 
been used to detect weak overtone transitions. These include absorption mea- 
surements in traditional long pathlength cells, photoacoustic spectroscopy, and 
intracavity loss spectroscopy. We will then describe a new method of high sen- 
sitivity and flexibility, ring-down cavity spectroscopy. This method was first in- 
troduced by O'Keefe & Deacon (1988) and has been further developed in our 
laboratory and used for the study of extremely weak overtone bands of HCN 
(Romanini & Lehmann 1993). 

2 T r a d i t i o n a l  L o n g - p a t h  S p e c t r o s c o p y  

The traditional approach to increasing the absorbance pathlength is to use a 
multipass cell to fold the light path many times through the cell. The most 
important design is that first reported by White (1942), based upon three mir- 
rors, though many modification on this design have been published (Welsh et 

2 In laser induced fluorescence, molecular absorption of laser radiation is detected by 
monitoring emission at right angles to the laser beam. 

a In resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization, one monitors absorption via detection 
of ions produced by selective photoionization from an excited electronic state. 
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al. 1951). A key feature of all these designs is the use of low F number  4 optics 
and a placement of the mirrors at a separation that  is on the edge between a 
stable and unstable optical cavity. 5 This results in a refocusing to a constant  
spot size on each round trip through the cell, and a running line of spots on 
one mirror. The pathlength is adjusted by changing the number  of spots tha t  
fall on this mirror. Large mirrors are needed to keep the light throughput  high 
when such a cell is used with incoherent sources, but also to give ample space 
to resolve the spots used for coupling the light into and out of the cell. The 
m a x i m u m  number  of traversals of the cell is limited by both  the reflectivity of 
the mirrors and by the need to physically separate the spots. Pract ical  limits 
have been on the order of a few hundred passes of the cell, which translates to 
a m a x i m u m  pathlength on the order of 0.5 km for cells of a few meters  physical 
length (Smith et al. 1986). Special, very large cells have been constructed tha t  
allow pathlengths of several km to be reached (Giver 1978), but  these are quite 
expensive and difficult to control in temperature .  Because they are not stable 
optical cavities, density gradients and turbulence caused by convective flow can 
easily destroy the optical beam quality and lead to substantial  noise on the op- 
tical transmission. This is particularly a problem when the cells are used with 
Fourier Transform instruments,  but also limits the sensitivity when used with 
coherent sources. 

In recent years, novel cell designs based upon off-axis coupling into a mar-  
ginally stable, near concentric optical cavity have been used, and are known as 
Herriott  Cells (Herriott  et al. 1964). Light enters and leaves the cell through a 
single hole in one of the two mirrors. Unless the input light is carefully mode 
matched,  the spot size changes on each round trip, but it returns to its original 
size when it once again passes through the coupling hole. The stable optical 
cavity makes the cell less sensitive to both mechanical vibration and convection 
than  a White type cell. One minor drawback is that  the pathlength is varied by 
scanning the physical separation of the two mirrors and this can be somewhat  
difficult in vacuum. The effective F number of a Herriott  cell is much greater 
than  a White cell, and thus they are not as efficient for incoherent sources, 
but for laser sources they are much superior. Like White cells, the m a x i m u m  
pathlength is limited by both the finite reflectivity of the large mirrors required 

4 The F number is the ratio of the focal length to the limiting aperture of an opticM 
system. The light throughput of such a system is proportional to 1/F 2. 

5 There is not enough room in this chapter to adequately review the theory of optical 
cavities. See the book by Yariv (1989) for an excellent introduction to this subject. 
For the uninitiated, it is enough to know that both multipass cells and lasers can be 
treated as optical cavities which confine light with a certain loss per pass. Cavities 
are stable or unstable depending on the behaviour of light rays slightly divergent 
from the optical axis of the cavity. These will remain close to the axis if the cavity in 
which they propagate is stable, while in an unstable cavity their distance from the 
axis will diverge exponentially. For a cavity on the edge between stable and unstable, 
the divergence is linear with the number of passes (think to the case of two plane 
parallel mirrors). Light is mode matched into a cavity if the light beam has the right 
size and wavefront to exactly overlap itself on each round trip of the cavity. 
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(the beam attenuation through the cell is proportional to the mirrors reflectivity 
raised to the power of the number of cell traversals) and by the requirement that  
at each round trip the beam forms a distinct, spatially resolved spot on one of 
the mirrors. For cells of practical size, these limit the total pathlengths to one 
the order of 1 km or less. 

3 P h o t o a c o u s t i c  S p e c t r o s c o p y  

Photoacoustic or optoacoustic spectroscopy monitors absorption by its effect 
on the sample and thus is an indirect detection method such as laser induced 
fluorescence. Following absorption of laser light, molecules collisionally relax, re- 
leasing heat which increases the local temperature. This local temperature rise 
leads to expansion, followed by contraction as the heat energy is dissipated. Thus 
chopping of a laser beam at an acoustical frequency (.~ 1 kHz), will produce a 
synchronous sound wave which can be detected by a microphone. Photoacoustic 
cells are built to minimize sound waves produced by window absorption and may 
include a resonant inner section which allow the formation of acoustic standing 
waves at the laser chopping frequency. Microphones are extremely sensitive and, 
with this careful cell design, allow one can detect on the order of 10 -s  W / c m  
of deposited energy (Kritchman et al. ]978). Since one measures the deposited 
energy, the signal (and thus sensitivity) increases linearly with average laser 
power. Thus photoacoustic spectroscopy is typically done with the sample cell 
inside the optical cavity of a 100% amplitude modulated, continuous wave laser 
to maximize the signal strength. A minimum noise equivalent absorption coef- 
ficient of 4 • 10-1°cm -1 has been obtained in this way (Davidsson et al. 1990). 
Efficient conversion of the heat to acoustic energy requires pressures of at least 
10-100 tort, but this can be made up principally of buffer gas when the sample 
vapor pressure is too low. 

The principal advantage of photoacoustic spectroscopy is its extreme sensi- 
tivity, the highest so far obtained for species that do not fluoresce. A number of 
drawbacks of photoacoustic spectroscopy are: (1) One must have a quiet acoustic 
environment; thus use of an electric discharge or rapid flow of the sample leads 
to a substantial increase in noise. (2) The sample is exposed to high average 
light flux, which can lead to photochemistry in some situations. (3) One needs a 
high average power continuous wave laser source, which is higher in cost and has 
less wavelength flexibility than pulsed laser sources (which are easily frequency 
doubled in nonlinear crystals and shifted by stimulated Raman scattering into 
the UV and near IR respectively (Yariv 1989)). (4) The indirect nature of the 
detection results makes determination of absolute absorption strengths difficult. 
The only practical way to calibrate the strength of the acoustic signal is to use a 
mixture of a gas which has some transition whose cross section is already known 
along with the gas of interest. Even with such calibration, uncertainties on the 
order of 20% have remained (Smith et al. 1987). 
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4 I n t r a c a v i t y  l o s s  a b s o r p t i o n  s p e c t r o s c o p y  ( I C L A S )  

When a laser with a large gain bandwidth 6 (such as a dye laser 7 ) is switched 
on, light intensity builds up from spontaneous emission. At first, the spectrum 
matches the gain bandwidth of the laser, but then begins to shift and narrow 
due to gain narrowing and then mode competition, s If the laser contains a weak 
intracavity (i.e. inside the optical cavity) absorber, whose absorption features 
are narrow compared to the laser bandwidth, then as the time during which the 
laser has been pumped (tg) increases, narrow "holes" are eaten out of the broad 
band laser emission spectrum. It has been established that  for the first 500 #s 
the strength of these holes have an equivalent abs0rbance, A, of 

A = a .  f . c . t g  (2) 

where a is the absorbance coefficient of the gas, f the fraction of the laser cavity 
filled by the absorber (typically --~ 0.5) and c the speed of light. Thus one has 
an effective pathlength, L~]] given by: 

L~ H = f . c . t g  (3) 

which can be up to a maximum of -,~ 100 km. Beyond this generation time tg, 
mechanical vibrations and other sources of dephasing cause the depth of the 
absorption features to no longer follow a simple Lambert-Beer 's  law (Stoeckel 
& Atkinson 1985). Timing is achieved by the use of acousto-optic modulators 
on the pump and output  of the laser, and the laser output  is dispersed on a 
large spectrograph with an array detector. Using this technique, it is possible 
to measure spectroscopic features with an absorption coefficient as low as a few 
times 10-Scm -1 (Stoeckel et al. 1982). 

The sensitivity of this method is not quite as high as photoacoustic spec- 
troscopy, but is much higher than that obtained with traditional long path cells. 
As long as one is careful to remain in the early time region, the absorption coeffi- 
cient, and thus the cross section (assuming one knows the gas density and cavity 
fill factor), can be extracted from the optical depth of the observed absorption 
features. Because of the pulsed nature of the experiment, and the near thresh- 
old operation of the laser, chances for inadvertent photochemistry are reduced 
compared to intracavity photoacoustic spectroscopy. The chief disadvantages are 
that  this method requires complex instrumentation. One must use a custom de- 
signed continuous wave dye laser that has been carefully designed to remove all 
sources of stray interference which can lead to narrow bandwidth spikes on the 
laser output  spectrum. In order to achieve Doppler limited resolution, one must 
use a spectrograph of extremely high ( ,~ 106) dispersion, which is an expensive 
piece of custom instrumentation. 

6 The gain bandwidth is the spectral region over which a laser has net gain on each 
round trip. 

r A dye laser uses a solution of an organic dye that is optically pumped by another 
laser to produce gain. The principal advantage of these lasers is that they can be 
tuned over a broad spectral region. 

8 These phenomena are discussed in the text by Yariv (1989). 
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5 Ring-Down Cavity spectroscopy 

Ring down cavity spectroscopy is based upon a simple idea which has become 
practical due to recent advances in reducing loss in dielectric mirrors. A ring 
down cavity is made from two highly reflective, concave mirrors aligned as a 
stable, low loss optical cavity ( i.e. the separation less than twice the radius of 
curvature). In our own work, radii of 1-2 m and separation L = 1.5-3 m are 
typical. It is now possible to purchase at low cost (--~ $100 each) small mirrors 
with reflectivity R > 99.99% over a range of some 60 mn anywhere in the visible, 
and mirrors with 1%=99.9998% have been reported near 840 nm (Rempe et al. 
1992). Light from a conventional pulsed dye laser is coupled into the ring down 
cavity through one end. If the length of the laser pulse is less than the round 
trip time of the cavity ( 2 L / c  = 10 - 20 nsec), then there can be no interference 
and a small but stable fraction of the incident light ( -,~ 10 -5) enters the cavity. 
For a typical input pulse energy of a modest 1 mJ, this corresponds to ,-~ 3.10 l° 
photons. These photons are trapped between the high reflectivity mirrors and 
slowly decay due to the combined loss of the mirrors and any molecular absorber 
located between the mirrors. The empty cell has a decay time ~- = L / c ( 1  - R ) .  

On each round trip, something like 10 -5 of the intracavity light intensity is 
transmitted through the back mirror and is detected by a photomultiplier tube 
(PMT). With the time constant of the PMT set long compared to the round trip 
time, its output current follows a smooth exponential decay. O'Keefe & Deacon 
(1988) digitized this complete curve and did a least squares fit to extract the 
decay rate. In our own work (Romanini & Lehmann 1993), we have found that  
a much simpler system of a double gated integrator, which averages the light 
intensity in two time windows separated by A t  ,,~ 27-, works essentially as well. 
The gated integrator output, S, is proportional to the in of the ratio of the signals 
in each of the two windows, which is given by: 

S = l n  [ 4 ]  _ A t  Leerc~ (4) 
tDJ T 

where 7- is the empty cavity decay time given above, Leer = c a t  is the effective 
cavity length (how far the light traveled between the two times that the gated 
integrator samples the light intensity leaving the ring down cavity) and a is the 
absorption coefficient of the gas in the cell. In our work with • = 570 - 435 nm, 
we have achieved effective pathlengths as large as 60 kin, near the maximum 
attained by the ICLAS method. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus 
used. Since the signal is the In of the ratio of the light intensity at early and 
late times, shot-to-shot fluctuations in the laser intensity are normalized out. In 
practice we have achieved noise levels of about 0.005 (2c~s), which corresponds 
to a noise equivalent absorption coefficient of --~ 8 - 10-1°cm -1. This is already 
quite competitive with the best that has ever been achieved by photoacoustic 
spectroscopy, and significantly better than the claimed sensitivity of ICLAS. We 
have estimated that with mirrors of 1 ppm loss, such as has been reported by 
Rempe et al. (1992), a pathlength of 4000 km and noise equivalent absorption 
coefficient on the order of 10-12cm -1 should be attainable, which is orders of 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus. The ASE filter is a stimulated Bril- 
louin scattering cell for filtering the dye laser output of residual amplified spontaneous 
emission. The HeNe laser is used for rapid alignment of the Ring-Down cavity. Figure 
taken from Romanini ~ Lehmann (1993). 

magnitude better than has ever been realized in any absorption based detec- 
tion method. At one atmosphere pressure, this corresponds to an absorption 
cross section of 3 • 10 -32 cm2! Since the method is based upon light traveling 
a known distance through a passive optical cavity, Lambert-Beer's law should 
hold quantitatively for all pathlengths, and thus the method provides a direct 
determination of the optical extinction coefficient at a known pathlength. 

Compared with the other methods which we have discussed above, the ring 
down cavity spectroscopy is the simplest and least expensive to implement. It 
is also the most flexible. It is important to point out that  the optics used are 
of such high reflectivity and modest cost because they are of small size; the 
coated surfaces are less than 1 cm in diameter. It is also possible to combine 
this method with pulsed molecular beam sources (O'Keefe et al. 1990), or with 
transient species produced in a discharge. The method samples only a narrow 
pencil of the sample, with a cross section less than 1 mm 2. By putting a furnace 
around the ring down cavity, it should be possible to study high temperature 
species, something that  likely will prove useful for stellar astronomy. Because 
of the use of a stable optical cavity, small deviations of the light beam due 
to density gradients will average out over several round trip, and should not 
contribute to noise as in traditional long pathlength cells. Furthermore, since 
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the cross sectional area of a ring down cell is much less than for a White cell, 
gas turbulence due to convection is much less likely to occur. 

6 H C N  O v e r t o n e  S p e c t r u m  

Using the method of photoacoustic spectroscopy, we had previously investigated 
the spectrum of ttCN for ~ from 700 - 540 nm (Smith et al. 1987), which 
included bands with up to six quanta of CH stretch, as well as combination 
bands of the Ctt and CN stretching modes. The wavelength region was limited 
by the tuning range of a dye laser pumped by a visible Ar + ion laser. Attempts  to 
determine absolute absorption strengths using the photoacoustic naethod proved 
disappointing. We also studied the near-IR spectrum from 1850 - 660 nm by 
using a 6 meter base length White cell (allowing absorption pathlengths up to 
432 m) with the 1-m Fourier transform spectrometer at the McMath National 
Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak (Smith et al. 1989). 

In order to push the HCN measurements to higher energy, and weaker bands, 
we have measured the overtone spectrum of HCN for A = 570 - 430 nm using 
a ring down cavity (Romanini & Lehmann 1993). Figure 2 shows the rotational 
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Fig. 2. The spectrum of the (1,0,6) ~ (0,0,0) overtone band of HCN (100 tort, 
At = 80#s, L = 24 kin). Near the last displayed line of the P-branch is the beginning 
of the (1,0,6) ~ (0,1,0) hot band. Figure taken from Romanini & Lehmann (1993). 

s tructure of one of the observed bands, the (1,0,6) *-- (0,0,0) band at 491.5 am, 
obtained with an effective pathlength of 24 kin. In this wavelength region, we 
have observed and analyzed nine bands of the principal isotopic species (for an 
analysis on this spectrum see Romanini & Lehmann 1993). Table 1 contains a 
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list of the observed band origin and integrated band intensity 9 for each transi- 
tion. Also, for comparison, are listed two predictions for the transit ion intensities. 
Both are calculated from two dimensional variational wavefunctions using the ab 
initio dipole function of Botschwina (1988). The column labeled Botschwina con- 
tain the intensities calculated by Botschwina (1992) using his corrected ab initio 
potential  (Botschwina 1988). These calculations used the CEPA-1 method (cou- 
pled electron pair approximation).  The second column, labeled Car ter -Handy-  
Mills, contains intensities calculated by us, using the recently determined empir- 
ical HCN potential  reported by these authors (Carter  et al. 1993). Overall, the 
agreement between theory and experiment is excellent, especially considering 
the weakness of these bands. For comparison, the CH stretching fundamenta l  of 
t tCN has a strength of 6 x 106 cm/mol  (Smith et al. 1981), nearly l0 s t imes 
larger than  the weakest of the bands we have presently observed (Romanini & 
Lehmann 1993). These measurements  provide a critical test of the accuracy of 
theoretical calculations, which can easily be used to simulate the spec t rum of 
HCN even at temperatures  of stellar atmospheres. As this book was going to 
press, Botschwina (1993) reported new results with a dipole function calculated 
at a higher level of theory, the CCSD(T) method (coupled clusters with single, 
double and an approximate  t reatment  of triple exciations). The vibrational wave- 
functions are unchanged from those he had calculated with his earlier (CEPA-1) 
potential.  The intensities he calculated with this new dipole function are reported 
in the last column of the table, under the heading CCSD(T).  It  is seen tha t  the 
agreement with experiment is substantially improved, with the remaining dif- 

Table  1. Comparison of observed and predicted band intensities of the overtone bands 
of HCN. Observed band origins are accurate to -4-0.03 cm -1 intensities to 4-5%. The 
three theoretical predictions are described in the text. 

Transition Frequency Exp. inten- Botschwina Carter- CCSD(T) 
cm -1 sity cm/mole CEPA Handy-Mills 

105~--000 
006+---000 
205~---000 
116+--010 
106+--000 
007+--000 
305*--000 
206~--000 
107~--000 

17550.42 3.51 4.53 5.4 3.62 
18377.03 2.61 2.88 3.4 2.61 
19528.57 0.58 0.39 0.56 0.52 
20222.27 0.78 
20344.51 0.89 0.69 0.94 0.85 
21116.31 0.55 0.28 0.40 0.37 
21486.77 0.092 0.026 0.052 0.073 
22292.02 0.22 0.092 0.16 0.20 
23047.11 0.24 0.098 0.17 0.20 

9 The integrated band intensity S, given in units of cm/mole, is related to the cross 
section by S = NA f aZ(u)du where NA is the Avogadro constant, u is the frequency 
in wavenumber units (cm -1), and the integral extends over all the rotational lines 
in a given vibrational band. The more common unit of integrated band intensity is 
km/mole = 10 s cm/mole and is used because typical allowed IR fundamentals have 
strength of a few tens to hundreds of km/mole. 
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ferences being in many cases within experimental uncertainties. One can only 
assume that with vibrational wavefunctions calculated using the higher level of 
theory that the accuracy will improve further. 

7 Conclus ions  

We have here reviewed the methods for obtaining spectra of molecules in regions 
of very small cross sections, and compared the established methods with the 
recently developed method of ring-down cavity spectroscopy. The latter method 
has many advantages over the others, and will likely prove to be widely useful 
in obtaining spectra of importance for astrophysics. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

It is really impressive to see the amount of information astrophysicists have been 
able to extract  from the analysis of that  faint glimmering light that  stars send 
to tell us about them. The main piece of this analysis consists in dispersing the 
light to get the spectrum, that is to say intensity versus wavenumbers. From the 
measurements of wavenumbers it is possible to identify the atomic and molecu- 
lar species from comparison with high-resolution laboratory spectroscopic data. 
Once the constituents have been identified, models can be constructed in order to 
simulate the metabolism of circumstellar atmospheres. In such models a crucial 
point  is the abundance of the identified atomic and molecular constituents. 

In principle abundances can be deduced from intensities since intensities are 
proportional to them. But actually intensities are also proportional to some- 
thing that  is often poorly known, sometimes not at all, especially in the case 
of molecules. That  "something" reflects the propensity of a given transition to 
occur: it is the (squared) transition dipole moment (or higher multipole mo- 
ments when necessary) or, in an initiated language, quantities associated with 
this moment called oscillator strengths, Einstein coefficients and excited state 
lifetimes. The purpose of this chapter is to review oscillator strengths and life- 
times for a class of molecules that  are important  in cool stars, the metallic 
oxides and hydrides, a class for which much information remains to be gained 
if one wants to deduce quantitatively reliable values of abundances from inten- 
sities. In the present status of knowledge, it is often necessary to assume more 
or less reasonable values for the unknown oscillator strengths. Certainly we are 
now gratifyingly far from the drastic assumptions of the first determinations of 
stellar abundances in which, in the lack of transition probabili ty data, it was 
assumed as a stopgap that  all transitions of all molecules had equal oscillator 
strengths (Russel 1934). The correct way to proceed requires a knowledge of 
accurate, or at least approximate, values of molecular transition probabilities. 
Unfortunately, as examplified in the following, the situation is still far from being 
yet satisfactory in that  matter.  

The characteristics of stellar light are linked to the well-known theory of the 
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dynamical behaviour of quantum states of material systems. Briefly it can be 
said that  when photons fall on a material medium, gaseous, liquid or solid, they 
can be absorbed, i.e. annihilated, by the molecules in this medium if they are 
resonant with one of the numerous rovibronic transitions between an initially 
populated state i (for instance the ground state) and an excited (discrete or 
not) state j of the molecules. To allow for energy conservation, the absorption 
of optical radiation is accompanied by the promotion of the molecule into this 
excited state j: 

M(i)  + h c vii ~ M* (j) (1) 

where lzij is the wavenumber of the i-j transition. 
Once the molecule is in the excited state j, three kinds of processes can 

induce the depopulation of this state. The first one is stimulated emission that  
is usually small in the visible under LTE conditions. As it is described by the 
same radiative quantities as absorption, it need not be considered further. The 
second one is spontaneous emission towards any accessible i ~ level (among which 
the i level) lying lower than the excited state j, with emission of a resonant 
photon according to: 

i * ( j )  -~ M( i  ~) + hcui,j  (2) 

The third de-excitation process is non-radiative decay, a denomination that  
in fact covers many depopulation mechanisms, internal mechanisms, such as dis- 
sociation, predissociation, autoionisation, or external mechanisms, i.e. involving 
other molecules, such as collisional transfer or quenching. 

2 Radiative Properties: Definitions 

The absorption and emission processes are most interesting to astrophysicists: 
since direct measurements of stellar properties in the stellar environment are ob- 
viously out of the question, practically all the information collected about stars 
has been provided by achieving spectral analysis of the absorption by photo- 
spheres of the continuum emitted by the stellar cores and, to a somewhat lesser 
extent, of the re-emission of light by these absorbing photospheres. 

An absolute intensity is defined as the energy flux emitted per second in 
emission and as the decrease in the energy flux per second in absorption. It is 
proportional to the density number of the emitting or absorbing species, to the 
energy hct, of the emitted or absorbed photons and to the transition probability 
of the process. 

As said above, transition probabilities and, as a consequence, absolute in- 
tensities of radiative effects are governed by the value of a central quantity: the 
square of the transition moment. Since the vast majority of the transitions of 
interest are dipole-allowed ones we restrict the discussion to the dipole transition 
moment between states i and j. It is defined as: 

#ij =< i[ E q~r--~lJ > (3) 
Cf 
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where the summation runs Over all the charges q~ of the system at positions 
r--~ and li > and IJ > are two rovibronic states. Extension to higher multipole 
radiation is straightforward though somewhat cumbersome. 

Now it often happens that  the electronic part of the wavefunetion can be 
separated from the nuclear (rotational and vibrational) part. This is known as 
the Born-Oppenheimer (B.O.) approximation (1927). In the B.O. approximation, 
the rovibronic transition moment is given by: 

#ij =< v"J"[n~(R)]v'J  1 > (4) 

where 7~(R) is the electronic transition dipole moment, a function of the inter- 
nuclear distance; the ~ and " signs refer to the upper and lower electronic states, 
respectively. Moreover, since the rotational part of the wavefunction depends 
only on angles, Pit factorizes into 

= ( 5 )  

in which Sj,j,, is the rotational strength or H6nl-London factor of the transi- 
tion, a simple function of the rotational quantum numbers that  can be handled 
by conventional spherical tensor techniques. The #.,v,, element is the vibronic 
transition moment: 

p,,~,, = <  v" ln~(R) lv '> (6) 

The p~,~,, vibronic transition moment is typical of each transition and is the 
quantity to be focused on in the following. If the T4~(R) electronic transition 
moment is constant or if it varies linearly with R over the region where the 
vibrational wavefunctions are non-negligible, it is possible to simplify further 
the expression of the vibronic moment that  becomes: 

= < v ' l v  1' > (7) 

(r~v') is a particular separation characteristic of the v I, v" couple and called 
their r-centroid (Nicholls 1969); < v~lv" > is the vibrational overlap, the square 
of which is the well-known Franck-Condon factor. This factorization bears the 
name of Franck-Condon approximation. 

In fact, intensities of molecular transitions are seldom characterized by their 
transition moments. Instead of these moments several inter-related quantities are 
introduced depending on whether photon or energy flux is detected and whether 
absorption or emission is considered. Thus for the case of absorption measured 
by a decrease in photon flux the transition rate is given by: 

dNv,/dt = -Bv,,~,u,N~, (8) 

where uv is the differential energy density of the radiation field at wavenumber 
u,,,,,. The decrease in photon flux is expressed in terms of the (vibronic) Einstein 
coefficient in absorption: 

= 1p,, ,,122 2/3h2eoc ( 9 )  
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i.e, numerically, for p in Debye units and u~ in J/(m3cm-1):  

B~,,~,(inJ-lm3cm-ls -1) = 4.056 x 10171#v,v,,[2 (10) 

Note that  B~,,v, is frequency independent. Note also that  for Z ~ / / t r a n s i -  
tions and for them only, tt should be replaced by x/~tt in this formula and each 
time it appears in all others that follow (Whiting et al. 1980). For absorption 
measurements by a decrease in energy flux, the absolute intensity is proportional 
to the first power of the wavenumber and it is currently expressed in terms of 
the absorption oscillator strength fv, ,v,:  

f~,,~, = vv,, , ,  I#~' ,"  [216~r2m~c/3h2e2 

i.e, numerically, for p in Debye units and v in cm -1, 

f~,,v, = 4.703 x lO-7v~,~,,[pv,~,,I 2 

(11) 

(12) 

Note that  f,,,v, is dimensionless. It can be shown from sum rules that  its 
maximum value is unity, a value that would correspond to a "fully allowed" 
transition that leaves nothing for others. 

Alternatively the absorption lineshape can be described in terms of so-called 
absorption cross-sections c%,.,, that lead, when integrated over wavenumbers, to 
the integrated cross-section: 

0 = 

i.e.numerically, 

(13) 

cr°,,v,(in cm 2) = 4.162 x 10-19v~,~,,[#v,v,,] 2 (14) 

The microscopic absorption cross-section o(v) is simply related to the macro- 
scopic absorption coefficient K(v) of the exponential Beer-Lambert law for ab- 
sorption through the density number N,,,: K(v)---N~,,~(v) 

For emission over a single transition, from an excited level down to a lower- 
lying one, it is customary to introduce the spontaneous emission probability in 
photon flux detection as another Einstein coefficient: 

Av,v,, = Vv3,v,, [pv,~,, ]216~r2/3heo (15) 

i.e. numerically, with the above unit conventions (v in cm -1 and # in Debye): 

Av,,,,(in s -1) = 3.137 × 10-7@~,,[#v,v,,[ 2 (16) 

Note the v 3 dependence of A~,,,,. The spontaneous emission absolute inten- 
sity of the C ~ v" transition, i.e. the energy flux emitted per unit volume of 
the source per second on this transition, is therefore proportional to the fourth 
power of the wavenumber: 

I~,,,,(in Wm -3) Nv,hcvv ,~ , ,A~,~ , ,  4 2 2 = = N~,v~, , , ,[ t t~, , , ,[  16~" c /3co  (17) 
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However, the global spontaneous emission from a level v ~ takes place towards 
all the lower-lying v" levels, so that the depopulation rate of this level is a sum 
over all the possible transitions: 

dN,,/dt=-(~A,,~,,)Nv,, (18) 
VII 

It follows that the population of the upper state decreases exponentially with 
a time constant called the radiative lifetime of the excited vibronic level: 

= - 1  ( 1 9 )  
VII 

Thus, in general, measuring the lifetime of an excited level does not lead 
to state-to-state transition moments but instead to a global value. However, 
as discussed later, there may be favourable situations in which rough values of 
transition moments can be extracted from lifetimes. 

Before going further, it should be again recalled that all the constants consid- 
ered above have been defined for u standing for wavenumber, not frequency. As 
a general rule the problem of unities and that of statistical weight factors have 
led for long to considerable misleading in the problem of conversion between 
band strengths, oscillator strengths, transition probabilities and radiative life- 
times (Nicholls ~z Stewart 1962; Tatum 1967; Schadee 1967, 1971, 1978; Brown 
et al. 1976; Kuzmenko et al. 1979; Kuznetsova et al. 1974, 1980; Whiting 1972; 
Whiting ~: Nicholls 1974). Today this problemis definitely overcome since the 
recommendations given in the central paper by Whiting et al. (1980) seem to 
have been universally adopted, including for radiative lifetimes (Larsson 1983). 
The reader should refer to the latter two papers for details. 

3 E f f e c t s  o f  P e r t u r b a t i o n s  a n d  P r e d i s s o c i a t i o n s  

When the Born-Oppenheimer model holds, i.e when electronic states are iso- 
lated from each others, all the rovibronic levels of a given electronic state have 
nearly identical lifetimes and all oscillator strengths between rovibronic levels of 
two electronic states follow regular laws: they differ because of different Franck- 
Condon factors but they correspond to the same (R) electronic transition mo- 
ment. This is not always so simple, however, and defects to the B.O. approxi- 
mation frequently appear. In such cases, the actual vibronic state j becomes a 
mixing of two (or more) quasi-degenerate B.O. states. The coupling that can 
induce such a mixing may have various origins: for example, kinetic, spin-orbit, 
Coriolis, or hyperfine interactions. This effect bears the generic name of per- 
turbation. Perturbations are reviewed in full details in an excellent book by 
Lefebvre-Brion &: Field (1986). The name of perturbation is more specifically 
reserved to the interaction of a bound, state with another bound state. For a 
bound state perturbed by a free state of the continuum, one usually speaks of 
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predissociation when the bound level lies above the dissociation limit of a lower- 
lying electronic state, or of preionisation when it lies above the ionisation limit 
of the molecule. 

A bound-bound perturbation is experimentally observed as both shifts in 
the positions of spectroscopic lines and drastic changes in the line intensities 
and lifetimes compared to some regular evolutions that would be observed in 
the absence of the perturber. We are concerned here by intensities and lifetimes 
and from this point of view two cases may be distinguished according to the 
radiative nature of the perturber. If the perturber is a metastable state Im >, 
i.e. a state that  cannot radiate towards lower states in the B.O. approximation 
because its transition moment towards these states is zero, the squared transition 
moment  of the IJ > perturbed state to the li > state becomes: 

[ < jpertl#li  > [2 = [{a < jl  + (1--  a2)l/2 < m[}lpli  > [2 = a2l#ij[2 (20) 

Since the a coefficient is smaller than unity, the oscillator strengths and 
the Einstein coefficients of the transition are reduced by a factor a 2. In the 
same way, assuming a single electronic channel depopulation, that to state i, 
the lifetime of the j level is lengthened by a factor 1 /a  2 while the perturber,  
which had normally an "infinite" radiative lifetime, becomes able to radiate. To 
summarize, perturbation of a vibronie level j by a metastable state produces an 
intensity borrowing and an increase of lifetime. 

Now, if the perturber,  denoted ]r >, is also a radiative state (unperturbed 
lifetime r~),the (squared) transition moment to state i is: 

I < JP~tt#[i > 12 = I c~ < Jl#[ i > +(1 - 0~2) 1/2 < rl~li > 12 

= a2lpij]2 + (1 - c~ ) l~ r i l  2 + 2a(1 - a2)pjip~i (21) 

The last term can be positive or negative. This gives rise to an interesting 
quantum interference effect: for a rotational level that is not in general that  for 
which the perturbation lineshift is maximum (except when I#jil = ]p~il) there 
is a complete extinction of the line and correlatively an enhancement of the 
other component: the quantum interference effect results in a complete transfer 
of intensity. 

Let us now consider briefly bound-free perturbations, more precisely let us 
consider predissociation. In this case the bound B.O. level is quasi-degenerate 
with the dissociation continuum of another electronic state. This occurs for in- 
stance when the potential curve of the bound state is crossed by a dissociative 
potential  curve or sometimes when a bound level lies higher than the dissociation 
continuum of another stable electronic state. When the two electronic states are 
coupled by some perturbation element H, the quasi-bound state contains in its 
wavefunction a more or less pronounced dissociative character. The net effect of 
this is to widen the corresponding lines in absorption as a consequence of the 
time-energy Heisenberg relation and to induce disappearance of the expected 
lines in emission. 
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Concerning the dynamics of the process, the effect of a predissociation is to 
add a non-radiative rate constant in the rate equation for the perturbed state: 

dN/U = -(k~ + knr)dt (22) 

which leads to:  

N(t) = Noezp[-(kr + knr)t] (23) 

The perturbed lifetime is given by: 

1/~-,~o~ , = 1/~- r + 1/~-. ~ (24) 

with 1/T.~ deduced from the Fermi golden rule: 

l / r . r  = 4=2/hlH 121 < vlxE > 12 (25) 

From this, the effect of predissociation is seen to decrease the lifetime of the 
perturbed state. 

4 M e t h o d s  

There are essentially three classes of methods that can be used to determine 
oscillator strengths in laboratory. Two of them are experimental methods and 
relate to absolute intensity measurements and to time-resolved spectroscopy, re- 
spectively. The third one consists in ab initio calculations of transition moments. 

In the absolute intensity measurement method, the wavenumber-integrated 
absorption coefficient is computed from the equivalent width (Davis et al. 1986) 
deduced from the exponential (Beer-Lambert law) decrease in the incident flux 
over a path-length of absorbing gas. The difficulty arises in the passage from 
the macroscopic data to the microscopic ones. This requires to use the number 
density in the medium, an information that is in general poorly known for metal 
compounds that are difficultly volatile; indeed the uncertainty may sometimes 
turn on several orders of magnitude. Another way to proceed is to use, when 
possible, another known absolute transition probability of the same molecule as 
a mean for calibration. In spite of these difficulties the intensity method, when 
it can be worked out, is quite interesting because it yields directly individual 
level-to-level oscillator strengths. 

The second method for determining oscillator strengths consists in attempt- 
ing to extract them from lifetime measurements. The simplest method for mea- 
suring lifetimes is to compute them from the exponential decay of emission after 
fast removal of the pulsed dye-laser excitation. The advantage of this pulse-decay 
method is that it provides directly lifetimes without need for other data. An- 

other  way for probing the decay of the population of a state is to photoionize 
this state and to detect the decay of the number of ejected electrons (Doverstal 
~: Weijnitz 1992). The experiments often involve a supersonic molecular beam, 
a device that displays the advantage of providing practically collision-free con- 
ditions. Another possibility offered by the molecular beam technique is to move 
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the measurement from time to space. Instead of the time constant of the de- 
cay one can measure the length over which molecules continue to emit after the 
excitation point and then divide by the mean velocity of the beam to convert 
this length into a lifetime. This method is especially suitable for long lifetimes 
since these correspond to significant lengths. Lifetime measurements can also be 
carried out in a simple cell at moderately high pressure (a few torrs). However it 
is then necessary to extrapolate the measured lifetimes to zero-pressure in order 
to eliminate the non-radiative part of the lifetime due to collisions. The lifetime 
measurement method has had a lot of variants. Among the most original ones, 
let us quote the recent lifetime measurements of Hikmet et al. (1992) on copper 
halide excited states up to high vibrational levels formed in reactive collisions of 
metastable copper atoms with halogen compounds. In this experiment the re- 
moval of excitation of the halide is obtained by stopping abruptly its formation 
in the excited state owing to a copper laser that depopulates instantaneously 
the metastable atomic copper state through stimulated emission. 

In time-resolved spectroscopy the main problem is to prepare a sufficient con- 
centration of excited molecules. This requires a powerful optical pumping device. 
The method is therefore restricted to the spectral regions where lasers operate 
(though other sources can be used in the UV such as synchrotron radiation [Cas- 
tex et al. 1980]). Because of this, the time-resolved method is frequently called 
laser-induced decay measurements. Other complications may happen that alter 
the interpretation of the recorded results, for instance when multi-exponential 
decays occur due to intense transfers or cascading processes. 

Though time-resolved spectroscopy is the ideal way for determining lifetimes, 
it is not able to yield values of individual state-to-state transition moments and 
oscillator strengths since it results in principle from depopulation over numerous 
vibronic channels. However, in a fairly large number of cases, it may happen that  
one particular electronic depopulation channel is favoured against all others. In 
such a case, the summation is restricted to the vibrational transitions within 
this single electronic channel. Owing to the closure condition on Franck-Condon 
factors, an approximate value of the electronic transition moment 7~ can then 
be obtained assuming that this moment is constant, and furthermore that  all 
the u~,~,, factors can be replaced by the AT~ electronic spectral term difference. 
One has then approximately: 

(26) 

Measuring experimentally 7¥, thus yields a rough value of 7~ 2 that can be 
multiplied by relevant Franck-Condon factors to go back to rough values of the 
Av,~,, vibronic transition probabilities. Note, however, that this is nothing but a 
makeshift, though a useful one because lifetime measurements are often the only 
experimental way to have access to transition moments of metallic compounds, 
seeing the difficulty for doing quantitative absorption spectroscopy with them. 

The last method, and in the author's opinion the most promising one, for 
obtaining oscillator strengths and lifetimes is to determine transition moments 
by means of ab initio calculations (see Langhoff &: Bauschlicher, Mahnqvist, and 
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Peyerimhoff, this volume). Some years ago such a statement would probably have 
been considered as somewhat arrogant. This is no longer so today. Recent state- 
of-the-art ab initio calculations have begun to reach such a level of sophistication 
that they are able to provide reliable determinations of oscillator strengths and 
lifetimes with an accuracy probably comparable to the experimental one, though 
it remains difficult to assess this accuracy a priori (Langhoff &5 Chong 1978). 

The power of the ab-initio approach is threefold. First, it allows to determine 
the form of transition moments over any desired range of internal coordinates 
contrarily to experiment that can only sample a very limited geometry variation. 
Second, it applies to any transition, all the transitions of a molecule if wanted, 
even the least intense ones, whereas experiments either in emission or absorption 
suffer from severe limitations in the number of accessible transitions. Finally, it 
makes possible a fine understanding of the whole spectrum of a molecule, an 
identification of "dark" states that are important in dynamics studies, an in- 
terpretation of the relative role of orbitals, polarisation, and configuration in- 
teraction in the observed intensities. The force of ab initio calculations will be 
thoroughly illustrated below. 

5 R a d i a t i v e  P r o p e r t i e s :  A R e v i e w  o f  D a t a  

The rest of this chapter is devoted to a review, molecule per molecule, of the 
present status of knowledge about oscillator strengths and lifetimes in the metal- 
lic monoxides and monohydrides. It is organized as follows. First the radiative 
properties of all the hydrides are reviewed following the order of the columns of 
the periodic classification, the transition and rare-earth series being put at the 
end. Then the same is done for monoxides. 

5.1 Alkali Monohydrides: LiH~ Nail ,  KH~ CsH 

Lithium monohydride LiH is the lightest molecule containing a metal. This gives 
it a special position that explains the attraction it has exerted on molecularists 
in spite of its little interest for astrophysicists even though this little interest 
probably arises out of certain practical circumstances, namely the fact that its 
electronic transitions lie far away in the ultraviolet. 

Nevertheless the series of papers on LiH (Way &: Stwalley 1973; Stwalley ~5 
Zemke 1976; Stwalley et al. 1977; Stwalley 1977; Zemke ~: Stwalley 1978, 1980; 
Zemke et al. 1978; Vidal ~5 Stwalley 1982, 1984) published between 1973 and 
1984 represents a fine example of the application of the ideas developed above. 
These authors decided to calculate systematically radiative transition probabil- 
ities for the three systems interconnecting the X1Z +, AI~  + and B1/ /s ta tes  of 
LiH. The electronic transition moments T~(R) had already been carefully cal- 
culated by Docken & Hinze (1972) and these ab initio data were used by Zemke 
et al. with minor extrapolations. It should be noted that a recent re-calculation 
of these moments (Gadea 1993) has confirmed the accuracy of Docken's and 
Hinze's work. Then Zemke et al. constructed full potential curves for the three 
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states using spectroscopic data (see Huber & tterzberg 1979) from which they 
deduced all the bound vibrational energy levels as well as their wavefunctions. 
Combining the ab initio data and the experimental potential curves they calcu- 
lated oscillator strengths and transition probabilities between all bound vibronic 
levels. They also calculated lifetimes of each v' level by summing the A~,~,, Ein- 
stein coefficients over all the lower-lying vibrational levels v" including bound 
levels and also (less accurately) free levels from the dissociation continuum of 
the ground state. Thus in the A state the bound-free contribution to the life- 
time, completely negligible at low v I, was found to become predominant for levels 
above vI=17. Zemke et al. also estimated the magnitude of the predissociation 
of the A vibronic levels by the X1S + dissociation continuum and found that it 
was completely negligible in Lig. The results obtained by Zemke et al. are in 
excellent agreement with the experimental determinations of lifetimes by Dagdi- 
gian (1976), Wine & Melton (1976), Brieger et al. (1983) for the A1S + state 
and by Von Moers et al. (1987) for the B1H state. 

For Nail, there are also both theoretical and experimental results. Sachs et 
al. (1975) have carried out ab initio calculations of electronic transition moments 
similar to those of Docken ~z Itinze (1972) on LiH but extended to some triplet- 
triplet transitions in addition to the singlet-singlet ones. They predicted band 
oscillator strengths and Einstein coefficients for the most intense system, the 
A1Z+-X1S + one. Their calculation was later used by Telle (1986) to predict 
lifetimes of the A1Z + vibronic levels of Nail. These semi-theoretical results fit 
well with the experimental measurements carried out by Baltayan et a]. (1976) 
for v' = 3-5,  by Dagdigian (1976) for v'=8, by Brieger et al. (1981, 1983) for v' = 
12-15, and still higher by Nedelec & Giroud (1983) except for the anomalously 
long lifetime found for the highest level reached in this last study (v~=21) that 
was attributed to potential curve crossing at long internuclear distance. 

Very few results exist for KH. Its fluorescence was observed by dye-laser 
excitation by Cruse & Zare (1974), Ihle & Wu (1974), and Ennen & Ottinger 
(1975), but with so high a pressure that relaxation was more rapid than the 
laser pulse decay. Using a heat-pipe oven, Giroud & Nedelec (1982) were able 
to measure the lifetime of the A1Z + state of KH. For the highest vibrational 
level they pointed out a sudden decrease of the lifetime at the opposite of their 
finding for NatI (Nedelec L: Giroud 1983). 

Such a sudden decrease of the lifetime appears also in CsH and this even in 
fairly low vibrational levels of the AI~  + state (as low as v'=12). This was clearly 
reported by Ferray et al. (1984) after the first measurements by Tam ~z Happer 
(1976) and Hsie et al. (1978) on this molecule. In fact the measured lifetime falls 
at an approximately constant value that is just equal to the lifetime of the cesium 
atomic state corresponding to the dissociation. This strongly suggests that this 
effect is due to predissociation of the highest vibrational levels of CsH (A 1Z +) by 
the continuum of the ground state. This effect, unobserved in the light LiH and 
Nail hydrides and suspected at the highest v' in KH, becomes quite clear in CsH. 
It has been reproduced theoretically by Telle (1984, 1986), though considerably 
smoothed over, on the basis of the ab initio transition moment calculations of 
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Laskowski L: Stallcop (1981). It would be interesting to measure the lifetimes 
in RbH to see whether the same predissociation effect is present or not in this 
heaviest alkali hydride for which no lifetime measurement has yet been reported. 

5.2 Alkaline-earth Hydrides: MgH, Call 

MgH has considerable astrophysical importance.Transition probabilities have 
been calculated by IIenneker & Popkie (1971) and Popkie (1971). These ab 
initio predictions, though less refined than what can be done nowadays, are in 
good agreement with the values of lifetimes determined later by Nedelec & Du- 
fayard (1978) for the v'=O and v'=l levels of the A2H states of MgH and MgD 
(between 40 and 50 ns). 

For Call, Klynning et al. (1982) determined the perturbation-free lifetimes 
of the B2~ + (v=O) state to be 57 ns leading to an absorption oscillator strength 
equal to 0.11. 

5.3 Boron and Aluminium Hydrides: BH, A1H 

Laboratory measurements of the lifetime of the lowest vibronic level of the A1H 
state (~-=125+5ns) of BH have been reported by Dufayard ~ Nedelee (1978). 
Calculations by Douglas et al. (1989) reproduce fairly well the only experimen- 
tally reported lifetimes, thus giving confidence in the other calculated quantities. 

Similar experiments using laser-induced fluorescence for the corresponding 
A1H states of Altt and A1D have also been carried out for the v'=O and v'=l 
levels by Baltayan L: Nedelec (1979). The lifetime values they found were notice- 
ably shorter than in BH (r0=66ns and rl=83ns in A1H). An interesting result in 
A1H is their measurements of the lifetimes of rotational levels in the v'=l state in 
the region of the predissociation: the first predissociated rotational level, N'=6, 
has a much shorter lifetime (5Ons) than the preceeding level, N'=5,(83ns), that 
does not suffer significantly from this predissociation. 

Three ab initio calculations have been published relating to potentials and 
transition moments for the A state of A1H. These were obtained from full-CI 
calculations by Bauschlicher & Langhoff (1988), from CASSCF calculations by 
Matos at al. (1987) and by the polarization propagator method by Scuseria et 
al. (1989). Here also, the agreement with experimental lifetimes is reasonably 
good and even less sensitive to the shape of the potential curves than in BH. 
However a good agreement for lifetimes does not definitely ascertain the relia- 
bility of the level-to-level quantities that enter in this global value. Thus, Rice 
et al. (1992) recently determined ratios of the Einstein coefficients and band 
oscillator strengths involving five bands of the A 1 H - X l Z  + transition of A1H by 
using relative integrated intensities. Owing to a calibration based on Baltayan's 
and Nedelec's lifetimes (1979), they derived absolute Einstein coefficients. They 
found that the so-measured values of these coefficients were considerably smaller 
than the calculated ones (Matos et al. 1987) whereas the overall summation car- 
ried out by these authors to obtain theoretical values of lifetimes were in much 
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better agreement with experiment, probably because of compensating balance 
effects to be associated with the closure relation on Franek-Condon factors. 

5.4 Group  IV-A Metall ic  Hydrides:  GeH, SnH, P b H  

Only the heavy members of the Group IV-A of the periodic table will be consid- 
ered here since the others, carbon and silicium, are metalloids and do not enter 
into the scope of this review. 

Three experimental lifetime determinations have been published for GeH. All 
of them relate to the lowest excited doublet state A2A. Osmundsen et al. (1985) 
report a rather short lifetime of 12~2ns for the three lowest vibrational levels 
in the photolysis of GeH4. The largest and agreeing values of about 804-5ns 
determined by Erman et al. (1989) and of 93±10ns found in laser-induced fluo- 
rescence by Bauer et al. (1989) for the A2A (v'=0) level seem to be more reliable. 
These values are about six times smaller than in CH (Bauer et al. 1989). This is 
explained by the predissociation of the GeH A2A state (Erman et al. 1989). It 
would be interesting to determine the T~r part of this predissociation in the total 
lifetime by a simple difference between the experimental transition probability 
and that deduced from the ab initio transition moment calculations performed 
by Chapman et al. (1988). 

For the Sntt and Pbii molecules, the first and up to now the only known 
moments come from theoretical calculations, not experiment as is generally the 
case. Like for GeH, Chapman et al. (1988) determined the transition moments 
of the 2A 2 / / a n d  4S-  _ 2 / i  systems from refined ab initio calculations using 
a w - w coupling scheme. In principle, oscillator strengths could be calculated 
from these data, but the predissociation could probably not be ignored in this 
case as it could strongly affect the pure radiative values. 

5.5 Transi t ion Element  Hydrides:  ScH, Ti l l ,  Fel l ,  MnH,  ZnH,  CdH~ 
HgH 

Transition elements are known to be present in circumstellar atmospheres. Al- 
though dissociation equilibrium simulations by Querci (1993) seem to indicate 
that their hydrides are in general less abundant than the corresponding oxides, 
their astrophysical importance cannot be denied. Molecules like FetI and Till for 
instance have been clearly identified in stellar sources (Wing et al. 1977; Yerle 
1979) and NiH, CrH and Mntt among others are strongly expected to be present 
in non-negligible amount. However the structure of their spectra are often not 
yet fully understood and there has been only a few attempts to measure oscilla- 
tor strengths and lifetimes for some of these compounds. Most of the information 
about their dynamics comes from recent careful ab initio calculations. 

Thus for ScH and Till, Anglada et al. (1989, 1990) systematically computed a 
large number of transition moments starting from several low-lying states. These 
calculations were meant to identify the most intense transitions. As they were 
done at a single separation, the R-dependence of the moments is not known and 
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oscillator strengths and lifetimes cannot be deduced from them with accuracy. 
Anglada et al. (1990) also quote unpublished calculations on VH and YH. 

The transition moments of Felt have been calculated by Langhoff & Bauschlicher 
(1990) who use them to compute Einstein coefficients for the strong FSA-X 6A 
band system. They also calculate lifetimes for several states: eSH (53as), g6~ 
(55as), FSA (1 its), A4H (4 ps) and some electronic oscillator strengths. 

Similar calculations on Mnii by Langhoff et al. (1989) provide a number 
of ab initio transition moment functions for the quintet and septet states. From 
these it has been possible to compute Einstein coefficients for the three strongest 
transitions of Mnii and to derive radiative lifetimes for the four lowest vibronic 
levels of the ATH (r=0.1its), 55/7 (r = 2 - 3its) and esZ + (r=0.3its) states. 

The only experimental data about radiative effects in transition metal hy- 
drides are the lifetime measurements of Jourdan et al. (1976) on CdH and CdD, 
those of Dufayard & Nedelec (1977) on Zntt, ZnD, Cdii and CdD and those of 
Nedelec ~ Dufayard (1978) on ttgH and IIgD, relating to the A2//s tate .  These 
authors report a lifetime of about 70 ns for the v'=O and v '= l  levels of the A 
states of the zinc and cadmium hydrides and a little longer for Hgtt (101as) and 
HgD (134as). 

5.6 Alkali Oxides: LiO, NaO, KO 

The observed electronic spectrum of alkali monoxides is limited to a spread pro- 
gression of vibronic bands that have been found in the red and the near infrared 
(Woodward et al. 1989; Pfeifer & Gole 1984). The multiple collision conditions 
necessary for its observation are not favourable to experimental dynamic mea- 
surements. This explains why the only paper about the lifetimes of LiO, NaO, 
and KO is an ab initio one due to Langhoff et al. (1992). These authors have 
calculated the radiative lifetimes for the C2H (v~=O) level to be 66, 91 and 315 
ns for LiO, NaO and KO, respectively. They have shown that the depopulation 
channel towards the X2H ground state is the only significant one. Nothing is 
known about CsO and RbO spectroscopy. 

5.7 Alkal ine-ear th  Monoxides:  BeO~ MgO~ CaO~ SrO, BaO 

A great deal of literature has been devoted to alkaline-earth monoxide spec- 
troscopy. For BeO, however, no experimental data about lifetimes and oscillator 
strengths seem to have been published. To our knowledge, the only available in- 
formation about transition moments in BeO is the full configuration interaction 
benchmark calculations by Bauschlicher & Langhoff (1988) for selected dipole 
and quadrupole transitions. 

There are many more results for MgO. IIere also, several ab initio calculations 
have been published. The first one dates back to 1974. Huron et al. (1974) per- 
formed configuration interaction calculations of ten transition dipole moments 
in the singlet and in the triplet manifolds. They were led to criticize a previous 
experimental determination of the B 1Z + - X I ~  + oscillator strength by Main et 
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al. (1967; 1969). The discrepancy between experiment and theory for this sys- 
tem and others was kept going by the shock-tube quantitative absorption data 
of Evans &: Mackie (1977) and of Svyatkin et al. (1980a) that both involved 
however perilous number density determinations. A better agreement was ob- 
tained for lifetime measurements from fluorescence decay. Thus the lifetime for 
the v=0 level of the B1Z + state that depopulates via two electronic channels 
towards AIH and X I z  + was experimentally measured to be 21.5 ns by Busener 
et al. (1987) or 32.7 ns by Diffenderfer et al. (1983) who also derived a theoretical 
value of 24 ns. In the same way, there is good agreement between the experi- 
mental value (11.8 ns) reported for the lifetime of the d3A state (Diffenderfer et 
al. 1983) and the theoretical one (9.3 ns) calculated by Yarkony (1988). 

All the data for the heavier alkaline-earth oxydes are of experimental nature. 
For CaO, Svyatkin et al. (1980 b,c) determined the B I / / - X l G  '+ and C]Z: + -X127 -~ 
electronic transition strengths using the same shock-tube absorption intensity 
measurements as in their work on MgO (Svyatkin et al. 1980a). Pasternack & 
Dagdigian (1978) estimated the overall lifetime of the upper states that produce 
the orange are bands to be 32.7 ns and Irvin & Dagdigian (1981) found a lifetime 
of 155-4-60ns for the v=6 level of the A1Z + state. These lifetime values have been 
recently confirmed with better accuracy (27.84-1.2 and 1494-11 ns, respectively) 
by Plane & Nien (1991). 

For SrO, the only information on the transition probabilities are the works 
of Svyatkin et al. (1982) that studied the absorption intensities of the B-X and 
C - X  transitions as a continuation of their series on alkaline-earth oxides and 
of Belyaev et al. (1982) who determined the transition probability of the B-X 
system from flame absorption spectrometry. 

Only laser-induced fluorescence has been used to study BaO. The vibronic 
lifetimes of several states were determined. Thus Johnson (1972) measured aver- 
age lifetimes of levels of the A1Z + state and found values around 0.35#s. Three 
years later Pruett &: Zare (1975) measured the lifetime of the A~IH state to be 
9#s. They turned to account the difference between the A and A ~ lifetimes to 
separate the weak, long-lifetime A~-X fluorescence by delaying the observation 
of the A~-X emission until the A-X emission dies away. ttsu et al. (1980) in- 
vestigated the relaxation of the C1Z + state in its three lowest vibrational levels, 
finding a short lifetime of 10 ns. From relative intensity measurements, they 
were able to measure fluorescence branching ratios and to show that the value 
obtained for this lifetime was the result of not less than four competing depopu- 
lation electronic channels for which they determined electronic dipole transition 
moments. Finally, Darrah ~: Silvers (1985), going back to the AI~  + state, stud- 
ied the effects of perturbations on the rotational level lifetimes and observed 
lifetime lengthenings by a factor of two within a single vibronic state because of 
perturbation by components of the metastable b3H state. 

5.8 Boron and  Alumin ium Oxides: BO2, BO, A10 

Using a pulsed dye laser, Huie et al. (1978) observed the fluorescence of boron 
dioxide B02 and measured lifetimes of vibrational levels of the A2//= state. They 
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report r(000)~=87.24-2.6 ns and v(100)=76.34-1.4 ns for this triatomic molecule 
which appears as being the only one involving a metal for which radiative data 
have been published. 

In the same paper, Huie et al. (1978) also determined radiative lifetime values 
for the v~=l and v1=2 levels of the A~H state of boron monoxyde BO. They 
found 71=131±15ns and v2=1034-6ns, respectively. Two years later, Clyne 
Heaven (1980) reported much longer lifetimes for the v'=0 (70=17804-40 ns) 
and the v~=4 (7-4=1940-4-170 ns) of this A2// state. Configuration interaction 
calculations of the transition probabilities by Kozlov et al. (1990) seem to be in 
favour of the short lifetimes given by Huie (1978) though their results depend 
strongly on the molecular orbital basis used in their computations. 

For A10 the determination of the B2Z + - X ~  + oscillator strengths and of 
the lifetime of the B2~ + state is full of controversy. Here again absolute in- 
tensity measurements are difficult because they are subject to large systematic 
uncertainties in the determination of the molecular concentration. The oscillator 
strengths determined by this method by Vanpee et al. (1970) from flame emis- 
sion and by Hooker & Main .(1971) from shock-tube absorption are an order of 
magnitude shorter than the most recent values deduced from laser fluorescence. 
Other emission intensity measurements by Hebert ~z Tyte (1964) and by Tyte 
& Hebert (1964) as well as shock-tube studies by Linton & Nicholls (1969) were 
re-calibrated by Hebert et al. (1980) using independently determined lifetimes 
(Johnson et al. 1972; Dagdigian et al. 1975); thus the concentration measurement 
problem was avoided and more reliable values could be obtained. Fluorescence 
decay measurements proved again to be the best method in this case. Of the 
five B2Z + lifetime determinations using this method, four give comparable re- 
sults. These are the measurements by Johnson et al. (1972): r0=1284-6 ns; by 
Dagdigian et al. (1975): r0=100-4-7 ns, T1=1024-7 ns; by Salzberg et al. (1991): 
vl=97q-12 ns, and by Campbell et al. (1992): v1=102+10 ns. It seems that the 
value of v0=2724-14 ns reported by Wentink et al. (1971) in the fifth paper, the 
oldest one, should be rejected. It would be interesting to compare these results 
to a careful ab initio determination. The two theoretical studies due to Michels 
(1972) and to Yoshimine et al. (1973) date back to the early seventies and could 
be much refined today. 

5.9 Transi t ion Meta l  and  Rare -ea r th  Oxides: ScO, YO, TiO, ZrO, 
FeO, CuO, LaO 

Unlike the case of the hydrides, the literature on radiative properties of the 
transition element oxides is mainly of experimental rather than of theoretical 
nature. This is due to the large number of electrons to correlate, which makes ab 
initio calculations somewhat more difficult on oxides than on hydrides, especially 
for such sensitive quantities as transition moments. 

In the course of their study of nascent product state distributions in reactions 
of Group III-B atoms with various oxiders, Liu & Parson (1977) detected time- 
resolved fluorescence from which they deduced the lifetimes of molecular excited 
states in various vibronic levels. These measurements concern the first excited 
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2H and 2Z+ electronic states of ScO, YO and LaO. All the measured lifetimes 
lie in the range 25-40 ns. These values compare well with those measured in the 
isoelectronic alkaline-earth monohalides by Dagdigian et al. (1974). 

For LaO, recent measurements using laser-induced decay fluorescence have 
been carried out by Carette ~z Bencheik (1993). This study confirms the lifetime 
found by Liu & Parson (1977) for the B2Z + state (32 ns instead of 34 ns ) but 
not for the C2H state for which they find a three-times longer lifetime (77 ns 
instead of 27 ns). 

There has been considerable interest in the determination of radiative prop- 
erties of titanium monoxyde TiO that is known to be one of the main features in 
the absorption spectra of M-type stars (Kiess 1948; Merrill et al. 1962; Machara 
& Yamashito 1976). The time-resolved laser pulse-fluorescence decay method 
has been widely used for TiO. It led to the determination of lifetimes around 30 
ns for the vr=0,1,2 vibrational levels of the caA state (Steele & Linton 1978). 
Feinberg & Davis (1976, 1977) also measured a short lifetime of 17.5 ns for the 
c1~ state. Recently, the same method was used by Simard & Hackett (1991) for 
the long lifetime of the E3F/(v=0) state (7704-40 as), by Uoverstal & Weijnitz 
(1992) for the v=0 levels of the A3~2 (r=102 ns), B3H0 (r=55 ns) and C3A1 
(r=32 ns) states and by Carette & Schamps (1992) for the BaH (v=l)  state 
(7=444-2 ns). This last value is in excellent agreement with that determined by 
Davis et al. (1986) from absorption coefficient measurements that concerned also 
A3~ (7"=514-9 ns, i.e. half the recent value found from populatio n probing tech- 
niques by Doverstal & Weijnitz [1992]), C3A (r=18.54-3 ns, smaller than values 
from time-resolved spectroscopy) and b lH  (r=1924-55 ns, the only experimental 
determination for this state). Various other determinations of oscillator strengths 
(leading to lifetime values assuming a single-channel depopulation) have been 
performed by absorption-coefficient measurements (Golden 1967; Collins & Faj~ 
1974) or absolute-intensity studies (Zyrnicki 1975; Price et al. 1971, 1974; Linton 
& Nicholls 1970). Recently, ab initio calculations for TiO were carried out by 
Schamps et al. (1992) that reproduced well the lifetimes of short-lived states. 
This agreement enabled them to predict a value of 42 ns for the as yet unmea- 
sured lifetime of the flA state. However, the agreement for the long-lived E3H 
and b l H  states was much less satisfactory by factors of more than two as a 
probable consequence of an insufficient description of electronic correlation in 
their calculations. 

The other transition-element monoxides are much less documented. For ZrO, 
that is isovalent to TiO, only the lifetime of the J~=17, vr=0 level of the B3H 
state has been measured (Hammer & Davis 1979). The analysis of the decay 
of resonant fluorescence radiation led to a value of 32.54-2 ns for the lifetime 
of the B state from which transition probabilities and oscillator strengths for 
the bands of the B3H-X3A system were estimated. Fortunately the theoretical 
study of the spectroscopy of the ZrO molecule by Langhoff & Bausehlicher (1990) 
counterbalances the lack of experimental data. 

FeO was studied by West & Broida (1975) whose photoluminescence and 
chemiluminescence experiments allowed to determine lifetimes of the order of 
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450+100 ns for the radiative lifetimes of the AsZ + and BSH upper electronic 
states of the orange bands. 

Finally, two studies should be mentioned for CuO. The first one concerns the 
pulse-decay determination of lifetimes of four ionic valence states: A2~ w- (~-=0.65 
#s), C2H (v=l.3 ps), D2A (~-=1.8 #s), A'2Z + (r >5 #s). This study made 
possible a separation of quartet states from doublet ones on the basis of large 
differences in their lifetime magnitudes (Delaval et al. 1983). The second study is 
an ab initio calculation on the spectroscopy of CuO (Hoppe ~z Peyerimhoff 1992). 
In this study transition moments and lifetimes were systematically computed for 
numerous valence states in various molecular orbital bases. In spite of the strong 
dependence of results on the basis used, correspondence between observed and 
calculated states could be given although the situation is quite complicated in 
this molecule. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

The transition element and lanthanide oxide data complete this review that 
the author wishes to be as exhaustive as possible. Some papers have probably 
escaped his bibliographic search and he will be grateful to those readers who will 
be kind enough to mention to him any omission or mistake he could have made. 

The major conclusion that arises from this compilation is the urgent need for 
further experiments and calculations on radiative properties of small molecules. 
In spite of the abundant literature on the subject, the number of molecules, and 
for each of these molecules the number of band systems, that have been sampled 
from the point of view of radiative dynamics is eventually scarce compared to 
what remains to do. It would be much longer to list all the molecules, if only 
diatomics, for which radiative properties have not been investigated at all than 
those for which something is known. For astrophysicists the priority should con- 
cern those poorly studied molecules that are yet expected to be significantly 
present in cool stellar sources, e.g. FeO, LaO, ScO, VO, YO, NiO, CoO, A10, 
CaO, NiO2, YO2, SCO2, ZrO2, VO2, and the corresponding hydrides. 

Yet the situation evolves in the right direction. Whereas the possibilities for 
getting new experimental data seem to slow down, if not to saturate, the fast 
development of ab initio calculations is more than encouraging. Computer facil- 
ities and program improvements have significantly increased the possibilities of 
quantum chemistry. Electronic transition moments can now be computed with 
an accuracy that rivals the best experimental determinations. Even they replace 
them in the extremely frequent cases when experimental measurements are not 
feasible. However, one must be cautious about the use of ab initio calculations 
in predicting accurate radiative properties. For example, small shifts in poten- 
tim curves may sometimes change drastically the calculated values of oscillator 
strengths. Also, the possible presence of predissociation effects may decrease, by 
orders of magnitude, the radiative lifetimes deduced from only the calculated 
transition moments. Anyway, in the vast majority of cases, ab initio calcula- 
tions, checked whenever possible by experimental measurements, should be the 
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key for providing a dramatic increase in our knowledge about molecular radiative 
properties in the coming years. 
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The Berkeley Program on Molecules of 
Astrophysical  Interest 

Sumner P. Davis 

Department of Physics University of California at Berkeley Berkeley, California 94720, 
USA 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

A systematic program of laboratory analyses of selected molecular spectra of 
astrophysical interest started in 1958 and continues to the present time. The 
program includes production of spectral atlases, tabulations of spectral lines, 
analyses, calculations of excitation energies and molecular parameters, measure- 
ments of radiative lifetimes, and determinations of transition strengths. Work 
has been completed or is in progress on the spectra of ArII+, C2, carbon clusters, 
CN, CS, CaC1, Call, CaS, FeD, Fell, HgH, IIgD, InI, LaO, LaS, OD, OH, SH, 
Si2, SiCk, TIC1, TiO, TiO +, VO, YS, ZrC1, ZrO, and ZrS. The basic needs for as- 
tronomically useful data have not changed, but laboratory and analysis methods 
have become more sophisticated in order to cope with ever greater demands for 
consistency, accuracy, and breadth of information. The Fourier transform spec- 
trometer and computer codes for analyses have enhanced our ability to satisfy 
some of these demands. 

The need for better laboratory spectra of astrophysically important molecules 
is a continuing one, no less important today than it was 35 years ago when the 
program at Berkeley was started. The genesis of the Berkeley program was at 
a meeting of the Joint Connnission for Spectroscopy held in Columbus in 1956, 
where Charlotte Moore read a statement about molecular spectra of astrophysi- 
cal interest. She proposed that a systematic program on the laboratory analyses 
of selected molecular spectra be planned immediately and carried out as soon as 
possible. Two years later at the Moscow meeting it was reported that a program 
directed by F.A. Jenkins and J.G. Phillips was being started in response to the 
well-defined need. In 1959 I joined the program and became a co-principal inves- 
tigator in 1961 when Prof. Jenkins passed away (Phillips & Davis 1962). Details 
of the program up to 1987 are given in Publications of the Astronomical Society 
of the Pacific (Davis 1987), which should be together with this for a complete 
picture. I'd like to mention here, a little bit of how we started and what we 
worked with, and then take you through the process of producing and analyzing 
a spectrum with our present instrumentation. The description will be abbrevi- 
ated, but I hope you will end with an increased appreciation of the quality and 
scope of our results as well as their limitations. 
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2 E a r l y  g o a l s  

S. P. Davis 

2.1 Sc ient i f ic  b i b l i o g r a p h y  

Right at the start  it was recognized that an up-to-date bibliography and progress 
report of our work as well as others'  were essential for keeping track of spec- 
troscopy of astrophysical interest. The Berkeley Newsletter Analysis of Molecu- 
lar Spectra was started and continues as a bimonthly publication. It is available 
to anyone for a modest subscription fee. In this newsletter appear references from 
about 150 journals, separated into categories of diatomic and small polyatomic 
species, and general information including theoretical studies. It is currently run- 
ning about 450 references in each issue. The task of collecting references from 
current scientific journals is borne entirely by Dr. David M. Eakin, one of the 
early students, and for many years an award-winning high school science teacher. 
Cumulative files dating from 1986 are kept by Prof. Phillips, and data  for partic- 
ular molecules can be had for the asking. Complete back issues are not generally 
available. Fig. 1 is a reproduction of a recent title page. 

No. 200 

BERKELEY NEWSLETTER 
ANALYSIS OF MOLECULAR SPECTRA 

July, 1992 

You have undoubtedly noticed that this is Issue Number 200 of these bi-monthly Newsletters. 
It comes as quite a shock to us to realize that we have been distributing the Newsletters for over 
thirty three years. We are gratified that our 160 recipeints world-wide find it useful, and plan to 
continue its distribution as long as we are physically able to do so and as long as it proves to be 
of interest. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y  

AI2 Electronic structure calculations of small Aln (n=2-8) dusters 
Al3 T. Bastug et.al. 
A14 Z. /. Phys. D 22,641 (1992) 

A1F The infrared emission spectrum of gaseous A1F 
H.G. ttedderich and P.F. Bernath 
J. Molec. Spectros. 153, 73 (1992) 

A1H The ground-state infrared spectra of aluminum monodeuteride: the mass- 
independent molecular parameters of group IIIa hydrides 
R.D. Urban and H. Jones 
Chem. Phys. Lett. 190, 609 (1992) 

Fig. 1. Title page of the Berkeley Newsletter. 
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2.2 S p e c t r u m  Line  Lists  

The original goal was simply to record an entire spectrum from 400 nm to 1200 
nm, analyze it, calculate molecular parameters, and provide a list of all identified 
lines. The spectrum chosen for the first one was the red system of CN covering 
the region from 480 nm to 1200 nm, the long wavelength limit of photographic 
plates. Hundreds of plates were taken, tens of thousands of spectrum lines were 
measured semiautomatically, reduced by computer, analyzed, and finally tabu- 
lated band by band, branch by branch. At that time it was impractical to make 
a finding list. The final result was a book (Davis 8z Phillips 1963). Work on 
the Swan system of C~ soon followed, and it too was incorporated into a book 
(Phillips 8c Davis 1968). Subsequently book publishing became too expensive for 
long line lists. We settled for publication in the journals so far as possible. 

2.3 A t l a se s  

Spectrum atlases - plots of spectral intensity vs. either wavelength or wavenum- 
bet - are often more helpful than line lists when trying to identify the presence 
of particular species in stellar spectra, or to identify unknown spectral lines. 
We made enlargements of spectra for our own use and for publication, but the 
production of Gatterer et a1.(1957) type of atlas seemed an unwise use of our 
time. 

2.4 Ana lys i s  a n d  C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  P a r a m e t e r s  

Measurements of line positions must be separated into bands and branches and 
assigned to a specific rotational quantum number before useful parameters can 
be calculated. The line-by-line picking of branches soon became inadequate to 
separate complex overlapping structures and a more automated procedure was 
developed (Phillips 1959). He simply programmed a computer to do what he 
did by hand, and had it print out enough data for him to determine whether a 
branch was real or not. After that, parameter calculation was straightforward 
enough. However, line lists were still essential because using the parameters to 
reproduce the spectrum was not possible for everyone, since large computers 
were not readily available. 

2.5 S o u r c e s  a n d  S p e c t r o m e t e r s  

Early spectroscopists exercised great ingenuity in constructing sources to coax 
unwary species to radiate and give up their secrets, but we used a few relatively 
simple ones. Our CN sources, for example, were an are, a Geissler tube, and a 
King furnace. 

The first spectrometer was a concave diffraction grating in a 6.3 m Pasehen 
mounting which covered the spectrum up to 1200 nm in first order. The first 
grating was ruled by Rowland, and the second by Bausch and Lomb. The mount-  
ing dated back to the early 30's, and was used by R. T. Birge in some of his early 
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work. Later I obtained a nearly perfect original plane grating 13.5 cm wide (it was 
a generous gift from George Harrison at M.I.T. after he made six replica. He sent 
them out to silence his critics who scoffed at an interferometrically-controlled 
continuous-motion ruling engine). It had no ghosts of any significance and pro- 
duced nearly symmetrical lines, even for those of high intensity. We installed 
it in a Czerny-Turner mounting with 3-meter focal length mirrors. It served us 
well for many years, and it proved to be superior in throughput ,  resolution, 
line-shape, and dispersion to the concave grating. 

2.6 W a v e l e n g t h  S t a n d a r d s  

A major concern when making line lists is the accuracy of the wavelengths, both 
relative and absolute. Iron lines were the standards for many years, but they 
suffer from being irregularly distributed across the spectrum and are of widely 
differing intensities. Harrison and others pushed for using thorium lines as stan- 
dards because they are nearly evenly distributed, their intensities are reasonably 
uniform, and there are lots of them. As ruled gratings improved, recorded line 
shapes became more symmetrical, and the standards for accuracy rose even 
higher. We kept a list of those thorium lines which consistently gave smooth 
curves for interpolating wavelengths. There was still little hope of measuring 
line shapes even with the best of gratings - who has ever seen subsidiary max- 
ima of spectrum lines, even though every elementary text explains and illustrates 
their positions and intensities. 

2.7 I n t e n s i t i e s  a n d  E q u i v a l e n t  W i d t h s  

Initially intensities were of secondary importance except on a relative basis. We 
arbitrarily assigned 100 to the strongest lines in a band and 1 to the weakest, be- 
cause diatomic molecular line intensities change slowly and predictably, without 
the extreme variations found in atomic spectra. 

The measurement of line intensities and shapes and equivalent widths was 
tentat ive at best. On our semi-automatic comparator we had a photomultiplier 
to register transmitted light. The intensity scale was calibrated with a step weak- 
ener as the plates were being exposed. Strong lines and very strong lines and 
extraordinarily strong atomic lines all produced the same photomultiplier out- 
put, which was automatically registered when a line position was measured. 
Shapes and hence wavelengths changed with intensity because of ghosts, satel- 
lites, and "grass" resulting from errors in ruling. A line of maximum strength 
might be recorded with an intensity of 100, but a line 1000 times stronger was 
also recorded as 100, although it might have a width many times greater because 
of saturation and blooming of the emulsion. 

2.8 C o m m e n t s  

Work proceeded as above for some years, although improvements in computers 
made our data reduction much simpler and allowed us to measure and process 
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it at ever increasing rates. By the time tab cards (popularly known as IBM 
cards) became obsolete, we had processed a million lines, and had that  many 
cards stored in our comparator room to prove it. After a time our research 
took a dramatic turn for the better  because of a combination of developments 
in instrumentation. It was a change of far greater significance than going from 
concave gratings to interferometrically ruled plane gratings. 

3 C u r r e n t  P r a c t i c e s  

With the advent of the Fourier transform spectrometer at the National Solar 
Observatory at Kitt Peak, there came major improvements in measuring line 
positions, intensities, shapes, and equivalent widths. Most importantly, the in- 
s trumental  function is specifically determinable and can be corrected for if neces- 
sary. Ghosts, satellites, and grass or their equivalents are negligible for practical 
purposes. With this change came digital data processing and the recording of 
spectra as sets of nmnbers rather than images on a photographic plate or traces 
on a chart recorder. 

3.1 The  Spec trometer  

A few words about the FTS may be appropriate. A Fourier transform spec- 
t rometer  is a scanning Michelson interferometer. The input must be light from 
a stat ionary source (no changes in spectral composition or amplitude over short 
time intervals), but the output  is an interferogram rather than a frequency or 
wavelength spectrum. The interferogram must undergo a Fourier transforma- 
tion in order to display the spectrum. A diffraction grating automatically takes 
a Fourier transform of the incoming radiation and displays it with a one-to-one 
correspondence of wavelength and angle of diffraction. Here, the FTS only maps 
optical frequencies into very much lower spatial frequencies, and we must com- 
pute the transform. All data are digitized at an appropriate sampling rate so 
the mathematics of data reduction is similar to that of continuous functions. 
With the digitization comes ease of interactive manipulation at the keyboard of 
a computer. The data and resulting spectrum can be displayed and modified at 
will, to extract  all the inherent information. 

The maximum path difference of the Kitt Peak instrument is one meter, 
making the resolution limit 0.010 cm -1 (with this change in instrumentation 
we switch from wavelengths to wavenumbers, so we speak of cm -1 rather than 
am, with small intervals specified as millikaysers; 1 mK = 0.001 cm -1. The 
instrument therefore has a resolving limit of 10 mK). 

The wavenumber ranges depend on the available detectors and beam split- 
ters. Practically speaking the observable spectrum extends from 400 cm -1 (25 
pro) to 40000 cm -1 (250 am) with three sets of beam splitters and detectors. 
All of our observations to date lie in the region 1800 cm -1 (5.5 pro) to 40000 
em -1. The time required for a single scan at maximum resolution is about 15 
minutes. A minimum number of 4 scans is desirable because it reduces the noise 
by a factor of 2. 
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3.2 Light Sources  

All light sources used with the FTS must be steady in intensity and spectral 
composition, with no sudden changes on a time scale consistent with the spectral 
range being observed. Just think of the Fourier transform of a sudden change. 
If the transform has frequencies in the range being observed, then the source is 
unsatisfactory. Let's consider some examples. A sinusoidal modulation, such as 
occurs when a power supply is insufficiently filtered or a plasma is oscillating, 
produces sidebands on every spectral line. 

Sharp spikes in intensity, which frequently and irregularly occur in many 
sources, produce a broad noise spectrum. A dramatic illustration of this is found 
in the use of a furnace for infrared spectra. With something like ZrO2 as a 
charge, when it melts, small hot particles are produced. These fly around inside 
the furnace until steady-state conditions are reached, and sometimes cling to the 
top of the bore, where they come loose at irregular intervals for quite some time. 
As they pass across the bore, they cross the region imaged on the spectrometer 
entrance aperture and cause large fluctuations in the observed intensity. Hot 
particles are bright in the infrared! The result is lots of noise in the transformed 
spectrum from these spikes in intensity. 

In spite of these problems, for emission spectra we have had good success 
with use of several sources: the furnace, discharge tubes both sealed and unsealed 
and with and without electrodes, hollow cathodes, inductively coupled plasmas, 
diffusion flames, and a carbon arc (once or twice). 

For absorption spectra, the problems usually have nothing to do with the 
stability of the background source but instead with its spectral composition and 
emissivity, as will be made clear below with a specific example. The "blackbody" 
temperature of a lamp may be 2500 K in the visible region of the spectrum, but 
decrease to 1800 K in the near infrared. When something like the sun is used for 
background radiation, the spectrum with the laboratory absorber in place must 
be ratioed with the source spectrum alone. 

3.3 Data  R e d u c t i o n  and Analysis ,  Emiss ion  Spectra  

Raw data are written onto a magnetic tape, and then transformed and placed 
in a format which is used by the code DECOMP (Brault & Abrams 1989). It 
is an IBM PC compatible interactive data processing code especially for input 
from the NSO Kitt Peak FTS (it can, however, be adapted easily for use with 
spectral data obtained from any kind of instrument). The picking of branches and 
the subsequent analysis is accomplished with the help of the code ANALYSIS 
(Pecyner & Davis 1988). 

The whole process goes something like this: The transform of the FTS inter- 
ferogram is a set of numbers representing the signal strength at equally spaced 
points on the wavenumber axis. In turn we (1) plot them at low resolution to 
take a first look at the spectrum; (2) subtract the background; (3) make a low 
resolution atlas to get a perspective of the entire system, especially the large- 
scale features such as band heads; (4) make atlases at full resolution, both low 
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and high dispersion; (5) pick the lines; (6) fit the lines; (7) prepare a finished line 
list; (8) pick the branches; (9) calculate the molecular parameters; (10) calculate 
FC factors and potential curves; 

To make this sequence clearer let's follow it through each step with examples 
from our recent or current work. Let's start with how we treat the data after 
they are transformed. 

Fig. 2 shows a low-resolution plot of the transformed data for Fell, to illus- 
trate the need for background subtraction. The spectrum comes from a carbon 
tube furnace charged with iron, hydrogen, and helium. The data, consisting of 
about two million points, were separated into 4096-point sections and the points 
in each section averaged to make this plot. 

Fig. 3 shows a plot of the minima in each of the sections. This curve is 
smoothed and filtered as necessary, stretched to cover the entire original set 
of data  points, and then subtracted from the data. 

Fig. 4 is a low-resolution plot of the background-subtracted data. These three 
plots are linear in the intensity scale. 

Fig. 5 shows a full resolution plot with low dispersion. The intensity scale is 
linear up to 10, and logarithmic thereafter. 

Fig. 6 shows part of a full resolution plot with high dispersion. The scale is 
linear/log as in the previous Figure. 

Fig. 7 shows the same spectral lines, this time on a linear scale, whose posi- 
tions have been located by our line-finding program. A line is located by finding 
the slopes at the points where the second derivatives of the data are zero, de- 
termining where the tangents cross, and averaging this position with that  of the 
maximum of the data for the line. This position is only a first approximation. 
Lines must always be fitted in order to obtain accurate measures of their posi- 
tions, intensities, and widths, because there is only a limited number of sampling 
points in each line, and a sampling point does not generally coincide with the 
peak of a line. The lower part of the Figure shows residuals after the lines are 
fitted and the fitting function subtracted. For the fitting, the model of a Voigt 
profile is chosen. This profile has gaussian and lorentzian components. The pro- 
gram performs a non-linear least-square fit, and adjusts the intensity, position, 
width, and ratio of gaussian to lorentzian component, in order to get the best 
fit. Any of these parameters can be fixed when it is appropriate to do so. 

Fig. 8 shows a magnified version of the residuals. It is evident that there is an 
oscillating component to the spectrum which has not been accounted for. This 
oscillation is called ringing, and is visible at the feet of sharp spectral lines - lines 
narrower than the resolving limit of the spectrometer. With proper filtering and 
fitting, the ringing can be properly removed and the line restored to its original 
shape as emitted by the source. The process is not the same as simply smoothing 
the data to hide the oscillations, but has a sound basis in information theory. 

Fig. 9 shows the numerical values of the molecular parameters for each line. 
The intensities are accurate to a few percent, widths and equivalent widths to a 
few percent, and position to an accuracy depending on the signal-to-noise ratio. 
In broad terms it has a wavenumber precision as good as the experimental 
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Fig.  2. Low resolution plot of the Fell furnace spectrum from 9000 to 15000 cm -1.  
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Fig.  3. Plot of minima in the low resolution Fell spectrum. 
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Fig. 5, Full-resolution plot of background-corrected Fell spectrum. Note that weak 
features are enhanced because the intensity scale is logarithmic above 10 
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Fig.  8. Magnified residuals showing spectrum line "ringing". 
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No. sigma Amp 
1 10030.9690 '.0355 
2 10032.8438 .0189 
3 10034.9711 .0798 
4 10035.4643 .0578 
5 10035.8026 .0569 
6 10036.3877 .1586 
7 10037.2975 .1772 
8 10039.0365 .0328 
9 10039.1883 .1214 

i0 10040.5597 .2301 
ii 10040.7993 .2280 
12 10042.8837 .1550 
13 10043.5663 .1219 
14 10043.6822 .0153 

Wid (mK) 
76.4 
99.4 
69.3 
74.0 
74.5 
72.0 
71 6 
81 1 
74 6 
74 8 
74 7 
72 5 
70.8 
55.8 

Dmp Itn H T Ew rms 
664 8 0 L 3.76 .0011 
750 i0 0 L 2.70 .0011 
507 6 0 L 7.22 .0023 
572 5 0 L 5.73 .0018 
404 5 0 L 5.31 .0010 
314 4 0 L 13.80 .0027 
299 5 0 L 15.24 .0030 
000 i0 0 L 2.84 .0015 
273 9 0 L 10.78 .0017 
314 5 0 L 20.79 .0043 

.311 3 0 L 20.57 .0042 

.397 7 0 L 14.05 .0031 

.303 12 0 L 10.38 .0018 

.945 13 0 L 1.32 .0017 

even odd 
.0007 0009 
.0002 0011 
.0023 0012 
.0010 0014 
.0007 0007 
.0025 0009 
.0029 0009 
.0012 0009 
0015 0008 
0040 0017 
0038 0016 
0027 0018 
0017 .0008 
0011 .0013 

Fig.  9. Line parameters resulting from the fitting process. "Amp is the amplitude on 
an arbitrary scale, "Wid(mK) is the width at half maximum in units of 10-3 cm -1 
(millikayser), "Dmp" is the damping constant - 0 is pure gaussian profile, 1 is pure 
lorentzian, "Itn" is the number of iterations in the fitting, "H" and "T" are informa- 
tional columns, "Ew" is the equivalent width (area), "rms',  "even", and "odd" are the 
residuals of the fit 

rj~ 
Fig.  10. (0-0) band head of CaS at 15200 cm -1, degraded to the red. 
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repeatabili ty of the source's optical positioning and its operating conditions. 
In many cases this is a few tenths of a inK. For the absolute calibration of 
wavenumbers, a first approximation is taken from the wavenumber of the laser 
which controls the position of the mirrors. It is temperature stabilized, and in 
practice the repeatability is a few mK. A few standard lines from argon or CO 
or other species at any convenient wavenumber are sufficient to set absolute 
standards everywhere in the spectrum. From this file we construct a line list. 

Fig. 10 shows this bandhead, degraded to the red (left). Now we take the 
linelist and plot it, instead of plotting the full spectrum profile. We obtain a his- 
togram, or "stick" spectrum, as shown in Fig. 11. We can easily see the branches, 
and assign a few lines; these lines are then extended by ext~rapolation, more 
picked, and the process proceeds. The numbers at the top are the coefficients of 
the fit, and the last one gives an idea of how important  the last term is. "Leaf '  
refers to which branch the line at the cursor belongs; "Number" is the running 
number m in the polynomial fit, equal to - J  for P-branches and J ÷ l  for R- 
branches; "Sigma" is the wavenumber in cm-1, and "Weight" tells whether the 
line is included in the fit or not (lines more than 3.2 ~ standard deviations). 

With a few more keystrokes the molecular parameters are calculated, as 
shown in Fig. 12. The covariance-correlation matrix is also printed out, as are 
data  on the spectrum lines. Column 1 is the running number m, column 2 is the 
wavenumber in cm -1, column 3 is the intensity, and column 4 tells whether the 
line is included in the purged fit. 

Finally, calculation of Franck-Condon factors is routine, accomplished with 
another code (Jarmain & McCallum 1970). 

3.4 Data Reduction and Analysis, Absorption Spectra 

Data reduction and analysis for absorption spectra is very little different from 
that  for emission spectra, except for initial t reatment of the data. The back- 
ground is no longer subtracted from the spectrum, but ratioed with it. The next 
step is to take the logarithm to transform the data to an absorbance spectrum. 
From then on the procedures are identical. Let's look at the solar spectrum to 
illustrate the ratioing process. 

Fig. 13 is a section of the solar spectrum observed from Spacelab 3, from 
2000 to 2500 cm -1 in the infrared. The plot has been normalized so that the 
top of the plot is 1.0. The bot tom is arbitrarily set to 0.4 The bandheads of a 
CO sequence are quite evident, as is the fact that the background radiation is 
far from constant in intensity. As a result, the plot does not truly represent the 
relative intensities of the lines. Instead, they are given by the ratio of the depth 
of each peak from the back ground, to the distance from zero intensity to the 
background, and consequently a background correction by ratioing is required. 

Fig. 14 shows the same spectrum with the background straightened. A casual 
glance might indicate that the atlas is now an accurate representation of widths 
and intensities. Evidently some of the early atlases were prepared in just  this 
way. 
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COEFF(8)= .151945E-85 COEFF(I}= .342713E.88 COEFF(2)= -.998549E-82 
COEFF(3)= -.44~848E-86 COEFF(4}= -.538684E-88 COEFF(5)= .614617E+12 
S~D.RESIDUE= .8255 EBB. OF LAST COEF.= .ZE-IZ 

15185.888 Leaf= 8 Munbee= 42.8 31g~a = 15191.323 Uelgb%=l,15288.888 
15191.3ZZ79 

Fig.  11. Histogram of (0-0) band of CaS with P and R branches marked. 

CaS (0-0) Band, P and R branches 

MODEL NUMBER 1 DEGREE OF FIT~ 5 

RESULTS AFTER PURGING 

VO= 15194.41361 +]- .00096 
B I= .16648921E+00 +/- .98E-05 
D'= .12594174E-06 +2- .99E-09 
H'= .58787490E-12 +]- .31E-13 
B"= .17638233E+00 +]- .90E-05 
D ''= .I1989102E-O6 +]. .98E-09 

STANDARD RESIDUE= .0058 
m sigma int fit residual 

-176.0 14824.63078 .1614 O. -.71227 
--173.0 14836.20041 .1796 O. --.59507 

-125.0 14996.37290 ,4031 i. -.00274 
-124.0 14999.21302 .5617 1. -.00853 

125.0 15080.36917 .4596 0. ,01359 
-91.0 15081.24413 .6392 i. -.00320 
124.0 15082.56551 .3696 I. .00310 

25.0 15196.86401 .1537 Oo -.05182 
23.0 15197.05039 .3449 O. .02815 
Head 

Fig.  12. Molecular parameters. Only a few of the lines are shown, to illustrate the 
branches:-m = J for P branches, M = J + l  for R branches. 

2000 
2400 26C0 

Spacelab 3 Solar Spectrum 

Fig.  13.  A portion of the solar spectrum as observed from Spacelab 3. The intensity 
scale on the vertical axis is linear from .4 to 1.0 
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2000 Spacelab 3 Solar Spectrum Background Straightened 

Fig. 14. Spacelab 3 solar spectrum with the background arbitrarily set to 1.0. The 
intensity scale is linear from .4 to 1.0 
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2000 Spacelab 3 Solar Spectrum Background Corrected 

Fig. 15. Spacelab 3 solar spectrum with the background arbitrarily set to 1.0. The 
intensity scale is linear from .4 to 1.0 

However, a look at Fig. 15 which is the correctly ratioed spectrum, shows this 
is not the case. In the region near 2000 cm -1, for example, true intensities are 
about one-third greater than the background-straightened spectrum shows. The 
gradual and monotonic changes in intensities give a clue that the representation 
is now accurate. 

When we take the logarithm of this spectrum, plot it, and pick and fit the 
lines as before, we then have the true intensities and equivalent widths from 
which we can make further calculations. 

3.5 L ine  Lists~ Ana ly se s ,  a n d  At lases  

From time-to-time we get requests for line lists. We are happy to provide them 
when we are able, and will often make up something special. However, it has 
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only been the last several years since the advent of PCs that  it is easy to prepare 
them and write the information on diskettes. Earlier work is occasionally stored 
on paper,  except for the original data  which are on magnetic tape. Anything un- 
published almost always has to be redone, and of course ever after is then readily 
available. The same is true for analyses - computat ion of molecular parameters  

- but  in these cases all our work has been published. 
We also get requests for atlases geared to a specific region of a spectrum,  with 

a specified dispersion. These are fun to answer because it means someone has a 
pressing astronomical problem which needs resolution, and maybe  we can help. 
Let me tell you of one we are working on now. Prof. Jesse Greenstein needs a 
spec t rum of VO to compare with the stellar spect rum of GD165B, " the  faintest,  
coolest known M-dwarf ' ,  and the next coolest star PC0025+0447. He suggested 
tha t  I look at a paper  (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993) to compare spectra. On my next 
trip to Kit t  Peak I charged the electric furnace with vanadium oxide and took a 
spec t rum from 8000 to 20000 cm -1, from which I prepared atlas plots to match  
the spect rum presented in the paper referenced above. 

Fig. 16 shows a comparison. Greenstein's comment  was, " I f  I blur my  eyes 
and stand on my head, I would think that  it looks about  right". I have inverted 
the emission spectrum in this figure, thereby avoiding the need to stand on one's 
head. Then he goes on to suggest how I might translate my  emission spect rum 
into an absorption spectrum with saturation, for a possible bet ter  match.  Other  
tasks have absorbed my time, but the translation is on my list of things to do. 

V O  Furnace Emission ' ' i 

~ 3.0× 10 ol7 " 

o GD 16 
© 

2.0×i0 °IT 

0 l'OxlO"V - Spinover light from GD 165 A ~" ' 

¢ ) ~ '  ~ I  ~ , ' ,  , , , , , , , , ] , , , , T , 
0.0 

6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 

W a v e l e n g t h  (~) 

Fig. 16. Absorption spectrum from GD165B (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993) compared with 
VO furnace emission spectrum (inverted) 
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3.6 C o m m e n t s  

What 's  next? Our three most recent publications are transition rates from ab- 
sorption measurements in ZrO (Littleton et al. 1993), an unidentified band in 
the infrared spectrum of Fell (Phillips & Davis 1993), and the infrared spectrum 
of the Meinel system of OH (Abrams et al. 1993). For current work, the complex 
spectrum of Fell in the green centered on 530 nm (18400 cm -1 to 19400 cm -1) is 
being extensively studied. There are over 1000 lines in this region strong enough 
to merit assignment to rotational subbands, but there are no obvious subband 
heads or any obvious rotational series. A program searching for P and R branch 
pairs has found four groups of red-degraded subbands with heads in the regions 
18800, 18970, 19170, and 19360 cm -1. There is no evidence of Q branches. The 
structure of the branches is quite compatible with an assignment to Fell. If 
this preliminary assignment proves correct, the carrier is an Fell transition with 
delta-lambda equal to zero. Only about one-quarter of the 1000 plus lines in this 
region have been assigned to any branch. 

We have an abundance of data for CN from every known source, and have 
put them in the hands of M.L.P. Rao (Andhra University) for unraveling the 
perturbations and making a global fit. We are completing our analysis of CaS; 
we are trying to unravel why f-values in the Call  spectrum are different for 
P and R branches; and we are thinking about new solar data from the space 
shuttle. 

For the time being LaS, LaO, YS, and ZrS are dormant, although we have 
data for them all. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This subject is very wide. I shall present, here, a summary of our works related 
to radicals created in electric discharges. I shall review the methods and tech- 
nical means used for studying these species in the infrared. This review will be 
accompanied with a detailed bibliography in which one will find the description 
of these methods and the most typical results obtained in our group in Orsay 
since 1986. 

2 Scientific Aim of the  Orsay Research Group 

It is mainly the spectroscopic characterization of very different media: interstellar 
matter ,  atmospheres, plasmas, flames etc... 

2.1 O u r  ro le  is: 

To create the molecular species. This implies the set up of various sources (chem- 
ical reactions, electric discharges) 

To obtain the spectral parameters i.e. to determine line position and line 
intensity constants. 

To determine in the best case, the molecular dipole moment  and potential  
functions. 

2.2 O u r  too l s  are :  

(a) A Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) with the following characteristics: 

- home built apparatus (Guelachvili 1978) 
- recording mode: step by step 
- maximum non-apodized resolution: 0.0027 cm -1 
- large spectral domain: from the visible to 500 cm -1 
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- free spectral range up to 4000 cm -1 
- precision of the wavenumber scale: 10-4-10 -5 cm -1 

(b) A Tunable Diode Laser Spectrometer (TDLS) (Spectra Physics) used for 
real time monitoring of the plasma sources and studying line-broadening effects. 

(c) A HP 9000-350 workstation to compute the spectra and to treat the 
data. 

2.3 T h e  p r ob l ems  to  solve are  of  d i f fe ren t  na tu re s :  

- safety problems which need technical solutions 
- intensity measurements by FTS which require understanding of complex 

instrumental effects 
- production of molecules: 

(a) by electric discharges with optimization of the sources and control of their 
stability by means of the TDLS. The impossibility of measuring the concentra- 
tion of the molecules in the source leads to indirect determinations of transition 
moments. 

(b) by chemical reactions: we must obtain samples of very high purity and 
keep and check this purity during the experiments. Pressure and temperature of 
the sample must be recorded during the experiments. 

In spite of the fact that,  at present, many of our works imply the use of 
chemical reactions in order to study molecules of atmospheric interest like HNO3, 
C1NO2, C1ONO2 ... in this paper I will only present the techniques and results 
connected to the electric discharges. 

3 E l e c t r i c a l  S o u r c e s  o f  R a d i c a l s  

High concentrations of unstable molecules, in the laboratory, are generally dif- 
ficult to obtain. This is mainly due to their short lifetime relative to their high 
chemical reactivity. Therefore we set up various experimental devices designed 
to efficiently produce unstable species. Figure 1 shows a simplified typical ex- 
perimental configuration. The plasma reactor can be simultaneously observed 
by the diode-laser and Fourier-transform spectrometers. 

The main sources that we use are: 
(1) A radiofrequency reactor described by Chollet et al. (1986): It is a stainless 

tube, 3m long and 22 cm in diameter, which contains a multiple reflection cell 
permitting optical paths of several tens of meters. The plasma is excited by a RF 
discharge. The first application of this device was the study of a Silane plasma 
emission spectrum in which we detected Sill: it was the first detection of this 
radical in the infrared (Chollet et al. 1986). The results of the Sill study are given 
by Betrencourt et al. (1986). These experiences showed that in this discharge 
the vibrational temperatures are higher than the rotational temperatures. The 
other molecules detected using a Silane plasma are: HNSi (Elhanine et al. 1991, 
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Fig. 1. The figure shows a simplified typical experimental configuration designed to 
efficiently produce and observe unstable species. 

Elhanine et al. 1993) and SiN (Elhanine et al. 1992). Other types of plasma were 
achieved with the RF source: from a H2 + N2 mixture we studied the NH radical 
(Boudjaadar et al. 1986) and from a H2S plasma we studied SH and the negative 
ion SH- (Elhanine et al. 1988). 

(2) A microwave source, well known for its advantages: (a) no electrodes and 
henceforth non impurities (b) wide pressure range (from 10 -3 to 10 Torr), and 
(c) large density of generated species (1012-1013/cm3). An important applica- 
tion was the observation of emission spectra of the OH radical from a H20 + 
02 plasma. We obtained simultaneously pure rotational transitions in the v=0 
and v= l  states and the rovibrational fundamental band (Benidar 1991). The 
experiences showed a thermal equilibrium between vibration and rotation. 

(3) A D.C. discharge in which we observe the emission of the positive column 
in the infrared. One characteristic of this often used discharge is that it allows 
to selectively excite the vibrations. For example, Benidar (1991) shows that for 
OH this discharge allowed the observation of the four first rovibrational bands 
with Av=l.  We hope to apply this possibility of highly excited vibrations to the 
C10 radical for an intensity study. 

(4) A hollow-cathode discharge: an infrared emission spectrum of N + is de- 
scribed by Ferguson et al. (1992). 

4 S e l e c t i v e  D e t e c t i o n  o f  t h e  R a d i c a l s  

A crucial problem linked to these sources is to discriminate the usually small 
signals due to the transient species from the large spectral background of the 
parent molecule or other stable species which are present at the same time. For 
this, a property of the species of interest, by which it differs from the precur- 
sors, must be chosen and varied in a well defined and periodic manner. In laser 
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spectroscopy, modulation methods have proved to be very successful. However 
such methods have rarely been applied to high resolution FTS. In our group, 
new modulation schemes are being developed for the interferometer with the 
following specificity: the modulation of the output signal of the interferometer, 
essential to improve all the detections in FTS, is here, produced by the source 
in a selective manner and not by the interferometer itself. This selective manner 
depends on the nature of the species, as will be shown in a few examples. 

(i) Paramagnetic species: We realized two types of modulation for these very 
usual species: (a) Zeeman-Modulation: constant and periodic magnetic fields are 
applied to the molecules in a cell. The effect of this source modulation on the 
spectrum is that only the lines which are field sensitive are detected as shown on 
NO (Elhanine et al. 1988) and (Guelachvili 1986). (b) Polarization modulation: 
based on the polarization property of the Zeeman transitions in a magnetic field. 
The principle and results are explained by Elhanine et al. (1989). 

(ii) Short lived species: We showed that a selective detection by FTS is pos- 
sible by modulating their production processes on a time scale similar to their 
lifetime. Thus the long-lived species will not be modulated and therefore not de- 
tected. An application to the OH radical detection in emission by concentration 
modulation is given by Benidar et al. (1991). 

(iii) Molecular ions: The most powerful technique is the velocity modula- 
tion. It has been very successful in detecting many new ions with tunable in- 
frared lasers, especially in the group of R.J. Saykally at Berkeley. We applied 
this technique to High-Resolution FTS with its well-known multiplex and wide 
spectral-range advantages. The principle is given by Martin & Guelachvili (1990) 
with an application to ArH +, showing for the first time a velocity modulation 
in emission. 

5 I n t e n s i t y  M e a s u r e m e n t s  

It is well known that rovibrational intensities for radical species are particu- 
larly difficult to determine using experimental methods. However, the interac- 
tion between vibration and rotation (Herman-Wallis effect) can be exploited to 
determine the transition moment independently of any information on molecular 
abundance. The effect of this interaction results in a transfer of intensity in a 
band, from the P branch to the R one or vice-versa. The first spectacular evi- 
dence of this effect was seen on SH produced in the SH2 radio frequency plasma 
(Benidar et al. 1991). Then, thanks to this Herman-Wallis interaction, we stud- 
ied the intensities of: NH (Chackerian et al. 1989), ArH + (Martin & Guelachvili 
1991) and OH (Benidar 1991). 

Let us notice that,  by this method we do not need any information upon 
the population distribution in the levels, i.e. this is valid even if the source is 
not in thermal equilibrium. This is shown on the OH emission spectra: as seen 
above we used spectra from two different sources (M.W and D.C. discharges). 
In the D.C. discharge the vibrational levels are higher and the rotational dis- 
tribution does not follow a Boltzmann distribution as it does for the microwave 
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discharge. Therefore, Benidar (1991) shows that these two quite different exper- 
iments lead to the same Herman-Wallis function and consequently to the same 
dipole moment function. 
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1 Introduct ion 

The discovery of a large variety of molecules by radio astronomy has been a 
very strong motivation for the development of laboratory millimeter wave spec- 
troscopy. Among them, the reactive species, neutral and/or ionic, have been early 
recognized as playing a very important role in the chemistry of the interstellar 
and circumstellar medium. While the laboratory spectroscopy of free radicals 
started relatively early, with the observation of the Oil radical by the group of 
Townes (Dousmanis et al. 1955), the detection of molecular ions proved to be a 
much more difficult task, and the first millimeter line due to an ion was actually 
detected by radio astronomy (Buhl & Snyder 1970). It was called "U89.2" un- 
til it was tentatively attributed to ItCO + by Klemperer (1970) on the basis of 
both considerations on the chemistry of the interstellar medium, and of ab initio 
calculations for the prediction of the expected line frequency. This identification 
was later confirmed by more elaborated ab initio calculations (Wahlgren et al. 
1973, Kraemers & Diercksen 1976), and bY the observation of a transition at- 
tributed to H13CO + (Snyder et al. 1976), but the definite confirmation was the 
observation of the same transition in a laboratory glow discharge by the group 
of Woods (Woods et al. 1975). 

Due to their key-role in the astro-chemistry (see for example Viala 1986 and 
references therein), molecular ions are of course of special interest to laboratory 
spectroscopists, but many other types of molecules are also very important: free 
radicals and reactive species are relatively abundant in the interstellar medium; 
small cyclic molecules have been searched for since the discovery of C3ii2 in a 
wide variety of sources; refractory molecules have been detected in circumstellar 
envelopes, and the observation of rare isotopic forms can give information on the 
mechanisms of isotopic fractionation. In all cases, the detection of these species 
request a preliminary observation of their spectra in the laboratory. 

In addition to its significance for astrophysics, millimeter wave spectroscopy is 
a very powerful tool for probing the physico-chemistry of low pressure flames and 
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plasmas: High-resolution spectroscopy is actually a very sensitive, non-intrusive 
technique for detecting stable or unstable species and estimating their tempera- 
tures. Moreover, in this frequency range, spectra are usually not too congested, 
which makes the problem of identifying blended spectra less critical than in the 
infrared range. 

Also, being inherently a very high resolution technique (typically of the or- 
der of 100kHz), millimeter wave spectroscopy gives essential information about 
the energy-level configurations and molecular structure, making possible a de- 
tailed analysis of the rotational, fine and hyperfine structures, and leading to 
an accurate determination of the molecular parameters. The molecular struc- 
tures determined by this method can be compared with the results of ab initio 
calculations, and provide reliable tests for the validity of the various levels of 
calculation. In this view, the reactive species are of special interest, since they 
widen the possibilities of comparing the bonding properties between atoms in 
the same column of the Mendeleieff table, such as carbon and silicon. 

2 Basic Principles 

In its principle, a millimeter wave spectroscopy experiment is extremely simple,as 
shown in Fig. 1, it is basically all absorption experiment. The source of radiation 
is a monochromatic, frequency-swept source, usually a klystron, a carcinotron, 
or, more recently, a gunn diode. The radiation passes through the absorption 
cell and a sensitive detector (generally a broadband InSb bolometer) is used to 
detect the absorption resulting from the interaction of the molecules with the 
electromagnetic field. 

radiation source absorption cell detector 

P P 

y V 

V 0 

Fig. 1. Basic principle of an experiment of millimeter wave spectroscopy 

Since the absorption of radiation by an atom or a molecule is mainly due to 
its electric dipole moment, only polar molecules can be detected by this method. 
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A few non-polar molecules have been detected through magnetic dipole tran- 
sitions, like 02 (Miller & Townes 1953), but the corresponding absorption is 
usually weak, and this is a severe limitation in the application of radio astron- 
omy to the detection of interstellar molecules. 

In order to avoid collisional broadening of the transitions, the gas in the ab- 
sorption cell must be kept at a rather low pressure, ranging typically from 1 to 
10 P. In this pressure range, the linewidth is of the order of a few hundred kHz, 
and millimeter wave spectroscopy is characterized by a high resolution (of the 
order of 50 to 100 kHz). 

In the frequency range typical of millimeter wave spectroscopy (currently 
from 60 to 300 GHz approximatively; up to 400 to 600 Gttz in more special 
cases), molecular transitions occur between rotational levels within a given vi- 
brational state. Since the reactive species of interest are generally small molecules 
(4 to 5 atoms or less), their spectra are usually not very dense, and the prob- 
ability of getting blended lines is rather small. This characteristic of millimeter 
wave spectroscopy is at the origin of the 2 different types of information which 
can be found in such a spectrum: 

The first situation happens when enough lines have been measured and iden- 
tified (which is not always straightforward!): the spectrum can be fitted using 
conventional models, and molecular constants are derived. The interpretation 
of these molecular constants gives information on the electronic and geometri- 
cal structure of the molecule. In particular, the rotational constants A, B, C 
are in first approximation inversely proportional to the inertial moments of the 
molecules, and, when several isotopic forms of a molecule have been observed, 
(i.e. several set of rotational constants corresponding to the same geometrical 
structure, but to different atomic masses), an accurate molecular structure can 
be determined. Of course, for a discussion of the accuracy on the bond lengths 
and angles, the validity of the theoretical model must be very carefully checked, 
but such a discussion is irrelevant in this paper. Moreover, knowing the molecular 
constants and using the convenient theoretical model, it is possible to calculate 
with an accuracy comparable to the experimental uncertainty the lines which, 
sometimes, cannot be directly measured for technical reasons. 

The second situation happens when the spectrum of a molecule is already 
known: it is not necessary to observe the complete spectrum to identify this 
molecule in a complicated mixture: since the lines are rarely blended, the identi- 
fication can rely on the observation of only a few characteristic lines, in contrast 
to infrared spectroscopy, where the identification is much more difficult. This 
property of millimeter wave spectra is of special importance for radio astron- 
omy. 
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3 Experimental  Problems 

Even if the principles of the experiment are very simple, its realization confronts 
the spectroscopists with many problems: First of all, the frequency range to be 
swept must be roughly defined, or, in other words, the line frequencies must 
be predicted. Then, the spectrometer must be very sensitive, easily scanned in 
frequency, and, as much as possible, automatized in order to save time. The last 
problem, but not the least, is to produce the reactive species which, in terrestrial 
conditions, are usually very short-lived. 

4 Prediction of the spectra 

An ideal case is of course when the line frequency is already known. This con- 
dition occurs when the problem is to confirm, by laboratory observation, the 
assignment of a line observed by radio astronomy, (as mentioned above in the 
case of HCO+). HCO + is not the only example, other ions, like HCS + (Thaddeus 
et al. 1981; Gudeman et al. 1981) and HOCO + (Thaddeus et al. 1981; Bogey et 
al. 1984) were also observed first by radio astronomy and then identified in the 
laboratory. 

Important information can also be derived from other types of spectra, elec- 
tronic spectra (see for example SIC2, Michalopoulos et al. 1984; Gottlieb et al. 
1989) or vibrational spectra, as in the case of ttNSi (Elhaninne et al. 1991; Bo- 
gey et al. 1991a) or C2H3 + (Bogey et al. 1992b). When no experimental data is 
available, the prediction of the spectra relies entirely on ab initio calculations. 
Ab initio calculations provide the potential energy surfaces, the minima of which 
correspond to the stable forms of the molecules. They also provide the values of 
the molecular parameters (bond lengths and angles) corresponding to the equi- 
librium structures of the molecules. From these parameters, the values of the 
rotational constants can be easily calculated. Due to the high resolution of mil- 
limeter wave spectroscopy, the accuracy of these ab initio calculations was for a 
long time not sufficient to allow an unambiguous identification of a molecule (see 
the example of HCO +, Klemperer 1970). Fortunately, the accuracy of ab initio 
calculations has improved very much during the last years, and, as shown later, 
the role of quantum chemists is sometimes crucial in the procedure of identifi- 
cation of molecular spectra (see for example Bogey et al. 1987; 1991b; 1992a; 
Cordonnier et al. 1992). 

5 T h e  spectrometer 

Since free radicals and molecular ions are very reactive species, their stationary 
concentration is very low, and the main quality of the spectrometer is a sensitiv- 
ity as high as possible. A conservative value for the sensitivity of a spectrometer 
working in the 50-450 GHz range is AP/P  = 10 -7 per cm of absorption path 
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(provided a convenient radiation source is used). Using typical values for the var- 
ious parameters (dipole moment, linewidth, oscillator strength...), it is possible 
to estimate the lowest detectable concentration to be 10 s to 107 per cm 3, which 
makes millimeter wave spectroscopy a competitive technique to detect reactive 
species, especially for the closed-shell molecules which are difficult to study by 
visible or UV spectroscopy. 

The spectrometer we have built in Lille has been described elsewhere (Bo- 
gey et al. 1993). Below 340 GHz, we use harmonic generation from phase-locked 
klystrons or Gunn oscillators. Above 340 GHz, we use two phase-locked Thomson 
CSF carcinotrons emitting in the 340-470 Gttz frequency range. In this frequency 
range, the high power emitted by the radiation source allows a very good sen- 
sitivity to be reached (about 10 -s cm -1 for a 10Hz bandwidth detection). The 
detection is achieved by a QMC Instrument liquid-helium-cooled InSb detector. 
The radiation is frequency-modulated, and the signal is demodulated at twice 
the modulation frequency, which provides a second derivative lineshape. A HP 
9000-310 micro computer is used to automatically sweep the frequency and si- 
multaneously record the spectrum. It also ensures frequency measurement and, 
when necessary to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, numerical signal processing. 

6 M e t h o d s  o f  p r o d u c t i o n  

Due to their short lifetime, reactive species can be detected only when they 
are produced directly in the absorption cell. Depending on the type of molecule 
of interest, various techniques can be used: Relatively fragile, moderately reac- 
tive molecules need soft chemical methods, like vacuum flash thermolysis and/or 
vacuum gas-solid phase reactions, which were used together to produce the 2H- 
azirine NCH2CIt, a cyclic isomer of methyl cyanide (Bogey et al. 1986). In the 
case of very reactive free radicals and molecular ions, the species are most conve- 
niently produced and observed within a plasma excited by a D.C. discharge, and 
we will restrict ourself to this case in this paper. In a D.C. discharge, two parts 
of the discharge are of special interest. Generally, the positive column is used 
when free radicals or reactive molecules are searched for. In normal conditions 
(I=50-200 mA), this part of the discharge fills nearly the whole length of the 
discharge tube. A very short part of the discharge, called the negative glow and 
located near the cathode, is more suitable for the production of molecular ions, 
and especially of protonated molecules, because of the higher electron density. 
In order to extend this negative glow to the whole length of the cell, an axial 
magnetic field (typically 200 G), produced by a solenoid coiled round the cell, 
is applied to the discharge (De Lucia et al. 1983). In this regime, the discharge 
is characterised by a low discharge current (1-10 mA). The magnetic field is 
also used to discriminate the lines due to an ion from those due to a neutral: 
The intensity of the lines due to ions is strongly correlated to the strength of 
the magnetic field, whereas those due to neutral are insensitive to the field. (De 
Lucia et al. 1983; Bogey et al. 1988). Furthermore, when the positive column is 
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used, the magnetic field is also very useful to check the Zeeman effect on the 
lines, in order to discriminate paramagnetic species from others. 

A scheme of the discharge tube built in Lille is presented in Fig. 2. The 
cell consists of a 2.5 m long, 5 cm internal diameter Pyrex tube, with a jacket 
for liquid nitrogen cooling. Condensable gases are introduced through a 2 m 
long axial glass tube drilled all along its length. Both ends are closed by Teflon 
windows at Brewster incidence to improve the transmission of the cell. 

Pressure  
gauge Liquid nitrogen 

inlet 

To the pump 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the discharge cell 
Gas inlet 

7 E x p e r i m e n t a l  P r o c e d u r e  

To achieve a detection, measurement, and identification of the millimeter wave 
spectrum of a reactive species, not only good frequency predictions, a very sen- 
sitive spectrometer and an efficient technique of production are necessary: A bit 
of good luck is also essential, as well as lots of patience. 

The main problem is that the physico-chemistry of the electric discharge is 
extremely mysterious, and in many cases our understanding of what happens 
in the discharge is nearer cooking recipe than conventional scientific argument. 
In these conditions, the only procedure is to scan the convenient spectral range 
(when correctly estimated) in various experimental conditions: chemical mixture, 
total and partial pressures, temperature and discharge conditions. Of course, 
sometimes it is successful, sometimes it is not. But the most fascinating is that,  in 
some case, during an unsuccessful search for a given molecule, we found another 
species, much more interesting than the one we searched for first. In such a case, 
first the procedure of identification of the spectrum, and then of the molecule 
itself, and then possibly of its structure, is something like a detective story, as 
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we experienced it first with the weakly bound molecular ion Arii3 + (Bogey et 
al. 1987), and will be described in the next section on other examples. 

8 S o m e  T y p i c a l  E x a m p l e s  

The dibridged disilyne Si(H2)Si: In the course of a search for the molecular ion 
Sill +, unidentified lines were observed in a silane/argon plasma, in the 450 GHz 
frequency range. The lines had a typical behaviour, being maximum in intensity 
in the abnormal regime of the discharge (very low discharge current), and dis- 
appearing nearly completely in the positive column. IIowever their intensity did 
not show the variation versus the magnetic field strength typical of"  ionic" lines. 
Moreover, they did not exhibit any Zeeman splitting. After a few more chemical 
tests, we concluded that they were due to a closed-shell, neutral molecule con- 
taining only silicon and hydrogen atoms. 

Figure 3 presents a stick diagram of a part of the observed spectrum. It 
shows the very characteristic pattern of a c-type Q branch, and the assignment 
of this spectrum by conventional methods (Winnewisser et al. 1968) was straight- 
forward. Finally, a total of 87 lines was measured in the 347-472 GHz range, 
and the spectrum was fitted using a conventional Hamiltonian, with a standard 
deviation of 20 ktIz. 

435.0 445.0 450.0 455.0 

i i  I 
I 

440.0 

Fig. 3. Stick diagram of a part of the observed spectrum 

1 
460.0 

I 
GHz 

The identification of this unknown molecule relied on a careful examination 
of the values of the rotational constants A, B, C, and of the characteristics of 
the observed spectrum: 

(a) The B and C constants (= 7250 MHz) are of the same order of magni- 
tude as those of molecules like $2 (B = 8.8 Gttz) or Si2 (B = 7.2 Giiz),  which 
indicates that  the molecule contains 2 silicon atoms. 
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(b) The relatively high value of A (= 157 GHz) suggests that A is mainly 
determined by a few H atoms out of the Si-Si axis, and that the number of H 
atoms do not exceed 3 (by comparison with known molecules). 

(c) The remarkable 1:3 alternation in the intensities of adjacent lines, shown 
on Fig. 3, is characteristic of 2 exchangeable hydrogen atoms. All these observa- 
tions suggests that the observed molecule is the disilyne Si2H2, a fundamental 
molecule never observed spectroscopically, but theoretically studied by quantum 
chemistry methods (Colegrove & Schaefer 1990; Grev& Schaefer 1992). 

(d) These ab initio calculations showed that the ground state of Si2H2 has 
a singlet non-classical bridged structure (Fig. 4). With such a C2~ symmetry, 
the molecule is polar, and, with the calculated structure, the dipole moment lies 
along the c-axis, in agreement with the experiment. 

Fig. 4. Molecular structure of the disilyne Si(H2)Si 

(e) The A,B,C constants calculated from the ab initio structure are very close 
to the experimental values, as shown on Table 1. 

(f) Other potential molecules can be ruled out in view of spectroscopic ar- 
guments, for example: the silasilene polar isomer I-I2SiSi would give rise to an 
a-type spectrum, very different from the observed spectrum. Si2H4 has a trans- 
bent geometry in its ground state, with a center of symmetry, and then no dipole 
moment. 

A definite confirmation of the identification of the molecule came with the 
observation of the 29Si and 3°Si monosubstituted forms: The rotational constants 
were calculated assuming the structure derived from ab initio calculations, and 
the spectra were predicted using a conventional hamiltonian. The spectra were 
observed in natural abundance, and a set of rotational constants was derived for 
each isomer (Bogey et al. 1991b). Later, the Si(D2)Si spectrum was also observed 
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Table  1. Rotational constants of Si(H2)Si 
Schaefer (1990) 

Experiment CMculation 
A 157198.8 163450.0 
B 7281.3 7236.0 
C 7199.7 7154.0 

B - C  81.6 81.9 

(in MHz). Calculations from Colegrove & 

by replacing Sill4 with SiD4 in the discharge cell, and another set of rotational 
constants was derived. 

Due to the symmetry of the molecule, its structure depends only on 3 geomet- 
rical parameters, namely the Si-H and Si-Si distances, and the dihedral angle 
<HSiSiH>.  Using together the 4 sets of rotational constants, it was possible 
to derive a substitution structure (Kraitchman 1953; Costain 1958) which is a 
very good approximation of the equilibrium structure. As shown in Table 2, the 
agreement between experimental and theoretical structures is excellent (Bogey 
et al. 1993). 

Table  2. Molecular structure of Si(H2)Si 

This work ref(1) ref(2) 
Si - Si (/~) 2.2154 2.216 2.222 
Si - H (•) 1.6680 1.668 1.681 

<H SiSi H>(°) 104.22 104.0 106.5 
(1) Colegrove & Schaefer 1990, (2) Grev& Schaefer 1992. 

9 The Monobridged Form Si(H)SiH 

Another case of very interesting unidentified lines occurred during a search for 
Sill3. This radical is clearly of astrophysical interest, but there is a large uncer- 
ta inty on its spectrum because it presents both spin-orbit coupling and inversion 
internal motion. Several frequency scans were carried out in various experimental 
conditions: discharge in pure silane or in argon-silane mixtures, at room temper- 
ature or with liquid nitrogen cooling of the cell. Again, a lot of unidentified lines 
were observed, which cannot be ascribed to Sill3. Clearly, the molecule respon- 
sible for these lines was a short-lived molecule, appearing only in the abnormal 
regime of the discharge, it was not an ion, and it was a closed-shell molecule. 
Moreover, this mysterious molecule had a chemical behaviour very similar to that  
of the dibridged disilyne Si(H2)Si. From a spectroscopic point of view, a 6 GHz 
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frequency scan around 210 GHz allowed the observation of a typical a-type pat- 
tern, with no indication of spin statistics from the relative intensities of the lines. 

The identification of the K-components was straightforward, but several trials 
were necessary to determine the J-value. Finally, the spectrum was identified and 
fitted, and line predictions were made in the 420-470 GHz frequency range. It 
turned out that these predictions allowed us to identify some unassigned lines 
observed during our preceeding study of Si(H2)Si. A total of 160 lines were finally 
measured between 180 and 470 Gttz. They were fitted using a conventional 
hamiltonian in order to derive the molecular constants. As shown in Table 3, 
there is a striking similarity between the B and C constants of Si(H2)Si and 
the unknown molecule. It means that, here again, the molecule contains only 2 
silicon atoms. 

Table 3. Rotational constants (in MHz) of the unknown molecule and Si(H2)Si 

unknown 
molecule Si(H2 )Si 

A 2 6 2 0 9 2 . 3  157198.8 
B 7361.9 7281.3 
C 7161.8 7199.7 

Here again, the identification of the molecule was greatly aided by using 
the results of ab initio calculations. Indeed, in the papers where the results 
concerning Si(H2)Si were presented (Colegrove & Schaefer 1990; Grev& Schaefer 
1992), the authors also characterised the other stationary points on the Si2H2 
potential surface. In addition to the already known disilavinylidene isomer SiSiII2 
(see for example Koseki & Gordon 1989), they discovered another low-lying 
isomer, the monobridged form Si(H)SiIt, which turned out in fact to be lower 
in energy than the disilavinylidene. They also showed that the energy difference 
between the di- and mono-bridged forms is low enough (8.7kcal/mol) to make 
this isomer an attractive candidate for our unknown molecule. Not only were 
the calculated rotational constants of this new isomer in good agreement with 
the experimental values (see Table 4), but other arguments were much more 
in favour of Si(H)SiH than of SiSiH~ too. SiSiH2 has 2 exchangeable H atoms, 
which is not consistent with our observations. Moreover, it has a rather small 
a-type dipole moment (0.15D). In contrast to this, Si(H)SiH has no equivalent 
H atoms, its dipole moment has 2 components, the strongest (0.96D) along the 
a-axis, and a much weaker one (0.04D) along the b-axis, which is consistent with 
the typical a-type spectrum observed. 

As in the preceeding case, the definite confirmation of the identification of 
the molecule requested the observation of another isotopomer. The spectra of 
the 29Si and 3°Si monosubstituted forms were too weak to be observed in natural 
abundance, but the deuterated form was observed by replacing SiII4 by SiD4 in 
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Table 4. Rotational constants (in MHz) of the unknown molecule and the Si2H2 
isomers (Calculations from Grev& Schaefer 1992) 

A B C 
Experimental 262092.3 7361.9 7161.8 
SiSiH2 168663.0 6 7 0 8 . 0  6452.0 
Si(H)SiH 275510.0 7375 .0  7181.0 

the discharge. As expected, the spectrum was observed very near the predicted 
spectrum, and the observed spectrum was fitted to derive the molecular con- 
stants. In the case of this molecule, 5 geometrical parameters are necessary to 
determine the structure, for example the Si-Si distance, 2 Si-H distances, and 2 
angles (see Fig. 5). With 2 isomers, only 4 independent rotational constants are 
available, since, for a planar molecule, the 3 rotational constants are not inde- 
pendent. It is then impossible to determine completely the molecular structure 
from the experimental data. In order to determine a preliminary structure, the 
<Sil-Si2-HI> angle was arl~itrarily fixed to the ab initio value of 52.5 °. It led 
to the following values for the various structural parameters: Sil-Si2 = 2.119 A; 
Si2-H1 = 1.629/~; Si2-H2 = 1.474 _~; <Sil-Si2-H2> = 157.5o (Cordonnier et al. 
1992). 

Fig. 5. Molecular structure of the monobridged Si(H))SiH 

10 The Protonated Acetylene C~H3+ 

The observation of protonated species was early suggested as an indirect way 
to detect non polar molecules like acetylene, C~H2, in the interstellar medium 
(Herbst et al. 1977). Moreover, protonated acetylene C2H3 + is expected to 
play an important role in the hydrocarbon chemistry of the interstellar medium 
(Herbst ~ Leung 1989), and Glassgold et al. (1992), reexamined the chemistry 
of this ion, and concluded that with the existing large radiotelescopes some mil- 
limeter wave transitions should be observable in interstellar clouds and/or C-rich 
eircumstellar envelopes. 
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C~H + has also received considerable attention from the quantum chemists, 
due to the possible existence of classical and non-classical (bridged) structures 
in this small carbo-cation (Fig. 6). From the various ab initio calculations, it 
seems to emerge that the classical structure is a transition state between two 
equivalent forms of the non-classical isomer (Lindh et al. 1991; see also Crofton 
et al. 1989 for a review of earlier works). The height of the barrier is estimated to 
be about 1300 cm "-1 (Lindh et al. 1991), which is low enough to allow tunneling 
on a measurable time scale. 

Non-classical form 

Classical form 

Fig. 6. Molecular structures of the protonated acetylene C2H~ 

In contrast to these numerous theoretical results, very little was known exper- 
imentally on the spectroscopic properties of this ion, until the pioneering work 
of Oka's group in Chicago. They first observed infrared lines of C2H3 + in 1985 
(Crofton & Oka 1985), and published recently their main conclusions (Crofton 
et al. 1989): The very rich infrared spectrum observed in the 3.2#m range is due 
to the bridged form of C~H3 +. Moreover, tunneling splittings expected from the 
moderate barrier height were experimentally resolved in the excited vibrational 
state. However, in spite of extensive theoretical works (Hougen 1987; Escribano& 
Bunker 1987; Escribano et al. 1988; Gomez ~z Bunker 1990), there is presently 
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no theoretical model to interpret quantitatively this tunneling splitting within 
experimental accuracy. Consequently, Crofton et al. (1989) used infrared line 
combination differences to determine the B and C rotational constants of C2H + 
in its ground vibrational state, but were unable to determine A, preventing any 
accurate prediction of the pure rotational b-type spectrum to be made. 

However, we decided to carry out a search for this rotational spectrum, since, 
in view of the reasonably large dipole moment (___1.25 D according to Lee ~z 
Schaefer 1986), it could be observed at cm and mm wavelengths (Glassgold et 
al. 1992). 

The ions were produced in the negative glow discharge, in a mixture of argon, 
hydrogen and acetylene. A 5 GHz range was scanned around 432 Gttz, the fre- 
quency of the intense 918-909 transition predicted using the molecular constants 
of Crofton et al. (1989), and several lines were observed. Among them, only one 
exhibited the intensity evolution versus magnetic field characteristic of an ion. 
Several chemical tests were performed to make sure that the ion contains only 
C and H atoms'. Assuming that  this line was indeed the expected transition, 
its frequency was included in a fit together with the combination differences of 
Crofton et al. (1989), leading to a preliminary determination of the rotational 
constant A, and to a prediction of the frequencies of other transitions, which 
were readily observed. 

A total of 17 b-type transitions were finally measured and fitted using a 
standard hamiltonian, leading to the determination of the 3 rotational constants 
and 4 centrifugal distortion constants (Bogey et al. 1992b). In order to confirm 
the identification of the molecule, we compared the molecular constants obtained 
by fitting (a) only the combination differences of Crofton et al. (1989); (b) both 
the combination differences and the pure rotational transitions; (c) only the 
rotational transitions. The results are presented in Table 5. Their consistency is 
remarkable and confirms that the molecular ion observed by Oka's group and 
by us is the same carbo-ion, namely C2H3 ÷ in its non-classical, bridged form. 
Moreover, all ab initio calculated rotational constants are in agreement with 
these results. 

Table 5. RotationM constants of C2Ha + (in MHz) 

IR data IR + mmw data mmw data 
A 396925.(fixed) 399956.00(17) 399955.983(18) 
B 34234.8(20) 34237.532(58) 34237.5395(66) 
C 31371.8(20) 31371 .74(12)  31371.760(14) 

One of the most exciting problems concerning this molecule is related to the 
internal motion of the protons. In spite of an extensive search, no splitting of the 
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lines resulting from this tunneling motion was observed in the pure rotational 
spectrum. This result indicates that the barrier is probably higher than the cal- 
culated value (Lindh et al. 1991), and this problem should be re-investigated in 
the future, since the tunneling splitting is expected to be very sensitive to the 
height of the barrier (Escribano 1993). 

Finally, the frequencies of some (for technical reasons) non observed lines of 
potential astrophysical interest were predicted using our set of molecular con- 
stants (Bogey et al. 1992b). 

Recently, this molecular ion was searched for in the interstellar medium. The 
detection was negative, but an upper limit for its abundance was determined 
(Guelin 1993). 

11 C o n c l u s i o n  

Recent improvements in the methods of production as well as in the perfor- 
mances of the spectrometers (sensitivity, frequency coverage, automatisation) 
have made possible the spectacular developments in the topic of high resolution 
spectroscopy of transient species. From the examples presented above, it is clear 
that quantum chemistry plays often a key-role in the procedure of identification 
of a new molecule. 

The necessary interplay between theory, laboratory spectroscopy and radio 
astronomy has proved to be particularly successful, and many exciting discov- 
eries are still expected in this field, as examplified by the recent laboratory and 
radio astronomical detection of MgNC, the first magnesium-containing interstel- 
lar molecule (Kawaguchi et al. 1993). It is also noteworth that radio astronomy 
is not only a strong motivation for laboratory spectroscopists, it can be also, 
indirectly, at the origin of the accidental discovery of fascinating molecules in 
the laboratory, as illustrated by ArH3 + (Bogey et al. 1988), Si(H~)Si (Bogey et 
al. 19915), and Si(H)SiH (Cordonnier et al. 1992). 
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9O 
molecular beams 256, 262 
molecular clouds 188, 190 
molecular constants 35,203 
molecular equilibria 55 
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molecular formation and destruction 
234 

molecular ion 417 
molecular line lists 279 
molecular line lists, ItITRAN 93,300 
molecular line lists, SCAN 34 
molecular line lists 29,282,318,397, 

409 
molecular lines 417 
molecular orbitals 311 
"molecular regime" of stellar param- 

eters 30 
molecule fixed axis system 355 
molecule-grain transition 166 
monohydrides 384 
monoxides 384 
MORBID 35,354 
Morse potential 277 
multi-configurationSCF, MCSCF 312, 

343 
multi-configuration methods 343 
multipass cell 367 
multireference configuration-interaction 

method; MRD-CI 337 
N2 11, 32 
N + 414 
N20, dissociation energy 262 
Natt 26,385 
NaO 388 
NC-CN, dissociation energy 261 
net flux 265 
neutron source 6, 18 
NH 19,202, 282, 287, 414 
NH, photodissociation 231 
NH2 364 
NH + 363 
NH3 31,105,226 
NO, dissociation energy 252 
non-adiabatic interaction 329 
non-local thermodynamic equilibrium, 

NLTE 22,186,223,235,266 
non-thermal velocity 93 
nucleation, classical theory 176 
nucleation, heterogeneous 178 
nucleation, homogeneous 177 

nucleosynthesis, 13C(a,n)160 7, 18 
nucleosynthesis, 22Ne (a, n) 25Mg 6, 

18 
02, dissociation energy 253 
O + 349 
OH 19, 32,114, 200, 202,282,287, 

314,411,414 
OH, photodissociation 229 
opacity data 159, 269,282 
opacity distribution function, ODF 

87, 282, 285,289, 297 
opacity effects 55, 58 
opacity errors: effects on structure 

55, 58 
opacity sampling, OS 87, 159, 268, 

287 
opacity sources 322 
opacity, H2-H2 214, 219 
opacity, H2-He 214, 219 
opacity, Rosseland mean 266, 286, 

288 
opacity, atomic 265,269 
opacity, collision induced 63 
opacity, continuous 37, 63,215,216, 

223 
opacity, molecular 234 
opacity, monochromatic 270 
optical cavities 368 
optical depth 235,265 
oscillator strength 10, 85,226, 238, 

251,272,275,318,327,345, 
376,379 

overionization 240, 245 
overtones 367 
Pad~ approximant 311,318 
partition function 35, 59, 199, 250, 

267, 278, 360 
PbH 387 
perturbation 380 
perturbation expansion 297 
photoacoustic spectroscopy 369 
photodissociation 101,117,140,223 
photofragmentation, laser 262 
photoionization 101 
Planck function 235,238 
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Planck mean absorption coefficient 
150, 158, 159 

planetary nebula, PN 71, 100, 113, 
134 

polarizability 153 
polyatomic molecules 245 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, PAtt 

107, 134, 140,175,178,181 
polyynes 135, 137 
population III stars 215 
post-AGB objects 128 
potential energy function 228, 276, 

298,326,339,353,412 
pre-planetary nebulae 134 
predissociation 224,317, 380 
pressure induced absorption 209 
production rate 236 
protostellar objects 186, 188, 190 
radiation field 234, 238 
radiative lifetime 280, 320 
radiative processes 22 
radiative rates 238 
radiative transfer 56,235, 246,265 
radicals 136, 412 
random band model 81 
rate constant, Cij 22 
Rayleigh scattering 153, 215 
reactive species 417 
red giant branch, RGB 71 
reference configuration 355 
refraction, index of 153 
regular band model 81 
relativistic effects 317 
R-matrix methods 268 
Renner-Teller effect 333 
Rosseland mean absorption coefficient 

149, 159 
restricted active space SCF, RASSCF 

338, 344 
restricted active space state interac- 

tion, RASSI 338,345 
rigid molecule 354 
rigid-rotator-harmonic-oscillator 84 
ring-down cavity spectroscopy 371 
ro-vibrational bands 317 

rotation spectra 198 
rotation-vibration spectra 198 
rotational line 271 
rotational spectrum 417 
rovibrational coupling 297 
Rydberg states 328 
Rydberg-Klein-Rees potential, RKR 

276 
SCAN-CN 35,279 
scattering coefficient 57 
scattering 267 
ScH 387 
SehrSdinger equation 311,326, 339, 

353 
SeO 391 
self-consistent-field approximation, SCF 

312 
SH 414 
SH + 348 
SH- 414 
Si2C 364 
SiH 205,282,287, 413 
Sill + 205 
Si(H2)Si 423 
Sill4 105 
Silane plasma 413 
silicon compound 417 
SiN, dissociation energy 261 
SiO 44, 84,105, 171,282,287, 317 
Slater determinant 311,341 
smoothing 268, 269 
SnH 387 
SO, dissociation energy 263 
SO2, dissociation energy 263 
solar continuum flux 231 
solar convection 201 
solar spectrum 197 
source function 57, 235, 238, 265 
spectrometer 296 
spectroscopic constants 312 
spectroscopy, infrared 18, 91, 98,134, 

412 
spectroscopy, intracavity loss absorp- 

tion 370 
spectroscopy, long-path 367 
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spectroscopy, millimeter wave 417 
spectroscopy, photoacoustic 369 
spectroscopy, ring-down cavity 371 
spectroscopy, time-resolved 383 
spectrum synthesis 287 
spectrum, rotational 417 
s-process elements 3, 13, 33, 44 
spin-orbit splitting 336 
SrO 389 
S stars 2, 33, 44,126, 165, 319 
star formation 190 
stars, AGB 2,113, 134 
stars, CH-type 67 
stars, M dwarfs 49, 61, 62, 92,302 
stars, M sub dwarfs 61, 62 
stars, M-type 2, 33, 37,491 98,165, 

177, 296 
stars, Mira variables 59 
stars, S-type 2, 33, 44, 126, 165 
stars, barium 15, 18 
stars, brown dwarfs 61, 65, 91 
stars, carbon dwarfs 61, 67 
stars, carbon 6, 20, 33, 40, 69, 98, 

101, 113, 134, 165, 177 
stars, dM 37 
stars, dwarfs 61 
stars, population III 215 
stars, population II 61 
stars, post-AGB 134 
stars, white dwarfs 61, 69, 72 
stellar atmosphere 30 
stellar atmosphere; see also model 

atmospheres 
stellar evolution 30, 71 
stellar nucleosynthesis 2 
stellar photosphere 30 
stellar spectra 303 
stellar structure 268 
stellar wind 130, 169 
stoichiometrie compositions 180 
straight mean absorption coefficient 

83 
strength, line 360 
strong line parameter 83 
supernova 2, 164 

symmetry, c/f-type 272 
SYNTHE 287 
temperature ambiguities 58 
thermodynamic equilibrium, TE 234 
TiH 387 
TiO 12, 37, 63,244, 282, 287, 322, 

391 
TiO2 39 
TiS 11 
transition dipole moment 228, 378 
transition energies 321 
transition moment function 314 
transition moment 274, 345,377 
transition probability 59, 203, 274, 

312,316, 377 
transition, bound-bound 267 
transition, bound-free 267 
transition, electronic 197, 239 
transition, free-free 267 
transition, rotational 239 
transition, rotation-vibration 102 
transition, vibrational 239 
triatomic molecules 296 
variational technique 298 
vibronic coupling 330,334 
vibronic functions 330 
VO 44, 59, 65,287, 410 
Voigt analogue Elsasser band model, 

VAEBM 81, 88 
wavefunction, MORBID 359 
wavefunction, rovibrational 298,354 
wavefunction, separation of 275 
wavefunction, vibrational 277, 329 
wavelength standards 400 
weak lines 9, 83,279, 367 
white dwarf classes 73 
white dwarf cooling 72 
white dwarfs 61, 72,215 
White cell 367 
YO 44,391 
Zeeman effect 272 
ZnH 388 
ZrO 3, 16, 44,287, 319, 391,411 
ZrS 11 
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